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Foreword

James N. Wood

Taoism and the Arts of China is occasioned by the first

major cxhibftion ever held on the theme ofTaoism and its in*

fluence in Chinese art This catalt^e and the exhibition it ac-

conripan hnve drawn upon severai decades of pioneering

research on Taoism by scholars of Chinese religion working in

America, Europe, and Japan. Both explore the pivotal role Tao-

ism has played in traditional China, where change has always

been seen as a fundamental aspect of reality. Taoism is of pri-

mary importance In Chinese social and political history, and the

exhibition has been organized in the belief that an understand-

ing ofTaoism in tradMonai China wiH enable us better to com-

prehend modem China. This goal seems particularly relevant as

Taoism enjoys a renascence in China today and as Asian-based

religions attract increasing interest and following in the West.

Throughout the history ofTaoism, worlcs of art of the highest

quality have been created f»r didactic and rituai purposes, liio-

ism and the Arts ofChina explores two complementary modes

of Taoist practice: Taoism that serves the spiritual needs of the

community, and Taoism that serves the spiritual needs of the

individual. The over 150 works ofart presented here enable us to

explore key conceptual and artistic achievements in the history

ofTaoism.

The Art Institute de€ply appreciates the many individuals and

institutions whose generous loans, financial support, and intel-

lectual guidance have made this exhibition possible. They are

thanked in more detail in the Acknowledgments. Here I can ack-

nowledge only a few. First, I \tou\d liko to express my gratitude

to Dr. Emily Sano, Director, Asian Art Museum of San Francisco,

the only other venue for this exhibition. The partnership ofthis

museum, given Its outstanding holdings and the importanoe of

Chinese culture in northern California, is particularly gratifying.

The idea of this pathbreaking exhibition was presented to me

five years ago by Stephen Little, Pritzker Curator of Asian Art at

The Art Institute of Chicago. In order to provide a solid intellec-

tual and historical context fcr the works ofart presented here,

Dr. Little brought t^ether leading scholars ofChinese religion,

history, and art as participants in the planning ofthe exhibition

and as contributors to this publication. To find and arrange to

Imrrow the most significant Taoist art objects, he crisscrossed

the globe, making numerous visits to Asia and Europe, where

cooperation and hospitality were granted to him and where the

understandings he gained orovcd invaluable. Dr. 1 itt'e's skills as

a curator, art hir^torian, historian, and linguist—together with his

sheer Indefatigaoility—endiied him to achieve what heretofore

might have seemed impossible, and for this we thank him.

Finally, such an undertaking required major financial support,

which was provided by generous grants from a number of foun-

dations and cultural agencies. For their help in realizing this

project, we are deeply grateful to the E. Rhodes and leorw 6.

Carpenter Foundation; the Estate ofWilliam Bronson Mitchell

and Grayce Slovet Mitchell; the Henry Luce Foundation; the

Freeman Family Foundation; and the W. L. S, Spencer Founda-

tion. The federal cultural agerKies.the National Endowment

for the Humanities and the National Endowment for the Arts,

awarded major grants to this project, providing an important

endorsement of our efforts.

At a moment when new paths ofcommunication and ex-

change are being forged between China and the United States,

we offer this publication and the exhibition it accompanies in

the hope that visitors and readers will come away with new un-

derstanding of the role the visual arts have played in Taoist belief

and practice over the last two millennia, and a new appreciation

for one ofthe world's most influential philosopMcal and reli-

gious traditions.

James N. Wood, Director and President

The Art Institute ofChicago
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Al know L fc DG M h n ts

Stephen Little

Taoism and the Arts of China" was an undtrtakingoF

such magnitude that it oouM never have been achieved without

the help of many individuals and institutions. My deepest thanks

go to James N. Wood, Director and President ofThe Art Institute

ofChicago, for the enthusiastic support he has given the project

from its icKeption. I am profoundly grateful to him for providing

me the opportunity to realize this exhibition.

Two meetings of the Committee of Humanities Speria''Sts,

funded by a Planning Grant from the National Endowment for

the HuimnHies, allowed for extensive discussion ofthe exhibi-

tion's conceptual structure. The exhibition owes a great deal

to a distinguished group of advisors: Charles Hartman, Terry

Kleeman. Lothar Ledderose, Kristofer Schipper, Nathan Sivin,

Wu Hung, and EricZurcher. Shawn Eichman, coordinator for

the exhibition at the Art Institute, wrote many ofthe catalogue

entries. His vast knowledge ofTaoism made it possible to

explore aspects of Taoist art that would have remained thor-

oughly esoteric without his involvement.

We are also deeply grateful to many renowned scholars of

Chinese culture with whom we discussed the project, and who

freely shared their knowledge witH js: Richard Barnhart.T. H.

Barrett, Stephen R. Bokcnkdt-;:;, Phylii!: [jrooks. Picrrc-Hcnry de

Bruyn, Suzanne Cahill, Jonathan Chaves, Patricia Ebrcy, Donald

J. Harper, Stanley E. Henning, Susan Huang, Kobayashi Masa-

yoshi, Uvia Kohn, Paul Kroll.John Lagenvey^ Thomas Lawton, Lin

S^pnpjh' Oliver Moore, Julia Murray, Su<!an Naquin, Isabelle

Roblnet, Harold D. Roth, Michael Saso, Nancy Shatzman Stein-

hardt, Jason Steuber, Stephen Telser, Frartdscus Verellen, Ann

Waltner, and Judith Zeitlin. i would like to thank Angelika Bor-

chert, Simone Criessmeyer, Petra Roesch, and Joachim Osse,

graduate students at the University of Heidelberg, and De-nin

Lee, a graduate student at Stanford University, for their many

contributions to the initial research that led to the catalogue

The insights and suggestions of Roger Keyes, the late David

Kidd. Liu Dan, Morimoto Yisuyoshi, and Richard Pegg all helped

me enormously. Patrice Fava kindly made his films of Taoist

rituals and sites in China available to me; my thanks go to him

and to the Centre National pour la Recherche Scientifique, Paris,

for allowing us to use footage from his films in the exhibition.

In Beijing thanks go to Wang Limei, Deputy Director ofthe

Foreign Affairs Section of the Administrative Bureau of

M'jseums and Archaeological Data in the Minisir\' of Culture;

Yang Yang, Chen Xiaocheng, Lei Congyun, and Zhang Jianxian of

the Department ofForeign Aflairs, Art Exhibitions China: Sun

Tongchuan and VMng Yi'er ofthe Baiyun Cuan; Yang Xin, Shan

Cuoqiang, Kong Chen, and Shi Anchang of the Palace Museum;

and Yu Qin of the China National Museum of Fine Arts. I am

grateful to Chen Songchangofthe Hunan Provincial Museum,

Changsha; T. T. Tsui and Catalina Chor of the Tsui Art Foundation,

Hong Kong; Stephen McCuinnesi of Plum Blossoms

(International) Ud., Hong Kong; Shan Cuolin, Zhong Yinglan,

and Zhou Yhnchun ofthe Shanghai Museun^ChenZhuoofthe

Tianjin Munidpal Art Museum; BaWu ofthe Shanxi Provincial

Museum. Taiyuan; and Zhang Tong of the the Administrative

Bureau of Museums and Archaeological Data of Shaanxi Prov-

ince, Xi'an, In Taipei I thank Ch in Hstao-i, Chang Lin-sheng, Lin

Po-fing, and WrngXho-fingofthe National Palace Museum.

in Japan I am grateful, in Tokyo, to Hayashi On and Suzuki

Norio of the Agency for Cultural Affairs; and Nishiolfs Yasuhiro

and Minato Nobuyuki of the Tokyo National Museum. Also to

be thanked are YUyama Ken'khl, Nakagawa Hisayasu, Nishl-

gami Minoru, and Melissa M. Rinneofthe Kyoto National

Museum; Nobuo Miyaji and Moriyasu Osamu ofthe Okayama

Prefectural Museum of Art; and Mino Yutaka and Nakagawa

Kenichi of the Osaka Municipal Museum ofArt I am also grate-

ful to the abbots ofthe Chlon-JL l^oto, and the Reiun-ji, Tokyo.
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In England I would like to acknowledge, in London, the help of

Frances Wbod and Beth McKillop ofthe Oriental and India Office

Collections at the British Library; Robert Knox. Anne Farrer,

Jessica Harrison-Hall, and Carol Michaelson of the British

IMuseum; and Rose Kerr, Verity Wilson, and Ming Wilson ofthe

Victoria and Albert iuluseum. To be thanked in Paris, France, are

Jacques Ci^s and Laure Feugere ofthe Mus^e National des Arts

Asiatiqucs Cuimet and Monique Cohen and Natalie Monet of

the Bibliotheque Nationaie de France. In Germany I am grateful

to Adele Schlombs ofthe Museum fiOr Ostasiatische Kunst,

Cologne; and Bruno Riehtritid ofthe Stattliches Museum ftlr

VBllcerlcunde, Munirh. In Switzerland I thank Albert L'jtz and

Helmut Brinkcr of Museum Rietberg, Zurich. In Canada I am

grateful to Klaas Ruitenbeeck and Ka-bo Tsang of the Royal

Ontario Museum, Ibronto.

In the United States I wish to thank Hiram Woodward of the

WMters Art Gallery, Baltimore: Mr and Mrs. Wan-go H. C. Weng;

Richard and Nancy Rosenblum; Wu Tung and Erin Bennett of

the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Robert Mowiy^ Anne Rose

Kitagawa, and Melissa Moy ofthe Arthur M. Sadder Museum,

Harvard University, Cambridge; James K. M. Cheng and Chun

Shumofthe Harvard-Yenching Library; Benne; Bronson and

Chui-mei Ho of the Field Museum, Chicago; Ellen Avril and

Barbara IC Cibbs, both fonmerly ofthe Cincinnati Art Museum;

Chouju-hsi ofthe Cleveland Museum of Art; George Ellis and

Julia White of the Honolulu Academy of Arts; Marc Wilson and

Yang Xiaoneng of the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas

Gty; J. Keidi Wilson, June U, and Victoria Biyth Hill ofthe Los

Angeles County Mtiseum ofArt; Robert Jacobsen ofthe Minne-

apolis Ir^titute of Ars; Laurel Kendall and Ann Po'ter of the

American Museum of Natural History, New Yoric; Wen Fong,

Maxwell Hearn, and Judith Smith of the Metropolitan Museum

ofAlt. New York; IHoward Rogers and Arnold Chang ofKaikodo,

New York; Amy Heinrich of the C. V. Starr East Asian Library^

Columbia University. New York; Zhou Yuan and William Als-

paugh of the University of Chicago Library; Felice Fischer and

Adriana Prozer ofthe Philadelphia Museum ofArt; Cary Y. Uu

oFthe Art Museum, Princeton University; Caron Smith, David

Kencik. and Song Yu of the San Diego Museum of Art: Emily

Sano, Michael Knight, He Li, Pauline Yao, and Hanni Forester

ofthe Asian Art Museum of San Francisco; Mimi Neill Gates

and Jay Xu ofthe Seattle Art Museum; and Milo Beach, Joseph

Chang, Jan Stuart, and Stephen Allee of the Arthur M. Sackler

Gallery. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D C.

Special thanks go to the members of the Art Institute's

Asian Art Department for their support ofthis praject: Maiy

Albert, Ryan Gregg, Bemd Jesse, i>eflnna Lee, Craig McBride,

Pratapaditya Pal, Elinor Pearistein, Betty Seid, Betty Siffert, and

Beth Tekell. I am deeply grateful to Edward W Horner, Jr., Karin

Victoria, Meredith Hayes, and Jennifer Harris of the Develop-

ment Department, who were instrumental in securing the es-

sential financial support (or this undertaking. Denise Gardner

and Julia Perkins conducted valuable audience research for this

project. In addition, I extend my gratitude to Dorothy Schroeder

m the Off\ce of the Director and President; Mary Solt, Martha

Sharma, and the installation crew ofthe Registrar's Office;

Christopher Gallagher, Robert IHashlmoto, Robert Liison, Alan B.

Newman, and Gregory A. Williams of the Department of Imag-

ing; Barbara J.
Hall, Suzanne R. Schnepp, and Em ly P. Dunn

In Conservation; Harriet Stratis and Brigitte Yeh in Prints and

Drawings; Lyn DelliQuadri and her stafFin Graphic Design and

Communication Services: Jack Brown and his staff in the Ryer-

son Library; and Eileen Harakal and her staffin Public Affairs,

in particular, John Hmdman and Chai Lee,

I am deeply grateful to the Publications Department's Robert

V. Sharp and Catherine A. Steinmann, who, assisied by l^iith

Brabenec Ha-t. edited this daunting and fengtHy r^anuscript

with deep comrr itncnt, exacting care, and tireless dedication;

Sarah E. Guernsey, who expertly managed the production of tfiis

beautiful book; and Stacey A. Hendricks, who manned photog-

raphy editing and assisted with production. Susan Kelly and

Ed Marquand of Marquand Books, Seattle, were responsible for

the superb design of the catalogue. Thanks are also due to Pat

Goley of Professlonai Graphics, Rockfeid, who created out-

standing separations for this catalogue; thanks go also to Cyndi

Richards, who assisted him. John Vinci p'oduced an equally

outstanding installation design for the exhibition. Finally, special

thanks go to Jane Clarke ofthe Department ofMuseum Educa-

tion, who acted as liaison to an enthusiastic staffto develop a

rich variety ofinterpretive programs for the exhibition.

Stephen Little, Pritzker Curator ofAsian Art

The Art Institute ofChicago
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Ramantiathm cfChintse Nfiands

The romantatlon ofChinese words in this catalogue fellows

thepinyin system, with the exception of the words 'Tao" (pro-

nounced "Oao," translated as "the Way"), "Taoism" (Daoism),

and "Taoist" (Oaoist), which are rendered in the Wade-Ciles

system because ofthe greater familiar)^ with this usage.

Chinese names, terms, and phrases in quotations are spyelied

acco'dinj; to the pinyin systeTi, 'cpardlfss of the way in which

they were originally published. Chinese characters correspond-

ing to romanized words (with the exception of book and text

titles] are provided in "Chinese Names and Terms" (pp. 334-91).

ThmsAitfoiis

There are few standard English irar>slations for Taoist terms.

The Chinese word zhen (real, realized, realization, true, per-

fected, perfection), for example, is generaily translated here as

"realized* or "realizatlen." The pielierences ofindividual authors

and the requirements of different contexts result in inevitable

variations in such translations, however: the reader will find

zhtnnn, for example, translated not only as "realized being" but

as "true person" and "the perleded." All banslatlons an by the

respective authors ofthe essays or eatal<^ue entries, unless

otherwise noted.

Works Cited

Full bibliographic information for all worlcs cited is given in the

bibliography (pp. 392-405).

Oats
Dates of individuals and ofChinese dynasties and periods are

provided on first mention within each text; a chronological table

is included on p. 11.

Place-names

Place-names mentioned in the text can be found on the map of

China on p. ia
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Shanc dynasty: c. i6oo-c. iojo b.c.

Zhou dvnastv: c. 1050-256 b.c.

MVIestiern Zhou: c ioso-771 ••C.

Eastern Zhou: 770 256 b c.

Spring and Autumn (Chunqiu) period: 770-476 B.C.

ViflMring States (Zhanguo) period: 47^-221 m.c

QiN dynasty: 221-207

Han dynasty: >o6 b.c. -a d. 220

Western Han: 206 b.c.-a.o. 8

Xin OMng Mang): 9-23

Eastern Han: 25-220

Three Kingdoms: 220-280

Wei Idngdom: 220-265

Shu kingdom: 221-263

Wu kingdom: 222-2S0 (Wu not absorfwd by |in until 280)

jiN dynasty: 265-420

Western Jin: 265-316

Eastern Jin: 317-420

Northern and Southern Dynasties: 386-589

Northern Dynasties: 386-581

Northern Wei: 386-534

Eastern Wei: 534-SSO

Western Wei; 535-557

Northern Qi; 550-577

Northern Zhou: 557^1
Six Dynasties (Southern Dynasties): 420-SB9

Uu-Song: 420-479

Southern Qi: 479-502

Uatig:502-5S7

Chen: 557-5^9

Sui dynasty: 581-618

Tang dynasty: 618-906

Fivs Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms: 907-960

Liao dynasty: 916-1125

SONC dynasty: 960-1279

Northern Sonp 960-1126

Southem Song: 1127^1279

Jin dynasty: J115-1234

Yuan dynasty: 1260-1368

IMinc dynasty: 1368-1644

Hongwu: 1368-98

fianwen: 1399-1402

Yongle: 1403-34

Hongxi: 1425

Xuande: 1426-35

Zhenglong: 1436-^9

JIngtai: 1450-56

Tianshun: 1457-64

Ciienghua: 1465-87

Hongzhi: 1488-1505

Zhengde: 1506-21

Jiajing: 1522-66

Longqing: 1567-72

Wanii: 1573-1620

Taichang: 162O

Tianqi: 1621-27

Chongzhen: 1628-44

QiNC dynasty: 1644-1911

Reigns

Shgnzhi: 1644-61

ICangxi: 1662-1722

Yongzheng: 1 725 ]s

Qianlong: 1736-95

Jiaqing: 1796-1820

Daoguang: 1821-50

Xianfeng: 1851-61

Tongzhi: 1862-74

Cuangxu: 1875-1908

Xuaittong: 1909-11
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Stephen Little

The purposi of this exhisition Is to examine th« role

works ofart have played in the history ofTaobm from tlie late

Han (second century) to Qing (1644-1911) dynasties. Of the

Three Teachings (Sanjiao) of ancient China—Taoism, Buddhism,

and Confucianism—^Taoism is the least understood in the West,

Our understanding ofGonlucianlsnri, a largely secular philoso-

phy, and Buddhism, a religion originating in India, is much

clearer, Unlike Buddhism, Taoism is indigenous to China, It has

a history spanning more than two millennia, and its influence

is dear in such dh«rse realms ofChinese culture as political

theory, medicine, painting and calligraphy, and even Chan (Zen)

Buddhism. Verv- l ittle is known, however, about the relationship

between Taoism and Chinese art

The few studies ofTaoist art to date stand in sharp contrast

to the «vealth ofscholarly studies and exhibitions ofChinese

Buddhist and secular art. Compounding this lack of awareness

is the belief still widespread among Western art historians (and

sinologists generally) that religious Taoism is nothing more than

superstition and folk religion. The goal ofthis propect, therefeie.

is to introduce China's primary indigenous religion to a Western

audience by examining the iconography and function of works of

art made in the service ofTaoism. An interdisciplinary approach

has been taken in the preparation ofthe exhibition, which draws

upon architectural history, religious studies, literature, cultural

history, and the history of science to convey a new understand-

ing of how Taoists have defined the structure of the natural and

divine worlds and situated humanity in the resulting matrix.

The exhibition explores the beginnings ofTaoist philosophy in

the late Bronze Age (fifth-third centuries b.c), the transforma-

tion of Taoism into an organized religion, the Taoist pantheon

of gods who inhabit the stars and heavens, modes ofritual and

visualization, the cult ofthe immortals, and the role of land-

scape as a symbol ofcosmic structure and process.

This exhibition examines the way woria oftit function in a

religious context Like all major world religions, Taoism has

undergone enormous changes in the course of its history. In

analyzing the history and art history of Taoism, we must be con-

scious of both the changing nature ofTaoism itself and the so-

cial, political, economic, and cultural changes in China that had

a direct bearing on Taoism's structure and system of belief

While the focus is on Taoism m tradition.il China, it is hoped

that the visitor will come away with the knowledge that Taoism

is a living religion, practiced in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and many

overseas Chinese communities, and one that is undergoing a

major revival in mainland Chira today. Taoism answers basic

human needs, such as the need to understand the world and

one's place in it In serving these needs, Chinese artists for cen-

turies have created works ofart ofthe highest aesthetic order

for use in a Taoist context

Tao (pronounced "dao") means a road, and is often translated

as "the W^y." The Tao is conceived as the void out ofwhich all

reality emerges, so vast that it cannot be described in words.

Beyond time and space, it has been described as "the structure

of being that underlies the universe."' Significantly, Taoism has

no supreme being. Instead there is the Tao itself, underiying and

permeating reality. At the same time, paradoxically, religious

Taoism pvolved many gods. The high gods of Taoism, such as

the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning (Yuanshi tianzun)

and the Perfected Wanior (Zhenwu), Supreme Emperor ofthe

Dark Heaven, are ultimately mere pneuma who exist to put a

recognizable face on the Tao itself

In the Taoist vision of cosmogenesis, there was first the Tao.

empty and stilL Then, graduall)( primal energy (yuan qi) was

spontaneously generated outofthe Ite. For many cosmic eons

this numinous energy swirled in a state ofchaos known as

Detail, ils- 11 13
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Fig. 1

Shjng Xi (active earty i$th centu^). Looii Mttting Yin Xi ot the Han'gu Poa.

Hanging saoll; ink and light colors on paper: 8}.$ x ni.3 cm. MOA Museum,

Atami, Japan.

hundun. The Tao then generated the complementary forces

known as yin and yang. The creative interaction of these forces

directed the primal energy into patterns of movement and trans-

formation, which in turn generated the machinations of the

universe. This process is symbolically expressed in the Daode

jing {Tao-le-ching; Claiisic of the Way [Tao) and its posver), tradi-

tionally attributed to the sage Laozi:

The Way (Tao) gave rise to the one,

The one gave rise to the two.

The two gave rise to the three.

The three gave rise to all the ten thousand things.'

Inherent in this understanding of the Tao and its workings

is a vision of universal order that gave structure to people's

daily lives in traditional China. All natural phenomena were

understood in terms of yin and yang. The transformations of

the seasons (winter being the season of y/Vi, summer the sea-

son of yong) and the differences between genders (yin =

female, yang - male) were explained by the fluctuations of

these two forces. In addition, the shifting patterns of energy

that characterize such phenomena as the cycles of the Five

Phases (or Five Elements: wood, metal, fire, water, and earth)

were also believed to be governed by the shifting balance be-

tween yin and yong.

From the Taoist point of view, all things are made up of <}/.

Matter and energy are thus interchangeable (a basic assumption

ofmodem nuclear physics). Taoism teaches that to be content

as a human being, one must accept that change (transforma-

tion) is the absolute reality, and that all things and transforma-

tions are unified in the Tao. The concept of qi (vital energy or

breath), for example, lies at the heart of traditional Chinese

medicine, which views illness as caused by imbalances of yin

and yflrjg, resulting in blockages of the free movement of qi

through the body. Acupuncture and other traditional remedies

are designed to restore the proper movement of vital energy,

thus restoring health.

A fundamental cosmologlcai principle of ancient Chinese

thought, and one adopted by religious Taoism, is that all things

correspond to each other. In particular, microcosm reflects mac-

rocosm, and vice versa. The structure of the human body, for

example, was believed to reflect both the structure of the natural

landscape and the struaure of the universe. In religious Taoism,

the human body is visualized as a landscape, its different parts

populated by deities who correspond to gods that dwell in the
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heavens above. This concept ofdivine correspondence appears

throughout religious Taoism, and is one of many ideas that have

remaified constant over the course of its devciot)m!'nt. The Frve

Elements correspond to the Five Directions (the four cardinal

directions and the nnter), the Fhw Sacred Peaks, and the Five

Planets. The correspondences between the parts ofthe human

body and the structures ofthe natural world provide the intel-

lectual underpinnings of traditional Chinese physiognomy.'

Another principle that emerged out of early Taoist philosophy

was the importance ofthe cultivation ofvirtue (de), and of living

in balance with the natural world. Harold Roth has translated

de as "inner power": "This inner power can be thought of as

a psychological condition of focused and balanced awareness

from which the adept is able to respond spontaneously and

harmoniously to whatever arises."*

These ideas, along with the importance of always being

attuned to the Tao, are first articulated in the Daodejing (also

known as the Laozi), the classic text attributed to the sage

Laozi (Lao-tzu).' Laozi is believed to have lived in the sixth can*

tury B.C, and the Daodefing is thought to have achieved its final

form in the fourth or third century b c. According to Taoist tradi-

tion, this text was first revealed to tho f-ontier guardian Yin Xi

as Laozi left China for the western regions (see fig. i). In 1993

archaeologists excavating a late-lburth-century-&.c. tomb at

Cuodian, Hubei province, made a remarkable discovery: the

earliest known manuscript of the Laori (see fig 2) 'Compris-

ing three bundles of inscribed bamboo slips, this Warring States

period manuscript is roughly one hundred and fifty years older

than the versions ofthe LoozieNcavated in 1973 among the

silk manuscripts at Mawangdui in Changsha, Hunan province

(dating to c. 168 BX.).' Like the Mawangdui manuscripts, the

Cuodian Laozi has no chapter titles. The Guodian manuscript

may represent an earlier form ofthe text, or may consist oftran>

scriptions from a latger book. Fifteen other texts were also dis-

covered in the tomb at Cuodian, including, Confucian wo'ks

and the cosmogonic text entitled Supreme Un«ty Generates Water

flbryr* sfwngshuij.

The following two sections, included among the Cuodian

slips, are characteristic ofthe paradoxical language for which the

Laozi is famous. One passagn, found in bundle A. corresponds

closely to the thirty-second chapter (zhang) of the received

Daodejmg:

The Tao is constant^ but has no name (• hmt);

Although the Uncarved Blodc is subtle (- smaN, minute).

In Heaven and Earth, all submit to It*
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Ifbtrans and kings would but possess themselves of it,

The ten thousand creatures would flock to do them homage;

Heaven and Earth would conspire to send Sweet Dew.

Without commands (laws), men would live in p«ace.

Ofwc (the Bloci4 it carved, there will be names.

And so soon as rtiere are names

Know that it is time to stop.

Only by Itnowtng when it is tim« to stop can danger be avoided.

To Tao all under heaMH wiH come.

As streams and torrents flow into « river or sea.*

Here the Tao represents the empty yet infinitely pregnant void

out ofwhich the worM emerges. The MIowirtg passage, also

from bundle A, corresponds doselyto part ofthe seoMd chap-

ter ofthe received Daod*^np

It is because every one under Heaven recognizes beauty as beauty,

that the idea of ugliness exists

And equally if every one recognized virtue as virtue, this would

merely create fresh conceptions ofwickedness.

For truly being (fou) and non-being (mi) are bom ofeach other.

Oiflicultand easy complete each other;

Long and short test one another;

High and low determine one another.

Pitch and mode give harmony to one another.

From and back give sequence to one another.

Therefore the Sage relies on actionless activity (iMnMtzllisili).

Carries on wordless teaching. .

.

The Cuodian Laozi contains twenty-four sections that corre-

spond to sections of the eighty-one chapter Daodejing."

One of the most complicated aspects of Taoism is its transfor-

mation from a philosophy to a religion. The West !S lust begin-

ning to beconne aware of the long history of religious Taoism.

Even scholars who are familiar with Laozi and the Daodtjkng are

generally unaware ofthe later history of religious Taoism from

the Eastern )ln (317-420) and Six DynastiC) (420-589) periods

onward, or of the role of this religion In Chinese political history.

That our increasingly sophisticated knowledge ofTaoism is so

recent a phenomenon is due in large measure to a tendency

among Chinese intellectuals in the early and mid-twentieth cen-

tum to equate Taoism with folk religion and superstition, both

seen as obstacles to modernization and social raferm. Itwas

not until the 1920s that the Taoist Canon (Daanuifj, a rich re-

pository of philosophical and ritual texts, became avaifable for

Study through a photo-lithographic reprint of a iifteenth-century

Ming woodblock-printed edition. In contrast, the East Asian

Buddhist Canon has been accessible to scholars for centuries in

the form of multiple woodblock-printed versions in China, Korea,

and Japan. The fact that there is still no comprehensive history

ofTaoism available in any Western language has only contrib-

uted to this lack of awareness. Nonetheless, Taoist studies are

proliferating in the West, and the practice of re!igiOUS Taoism iS

rebounding in mainland Chma

Religious Taoism is the principal (bCM oftMs eidlibition.

Despite the seemingly elusive nature ofTaoist art. such arts

as painting, sculpture, calligraphy, and textiles have se-ved reli-

gious Taoism from its inception. Between the late Zhou (fifth-

third century b.c.) and Tang (618-906) dynasties, Taoism

underwent a profound change from the relatively straightfor-

ward philosophy expressed in the Daodejing to a complex reli-

gion with a vast pantheon of deities and immortals (adeots),

a highly structured church, and an enormous compendium of

sacred texts known as the Oaom% consisting since the Ming

dynasty (1368-1644) ofsome fifteen hundred scriptures. In the

course of this transformation, Taoism absorbed several currents

that played important roles in the intellectual and religious life

ofthe late Bronze Age, indudir^ the belief in yiVi and yang; the

symbolism ofthe Eight Trigrams from the Yifing. or Book of

Chongi'i: the cyclica' activ t-es of the Five Phases (Eler^ients):

the worship of sacred peaks; the belief in a vast realm of star

gods; and concepts of aflerworlds and heavenly paradises. By

the end ofthe IHan dynasty^ the sage Laozi had been de'ifiBd,

and from this time onward was worshipped as a god by both

the emperor and common people."

Scholars have traditionally seen the beginning of religious

Taoism as having occurred in the late Han dynasty (second

century), with the formation ofthe Way ofthe Celestial Masters

(Tiar^hi Dao) in Sichuan province. The first Celestial Master,

Zhang Daoling, had a vision of the deified Laozi in a.o. 142,

in which a new conception ofmankind was transmitted to the

world. Two of the central aspects of Celestial Master Taoism

were its codes of moral behavior and its rituals of petition, in

which priests would submit formal requests to the gods (and

by extenskm the Tao) to act benevolently for the benefit oftheir

parish or dieoese

The term "Daojiao" ("Taoist teaching" or "Taoist religion"),

however, was not used by Taoists to describe their tradition

until the fifiJi century. Although many scholars would argue

that religious Taoism began with Zhang Daoling's vision ofthe

deified Laozi, the actual point at which the Taoist religion began

is still a controversial issue. Other scholars see a continuous
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lineage within leligious Taoism cMendlng back to the Bronze

Age traditions ofthe Doodefing and the Zbufffigai the earliest

texts of theJaoISt trad tion. Some scholars, among tliem Anna

Seidel, have used the term "proto-Taoist" to describe the Han

dynasty religion(s) that provided the immediate antecedent to

religious Taoism, and such vvorks ofsacred art as talismans that

were used in the service of the Han religion."

The difficulty in characterizing religious Taoism before the

Six Dynasties period (420-589) is illustrated by the example of

the cult ofXiwangmu, the Queen IMother ofthe Wbst Many

scholars considerXhrangmu an eartyTaolst goddess, but it is

by no means clear that early images of Xiwaigmu, such as are

found in abundance in northeast and southwest China in late

Han (first-seoond century) (uneraiy contexts, can or should be

called Taoist. Xiwangmu is not mentioned in any religious Taoist

text until the Six Dynasties period (fourth century), and there is

no concrete evidence that she was worshipped by the Ceiestlal

Master movement of the late Han dynasty, even though, as

VMi Hung has shown in his essay in this catalogue, such images

in Sichuan are found in areas In which the Celestial Master sect

was active in the second and third centuries. The study of War-

ring States and Han religion is still in its infancy, and the artistic

traditions associated witii the reiipous traditions ofChina in

these periods are so rich and yet still so poorly understood that

they wou'd leg'timately constitute the subject of a separate exhi-

bition. The astonishing Chinese archaeological discoveries of

recent years have only made this situation more complex.

If one were to trace the history of relig f^us ''':inism to -t". origins,

one would find that Taoism is a river into which many streams

have flowed. Many oFthese streams ofthought can themselves

be traced back to the Bronze Age. Among these disparate tra-

ditions are practices of self-cuitivation leading to "achieve-

ment of the Tao" (cheng Dao), the veneration of adepts (xian)

who attained spiritual perfection {zhen, literally, "realization"),

the vrarship ofsuch deities as Taiyi (Supreme Unitfy and

Xiwangmu (the Queen Mother of the West), the philosophical

tradition of the Dacde jing. the worship of local gods and sophis-

ticated traditions of shamanism in the Warring States period

(475-221 a.c.), the philosophy ofthe Sooic ofChangis, which can

itself be traced to the Western Zhou dynasty (c. 1050-771 B.C.),

and the use of talismans as forms of sacred calligraphy that

have the power to transform reality." It should be clear from the

sheer variefy ofthese traditions out ofwhich religious Taoism

emerged that any attempt to generalize about the nature of

ancient Chinese reli^on should be tempered by the need for a

profound awaretiess ofthe structure and development oftaeh

ofthese streams ofbeliefand practice. Over the long course

of Its development, however, fondamental aspects ofTaoism

remained constant.

Sections 1.2 and I.3 of this exhibition and catalogue, entitled

"Heaven and Earth: Taoist Cosmology" and "Sacred Mountains

and Cults of the Imnnortais," respectively, explore vital concepts

that predate the emergence of religious Taoism, but that formed

part of the complex world out ofwhich the later religious tradi-

tion developed from the Han dynasty onward. Among these

concepts was the multivalent image ofthe mountain." The

worship of sacred peaks can be traced as far back as the Shang

dynasty (c 1600-c lOjo B.C.). Mount Song (Song Shan, the

central ofthe Five Saaid Peaks), for example, was already wor*

shipped as a god during the late Shang.^ Mountains were vener'

ated in China as numinous pivots connecting the huma" aid

celestial realms. Mountains were also seen as places in the ter-

restrial landscape where the primordial vital energy (qi) that

created the world was particularly strong and refined. As a con-

sequence, mountains were places where an adept could medi-

tate, experience visions of oerfected deities of the celestial

realm, and locate the herbs and minerals necessary for the

preparation of elixirs that extended one's life. Sacred mountains

were also sites where one could find cavern-heavens (dongtian),

grottoes deep in the earth that functioned as boundaries of the

spirit world and gateways to paradise." A system of thirty-six

caveni4ieavens and seventy-two blessed sites (fudi) was formu-

lated during the Tang dynastyi and many ofthese sites are still

vencatcd in China today. The system of cavern-heavens mir-

rored the thirty-six heavens in the celestial realm.

The image ofthe sacred peak coursing with vital energy is

conveyed with remarkable beauty in the great incense burner, or

boshanlu, excavated m 1968 from the tomb of the Han dynasty

prince Liu Sheng (cat. no. 20). This extraordinary object points

to the deep significance given to mountains during the Han

dynasty and earlier, as well as by the folly formed Taoist religion

of later times. This imagery also extended to the popular belief in

the sacred islands of the immortals sought as early as the third

century B.C. by the first emperor, Qin Shihuangdi, and in the

succeeding Western Han dynasty by EmpeiwWu (Han Wudi;

r. 140-87 B.C.).

It is especially significant that in religious Taoism, both the

human body and the ritual altar are visualized as a mountain.'*

Furthermore, the inner topography ofthe human body is per-

ceived as populated by gods who, as shovm above, correspond

to deities In the heavens. This imagery is fondamental to the
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Inner Alchemy (neidan) tradition, and its roots can be seen as

early as the Scripture of the Yellow Court (Huanpingjmg). a text

transcribed by the famous calligrapher Wang Xizhi (307-365)

in the fourth century (cat. no. 128). The structure of the human

body thus mirrors the universal order inherent In the Tao. This

system of divine correspondences between human microcosm

and celestial macrocosm is a fundamental and continuous

element in the entire tradition of religious Taoism.

The earliest art that can properly be called Taoist dates to the

Eastern Jin dynasty (317-420) and the Six Dynasties period

(420-589). It was in this period that the Taoist religion became

fully formed. In the late fourth century, the core texts of the

Shangqing (Highest Purity) tradition were revealed by zher\rer)

(realized beings) from the Shangqing Heaven to the adept Yang

Xi (330-c. 386) in a series of visions. Yang lived at Jurong near

Nanjing, and was patronized by the Xu family, one of the lead-

ing families of the Eastern )in dynasty. Less than a century later,

the first Taoist canon was compiled by Lu Xiujing (406-477),

a scholar active during the Liu-Song dynasty (420-479). Lu

divided the canon into three parts, called the Three Caverns

(Sandor\g). These comprised texts of the Shangqing (Highest

Purity), Lingbao (Numinous Treasure), and Sanhuang (Three

Emperors) traditions, and were called, respectively, the Cavern

of Perfection (Dor)gzhen), Cavern of Mystery (Dongxuan), and

Cavern of Divinity (Dongshen).^* It was in this period that certain

elements of Buddhist thought and liturgy were absorbed into

Taoism. This is most clearly seen in the Lingbao texts compiled

by Lu Xiujing. These scriptures were said to have been originally

revealed to the adept Ce Xuan (flourished 238-50) in the third

century." Stephen Bokenkamp has written as follows on the

Lingbao scriptures:

First, they were meant to represent the synthesis of all the impor-

tant religious traditions of the time—most prominently. Celestial

Master Taoism. Shangqing Taoism, and Buddhism. They are thus

the first Taoist scriptures to incorporate and redefine Buddhist

beliefs, practices, and even portions of Buddhist scripture. They

do this quite openly, positing the temporal priority and spiritual

superiority of their message against any charge of plagiarism. The

very name of the scriptures (ling, "spirit-endowed," representing

the heavens, and yang, joined to bao, "jewel," representing Earth

and yr'n) refers to the claim that these scriptures are translations of

spirit-texts that emerged at the origin of all things when the breaths

of the Tao separated into the two principles of yrn and yong, thus

giving the Lingbao texts priority over texts composed later.'^

Ink rubbing of the back of a Taoist stele, depicting the Deified Laori, Yin Xi, and

Zhang jDaojling. Northern Wei dynasty, c. joo. Sar>dstone; h. cm. The Field

Museum, Chicago.

The Six Dynasties period thus witnessed the mature develop-

ment of the religious Taoist pantheon, canon, ritual, and art. We

know from the writings and recorded actions of the northern

Celestial Master Kou Qianzhi (d. 448) and Lu Xiujing that Taoist

images (both sculptures and paintings) of the deified Laozi and

the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning (Yuanshi tianzun)

were being made in the mid-fifth century, even though some

spoke out against the use of images to give form to the Tao,

considered ultimately formless." It seems clear from an exami-

nation of the earliest surviving Taoist sculptures depicting the

deified Laozi that there was enormous influence from Buddhist

art on early Taoist images. The earliest images that survive date

from the Northern Wei dynasty (fifth century) and often depict

the deified Laozi surrounded by two flanking figures, follow-

ing the Buddhist format of a seated Buddha flanked on either

side by a bodhisattva. The inscriptional evidence on a Northern

Wei stele m the Field Museum, Chicago, collected in the Xi'an

area by Berthold Laufer in 1909-10, suggests that the figures

that flank the deified Laozi on these early sculptures may depict

the frontier guardian (and later immortal) Yin Xi and the first

Celestial Master, Zhang Daoiing (see fig. 3)." This is significant
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because Yin Xi was the first human being to receive the Ocrade

jiingfioni Laozi, and Zhang Daoling was the first human being to

have a vision of the deified Laozi. It is clear from Taoist texts of

the Six Dynasties period that by this time the deified Lao2i was

identified with the Tao Itselfand credited vrith the creation ofthe

universe. This conception ofLaozi was established by the late

Han dynasty, a<; is documented by a stele inscription of a.o. 153,

entitled the Shengmu bei (Stele of the Sage IMother), which reads

in part:

Laozi, the Tao:

Bom prior to the Shapeless.

Crown before the Great Beginning,

He lives in the prime of the Great Immacuiate^

And floats freely through the Sm Voids,"

This view is again articulated in the fan>ous stele inscription

of A.D. 165, the Laozi ming:

Laozi was created from primordial chaos and lived as long as

die three luminants (sun. moon, and stars). He observed the sides

and made prophesies, fi«ely came and went to the stars. Fallowing

the course ofthe sun, he transformed nine timps: he waxpd and

waned with the seasons. He regulated the three lum ndnti and

had the (bur numinous animals by his side." He concentrated his

thinldng on the Gmnabar Field itAmtiaMjt** saw Gnat Uni^ p'sl/fSf

in his Purple Chamber, became one with the lao, and transformed

into an immortal."

The emergence of a new pantheon of gods, incorporating

such deities as Taiyi (Supreme Unity), the Queen Mother of

the West (Xiwangmu). and the realized beings (zhenren) of the

newly revealed Highest Purity Heaven, was a key element in

the formation of religious Taoism. An early text that coincides

with these develooments is the Xiarg'er zhu, a religious Taoist

commentary to the DaodeJing (cat. no. 34). The text survives in

a Northern Wei dynasty (early sixth century manuscript discov-

ered at Dunhuang, and now part ofthe Stein Gillection in the

British Library, London "

The longevity and internal coherence of the Taoist liturgical

tradition can be traced to the earliest fbrms ofritual established

In the late Han and early Six Dynasties periods. Such compila-

tions as the Supreme Secret Eisetrtiali fWusfiong h'yoo) of the

Northern Zhou dynasty (S57-581) contain the fundamental

forms ofmany Taoist rituals that ant still used today."Among

other things, the basic structure ofthe Taoist altar fidaotun) was

established during the Six Dynasties per cd fsre fig, 4).

On another level, the impact of Taoism on the theory and

practice of painting and calligraphy, as seen in surviving Six

Dynasties period texts, is clear. The idea of the correspondence

between the inner vital energy (qi) of what is being depicted

(be it a person, animal, mountain, god, or other entity), and

the spirit-resonance ofthe artist*s response to this visual stimu-

lus, as manlfestKl in the movement of his brush, is articulated

in the famous "Six Laws of Painting" by the scholar Xie He

(active c 500-535)." There is a close correspondence between

Xle He's Idets and earlier concepts oftht flow of ^f-energy

through the human body." The first and most famous ofthe Sk

Laws reads qiyun sherr^darg. or "engender [a sense] ofmovement

(through] spirit consonance."" The great painter Gu KaizhI

(c 345-c. 406) was a follower ofthe Celestial Master sect; his de-

piction ofZhang Daoling, the first Celestial Master, at the Cbud

Terrace Mountain is one of the first recorded Taoist paintings.*^

Similarly, early texts on calligraphy from the third and fourth

centuries stress the importance of calligraphy not only as a

means ofcommunication, but also as an art that, when prop-

erly executed, has the force to transform reality itself** Calligra-

phy enjoys a special position in religious Tao'sm In both the

Shangqing and Lingbao schools of Six Dynasties Taoism, for

Fig. 4
Diagram of a Taoist altar. From Xnishangbfyoo (Supremo secret esscnt als

HY n;o: woodbla<lcprinled, aocordlon-mounied book; Ming dynaity, 1444 4$;

r«pn- 1 o(u lust Northtm Zlwu dynasty gsT-Slil cempcndlum). nwnZTDZ,

voL 41: 4S6.
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example, sacred scriptwes (fingf were believed to have existed

as cosmic texts even before the creation ofthe world. Written

in "cloud-seal" script, these texts were generated "when sound

first issued from the protoplasmic Brahma-ether, Itself the ear-

liest emanation ofthe primordial Tao."* As isabelle Robinet

has written,

Ihejr |lhe Tcoist scriptwes, orJing) are formed by tlie coagulation

and tlie condertsation of this First Breath ()«iMn 4|i primordial

energy|. . . . Spontaneously born from the Void, they appeared

as rays of lighi that came before the genesis of the world."

The tradition of talismanic writing, which had appeared by

at least the Han dynasty, developed into a sacred art that played

a fundamental rale in Taeist ritual from the Six Dynasties period

onward. Several Taoist talismanic texts from Dunhuang, datable

to the Tang dynast)', are included in this exhibition; these derive

from both the Shangqing and Lmgbao ritual traditions. In addi-

tion to the importance oftheir talismans, these works are note-

worthy because they highlight the complex blending ofTaoism

and local religious traditions during the Six Dynasties and Tang

periods." It should come as no surprise that the Eastern Jin

dynasfy calligrapher W^ng Xizhi, the greatest master ofthis art

in Chinese history, was himselfa practicing Taoist* While his

transcriptions of the Daodejing no longer survive {these are

recorded in the Dynastic Histoiy ofthejin (JimhuJ)," his family's

devotion to religious Taoism is well known. Wang Xizhi's tran-

scription ofthe SerifiUm eftlie YiBm Court, a text that presages

the Inner Alchemy tradition, does survive, in ink rubbings ofthe

Song dynasty (960-1279; see cat. no. 128).

Despite the fact that Buddhism flourished during the Six

Dynasties period, enjoying strong imperial patronage In both

northern and southern China during the Northern Wei, Northern

Zhou, and L ang d yi.ist es, Taoism also flourished in this period,

in large measure because from its inception it provided a useful

mechanism for estaUishli^ poRtkal legitimacy. Indeed, through-

out its history, Taoism was perceived by many imperial families

as representing the hiphcs! degree of spiritual and polit cal

orthodoxy. Religious Taoism supplied a means by which emper-

ors could extend their control through both the human and

divine realms. This Is clearly Illustrated in the Ming dynasty

handscroll of 1493 in the S.nn Diego Museum of Art, the o'dlnn-

tion certificate (a comb ned paintmg and document) of Empress

Zhai^wileofthe Hongzhi emperor (r. 1488-1505), madeon

the occasion ofher ordination as a Taoist priestess (cat. no. 57).

It Is stgr^'ficant In this light, as Anna Seidel has shown, thatthe

Chinese imperial investiture ceremony was based on an ancient

Taoist ritual.^ The empress is depicted here as a goddess, illus-

trating the fact that through Taoist ordination, a priest or priest-

ess gained control over the gods. This control was transmitted

through registers (/u; lists of gods and their attributes) and

talismans. Empress Zhang's ordination came in a long tradition

ofimperial ordinations that extended back to the Northern Wei

emperor Tai Wud' who -i '.he fourth centur,' was ordained by

the northern Ceiestial Master Kou Qianzhi." The Tang dynasty

emperorXuanzong (Minghuang; r. 712-56) also received a Tao-

ist ordination in the form of roisters and talismans; these were

transmitted to him by the great Taoist master Sima Chengzhen.

The Old Dynastic Recoak ofthe Tang (Jiu Tangshu) contains the

following account ofXuanzong's devotion to religious Taoism:

Ourir^ iiis reign of many years, Xuanzong showed a great re-

spect for various tedhniqucs for achieving longevity and levitadon

fttmii^mifqinijntU$h^ in the Datong [Great Unity] HsN (ofthe

Xingqing Palace], [he] set up the statue of the perfected immortal

^hmdan i.e., the deified Laozi]. [He would] rise at midnight to

bum incense and perform the prostration ritual {dinglt}. In famous

mountains, |he] ordered eunuch officers and Taoist recluses to

alchemize Jdnnabars] and to conduct the rite ofjiao. The road

was teeming [with these oeople] The rites to appease the dragon

[toulonff literally, "casting dragons j and to make jade offenngs

{were conducted on his behalfor by himself). |He| set up Taoist

monasteries [jingshej, gathered elixirs, [searched for] the formulae

of the Perfected [zhenjuej. and followed the traces ofthe inmor-

tals [He was involved in these activities] for years.**

The Tang dynasty (618-906) was thus a period in which

religious Taoism flourished, in large measure owing to imperial

patronage.* For both political and spiritual reasons, the Tang

imperial house sponsored Taoism on a prevbusiy unmatched

level. Laozl, whose surname (Li) was the same as that of the

imperial family, was adopted as the direct ancestor of the emper-

ors. The Tang dynasty thus connected its political fortunes to its

relationship with the deified Lao«. For the first time, civil service

examination candidates were tested on the Daode jing. and Tao-

ist temples were ordered built in every major city in China. That

so many Taoist texts have been discovered at Dunhuang, a rela-

thfdy remote sHe on the Silk Road, is because a Taoist temple

also existed r Dunhuang, a major center of Buddhism during

the Tang. Several of these rare manuscripts, from the Pelliot

Cbllectfon at the Bibliothique NaOonale, Paris, and the Stein

Collection at the British Library; are included in this exhibition.

The- -lev,' 'ole of Laozi as imperial ancestor during the Taig is

reflected in the many Taoist sculptures of the deified sage that
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suiviv* from this time. S«vcnl ofthese, such as the great maiMe

image now kept in the Forest ofStelae (Beilin) Museum atXi'an,

are well over life-sired, and arc clearly Tietropolitan works that

reflect the majesty of the new imperial image. It was also during

the Tang that the trinity of high gods known as the Three Purities

(Senqin^ first appeared as a group. These gods, oonoened as

pure emanations ofthe Tao, were the Celestial Mlibrthy of Pri-

mordial Beginning (Yuanshi tianzun). the Celestial Worthy of

Numinous Treasure (Ungbao tianzun), and the Celestial Worthy

ofthe Way and Its Power (Daode tianzun). The last ofthese was

none other than the deified Laozi. The earliest dated Image of

this triad dates to 749, and is found in a Taoist cave at Niujiao-

zai, Renshou county, Sichuan province.^

The Tang dynasty saw the compilation of a new edition of the

Taoist Canon, which unfiartunately does not survhre. This compi-

lation was ordered by Emperor Xuanzong. Despite the simulta-

neous impe'ial patronage of Buddhisni. Taoist belief and ritual

spread throughout China with a previously unmatched consis-

tenq^. Just as Six Dynasties period emperors sponsored Taoist

clerics, so too did the Tang emperors support religious Taoism.

Although it is known from literary evidence that Taoist art

proliferated during the Tang, very little art that can be called

Taoist survives from this period. Descriptions of imperial Taoist

rituals, such as the ordination in 711 oftwo imperial princesses

as Taoist nuns, convey an impression ofthe richness ofthe

works ofart made in the service of religious Taoism that can

only be imagined today.** The majority of extant Taoist art works

from the Tang are stone sculptures and calligraphic manuscripts.

Sculptures ofthe deified Laozl are found in colkctions in China,

and in museums in Japan and the West," The majority of Tang

Taoist calligraphic texts that survive come from Dunhuang, and

are now kept in London and Pans. The bulk of these texts were

conveniently published and annotated by dfuchi Nin|i in 1978,

and provide a remarkable resource for the study ofmedieval

Taoism in China.**

While no Taoist paintings survive from the Tang dynasty,

literary accounts suggest that great muralists such as Wu Daozi

(eighth century) were actively engag^ in the decoration ofboth

Taoist and Buddhist temples in this period. Furthermore, the

early twelfth-century Northern Song dynasty irnpcial painting

catalogue of Emperor Huizong (the Xuanht huapu) records

manyTang Taoist paintings, but none survh«. Such works as

the Fm PkuMs tmd liiwnly-cfght LunarMomhm (Osaka IMu-

nicipal Museun of Art), attributed to the Six Dvrjsties period

artist Zhang Sengyou, were among the works in Emperor

IHuizong's collection: this work can only peripherally be desig-

nated as Taoist, reflecting as it does images of planetary and

star gods that entered China through the vehicle ofBudc^lsm,

and that were absorbed into the Taoist pantheon during the

Tang dynasty.

Another important category ofTang Taoist art comprises

bronze mirrors, cast with designs that by this time had been

thoroughly incorporated into Taoist cosmology. Images of

sacred mountains paradises, and the Eight Trigrams (Baguo)

of the Book ofChanges are commonly found on bronze mirrors

ofthis period.*

The occasional importance of religious Taoism for even be-

lievers in Buddhism was highlighted by the discovery in 1982 on

Mount Song (Song Shan, the central of the Five Sacred Peaks;

see cat. no. 137) of a gold tablet (fig. 5) commissioned by Em-

press Wb Zetian (r. 690-705), a devout Buddhistwho estab-

lished the short-lived Zhou dynas^ (696-705).** The inscription

on the tablet is addressed to Mount Sore .md indicates that it

was made for the benefit of the empress herself. The tablet Is

dated to the seventh day of the seventh lunar month of700. It

is essentially an official communication from Empress Wu's

terrestrial npranntative. the Taoist priest Hu Chao, to the celes-

tial bureaucracy and the nctherworldly Nine Departments of the

nine hells, which are governed by the Three Officials (Sanguan;

see cat nos. 69-71). Hu requests that the empress's name be

removed firom the records ofthose who will be Imprisoned In

\hc hells afle' death, and transferred to the celestial registers of

realized beings (zhenren). A very similar practice of "presenting

golden tablets" (Un^an) developed into a Taoist ritual during

the Six Dynasties period (420-589), and a description ofthis

ritual is preseivid In a scripture from the Highest Puri^ (Shang-

qing) corpus contained in the Taoist Canon."

Very few works ofTaoist art survive firom befim the Song

dynasty. From this time onward, however, increasing evidnice

survives of wo'ks of art made in the service of religious Taoism.

Several of the Song emperors were devout patrons ofTaoism;

among them the most active were Zhenzong (r. 997-1022) and

Huizong (r. 1100-25)." The latter, who took for himselfthe title

Daojun huangdi (August Emperor, Lord ofthe Tao), was the

most famous painter among all the emperors of China In her

essay in this volume, Patricia Ebrey explores the ways m which

works ofart served Huizong's Taoist agenda. Huizong was a

patron ofthe Taoist cleric Un Ungsu. who founded a new Taoist

order, the Divine Empyrean (Shenxiao) movement."

The Song emperors adopted the Yello.v Fmperor (Huangdi)

as their imperial ancestor, just as the Tang emperors had
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adopted the deified Laozi as theirs. The high quality of imperially

commissioned Taoist paintings during the Song is evidenced by

such surviving masterpieces as Wang Liyong's The Transforma-

tiom of Lord Lao in the Nelson-Atkins Museum (cat. no. 35) and

Liang Kai's Liberating the Soul From the Netheru/orld (cat. no. 37).

It would appear from its extraordinary quality that the twelfth-

century triptych of hanging scrolls depicting the Taoist Officials

of Heaven, Earth, and Water (the Sanguan) in the Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston (cat. nos. 69-71), was also created under

imperial auspices. Emperor Huizong's painting Cranes ofGood

Omen (see Patricia Ebrey's essay in this volume, fig. 4) in the

Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang, is another image that

blends Taoist imagery with an agenda that included political

legitimation." That other masterpieces of Song painting, such

as Chen Rong's Nine Dragons handscroll of 1244 in the Museum

of Fine Arts, Boston (fig. 6), were perceived as Taoist images

is clear from the content of the artist's inscription on the work,

and the attached colophons of the Yuan dynasty, which include

inscriptions by Wu Quanjie (1269-1346), Ouyang Xuan (1273-

1337)1 and the thirty-ninth Celestial Master, Zhang Sicheng

(1287-1368).

Sadly, none ofthe Taoist temple murals of this period sur-

vive, although echoes of their magnificence can be seen in sur-

viving Buddhist murals of the Northern Song and jin dynasties,

and particularly in the extant fourteenth-century (Yuan dynasty)

murals of the Eternal Joy Temple (Yongle Cong) in Shanxi prov-

ince." We can obtain some sense of how the Taoist pantheon

was visualized in the Song dynasty through such works as Wu

Zongyuan's Procession ofImmortals (cat. no. 74). a masterpiece

of the eleventh century, and the great twelfth-century album

of fifty leaves depicting Taoist gods in the Stephen Junkunc IV

Collection."

Significant numbers of paintings of Taoist x/an, or immortals

(adepts), survive from the Song and jin (1115-1234) dynasties.

The earliest image of the popular group known as the Eight

Immortals (Baxian) is found among the ceramic sculptures

decorating the interior walls and ceilings of )in dynasty tombs

near Pingyang, Shanxi province; these date to the late twelfth

or early thirteenth century." The best-known early image of

the Eight Immortals, however, is found among the murals of

the Hall of Purified Yang (Chunyang Dian) at the Eternal Joy

Temple, dating to the fourteenth century.** Several Song dynasty

paintings of Taoist immortals are included in this exhibition;

among them are two fan paintings of Lli Dongbin (Lii the

"Cavern-guest"), a patron saint of the Complete Realization

(Quanzhen) sect, which rose to prominence in the Jm and Yuan
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Chen Rong. Nine Dragons (deUil). Southern Song dynasty, dated 1244.

Handscroll; ink and light color on paper, 46.3 x 1,096^ cm. Museunn

of Fine Ans, Boston, Francis Gardner Curtis Fond.

(1260-1368) dynasties. As Farzccn Baldrian-Hussein has shown,

however, veneration and worship of Lii Dongbm was already

widespread during the Northern Song dynasty (960-1126)."

A more generalized image of an immortal Is Ma Yuan's Immor-

tal Riding a Dragon, painted at the Southern Song court in the

early thirteenth century (cat. no. 28). Some of the most evoca-

tive depictions of Taoist mountain paradises also date to the

Song dynasty. An excellent example is the monochrome ink

handscroll in the Freer Gallery of Art. Washington, D.C., tradi-

tionally attributed to LI Conglin, and probably dating to the late

eleventh or early twelfth century (fig. 7)."

It seems clear from both historical and artistic evidence that

the majority of the Song emperors patronized both Buddhism

and religious Taoism, as had the Tang emperors before them

(and as did the Ming emperors after them).*' In addition, the

Taoist influence on the Neo-Confucian philosophers of the Song

dynasty is clear, as has been pointed out by Sun K'o-k'uan and

other scholars." The Song dynasty witnessed the rise of several

new Taoist sects, among them the Great Law of Heaven's Heart

(Tianxin dafa) sect, and the increasing popularity of Inner Al-

chemy (neidan). In this discipline, the creation of the alchemical

elixir was visualized by the adept within his or her own body.

This practice was promulgated by such adepts as Bai Yuchan

(flourished 1209-24). and achieved widespread popularity by

the end of the Song dynasty." Images of Taoist adepts obtaining

the elixir are often found on bronze mirrors dating to the Song,

)ln, and Yuan dynasties. These images are most likely allegories

of Inner Alchemy (see cat. nos. 135 and 136).

An important development in the Song dynasty was the in-

creasing absorption of local gods and deities of popular religion

into the Taoist pantheon. This reflects changing attitudes among

Taoists toward the gods of popular religion, since, in the Six

Dynasties and Tang periods, a much clearer demarcation was

drawn between Taoist deities and popular gods." By petitioning

the emperor, a support group (for example, a local society of

merchants) could acquire official recognition for a popular god.

If the petition was successful, the god would be granted a new

title.** This pattern continued into the Yuan dynasty. Later, in the

Ming dynasty, such decisions were delegated by the emperors

to the Celestial Masters of the Orthodox Unity sect. An example

of such a petition, dating to the late Ming and comprising a long

painted and inscribed handscroll, is in the Metropolitan Museum

of Art, New York (cat. no. 82). There was often an economic as

well as a spiritual basis for such petitions: recognition of a local

god tended to lead to national legitimation of the merchants and

devotees who supported the god, leading in turn to increased

opportunities for trade and economic development. Among the

many popular gods who were absorbed into the religious Taoist

pantheon was Guandi (Emperor Guan), originally Guan Yu, a

military hero of the Three Kingdoms period in the third century
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Fig. 7

Traditionally aRrlbuted to Li Conglln. Taoist Porodiu (detail). Northern Song

dynasty, late nth/eatly 12th century. Handscroll; ink on paper. 41.7 x 947.J cm.

Freer Galley of An, Smithsonian Institution, Washington. D.C.

(see cat. no. 83).** In the Song dynasty. Cuan Yu became a

Taoist marshal (yuanshuai)—a celestial guardian who protected

the Taoist faith. Subsequently, in 1615, during the Ming dynasty.

Marshal Cuan became Emperor Cuan (Guandi). These changes

in title reflect the increasing national importance of a deity who

began as a human hero.*'

The Jin dynasty (1115-1234), which conquered the Northern

Song dynasty and ruled the north during much of the Southern

Song period, witnessed the founding of the Complete Realiza-

tion (Quanzhen) sect of Taoism by Wang Zhe (1113-1170).**

This sect constituted a reform movement within Taoism. Wang

stressed the equality of the Three Teachings (Sanjiao), giving

equal emphasis to such texts as the Confucian Classic of Filial

Piety (Xiao jing). the Buddhist Heart Sutra (Xin jingj, and the

Daode jing. He insisted on vegetarianism and the celibacy of

monks, and cultivation of a strict moral code, and also empha-

sized the discipline of Inner AJchemy (neidan), in which the

adept visualized the creation of the elixir. The fourteenth-century

murals of the Hall of Redoubled Yang (Chongyang Dian) at

the Eternal Joy Temple in Shanxi are devoted to depictions of

Wang Zhe's life." The Complete Realization sect has survived to

the present day; its greatest temple is the White Cloud Monas-

tery (Baiyun Cuan) in Beijing."

During the succeeding Yuan dynasty (1260-1368), Taoism,

after witnessing a brief period of repression under Khubilai

Khan (Shizu; r. 1260-94), enjoyed a huge resurgence (in 1281,

Khubilai Khan ordered all copies of the Taoist Canon destroyed;

because of this, no copies of the Song dynasty Taoist Canon

have survived). Despite the fact that the Mongol imperial family

chose the Tantric Buddhist deity Mahakala as its dynastic guard-

ian, Taoism was tolerated and even supported. A key element in

this was the rise of the Complete Realization sect, the reform

movement that gradually spread from northern to southern

China." From the thirteenth century onward this sect coexisted

with the earlier Celestial Master sect (also known as the Zhengyi

or Orthodox Unity sect), and they are still the two dominant

Taoist sects in China today. The headquarters of the Complete

Realization sect (the White Cloud Monastery in Beijing) func-

tions today as the headquarters of the Taoist Association of

China (Zhongguo daojiao xiehui), and is a temple where ordina-

tions of Complete Realization Taoist priests are once again

carried out.

In 1287 the Mongol emperors created a new Taoist organi-

zation that superseded the earlier Zhengyi sect, and to which

they delegated control over all Taoist affairs m China. This was

known as the Mysterious Teaching (Xuanjiao) school, and ex-

isted only during the Yuan dynasty. Two of the leading priests

of this school were Zhang Liusun (1248-1322) and Wu Quanjie
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(i269-i346)> IxMh pupils ofthe thirty-sixth Celestial Master,

Zhang 7fingyan (1244-1292) of Dragon and Tiger Mountain

(Longhu Shin) in Jiangxi. Among other accomplishments,

Zhang Liusun founded the Temple of the Eastern Peak (Oong-

yue Miao) in Beijing, the Taolst temple dedicated to the god

ofMount Tai (Tai Shan), and Wu Quanjie livad to oversee its

completior During the Cultural Revo'ution (1966-76), the

Dongyue Miao was closed and nearly destroyed, but has recently

been renovated and reqicned as a museum. The tem|^ still

contains an important group ofstelae, including the ^mous

Stele ofthe Taoist Religion (Daojioo bei) that tells the story of the

temple's founding. The text of this stele was composed and

inscribed by the scholar-official Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322).

It is noteworthy that despite Zhao Mengfu's deep interest in

Chan (Zen) Buddhism (he was a friend and confidant ofthe great

Buddhist priest Zhongfeng Mingben)," he composed several

stele inscriptions for Taoist temples." This level of involvement

reflects the fact that from the Six Dynasties period onward, many

members ofthe literati class were either directly involved with

or deeply (cnowiedgeable about religious Taoism. The prevailing

view that, in late imperial China, scholar-officials and literati were

primarily Confudan in their philosophical orientation and devoid

ofinterest in or involvement with rdigion or spirituality Is chal-

lenged by many historical or literary data. As we have seen, as

early as the Eastern Jin dynasty, the scholar-officials Wang Xizhi

and Cu Kaizhi were followers ofthe Celestial Master sect As a

corollaryi it Is noteworthy that the Liang dynasty Taoist scholar

and alchemist Tao Hongjing was renowned as a painter and

calligrapher The letters Tao exchanged with Emperor Liang Wudi

are the first texts in Chinese history to discuss the connoisseur-

ship ofcalligraphy.'* In the Tang dynasty the famous poet Li Bo

(701-762), for example, was a devout believer in religious Tao-

ism." Like Emperor Xuanrong, Li Bo rccfivcd a Taoist ordina-

tion. As Farzeen Baldnan-Hussein has shown, in the Northern

Song dynasty, Su Shi (Su Dongpo; 1036-1101), widely perceived

as a paragon ofthe Confucian scholar-official, while not a prac-

ticing Taoist per se. nonetheless had a surprisingly deep knowl-

edge of religious Taoism, and practiced several techniques of

Inner Akhemy (neidan). An indication of his knowledge of reli-

gious Taoism is seen in a stele inscription he composed in 1091

on the occasion of the? rebuilding of a l^iolst temple Originally

built by Tang Taizong (r. 976-97):

The Taoist schoo' has its origins inthe|leachings of the) Yellow

Emperor and Laozi. . . . From Qin and Han times on, they began

10 employ the language of thefangihi whence one saw the appear-

ance oftechniques such as tlwse ofifyli^ immortals who can

transform themselves, the methods of Huangting (Yellow Court|

and Dadong [Great Cavern] (scriptures), the appelatk>n of (the

deities) Taishang [the deified LaoziJ, Tianzhen (the Heavenly

Perfected], Mugong [Dongwanggong] and Jinmu [Metal Mother

or Xiwangmu). (Ac mythicil periods] Viininfig. Chimli^ Loi^an,

and of !he firs! empero-s, the sacrifces to [the stellar deities], the

Celestial Emperor [Tianhuang] and the Supreme One^alyl] who

reside in the palace ofPurplelcmiftyoFthe North Pole [Ziwei Beiii]

and even to the special techniques of elfadr medidncs, registers,

and talismans, all go back to the Taoist sdioo). . . . The Way of the

Yellow Emperor and of Laozi is the root, the sayings of the/drvs/t/

are the branches. .

.

The evidence for Su Shi's practice of Taoist techniques of

Inner Alchemy, visualization, and embryonic breathing is clear

from texts surviving among his collected writings. Su wrote,

"div ne imrrcrtals a-id [the practice of] long life are not merely

empty words."" In addition to the Song religious texts preserved

in the Taoist Canon, our knowledge ofthe practice ofTaoism

and the worship ofChinese popular gods in the Song is supple-

mented by the information contained in such texts as the Record

of the Listener (Yijianzhi) by the literatus Hong Mai (ii2j-i202)."

During the Yuan, the highly cultured Taoist priest Wu Quanjie

played an important role as an intermediary between the Mongol

court in Dadu (Beijing) and the world of the literati of south-

central China Wu knew such disaffected literati as the Neo-

Confucian philosopher Wu Cheng, and the painters Ni Zan and

Huang Congwang. Ni Zan (1306-1374) came from a wealthy

literati family whose members were devout supporters ofTaoist

ter^ples 'n the Wuxi-Suzhou area of )iangsu province; Huang

Congwang (1269-13S4} was a master offengihul (geomancy)

and a diviner. WhSe ieiH ofNI Zan's paintings give any concrete

hint of his llioist belief, the short handscroll entitled The Crane

Ciwe (Helin tu) in the Chinese Art Gallery, Beijing, depicts an

outdoor Taoist altar, and was painted for a Taoist practitioner

named Zhou Xuanzhen (cat. no. 139). In contrast, several of

Huang Congvnng's surviving landscapes are specifically Taoist

in theme. These include Cinnabar Oifji ar\dJade Trees (Dar\'ai

yushu tu) in the Palace Museum, Beijing, and Mountairts ofthe

Immortals (Xianshon tu) in the Shanghai Museum." Such scenes

ofparadise mountains were very popular among Ykian literati

painters, and appear as well among the works ofVftmg Meng,

Lu Cuang (see cat no. 142), .ind Chen Ruyan (see cat, no 144)

Several Taoist priests of the Yuan dynasty were also accom-

plished painters, including Fang Congyl (active c. 1295-1316;
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Fig. 8

Murali depicting the Taoisl pantheon m the HjII of the Three Purities, Yongle

Cong, Ruicheng. Shaniii province. Yuan dynasty, early 14th century.

see cat. no. 143), Wu Boli (see cat. no. 141), and the Celestial

Master Zhang Yucai, all ofwhom were associated with Longhu

Shan in Jiangxi province, the headquarters of the Zhengyi sect

of Taoism.*'

Among the greatest monuments of Yuan dynasty Taoist art

are the murals of the Eternal Joy Temple, a Complete Realization

sect Taoist temple at Ruicheng in southern Shanxi province.

The three main halls of this complex were built in the thirteenth

century, and their walls painted with murals in the fourteenth

century. The 286 Taoist gods depicted on the walls of the Hall of

the Three Purities (Sanqing Dian) provide a magnificent visual-

ization of the Taoist pantheon as it was conceived by the Com-

plete Realization sect in the Yuan dynasty (see fig. 8). The Hall

of the Three Purities murals were completed in 1325 by the Luo-

yang painter Ma Junxiang and his assistants." Chinese scholars

have suggested that the textual source for these paintings was

the thirteenth-century scripture compiled by /in Yunzhong (fJour-

ished 1224-25) entitled Great Law ofthe Higheit Purity Numinoui

Treaiure (Shangqing lingbao dafa)." Originally there were statues

of the Three Purities at the center of the hall, but these have

disappeared. The murals focus on eight major gods, painted on

an enormous scale, each accompanied by a large entourage of

deities. The eight principal gods are Nanji dadi (Great Emperor

of the South Pole Star), Houtu (Earth Goddess), Yuhuang (Jade

Emperor), Ziwei dadi (Purple Tenuity Emperor), Taiyi (Supreme

Unity), Jinmu (Metal Mother, or Queen Mother of the West),

Mugong (Wood Sire, or Dongwanggong. Lord Duke of the East),

and Gouchen (a celestial emperor representing the constellation

surrounding Polaris).** While none of these deities is labeled,

their identification is now generally agreed upon by scholars.*'

Two other main halls of the Eternal Joy Temple are no less im-

portant. The murals of the Hall of Purified Yang depict over fifty

scenes from the life of the immortal Lu Dongbin, while those of

the Hall of Redoubled Yang depict scenes from the life ofWang

Zhe, the founder of the Complete Realization sect. Two Yuan

Taoist murals in the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, are closely

connected in style and date to the murals of the Hall of the

Three Purities at the Eternal Joy Temple.**

Among the lesser-known works of Yuan Taoist art are the

eight cave-temples at Long Shan (Dragon Mountain) in Shanxi

province, located southwest of Taiyuan, the provincial capital

(not far from the earlier Buddhist cave temple site of Tianlong

Shan). These caves, excavated along a sandstone ridge overlook-

ing a deep valley, date to the early fourteenth century (see fig. 9).

The carved figures in high relief depict the Three Purities and a

variety of early Complete Realization adepts. Several heads of

Taoist figures were acquired from this site by the Museum of

East Asian Antiquities, Stockholm, in about 1930.*'

Contrary to the conventional belief that Taoism declined during

the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), recent studies have shown that

in fact religious Taoism flourished in this period.** Although
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Zhu Yuanzhang, the first Ming emperor (Taizu; r. 1368-98), has

been descrtbed as "adamantly anticlerical,"" he was actually

open-minded toward Buddhism and Taoism, and patronized

leaders of both the Orthodox Unity (Zhengyi) and Complete

Realization Taoist sects. Pierre-Henry de Bruyn has shown that

many of Zhu Yuanzhang's children were m fact deeply involved

with religious Taoism."

At the same time that Zhu Yuanzhang was pragmatically

attempting to minimize the influence of organized religion, he

also actively patronized those elements in organized Taoism

that he saw as orthodox. He commissioned, for example, a

new official liturgy for Taoist rituals. Zhu mainly supported the

Orthodox Unity sect, and also stressed the unity of the Three

Teachings (Sanjiao). This concept, namely that Confucianism,

Taoism, and Buddhism were different paths to the same goal,

attained increasing popularity during the Song and )in dynasties

(see fig. 10), although its roots can be traced to the Six Dynas-

ties period. After 1368 he established the Xuanjiao Yuan, which

oversaw the administration of all Taoist affairs in China. This

was replaced in 1371 by the Central Taoist Registry (Daolu si). In

1379 Zhu established the Temple of Divine Music (Shenyue

Cuan), which oversaw the creation of Taoist ritual music.

Similarly, the conventional wisdom is that the Yongle emperor

(Zhu Di; r. 1403-24), the fourth son of Zhu Yuanzhang, em-

braced and supported Tibetan Buddhism. While it is true that he

was closely involved with Tibetan and Mongolian lamas of the

Kagyu and Sakya orders, on whom he conferred the title Dharma

King (Fawang)." imperial patronage of religious Taoism prolifer-

ated during the Yongle reign. A key event here was the emperor's

adoption of the Taoist god Zhenwu (Perfected Warrior) as his

personal protector, with political legitimation an overriding con-

cern. The Yongle emperor not only was famous as a warrior and

military strategist, but also usurped the throne that rightfully

belonged to his older brother. In 1421 Yongle moved the Ming

capital from Nanjing to Beijing and rebuilt the Forbidden City.

The northernmost building in the imperial palace in Beijing

today is still the Hall of Imperial Peace (Qin'an Dian), the impe-

rial temple devoted to Zhenwu." Every subsequent Ming em-

peror announced his accession by paying homage to Zhenwu.

Imperial patronage of the Zhenwu cult included the rebuilding

of the god's temples on Mount Wudang (Wudang Shan) in

Hubei province, and during the Ming dynasty this god sup-

planted the deified Laozi as the most important god in the

Taoist pantheon. So huge was Zhenwu's cult In the Ming that

one section of this exhibition is devoted to htm.

Judith Berling has recently suggested that for most Chinese

Fig 9

Interior of a Taoist cave at Dragon Mountain (Long Shan). Shanxi

province. Yuan dynasty, early 14th century.

Ink rubbing of a stele depicting the sages of the Three Teachings

(Sonjieo). Jin dynasty, dated IJ09. Limestone; 123 x 60 cm. Shaolm

Temple, Mount Song, Henan province.
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during the Mtng, Taoist gods partidpalBd more directly than

enlightened beings of the Buddhist pantheon In the sysu -n

of moral retribution, which "encompassed the seamless fab-

ric of the divine and human realms. " Despite the machina-

tions ofhoima, the Taoist order ofmoral retribution and reward

worked more quickly, and was seen as being much closer to tfie

principles of justice adninisto'cd by the mpprial govp'impnt

throughout society. From this point of view, Taoism was seen

ai uhimatdy supporting Confucian values. This viewwas articu-

lated by Zhu Yiianzhang, the first Ming emperor. As Beiling

shows, in his essay on the "Three "eachings" (Taoism, Bud-

dhism, and Confucianism). Zhu Yuanzhang

S'gucd that dlOSewho criticized Buddhisrr .-nd T.-joi'im on thp

grounds that they liarmed the nation and incited the masses were

mittaiten. ConfiKlanlim, he said,wu the Way (Tao) of manliest

vlitiM^ while Tioism and Buddhism weretiw WSqrs ofhidden virtue,

secret aids oftlie imperial mandate to rule.**

In fitt, itwas Zhu Yuanzhang who invited the forty-third Celes-

tial Master, Zhang Yurhu (1361-14^0), to the court and paid for

the rebuilding of Zhang s residence on Longhu Shan (Dragon

and Tiger Mountain) in Jiangxi. the headquarters ofthe Ortho-

dox Unity sect. In 1391 the Taoist prelate was ghren authority

to authenticate talismans (fu) throughout China, 'n i.',o6 fhp

Yongle emperor ordered Zhang to compile a new edition of the

Taoist Canon. This %was not completed until 1444, during the

Zhengtong reign, and is a masterpiece ofMing woodblock print-

ing (several volumes, from the Pelliot Collectior in the Biblio-

thique Nationale, Paris, are included in this exhibition: see cat.

nos. 52, 54. 38, no, 112, 115, and 129). Zhang Yuchu's own writ-

ings, such as the Tm SUmdoidsJbr l&oMs fOeomen sh^r},

stress the compatlbilily ofTaoism and Confucianism. He further

emphasized the proper moral conduct of Taoist priests, and

wrote that such individuals would be effective models for the lay

public, and 'VwuM also devote themselves to prayers and rituals

on behalfofthe state and community^"** In his view, it was thus

entrrcfy fitting that the imperial government should "support

the activities of orthodox Taoist temples." (Jnder the aegis of

the Yon^e emperor, Zhang Vkichu estaUished the Taoist Afbirs

Academy in Beijing, and supervised the Central Taoist Iteg^stry

(Daolu si).

This evidence suggests that a pattern of imperial patronage

ofthe Celestial Master lineage ofTaoism at Longhu Shan was

established at the beginning ofthe Ming dynasty The historical

record of imperial Ming patronage of Taoism indicates that

instead of being perceived as heterodox, religious Taoism was

perceived in the eyes ofthe emperors as representing the high-

est degree of orthodoxy, ideally suited to aiding the ruler and

the court in administering the state. This is important because it

provides a counterpoint to the well-known imperial Ming patron-

age ofTibetan Buddhism, which was also politically useful for

imperial propaganda.** Already in the early Ming, such Taofsts

as Zhang Sanfeng (to whom the d'scip' ne known as Taijiquan

is credited) were called to court because their moral virtue

reflected on the emperor. As Berling has shown, "The pattern

ofMing imperial patronage ofTaoist temples and rituals was

repeated In virtually every reign."*'This reached an apogee dur-

ing the Jiajing reign (1522-66), when Taoism was elevated to a

state orthodoxy.**

A greater number ofworks ofTaoist art in this exhibition date

to the Ming dynasty than to any other period, reflecting the wide-

spread devotion to religious Taoism in this period. The court

painter Wu Wei (1459-1308) is known to have believed in reli-

gious Taoism. Stories about his encounters with adepts and

immortals were popular wdl into the seventeenth century^ kmg

after his death." Among his surviving Taoist paintings are Cuang-

chengzi and the Yellow Emperor (cat. no. 36), Female Goddess or

immortal (cat. no. 94), The Hmnh Xu Ybu and tht Qnheid Chao

Ar (an ilhjstration ofa story from the Zhuangzi) in the Tokugavn

Museum, Nagoy;!, and Thr. Snge of the Northerr; Sen ir the Na

tional Palace Museum, 1aipei.^°° The professional painters of the

Zhe School created large numbers of such works in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, encouraged by both imperial patronage

and public demand. Several very rare examples ofTaoist ritual

paintings also survive from this period, including the handscroll

created for the ordination of Empress Zhang as a Taoist priest-

ess in 1493 (cat. no. 57) and a local god's petition to the Jade

Emperor for an official title (cat. no. 82).

A very important resource for our unde'standmg of the ways

in which both Taoist and popular gods were visualized during

the Ming dynasty are the sets of paintings created for a Buddhist

ritual known as the Water and Land Ritual (ShuHuzhai). Several

impressive sets, or partial sets, ofWater and Land Ritual oaint-

ings survive from the Ming, among them sets in the Shanxi

Provincial Museum. Taiyuan, and the Musfe Cuimet, Paris.**

Despite the Buddhist context in which these %WNfcs wrera origi-

nally created, they often contain the earliest or finp^t drpirtions

of Taoist gods known. For this reason, several such works are

Included In this exhibition (see cat. nos. 75. 76, 78-81, 84-86,

91, 97, and 107).

The Ming witnessed the continuing absorption into the Taoist

pantheon of gods from Chinese popular religion, a phenomenon
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that had already proliferated during the Song dynasty. A new

and influential group of gods that emerged during the transition

from the Yuan to the Ming were the Three Stars, known in Chi-

nese as Fulushou; these three gods are still widely worshipped

today. As a discrete group, the Three Stars—comprising the

gods of Good Fortune (Fuxing), Emolument (Luxing), and Lon-

gevity (Shouxing, also known as Shoulao)—seem to have first

appeared in Chinese culture and art in the early fifteenth cen-

tury."" In addition to their appearance in a Ming painting of 1454

in the exhibition (cat. no. 91), this group appears in another

early Ming painting in the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas

City (fig. 11). Here the Three Stars are shown with a larger group

of celestial deities, including the Nine Luminaries or Sources of

Brightness (jiuyao; upper right),"" the Twenty-Eight Lunar Man-

sions {Ershiba xiu; lower left), and the twelve gods of the Chinese

zodiac {ihi'ergong; lower right). The scroll provides one of the

few known depictions in Chinese painting of the Three Stars

in conjunction with these other stellar gods. Interestingly, the

gods of the zodiac are based on the figures of the Near Eastern

zodiac, and not on the members of the Chinese zodiac. Edward

Schafer has suggested that the Chinese were aware of the West-

ern zodiac by the sixth century, and F. Richard Stephenson has

shown that the symbols of the Western zodiac were first intro-

duced into China in the Sui dynasty (581-618), probably via In-

dia.'" Evidence for this is found in a text in the Buddhist canon,

the Scripture of the Great Asscmb/y ofGreat Doctrinal Univeru>lity

(Dafangdeng dajijing), which was translated from Sanskrit into

Chinese during the Sui. The forty-second chapter of this text lists

the signs of the zodiac that correspond to each of the twelve

lunar months: 1, Ram; 2, Bull; 3, Pair of Birds; 4, Crab; 5, Lion; 6,

Celestial Woman; 7. Steelyard; 8, Scorpion; 9, Archer; 10, Makara

(a mythical sea monster); n. Water Vessel; 12, Celestial Fish.'"

With the exception of the sixth, seventh, and tenth months,

these correspond closely to the signs of the Western zodiac."*

Taoist sculpture from the Ming dynasty also survives in rela-

tively large numbers. These include works still found in Taoist

temples m China, for example, the White Cloud Monastery,

Temple of the Eastern Peak, and Hall of Imperial Peace in Bei-

jing, and others in Kaifeng, Changsha, and many other cities

and towns. The majority of such sculptures are made of bronze,

wood, ivory, or porcelain. Many Taoist sculptures survive in

Western museums as well, where they are often unrecognized

as being Taoist, and thus relegated to basement storerooms. As

our knowledge of the history of religious Taoism develops and

becomes more sophisticated, increasing numbers of such trea-

sures will undoubtedly be excavated from the artistic limbo in

F.g, 11

The Thru Stan, Nine Sources of Brightnen, Twtntyeight Lunar Monvom. and

Twtht Polocei [ofthe Zodiocj Ming dynasty. 15th century Hanging scroll; ink,

colors, and gold on silk; 137.2 x 867 cm. The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art.

ICanias City. Missouri, Bequest of Laurence Sickman (F88-41/6).
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which they now reside. A sipiificant number ofworks made ex-

pressly for use in Taoist ritual also survive from the Ming, some

oFthem works of great beauty. Those included in this exhibition

include swords, ivory tablets, and priests' robes.

Taoism continued to flourish during the Qing dynasty (1644-

1911), during which the emperors who ruled China were Manchu.

While the Manchus openly favored Tibetan Buddhism over Tao-

ism, Taoist ritual continued both inside and outside the court.'*"

This is clear from such artistic evidence as the large painting

by Jiao Bingzhen in the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Washington,

DC. depicting a ritual carried out in the court (cat no. 44) and

the Hail of Imperial Peace, the principal Taoist temple in the

Fbrbidden Gty^ most ofthe contents ofwhich dale to the Qing

dynasty (and which demonstrate continuous use by the imperial

family during the Qing).

Despite persecution in the h\'entieth century, particularly

between 1949 and 1976, Taoism is rebounding with astonish-

ing speed in contemporary China. The vitally ofthe artistic

traditions associated with Taoism are revealed not only In the

reconstruct ons of te'^ples and Taoist sites, but in the recent

attempts to collect and protect historical works of Taoist art. in

such temples as the White Cloud Monastery and the Temple of

the Eastern Peak in Beijing. Devotion to religious Taoism, wide-

spread throughout most ofthe late twentieth century in Taiwan,

Hon^ Kong, and many overseas Chinese communities, is enjoy-

ing a renaissance in China today. It is hoped that this exhibition

will succeed in opening a door onto an ancient and vital tradi-

tion in Chinese art history that has all too long remained hidden.
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Kristofer Schipper

I. Thf Taoist Tradition in ANctENT China

Taoism is the foremost indigenous religion of China and

one ofthe woHd's oldest mystial and Ifturgkal traditions. The

name Taoism comes from Tao (Oao), a word that means "road"

or "way": a way to follow; a way of thought, a method, and a

principle.^ The Tao is seen as the everlasting principle at the

origin of the universe. It permeates and transcends all beings;

it is at the origin of all transfMrmations. According to Chinese

tradition, the T»o existed before the worid was bom out ofthe

primordial chaos (hiwdiin). The Tao brought forth the v.'orld,

and all beings naturally belong to the Tao. Therefore, at its most

fundamental level, the name Taoism does not refer to a god or

a founding figure, but to a universal principle. Nonetheless, the

story ofTaoism is inextricably linked to the figure called Laozi

(Lao-Tzu), the sage who first revealed the Way to us.

Laozi

There have been many discussions about when and where Laozi

Ih^ed, and even whether he was a historical figure at all. Although

what has been transmitted through the ages about Laozi is of

a purely legendary nature, these legends are not without historic

cai interest. In fact, they are often more significant than "histori-

cal focts," because they show how Taoism and Laozi were

already thought of in ancient times. Seen in this way, the tradi-

tions that surround him are very significant.

Laozi is said to have been seen in this world at a time corre-

sponding to the sixth century B.C., and the tradHional dates given

for his life are 604-531 B.c' Laos! Is reputed to have hailed firom

the southern state ofChu (for China was -lot yet unified into a

single empire at this time), and to have been born m Hu, near

present-day Luyi, in Anhui province. A later legend of his birth

tells us that Laozi's mother was a virgin who conceived him

spontaneously, through the radiance ofthe Pole Star in the cen-

ter ofthe sky. She carried her child in her womb for c gHty-one

years (a cosmic period of nine times nine) before he was born

through her left armpit while she was leaning against a plum

tree. At birth, the baby was ofcourse already old, hence the

name of "Old Child." which is anotherway of interpreting his

name, in addition to "Master Lao" or "Old Master."' After giv-

ing birth. Laozfs mother died. In fact this was a phenomenon

of transsubstantiation, because mother and child were one and

the same person. Atone in the world, the Old Child chose the

plum tree, which had lent support to his mother, as his ancestor,

and took its name (Li) as his family name *

Laozi is said to have been at one time the scholar in charge

ofthe calendar and archives at the court ofthe Zhou dynasty

(lOjo^S^ B-c.).* In that capacity; he received a visit from Kbngzi

(whom we know by the name Confucius, and whose traditional

dates are 551-479 B.C.). Confucius wanted to see the Old Master

in order to question him about ritual, because Confucius be-

lieved that ritual decorum was the Itey to good governance. I^e

thought that as long as everyone kept to his status and rank

in society and acted according to the established custom, all

would be in order. The story of the meeting has many versions,*

but the main idea is always the same Laozi did not agree with

Confucius's Ideas, and toM his noble visitor that naturalness,

personal freedom, and happiness were more important than

trying to conform to traditional standards.

After having lived In this worid for a long time, the Old Master

dedded to leave and retire in the far-offmountains ofthe west-

em regions. When he crossed, with his ox and his servant boy,'

the mountain pass that marked the end of the world of men, he

was halted by the guardian, who asked him for his teachings.

(Mount Son^ tin cinlral oftha Five Sacred Pedis 33
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Uozi then dictated to him the small book, consisting ofsome

five thousand Chinese characters, that we call the Chssiecfth*

Way [Taol and Its Powtr (Daodejing).

The Bttckgmund

Through these narratives, we may see that Laozl's lifetime was

set at a moment of profound change In China. During the sixth

century b.c. the former feudal order ofthe Zhou dynasty was

gradually giving way to a new age ofsocial and human develop-

ment Early China, like nnany other cultures ofthe Bronze Age,

was immersed in ancestor worship and bloody sacrifice, and

the memory of that archaic culture survives today in the ritual

bronze vessels now on display in many museums which used

to adorn the sacrificial altars. Theirs was an aristocratic wanior

society, centered around the king and the nobili^ their dans,

and their ancestors.

The end of this feudal world order was marked by several

important innovations. Among these, the devebpment of

high-grade Iron ore metallurgy during the seventh century b.c.

signaled the end of the Bronze Age. Iron tools and other manu-

factured goods provided trade and economic expansion. Later

in antiquity, China also exported silks and lacquerwares as tu

as the Near East and Rome.

This economic development created a new society of mer-

chants and artisans, which look hold of the city-states, until then

dominated by the aristocrats.' This in turn caused important

institutional changes. The iirst laws and taxes appeared In China

during the second halfof the sixth century b.c, to some extent

limiting the privileges of the nobility. Most of the great Chinese

cities ofthose times were concentrated in the Central Plain,

especially at the crossroads ofwhat are today the provinces of

Henan, Shandong, and Anhui, where the ancient states of Song,

Wei, Qi. and Chu were Situated, it was In this region that Laozi

was born.

There were also those who regretted that the ancient religious

and social order installed by the kings ofthe Zhou dynas^ was

gradually disappearing. One of these conservatives was Con-

fucius. In his efforts to maintain the ritual tradition, he is said to

have put down the ritual texts in writing. These became the so-

called Chinese Classics.*We do not know to what extent these

Classics are truly representative of the religion of the aristocracy,

but what is certain is that the religion of the common people,

with Its worship of holy mountains artd streams, as well as the

great fiemale deities, was systematically left out

Laozi, on the other hand, is portrayed as a commoner. The

legend of his responsibility for the calendar and archives is

Intriguing, because such specialists contributed to the worldview

In which mutually opposed and complementary forces, yin and

yang. evolve, from the primordial chaos, into the phenomenal

world of Heaven and Earth, the "ten-thousand beings." Each

ofthese beings, each part ofthe creation, is shaped and nur-

tured by the cosmic energies (ifi) oflieaven and Earth in end*

less numbers and continuous transformation. According to this

cosmology—fully articulated in the early i-lan dynasty (second

century B.c,}—all beings are related to each otherthrou^ elabo-

rate systems ofcorrespondence. The creative (and destructive)

processes are thus considered to be natural, and not linked to

any divine will or destiny This was a universe that was created

and evolved spontaneously through the interplay of cosmic

forces according to the universal principle ofthe l^o.

On the basis ofthis worldview, the diviners created a sys-

tem of prognostication, based on a mathematical game (count-

ing numbers of divining sticics), in order to arrive at sixty-four

different symbolic combinations noted down as "hexagrams"

CguaJ. This system Is documented and elaborated in the classic

Book ofCharges (Vij'''ig)."' """he hexagrams ideally represented a"

the possible, and forever changing, combinations of y/n and yang

foreen in the universe. Even in later times, when, aswe shall see.

It developed a pantheon ofmany transcendent Immortals and

deities, Taoism always remained a religion without a suprente

be 1^ Neither a polytheism nor a monotheism, Taoism lifts us

up to a level aoove particular gods and ancestors, to a heaven

above heaven, to the one universal principle that allows the

world to find unity in its endless diversity

It has beer observed by several scholars that these develop-

ments are in some respects comparable to those of the ancient

Mediterranean vwrld. There too the ancient feudal order and

tiie sacrificial religion gradually made place for a new society

and culture in the city-states. In ancient Greece, beside the

ancient "public cult" there emerged "mystery religions." which

were expressions ofthe search for transcendence and immortal-

These movements did not follow traditional class rules, and

often recruited members from different levels of society. The

mystery religions in turn were the fertile ground on which phi-

losophy devebped.

In China as well, a similar, newly emerging conscience

mariced the divide between the archa c warrior soc eff' and the

new city civilization, and stood in the very center of the tradi-

tional distinction between Laozi and Confucius. Confucius is

traditionally seen to have defended the ancient ritual codes by

giving them a moral meaning. In reply, the Old Master asked

him: But what good does that do to you personally? It is this
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eimkenlng tftht indMduaf amarumt that nnrleed a major turn-

ing point in Chinese culture. From it came the questions about

individual destiny, the purpose of life, and death and immortal-

ity. On the ruins of the old order, a new search emerged that

created a religion in which personal transfennatlon occupied

a pboe of increasing pronrtinence, based on the Way ofthe

Old iriaster

TheTaonftheOklMttslter

The fetirth century b.c was the golden age in China fer the de-

velopment of the different schools of philosophy. The recent find

offragments of the book of Lao/i. the Dao'Jejirg m a manu-

script preserved in a tomb dating trom around 300 B.C.. proves

that this most rundamental text was already extant in written

form when the Inner Chapters of the ZhiMfligzr were composed

(see below), and that the worldview it represents had already

reached a certam degree of maturity (see Little essay, iig. 2). The

study ofthese fragments in comparison with the now current

edition of Daodejing shows that the work was written over a

long per<od of tune, with some parts being perhaps as old as the

fifth century B.C.

The DtMkjnig is a eolection ofshort paradoxicai axioms,

compiled without any particular order, and following no system-

atically developed argument. It does, however, display such

profundity of insight into the human condition that it has been

justly considered by later Taoism as its foremost scripture.

It argues that we, as human beings but part ofnature, cannot

fathom the Way, but can only contemplate its manifestations.

Any name we give to it cannot encompass it, because the Tao

is beyond any conceivable concept. Only those who know that

they do not know can, by uniting with nature and rediscovering

spontaneity, through nonaction (mmet). Intuitively grasp the

underlying truth of all that is In grasping and holding on to this

truth, they become one with it and thus "obtain the Tao."

The Daodejkig elevates to the very acme ofTaoinn the para-

dox of knowing through not knowing; of acting through not

acting, ofobtaining though relinquishing. The Daode jing is

paradoxical because it wants to liberate us from the tyranny of

words and names and definitions. It stresses that there is a limit

to human life and to our knowledge, and at the same time it

shows that, as part of an endless universe, human life ai>d con*

sciousness are limitless. Knowing that we are mortal, we can

be immortal in our union with the Way.

The Old Master teaches that the cosmic process ofcreation

out ofthe primordial chaos is something that each human being

has indhridually experienced through his earlier life in the womb

and his later existence in the fragmented and divided world.

Later philosophers would call these two universes the Former

Heaven (Xiantian) and the Later Heaven (Houtian). Right be-

tween these two universes stands the newborn child, who is

therefore considered as the embodiment ofthe Tao at the height

of Its power (see OMdsjfti^ chapter 55). Thus, the whole cosmic

process, from theprimord a' chaos to creation, and the whole

universe of heaven and earth are withm ourselves, in our very

own persona. Finding this underlying truth through nonaction

opens the gate to immortality; often discussed in later Taoism in

connection with the sixth chapter ofthe Daodefing, which reads:

The goddess ofthe valley never dies.

She i\ called the myitericus fer-iale.

The gate of the mysterious female,

Is called the root ofheaven and earth.

How this search for the underlying truth (zhen) took shape in

ancient China can be understood from another work, the

Zfiuffngzf, the neA great text ofancient Taoism. This book—or,

more exactly, this collection of texts— is placed under the name

of its supposed author. Master Zhuang. Zhuangzi's personal

nameWIS Zhou C^he Complete One"?), and he must have lived

sometime between 370 and aSo b.c. He worked as a cleric in a

lacquer garden ir the land of Song, at a time when these work-

shops were not yet state agencies. We may note in passing that

the earliest instances of artistic Chinese painting are found on

lacquer. Zhuangzi certainly knew some ofthe sayings ofthe Old

Master, because he quotes them. There is, moreover, a certain

underlying unity of thojght at the basis of the two books. In

form and style, however, the two are very different. The Daode

pig Is a small book, whereas the writings placed under the

aegis ofMaster Zhuang are far more elaborate: they consist of

a succession of lonj^er and sho'ler featises. stones, anecdotes,

and even poetry. The Zhuangzi is full of strange, amusing, and

even hunvorous passages.

Only the first seven books, the so<alled Inner Chapters, of

the Zhuangzi date from the fourth century e.r (.iraund 330?),

whereas the other twenty-six chapters that make up the Outer

and Miscellaneous Chapters were written by the followers of

Zhuangzi during the third century b.c. Besides being one ofthe

most wonderful books ever written, the Zhuangzi Is also a work

of great philosophical depth. Zhuangzi brings the critique of

knowledge—^the dialertics of knowing and not-knowing—to

great heights. For him, each person is a world in himself, and all

kinds ofpeople who obtain the Tao in their own way—men,

women, and children; tradesmen and artisans: kings, nobili^
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The Queen Mother of the VHkI (Xiivangmu) and Her Court.

Qing dynasly. 17th century. Hinging scroll; Ink and colors

on silk. From Doojioo shentian huaji 1995: 13.

and slaves; criminals and madmen—are described in his book.

Zhuangzi does not necessarily recommend that people retire

from the world and live ir» the wilderness, but he proposes that

communion with nature can be obtained here and now, in what-

ever place one happens to be. Such a "wandering on the Way"

can be achieved through the opening of the mind and trance

meditation, as well as through other ways of discipline in daily

life." Those who achieve it are called "true persons" (zhenren).

Indeed, Zhuangzi taught that all arts, when brought to per-

fection, lead to the Tao. Some stories, such as that of Ding the

Butcher, who got the Tao by the sheer perfection of his craft, and

that of Chi the Robber, who surpassed Confucius in preaching

morality, became very famous in later China. While these ex-

traordinary figures may have been born out of Zhuangzi's fertile

imagination, many of them were worshipped as holy immortals

and saints by those "who loved the Tao."

Immortals

Among the saints and immortals in the Zhuangzi. perhaps the

most important is Huangdi, the Yellow Emperor, who in ancient

China was considered to be a culture hero and the inventor of

human civilization. Later, as we shall see, Huangdi is often

named along with the Old Master as one of the founders of the

Way. Also mentioned by Zhuangzi is Pengzu, who is said to have

lived eight hundred years and as such was venerated by those

who practiced the arts of long life. Of all the figures presented

in Zhuangzi's book. Xiwangmu. the Queen Mother of the West,

would rise to greatest prominence in later times. She, as the

"Mysterious Mother," would play an immensely important role

as the queen of Mount Kunlun, the sacred mountain of immor-

tality (fig. 1)." In the book of Zhuangzi, these ancient deities are

presented as having "obtained the Tao." and they were thus

integrated in the new pantheon of immortals (xian). The Chinese

character for xian can be interpreted as "mountain person" (or.

with another character, as "dancing person"), and the worship

of the immortals centered around mountains where they were

believed to dwell. Zhuangzi is the first to tell us about these

mountains and about the divine beings who live there.

In the far-away mountains of Cushe live divine humans. Their skin

is cool as frost and snow: they are shy and delicate as virgins. They

do not eat grains, but breathe wind and drink dew. They mount on

clouds and ride winged dragons to wander beyond the four oceans.

By the concentration of their spirit, they can protect people from

the plague and make crops ripen."
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Han dynasty art forms already show these holy mountains and

the immortal beings that inhabit them. Mountain-shaped in-

cense burners, also called "hill-censers" (boshanlu).'" may very

well have been used in the oratories (jing) of the adepts and

may have served as visual supports for their "lar-away wander-

ings" during meditation, their spiritual jounwys tothe moun-

tair realm of the immortals. These nature beings, together with

wild animals of ail Icinds, were often depicted on the sides of

hill-«tiiiers. The fumes ofthe aromMic herbs that were burned

inside the censer were released through the holes in the moun-

tain, as if they were clouds that, according to Chinese imagina-

tion, were born from the mountam caves.

Such meditations on sacred mountains were matched by

similar visions ofan inner landscape. By "reversing the light"

(fingfjang) ofthe eyes, for example, the adept achieved an intro-

spection of his own body, which was imagined as a mountain

inhabited by many deities. The most Important of these divine

beings inside oneselfwas the Infant, the embryo of immortality,

also called the true person pdmnn») ofthe adept. By nurturing

the true person inside himself, the adept cultivated his own

immortality. One day, the old child inside him would liberate

itselffrom its mortal coil and join the other immortals in their

eternal freedom and happiness.

Apart from the meditation on the oute' ard nner landscape,

the quest for longevity also comprised many physical exercises.

Adepts practiced animal dances (wiHfinxi) as well as different

forms ofgymnastics.^ Together with the dance movements,

there were all Icinds of breathing exercises, massages, herbal

drugs and even scxua' practices that stimulated arid enhanced

the flow of energies in the body and their gradual sublimation.

Initiation

The Tao is universal, and the teachings of the Old Master are

ideally meant for all, regardless of their origin, gender, status, or

wealth. Yet andent Taoism was definitely esoteric, and it would

be an error to think that the Way was considered to be easy to

learn and readily accessible 10 everyone. The Dendejwtg (chapter

70) says clearly:

My words are very easy to understand .ind to put into practice, but

in this world nobody is capable of understanomg them and nobody

does put them into practice. Words have their ancestry and deeds

have their author, so those who do not understand [my words) do

so because tbey do not kriow rne Those who l<now me ,»re few

indeed, and that is why I am so valuable. The sage wears a cloak

(on the outside], but inside clasps (predous] jade to his bosom.

Ijozi's paradox is that the Ito cannot be taught and transmitted

bywords. Only a personal, intuitive, and innate knov,k-dgc of

oneself (I me) can lead one to it This form of iiigher knowledge,

however, is accessible only to those apt to receive it. Again, the

Daodejh^ (chapter 41) states forcefully:

When superior persons leam of the Tao, they practice it with aidor.

When mediocre persons learn ofthe Tao, it leaves them indif^nt.

When inferior persons leam of the Tao. they laugh loudly.

Ifthey did not laugh, it would not be worthy of being the Tm.

In other words, when some ignorant people laugh at the Tao.

they thereby prove its very value; only superior people can un-

derstand it and put it into practice.

This idea Is stated even more dearly in the story ofthe

woman Yii that is told in one ofthe older parts of the Zhuangzi.

Yu had "learned the Tao" and, though already very old. she still

looked like a young girl. When a scholar asked her if he could

also learn it, she replied. "No! How could this bel You are not

the right person!" When the scholar then asked her how she

had obtained her knowledge, she answered, "I le.irned it from

the child of Calligraphy, who had it from the grandchild of Reci-

tation; Recitation had learned It from Vision, and Vision from

Secret Instructions, who in turn had received it from Hard

Apprenticeship " Tho text lists in all nine allegorical names

that form a fictitious genealogy of the transmission of the Tao.

This tale may be seen as fondful, but it is in fact an echo ofa

real practice. Already in the fourth century e.c., written texts

(hence the allusions to Calligraphy and Recitation) were trans-

mitted from master to disciple, and at each investiture the

lineage of the previous masters was an essential element ofthe

transmission. This heritage oftransmission would eventually

result in the central role of initiation in the religion ofTaoism,

even until this very day.**

The Way ofthe Yeftow Emperorand the <Xd Master

(Huanglao Dao)

In the last two centuries b c., the above-mentioned elements

were gradually consolidated and united in a general framework

known as the MItey ofthe Ydlow Emperor and the Old Master

(Huanglao Dao), since the nnythical Yellow Emperor was

worshipped alongside Laozi as a patron of the arts of longevity.

Recent archaeological finds have greatly advanced our under-

standing ofthe Huanglao Dao and iti tenets. In 1973 a series

oftombs was discovered at a site called IMawangdui, near

Changsha in Hunan province. The tombs date from the very

beginning of the Han dynasty (second century B.C.). The first
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Loozi manuscript, oicavalcd from a

Western Han dynasty tomb at Mawangdui,

Changsha, Hunan province. )rd century I.e.

Handscroil. ink on silk. Hunan Provincial

Museum, Changsha

tomb contained the body of a woman preserved in perfect con-

dition in a watertight wooden coffin filled with a liquid solution

of cinnabar, which had preserved the tissues of her body from

decay. Many small boxes containing mineral substances used in

later alchemy were also found. In addition, the tomb yielded a

silk shroud painted with a beautiful representation of the ascent

toward immortality.

The third tomb discovered at Mawangdui. dated i68 B.C., con-

tained a collection of eleven silk scrolls (boshu), among which

were two copies of Laozi's Daodejing, one from before the be-

ginning of the Han dynasty (fig. 2), the other from the reign of

its first emperor (who died in 195 B.C.). To each of these versions

are appended other, shorter texts, which have been identified by

some scholars as the remnants of a hitherto lost "Four Books of

the Yellow Emperor."" The bulk of the writings relate, however,

to tending life and the search for immortality, and concern gym-

nastics (there is, for example, a beautiful illustrated scroll de-

picting exercises), deep breathing, sexual practices, drugs, and

alchemy. There were other scrolls containing Taoist talismans,

though these have not been published." The extraordinary finds

at Mawangdui have given us a magnificent testimony of the

personal search for the Tao and eternal life that was character-

istic of the religious practices of ancient China.

Many pre-imperial philosophers were influenced by the

Huanglao Dao. the teachings of which seem to have been domi-

nant in the final decades of the Warring States period (475-221

B.C.). It was certainly prevalent in the most important center

of learning of the times, the Qixia Academy of the Ji kingdom.
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Our present version ofthe Doodejfn§ is considered to have

been edited there, probably around the beginning ofthe third

century B.C. In this version we find traces of a more political

thought alongside the many ancient mystical concepts. One

ofthese ideas was that the perfect society was that ofthe

simple rural village: self'Suflkient and without many links to

the outside worid. It was this ideal of local autonomy and

freedom from government interference that would be recalled

time and again during the peasant movements of the Chinese

Middle Ages.

The Daodtpng in tts final and current version advocates a

government that rules u'lseen. throuph noraction and natu'al

law, but that aims at keeping the people contented by filling their

bellies and emptying their minds (chapter 3). Such a political

program seems to run counter to the ideas in the Zhutmgfi,

though it shares similarities with another influential school of

thought, that of the so-called Legalists (fojia). This school ap-

plied the idea of following nature to the political situation of their

times, propagating the Idea that people should be governed by

steering their natural likes and dislikes to make them into obedi-

ent subjects. The Legalists elaborated a system of laws meting

out punishments and granting rewards for every conceivable

aspect of social and individual life. They are traditionally seen to

have created a most efficient Tao of law, but a Tao that hindered

personal expbration.

One of the most important thinkers of the legalist school,

Han Feizi, used the DaodeJing as a guide for the politics of

the unification ofChina, transforming the natural law of Laozi

into a poUtieel system. He became the foremost counselor ofthe

first emperor, Qin Shihuangdi (r 221-206 b.c). The result of all

this was a very centralized bureaucratic state, governed by an all-

compassing system of regulations and laws, which succeeded in

creating a unified state, but one in which all forms ofpersonal

thought and practice, all independent philosophical schools,

were forbidden In keeping with the philosophy of "filling the

bellies and emptying the minds," all books not related to medi-

cine, astronomy, or agricultureweredestroyed.At the same

time. Emperor Qin Shihuangdi attempted to present himselfas

a divine immortal. Tlie very title he gave himself bears witness

to this: "huangdi" means, literally, "the Supreme Deity of the

Pole Star." He al*o actively sought to enter into contact with the

immoftals ofthe sacred mountains. At one time, he sent boats

with young boys and girls out on the eastern seas to search for

the islands of the immortals. Thus, the religious beliefs of the

common people were adopted for the emperor's own personal

and political aims.

Tfte Empireand efte Confucian Orthodoxy

The experiments of the Emperor Qin Shihuangdi ultimately

did not succeed, and after hfs death the dynasty established by

him ended in turmoil and civil war. When the new dynasty of

the Han (206 b.c.-a.o. 220) emerged from the feuding factions,

it did not follow the previous policy, but signaled a return to a

more open, less centralized government. Under the influence

of the Huanglao Dao. the emperor shared his authority with

many regional governors and local representatives. The different

schools ofthought that had been repressed during the reign of

Qin Shihuangdi were revived. The thought oftheOM Master

was inf ue'itial at the imperial court, espec a'ly durinj^ t^ie

reign of Wendi (r. 179-157 B.C.), and the inclination toward the

Huanglao Dao was perpetuated by his widow, Empress Dou

(d. 135 B.C.), who actively took part in the government.

This philosophical renaissance, to which the Mawangdui

manuscripts bear witness, did not last. When Empefor Wu

(r. 140-87 B.C.), the sixth sovereign of the Han dynasty, ascended

to the throne, he, like Qin Shihuangdi, actively sought to central-

ize all power in his own hands and to reform the religious and

po'itical ir-stitutions accordingly Instead of Legalism, however,

he elevated Confucianism as the official ideology. Schooling in

the Confucian Classics became mandatory for all officials. These

measures meant the end ofthe many diflferent currents and

persuasions that existed until then. Other philosophical schools

Such as the Mohists. the Logicians, and the Cosmologists, to

name but a few among the many, ceased to exist. Nonetheless,

some oftheir books were at least partially preserved in the

imperial Vbmf, and some oftheir principal tenets, such as the

cosmology of yin and yong, were taken over by the Confucianism

of the state.

The reactionary tendencies of Emperor Wu can be explained

in part by his wish to combat the influence of his grandmother

Empress Dou and other women in politics. IHe also persecuted

his relative Liu An, the Prince of Huainan, for sedition and

forced him to commit suicide. Uu An was a great scholar in the

arts ofthe Tao, and his death speHed theend oftheTaolst acad*

emy that he had established at his court In South China and

where immortal works such as his edition of the Zhuangzi and

the Summa of Taoist science now known as the Mosler of

Huainan (Huainanzi) were edited. At the same time Emperor

Wu, like Emperor Qin Shihuangdi, profiled hinnselfas a Taoist

adept by practicing alchemy, climbing the sacred Mount Tai, and

presenting written petitions to Heaven." This public display of

religious piety was unconvincing to later generations, however,

and in Taoist lore EmperorWu has gone down as a hypocrite.*
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More important here is the fact that, whereas all other

schools disappeared or were absorbed by the new Confucian>

ism, the teachings of ihe Old Master survived, although they

were officially condemned. The name of Huanglao Dao was

henceforward no longer used. Instead, a new name was given,

that ofOHojIiao. the school (literally, the family) ofthe Dao. This

name not only refers to the philosophy of l^ozi and Zhuangzi,

but to other religious practices, including the pursuit of long

life and immortality, as well.

Since the reign ofEmperorWu, throughout Chinese history;

and ofoourse wrthin everchanging circumstances, the tradi-

tions ofConfucius and Laozi would be seen as the tv.'o poles of

Chinese civilization. Their interplay tool< many different forms,

and it is perhaps not an exaggeration to say that henceforth

Chinese culture was shaped to a large extent by their interaction.

2. The Taoist Church in Medieval China

Mesmmam and Apocalypse

The first manifestation ofTaoism after the institution of state

Confucianism under Emperor Wu came from a popular uprising.

In the year 3 b.c, the inhabitants of the peninsula of Shandong

left their homesteads and went in large groups to the west,

in search ofthe great mother goddess Xiwangmu, the Queen

Mother ofthe West, who they believed would oome and install

her rergn on earth in order to save it from the present disaster.

Carrying insignia of the goddess, they built roads and estab-

lished hostels so that people could travel toward the capital,

where the goddess was expected to establish h^ diocese fzfw}.

The official histoPf- o*' the Han empire devotes but a few sen-

tences to what must have been an Important mass event. Some

insights as to what kind ofnew era the believers expected to

oome can be gleaned, however, fnim the SaipUm tfCaat Ptm
(or Great EquaUtf, Ta^ringjing), which appeared miraculously,

transmitted by an immortal, a few years before this messianic

movement, it contained a description of a world where all would

be equal, and recommended itselfto the government Other

books with the title Ibipmgji'ng appeared later, one in A.D. 166;

another, perhaps yet different, version was transmitted by the

ecclesia of the Celestial Masters (see below). There is a work

called Taipingjing in the Taoist Canon, vrfiich, although Itoer^

talnly contains some ancient material, represents a still later

and altered version." There can be no doubt, however, that the

ideal of "Great Peace" to be implemented by a just and peace*

loving government under the guidance of a sage Icing, who

would respect local customs and autonomy; was common to

all these books, and that a similar hope drove the masses In

search ofthe great mother goddess.

This movement was repressed, but dur ^g the troubled years

that followed, the dynasty itself fiell and was replaced by the

reign ofone Wang Mang (between A>o. 9 and 23 ), who also

assumed the image ofa redeemerwho revived his instructions

directly from divine immortals. Among Ok measures he took

towards more equality and justice, we may note the official abo-

lition of slavery. Thus, when the Han dynasty and its Confucian

orthodoxy was restored under Emperor Cuangwu In A.D. 25,

Taoism was by no means vanquished. This can be seen from

a lumbe' of itiportant texts that appeared in the later Han

period, one of which is a collection of stones about immortals

(xian), called the Uexian ihuan (Biographies ofthe assorted

immortals). These stories confirm that eachmm had his or her

own Tao. Some were shepherds, like Chisongzi, alias Huang

Chuping, the young lad who drove his sheep into the mountains

and never returned. He is still venerated as the Great Immortal

Huar^ (WongTai Sin) at the most popular temple in Hong

Kong. Another one was a prince rutmed Wing Zk|iao. hie was

so good at imitating bird songs that one day a crane came down

and took him away to the blessed islands of the immortals. The

Uexian zhuan also contains evidence that the search for the Tao

of immortality brought people together at the sacred places and

created groups of adepts and svorshippers under the guidance

of masters.** It also talks of the many shrines that were erected

in honor of the immortals, sometimes not only In one place, but

in whole regions, and even nationwide. It shows that the wor-

ship ofthose who, by becoming one with nature, had "obtained

the Tao" had bccorro s vo-y widespread practice and that festi-

vals in their honor abounded.

New commentaries on the OoodejVry also appeared. All of

them stressed the fact that the political sayings ofthe OM Mas-

ter about how to -jrfm lister the nation should be understood

metaphorically ard applied, not to the outer, but to the inner

country within the body of the practitioner. Other important Tao-

ist works dealt with this vision ofthe hunwn body as a country

and explained how through meditation, one could visit this inner

kingdom and establish' good relationships with its inhabitants.

The oldest known, and also the most famous of these books,

hlhe Scripture ofthe lAffwONirt (Huangtmgjing), a rhymed

description ofone's own inner kingdom (see cat no. 128).

For many, however, the poactand happiness ofthe inner

realm did not suffice. The government and the ruling Confucian

orthodoxy had politicized the choice between two kinds of soci-

ety. Frustrated in its aspirations for freedom and equality, the
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country sttthtd with mcuunic and apocalyptic expectations.

Itioscwho aspAned to a batiar world raMcd around leaders who

claimed to be appointed by I aozi or by the Yellow Emperor. One

of these mass movements rose in a.d. 184 against the dynasty

in order to hasten the advent of the new era of Great Peace that

had been promised by the Ibfprnyjrng. Known as the Itevolt of

the Yellow Turbans, it was defeated, but in the process die Han

dynasty exhausted its resources and could no longer maintain

its authority. The country's division into different kingdoms

marked the beginning ofwhatwe call the Chinese Middle y^es.

The Ecclesia ofthe CeiesUal Masters

One of the Taoist movements that appeared dur<ng the last days

of the Han survived the fall of the dynasty. Known as the Way

ofthe Celestial Masters (Tlanshi Dao), it became a regular insti-

tution and wielded great Influence during the entire medieval

period (which is considered by historians to Have lasted until the

tenth century). In the year 142 Laozi appeared to a Taoist hermit

named Zhang Ling, or Zhang Daoling, on a holy mountain near

Chengdu, the capital ofShu (northern Sichuan). Laozi (or Lao-

jun, "Lord Lao," as he was now often called), identified himself

as "the Celestial Master" and said that he reappeared to an-

nounce the beginning of an era of Great Peace. Before this was

to happen, however, the world would go asunder, but for those

who fellowed him. there was to be another liie. They would be

part of a new alliance called the Orthodox One Covenant with

the Powers (i.e.. of the universe; Zheng^i mengvra).

In this "new testament" of Laozi,'' all animal and food sacri-

fices were forbidden. "The gods do not eat or drink, the masters

do not receive any salary," was one of the rules ofthe new cov-

enant " This was a clear break with the religious practices of

ancient China. Even if formerly Taoism had already opposed the

sacrificial cults ofthe Zhou dynasty, the "fieeding" ofthe gods

and ancestors by offering foodstuff to them, and abo the fe»-

tive banquets du'ing which these oflerings were consumed, had

remained a universal practice.

The new alliance not only prohibited any form ofsaaifice, but

also rejected all gods and spiritswho received them, and labeled

them demons. In ancient China there had been Nine Heavens:

the new covenant established that six among them were the

abodes of the ancient deities and ancestors, and should there-

fore be seen as places ofcorruption and disease, whereas only

three, the highest heavens, were filled by the pure energies of

the Tao. These had never been incarnated, and therefore had

not been polluted by the world. It was these Three Heavens and

their deities that were to be worshipped exclusively." The Three

Heavens each contained one cosmic energy (qi), called, respec*

thely, "MysteryL" "Prlndpk" and "Origin" (xmui. yum, and sh(|.

They had three co'ors—blue yellow, and white—and consti-

tuted the roots of Heaven, Earth, and Water. Each had its own

virtue: Heaven (in the sense ofthe sky) gave forth blessings;

Earth fijrgave sins; and NIAiter averted calamities. Three Officials

(Sanguan), pure emanations ofthe Tao, performed these func-

tions, in which they were assisted by a great number of lesser

officials and intermediaries.

Herewe find fi>r the first time a true Taoist pantheon, dearly

belonging to the Former Heaven and thus distinct from the

ephemeral gods, spirits, and ancestors of ancient China. As the

name Three Officials already indicates, this pantheon was a

bureaucracy. Not only were all the hypostases of the Tao seen as

administrators, fiincdonailes. officers, emissaries, etc. but also

all the ritual proceedings to be observed to enter into contact

with them followed an admmistrative protocol Ritual services

took the form of solemn audiences at the Chancellery of the

Three Officials. The celebrants, dressed as derics ofthe Taoist

management, approached the divinities through the proper

channels, with written memorials and petitions, duly marked

with seals and signed with special sacred characters identi^ing

the supplicant as an initiate. Each day of the calendar had

its heavenly officers on diMtf, and for each request there was a

corresponding department. All this had to l>e taken duly Into

account, .lid each ritual involved a lot o'' paperv/o'V

At the same time, this entire pantheon was also present

within the human body, and adepts learned to visualize the

three colored energies oFthe Tao, and their funcdotiarles, and to

meditate on them. The names and attributes of all these deities

were transmitted on initiation, and consigned in special docu-

ments, called registers (lu). The names of the deities were often

written in sacred siymbolic characters, called talismans {|Ei). To

undertake sudi a meditation was caled "inspecting the legions

of the registe'" (yuelu). Ary persoral '"less or m'shap was

ascribed to a disorder or a mismanagement of the natural forces

ofthe body, and was seen as a sin against the Tao. Hence the

adepts were asked to reflect on their misconduct cordess their

sins in writing, and address prayers in the form ofwritten peti-

tions to the Three Officials

Zhang Oiioling i» ciedited with establishing, as the represen-

tative on earth ofCelestial Master Laozi.* regular communities

of Taoists. At first the homeland ofthe new movement, the

region of Shu, was divided into twenty-four dioceses (zhi). These

were lay communities whose members were recruited from the

peasantry ofthis rich agricultural region." The communities
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wcfc governed by cfwsen officials, twenty-feur ofeach sex.

Three times a year, on the fifteenth day ofthe first, seventh, and

tenth moons, the communities held general assemblies (hui)

at the headquarters of the diocese, normally on the site of a

holy mountain. At these assemblies household records were

updated—births, marriages, and deaths were reported—and

each houSpKolH ronfributed five pecks of nee to the common

grain reserves, to be used in times of need. This latter practice,

in particular, infuriated the government, as il was seen as an

illegal collection oftaxes. Hence the official annals castigated

the Way of the Celestial Masters by calling it "The Way ofthe

Five Pedes of Rice" (Wudoumi Dao) and their leaders were

dubbed "rice thieves" (mizei).

The Wky oFthe Celestial Masters developed against the back-

ground of the rapid decline of the Imperial power of the later

Han dynasty, and when the dynasty collapsed, the religious orga-

nization represented the only authority left in the region of Shu.

in hex. In spfle of its esoteric aspects, the Way ofthe Celestial

Masters bore many similarities with the traditional organization

of local society. For instance, its leaders were called "libationers**

(jijiu), a title that was used traditionally for the village elder in

charge ofthe sacrifices at the local shrine.

The Idngdom ofWei, which succeeded the Han dynasty in

Northern China, recognized the Way of the Celestial Masters and

ennobled its leaders. Later, during the third century, however, the

new dynasty forced the organization to disband and deported

the peasant population ofShu to other r^ions. The result of

this brutal measure was the opposite ofwhat was intended:

instead of destroying the movement, it helped to disseminate it

all over China.

With the Way ofthe Celestial Masters, Taoism became a

chufdt, or an "ecdesia" as we call it, in order to distinguish its

community organization, which took the form of political as-

semblies of free citizens, from the Christian model. The ancient

rite ofinitiation became an ordination, as the transmission of

the holy scriptures—among which the Doodtjiinig continued to

occupy the highest place now served to consecrate the officials

of the ecclesia.

The initiation procedure ofthe ecclesia itfthe Celestial Mas-

ters did not limit Itselfto the transmission ofscriptures, but

comprised also the main rites of passage of a person's life. After

the rites for entering the ecclesia at the age of six, boys and girls

were taught to read and write and to recite the scriptures. At the

age ofpuberty^ they were trained in the arts ofyfn and yang and

the union of cosmic energies (heqi). This was a very ritualized

and highly mystical way of sexual intercourse, during which the

couples, following a prescribed choreography, were united while

meditating, so as to participate symbolically in the creation pro-

cess In a most solemn and controlled way, without committing

the Sin of lust. The children born from such a union were con-

sidered to have been conceived without sin and theraibre to

belong to a higher form ofhuman being: they wei« to be spared

from the impending apocalypse so that they could become the

future citizens of the promised kingdom of Great Peace.

The early Celestial Masters ecdesia assembled its own texts

under the title Slatwto7 r«M$ ofthe CTnc ond Orthodcar Ecdleste

(Zheng^finifen). When exactly this was done we do not know,

but it is certain that this scriptural canon existed already in

the Six Dynasties period, and it is thought at one time to have

included no fewer than one hundred different texts. As shown by

the status given to it in the later Taoist Canon, where it obtained

the most fundamental place, il represents the core liturgical

tradition ofTaoism.

TaoistArtists

After the Way of the Celestial Masters had spread throughout

the northern territory of the Wei dynasty, not only the ordinary

citizens entered Into the ecdesia, but many aristocratic (amflies

as well. Against the background ofthe disenchantment with

the official Confucian ideology ofthe now defunct Han dynasty,

Taoism began to enjoy a renaissance among the higher strata

ofthe society. This involvement of the elite gave rise to a great

philosophical, artistic and literary movement that was once

known under the name of "neo-Taolsm." On the basis ofthe

texts of the Daode jing, the Zhuangzi, and the V/'jVng, a new

school of metaphysics known as the School of Mysteries (Xuan-

xue) arose. It discussed the ontologkal problems related to the

concepts of being and nonbeing as put forward by tlte pMleso-

phers of ancient China and refined them Into theories concern-

ing the relationship between thought and language, the nature

ofmusic, and tlie perception ofthe ultimate tnjth (zhen).

New commentaries on the Daotkjlmg and the were

written by the young genius W.ing Ri (776-7.10) In .iHdition, the

Thuangii was reedited with a commentary by Xiang Xiu (223.^-

300), which later was further elaborated by Cuo Xiang (d. 312).

These commentaries were so successful that they have remained

the leading exegesis of these great works until the present day.

Well known among the scholars of the times were the so-

called Seven Sages ofthe Bamboo Grove {Zhulin qixian), a group

offreethinking and eccentric poets and artists. Among them Xi

Kang (223-262) and Ruan Jl (210-263) are most famous; the

first one as a musician, the latter as a poet. Not only in their
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mystical search for lortgevity, but also in their veneration of the

divine immortals, they showed that they were profoundly Taoist.

In a short poem. Ruan Ji once wrote:

Have you not seen Wang Ziqiao,

Riding the clouds, sweeping over Dengling?"

He truly possesses those arts of Long Life,

Wlilcb can bring solace to my heart.

There is an undertone of melancholy in this poem, which shows

that the desire for long life and the freedom of the immortals

(xian) was also caused by the uncertainties of the cruel and un-

stable times. The Wei dynasty had reverted to the kind of "legal-

ist" policies that had been used by Emperor Qin Shihuangdi in

unifymg China, and that were very inhuman to say the least.

Some of the members of the group of the Seven Sages, such

as Xi Kang, were condemned for their unconventional behavior

and executed.

Other famous artists and poets also adhered to the Way of

the Celestial Masters. These were, for instance, the early land-

scape painter Cu Kaizhi {345-406), the great calligrapher Wang

Xizhi (c. 307-365), and the landscape poet Xie Lingyun (385-

433). Many of these gentry Taoists were also alchemists. We are

well acquainted with the techniques and the lore of medieval

Chinese alchemy, thanks to the work of the philosopher Ce

Hong (283-343) (fig. 3). Ce set out to prove that the search for

Immortality should be taken seriously, and that alchemy was

the most logical way to obtain it. Indeed, through the manipula-

tion of mineral substances such as cinnabar and mercury, the

alchemists did not aim to produce gold, but to find the clue to

immortality." Their goal consisted not only in producing a drug,

but also in reenacting the cosmic process of mutations from

fin to yong in the laboratory (through the production of cinna-

bar from mercury and vice versa) and participating ritually in

this process, thus traversing eons of time." Ge's book on Tao-

ism, called the Inner Chapten of the Mailer Who Embraces Sim-

plicity (Baopuzi neipian) was written around 310. He discussed

not only alchemy, but also many other aspects of Taoism, and

quoted many written sources from his own library or from that

of his master. As Ce was a southerner, he was apparently not yet

well acquainted, at the time he wrote his book, with the Way of

the Celestial Masters,

The Revelation ofthe Shangqing and Lingbao scriptures

In the beginning of the fourth century, northern China was in-

vaded by nomadic peoples from the great plains of Central Asia.

After the capital Luoyang fell into the hands of the invaders and

Fig)

Wang Meng (c. '}oi-i395). Ce Hong Moving Hts Rtskknce. Yuan dynasty,

14th century. Hanging tcroll; ink and colors on paper 139,; x )8 cm.

Palace Museum, Beijing.
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was utterly destroyed in 317, the ruling ftmilies and many ofthe

underlings fled to the regions south ofthe Yangzi River, where

they installed a new government (the Eastern |in, 317-420). They

brought with them their own Taoism of the Way of the Celestial

Masters and ofthe School of Mysteries. There it was confronted

with the ancient southern tradition ofwhich Ce Hong was the

great representative

Soon the aristocracy from the north blended with their south-

em ftibw countrymen, and so did their two ibrms ofIkolsm.

The northern Tianshi l3ao was orthodox and strictly organized.

As we have seen, it opposed the worship of local deities and

saints, sacrifices of wine and meat, trance techniques, and

worship of ancestors. The southern tradition was still very close

to the Taoism ofancient China and had continued its cults of

theTaoist immortals. It also made ample use of shamans or

spirit mediums. The cross fertilization of the two traditions was

to produce some of the greatest literary texts in the history of

Taoism.

During the years 364-75, the shaman Yang Xi, attached to

tlie aristocratic southern l-ousehold of the Xu family m Jiankang

(Nanjing), started to receive "visits" from a great number of

Taoist Immortals and saints. Most ofthese came from the holy

places near the capital, for instance, from the Mao Shan moun-

tain range near Danyang. Others belonged to the Tianshi Dao,

such as the female official (jijiu) Wei Huacun. These deities

dictated many texts to Yang Xi; some vrare poems, others mes-

sages, but there were also book-length texts. Many ofthe latter

turned out to be new and expanded versions of older texts, sudi

as the Huongting jirg." The immortals told Yang Xi that these

new versions were superior to the old boolcs, and that they

came from the highest heaven ofall, that ofthe Highest Purity

(Shangqing). Therefore these texts became later known as the

Shangqing scriptures. They were written in a beautiful and highly

ornate style, much in keeping with the artistic tastes of the

times, and they would emrt their influence for many centuries.

Moreover, Yang Xi noted down the wwds ofthe immortals in

a special, very beautiful form of calligraphy, v.'hic'i. fror^i an

aesthetic point of view, caused these revelations to be held in

high esteem.

The Shangqing saiptures were more than a refermuiation

of older Taoist practices: they also sought to place these on a

higher spiritual level. The rites of sexual union as practiced in

the ecclesia of the Celestial Masters were replaced by a purely

spiritual union ofthe adept with a divine jade maiden (funU)

or immortal lad (Moiitor^ from heaven. Descriptions ofthese

spiritual alliances, with the poems the lovers eachanged during

their courtship, have been preserved in the Shangqing litera-

ture. Furthermore, the idea that alchemical processes should

be spiritual and not material is often alluded to in them. This

change heralds the later emeigence ofso<alled innerAkhemy

(n^dm), which was to become so vastly popular in modem

tirries (see below)

Some thirty years after the Shangqing revelation, other

litoists, amongwhom was a deacendent ofCe Hong named

Ce Chaofii, authored yet another group ofnew texts, called the

Lingbao scriptures (^rng originally is a name for "shaman").

These were not works that concerned the individual mystical

practice ofTaoism like the Shangqing scriptures, but were

intended for collective rituals. Most ofthem were intended to

be recited, in the way of Buddhist sutras, for the salvation of

all beings, and especially for the benefit of the dead. They con-

tained material from older Taoist works—again many of which

had been mentioned by Ce Hong—but in addition to this they

showed strong Buddhist Influence. The Lingbao rituals more-

over contained mportant elements from the liturgy ofthe

Celestial Masters.

The new revelations ofthe Shangqing and Lingbao texts

therefore did not mark a new beginning in the history of

Taoism, because they were very much a continuation and an

elaboration of what had been before. The Xu family, which had

received the Shangqing revelations, belonged to the ecclesia

ofthe Celestial Masters, and so did, as far as we can teN, those

who created, on the basis of mediumistic inspiration, the

Lingbao texts. It is therefore completely wrong to speak of a

"Shangqing sect" or a "Ijngbao sect." At the time, such organi-

zations did rwt exist. Only much later, as we shall see, did the

Shangqing and Lingbao texts become identified with lineages

of patriarchs and certain holy mountains. The new revelations

were important because they upgraded the literary level ofthe

writings and the cultural level ofthe practioe ofmedieval Tao-

ism. In Chinese cultore, where literature is so highly valued,

this had a maior ^npact.

As noted above, the Lingbao texts incorporated manv ' I:

ments firom Buddhism. They borrowed from it, for example,

the recitation of holy books and the perfbrmanoe of rituals as a

means to obtain religious merit (gongfu). They were mce easily

accessible to the Chinese than the translations of the Buddhist

originals and thus played an important role in the absorption of

Buddhist ftiith within Chinese culture. Thus, from the happy

confluence ofthe artdent Taoist traditicms preserved in South
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China with the liturgy of the Celestial Masters on the one hand,

and with Mahayana Buddhism on the other, sprang a new syn-

thesis that developed into one ofthe highest literaiy and artistic

expressions China has known.

The Impact ofBuddhism

During the first and second centuries a.o., Buddhism had slowly

but surely conquered China. Like Taoism, Buddhism originated

as a movement for pe'sonal salvat'on as a reaction against a

sacrificial religion, the ancient Vedic tradition of India. Moreover,

Gautama Buddha lUntmi in a timt that can roughly bt compared

to that ofthe beginning ofTaoism. The new Indian faith spread

rapidly in Northern India and Central Asia, but although it had

reached the regions adjacent to China during the second century

B.C., the Confucian orthodoxy of the Han empire did not allow

its further diflusion. It was only during the declining years ofthe

dynasty; during the second century a.o., that Buddhism began

to establish a foothold.

Historical and textual research has shown that dunng this pe-

riod ofadaptation, Taoism acted as a kind of receiving structure

for Buddhism. Indeed, many early translations of Buddhist scrip-

tures used Taoist terminology in order to render Buddhist terms.

Some of these texts did not so nuct^ concern Buddhist doctrine

as they did techniques related to bodily exercises, apparently in

order to cater to the demands ofa largely Taoist audience. The

relationship between the two must have seemed so dost that

the Budd^^a and Laozi were often assfx:iated in the worship of

the people, and the beUeftook hold in lact that they were origi-

nally two difltrent inomaliens ofone and the same divine

being. The Buddhists may have seen Laozi as an avatar ofShak-

yamuni. whereas thelaoists saw the Buddha as an Indian form

of the Old Master, and Buddhism as some kind of foreign Tao-

ism. Both religions became so much intermingled as to become,

in this period, virtually indistinguishable. They also ewrted last-

ing influence on each other. This initial fi'aternization became

the source of much confusion and f on!'t>vcrsv in l.^'.or ttmes.

when the Buddhists began to dissociate themselves from Tao-

ism and assert the superiority ofthe Indian fiiith.

Until the fourth century A.O., Buddhist presence in China

was marginal. But when the tribespeople from Central Asia con-

quered North China, they also began to promote Buddhism In

a robust way. With the official backing ofthe new rulers, many

monks came from Central Asia to preach and propagate their

faith. Many fundamental texts were translated. Buddhist rites,

especially for the salvation ofdeceased ancestors, became very

popular. Taoism believed that salvation was immortality through

fusion with nature. It did not have very elaborate ideas about an

eventual afierIHe and even less about judgments and punish-

ments after death. Buddhism on the other hand preached that

sinners went to many hells to be judged and to suffer endless

pain, but that the souls of the deceased could be saved through

the pious ads oftheir descendants. This met with great response

in China, as can be seen from the many early statues ofthe

Buddha and bodhisattvas that >A'e'-e made "^or the salvation of

the ancestors of seven generations." Buddhist masses for the

dead wert also very popular, as can bt seen from numerous

inscriptions and also from the inHutnoe they tNtrted on Taoist

liturgy.

Taoism also adopted from Buddhism its iconography, and

dunng the later part of the period of division between north and

south (the Sb( Dynasties period, 420-589), we find more and

more statues and stelae representing Laozi as Laojun (the Old

Lord) or as Tian.'un (the Celestial Worthy), and looking very

much \tke their Buddhist models.

in the Iburth century and the beginning of the fifth. Buddhism

held the North and Taoism the South ofChina. But during the

second halfof the fifth century and even more so during the

sixth century, the situation was inverted: North China gradually

reverted to Taoism under the influence of Kou Qianzhi (365-

448), patriarch ofthe ecclesia ofthe Celestial Masters, whereas

the South became profoundly immersed in Buddhism. In the

process, the separation betv.'een the tv.'0 religions becarre i;n

avoidabie, and a conflicting situation ensued, something which

the Taeists chose to ^ere for a long time, but which finally

erupted at the end ofthe sixth oentuiyi During the entire Six

Dynasties period, imperial ftvor went sometimes to the one,

sometimes to the other. Finally, it was Taoism that was chosen

to be the federating national tradition for the reunification of

China—a position that, after a short hiatus under the Sui (581-

618), it wouM preserve throughout the Tkng dynasty (618-906).

The Taoist Canon

\Ue have seen that the ecclesia oFthe Celestial Masters had

its own collection oftexts. When later, in the fourth and fifth

centuries, many newly revealed books appeared (not only the

Shanqing and Lingbao scriptures, but many others as well),

these were invariably presented as superior to the ancient

works. Much confusion about their true value, however, en-

sued. Therefore the emperor ofthe Southern Liu-Song dynasty

(420-479) entrusted the most eminent Taoist of his time, the
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patriarch Lu Xiujing (406-477), to select these texts that ap-

peared to be tfue revelatin is ,ind present them for inclusion in

the imperial library. Lu selected some sixty that he considered

the most orthodox. He divided them into three groups: the

Shangqing scriptures revealed to Y^ngXi. the liturgjcal Lingbao

scriptures, and the texts ofthe Three Emperors ^nhuang).

The latter consisted mosdy oftalismans and spells for prolec*

tion and exorcism.

Lu Xiujing called these three divisions the Three Caverns,

meaning that they gave access to the inner strata ofthe "moun-

tain" of the Tao: 1) the Cavern of Truth, Dongzhen; 2) the Cavern

of Mystery, Dongieuan; 3) the Cavern of Divinity, Dongshen. These

corresponded to the three traditions, and represented three

ways ofTaolst practice. The Shangqing Cavern ofTruth was

related to the individual practice ofthe Tao through meditation,

alchemy, etc.: the Lingbao Cavern of Mystery contained the

liturgy of the Taoist communities; and the Sanhuang Cavern

ofthe Divinity had texts that were related to the saints and the

holy mountains who could give protection and ward offevil

influences. At the same time, there was a hierarchy among the

three. The Sanhuang represented the lowest ranit, the Lingbao

the middle^ and the Shangqing the highest Thus the ancient

idea ofgraduated Initiation and ordination through the trans-

mission oftexts was maintained.

Lu Xiujing, however, had made a choice only among the newly

revealed texts and had left the more ancient books, such as the

Daodejhng and the ZibcngyfJawini outside ofhis catalogue of

the Three Caverns. Later, under the short-lived Sui dynasty (581-

6i8), his list of canonical texts (to which in the meantime other

revealed texts had been added) was enlarged so as to encom-

pass the earlier works. The division into three groups was

thereby changed into seven, by creating, in addition to the Three

Caverns, the so-cal'ed Tour Auxiliaries. The latter contained the

Daodejmg and its commentaries, the Toipingjing, the ancient

manuals Ibr akhemyi and, fWiaHyi the Zhengfifowm, which was

considered to be fundamental and relevant for the teachings of

all the six other groups.

Again, this seven-fold division reflected the hierarchy of the

Taoist organization. The first grade was now that ofthe first

ordinations within the eodesia ofthe Celestial Masters; the

transmission of the Daode j'mg was the next step. Then followed

one by one all the other initiations, with, at the very top, the

"final register" of the Shangqing scriptures. Thus, the corpus

of scriptures was nude to reflect the organization ofthe body

ofthe faithful, the structure ofthe entire Taoist establishment.

Under the Taoist emperor Xuanzong ofthe Tang dynasty, this

Taoist C^non was for the first time entirely written out in many

copies, which were given by tite emperor to the great temples

of the lard. There were a total of 3.477 scrolls." In the seventh

year of the Tianbao era (748), Emperor Xuanzong ordered that

the texts listed in the catalogue be copied out, in an unknown

nunto ofcopies, and that the collections ofscriptures thus

made be distributed to all major Iteist centers. This then was

the first true Taoist Canon."

Court Tmusm ijf(fte NfgA Tang

The Tang dynasty (618-906) was a great religious period. The

imperial family claimed to descend from Laozi, and therefore

the worship ofthe Old Master, who was canonized in 666 as

Sovereign Ancestor ofthe Most High Mysterious Origin (Tai-

shang xuanyuan huangdi), became part of the official institu-

tions of the empire. During the preceding Six Dynasties period,

many emperors and their spouses had received Taoist initia-

tions. Under the Tang, this became a rule and the solemn

ordination rites ofthe emperor and the l«fles ofthe court be-

came natiora' events. The emperors alsofi>unded many Taoist

establishments.

Buddhism also prospered, and spread Itselffurther, not only

in China, but also in Korea and in Japan. The patrorvage ofthe

emperors was an important factor in the recognition both reli-

gions received. In the beginning of the dynasty, the official policy

favored Taoism. Later, the Empress Wu Zetian (r. 690-705)

became very powerful, and she very much favored Buddhism.

As a reaction against her rule, the fisflowing sovereigns again

promoted Taoism.

The long reign of Emperor Xuanzong (r. 7'2-56) marlcs one

ofthe pinnacles in Chinese culture and is also one ofthe gnat*

est moments in the history ofthe Xuamnng, as we have

seen, proceeded to publish the Taoist Canon. He moreover

founded Taoist temples in honor of his legendary ancestor Laozi

in all important cities ofthe empire. He himselfwrote commen-

taries to the Daodefing. Ht greatly loved Taoist ritual and com-

posed mu-iir for it. HiS favorite consort, the famous Yang Cuifei,

was herself an ordained Taoist. Xuanzong's love of her and

ofTaoism in general became tlie talk ofthe land and was cel-

ebrated in many poems. Not only the members ofthe imperial

family, but also great artists were Taoist. The court painter Wu
Daozi is credited with having laid down the ground rules for

Taoist liturgical painting, whereas the great poet Li Bai was a

True Person of Highest Purity" {Shangqing z/wnnrn), the highest

rank in the Tang liturgical organization. His great love ofnature

left us many magnificent poems:
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Vtou Mk m* «why I dwdl in mountiins gnan?

I laugh ind dont rtfltf, my heartMs fusk at peace.

PeacH blossoms with the stream float faraway . .

.

This is another world, not that of men.

Scienceand Technology

It has been said thatTsoism stands out among the world

religions ii that it never opposed science." Ir addition, con-

cepts like yin and yong and other tenets of Taoism have b«en

considered bf some not to be at variance with many scientific

findings, notably in physics. We cannot say that Taoism actively

promoted science. It did, however, exert influence on the devel-

opment of some branches of science, notably on Cn nesc medi-

cine. The Tang period saw great advances in the study and

systematization ofChinese medicine. Some ofthe greatest

scholars in this field, such as Sun Simiao (581-682^ and Vlteng

Bing (active 762), were closely related to Taoism.

Technology also greatly advanced One of the inventions

made by Taoist alchemtits was gu npowder. Even ifthis discov*

ery may have been accidental, the potential ofthe "^re drug'

^iioyaoj, as it was called, was readily recognized and the

formula was published in alchemical manuals. Other great

inventions include printing and the magnetic compass. In both

instances, the influence ofTaoism can be demonstrated. As

for printing from engraved wooden blocks, there is a long his*

tory of Taoist engraving of seals with 'oTr'-jlas and spells for

reproduction which may have paved the way for the develop-

ment ofthis technology. The earliest Chinese printed book on

a scientific subject is the Taoist vraricXuai^ ht, dated 85a As

for the compass, it seems to have first been developed for the

benefit of the practitioners ofgeomancy (fenphui), before being

applied to sea travel.

Alchemical research for the pill of immortality played, as we have

seen, an important role in medieval Taoism. Many Tang emper-

ors experimented with alchemical drugs, sometimes with fatal

results. This may well have been one ofthe reasons that during

the later Tang period, laboratory alchemy became less popular,

and that other approaches were explored. One ofthese advanced

the notion that the alchemical boolcs should l>e understood,

not in a literal, but In a symbolic way. When speaking about the

ingredients that went into the making ofthe pill ofimmortality,

one should see them not as true minerals, butascosmic ener-

gies {qi) within the body. The true laboratoiy, the true crucible,

was bodily funcHons and thus the great cosmoiogical metaphor

ofthe alchemicBl process was to be understood as taking place

within the microcosm of the body. Instead of manipulating dan-

gerous, poisonous, and also very expensive substances the

adept could, through meditation and concentration, crystallize

the true ingredients from his own bodily energies and refine

them into spiritual forces.

This inner Alchemy (neidan), as it was called in opposition to

the "outer alchemy" fwaidan) of the laboratory, a'so 'eactivated

the old Taoist tradition of meditating on the inner landscape or

inner country. Many old texts dealing with this technique, such

as the Sa^^tuit tftlie YMim Court (Huanprngfing),** became

popular again. But new texts also appeared, claiming to be

equally, if not more, ancient than those manuals. One of these

proposed a new paradigm for the human body and its cosmic

energies, instead ofan inner landscape, this work described

the workings ofthe body in terms of the sixty-four hexagrams of

the Book ofCho^^ge^ (Yi jing). The wo'l( was railed the Concor-

dance ofthe Three according to the Book ofChanges ofthe Zhou

Dynasty (Zhouyi Cantongqi).

The "three" In question stood Ibr the three transcendent

components of Heaven, Earth, and mankind, as well as the three

stages of the sublimation of the energies in the body: essence

(i.e., sexual energy), breath, and spirit {jing. qi, and shen). It

proposed to regulate the "inner work" in the body according

to the cosmic cycle as expressed through the hexagrams. Four

hexagrams (Heaven, Earth. Water, and Fire) constituted the

foundation, and the cyclical movement of yin and yong was en-

acted by the sixty remaining hexagrams. By meditating morning

and evening on one hexagram, the complete cyde ofthese sixty

"phases" could be accomplished in thirty days. This method

of the Zhouyi Cantonp^ai became immensely influential and many

scholars, including Confucians, wrote commentaries to it.

Indeed, during this period, Taoism and Confucianism had

grown doser, and their erstwhile conflicts were forgotten. Both

felt menaced by the growing impact of Buddhism, which during

the Tang period became extremely prosperous and politically

influential. Even within Buddhism itself, there were movements

that attempted to reform the excesses and to obtain a better

integration within Chinese Culture and society. The most suc-

cessful of these reform movements was Chan (Zen) Buddhism,

which integrated many Taoist and Confucian ideas In its doc-

trine. This did not prevent the Confucians from denouncing

more and more openly the "foreign" religion, its wealth, its

monastic life, and its ways of v/orship, all o'' v.'hich were consid-

ered highly heterodox. At last Buddhism became the victim of

a terrible persecution during the years 842-46. Although the
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repressive measures were later revoked, Buddhism had received

a blow from which It was never entiiely to recover.

3. Saints, Temples, and THE Union OF THE

THREE Teachings

The Rise ofLocal Traditions

During the ninth and tenth centuries, China underwent great

changes. Some of these were due to the technological advances

mentioned above. Others were the result ofpolitical develop-

ments. The Chinese empire, which had greatly increased In size,

split into regional entities Durvg the Five Dynasties period

(907-960), the country became once more divided into a num-

ber ofdifleient kingdoms. Although it is often written about

as an obscure time before the advent ofthe glorious Song dy-

nasty (960-1279), it was in Fact an important time of transition

between medieval China and what may be called premodern

and modern China.

During tMs petted, Confucianism staged a comeback. Having

integrated many elements from Taoism, and also some ofChan

Buddhism, the new Confucianism developed enduringly to be-

come the nation's foremost ideological and political system. At

first, the relationship between Confucianism and Taoism contin-

ued to be very close, and some founders ofthe new Confiician

movement, such as Shao Yong (1012-1077), for instance, were

perhaps thenselves Taoist masters. On the Taoist side, we see

that some legendary immortals from the late Tang and Five

Dynasties periods, sudi as Lfl Dongbin, an represented as hav-

ing been originally Confucian scholars.

Even >f the new period of division began oFii-'ally only in

906, the growing regional autonomy had already begun earlier,

at the start ofthe second half of the eighth century. For Taoism,

this wouU have Ar-reaehing consequences. First ofall, the divi-

sion ofthe country into a numl>erof semiautonomous regions

greatly favored the emancipation of local societies, where Tao-

ism had, and still has, its natural habitat. In the middle of the

Tang, under Emperor Xuanzong, the organization ofthe ecdesia

ofthe Celestial Masters was still very much alive, espedally in

the regions south of the Yangzi River, the so-called Jiangnan

area. It was these regions that, in the period of division, grew

to be the most prosperous in terms ofcommerce and industry.

The late Tang saw the development ofthe great merchant cities

of Nanchang, YUeyang, Suzhou, Y^ngzhou, Hangzhou, etc,

that were to become the centers ofChinese culture for centu-

ries to come.

Nanchang became an important market town for the grain

trade. The neighboring holy mountain ofXi Shan housed tiie

temple ofa local Taoist saint, the divine official Xu Jingyang (see

cat no. IK) He became the patron saint of the Nanchang grain

traders, who staged magnificent festivals together with large-

scale Taoist rituals for the celebration ofthe immortal saint's

birthdays, Affiliated communities fifom as far as Sichuan in the

west and Jiangsu in the east would come to participate. Already

at the beginning of the Tang dynasty, imperial patronage was

obtained for the worship ofXu Jingyang, and this was reinforced

in later periods. Other local Taoist saints also were recognized,

and even canonized by giving them official titles.

Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang dynasty had canonized Zhang

Oaoling, the hermit credited with the founding of the ecclesia

ofthe Celestial Masters. Tfds canonization did not benefit the

region ofNorthern Sichuan, where the ecclesia originally came

from, but quite another place: the Dragon and Tiger Mountain

(Longhu Shan), a Taoist center situated at an important junc-

tion of the trade routes that linked the jiangnan area to the

provinces ofJlanpi, Fujian, and Guangdong. There, the local

Taolsts claimed, was the true place wiiere Zhai^ Daoling had

obtained the Tao, and where his descendants had continued to

Ihie. Readily, the emperor also recognized the patriarchs of this

lineage as the legitimate holders ofthe title ofCelestial Master,

and herewith the Zhengyi (Orthodox Unity) order ofLonghu

Shan was created. The Zhengyi order prospered along with the

commercial development of South China. The new Celestial

Masters—one per generation—became more and more influ-

ential, SO much so that later VVtetern missionaries would call

them Taoist Popes." From the middle ofthe Tmg. beginnir^

with someone who claimed to be the twrnty-t^ird Successor to

Zhang Daoling, the lineage has continued until today: the sixty-

fourtfi Celestial Master lives now in Taiwan. Ail this ofcourse

was fundamentally different from the ancient eodesia ofthe

Celestial Masters ofthe Middle Ages.

The Modern Temple Organization

As a result ofthese developments, the traditional dioceses and

local communities ofthe Taoist ecdesia gradually transformed

themselves into modern temple organizations. The new bour-

geoisie of the Jiangnan area organized themselves in associa-

tions (hui) in honor of their local saints. These associations,

%which were to dominate the sodal and economical life ofChina

until modern times, were headed by laymen, but remained

intrinsically Taoist in nature. They served many other purposes.

Often, the most important associations were vocational groups,

such as the grain traders ofNanchar^ and hence comparable
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to MIfestern guilds. Others wen pilgrimage associations, which

maintained the networks between different localities. Still others

had rrn'C prfr St' .i'r"s, sut^' as prrforming deeds of merit:

keeping the temp'e clean, reciting scriptures, caring for the old

and the sick, helping the disabled and the mentaHy unlit, liberat-

ing animals, and even collecting old paper {any piece with writ-

ing on it was deemed sacred) and training in the martial arts SO

as to be able to protect the community if need aroio. All this

was gongfu, "religious merit" (a term we now associate with the

Chinese martial arts ofthe temple associations), and because all

these activities were performed as a service to the community;

we call these associations "liturgical organizations."

The temple-and-market network developed greatly in the Five

Dynasties period. Formerly only a few Taolst saints had been

officially recognized. Now, in the many and ephemeral kingdoms

that emerged, numerous local saints came Into the limelight

The wo-sHip cf tHe great saints of the jiangnan area, such as

Cuangong (see cat. no. 83}, the embodiment of martial virtue;

Cuanyin, the bodhisattva who became the great dispenseroT

mercy; Mazu, the fisherman's daughter wito became the protec-

tress of seafarers; Xu Jingyan^ the immortal official, and many,

many more became known in these limes on a nationwide scale.

In the beginning of the Song period the development of

these local and regional organizations was such that it could

no longer be ignored by the central govemment In a series of

bold religious and political actions. Empe^o"- Zhenzo^e of the

Northern Song, after having first been sanctified as the living

representative of the Tao on earth by so-called Heavenly Letters,

undertook to create a network ofofficially sponsored Taoist

temples (the Tianqing Cuan, later Dongyue Miao), which al-

lov.ed for .i partnership between the official and private spheres,

for the organization of markets, and for the collection of taxes

on trade. The Taoist priests who were appointed as keepers of

the sanctuaries were recognized as govemment officials, a

dignity that, in principle, they kept until the end of the imperial

period. In the Tianqing Cuan, not only IHuangdi, the divine

ancestor ofthe dynasty; was worshipped, but also many other

deities who belonged either to the Taoist eodesia, such as the

Three Officials and the Earth Cod (see cat. nos. 69-71, 8s), or

dynastic deities whose worship was an imperial prerogative,

such as the lord of the sacred mountain Tai Shan. Soon, with

imperial blessing, next to the Tianqing Guan, individual sanc-

tuaries appeared to all these and many more saints and gods.

The modern temple was born, with its lay organization that

replaced the ancient dioceses of the ecclesia of the Celestial

Masters.

During the Northern Song, the role ofthe emperor as a Taoist

was maintained. Emperor Huizong {t 1100-112$) even became

himself "Lord of the Tao" (Daojun) and attetipted to transform

his court into a Taoist communityL He is famous for his paint-

ings on Taoist subjects, for his immense gardens in the capital

ofKaifeng which were modeled af^ his visions ofthe paradises

ofthe immortals, and for the many hymns he wrote for the great

Taoist rituals. Yet we cannot speak of an "official religion" inas-

much as the temple network of which the emperor was the head

existed side by side with the official G>nfucian bureaucrat and

separated from it This created a kind ofdual state: on the one

hand, the imperial administration and its Con^ucia?- off^ciaft;,

its army, land tax system, examination system, etc., and, on the

other, the imperial household, the Taoist priesthood, the canon-

ized local saints, and the corresponding temple network.**

This dichotomy is the main theme of the famous Chinese

novel Shuihu zhuan (translated by Pearl S, Bucl< as <A" Men Art

Brothers)." The novel, although written in the Ming period,

draws on a long tradition ofstorytelling. Its setting is the reign

of Emperor Huizong, and it gives a striking description ofTaoist

society as it saw itself in opposition with the Confucian bureau-

cracy. The Shuihu zhuan has remained a bible for the local

temple communities until this day.

As to the dual system ofConfucianism and Taoism in these

times, this is nowhere more aptly expressed than in the institu-

tion of the Temples ofTai Shan (Dong>'.je M'aol The worship

of the holiest of holy mountains was in principle reserved for the

emperor himself, but now; under his auspices, temples of Tai

Shan were founded in all the urban centers. Under the Dongyue

Miao came the Chenghuang City God temples, which were pres-

ent in each township and there represented the Taoist spiritual

authority in symmetrical complementarity with the Confucian

secular powers. In other words: the GtyGod became the coun-

terpart ofthe local prefect, one reigning over the spirits, the

other over the living humans. Below this level came the Earth

Cods and their shrmes, which represented the smallest social

groups, the villages and neighborhoods. The Earth Cods were

the spiritual counterparts ofthe village community leaders. All

this was made perfectly visible through the iconography ofthe

temple statues: the Cod of Tai Shan was represented as an

emperor, the Oty Cod as a high official, and the Earth Cod as

a wealthy peasant As to all these temples, while they were ad-

ministrated by the officials and the citizens ofeach place, they

always employed Taoist Tiasters. mostly of the Zhengyi order.

So close indeed became the relationship between the impe-

rial establishment and the local temple networks in premodern
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China that the reformers at the end ofthe eighteenth century

tended to Identify one with the other.

The popularization and secularization of Taoism ir pre-

modern and modem China was so thorough that it became

virtually indistinguishable from local society. The latter identified

itselTas the iht, literally, the local Earth Cod. and the community

or association that maintained the worship ofthis god, as well

as that of all the other local saints and deities, was a hui. so this

fundamental organization was the shehui, a word that nowada/s

in China is used to translate our concept of "society." There

is no better example ofthe total integration ofTaoism within

Chinese grassroots culture."

At the beginning of the modern era, the interpenetration

among the Three Teachings or Three Religions (Sanjiao) had

been very strong. Among the Buddhist schools, we have seen

how much Chan (Zen) Buddhism was influenced by Taoism.

The other great movement, that of Pure Land Buddhism, in turn

greatly influenced Song Taoist ritual practice. Confucianism

owed an immense debt to both Buddhism and Ikoism, which

had given it the transcendent dimension it was hitherto lacldng.

While for many the union ofthe Three Teachings became more

and more a reality, as Taoism grew ever more immersed in local

society and popular culture, it became estranged from the other

two. or, more precisely, BuddNsm and Omfijcianism gradually

distanced themselves from it The union ofthe Three Teachings

continued not only during the Song but also during the Ming

restoration and even during the last Manchu Qing dynasties, to

be one ofthe cornerstones ofthe political discourse. In practice,

however, only Taoism continued to believe in the dialogue and

to promote the common cause, whereas the two other doctrines

worlted towards a greater differentiation. The unity of the Three

leachings was therefore a typical Taoist cause, and was only

actively supported by Confucianism and Buddhism in times

when Chinese culture in general was menaced, as happened, for

instance, during the Mongol period and again under the influ-

ence of the Christian missionary offensive in modern China.

The New Orders: Quartzhen andXuartJho

With the demise of the Taoist ecdesi.:! and the 'ise of the lav

associations and their temple networks, the Taoist clergy entered

into a long period of decadence. The medieval ordination sys-

tem, which was so closely linked to the Ikoist Canon, became

obsolete, first, because the fundamental institution ofecclesia

had ceased 'o exist: and second, because many new scriptures

and methods had appeared that no longer fit within the old

frsmevmrk. The Taoist ritual—end therewith the Taoist priest-

hood Itself—became more and more dependent on temple

organizations, whether they were national temples sponsored

by the emperor, lineage temples such as the "Celestial Master

Residence" (Tianshifii) of the Zhengyi order on Longhu Shan,

or similar lineage temples on the other sacred mountains (such

as IMao Shan), or again local temples in honor ofpopular saints

operated by a shehui.

Tie main result of all this was that the unity ofTaoism,

which had prevailed under the general liturgical framework of

the Tang dynasty, was lost. IMany local schools sprang up, each

with its own methods (fii). Although different in tiie details of

their methods and rites, they nevertheless continued the basic

ritual tradition of the Middle Ages, which they enhanced and

expanded with more recent elements, such as Inner Alchemy,

orTantric Buddhist elements. Ii>evitabl)( these local schools

competed and even quarreled with each other. This breakdown

left part ofTaoism, especially its higher mystical practices, with-

out true institutional support Inner Alchemy, which had become

its main discipline, was transmitted by many masters, but with-

out any clear lineage and initiation system.

Alter the fall of the Northern Song (1126) and the flight of

the court to South China ;:he Southern Song period, with its

capital at IHangzhou), the North was once again occupied by

non-Chinese tribespcople. The twelfth century was a time of

incessant war and turmoil. It was there, under these dire drcum-

stances, that a great feaction set m A former military oPRcer,

Wang Zhe, more generally known under his religious name of

Wang Chongyang (1113-1170), decided after a foiled career In

both the militafy and the chril service under the Jin dynastyi to

devote himself to Inner Alchemy. In the year 1159, he had a

miraculous encounter with the scholar immortal Lu Dongbin,

and the latter's master, the immortal Zhongli Quan. This en-

counter established Wing's vocation as a preacher, and he

carried out his calling in the very eastern part ofShandong prov-

ince, where he established his first congregation, to which he

gave the name ofQuanzhen (Total Truth). Indeed, one of the

aims ofWbng's teachings was to bring the Three Teachings into

a single great system once more.

In time, the Quanzhen order became the most imoortant

movement of spiritual renewal in premodcrn China. The order

institutionalized Inner Alchemy as the main way to salvation.

As the practice of Inner Alchemy is incompatible with hetero-

sexual intercourse, it imposed celibacy on its communities.

Although men and women continued to live together, the com-

munities were by and large organized as Buddhist monastic

soHiglw. The new movement's success was almost immediate.
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and in 1190, only twenty years after the death of the founder,

the order was officially recognized by the emperor of the then

reigning Jin dynasty (11 15-1 234). But soon, the Jin dynasty came

under heavy pressure from the ever victorious Mongol hordes

under Chinggis (Genghis) Khan.

While Chinggis was preparing to invade China, he invited the

Quanzhen patriarch Qiu Chuji to come and see him in Central

Asia. Qiu. already very aged, undertook the trip with a number of

his disciples, and met Chinggis at Samarkand in 1222. He duly

impressed the great Khan, and obtained from him assurances

that the Chinese people should be spared the all-out slaughter

the Mongols perpetrated m most of the countries they con-

quered. Chinggis also conferred on Qiu large powers over all

religious groups in China. His actions established the Quanzhen

order as one of the main partners of the Mongols, who com-

pleted their conquest and destroyed the Jin in 1234. This patron-

age allowed the Quanzhen order to expand its activities even

more. It did much for the general advancement and enhance-

ment of Taoism, for Instance by reprinting, in 1244, the entire

Taoist Canon, which had nearly been lost in the incessant wars.

It also continued the performance of the traditional Lingbao

liturgy.

We may therefore see the Quanzhen as a reaction against the

difficulties of the times and against the decadence of other Tao-

ist traditions, but not as a reform movement. It was, first of all,

an action of the elite to assert and preserve the Taoist traditions

as well as Chinese culture in general. The Quanzhen masters, at

the time they were influential at the Mongol court, did much to

help and save not only Taoist but also Confucian scholars. Many

of these in turn adhered to the Quanzhen order. Among the

great painters of the Yuan dynasty, Huang Gongwang (see fig. 4)

was a Quanzhen Taoist.

The impact of Quanzhen Taoism was also important on the

popular level, as the new theater of the Yuan dynasty was greatly

influenced by it. The origins of theater in China are very com-

plex, but in the form it adopted in the Yuan, which was to endure

ever after, it was closely linked to Taoist liturgy and temple wor-

ship. Until this century, theater has always been performed in

conjunction with religious festivals on a stage in front of a local

temple, the same stage being also used by the Taoist celebrants

for the presentation of memorials to Heaven. The most impor-

tant part of the theater performance was moreover purely ritual.

The actors were for the most part laymen from the temple asso-

ciations who considered it a work of great merit and honor to

perform. Therefore, the use of professional actors was seen as

a sinful aberration.

Fig 4

Huang Congwang (1269-13^), Onnabar Cliffi ondjode Tnei.

Yuan dynasty, 14th cenlu^ Hanging uroll; ink on paper,

101.3 X 43-8 P*l*c< Museum, Beijing.
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But the cfteem in whkh the Quinzhen mttters wen held

at the YUan court did not endure. Much criticized by the Bud-

dhists, they repeatedly lost in the public debates at court on

the eternal controversy o*^ the identity between Laozi and the

Buddha, and thus forfeited the patronage of Khubilai Khan

(r. 1260-94 )• In this great Khan, the builder of Beijing, in

a fit ofrage, ordered all Taoist books, with the exception ofthe

Daodejing to be destroyed

The Quanzhen Masters were replaced in the imperial favor

by the Celestial toasters of the Zhengyi order. The contemporary

Celestial Master had readily espoused the cause ofthe Mongols,

once it became clear that the latter, after having conquered

North China, would now also extend their domination over the

South (In 1275). Unwilling to submit himself to the life of the

court and the cold ofthe Beijing winters, the southern patriarch

soon retired to his holy nfiountaln of Ijonghu Shan, leaving as

hostage one of his disciples, named Zhang Liusun (1247-1322).

Zhang was not only a good Zhengyi Taoist, but also an excellent

doctor, so that he rapidly gained the confidence of the Mongols.

So greatly was he favored that at one time Khubilai proposed

to name him "Celestial Master^ in replacement ofthe patriarch

of the Longhu Shan. When Zhang Liusun refused the emperor

established a new order, called the "Religion of Mystery"

pcuanjiao). and put Zhang Liusun at ttt head. The Xiianjiao

order lived only as long as the Mongol dynasty, but it was instru-

mental in advancing the Taoist temple organization and its lay

communities. Zhang Liusun founded the great Temple of the

Eastern Peak, Oongyue Miao, in Beijing (1223), which was to

become the center ofmost ofthe guilds and corporations, and

thus the unofficial town hall, ofthe capital. Many other local

temples were founded by him, as well as by his equally brilliant

successor, Wu Quanjie (see cat. no. 64).

Ming Tat^m
When the Ming (1368-1644} dynastyemerged from the ruins

of the Mongol period, the new emperor, himself a former monk,

squarely placed the dynasty under the aegis of the united Three

Teachings. As to Taoism, itwas the Zhengyi order and its patri-

arch of Longhu Shan that took over the role ofthe Xuanjiao of

the 'brmer dynasty as the most pmrrinent representative of

Taoism. It fulfilled this role with dignity and fairness. The

Zhengyi order and its Celestial Masters did not attempt to unify

Taoism, but worked for the advancement of all regional and

local traditions. This is perfcctly borne out by the Taoist Canon

they edited, between '.he years 1408 and 1445- '° replace the one

destroyed by Khubilai Khan. The editors gathered together all

that legitimately couki be considered Taoist without offending

either the COnliicianists or the Buddhists. The result was a highly

eclectic collection of Taoist works, ancient as well as modern,

technical as well as poetical, mystical as well as operational. It

included all the important commentaries of the Oao<^ejing and

the Zhuangtl available, but also all the modem saints, including

the bodhisattva Cuanyin, as well as the remnants ofthe Statu-

tory Tcrt-, oft'ie Tiedieval ccclesia.

The Quanzhen order was also duly represented in the Canon.

After its eclipse from imperial favor, it had continued to prosper

In its many monasteries situated all over the country on major

holy mountains. The Zhengyi Celestial Masters did what they

could to help it, for instance by restoring one of its foremost

centers, the famous White Cloud Monastery (Baiyun Cuan)

in Beijing during the fifkeenth century. From Ming times on,

Quanzhen and Zhengyi became the most representative Taoist

traditions, and they complemented each other perfectly. The

Quanzhen, with its strict and Spartan discioline maintained and

perfected the higher forms of Taoist mysticism through its prac-

tice of Inner Alchemy. The Zhengyi fostered the k>cal communi-

ties and temple organizations and provided them with their

liturgical framework and r tjal specialists.

Taoism under the Ming xvas everywhere: in the cities as well

as in the countryside, in the popular novels ofthe storytellers

as well as In the rituals ofthe imperial court, in the practices of

the sectarian movements as well as in the philosophy ofWang

Yangming. It penetrated deeply into the local societies, grad-

ually replacing Buddhism in many of its strongholds in south-

eastern and northwestern China, as the dtizens ofthe market

towns preferred to i>e their own masters in the local temples,

and shook ofTthe tutelage of the Buddhist dergy 'r- favor of the

services of the local "L»o Dao" ^ood old Taoist), who spoke

the local language and whose services couM be avaMed offor

special occasions.

Not only temples and pilgrimages multiplied, but under

Taoist influence, Chinese religion underwent a majo' transfor-

mation: feminization. As we have seen, Taoism had always ven-

erated great goddesses such as Xiwangmu, the Queen Mother

ofthe West It had also given to %vomen an equal place with men

in the priesthood of the medieval ecclesia. In the lay associa

tions of the modern temple networks, as many stele inscriptions

show, women played a major role. Now, during the Ming,

women's religion became at last truly emancipated. Everywhere,

the worship of female saints emerged For northern China, it

was the Sovereign of the Clouds of Dawn, Bixia yuanjun, the

daughter of the terrible Lord of the Eastern Peak, who won the
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hearts of sll women and soon oftheir sons and husbands as

well. The great pilgrimage at the occasion of Blxia yuanjun's

birthday became the major social event of the year In Central

Cliina. it was the gentle Cuanyin, now entirely Chinese and even

outfitted with a Chinese hagiography, who came to offer comfort

and guidance. And in South China, the Lady ofthe Waterfront

(Linshui furen), Chen Jinggu, as well as good Mazu, the fisher-

man's daughter, and many others, provided women with a focuS

for their faith and a rallying point for their associations.

The acceptance ofTaoism In Chinese society increased

steadily toward the end ofthe Ming. Both the jiajing and Wanli

emperors, as well as the other rriembe-'s cf tHe nser a' ^ouse

hold, were great supporters of the locdl cults. The latter ordered

a Supplement to the Daozang of 1443 to be compiled according

to his wishes. Aside from incorporating a great many scriptures

concerning popular saints and deities, it also contained works

by some of the most eminent rebel free thinkers of his times,

Chinese society at last was loosening up. The end of the

IMing was one ofthe most liberal and therefore also the most

creative periods in Chinese history. Economic expansion, social

mobility, freedom of expression, and even sexual liberat'on were

actively promoted. Liberty brought with it an ever greater diver-

sity oflocal culture. A trend for the abolishing of the classical

written language and the emancipation ofthe spoken language

emeiged, propagated by the religious organizations and the

many new sectarian movements. Many religious works, such

as the Buddhist and Taoist "precious scrolls," which explained

the doctrines and the moral tenets to laymen, were written in

the spoken l«igu^, and so were many novels that also were

largely religiious in nature.

Keacdon and Pa^eaition

The trend toward freedom and diversi^ did not meet «vith uni-

versal approval. Orthodox Confiidan opposition was strong.

The Jiajing and Wanli emperors were not iust constantly criti-

cized, but regularly abused by orthodox censors. Bixia yuanjun,

the Mother fniaii{gnNiri|g) of Beijing, never received any official

recognition in the form of an imperial canonization, not for

want of imperial patronage (for ttie 'adies of the palace were

members of the associations founded m her honor), but be-

cause ofCenfodan opposition. Worse, the new popular reli-

gious movements that had sprung up, and that professed the

unity ofthe Three Teachings, were not only not recognized, but

actively persecuted as heterodox and dangerous deviations.

Gradually, the situation worsened. The Wanli emperor, sick of

listening to the endless recriminations ofthe Confrjclan school-

masters, refused to attend the audiences at court. The new

religious movements, relentlessly persecuted, rose In revolt On
the other side of the po'itical spectrum, the Confucian literati

organized their opposition in political "anti-palace " parties. At

the same time, a renewed Interest in the ancient Classics made

the scholars rediscover the purity ofthe original ConfrKlan eth-

ics. Like the European reformation before them, critical study

of the scriptures made them aware of their original meaning.

Soon the critical approach gave way to fanaticism. Scholars

ended up by swearing only by the Classics, and wanting to see

nothing but the Classics. Thus conseivatwe—or shouM we say

fundar^entalist' -Corfucianism, which was to have such a

dire impact on China's modern fate, came into being.

Many Confucian scholars who opposed the government and

the society ofthe late Ming immigrated to Manchuria, where a

new kingdom, that of the Hou Jin, had emerged. It was governed

by a tribe of ethnic Tungus who called themselves Manchus, and

who had assimilated a great deal of Chinese culture. The Hou

jirt had opted for oonservathw Confucianism as its official ideol-

ogy. When the monarchs ofthis small kingdom became by mas»

terful politics' intrigue in '644 the rulers of China, they founded

the Qing dynasty and continued this policy. Immediately, Tao-

ism became the object ofrestrictions and interdictions. The

Zhengyl patriarch (the Celestial Master ofLonghu Shan) was

demoted: he was no longer allowed to come to court, and later

he could not even visit the capital, as some officials told the

emperor that "Taoist are vile; they should not be allowed to

pollute the court with their presence." Only the Quanzhen mo-

nastic order was condoned. Quanzhen was revived in the capi-

tal, the nearly defunct White Cloud Monastery was rrbir't and

a new organization calling itself the Dragon Gate lineage (Long-

men pal) took control. With the backing of the government, the

Longmen lineage gradually extended itself all over China.

The Manchu government, always afraid of Chinese national-

ism, actively repressed the local organizations. The result was

strong popular resentment and the rise of secret societies (the

Tiandi hul, later known in the West as Triads") whose aim was

to overthrow the Qing and to restore the Ming. In line with its

orthodox Confucianist convictions, the government not only

discouraged commerce, but also forbade overseas trade, which

resulted in a greet Impoverishment ofthe state. Tlie hlstoiy of

the "opening up" ofChina, first by diptomatic efforts—4he

Macartney embassy to Emperor Qianlong of 1783—and then

by the opium trade and the subsequent armed conflicts, is well

known. When the Western traders arrived, so did the Christian

missionaries. In a nativlstic reaction to the Wsstem introduction
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ofopium and religion, as well as to the oppression ofthe

iWianchu state, China's poorest, the Halcka people ofCuangxi,

rose in revolt, in 1849, under the guidance of a messiah, Hong

Xiuquan, who claimed to be Jesus' younger brother. They gave

themsehws the nante ofTaiping (Great Peace or Great Equality),

which, as we have seen, was also the watchword ofthe earliest

Taolst mass movements. However, the Tainiig revolt not only

fought against the Manchu rulers, but also destroyed all

temples, Buddhist as well as Taoist, wherever its armies passed.

This was the first greatwave ofioonoclasm in modem China.

There were many more to come.

Afie' the suppression of the Taiping revolt, and the war with

Japan, the young Confucianist scholar Kang Youwei, also from

Canton, and equally strongly iwlluanced by a Protestant mission*

ary, proposed In 1898 a series ofrefenms to the young Manchu

emperor Guangxu. His action triggered the so-called Hundred

Days Reforms. The first measure, and also virtually the only

one that was actually adopted and made into an imperial de-

cree, was to "destroy the temples and build schools' (KwiSmjao

bamue). This mcasura. In the troubled times ofthe end ofthe

dyna'itv, immediately provoked the indiscriminate seizure of

temple buildings and properties by corrupt officials and military

strongmen. The Buddhist establishments were, in the begin-

ning, thanks to the protection ofthe then still living Empress

Cixi, spared, but the Taoist temples ofthe people^ especially in

the cities, were an easy prey

During most of the twentieth century, the drive to annihilate

China's own religion increased at each major turning point.

The story ofthis leat. during a century which has seen so much

mass destruction in China and elsewhere, has to wait for later

Mstorians to be written, it is enough to say that the Taoist Canon

ofthe IMing—for obvious reasons, the Qmg never cared to com-

pileone—MS almost lost in 1920, after so many temples had

been ruined or confiscated, only two incomplete copies sur-

vived. Luckily, a bibliophile association reprinted the invaluable

collection in 1926. The reprint was distributed to centers for

Chinese studies ail over the world. From that date on, research

on Taoism began. After a slow start in China, Japan, and France,

Taoist studies rapidly developed from the 1960s. Today, they are

flourishing everywhere, and especially in China, where the value

ofTaoism as an intrinsic part of Chinese culture is again recog-

nized. The international scholariy efforts have In no small way

contributed towards this recognition of the importance ofTao-

ism as part of the world's spintcal legacy This is a great victory

for science. This catalogue and the exhibition it accompanies

would not have been possible without it.

Notes

I. The term "Tao" was only gradually adopted to dmignaie China's mfMcii

and rdigtout iradllien, Zhuanfii speaks ofthe arts of the Tao." and latar

thinkers addiess th« mysteries as the Way ofthe Yellow Emperor and

the Old Matter" piuanalho ahi die). In fiM the temt Taoism" in its two

OhiMse cwinieiparts—Duoijii |riie 'school ofthe Tao") and Oaojlao (the

teodilngt ofthe •fao") doei not occur befere Imperial times. The term

*sehaal ofthe Teo' Is the older one, and II has been adep*id not on^ kf
the andanl pMioiephjii but tor the medlewil lltuixleil ma¥ements as well.

fw reuem ofeomniedli)^ end in Implitgwith Taoist inagK I usethe

term "Utoism" Inair alto ftt the formative ilage. in spHe ofthe evident

tflachraniim.

a. Theonly'hlstarlal*aecouni«flae8iist)rSimaQlin,inMsSlijP(9eecaL

no. 1).

3. Sec Schipper iggj: 119-23

4. Although Ih* above slory only appears in later sources, it is oBvious !Hat it

eiistcd al'cad) in ancient times, as Simj Qian call'. '. .1D.-1 "Li
"

5. I "r Ch nf i?-m js ^humo fhi, "the suitx bjf the pillar." The pillar was the

great bu' J:j ui tiie «i-'gdoiri, and the solbe appoinlid to its liinGtleMing

was in charge o^thr ralrrdar

€. The Story of the meeting between Lao.i s-d Confucius is told l^vicp m the

annals of Sima Qian, and the Zhuonpi has rvo feiA'er than six accounts.

Clearly, it must have been very i mportant for the people in those limes, its

(cncral message i$ the rejection of the conservative feudal order, and the

aduwietment ofthe individual conscience.

7. Hie boy «ns Xu Jia. who finaPy did not go, but stayed behind and became

the ancestor ofdie shamans,

a. Zhuen^, in one the eariy chapters oriheweili,pMU''nebl(nMn and rich

merdianti' In one and the samecaiBiMy ofpeople (Zhiait^ chip. 4,

paKj).

9l As nowadays the ConfiKtanlsta insiston comtdering the Clastia at philet^

phK it is perha ps not tuperfluoat to point out that they all lelate t» iltuak

the SooJi ofSongs contains the iltual hymns (probably a sdsction ofthese

used at the oeiirt oTtta ki lUM}, iit Beek 4^0sciini«Mi hat the rlkiBi

prayen, anneuncemenls. hnmeatlens, calendars end drama iHts, the Bbnfc

efRim (now lost) the scripts of the ritual perfermanees, the Boot ofdm*^
the oracle lexis for the divination In relation to the sacrifice, and the Chvmqm

anna s rc:o'd t'"'C Ts'cn:: v^hir- —
:i nr ,dc riT-: r', .vrrc performed. There

ii rtQ rcdiun [u ^..[jfjoit "." j! Co,-if..Lius had a ha'^d n the editing of any

of them

10. This IS of cou'-.p "nt t j '.if that there is any historical relationship between

Uozi and the v/ng ii howeMi; undenisMc that the atrtherft) ofthe

DaotUjing knt-^ Ihr r 1 ;inf-:

II. Thil r> the t'tir of 'Mr . Ilrri' Ir .-isl ,• ,iri by V'lClOi Wstr

l». This goddess -s not mcntio-ec n the Confucian Classics (Lao7i an<j Pengzu

are mentioned in the Anaifcd a' Confucius; Huangdi is mentioned several

times in the Classics), which in fact do not mention a single female deity,

as they are profoundly misogynist. Confucius considered that "people of

low birth and women are difficult to educate." The Boole Songs (Shijing.

one ofthcOassies, contains a sacrificial hymn (no, 264} that is a violent

aMadi on women, especially intelligent ones. It was therefore long thought

that Xiwangmu was a aeation ofthe emcrgiing mystery reilgion (I.e., Tao-

ism) ofthe Eastern Zhou period. Recent evidence from orade-bone mscrip-

tiont shows, however, that she was venerated as early as the second

mieimlMm i.e.Whatmust have happened is that this great mother deiiji

aloiif wMi maiy other gods ofeailirChina, was estraditd by the palriarehel

Confijclan "datsics,* and survived wllhin the leaglon efthecommon
people, only to le-emerge with the advent «fthe Wqrofthe Old Mastet^

I}. ZhiantA dtap- ii par. }. Instead of *Cushe' seme tests have "Cuye.* The

location eflMs mountain range has not been estabWted with etfttlMgn

14. Lu means incense burner and Boshan Is an ancient name for Hua Shan,

one ofChina's hmoui holy mountains.

Ij. Among the Mawangdut silic manusaipts, there is a mafnilicent document

that illustrates these technique*.

ti. Themoit i
— pu'ijrit t.!'::, s-ich astheOoodi' ,'ng i-'j»'r ong since entered

the public domain and circulate Ireely, Many Taoisi rites and practices,

howiewer, am stil transmitted only fay masters to initlatet.
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Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt

If it is sometimes difficult to determine whether a par-

ticular worh of art is Taoist, It Is a fir greater challenge to identify

a Taoist building information drawn from Taolst texts or books,

a familiarity with religious lore, and a knowledge ofthe icono-

graphy of key deities can assist us In our eflbrts, but structural

signs that a buflding—or group ofbuildings—is Taoist may

not be readily apparent, even to someone educated in religious

doctrine or trained in the history and technology of Chinese

construction. This is true for reasons that are peculiar to archi-

tecture among the Chinese arts, for Taoist architecture, first and

foremost, is part ofthe mainstream ofthe Chinese building

tradition. The Chinese timber fra-rie is the most adaptable of

construction systems. Fundamentally modular, its large and

small pieces can be added, taken away, or moved to transform

a huge room into small ones: a small, rectangular hall can be

refiishioned Into a large U-shaped one; or the platform of a

throne can be converted into an altar. Moreover, all of these

changes can occur without altering a building's exterior. In gen-

eral, the wooden members that form the skeletal frame ofa

Chinese building and the exterior elements that finish it may

be distinguishable by period>sty1e, by features associated with a

geographic region, or by rank, but almost never by details spe-

cific to Its religious affiliation. The invisibility ofexternal signs

ofreligious affiliation holds true for halls ofTaoism, Buddhism,

Confucianism, judaism. and sometimes islam in China.^ In fact,

this Invisibility extends beyond religious ha'ls, because, since

ancient times, religious architecture has turned to residential

construction (or Its first models. When their status Is roughly

equivalent, individual Buddhist and Taoist halls replicate not

only each other but also the form of a Chinese palace, and the

arrangement of buildings in a large, well-funded complex

—

r^ardless ofthe particular religion—imitates that ofa multi-

hall Chinese palace. The multlfunctionallty ofthe Chinese

timber-frame hall is unique in the universe ofbuilding traditions.

On the outside, the Chinese buNding is, in the purest sense of

the word, a lafade, nwrely a front for what takes place inside or

around it.

There are, ofcourse, exceptions: a pagoda is found only in

a Buddhist context, and a minaret is built only at a mosque. But

not every Buddhist monastery has a pagoda, and it is possible

to confuse a pagoda with a pavilion. The pervasive interchange-

ability of Chinese architecture has even permitted the construc-

tion of pagodas to serve as mhiarets at mosques. Still, the

situation Is not hopeless. Unlike paintings or sculptures that

may rest for cer-turies n collections or storage, isolated from

clues to their origins and history, it is a rare Chinese building

that stands in isolation from its context. Inscriptions on stelae

at a building site or records ofthe town, county; prefiecture, or

province in which it is located provide the data that inform us

that a building is Taoist and often enough information to recon-

struct more of its history than might ever be possible for many

paintings or statues. In fact, it is unlikely that any extant struc-

ture that is or was Taoist has not been identified as such, unless

it is one located in one of China's most remote regions with

neither interior images nor inscription-bearing stelae.

I. Definitions

Apart from the consideration of a building's structure, one's

first clue that a building or set of buildings is Taoist is its name.

The most word designating a Taoist templ»«omplex is

guan, such as in the name of the most important Taoist temple

in Beijing, the Baiyun Cuan {White Cloud Monastery). Some-

times guan is translated abbey" to distinguish it from the stan-

dard translation "monastery* for a Buddhist complex of halls

and temples, known in Chinese as sf. A Taoist temple^omplex
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may also have the term gong, "palace," appended to its name,

an example of the philological borrowing that parallels the adop-

tion of royal residential space for Taoist architecture. The name

gong assigns status to a Taoist building site, usually status des-

ignated by the emperor. The more frequent use of gong is to

denote a Chinese palace-complex, such as the Gugong (the

Forbidden City, literally "ancient palace") in Beijing. One cannot

assume a minimum acreage or an essential number of struc-

tures to distinguish gong from guan. For one thing, many fewer

gong exist in comparison to the number of guon. The most

famous Taoist complex is the Yongle Cong (Eternal joy Temple)

in Shanxi province (fig. i), even though the Yongle Cong is not

the largest Taoist monastery in size nor does it (or did it at its

time of greatest flourishing) include more structures than some

monasteries named guan. Buildings at the Yongle Gong and

those of a palace-complex have yellow, ceramic-tile roofs. Thus,

while guan indicates the site of a Taoist monastery, one can only

be certain that a complex of buildings labeled gong is Taoist if

one can determine that it is not a palace.

Two other terms are more ambiguous. Mioo, widely trans-

lated as "temple," can refer to a single Taoist building, usually

enclosed in its own courtyard: such is the case with Shuishen

Miao (Water Spirit [or Dragon King] Temple), located in Hong-

dongxian in Shanxi province (fig. 2).^ Yet miao refers also to a

complex of buildings as vast as any Buddhist monastery (si)

or Taoist monastery (guan or gong). Temple-complexes to sacred

Taoist peaks, for instance, are named miao, as in Beiyue Miao,

the Temple to the Northern Peak (fig. j). But the same nomen-

clature also refers to Confucian building groups. In Confucian

construction, the range of miao spans the most eminent among

them, Kong(zi)miao, the Temple to Confucius, including the

most splendid one located near the town of the sage's birth in

Shandong province, as well as Confucian temple-complexes

in provincial towns and single shrines to Mencius or any other

Confucian disciple. Miao, however, should never refer to a Bud-

dhist complex.

Similarly vague is the suffix ci. It, too, can be appended to

the name ofone building or a group of buildings. Alone, ci is a

shrine, sometimes called "veneration temple." for the venera-

tion of a mortal, a folk hero, or a semi-legendary figure who has

achieved near-deity status. With time, c/ came to house images

worshipped in popular religious practice; but the initial purpose

of ci was for veneration rather than worship. Thus, like miao, ci

most often are found in worlds of Confucianism and Taoism.

Technically, ci should not house Buddhist deities. Yet a ci dedi-

cated to a mortal associated with a Buddhist monastery may be

present within its outermost enclosure. For groups of buildings,

the most famous example of ci is Jin Ci, generally known as the

Jin Shrines, today a huge complex of structures and landscape

architecture in Shanxi province, but originally perhaps a single

shrine to venerate the mother of an emperor (fig. 4).

Among groups of Taoist buildings, individual ones are most
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often called dian, for more important halls, and tang, for simpler

or less-distinguished halls. In this case, the distinction is appar-

ent by structural features from roof construction to bracketing,

to foundation platform and pillar bases. Both dian and tang are

suffixes for names of halls at sites of any religion, at palaces,

and at official bureaus. The distinctions between dian and tang

have a history as old as the recorded history of Chinese architec-

ture.' Another universal m Chinese architecture—religious and

residential—is the term yuan, "courtyard" or "cloister," a refer-

ence to the fact that Chinese buildings face onto open courtyards

and are enclosed inside or as part of covered arcades or walls.

For religious buildings, one finds yuan translated as "temple,"

"temple-complex," or "monastery."

Historically, the nomenclature of Chinese halls and building

groups has not been applied with the precision one might de-

sire. The multimillennial building histo^ of China is set against

an equally old but sometimes more evolving vernacular lan-

guage, Five hundred years after a shrine was built in a village,

we may find it incorporated into a major abbey of what has be-

come a large town, or we may discover a Taoist hall or residence

incorporated into or transformed for inclusion in a Buddhist

monastery. Old names often persist, and written records do

not always precisely reflect the changes a building has endured.

Sometimes, a structure of any religious affiliation is called by

the locals simply gusi, perhaps best translated "old temple."

In this discussion. Taoist buildings are referred to by the Chi-

nese names used for them today. One must keep In mind, of

course, that Taoist architecture is living architecture, changing

in response to social and political occurrences. Like all religious

architecture, the buildings we discuss have received imperial

or private patronage, sometimes both. Taoist structures have

suffered imperial and Buddhist purges through history, as well

as governmental purges also leveled at institutions of other

religions during several decades of the twentieth century. Abbots

(fangjhang), monks (daoshi), nuns, and acolytes live \n guan

and gong and move from one to another. Primarily and funda-

mentally, these are not buildings but settings for seeking the Tao

(Dao), intensifying one's self-cultivation, defining a relationship

with nature, or enhancing or prolonging human life. The life and

vitality that may frustrate one's ability to pinpoint a building's

name, identif/ the date of its construction, or determine the ex-

tent of its restoration or reconstruction are inherent in religious

architecture and are the reasons that these same Taoist build-

ings exist today.

Fig-

3

Oening Oian. a Yuan dynasty hall completed in 1267, part of the Beiyuc Miao

complex (Temple to the Northern Peali). in Quyang, Hebci province.

Fig 4

Plan of Jin Ci (known as the Jin Shrirves), a large complex of structures south

of Talyuan, Shanxi province.
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II. Taoist Architecture before the

Tanc Dynasty

The origins of Taoist architecture afo believed to liave been coin-

cident with the emergence of the religion. The setting for ritual

or practice in the early history ofTaoism was sometimes out-

doors and, notably, in caves/ Either location would have served

for the veneration of immortals (xian), the practice of ascetics,

or the teaching associated with the earliest Taoism. It is also

thought that offerings to gods and spirits (shen) may have been

part ofTaoist practice during the first miliennium A.D. Ifso,

altars (tan) may have been erected for this purpose. Architec-

tural terms found in early writings seem to confirm cave settings

and extremely simple shrines or altars for Taoist ritual. The term

gtan ("abbey"), for example, evolved fi'om two usages ofthe

word found in writings that refer to Taoist architecture from the

pre Han dynasty through the period of Northern and Southern

dynasties. The first usage, the one common today, had multiple

meanings: to look or observe and to ascend or loolc up (toward

the heavens): it also designates a multistory structure. The alter-

nate guon has meanings today ranging from inn to guesthouse

to public office.' It is suggested that the structural guan was

built of natural materials for such purposes as the observation

ofheavenly bodies, the worship ofthose same heavenly bodies

or natural phenomena, and the observation of qi.* During the

period of the Warr^-^c States, for example, a huguan—hu mean-

ing "a multistory structure," guan meaning "observatory"

—

Stood on Mount Dongnan.

Two other architectural designations that probably refer to

Taoist structures are found primarily in writings of the prc-Tang

period. Zhi, the closest contemporary architectural de^nition for

a place where governing occurs, were constructed in the second

and third oentories a.d. as centers ofTaoist worship. Their ap-

pearance is believed to have been coincident with the rise ofthe

Wudoumi Dao ("Five Pecks of Rice") sect.' The use of the term

is another example of the borrowing from non-Taoist contexts

for the (architectural) terminology ofthe faith.j>>tgs/if, "chambers

ofquietude," were used by Taoists at the same time as After

the appearance of Taoist mon.^stpr-cs, 7h: .t'H jrc-fn' are found

less often in Taoist writings. At the same time, caves for Taoist

worship or rituals came to be known as dong, "grottoes."' By the

Tang dynas^ (61S-906), thirty^six were designated dongtkm,

"cavem-heavens." Natural settings designated as Taoist worship

spaces were codified into a list at about the same time. They are

l(nown as the seventy-twoJudi. "blessed plots." This kind of

codiikation occurred as Taoism became a more organized reli-

gion, following the patterns ofBuddhism and practices at the

Chinese court.

To the extent that we can discuss Taoist architecture other

than caves or natural settings prior to the Tang or Sui-Tang

period, it is almost always in the context of great patrons or

great masters. Han WUdi (r. 140-87 b-c), for example, was one

ofthe great patrons of religious architecture His patronage was

tied to his unrelenting pursuit of an elinir of immortality, or at

least a means of prolonging his life. Some of the earliest set-

tings associated with Taoisno—such as the isles ofthe King

father ofthe East, Penglai, Yingzhou, and Fanghu, or Mount

Kunlun in the West—are places to which Han Wudi dispatched

messengers in search of life-prolonging elixirs. Han Wudi

ordered the construction of Feiliangui Cuan in his capital city

Chang'an and additional giwn throughout his empire.^* In the

later years ofthe Han dynasty, the Taoist master Zhang Daoling

taught Wudoumi Dao in jingshi or zhi. In 327 the great alchemist

Ce IHong constructed a guan for his teachings, but its location

was Weimingdong (grotto) on Mount Luofu, suggesting the

gum still may have been a cave. In $30, during the reign ofthe

Liang emperor Wudi, construction at Mount Mao (Mao Shan)

included Chulin Cuan and Huayangxia Cuan.

The history of Buddhist architecture in the several centuries

following the Han dynasty is such that one might have expected

to see a surge in Taoist construction ofmore permanent buikl-

ings and larger temple-corrp'e>:e$ at this time The impetus for

accelerated Taoist construction should have been the unprec-

edented building ofBuddhist monasteries and the conversion

ofexisting residential architecture into monasteries in Luoyang

and the other capitals during the late fifth and sixth centuries.

It IS a v/cll-lcnown fact that Luoyang, established as the capital

of the Northern Wei (386-534) in 493, had 1,367 monasteries,

an increase ofmore than three hundred percent since the first

decade ofthe fourth century when only 42 stood in the Jin capi-

tal at Luoyang." Unfortunately, there is very little evidence for

contemporary Taoist architecture in the capital.

Taoist subjects common in funerary architecture ofthe Han

(see the essay byWu Hung in this volume) are still found in

subtrrranran roTifrurlion during this period A tomb excavated

at Dingjiazha, eight kilometers northwest of Jiuquan m Gansu

province, contains among its murals images of the Queen

Mother ofthe West (Xiwangmu), King Father ofthe East (Dong*

wangfu), a three-legged crow in the sun. a toad in the moon, a

white deer, and a host of winged animals and humans." Know-

ing nothing of the occupant except that he was an official, and

with a date of386-441 based on which ofthe Sixteen Kingdoms
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controlled this part of Gansu at the time when a tomb with this

plan and these murals might have been made, nothing inside

the tomb proves its architecture or its occupant to be Taoist

The tomb structure, two chambers of rectangular plan, one

with a barrel-vaulted roiling arid the olher with walls that curved

from all four sides to a small square at the apex, can be found in

funerary settings irt any part ofChina or at her borders between

the fourth and sixth centuries.^ Yet lacking scenes more explic-

itly associated with Confucianism such as stories of filial piety,

and laclting Buddhist imagery, there is a good possibility the

tomb-builder considered Taoist belief in the choice ofthemes

for the murals, ifso, then below the ground as well as above,

the funerary architecture ofTaoism was indistinguishable Irom

contemporary non-Taoist construction for the same purpose.

III. Taoist Architecture in the Tang Dynasty

Althoup.h still not as heavily patronized as Buddhist monaster-

ies, by the Sui-Tang period Taoist architecture had a significant

presence in the Chinese capitals and existed in the countryside.

As at earlier times in Chinese history, the greatest patrons of

large-scale Taoist temple-building were emperors and em-

presses, beginning with the founder of the Sui, Wendi, His capi-

tal city Oaxing (Chang'an in the Tang dynasty) had headquarters

for both Buddhism and Taoism, the former occupying an entire

metropolitan ward on the east side ofthe dty and the latterof

smaller size on the v;est. It is said that at the beginning of his

reign, Sui Wendi's capital had 120 Buddhist monasteries and 10

Taoist ones.** Probably the number of Taoist abbeys grew pro-

portionate to the number of Buddhist monasteries in the capital

in Tang times. The number of Buddhist institutions in Chang'an

prior to the persecution of Buddhism during the Huichang reign

period (in 845) has been calculated at 136." Although the num-

ber ofTaoist establishments has been recorded only at 16 during

the Kalyuan reign period,'* the strong presence ofTaoism inside

the imperial sectors of Chang'an and the suggestion that a re-

vival of Taoism occurred concurrent with the Huichang persecu-

tions probably means well more than 16 abbeys were in the

capital in the seventh to ninth centuries.*'

At least four Taoist building complexes stood inside the wall-

enclosed imperial palaces of Chang'an, two at the first imperial

palace site, Taiji Cong, and two at the detached-palace site,

Darning Cong, where construction began during the reign of

the second Tang emperor, Taizong (r. 627-49) flourished

under the third emppror, Gaozong f' rir,o-R3) Two of those

were halls of the Three Purities (Sanqing Dian), one at each

fig 5

Plan of Sanqing Dian (Hail ofthe Three Purities), a Tang dynasljr hall wHhln

Ihe Oaininf Cong palan-camplex at Chang'an pCi'an), Shaanxi province.

palace complex. The Hall of the Three Purities at the Daming

palace-complex has been excavated.

Located in the northern part ofthe Daming Cong, just inside

and east of the northern gate. Qinpx'jc Me-r t'le Hal' o''the

Three Purities was elevated on an enormous earthen platform.

Measuring 73 meters from south to north and 47 meters east-

west, the earthen-foundation platform rose 14 meters in height

(fig. 5). Based on excavated remains, archaeologists have sug-

gested that this hall was a multistory structure with a simple,

hipped roof, the roof type reserved for the most eminent Chinese

Structures. Yet beyond this description, few details are certain.

The hafl could be approached from two sides. One approach.

from the south center measjred i4-7 meters in length and was

made up of steps. The second, on the northern part of the west

Side, was 44.3 meters, suggesting comparison with Tang period

ramps known as mandao or, in spite of its northwesteriy position,

the magnificent Dragon Tail Way approach to Hanyuan Dian at

the same palace-comoiex " Like Dragon Tail Way of the Hanyuan

Dian complex, the approach to the Hall of the Three Purities was

made ofdecorated brick and lined with a stone balustrade.

Tang Xuanzoflg (Minghuang) (r. 712-56) was a great patron

ofTaoism In the first month of 741 , he ordered the establishment

of a miao to Xuanyuan Huangdi (Laozi) in Chang'an, Luoyang,
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and each prefectural capital, as wdl as academies for the study

ofTaoism (chengeuanxue) in wliich the Ooodfjmg and the wri^

ings of Zhuangzi. Liezi, and Wenzi were taugtit '* Later that

year, the emperor had a dream In which Laozi instructed him to

search for his portrait west ofthe capital and upon finding it,

to hold a ceremony for him in Xingqing palaoe-complex. There-

upon, Datong Dian was constructed at his residential palace in

the Longqing ward of Chang'an. It was the first time it can be

documented that l^ozi was worshipped by a Chinese emperor

in a hall for that purpose in the capital city.* As mentioned

above, the same Tang emperor worshipped LjhizI at Mao Shan

in 751. The next year, officials reported sighting LaOZiabovCOT

near locations in both Chang'an and Luoyang,

in 743 the mho to Xuanyuan Huangdi at both Tang capitals

were renamed Taiqing Cong and liiiwei Cong. The plan of

Chang'an's Taiqing Cong is recorded, as is information about

its paintings and statuary The focal point of the interiorwas a

Statue of Laozi in imperial garb, flanlced by statues ofXuanzong

and two high-ranking officials. Jpon their fall from imperial

favor, the latter two %vere replaced by statues ofConfucius and

four realized beings fzhemm): the philosophers Zhuangzi, Liezi,

Wenzi, and Cengsangzi.

The name Taiqing has astronomical as well as Taoist conno-

tations. Astronomy had been under the jurisdiction ofthe Chi-

nese court since earliest times and palaces had been named

after astronomical bodies from as lonf; apo as records of names

of palace halls exist." Thus, as was the case in the tomb at Ding-

jiazha, the relationship between a label ofHaoisf and more

generally the realm of imperial or high-ranking China was close.

IV. Taoist ARCHITECTURE in the TlEr4TH THROUGH
Early Thirteenth Centuries

Beginning in the dynasties that follow Tang, Taoist architecture

can be studied through actual buildings. For this period, about

a dozen extant buildings, most of them dated, are noteworthy.

To understand the full impact ofTaoism on architecture at this

time, however, one still needs to refer to textual records.

While the Sore dynnf.tv ruled ''rorr Bianjing (Kaifeng) dur-

ing the part of the empire's history called Northern Song (960-

1126) and then from Un'an (Hangzhou) during the shrunken

Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279), North China and the lands

that bordered it were controlled by the Liao (916-1125) and Jin

(1115—1234) empires. Although he brought no Chinesp religion

with him from his birthplace in today's Chifeng county of Inner

Mongolia, Abaoji (r. 907-2$), the first ruler ofthe group who

would found the Liao dynasty, buih temple-complexes ofCon-

fucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism at his capital, Shangjing,

today Balinzuoqi, in Inner Mongoli.^ in the year 918 The text

is specific: Kongzimioo (Confucian temples), Fosi (Buddhist

monastcfies). and Daoguon (Taoist abbeys) were constructed."

The following year; Abaoji's wife Yingtian and the crown prince

were instructed to worship at s/ and miao separately." Yet it is

not certain that more than one abbey existed in the capital. The

dynastic history of the Liao provides only one name, Tianchang

Cuan, located at this capital during the reign ofthe second ruler,

Deguang (r 927-47).** Compared to the countless Buddhist

monasteries named in the Liao history, and a temple to the dy-

nastic ancestors at their ancestral capital Zuzhou, also m Chifeng

county, the early establishment of an abbey was probably recog-

nition of, even delierence to, the Chinese religious system in

general, deemed necessary by the first ruler as part of his sym-

bolic movement toward Chinese-style rule. There is no evidence

of extant Taoist architecture in Liao times nor does Taoism seem

to have had a significant impact on Liao cuhura.

The situation in China under Jin rule (1115-1234) vns com-

pletely different." Tremendous changes occurred in Taoism at

this time, three of which have particular relevance to architec-

ture. First is the syncretism of Buddhism, Taoism, and Confu-

danism known as Saigiao heft, a phenomenon that was not new

during the Jin period, but was more important than it had been

earlier in China Second was the emergence of new Taoist sects,

of which Quanzhen Taoism had the greatest impact on building

history. Third, another Tianchang Guan was constructed, this

one in the Jin central capital, Zhongdu, today Beijing.

Syncretism of the three creeds and the particular impact of

this syncretism on Taoism are explained in the essays by Stephen

Uttleand Kristofisr Schipper in this volume.'* As for Tianchang

Guan, it has been called the most important Taoist monastery

in Jin China.'' Rebuilt between 1167 and 1174 by imperial patron-

age on a monastic site that had existed since the Tang dynasty,

Tianchang Guan today is Baiyun Cuan (White Cloud Monas-

tery), the major Taoist monastery in Beijing. Images including

the Three Purities were housed inside one of its halls and a

nearby mountain was des pnnted for monks from Tianchang

Cuan to refine cinnabar pills. Performance of thej/oo offering

ceremony there in 1190 was believed to haive cured the em-

peror's mother, whereafktr the ties between this abbey and the

imperial Jin household were even stronger." Masters of all Tao-

ist sects prevalent in the Jin dynasty who were summoned to

the capital by the emperor stayed at Tianchang Cuan, including

the founders ofthe Ta^i and Quanzhen sects. Tianchang Cuan
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seems to have flourished under jin rule in spite of several impe-

rial bans on construction by the general populace of Buddhist

and Taoist monasteries, for it is not certain they were upheld."

The most important existing building associated with Taoism

during the centuries between the fall of the Tang and the onset

of the Mongol rule, the Yuan dynasty, is the Song period Sage

Mother Hall (Shengmu Dian), which stands today as the focus

of the Jin Shrines (jin Ci) about 23 kilometers south of Taiyuan

in Shanxi province (figs. 4 and 6). Many exterior and interior

features of Sage Mother Hall are unique.

The first of them is the approach to the hail, a cruciform-

shaped, white-marble bridge. The hall itself is a sevcn-by-six-

bay structure with an additional, open bay across the front.

That bay is marked by gilt dragons that wind around the pillars.

In addition to the approach and pillar decoration, other unique

features of the hall (among extant Song buildings) are eight-

rafter-long beams that span the entire length of the hall. These

three features combine with the seven-puzMO bracketing, the

second most eminent bracket-set type described in the building

manual of the Song court, Yingzaofashi (Building standards),

and the most eminent variety in an existing building, to define

the importance of the Sage Mother Hall."

These details suggest that the Sage Mother Hall is an ex-

ample of Song imperial architecture. In fact, like other buildings

whose architectural details represent the highest-ranking struc-

tures codified by the Chinese system, the Sage Mother Hall

straddles the labels Taoist and Confucian. Its history begins

with a revered mortal, the mother of Prince Shuyu of the Zhou

dynasty. A structure in which to pay homage to her is precisely

the purpose of a shrine, ci. With time, the Sage Mother came

to be worshipped. In the Song dynasty, when the present hall

was constructed, she was enthroned with images of her female

attendants, many of which remain in the hall today. The associa-

tion with Confucianism, or what might better be called the Chi-

nese bureaucratic tradition, thus is traceable to the original

purpose of the hall, including the construction by a prince to pay

homage to his ancestor, and to the fact that the structure of the

hall is the closest known to what buildings in the Song palaces

at their capital Bianjing might have looked like. The Taoist asso-

ciations for this structure and site are due to the fact that the

local populace came to believe the Sage Mother could aid those

who worshipped her, and to the importance of natural phenom-

ena, most importantly, water." The Taoist context is confirmed

by other buildings in the Jin Ci complex. These include "grot-

toes" to Laozi, the Three Purities, the Three Heavens, and the

Yellow Emperor; shrines to the Three Purities, the Eastern Peak,

Fig. 6

Shengmu Dian (Sage Mother Hall), a Song dynasty hall within the Jin O
complex, south of Taiyuan, Shanxi province.

the Three Sages, and Lu Ban; pavilions to Lu Dongbin. the Three

Officials, Zhenwu, and various immortals; temples (miao) to

Caishen (the god of wealth), the Dragon King, the spirits of the

mountains, the Emperor Cuan, Taitai, Lingguan, and the god

of the earth; and a "palace" dedicated to Wenchang (the god of

literature). The site and surrounding area contain about half that

number of Buddhist halls and complexes. Few are dated and

most have a history long enough to include multiple construc-

tion periods. Among ail the buildings and as a composite group,

nothing architectural offers an obvious clue to the Buddhist,

Taoist, or other purposes of any of them.

Although on mostly flat ground, Jin Ci rambles and lacks

focus, much in the manner of a Taoist mountain-temple. In

fact, it is more lacking in single focus than many of the temple-

complexes located in mountain terrain discussed in the last

section. Jin Ci developed, like many of the later Taoist monas-

teries on mountains, in response to local worship needs and

patronage. Several building complexes constructed around

courtyards at this site can be considered focal [joints of the

whole (see fig. 4).

Another Northern Chinese temple-complex that received

imperial patronage but whose focal deity places it between Tao-

ist and Confucian contexts is the Houtu Miao, the Temple to the

Earth Cod. First built in 1006 during the Song dynasty, its site

at Fenyang was destroyed by flood in the sixteenth century. The

original layout of the temple-complex is preserved on a stele of

1137 from the Jin period which, similar to another Jin period stele
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Fig. 7

Line drawing of a carving on a stele of 1137 showing the plan of Houtu Miao

(Temple to the Earth Cod), a Song dynasty tett>pl«-comple« construclcd in

1006, in Fenyang, Shanxi province.

of a different Taoist building complex, the Temple to the Central

Peak in Dengfeng county, Henan, shows a structural group

almost as large as |in Ci, but focused along a single axial line

(fig. 7)." Today the Houtu Miao grounds are used for a kinder-

garten. Inside the hall are exquisite murals of Taoist divinities

dated to the Ming dynasty.

Xuanmiao Cuan was built in Putian, Fujian province, a de-

cade after the Temple to the Earth Cod at Fenyang. Nothing is

known about the original layout of the abbey. Today the Hall

of the Three Purities survives with much of its early-clcventh-

century appearance intact, and halls to a god named Tiandi and

the Eastern and Western Peaks remain from later times." The

most noteworthy features of the Hall of the Three Purities (fig. 8)

in Putian are its gracefully sloping exterior roof eaves and

similarly exaggerated curved beams, both typical of southern

Chinese architecture: and the bracket sets that project perpen-

dicularly to the building plane along five steps. The last feature

is characteristic of architecture in south China during the North-

ern Song dynasty. The building most similar in structure to the

Hall of the Three Purities of Xuanmiao Cuan is Daxiongbao

Hall of the Buddhist monastery Baoguo Si, constructed three

years earlier in 1013 in Yuyao county, close to Ningbo, in Zhe-

jiang province. Both represent a style of southern Chinese archi-

tecture transmitted to Japan at the beginning of the Kamakura

period (1185-1334)." Today devoid of images and used as a

building for the local middle school, this structure—apart from

its name—bears no signs of the Taoist associations of the hall

or its monastery.

The fate of five Taoist halls in jincheng county of Shanxi prov-

Fig 8

Sanqing Oian (Hall of the Three Puntles),

the main hall at the Northern Song dynasty

Xuanmiao Cuan, constructed in 1016, in

Putian, Fujian province.
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ince is similar. The Middle Hail and the Hall of the Jade Emperor

at Yuhuang Miao, both dated 1076. stand in a ruined state, their

interiors used for storage." The Main Hall of the Erxian Cuan,

the Two Immortals Abbey, dated c. 1107, 'S likewise closed from

public view, but a few pictures of its altar and the Song period

Taoist sculpture in it exist (see fig. 9) ."Two buildings constructed

between 1161 and 1189 remain at the Temple to the Eastern Peak

in Jincheng, together with Buddhist structures at the same site.

A destroyed building studied in the 1930s by the Society for

Research in Chinese Architecture, may, as its name suggests,

have had Taoist imagery inside of it; the Yuhua Gong at Yong-

shou Monastery in Yuci, Shanxi, had a date of 1008."

It is probably not coincidence that all but one of the buildings

discussed so far are or were in Shanxi province. It has been

recognized since the initial modern investigations of traditional

Chinese architecture that more old buildings remain in Shanxi

than In any other Chinese province." This is true for both Bud-

dhist and Taoist architecture. It is not certain that Shanxi was a

more "religious" province than others, but the amount of archi-

tecture may have to do with the fervor of Taoists, including the

rise of the Quanzhen sect in Shanxi during the Jin period, and

an overall religious atmosphere that contributed to that rise.

Another factor in the importance of religious architecture in

Shanxi must be the presence of the sacred Buddhist mountain

Wutai in the north center of the province. That mountain neces-

sitated places for pilgrims to stay en route from every direction.

At the end of the twentieth century, however, each of the build-

ings mentioned here and indeed almost every religious complex

in the province, Buddhist or Taoist, except those on Wutai Shan,

in the major cities of Datong and Taiyuan. and the Yongle Cong,

all of which generate tourist revenue, have long since ceased to

be religious sites. Instead. Shanxi's architecture has been locked

up to prevent theft and desecration and each building, includ-

ing those on the grounds of schools, bears serious signs of

weathering and other damage resulting from neglect through

the centuries." Only occasionally has a temple-complex of Tao-

ist associations beyond the main tourist route through Shanxi

been maintained. One example is Zetian Shengmu Miao, the

Temple to the Sage Mother Empress Wu (Zetian) in Wenshui

county. One hall, dated to 1145, remains, but the images In this

living temple are new.

One building, the Hall of the Three Purities at Xuanmiao

Guan In Suzhou. dated 1176, represents Taoist architecture of

the Southern Song (fig. 10). Like the main hall from Xuanmiao

Guan built in Putian in the early eleventh century, the Hall of

the Three Purities in Suzhou is an excellent example of southern

fig 9

interior view of the main hall at Erxian Cuan (Two Immortals Abbey), dated c

1 107. In Jincheng county, Shanxi province, showing a portion of an aKar with

Song period Taoist sculptures.

Fig, 10

Sanqing Oian (Hall of the Three Punties). the main hall at the Southern Song

dynasty complex Xuanmiao Cuan, dated 1176, in Suzhou, (langsu pfovir>ce.
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Chinese structure ofthe period, boisting gracefully sloping roof

eaves but a somewhat rigid Interior structure. Today the focus of

a shopping arcade, it too bears nothing but its name to suggest

that it IS a Taoist building.^

Beyond these structures, the rest ofthe picture ofTaoist ar-

chitecture on the Chinese landscape during this period must be

filled in through literary sources. They record at least two Song

emperors to have been serious patrons of Taoist monasteries.

The third Song emperor, Zhenzong (r. 998-1023), enacted a

cefemony in which he received the "heavenly teachings" and

ordered the construction ofAbbeys to Celebrate the Heavens

(Tianqing Guan) throughout the empire." The involvement

with Taoism of Song Huizong, who styled himself a Taoist maS"

ter (doojun). is the subject ofthe essay by Patricia Ebrey hi this

volume. Among his building projects was Yingzhen Cuan, a iHail

forWelcoming the Perfected.** During the rule ofthe Southern

Songi more than thirty Taoist monasteries were constructed in

thecapital Lin'an (IHangzhou).**

Taoist construction was spread between urban and moun-

tairwus settings in Song China. Two ofthe most famous Song

Taoist temple-complexes were Chongfu Cong on Mount Song

(the central of the Five Sacred Peaks) in Henan province and

Zongyang Cong (also known as Dongxiao Cong) on Mount

Dadi outside the city of Un'an. The latter Is said to have been

so expansive that its approach wound nine Icilometers from

the front gate to the main hall. The Song is also the period dur-

ing which the first Bixia Ci on Mount Tai (Tai Shan), to be dis-

cussed below; was erected.

Six structures should have been present in the majority of

Iteist monasteries of the Sorj; period. First v.-as the %htn diary, a

"spirit hall," for sacrificial rites. Second was the zhat guan, a hall

for vegetarian or maiype feasting in preparation forjouzftm (cul-

thrating perfiKtion). In addition there would have been a scrip-

ture repository, often two-storied, for housing sacred texts; a hall

for teaching or preaching the Taoist law; guest halls; and garden

architecture.'* Each had an equivalent space in contemporary

Buddhist construction.

V. TAOIST ARCHITECTURE IN THE IVllRTEENTH AND
FOURTEENTH CENTURIES

Probably dozens ofTaoist buildings survive in China from the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the period of the surge of

Quanzheri (Complete Realization) Taoism in the north, and

sects at Mount Mao (Mao Shan) and Dragon and Tiger Moun-

tain (LxNighu Shan) in the south. As buildings are studied and

as heretofore unknown inscriptions or records emerge, tlie list

ofarchitecture from this period grows. So far. 3 large percentage

of halls that survive from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

are in Shanxi, as is the case for survivals from earlier centuries.*

Again, the history ofTaoist construction and patronage of Taoist

monasteries is tied to the government Yet, unlike in the past,

the rulers of all of China during the century firom 1271 to 1368

were Mongols. Their interest in Taoism is as easy to document

as that of early rulers including IHan Wudi or the Song emperor

Huizong, but the nomadic origins ofthis group have roused

more interest in court patronage ofTaoism than has been the

case for most other periods of Chinese history. Imperial Mongol

interest in Taoism has been viewed both as a means of imperial

legitimation, serving the purpose Chinese rriigions had for every

ruler on a Chinese throne since at least the Northern Wei dy^

nasty, and as an aspect of the uniquely Mongol attitude toward

religion. Beginning with Chinggis Khan's famous interview of

the Quanzhen master Qiu Chuji at the Mongol's camp, one

Interpretation ofthe Mongol attitude toward Taoism has been

that it Is an example ofthe openness to any philosophical sys>

tern that might enhance or prolong life or whose masters might

be able to influence Mongol designs at universal domination.

Attitudes at the Yuan court occasionally gave way to a kind of

ecumenicism whereby institutlorts of all faiths were patronized,

especially by Mongol imperial wives. Yet the same openness to

religion gave way to court-sponsored debates between Bud-

dhism and Taoism, some intense strife between the religions,

and occasional warfare.**

BuRdiitgs ofsuperlMlve quali^ at three sites represent not

only the heights of Taoist construction during the centuries Of

Mongol rule in China, but also the most eminent architecture

to survive from these centuries in China. Each ofthem should

be considered against the backdrop ofMongol and religious

politics during the period from the rise ofnew sects under Jin

rule through the collapse of the Chinese portion of the Mongol

empire to the Ming dynasty.

Four examples of Yban period (1260-1368) Taoist architec*

ture in China are seen at the Yongle Cong, the Eternal Joy Temple,

located in Ruicheng county at the southern tip of Shanxi prov-

ince. The uniqueness of their survival was such that in 1959

these four structures were moved upriver firom their original

location in Yongji in order to preserve them while making way

for a reservoir.* Yon g'e Cong is intimately connected to a patri-

arch of Quanzhen Taoisrri, Lu Dorgbm. One of the Eight Immor-

tals, some legends of Lu Dongbm trace his birth to the Tang

dynasty in the vicinity ofthe original town ofYongle, where a
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veneration shrine to hint was erected after his death." A shrine

to LO Dongbin probably stood at the future site ofYongle Cong

in the Tang dynasty. By the Northern Song dynasty, it had be-

come a temple-complex. Whatever buildings were at the site in

Jin times were destroyed by fire in 1244. Just three years later,

even before the IMongols established their supremacy in all of

China, rerorist'L.ctio'1 began under their sponsorship. It is prob-

ably this association with the rulcrs that gave way to the desig-

nation of gong.

Yongle Cong's three main halls lebuilt between 1247

and 1262. The gate known as Wuji Men was completed shortly

afterward. The four stood on a line, the gate farthest south and

halls to the Three Purities (Sanqing), Lu Dongbin (Chunyang),

and the historical founder ofQuanzhen Taoism, »King Zhe

(Chongyang; 1112-1170). behind it. In subsequent dynasties a

gate was added farther south and halls were built on either Side

of the long axial line (see fig. 1}.

The Hall ofthe Three Purities (Sanqing Dian) is the crown of

the Yongle Cong. Elevated on a white marble platfemi, 28.44

meters across the f'ont and 15.28 meters in depth (seven by

four bays), a huge yuetai ("moon terrace"), i^.B by 12.15 meters,

projects in front ofIt The size ofa hall itnsif, this large front

platfomi is a common fisature in Taoist halls ofthe Ykian period,

and it may have provided space for ceremonies. Approach to

the yuetai is from the sides: stepped ramps known as tadao lead

to "ear platforms" on either side. Besides the high platform, a

feature that defines the Hall ofthe Three Purities as a structure

ofhigh rank in the Chinese building system codified in Song

times Is the use of stx-puzuo bracket sets The puzuo number is

an important factor associated with a building's eminence or

lack ofit The Song system stipulates fundamental bracketing

configurations, or puzuo, ofwhich no. 8 is the highest and no. 3

is the lowest The highest puzuo lur^ber extart '1 Yuar struc

lures is six, the formation employed at the Hall of the Three

Purities.* In addition to the platform and bracket sets, the

simple, hipped roofand the three lanterns, or cupolas (zoyin0,

of its ceiling are muks of a distinguished structure. Features

that define this hall as a Yuan structure are the presence of two

struts in the form of bracket sets between the pillar-top bracket-

ing across the front faqide and the suggestion ofthree canti-

levers, which are in fact decorative ends ofbracket-arms and

thus "false" cantilevers, on the corner bracket sets of the firont

facade and hall interior,**

The structures ofthe halls to LO Dongbin (Chunyang Dian]

artd Wang Zhe (Chongyang Dian) at the Yongle Cong provide

equally good evidence of architecture ofthe Yuan period but

of slightly less eminence than the Hall ofthe Three Purities.

Possessing the two intercolumnar bracket sets and the sugges-

tion of three cantilevers that define Yuan period architecture, the

bracket clusters of Chunyang Dian are six-puzuo and those of

Chongyang Dian are five-pwzuo. The numbers arc in acoofdance

with the placement ofthe halk in the monastety and the impor-

tarce D*'the 5ub|ect o^the hall's dedication. Second after the

Three Purities in the scheme was Lti Dongbin. and, after him,

Wang Zhe. Befitting buildings slightly less prestigious than the

main hall, but at a major monastery, are the hip-gaUe combina-

tion roofs that top both Chunyang Dian and Chongyang Dian

and the presence ofone zaojing in each of their ceilings As for

a feature that may define these as 7aoist halls, the oversized

yweftn' approached from the sides also is present at both.

One cannot help but notice the lack ofdoors or windows on

all sides but the front of the three Yuan period halls and the gate

at the Yongle Cong. Although rare in Chinese architecture, in

general, such construction is usually a sign that all possible inte-

rior wall space was needed to accomplish a painting program.

Certainly that was the case at the Yongle Cong. Equal to Its

importance as a site of Taoist architecture is the fact that the

Yong.e Gong is a repository for 842 square meters ofYuan pe-

riod Taoist wall painting. The names ofthe halls relate to the

central figures ofworship withi.'i " The Hall of the Thn' Purities,

for example, contains murals of over two hundred members of

the Taoist pantheon paying homage to statues of the Three Puri-

ties (now lost). Similarly, legends of LO Dongbin and Wang Zhe

are the subjects of the images m Chunyang Dian and Chong-

yang Dian, respectively (fig. - i). The legends are set against

architectural backgrounds, providing the most extensive source

ofpaintings of architecture from the period Although like most

Chinese painting ofarchitecture, exaggeration and kjealization

are evident in the murals, a few detj^'s are specific to the period.

These include two sets of intercolumnar bracket sots, corner

bracket sets with three diagonal projections, and large yuetai

with detailed, catvtd decoration.

The structure of Dening Dian, focus of the Temple to the

Northern Peak complex (Beiyue Mlao) in Quyang. Hebei. Is as

extraordinary as that of Sanqing Dian (fig. 3). Dening Dian was

constructed in 1267, probably within fifteen years of Sanqing

Dian and within about a decade of the initial construction of

Khubrlai Khan's imperia' city at Dadu." Not oily do 'he two Yuan

halls share architectural components that designate structural

eminence during the YUan period including elevation on a high

marble platform, six-puzuo bracketing, two sets of intercolumnar

bracket sets, and the hipped roof, but additional fieatures not
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present at Sanqing Dian mark Dening Dian as the closest surviv-

ing structure to descriptions of buildings in the Mongol capital.

Those include the double set of roof eaves, the marble balus-

trade and animals that cap its posts, and the heads of animals

on which those posts rest." As at three Yongle Cong halls, an

oversized yuetof is positioned at Dening Dian's front. Also as in

the three halls of the Yongle Cong, the interior walls of Dening

Dian were originally covered with murals. Only a few images

survive from the Yuan period, among them those of deities who

bring forth rain. Nine statues, all made centuries after the Yuan

dynasty, are on an altar inside the hall.

Like the Sage Mother Hall of the Jin Shrines, Dening Dian of

Beiyue Miao is a Taoisl structure whose architecture exemplifies

the Chinese imperial tradition. The presence of spirits to whom

one prays for rain among the wall paintings and, of course, the

dedication of the site to the Northern Peak, are clear evidence

that the label "Taoist" is appropriate. Besides ambitions of the

Taoist church in the Yuan period, imperial and political motives

led to the construction and placement of the Temple to the

Northern Peak in Hebei. The Liao sought confirmation by the

Lord of the Northern Peak at this site before launching an attack

against Song China. The new Mongol rulers of China decreed

the construction of Dening Dian even before the official found-

ing of the Yuan dynasty and before the completion of the city

walls of their great capital Dadu (Beijing). In Yuan times, Beiyue

Miao was the one Taoist stronghold in a part of northern Shanxi

and Hebei heavily populated by major Buddhist monasteries.**

Shuishen Miao, the Temple to the Water Spirit, or Dragon

King (also known as Mingyingwang), the deity to whom interior

paintings at Dening Dian were dedicated, was completed by

the year 1319 (fig. 2). A standard structure with two sets of roof

eaves, one of them hip-gable in form, and five-puzivo bracket

sets, the Shuishen Miao has one exterior feature that may indi-

cate its Taoist affiliation: a yuetai with two approaches from the

side. Inside, the subjects of its exquisite wall paintings represent

the heights of southern Shanxi, or Pingyang regional style, com-

parable to those at the Yongle Cong, including illustrations of

the world of the Chinese scholar, a painting of a Tang emperor,

and one of the Dragon King himself The Dragon King Temple,

although in its own enclosed courtyard, is on the grounds of

the Buddhist monastery Cuangsheng Si. where repairs of its

Buddhist halls occurred at the same time as those of the

Dragon King Temple.

Among the other extant Yuan period Taoist buildings, both

the Hall of the Five Peaks (Wuyue Dian) at Wuyue Miao in

Fcnyang county and the Hall of the Three Purities at Wanshou

Cong in Caoping preserve Yuan period wall paintings on their

interiors." An isolated hall dedicated to a god named Tangdi in

Bo'ai prefecture, Henan, is an excellent example of the kind of

humble structure that at one time probably stood in every

Chinese town and village." Finally, the Yuan period offers a bit

of information about Taoist tombs and perhaps about a city plan
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inspirad by TaoisI idtab. Northwait ofth« ori^nal >fongle Cong

in Ysngji prefecture, behind the three main halls, were e shrine

(c'} \o Hi Doigbin and tenple<; (miao) to two Quanzhen Taoists

who had bfor. involved in the construction of the Taoist palace,

Song Defang (1183-1247) and Pan Dechong. In addition, tombs

excsvated at the site are believed to belong to the three ofthem.

None ofthe tombs boasts remarkable structure." The presence

of the shrines and tombs, however, is yet another indication that

the Buddhist practice of veneration and burial of monks and lay-

men deeply involved in a monastery's fiwnding, expansion, or

history had its counterpart in Taoist monastery construction.

As for cities, throughout Chinese history no city can be de-

scribed as Taoist, certainly not to the extent that one thinks of

Northern Wei Luoyang as a Buddhist city. However, unique evi-

dertoe about Shangdu pcanadu), the capital founded by Khubilai

Khan at Kaipingfu (today Duolun (Ddonnur], Inner Mongolia)

in 1256, suggests that Taoist practice may have been a basis for

its design. Eight great monasteries were positioned roughly at

the few cardinal difedions and the four corners ofthe Shangdu

palace-city. Oite can interpret this plan as the realization ofa

mandala, such as the configuration at the focus of the Womb
World Mandala, in which each monastery would represent an

esoteric deity. However, a second interpretation is possible.

Designed by a Chinese official in Khubilai's service, the construc-

tion program may also be a reference to the eight fendamerrtal

trigrams ofthe Book of Changes J"^S). whereby the Huayan

Monastery and Qianyuan Monastery, in the northeast and north-

west parts ofthe palace-city, would have been associated with

the trigrams gtn and t^an, respectively^"

vi. Taoist Architecture after i 368

The majority ofTaoist architecture we see today was constructed

after the return to native Chinese rule by the Ming dynasty In

1368. Patit-fourteenth-century Tao'St buildings survive in evcy

province, in their cities and towns and m the countryside. Almost

every active Taoist monastery has a building history that can be

docuntented from the Ming dynasty onward and a history that

is much older.

For those outside of China, the best-known of China's active

Taoist monasteries are on sacred peaks, in major cities, or in

extraordinary natural settings. The architecture ofTai Shan.

VMidang Shan, and Baiyun Cuan are examples ofthis group.

These or others like them such as the Temple of the Eastern

Peak in Beijing have come to the attention ofthe non-Chinese

public also because infermation about them is available in MIfeat*

em languages.** Yet there are abbeys that remain remote whose

architecture and interior wall painting are ofequal or superior

quality In this final historical section. Taoist sites that represent

the range of construction in living monasteries are discussed.

Tai Shan, or Mount Tai, would be on almost any iist of the

mfst significant sites ofTaoist architecture in China. Located in

central Shandong province, since the beginnings of Chinese

imperial history Tai Shar h.^s been Dorgyup, the Eastern Peak.

Burnt offerings are said to have Deen made at Mount Tai even

eariier, since the age of the legendary emperors.*" Legendary

emperor Shun is said to have initiated the practice that came to

be called inspection tours (xurahou} of his realm, beginning at

Mount Ta' in the east, the direction ofthe rising sun. Both Qin

Shihuangdi and Han Wudi made sacrifices there. Tang Gaozong

perfermed thtfing and than sacrifices at Tai Shan on the same

tour as he made sacrifices to Confucius at a temple near the

sage's birthplace in Qufu. Shandong, and to Laozi in Anhui,

during 665-66." Besides enactment ofthe imperial sacrifices

offeng and shan, performed by these three emperors and per-

haps only three others, the last in 1008.** its associations with

the sacred privileges of the Chinese emperor were so strong

that a Hall of lig^t (Mingtang) svas constructed on Tai Shan."

Yet again one observes the unique blending of Taoism and Con-

fedanism at a Taoist site that recehred imperial attention,

contrasting Tii Shan's fiindamental place In Imperial ideol-

ogY is the reason that probably brought emperors there in the

first place: the mountain itself is a deity." Tai Shan's eminence

even among the sacred peaks is due to its proximity to the East-

em Sea, where the isles ofTaoist immortals Penglai, Yingzhou.

and Panghu were believed to be. Furthermore, the Lord ofTai

Shan is believed to control the fate of the Chinese emperor.

Like most of the Taoist ceremonial sites discussed thus far, Tai

Shan bridges the world ofthe emperor's Confecian responsibil-

ity to his state and the Taoist quest for immortally and belief

that natural phenomena are sacred. Yet when one turns to archi-

tecture, little about the buildings that stand or are said to have

stood on Tai Shan presents itself as identifiably Taoist. The two

building-complexes most central to Tai Shan's purposes, Dai

Miao and Bixia Ci, can serve as examples.

Dai Miao, or Dai Temple, is dedicated to the f;od of the moun-

tain himself. Among the multitude of spirits gathered at the

Eastern Park, he Is the ultimate one and thus it is fitting that his

temple should exhibit the most splendid architecture at the site.

The building history of Dai Miao can be traced to the Eastern

Han. Later construction occurred under three emperors famous

as Taoist patrons, Tang Xuanzong and Song Zhenzong and l-lui-
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Fig. 12

Oil Mijo (Dai Temple), a Qing dynajty ttrueture on Tal Shan (Mount Tai, the

Eastern Peak; also called Dongyue). Shandong province.

zong. The main temple does not survive from those times, but

probably it was a Tang or Song equivalent of the Qing structure

we see today (fig. 12). A Qing imperial building in every respect,

the main temple has more in common with the Hall of Supreme

Harmony in Beijing and Dacheng Dian of the Confucian Temple

in Qufu than with any other structure in China

Bixia Ci, or Bixia Shrine, dedicated to the Sovereign of the

Clouds of Dawn (Bixia yuanjun), is In a more mountainous set-

ting. Still, it consists of four main halls enclosing the four sides

of a courtyard—an excellent example of the fundamentally Chi-

nese principle of spatial enclosure called siheyuan—as well as

a pavilion inside that courtyard, and additional, symmetrically

placed towers or pavilions. The halls and arrangement are indis-

tinguishable from those of a Buddhist or residential courtyard.

One needs to enter a hall and see an image of Bixia yuanjun to

know it is a Taoist site. Like the architectural complexes, pictures

of them reveal little of their Taoist affiliations. Clearing Sky after

Snow on the Purple Empyrean Palace at Mount Wudang (cat. no.

109) is an example. The actual Purple Empyrean Palace (Zixiao

Cong) at Wudang Shan dates to the fifteenth century. Nestled in

a beautiful landscape is a rigidly presented architectural group.

The triple-entry gate and the main hall behind are impressively

similar to the actual hall, including the long approach to it and

extremely high double-layer platform on which it is elevated

(fig. 13). The height of the hall is noteworthy, recalling the eleva-

tion and approach to Dening Dian at the Temple to the Northern

Peak in Quyang (fig. 3) and to Dai Miao. Xie Shichen wrote in his

inscription that he painted from memory Perhaps he did, but if

the painter wanted to refresh his memory he could have entered

any religious complex of his day Nothing at the actual hall, ex-

cept perhaps the elevation and approach, and nothing in the

painting, marks the main hall of Zixiao Gong as the place where

Zhenwu overcame the forces of the dark northern quadrant.**

Cuan Huai's Taoist Temples at Dragon and Tiger Mountain

(cat. no. 151) exemplifies the generic aspect of paintings of Tao-

ist architecture such that the plans could as easily be those of

Buddhist monasteries, on the one hand, and a kind of specificity

whereby this hanging scroll provides detailed information about

a monastery now lost, on the other. Nothing survives of the

eighteenth-century monastery in Cuixi, Jiangxi, that Cuan might

have seen, nor do structures from the nineteenth-century reno-

vations at the Zhengyi sect headquarters. Cuan Huai's painting

Is the only record. In it, the painter has labeled the buildings and

natural features of the plans of two eighteenth-century temple-

complexes at Dragon and Tiger Mountain (Longhu Shan). The

similarities between those two plans, each with a triple entry

gate, second gate behind It, one or several principal halls and

the back gate, to Zixiao Cong on Wudang Shan or the Bixia Ci

on Tai Shan or the Yongle Cong on flat ground, are obvious.

Even if the halls and gates were not so precisely set along axial

lines, it is likely the roofs of specific halls in the two temple-

complexes were hip-gable combination and possessed one as

opposed to two sets of roof eaves. Cuan Huai's image of a Tao-

ist monastery is accurate. Finally, the high elevation and long

approach to the main hall in each complex are features we con-

tinue to observe In Taoist architecture.

Taifu Cuan is a Taoist monastery on less mountainous ter-

rain, but one that retains Ming structures. Located m Shang-

miao Village of Fenyang county, Shanxi. the region of the Houtu

Miao mentioned above and numerous other Taoist temple sites

that originated In jin times or earlier, one building at Taifu Cuan

survives from the jin period. The entrance to the monastery is

a three-bay ceremonial gate with glazed ceramic rooftlles and

ceramic-tile dragons in roundels on either side of the doorway.
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Directly behind it is the three-bay-square, Jin period main hall,

dedicated to Haotian. Inside, the principal image is the Jade

Emperor. He is attended by three images on each side, females

next to him and a pair of males beyond each of them. The gar-

ments of each sculpture are painted m extraordinary detail and

the altar on which they stand is a superior example ofxiaomuzuo,

"lesser carpentry," the woodworking technique described in the

twelfth-century architectural manual Yingzao fashi, which was

taken to its greatest heights in ceilings and decoration such as

this altar in Jin times.**

The courtyard of Taifu Cuan is framed according to the

siheyuan principle of structures on four sides. Five-bay halls

form the sides between the front gate and Hall of the Jade Em-

peror (fig. 14). The hall on the right as one enters the courtyard

is dedicated to the Sage Mother (Shengmu). All the images in

this hall are female, again with garments painted in great detail

and with wall paintings of the daily activities ofwomen behind

them. Among the sculptures is one of a nursing mother, sug-

gesting the function of the monastery for folk worship in the

village. Also stored in the hall are palanquins that no doubt

were used to carry the images in processions.

The hall on the left, by contrast, contains more formal imag-

ery of the Taoist pantheon. Across the front altar are deities of

the Five Sacred Peaks: Tai Shan in the center, with Hua Shan

(west) and Heng Shan (north) to his right and Song Shan (east)

and Heng Shan (south) to his left. On altars on the two side

walls are deities of the four rivers, two on each.

All four structures of Taifu Cuan have hip-gable combination

roofs. All roofs except that of the front gate of Da Shangqing

Cong appear to be hip-gable also. In Xie Shichen's painting,

the roofs also seem to be of the hip-gable combination. As

for the layout of each monastery, in Xie's painting the scheme

is siheyuan, such as it is at Taifu Cuan, whereas in both the

Longhu Shan monasteries depicted in Cuan Huai's painting

only gates that break the continuous covered corridor around

the monasteries are perpendicular to the main axial line. The

significant conclusion to be drawn from these comparisons is

that Taoist monasteries in paintings and extant Taoist monaster-

ies from the same time period conform to the same general

rules of Chinese spatial planning. This statement can be ex-

tended to painted, engraved, and described plans of Buddhist

and Confucian temple-complex space.

Thus it seems likely that the plans of temple-complexes of

China's other famous peaks and those in the cities that do not

survive could be reconstructed from extant paintings or stele

inscriptions. Mao Shan, located southwest of Nanjing in jiangsu

Fig. '4

Eritry to Taifu Cuan, a Ming dynasty monastery In the village of Shangmlao,

Fenyang county. Shanxi province.
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Location ofTaoiM and Buddhist

psisccs and monsstsrics (or ob*

iervator es'i on A.z„re ^^-'j'i Mou"

tain (Qingcheng Shan), Sichuan

pnwincK I. OanaoH Monaitaiy

(or Observatory) (HtmingCMii):

I. Temple ofUnlVerul fflumlna-

tion (Pu.'hjo S ): i Pahcr of

Eternal Life (Changjheng Cong);

4. Pabce ofEslabilsMngGood

Fortune (Jianfu Cong): 5. Palace

of En<ircling Brillijote (Yganming

Cong): 6. Celestial Master Cavern

{Tiartshi Dong); 7. Palace ofJade

Ptarity (tUffng Cong); 8. Palace

ofthe Perfpcted Wamor fZhcnwu

Coi^; 9. Palace of Highest Purity

^hangqlng Cong); 10. Pavilion «f

Callinf Reiponse (HuyingUng);

II. Ten«ple of Encircling Pene-

trat nn |''''uan:ong S
)

Arranged

Immortait Monastery (or Ob$erva-

ttwy) (tuoatan Guam); 1}. Temple

ofGreat Staliilitjr (Tai'an Si); 14.

Temple ofthe Celestial Platform

{Tiantai Si); \y Eight Tiigrams

Platform (Bagua Tai); )6. Temple

ofDulw Zhao (Zhaogong Miao).

province, is one place where such reeonstructien should be

possible. Named for three brothers who prac! t u -^ i chemy there

during the reign of Han )ingdi (r. 156-141 B.C.) and associated

with Ce Hong in the third century and Tao l-iongjing in the Liang

d]^Mty (5oa-S57), no pfe4«ventleth<entur)r building survtves

on the three-peaic mountain." Probably, the various temple-

complexes resembled those of Qingcheng Shan

Indeed, more impressive than the architecture of a flat Taoist

monaster like TaifiiCum or theYor^ Gong are monasteries

in mountainous settings in twhich the spatial arrangement never-

theless conforms to the layout on flat g'ound. At present the

mountain Qingcheng Shan houses sixteen Taoist and Buddhist

monasteries." Their placement is shown in figure 15. In spite of

the topography; the main structures ofeach indhridiiai monas-

te";,' are focused on a straight line. The only featu'e that might

be considered a deviation from the rigid axis is that the building

line can run north-south, east-west, or a direction between a

cardinal one."

The Qingyang Cong in Gheiigdu, Sichuan province, is said to

be where Ljozi attained immortaiitjr HhuaAsn^. Tang Xuanzong

stopped there in 751 and worshipped Liiozi when he Ned the Tang

capital for Sichuan Upon his return to the capital, Chang'an,

Emperor Xuanzong elevated the status of the monastery to gong

and gave tremendous sums for construction. Qingyang Coi^

was destroyed at the end of the Tang dynasty, rebuilt in Song

times, destroyed and rebuilt in Yuan and Ming times, eventually

leading to repairs under the Kangxi emperor and a visit by the

Yongzheng emperorwhocame to worship Laozi."

The dedications oFTaoist halls and temple-oomplexes at

Qingyang Cong are standard: they are for service of deities

worshipped since the initial construction of Taoist architecture.

Lingzu Oian is a five-ba]fi two-story structure in which Cuan-

sheng and Wenchang are worshipped In the first stoiy and

Wangling Is worshipced in the upper story. The hall dedicated

to Laozi, Hunyuan Dian, is also five bays across but only one

storyi On either side of Ljozi on the interior are images ofdvll

and military oflliclals. The Hall ofthe Eight Immortals is actually

a pavilion, octagonal In plan, elevated on a square (bundatlon
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surrounded by a stone balustrade painted red-brown. Rising

twenty meters, its roof is decorated with yellow, green, and

purple ceramic tiles. The Hall of the Three Purities, also known

as Wuji Dian, is the main hall of the monastery. Five bays across,

with a single-eaved, hip-gable roof its interior houses images

of Lii Dongbin and Zhongli Quan as well as the Three Purities.

Like the first hall, Doumu Dian is two-storied. The last hall, dedi-

cated to Tang rulers, is one of three structures in a back garden.

In addition, a hall for printing Taoist scriptures stands to the east

of the main line of halls, and a hall for worship of Taoist sages

through history stands to the west. The deities to which the halls

are dedicated define the Qingyang Cong as a Quanzhen sect

monastery. Other evidence of this association is found in in-

scriptions in the adjacent Erxian Convent to the east. Nothing

Structural identifies the monastery halls as Taoist or its sect as

Quanzhen.

Baiyun Guan, built along seven courtyards, is a Quanzhen-

sect site too (fig. 16). Emperor Xuanzong worshipped Laozi

there in the Tang dynasty, the abbey suffered destruction there-

after, and was built in 1203 during the Jin dynasty as the Taiji

Cong, signifying imperial patronage. When the Quanzhen mas-

ter Qiu Chuji took up residence at the Taiji Gong in the thir-

teenth century, repairs and new building commenced. In 1227

Khubilai Khan named it Changchun Cong. Today the headquar-

ters of the Chinese Taoist Society, Baiyun Cuan has been one

of the most active urban Taoist monasteries in recent decades.

Its counterpart in the Taipei suburbs—one of the largest, most

popular, and most active Quanzhen monasteries in Taiwan—is

Zhinan Cong (fig. 17), a towering twentieth-century megalith

whose architectural details, in particular the colorful tile decora-

tion on its roofs, are characteristic of contemporary architecture

of Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism on Taiwan more than

of anything specifically Taoist.

Are there, finally, general statements to be made about Taoist

architecture.^ Except for their elevation on high platforms, their

long approaches, and their sometimes oversized platforms in

front, no exterior or interior component of a structure is iden-

tifiably Taoist. Rather, an examination of representative halls

through the history of Taoism in China shows extraordinary

similarity to imperial, Confucian, or Buddhist architecture of

comparable status. THc sectarian designation of a Taoist hall or

its building complex cannot be determined by exterior signs

either. Taoist architecture does not identify itself as a place for

the attainment of immortality or the mixing of elixirs for that

purpose. Upon entering a Taoist structure, the message of its

Fig. i6

A courtyard of the Baiyun Cuan (White Cloud Monastery) in Beijing.

fig -7

Zhinan Cong, one of the largest Quanzhen-sect monasteries, located in the

village of Mucha, near Taipei, Taiwan.
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murals might be an enhancement to a practitioner's transfbr*

matmn, or a devotee might purchase an elixir mixed by a resi-

dent priest, but the same two occurrences could happen as

easily and efficiently in a grotto. Certainly images oflfer an oppor*

tunity for personal prayer, and objects on an altar afford the

possibility ofceremony, and both identily a structure as Taoist

once inside.

One might be inclined to attribute the lack of visible signs

ofTaoism in its architecture to some kind of mysticism associ-

ated with the tilth. In iact, that is not the case. Nor is It true

that knowledge ofassociations oTa site with a Taoist sage,

immortal, or empcror-patron or memory of an event in Taoist

history that occurred there offer greater understanding of the

architecture than can be observed by a non-Taoist Knowledge,

devotion, and beliefenhance the experience ofa Taoist site, but

not in ways unique to Taoist architecture among Chinese reli-

gious structures. Once Taoism turned to the Chinese building

system ofwooden pillars and lintels to replace grottoes and

altars in natural settings, its buildings were and were to remain

first and foremost Chinese timber-frame buildings in complexes

of buildings arranged along Chinese-inspired axial lines and

around Chinese-style courtyards. Whether Taoist wooden archi-

tecture learned Irom Buddhist, or both learned from Q>nfudart

building patterns is impossible to sajt Rather, one can conclude

that architecture for all purposes served by the Chinese building

tradition evolved together, and one of the only ways to determine

ifa building complex might be Taoist is the lack ofa pagoda.

Even without the pagoda, the range of possibilies for that group

of buildings includes some Buddhist monasteries and imperial

architecture and Confucian architecture, as well as Taoist.
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I PING tARLY TAOlS i AK I

:

• H L V I S U A L C U LTU RE OF Wu DO U M > DAO

Wu Hung

In recent years Taoist art has attracted considerable

attention from scholars whose published work has begun to con-

stitute the basis for a new field ofart historical Inquiry.' At the

present stage of research, however, we can talk about this art

confidently only when dealing with such Taoist icons as statues

oFthe deified Laozf 0ater Imown as the Supreme Lord Lao, or

Taishang laojun) and the Gdestiai Worthy ofPrimordial Begirv

ning (Yuanshi tianzun), which appeared no earlier than the fifth

century.' It is true that some scholars, including myself, have

referred to certain Images In Han dynasty art, such as those of

the Queen Mother ofthe West QGwangnui) or tiw god IWyi, as

Taoist. But such identifications remain hypothetical. We all Icnow

that the rult of both the Queen Mother and Taiyi long predated

organized Taoist religion. Although these deities were later ab-

sorbed into the Taoist pantheon, it would be to) mo dlooxhi—

"putting the cart before the horse"—ifone were to identify an

earlier image based on a later appropriation. Thus, although the

existence of Taoist art during the Han dynasty seems beyond

doubt, we still need to examine the evidence for this assertion

systematicailf-HMe must trace Its various regional traditions and

map its intrinsic and extrinsic properties, including its visual

forms, production, patronage, and function,'

In undertaking such an investigation, it is crucial to remember

that the meaning and content ofTaoism have undergone many

charts over the course of its long history, and that images of

early Taoist art must have diflered markedly from later ones.

Generally speaking, any definition ofTaoist art must be a histori-

cal and dynamic one, talcing into account the continuity of this

art as well as its specific manifestations in different places and

times. While it is necessary to take later Taoist conventions into

consideration, such conventions do not automatically yield a

historical definition of early Taoist art. To this end, it is especially

important to avoid assuming an "orthodox," retrospective Taoist

position, for to do so would negate the complex history of

1Msm and condemn earlier traditions as unorthodox or even

un>Taolst'

Let us then undertake the task of reconstructing a Taoist art

tradition at its earliest developmental stage and recognize that

"art," in a broad sense, includes not only individual pictorial

images and o^ects but also symbolic or narrative "programs"

of images and objects, their architectural contexts and ritual

functions, their makers and patrons, production and consump-

tion, geographical distribution and period style, and so on.

Thus, the term "art," as used here, means "visual culture": the

different kinds of visual forms produced by a group of people

who were linked together by a sh.^red '.inguagp, shared ideas

and behavior, and a common sense of identity. The visual cul-

ture I investigate in this essay belonged to a branch ofearly

religious Taoism that developed in the present-day provinces

of Sichuan and southern Shaanxi during the second and early

third centuries. Rcfcrcd to in historical texts as Wudoumi Dao

("Five Pecks of Rice" Tdoism), Tianshi Dao (Way of the Celestial

li^asters), Zhengyi Dao ("Orthodox One" Taoism), orCui Dao

(Ghost Taoism), this religious tradition was identified by the

later orthodox Taoist church as its origin, and the in'tiator of this

tradition, Zhang Ling, was claimed as the founder or the first

Celestial Master of this church. This identification—whose his-

toricaJ reliability Is a complex question that lies beyond the scope

ofthis essay—has nevertheless prompted much effort by histo*

rians ofTaoism to discover textual evidence for this tradition

(hereafter referred to as Wudoumi Dao).

The main goal ofthis essay, however, is to discover visual

evidence for the same relipous entity. Since textual records of

Wudoumi Dao contain little description of ritual paraphernalia

or pictorial images, we cannot identify certain objects and im-

ages as the visual products ofthis Taoist tradition simply by
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matching their physical forms with texts. On the other hand,

these texts do allow us to connect Wudoumi Dao with certain

visual forms on other levels. One such level is geography; we

can investigate the geographic distribution of certain images,

objects, and architectural types, and we can relate their distri-

bution patterns to the regional development ofWudoumi Dao

as rpcordfd in tPxt<;, By pursuing such a research project, we

may literally be able to put Taoist art on a second-to-third-

century map.

The basis ior this study is the "regional" characteristic of

eariy religious Taoisrr- The two earliest Taoist sects to appear

during the late Eastern Han dynas'.y wore both regional organi-

zations. Zhang Jiao's Taiping Dao was active in the east. Accord-

ing to historical records, its several hundred thousand followers

were organized Into thirty^sixJSMg—units distributed in Shan-

dong. Hebei, northern jrangsu. and eastern Henan provinces.'

Zhang Ling, on the other hand, established Wudoumi Dao in the

southwest His grandson Zhang Lu further became a local ruler

ofShu for some thirty years, during which Taoism became the

dominant religion in this southwest region and attracted believ-

ers from both Chinese and non-Chinese populations (mirt yi x'm

xiatig}. New immigrants to Shu adopted this religion under local

pressure, as the History ofthe latttrHan (Hw Hm $hu) records:

"Even those who came from other parts ofthe country were

afraid not to adopt it."*

Interestingly, these two regions of early religious Taoism, one

in the east and one in the southwest, were also during exactly

the same period the two main centers ofHan funerary pictorial

art In both regions tombs with carved or painted scenes were

built for peopip of difPp'pnt social classes and occupations.

Abundant evidence demonstrates that in many of these tombs

art served to reifaethe attainment ofpostmortem immortali^'

The developments of religious Taoism and funerary art thus

show general parallels in terms of time, place, content, and

function. Th s does not mean of course that funerary art in these

two regions can simply be identified as a Taoist art. But these

parallels do establish thatwe can. with additional evIderKe.

define certain burials, mortuary objects, and carvings asTaoist

products In fact, if we believe even half of what has been re-

corded in historical texts about the popularity of Taiping Dao

and Wudoumi Dao, we can assume that their numerous follow-

ers must have Mk material traces oftheir religious belief and

practices—that the many excavated Hantombs in these two

areas must include those of Taoist believers, whose religious

identity may well be reflected in the design, decoration, and

furnishing oftheir own tombs.

Ofthe two regions. Sichuan provides the better opportunity

for a regional study of Taoist art, because after Taoism was

introduced to Shu prior to the mid-second century, it developed

steadily in this region for dose to a century. Such stability pro-

vided a likely condition for the invention and production of reli-

^ous symboli and tiruetures, wMdi can in turn be recovered

through archaeology In addition wp have better knowledge

about the local organization of Wudoumi Dao and the chronol-

og^ of Sichuan pictorial art—two factors crucial for a study of

Taoist art in this area.

A common misconception among some modern scholars is

that members of early Taoist sects, including those ofWudoumi

Dao, were "poor peasants" or ordinary people.' Yet both textual

and archaeological evidence demonstrates that fellowers of

early Taoism were not restricted to lower social strata. This is

especially true of the Sichuan region, where Wudoumi Dao main-

tained a close relationship with the region's elite and officialdom.

Furthermore, we know from historical texts that many members

ofthe local elite were believers ofeariy Taoism, including at least

two governors of the whole region in different periods.* Zhang

Ling, the founder of Wudoumi Dao, served as the magistrate of

Jiangzhou before he went to Sichuan. His son Zhang Heng, the

next Celestial Master ofthe sect, was ofiiered the title Langdmng

^ntleman ofthe interioi) by the government" But itwas Zhang

Lu, the third Celestial Master, who fully integrated the organiza-

tion ofWudoumi Dao with the region's civil administration.

According to the Record ofthe Three Kmgdomi (Sanguo zhi),

Zhang Lu replaced local officials with Taoist priests calledjjjlH,

and this reform was welcomed by local people." From the late

second to the early third century, Zhang Lu became the supreme

ruler in this region and expanded his power to the Hanzhong

area in present-day southern Shaanxl." After taking over Han-

zhong, according to his biography in Rtaud tftht Thnt IGiig-

doms, he "assumed the title Shtjun (Master-ruler) and taught

people Chost Dao [i.e., Wudoumi Dao]. For some thirty years he

ruled the region of Ba|jun] and Han[zhong] majestically. This

was at the end ofthe Han. Unable to subjugate him, the central

government was forced to offer him titles such as General of

Subjugating Barbarians and Crard Magistrate of Hanring.""

After the fall of the Han, Zhang Lu's subordinates proposed to

honor him with the title ofIGng of Han[zhong]; but he dedined

afker weighing the political advantage. He was finally delieated

by Cao Cao in 215. but was still left with a fief and a noble title."

It is clear that Zhang Lu and his ministers/priests were far from

being poor peasants or ordinary people, and that their culture

simply cannot be identified as a "popular" one. In fact, using the

7« Wu
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best avaitabh textuil evidence, it can be uld that Zhang Lu

estabKshed the first Taoist regime in Chinese history^ Thus, it

is untiiinlcable that with such stability and power Wudoumi

Oaodid not develop its cultural and artistic production in this

region. Indeed, many archaeological remains from this region,

including large tombs and ritual objects, may be related to this

eariy Taoist sect. The question that remains is how to prove

this assumption by connecting archaeological materials with

Wudoumi Oao.

First ofall, it is possible to establish such connections be-

cause we are left with important records about the locations of

the administrative centers ofWudoumi Dao. According to sev-

eral texts, 7hang I ing established a series ofTaoist centers called

"the twenty-four zhi. " Zhang Ling and his successors may have

also elaborated on this system with additional "secondary c«n>

ters" called per zhi and you zhi. Most ofthe twenty-four zhi were

distributed in a broad belt from Xlchang 'n the south to Han-

zhong in the north (fig. The core area within this region was

the Chuanxi Plain atthe upper reaches ofthe Min and Tuo rivers,

with the Wijdoumi Dao headquarters, Yingping Zhi. at present-

day Pengxian, northwest ofChengdu.'* It is possible that Yang-

ping Zhi acauired this prominent position under the second

Celestial Master, Zhang IHeng, who practiced there and "as-

cended to immortality" (shengxian) on Mount Ykngping in 179.*'

Another basis for a study of early TaoiSt art In this region is

archaeology. A number of large-scale surveys, mainly carr-pd out

by Sichuan archaeologists over the past thirty years, have yielded

importtnt Information about the geographical distributioin and

temporal development ofthree categories ofregional cultural

and artistic products during the Eastern Han. These include:

1) architectural forms—oredominantly clifF tombs and stone sar-

cophagi with pictorial carvings; 2} objects—principally "money

trees" and bronze mirrors; and 3) pictorial carvings, including

images of divinities and others possibly related to Taoist sexual

arts. These three categories of arrhapological evidence provide

us with the basic materials and the analytical structure of further

discussion.

Cuff Tombs and Stone Sarcophagi with

Pictorial Carvings

During the Eastern Han and post-Han period, clifftombs fya

mu) were a burial form unique to Ba and Shu (including present-

day Sichuan. th(- 7haofong area in Yunnan, and the Zunyi area

in Cuizhou). According to the Sichuan archaeologist Luo Erhu,

thousands ofsuch tombs are known; the eariiest dated one bears

an inscription from a.d. 65.^' Although clHftombs are (bund

throughout Sichuan, they are most densely distributed in the

Chuanxi Plain; today the Leshan area alone preserves about ten

thousand such tombs. Moreover, only the cliff tombs in the

Chuanxi Plain, especially in Leshan and Pengshan, have rich

pictorial carvings (see the shaded area in fig. 2).* But even in

this area, pictorial carvings appear only in a limited number

of tombs. According to a survey conducted by Tang Changshou,

of the ten thousand cliff tombs m Leshan only about one hun-

dred are carved with pictorial decoration.* He further dhrided

these hundred tombs and those in the adjacent Pengshan

area into three periods: )) the period ofemergence, during the

first half of the second century; 2) the period ofdevelopment,

from the mid-secona century to the 180s; and 3) the period of

flourishing, from the 180s to the early third eenttnyV Stone sar-

cophagi with pictorial carvings are sometimes found in tombs of

the second and third periods. .Accord ^g to Cao Wen, all known

examples of such sarcophagi are from areas along the Mm. luo,

and Fu rivers (see fig. 3). The most elaborate ones have again

been fiMjnd in the Chuanxi Plain.** Summarizing the research

available thus far, we reach the general observation that although

cliff tombs and sarcophagi were distributed over a large region,

the richly decorated examples were limited to the core area

ofWudoumi Dao and to the period in which Wkidoumi Dao

reached its greatest prosperity in this area.

Additional archaeologir.il pvidence further links specific cliflF

tombs and sarcophagi in this area with practices of Wudoumi

Dao. One type ofevidence consists ofengravings, including

both images and inscriptions. A considerable number ofclKf

tombs in Pengshan and Leshan, for example, are carved with

a sheng pattern above the entrance (among them. Pengshan

tombs 43, 166, 169, and 330; see fig. 3). The sheng is the head-

dress ofthe Queen li^other ofthe West ar>d the most important

symbol ofthis goddess. It could not be a casual act to mark a

tomb with tH''; symbol -r such a w.iy tbat .anyone could see it

before even entering the tomb. In some other cliff tombs, a

composite dragon-and-tiger motifoccupies the same portion

above the entrance (in, ibr example, Leshan tomb 99 and Pertg-

shan tomb 35s; see fig. 7) . The relationship between hnghu

(dragon and tiger) and early Taoism is well known. It is recorded

in various texts, for example, that at the moment when Zhang

Ling attained immortality in Shu he saw a multitude ofheavenly

beings arriving with dragons and tigers.** The headquarters of

the later Celestial Masters Taoism, possibly founded by Zhang

Ling's great-grandson Zhang Sheng, was at the Dragon and

Tiger Mountain (Longhu Shan) in Jiangxi." A passage from the
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Map of Sichuan province showing the distn-

butian of diff tombs. The shaded area indi-

cattt th« rngkmwhf tombs ilgmrdied with

pidofial euvlnis are most densdjr located.
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Fig. 5

The front gate of a cliff tomb at Pcngshan, Sichuan, with a s^ng. the headdress

of the Queen Mother of the West, carved above the entrance.

Rg.6

Line drawing of an inriage carved In a tomb

(Mahao Mi) In Leshan, Sichuan.

"Genealogy of the Celestial Master Zhang" (Zhang Tianshi shijia)

explains that the mountain was so named because a dragon

and a tiger emerged when Zhang Ling succeeded in making the

Divine Elixir of Nine Heavens (Jiutian shendan) in this place.

Indeed, "dragon" and "tiger" are chief metaphors used in Taoist

writings on both internal and external alchemy; they refer speci-

fically to lead and mercury, the two most important ingredients

used in making elixirs." In addition, Taoist deities are often

described and portrayed as riding dragons and tigers or accom-

panied by them. All this literary and artistic evidence suggests

that the sheng and dragon-and-tiger images carved above the

entrance to a Sichuan cliff tomb may signify the religious identity

of the tomb occupant. Similar symbols are abundant on stone

sarcophagi from the same region and should have served the

same role.

Among numerous pictorial motifs and scenes found in cliff

tombs and on sarcophagi, one particular figural image may

depict a Wudoumi Dao priest. Discovered in a Leshan tomb

(Mahao Mi), he appears as a standing 6gure wearing a tall hat

(fig. 6). According to Tang Changshou. who found this image,

'The figure wears a long robe and a tall hat of an unusual type.

He holds a ceremonial staff (jiezhang) in his left hand and a

medicine bag in his right hand. . . . This image is carved next

to the door to the rear chamber—a position which indicates

an intimate relationship between this image and the deceased

(buried in the rear chamber)."'' Tang has identified this image

as ayb/igsh/-necromancer, who is recorded in Records ofthe

Historian (Shiji) and other texts as holding a jie zhang." While

Tang's proposal is well taken, it is possible to identify this image

more specifically as a Wudoumi Dao priest called a shi, de-

scribed in texts as a religious professional who held a special

ceremonial staff (jiu jie changj while praying and reciting incan-

tations for believers." Similar images also appear on sarcophagi,

que-pillars in front of tombs, and mirrors from this region. On

a sarcophagus from Nanxi, for example, a half-open gate repre-

sents the "heavenly gate" (tian mer\) or "the gate of the soul"

{hur\ men). Outside the door Is a man who kneels while holding

a long staff The subject of his veneration is inside the gate—

a

deity on a dragon-and-tiger throne (fig. 8). On another sarcopha-

gus, from Changning, this figure reappears, again holding his

staff. But this time he is following a deer on the way to an im-

mortal mountain (fig. g)." We also find this figure on the stone

tower Cao Yi Que in Ya'an, again depicted outside a half-opened

gate, and it appears twice on an inscribed bronze mirror likely

produced in the Sichuan region, once before an "ancestor"

(xianren) figure and once before a "divine lady" (shen rtw^." In
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Fig. 7

Rubbing oftbc dragon-and tiger patlrtn

carved above the cnfancc to a stone

chambct tomb at Hepang, Sichuan.

F.g 8

Rubbing of the long side of a stone

sarcophagus (rto. 3) from Nanu, Sichuan.

F'B 9

Rubbing of the long side of a stone

sarcophagus (no 1) from Changning.

Sichuan.

I J>lil iM»t J'-l*^,^ il

all these cases, therefore, this image is represented as an inter-

mediary between the human world and the immortal realm.

In addition to symbols and pictorial images, inscriptions also

provide important evidence for the relationship between certain

clifT tombs and WudoumI Dao. Some of these inscriptions dis-

close the Taolst ideal of immortality. For example, an inscription

in a cliff tomb near Chongqing, dated to the third month of 135,

identifies the tomb as a "stone chamber which prolongs life"

(yannian shiihi) (fig. 10}." Another inscription in a clifftomb at

)ianyang reads: "On the eighteenth day. the fourth month, the

first year of Han'an (i.e., a.d. 142), |l come here to] meet immor-

tal friends" (fig. 11)."The tomb chamber was thus a meeting

place with immortal friends (xion you), a term that may desig-

nate either supernatural figures or fellow believers in a religious

sect such as Wudoumi Dao. A third and much longer inscription

from Sichuan, traditionally known as the "Jijiu Zhang Pu Inscrip-

tion," was first recorded by the Song antiquarian Hong Kuo.

Zhang Pu was a Wudoumi Dao priest with the titlejyVu. In this

inscription he recorded that he and some fellow believers gath-

ered together to transmit "subtle scriptures" (weijing). Hong

Kuo noted that the carving of this inscription is rough and ir-

regular, unlike that of formal stele inscriptions." Perhaps It too

was a "cliff inscription" (ntOYO keci) like the two previous ones.

Another possible relationship between some Sichuan cliff

tombs and Wudoumi Dao Is suggested by objects found in

these tombs. Sichuan archaeologists have discovered, for ex-

ample, a clay )ar burled In the front chamber In Mahao tomb gg

at Leshan. Inside the jar were pieces of mica and other miner-

als." This is not the first time such a finding has been reported:

the Song poet and traveler Lu You recorded a similar discovery

and identified the minerals as materials for "making golden

elixirs."" Because the front chamber of a cliff tomb functioned
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Fig. 10 (Itji)

Rubbing of an inscription in a cliff tomb at Longwang Dong, Yubei district,

Chongqing. Sichuan, dated 135.

Fig. 11 (rif^t)

Rubbing of an inscription in a cliff tomb at Xiaoyao Shan, Jianyang. Sichuan,

dated 142.

as an offering shrine, and because these minerals were related

to Taoist alchemical practices, using such minerals as offerings

seems to indicate the religious identity of the deceased." In

addition, Luo Erhu believes that a kind of "stove" found in many

cliff tombs was used, either symbolically or practically, to make

elixirs—a suggestion that again connects these tombs with

Taoist practices."

In 1973 a bronze seal was found in a clifftomb in Ziyang

county. Some scholars have found that the style of its charac-

ters Is neither zhuan nor //, but resembles certain Taoist talis-

manic writings." So far six seals with such characters are known,

all from Sichuan (fig. 12). The seal from Ziyang is the first ex-

ample found through an archaeological excavation, and its

placement in a clifftomb seems again to point to the religion

of the deceased.

"Money Trees" and "Mirrors with Images of

Immortals on Three Levels"

In addition to the evidence of Taoist practices offered by the cliff

tombs and sarcophagi presented thus far, archaeological exami-

nation of a clifftomb at Hejiashan in Mianyang has produced

two "money trees" and a bronze mirror with "images of immor-

tals on three registers" (uinduan ihenxianjtngj." Both types of

object have been Identified as local products of Shu, and both

bear direct connections with Wudoumi Dao. The term "money

tree" (qian shu or yao qian shu) is actually a later designation

and a somewhat misleading one because the mam decorative

motifs on both the bronze tree and its clay or stone base are not

coins, but deities on dragon-and-tiger thrones, immortals play-

ing the liu ho game, heavenly horses, the drug-pounding hare,

and musicians and dancers, Coins appear only as leaves hang-

ing down from each branch (see fig. 13). In view of the fact that

some trees are decorated with large. Iconlike, divine Images (see

fig. 14), ifwe must give this object a name, a "divine tree" (shen

ihu) probably better reflects its nature.**

According to Susan Erickson, more than eighty such objects

have been reported, mostly from tombs dated to the late Eastern

Han (see fig. 4).*' The Chinese scholar Xian Ming has further

outlined the region in which "money trees" have most frequently

been found: "Most of them are from a belt-like region, which

extends north to Hanzhong in southern Shaanxi and south to

Xlchang and Zhaotong, passing the areas of Cuangyuan, Mian-

yang, Santai, Cuanghan, Pengxian, Chengdu, Xijin, Pengshan,

and Lushan. This region therefore basically overlaps with (Wu-

doumi Dao's] twenty-four zhi."*^ XIan Ming also reported that a

aj- p .^i ^ !t 9^
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Fig. IS

Line drawing of seals with unidentified characters from Sichuan.
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Fig. 13 (obovt lefi)

Bronze "money tree' with pottery base, from Cuanghan, Sichuan.

Fig. 14 (about right)

Line drawing of a fragment of a bronze "money tree.* with an Image

of a divine ftgure.

considerable number of "money trees" and "money tree" bases

have been unearthed at the locations of some of the twenty-four

zhi of Wudoumi Dao, including three examples from Pengxian,

the location of Wudoumi Dao's headquarters, Yangping Zhi."

These studies confirm, therefore, that this type of ritual object

enjoyed a definite popularity in the central area ofWudoumi Dao

during the flourishing period of this religion.

Images on "money trees" and "money tree" bases are largely

identical with those found in clifftombs and on sarcophagi from

the same region, and they are clearly products of the same reli-

gious and artistic tradition. But the three-dimensional form of

a "money tree" base gave the artist greater freedom to create

original and complex sculptural images. One of the most im-

pressive "money tree" bases, excavated from the suburbs of

Chengdu, vividly represents a journey in search of immortality

(fig. 15). The clay base is shaped like a columnar mountain. Men

and women are climbing the mountain and appear on three

levels. Those on the first level still have a long way to go; those

on the third level are about to reach the top of the mountain

where they will join the deity on the summit. The design of this

Fig- '5

Pottery "money uee* base from the vicinity of Chengdu. Sichuan.

base thus translates into a visual form a passage from the

Taoist text the Master ofHuairtan (Huainanzi): "He who climbs

onto the Chilly Wind peak of Kunlun will achieve deathlessness;

he who climbs twice as high onto the Hanging Garden will be-

come a spirit . . . ; he who climbs twice as high again will reach

Heaven and will become god."*" An interesting feature of this

sculpture is the caves on the three levels. Punctuating the jour-

ney, each ofthem marks a particular stage in the search for im-

mortality. This is the earliest example I know that represents the

concept of dongtian (literally a "cavern-heaven"). It is also pos-

sible that the three levels of the mountain represent metaphori-

cally the three stages of a Taoist spiritual cultivation toward

immortality.

A tale cited in the Taoist encyclopedia Seven Slips ofthe
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\6a i6b

Figs. >6a-b

Rubbings of two examples of "miitort with Images orimmortals on three registers":

a) Seattle Art Museum (drawing bf Hayashi Minao); b) Palace Museum, Beijing.

OoudY Satchel (Yunji qiqian) also helps identify the religious

associations of a "money tree." It is said that a man living at

Yangping Zhi adopted an orphaned boy, who was then married

to an orphaned girl. One day a flood came and there was a great

shortage of food. The couple then used their magic to obtain

anything people needed from a tree. When asked where they

learned this magic the young man answered: "I am actually an

immortal in the Yangping Cave, descending to this world be-

cause I had made a small mistake. I will leave soon."*' Ten days

later the couple disappeared. What this story implies is an inti-

mate relationship between a divine tree and a Taoist immortal

in the Yangping Cave.

In addition to "money trees," a particular type of bronze

mirror may also be Identified as a product ofWudoumi Dao.

This type is conventionally known as a "Mirror with Images

of Immortals on Three Registers"—a designation based on

the composition of the mirror's central circular area, which is

divided into three registers of equal height by two horizontal

bars. The top and bottom registers are each centered on a

nonfigurative image. As exemplified by one such mirror in the

Seattle Art Museum (fig. i6a), the central image on the lop reg-

ister Is a broad umbrella standing on the back of a turtle. Sev-

eral figures, including a "jade maiden" (yunii), stand beneath

the umbrella and pay homage to it, while a much larger figure

with wings on the shoulders is seated to one side. Images on

the middle level always constitute a symmetrical pair. On most

"three register" mirrors, including the one found in a clifftomb

at Hejiashe, Mianyang, this pair is formed by the Queen Mother

of the West and the King Father of the East. In other cases this

pair consists of a dragon and a tiger, as exemplified by a mirror

in the collection of Beijing's Palace Museum (fig. i6b). Figures

on the lower register are centered on a loop motif in the shape

of a figure 8. possibly a tree with two intertwining trunks.

Based on archaeological and stylistic evidence. Professor

Huo Wei of Sichuan University has made a convincing argument

for the Sichuan (Shu) origin of this type of mirror. More specifi-

cally, he has identified the Chuanxi Plain as its production center,

and has associated this type of mirror with the so-called Ghost

Dao, an alternative name for Wudoumi Dao.** His opinion can

be supported by additional archaeological finds as well as by

the images on a "three register" mirror. In terms of archaeologi-

cal evidence, at least three mirrors of this type have been found

in various locations in southern Shaanxi.*' That Shu mirrors

appeared in this region around the end of Han is logical because,
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as discussed rarlier, during this period Zhang l,u established

his seat in Hanzhong and expanded hii territory to include

soutbefo Shaanxi In terms of decoration, images on a "three

register" mirror reflect Taoist ideas and may have been designed

to facilitate Taoist meditative practices.

Among the various images on a "^ree register* mirror, the

identifications of those on the middle level—the Queen Mother

of the West and the King Father of the East—are most certain.

Hayashi Minao has further identified the loop motif on the ioMrer

level asJkm mu, described in andent texts as a divine tree at

"the center ofHeaven and Earth," along which heavenly lords

(di) moved baclt and forth betiA'een these two realms ** This

identification seenns to be supported by similar tree images

found on other objects from Sichuan. For example, on a stone

sarcophagus mentioned earlier, a tree with loop-shaped, inter-

twining trunks is juxtaposed with other images related to the

idea of immortality {see fig. 9). A male figure under this tree

seems to be bidding farewell to a female figure; in fact, he may

be about to ascend to Heaven along this divine tree. Another

similar tree imagp is (bund on a pottery "money tree" base

from Cuanghan: its intertwining branches reach Heaven and

embrace the fantastic world of the Queen Mother of the West*

This last example leads us to speculate on a possible relation-

ship between the mythologicalJUm mu and the "money tree."

Based on the decoration ofa "money tree," I suggested above

that a more precise designation for this object would be a

"divine tree," which provides a path to the world of immortals.

Just as this "divine tree" is a unique subject ofSichuan Han art;

Jim mu is believed to be located in this particular area in China.

Several texts specify the location ofJian mu as Duguaig in

the Southwest,"' Huo Wei has suggested, again very convinc-

ingly, that Ouguang is also known as Cuangdu, a place located

thirty west ofChengdu according to some post-Han texts."

I would add that this place was very close to the location of

Yangping Zhi, the headquarters ofV.'udoumi Dao. It is possible

that to strengthen its authority and mystique, Wudoumi Dao

appropriated an ancient myth for its own use, and identified

Yangping Zhi as "the center ofHeaven and Earth." This, in turn,

implies a c'cse relationship between Wudoumi Daoand mirrors

decorated with theJian mu tree.

The most controveislal image on a "three register' minor

Is the umbrella image and the accompanying figures on the top

level Hayashi Mt.jo believes that the winged figure next to the

umbrella represents the Great Heavenly Emperor (Tianhuang

dadi) at the North Pole in Heaven, and that the umbrella sym-

bolizes the Huagai xing ("Elaborate Canopy" constellation),

which consists ofa series ofnine stars next to the North Pole.**

Hay8ahi*s opinion has been challenged by Higuchi Takayasu and

Huo Wei. In particular, Higuchi argues that itwould be il'opical

to depict the ""canopy" stars in the center and to place the Heav-

enly Emperor to one side." I agree with this criticism, and I vi«nt

to propose a new identification for the umbrella image. In my

view, any interpretation of this image must take these three fea-

tures into consideration: 1) its placement in the most honorable

position in the decorative program of a "three register" mirror;

2) its composite form as an umbrella standing on a turtle (in

some cases on a Xuanwu—a combination ofa turtle and a

snake); and 3) its role as the subject of reverence and worship

by surrounding figures. Relating these features to textual refer-

ences, I propose that this image actually represents the deified

IjozI In a symbolic form.

The transformation of Laozi fi"om an individual historical

figure to a cosmic deity has been the subject of much scholarly

discussion." A turning point in this transformation was marlced

by a series ofevents taking place in 165 and 166, when Emperor

Huan built a shrine to honor Laozi in his birthplace and offered

sacr-fices to Laoji both -n this shrine and in the imperial palace."

These events have been discussed in every book on early Taoism

as a definite indication of Laozi's deification. The form ofthe

Imperial sacrifice in 166, however, has drawn less attention from

scholars. Here Is how this ritual is described in the "Chapter on

Sacrifices" ("Jisi zhi") in the Historf ofth* LatUr Han:

|Thp p-rperor] person.illy offered sacrifices to Laozi in theZhuO-

lonp PjIscc. An altar cove'cd with patterned woolen fab'ic was

prepared, and vessels decorated with gold rims [were used]. A ieat

IMS Mt up [for Laozg under an ekborau eanopf huoggizM aio).

The music played during tin sacfific* was adopted fnm the semi-

annual sacrifice to Heaven." (Italics added.)

Significantly, no image or statue of Laozi is mentioned. The

reason is simple; as the personification of the Dao, Laozi was

considered to have neither matter nor form; he could therefore

only be symbolized by an empty "seat" (zuo), not represented

by a figurative likeness. This early Taoist convention persisted

until at least the f'flh century- A passage from Falin's Ir Defense

ofWhat Is Right (Bianzheng lun) relates that the Taoist master

Tao Hongjing "set up both Buddhist and Taoist institutions on

Maoshan and paid homage in both every dayi In the Buddhist

halls the^e v. ere sacred statues, which the Taoist temples did

not have.""

In the context of the present discussion on an early Taoist

artistic tradition In Sichuan, it is important to note that the
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}Gmf^«r CommenUiTy on Loozi (laoiiXkm^u^), a Taoist text

attributed to Zhang Lu, especially stresses this aniconic ap-

pR>ach.This text identifies Laozi with the Tao and insists that

the latter is formless: "The Dao is infinitely superior. It is subtle

and hidden, without shape, resemblance, or image. People can

only follow its teachii^, but cannot comprehend it through ap-

pearancp."" From this position, the text criticizes any figurative

representation of Laozi or the Tao as a "false method" (weiji):

"Now there is this false method in the world, which represents

the Dao with concrete forms, ghring it dothes and names as

well as facial and bodily forms. This is all wrong, all evil and

false!"" This strong conviction probably represents an orthodox

approach within Wudoumi Dao, according to which a proper

representation ofLaozi should only emphasize the hidden na-

ture of the Tao.

With this in mind, we return to the umbrella image on a "three

register" mirror. As mentioned earlier, tins is the most honored

image in the entire decorative program, and K is also a subject

ofworship and reverence. This image, in fact, can be called

huagai zhi zuo—"the seat under an elaborate canopy"—for this

is the phrase used in the History ofthe Latter Han for the place

of Laozi In the Imperial sacrifice. This image can thus be idcn-

tilled as Laozi's seat, which in turn symbolizes the existenoe of

this Taoist p.itriarrh. Additional evidence for this interpretation

IS found in the Baopuzi of Ce Hong (2S3-343). Instructing how

to use a mirrorto visualize the 'true form" (zheruing) of Laozi,

this Taoist text identifies Laosi's throne as a "divine turtle* ptitn

gui) " It cannot be a coincidence thatthe "elaborate canop/'

illustrated on a "three register" mirror is supported by a turtle.

Images of divinity

As mentioned earlier, the Xiang'er Commentary on Laozi attacks

figurative representations of the Tao or Laozi. It is unclear from

this text whedwr such prohibition also entended to other gods

and immortals worshipped by Wudoumi Dao followers. Archaeo-

logical evidence, however, reveals that the practicp of depicting

images of many deities existed m the area of Wudoumi Dao. I

say "many deities" because these images, though sharing a lot

offeatures, are distinguished from one another by some impor-

tant iconographic mariters. Their differences, however, have

largely been ignored. As a result, divine figures sitting on dragon-

and-tiger thrones in a frontal posture—a popular composition

in Sichuan Han art—have been uniformly identified as the Queen

Mother ofthe Mtfest. The question remains: Is this identification

reliable?

A number of reasons prompt me to raise this question.

Most importantly. e>:ar-ii-iing the ever-increasing supply of ar-

chaeological materuls, v;e begin to notice some subtle but

significant differences among these so-called Queen Mother

images. Scholars agree tttat one ofthe most important icono-

graphic features ofthe Queen Mother is her sheng headdress.

Images of figures wearing this headdress indeed existed in

Sichuan, but a large number of deities depicted on the dragon-

and-tiger throne are not wearing sheng. Instead they wear vari-

ous caps including amm (see fig. 17), a three-pointed twmg

guar (see fig. 18; also see fig 7), a flat military cap decorated

v/ith b -d features above the ears (see fig. 19), or a small vertical

cap similar to those worn by later Taoists (see fig. 20). While in

real life a shangwas worn by women, all these other caps were

for men or male deities.*^ It is unthinicable that a Sichuan artist

could have freely altered the cap or headdress of a deity repre-

sented as the central icon in a composition. It is more iilcely that

these images with different caps and headdresses actually repre-

sent different deities. As commonly seen in other traditions of

religious art, different deities are often distinguished not by their

overall shapes but by some minor features, often their head-

dresses. Thus, what these Sichuan Images demonstrate Is prob-

ab^ not a religion centered on the worship ofthe Queen Mother

ofthe West, but a relig-on that began to fashion a pantheon

consisting of a multitude of male and female deities. Based on

textual evidence, some Taoist scholars have noted a similar

effort made by Wiidoumi Dao.* For example, Zhgngfifamn

fing^httHgffiatlplil lists 120 deities including both civil and mili-

tary types, "each with his or her own administrative duties.""

It is possible that the image of the Queen Mother of the West,

«which had become widespread in various parts ofChina since

the first century, provided a basic compositional formula for

depicting these new deities, while minor icom^raphic features

were invented to differentiate them.

Furthermore, archaeological evidence reveals that within this

growing pantheon of gods and goddesses in Sichuan, the Queen

Mother of the West seems to have acquired a specific signifi-

cance. In a number of cases, images of this goddess are com-

bined with sexual symbols and scenes. One such example is

found on a stone sarcophagus from Yingjing (fig. 21). l-lere, the

Queen Mother, wearing a typical sheng headdress, is juxtaposed

with a couple at an intimate moment. A similar but more explicit

love scene was originally carved above the main gale ofa clifF

tomb at Pengshan (fig. 22). The third example is a clay "aitar"

found 'ecently in a tomb at Guaiqjhan, in a place very close to

the Wudoumi Oao's headquarters, Vhngping Zhi. On the front
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side of the altar is an image of the Queen Mother of the West,

wearing a sheng and seated on a dragon-and-tiger throne. Two

figures, half human and half beast, kneel on top of the altar, both

showing erect male organs. Between them, in the center of the

altar, i% a sculpted phallus (fig. 23)." In all these cases, the Queen

Mother of the West seems to have been associated with a fertil-

ity cult or Taoist sexual arts, indicating the changing symbolism

of this goddess toward the post-Han period. Decorating tombs,

sarcophagi, and funerary objects, these divine and erotic images

seem to indicate a particular path toward eternal happiness.

It Is appropriate to discuss the Buddha's image In Sichuan in

this section on Taoist deities, because the adoption and appro-

priation of these images, if viewed in its cultural and religious

context, actually took place within the domain of Taoist art. As I

have discussed elsewhere, most existing images of the Buddha

and Buddhist symbols in Han art are located either inside tombs

or within the territory of a Taoist temple. These images were

used to strengthen the pursuit of immortality or to enrich the

emerging pantheon of early religious Taoism." The present study

provides a more precise regional context for this argument.
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Fig- 23

clay alur from Cuanghan. Sichuan.

Fig. 2J

Stone relief of an "embracing couple," originally above

tomb 5SO at Pengshan, Sichuan.

Based on an increasing body of archaeological evidence, we can

reach the basic understanding that, in Sichuan, images ofthe

Buddha were used by Taoist followers for their own sake.

Although Buddha-like figures have been found in different

parts of Han China. Buddha images appeared in Sichuan in

much greater number and in more authentic form.** Yet there is

no text recording the practice of Buddhism in this region during

the period when these images were created. The answer to this

dilemma is found in the new cultural and religious contexts of

these images. No longer decorating Buddhist temples, these

images were combined with Taoist symbols and used to embel-

lish cliff tombs, bronze "money trees," and clay "money tree"

bases. As discussed earlier, all these architectural forms and

objects were related to the practice ofWudoumi Dao in the area.

Moreover, these Buddha images have only been found in the

core area of Wudoumi Dao in the Chuanxi Plain.

Two Buddha images of similar form have been found in cliff

tombs at Mahao and Siziwang in Leshan. In each tomb the

image appears on the back wall of the front chamber above the

entrance to the burial chambers, and defines the focus of vi-

sual perception and ritual homage. The one at Mahao is better

Figs. 24a-b

A cliff tomb at Mahao, Leshan. with an image of the BuMhi carved on the lintel

above the entiance to the burial chamber and b) detail showing the image of

the Buddha.
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preserved (fig. 24). The figure is seated, with the left hand hold-

ing a portion of the gown. The right hand is raised in the gesture

known as the abhaya mudra. The face is unfortunately damaged,

but an extra protuberance or usnisa on top of the head—one of

the Buddha's holy marks—is still visible and is ringed by a halo.

All these features, as well as the heavy folds of the robe, can be

traced to Indian images of the Buddha created in Mathura and

Candhara in the second century,*' But in the Mahao tomb, this

"Buddha" is juxtaposed with a sculpted dragon on the lintel.

The basic iconography of this image is shared by another

Buddha figure—a three-dimensional image on a "money tree"

base found in a clifftomb at Pengshan (fig. 25).** The Chinese

scholar Wu Zhuo has noticed that the wsniso on the head of

the Buddha is unusually tall and is shaped almost like a small

cap. He has also identified the two standing figures on either

side of the Buddha as two attendants of different ethnic origins,

one Chinese and one non-Chinese, and the animal motifs on

the Buddha's circular base as a tiger and a dragon." His ob-

servation reveals that this sculpture, rather than being a pure

Buddhist image, synthesizes various Buddhist and Taoist mo-

tifs into an iconic presentation. Such religious fusion is demon-

strated by additional Buddha images found recently in a cliff

tomb at Hejiashan in Mianyang. Decorating fragments of a

bronze "money tree," each image shows the Buddha grasping

the end of his gown with his left hand and raising his right

hand in the abhaya mudra.^ An interesting feature of these

Images is the figures" moustaches, which indicate a possible

Candharan origin; but other motifs on the "money tree" are

traditional Chinese symbols of immortality. It is also significant

that this tomb yielded a "three register" mirror, which, as dis-

cussed earlier, was closely related to the practice ofWudoumi

Dao in this area.

It is not diflficult to explain how images of the Buddha could

facilitate Taoist beliefs and practices. This artistic borrowing was

actually part of a larger religious phenomenon that character-

ized the development of religious Taoism during the second and

third centuries. In the Taoist scripture Taipingjing, for example,

the story of the miraculous birth of Laozi is an outright copy of

that of the Buddha. The same text twice relates that Heaven sent

evil gods and Jade Beauties to test the religious conviction of

Taoist believers. Both accounts arc clearly based on the tempta-

tion of the Buddha by Mara and his daughters." Also around

this time, the story of "Laozi converting the barbarians" (Laozi

huahu) circulated widely in Taoist circles. An early version of this

story relates that "Laozi went to barbarian lands and became the

Buddha."" It is quite certain that in the second and third cencu-

Fig. 25

Clay "money tree" base from Pengshan. Sichuan.

ries, many Taoist followers believed that the Buddha was none

other than Laozi or his manifestation." It is thus not surprising

that stories of the Buddha were used to create a biography for

the legendary founder of religious Taoism. For the same reason,

an image of the Buddha could have been thought of as an image

of Laozi; the Taoist prohibition of representing Laozi may have

encouraged this deliberate misunderstanding. This complex

situation explains a strange Taoist argument, which identifies

Laozi as the inventer of the image of the Buddha: "The barbar-

ians do not believe in emptiness and non-being, therefore when

Laozi emigrated [to the West) he had them make statues of his

form, and with the help of these images he converted these

barbarians."'*

Conclusion

To map early Taoist art means to integrate the studies of Han

art and early religious Taoism in a coherent historical frame-

work. Taking the geography of an early Taoist sect as its cue, I

have tried in this essay to compare the locations of major cen-

ters of Wudoumi Dao with the distribution patterns of certain
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images and ob)ects in Sichuan art. This comparison shows that

two "maps"—one of a regional religious tradition and the other

of a regional art tradition—clearly overlap. A closer examination

ofthe content, function, and context of these images and ob-

jects has further substantiated the strong Taoist characteristics

ofthis regional art tradition.

It should be emphasized, however, that early Taoist art was

an extremely complex phenomenon and consisted of many

different traditions and levels of representation; this essay deals

with only one ofthese traditions. My purpose is therefore to

prompt, no: :o conclude, an important, but much neglected,

line of inquiry in the field of Chinese art history. It is not possible

for me to explain here why the study ofTaoist art has largely

been ignored in this Mi until recent years: but I hope that this

essay has demonstrated the potential contribution ofthis study

to a renewed understanding of Han art.

Many architectural structures, objects, and pictorial images

discussed In this essay are familiar to students of Han art, but

they have only been studied as general properties of a unified

"funerary art" from the third century B r ?n the third century

A.D. By contextualizing these visual forms in a local religious

tradition, it Is now possible for us to identify their specific mean-

ing and to reconstruct their spedik historical deveiopmentA
'Taoist" study of the<ie forms also allows us to explore the iden-

tity and intention of their maliers and owners, and provides a

new perspective from which to understand certain adlural inter-

actions.A study ofeariy Taoist art, therefore, will, 1 hope, not

only rediscover a forgotten tradition, but also contribute to the

general body of research in the field of Chinese art history. To-

gether with a growing scholarship on the Confucian influences

in Hm art, this study will bring our understanding ofChinese

art during this period to a new level."
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Patricia Ebrey

The west wall of the Hall of Purified Yang (Chunyang Dian)

in the Eternal Joy Temple (Yongle Cong), Shanxi province,

painted In 1358. depicts a set of palace buildings amidst clouds.

By the gate and on the terraces, officials mix with Taoist priests.

From the caption, we know that the scene depicts the Assembly

of the Thousand Taoists summoned by Emperor Huizong (1082-

1135, r. 1100-25) during the Song dynasty (960-1279) (fig. i).

Further evidence of the presence of Huizong in the Taoist

tradition is found in liturgical practice. In Taoist temples in Tai-

wan today, as the mtroit to a jiao offering ritual, the officiants,

standing before the altar table, sing In unison one or two of the

ten verses of the hymns composed by Huizong to accompany

the "Pacing the Void" (buxu) ritual dance (see cat. no. 52), such

as the following:

The Precious Registers show how to cultivate perfection.

The cinnabar pledges ascend to the blue heavens.

The streams and fountains bring one near the good-omened.

Arising before dawn. It is calm and peaceful.

Disaster is dispelled from the myriad things

The third constellation is an auspicious sign.

When pacing the void, the sounds are fully comprehended.

Once again we sing the verses of the grotto mysteries.'

In the Taoist tradition, as these two examples attest, Huizong

is a celebrated figure. He is one of the three or four emperors

who did the most to promote Taoism, putting him in the same

class with Xuanzong (r. 712-56) in the Tang dynasty and Zhen-

zong (r. 998-1022) In the early Song.' Huizong's pro-Taolst

actions included sponsoring the first printing of the Taoist canon,

heaping honors on charismatic Taoist teachers, setting up a

Taoist school curriculum, sponsoring Taoist temples throughout

the country, and favoring Taoists over their long-term rivals, the

Buddhists.

Detail, fig. 8

Fig. 1

The west wall of the Hall of Purified Yang In the Eternal Joy Temple. Shanxi

pfovince, depicting the Ajjetnbly of the Thousand Taouts (detail). Vuan

dynasty. 1358. Ink and colofS on platter
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f mperor Huizong. Tivo Potrtn (detail),

in Sleodf Cold script. Northefn Song

djrnasty, c. 1120. Handscroll; ink on silk;

27.2 X 26^.9 cm. Nalionil Palace

Museum, Taipei.

Taoists were not the only learned and talented men Huizong

brought to his court. Joseph Neeidham has compared Huizong's

court to that of Rudolf II at Prague, where, five centuries later,

alchemists, astrologers, prophets, artists, and Rosicrucians

enjoyed the patronage of a learned and curious sovereign.* But

even more than Rudolf II, Huizong was a practitioner himself.

He was not satisfied to gather around him individuals with ex-

ceptional talents and powers, but tried his hand at a very large

range of the arts and sciences of his day. He developed a distinc-

tive style of calligraphy, still easily recognizable (the Slender Gold

style; see fig. 2), and he mastered both the running and cursive

scripts as well. He wrote hundreds of poems, over four hundred

ofwhich survive. He also wrote on music, tea, medicine, and

Taoist subjects. Most amazingly, perhaps, he painted in several

styles, from the sketchy, "amateur" style of the literati to the

highly exacting style of court bird-and-flower painting traditions

(see fig. 3).'

Traditional Chinese historiography has been decidedly am-

bivalent about Huizong, undoubtedly because his reign came

to a tragic end when his armies could not fend off the invasion

of the non-Chinese Jurchen from the north, and he and three

thousand members of his family and court were taken captive,

to end out their lives in the far north. Although some historians

reveal admiration for Huizong's talents, the moral framework

of Chinese historiography makes explaining what went wrong

the main task for historians. Huizong's many passions then

become his vices, not his virtues. His love of art is seen as self-

indulgence and his faith in Taoism as self-delusion. His pas-

sions, in this view, not only indicate a dangerous indifference to

the serious business of governing, but also led him to waste so

many resources that the country was in no condition to put up

an adequate defense against the Jurchen, making the debacle

that ended his reign all but inevitable. This view of Huizong was

found in late Song sources and is still commonly repeated today.'

Art historians rarely object to this portrayal, but some histori-

ans of Taoism have tried to counter it by presenting Huizong

as a deeply religious man who was convinced that he would

benefit everyone through his promotion of the true religion.*

In this essay my goal is not to judge whether Huizong's

Taoist faith or art mania had deleterious effects on his ability

to govern, but rather to use them as a vantage point for con-

sidering the complexities of the relations among Taoism, art,

and emperorship in imperial China. Emperors in China were

the grandest of all patrons. They could and did order the con-

struction and decoration of temples in the far reaches of the

empire. They commissioned and collected art on a scale no

private individual could match. A ruler like Huizong. moved by

both art and Taoist teachings and willing to devote vast re-

sources to promoting them, had the potential to make a great

impact on the development of religion, art. and religious art.

The links between Taoism and imperial rule date far back in

China's history. Many of the gods ofTaoism were conceived of

as emperors. They had titles redolent of imperial majesty and,

wearing imperial garments, sat on thrones in temples called

palaces. Those who wished to communicate with them used

the ritual forms (prostrations, written petitions) employed by

those addressing emperors. Emperors, for their part, found

much to value in Taoist philosophy, cosmology, and ritual,

ranging from the early Taoist notions of the emperor who

achieves everything by doing nothing, to grand Taoist rituals

of cosmic renewal, to projects to establish Taoist temples

throughout the realm. But emperors did not have an exclusive

relationship with Taoism—they had to preside over the state

cult, for which Confucian ritualists presented themselves as

the experts, and they were expected to support the Buddhist

establishment as well. In fact, emperors more committed to

Taoism than to Confucianism or Buddhism were the exception

rather than the rule.
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The links bttween Taoism and art in China are no less com-

plex. Taoist ideas were pervasive in art theoiy and practice,

espcrially '1 ("airerar>hy, pa'rt'"2, and gardei desipn. even if in

somewhat diluted secular form. Taoist religious art, however,

such as inu^ ofdeities, developed in a context in which Bud-

dhism was an ovenvhelming presence. There were many times

more Buddhist than Taoist temples in the land, and the artists

called on to decorate Taoist temples usually did most of their

work for Buddhist temples. As a result, distinctively Taoist styles

ofpainting or sculpting deities were slow to emerge.

Court patronage of both religion and art is also a complex

subject. Until relatively modern times, royal courts the world

over have been major sites of cultural production, sponsoring

much of the finest architecture, metalworic, music, painting,

poetiy, religion, philosophy, science, fiirniture, textiles, and so

on. There is no myste^ to this: it is only to be expected in peri-

ods when wealth, power, books, treasures, talent, and other

resources are concentrated in the capital and court. In China,

at least, there was also a strong cultural validation for the pre-

eminence ofthe court In Cbnliician theoiyi in the best of all

possible worlds, the Son of Heaven (the emperor) v.'ould be a

perfect exemplar of all the virtues, and his court woulc be a

center for music, poetry, art, ritual, and everything refined and

beautiful. Nevertheless, over the course oftime, in China as

elsewhere, royal patronage became a less dominam element in

higher culture. The eventual decline in the cultural preeminence

ofthe court is a complex phenomenon connected to such devel-

opments as changes in the technology oftransmitting culture,

new forms ofwealth, the emergence ofgreat dties far from the

capital, and more. In the Chinese case, the Six Dynasties period

(the Southern Dynasties; 420-589) and Tang are viewed as high

points of court culture, and a subsequent decline is vaguely

associated with the rise ofthe literati. Wi have long known that

Song literati such as Su Shi (1036-1101) challenged court taste

in painting with their promotion of the "amateur ideal," the idea

that painting done by artists outside the court and outside the

art market was superior to painting done by profiessional or

court artists.' RecentlyAmy McNair has shown how during the

early Song the court as the arbiter of taste in calligraphy came to

be challenged in a similar way by scholars such as Ouyang Xiu

(1007-1072), who extolled the bold and direct style of Yari

Zhenqing over the highly polished Vltang Xizhi style associated

with the court since early Tang times.* But what about other

domains of art, such as temple and garden design, illustrated

books, porcelains, or textiles? Or other domains of culture, in-

cluding religion, scholarship, and science? Mites the court better

able to leverage Its vast resources toward shaping cultural devel-

opments in these fields?

Other scholars have loo'-ted at some of the artistic activities

I deal with m this essay without playing up their connections to

Taoism on the grounds that there was nothing exclusively Tao-

ist about them. Peter Sturman has argued that one does not

have to consider Huizong's Taoist activities to understand his

paintings of auspicious subjects such as Cranes ofGood Omen.

since auspiciousness was a matter of concern to Confucians as

well as Taolsts.* Similarly, )ames IHargett has downplayed Taoist

connections to Huizong's huge garden, theCenyue, prefin'riiig

to put it in the context of prior imperial pleasure parks." In this

essay, however. I approach the Taoist aspects of these ventures

from a different perspective. Taoists were not obligated to make

art totally unlike the art non-Taoists made. Oncewe recognize

that Huirong had a strong interest in Taoism from early in his

reign, many of the art-related projects he undertook can he seen

as precisely the ones an emperor with such Taoist interests

wouM undertake. Our understanding ofthem can only be deep-

ened by seeing how they fit into a Taoist agenda.

in this essay I am not concerned with the unanswerable ques-

tion of how much of what was produced under Huizong's name

at his court was done by him acting alone, without any assis-

tance from the thousands who served him in one capacity or

anothei:" Just iswe assume that court ofirdals regularly drafted

most of the edicts that were iwued in Huizong's name it is

reasonable to assume that he turned to other sorts of specialists

either to draft or complete other worits (and evidence ofjust

that pnctioe will be given below), l-luizong was the CEO. im-

pressario, general editor—the one who decided what was to be

done, how it should be approached, and whether the finished

product met his standards. We do not have to believe that Hui-

zong moved each rock to credit him with the Cenyue ganten,

nor do we have to think he came up with each allusion in the

poerns that ci'culated unde' his name or 'nade each stroke in

every painting that he signed. An emperor with grand goals had

every reason to drawon the talents ofthose serving him.

Still, it is worth noting in the stoiy that fi»llows the emphasis

Huizong placed on his personal participation, especially his

personal brush. A major way an emperor shoswed the level of his

Interest and support was by getting personally involved and by

symbolically ghring a piece ofhimsel^usually something he

had personally written. Other themes that run through Hui-

zong's involvement with both the arts and Taoism are concerns

with potency and efficacy. In the spheres wc label Taoist and

thosewe label ait the techniques of gaining power by naming or
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•mbodying seem to have played rather similar roles, and skilb

Huizong learned in one arena he could carry over to the other.

A chronological survey of Huizong's engagement with art

and Taoism must start with his youth. Born the third son of the

reigning emp«ror, Shenzong (r. 1067-85), Huizong was Still a

toddler when his Arther died and his eldest brother, then eight

years old (ten sui), succeeded to the throne as Zhezong."

Huizong continued to live in the palace, where he was prepared

for the life ofthe wealthy prince.

In the world of Huizong's youth, the resources ofart and

religion were available in abundance, but individuals were free

to choose which resources to draw on. Shenzong had taken

considerable interest in the woric of court painters, and artists

RkeGuo Xi and Cui Bo thrived under his patronage. Shenzong's

mother, the Empress Dowager Cao, who took over the court

after his death, had less interest in painting, and Zhezong, once

he took personal charge of the government after her death in

1093, does not seem to have had any special interest in painting

either. Several of Huizong's aunts and uncles, however, had

strong interest in the arts, some eNcelling in calligraphy or paint-

ing ot^'e^s taking rrore of an interest in connoisse.i'ship and

collecting. For a few of them, Taoism was one of many interests,

like medicine, music, and antiques.

Huizong and the four brothers he grew up with in the palace

were given literary educations in the classics and histories. A set

of linked mansions was built for them, designed by the famous

architect Li Jie, so that by the time they were in their mid teens

they oouM move out ofthe palace. Huizong's interests in paint-

ing and caligraphy began in this period. He studied with good

teachers and nodeled hirtT^elf op major rTusters Hp also begar>

to collect old works, and found that his high rank and kinship

conrtections gave him entrfe to key circles ofconnoisseurs and

colectors, including relatives such as Wing Shen (wMowed

husband ofShenzong's sister) and imperial clansmen such as

Zhao Lingrang.

Politics in this period were decidedly unpleasant Empress

Dowager Cao, who had never approved ofShenzong's sup-

port for the reformer NUing Anshi, brought in the most vocal of

Wang's opponents once she had the chance. After she died, in

1093, Zhezong returned the favor, expelling the conservatives

and returning the reformers to power. Princes were expected

to stay distant from all ofthis political maneuvering—nothing

would be viewed as more threatening to the throne than a pos-

sible heir becorriing friendly with men who had a stake in succes-

sion at court. It was astute of Huizong as a prince to act more

interested in art than politics.

Huizong was seventeen (nineteen sui) when Zhezong died

without an heir at^ twenty-five, early in 1100. Shenzong's two

eldest surviving sons were only three months apart in age, and

Shenzong's widow, who was the mother of neither of them,

selected Huizong over his elder brother on the grounds that his

brother had problems with his eyes (emperors were expected to

do a great deal of reading). During Huizong's first year as em-

peror, he was somewhat tentative, deferring to his stepmother

and attempting a reconciliation of the two main political factions

by inviting representetives ofeach to join the small circle of

leading officials. But by 1103 he had decided to favor the faction

identified with his father and Wang Anshi (the reformers). He

appointed Cai Jing (1046-1126) as chief councillor and in 1104

approved a plan to bar from office all ofthe "Ykianyou partisans"

who had been brought to office by his grandmother after

Shenzong died.

From his earliest years on the throne Huizong acted on his

interests in art. When he had the Taoist Temple of the Five Peaks

(Wuyue Cuan) built, he reauited several hundred painters from

all over the realm to paint its walls. According to Deng Chun,

H'jizong's dissati5*'act'0n with the quality of their work gave him

the idea of settmg up a painting school to raise standards.^'

Thus, In 1104, when he implemented an ambitious expansion

ofthe school system, he set up schools within the palace Ibr

both painting and calligraphy. The eminent connoisseur Mi Fu

was brought to court as an erudite of painting and calligraphy."

Rigorous training programs were instituted, with calligraphy

students studying different scripts, and painting students study-

ing both texts and diflferent genres ofpainting. The students in

these schools wcrr- promoted on the bas-s ©''examinations,

putting them on more of a par with those who studied the clas-

sics in order to become dvil servants.

Huizong quickly slwwed he had a collector's passion for

acquiring fine things. In 1105 he set up a bureau in Suzhou to

forward rocks, flowers, and trees from the southeast for the

imperial gardens." Huizong also began collecting art objects

on a large scale. He acquired marty items from Ml Fu and

^ng Shen. including both calligraphy and paintings. His col-

lection of antique bronzes grew so fast that already in 1107 the

first edition of his illustrated catalogue was published." Two

years later he published a set of calligraphy reproductions, the

Sptelmens oftht Oogiwn Puhd (Dagutm

Huizong's well-developed interest in the exceptional drew

him to both learned Taoist masters and/or7gshi, men capable of

tapping into mysterious powers to work wonders." Early in his

reign, in 1104, he put into practice some ofthe proposals ofthe
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seer, wondeMwerker, and musical theorist We) Hanjin, who ad-

vocated not merely the codification of new musical scales, but

also the casting of nine bronze tripods using wafer and soil from

the nine regions of the realm. The tripods were installed in a

special temple where they were used in sacrifices to the Yellow

Emperor, the Duke ofZhou, and others, using a complex scheme

of color and direction correlations. In response, an especially

auspicious sign appeared: several thousand cranes circled above

the palace surrounded by colored clouds.'*

The Taoist masterwho had the most frequent contact with

Huizong in His early years was Liu Hunkang (1035-1108),

twenty-fifth patriarch of the Highest Purity (Shangqing) lineage

at Mount Mao (Mao Shan) in Jiangsu province. Mao Shan had

btm a TMisl center since the fiMirth century, the farm ofTao-

ism associated with it distinguished above ell far Its focus on

the stars. During the Tang, Mao Shan Taoism was close to the

oflRcial religion."

Liu Hunkang had already been favored at court under Shen-

zong and Zhezong." Huizong summoned him to court soon

aAier taking the throne, but in 1103 Liu asked to return to Mao

Shan. Between then and Liu's death in no8, Huizong kept up

an active correspondence with him; several dozen of Huizong's

letters to him have been preserved in the history ofMao Shan."

These letters deal both with ordinary matters and with issues of

rdigious ideas and practice. Huizong repeatedly urged Liu to

come to the capital The two d'scussed the construction of

buildings Huizong was providing at Mao Shan. Liu encouraged

Huizong to support Taoism in Its competition with Buddhism,

and they carried on a correspondence concerning the problem

of Buddhist temples incorporating shrines to Taoist deities."

Cai Tao (d. 1147), son of Cai Jing, thought it was Liu's slanders

ofthe Buddhists that turned Huizong away from Buddhism."

From the letters Huizong sent Liu, we see the range oftopics

Huizong considered within the purview of a Taoist master. Hui-

zong inquired about methods for curing illness, the names to

be given newly constructed temples, and how to deal with mis-

fortunes such as the continuous rains that were harming form-

ers. He repeatedly asked for detailed analyses ofdisasters and

anomalies He once noted that "the r^attrr I prayed for previ-

ously Still has not had a response."" Huizong made reference to

Ms own religious practices, particularly the use of talismans. We

do not have Liu's responses, but sometimes Huizong dted a

statement Liu had made in previous letters, such as the state-

ment that gentlemen cannot become /a rigs>ii' by force."

Art occasionally entered into the relationship between these

two men. In 1106 Huizong sent several items for the new temple,

including a plaque with the title ofthe temple in his own calligra-

phy and an essay written by the high official Cai Bian (10J8-1117;

Cai )ing's brother) He also sent ten fans with his own painting

and calligraphy on them, telling Liu to use them to summon a

breeze on a hot day." These fans seem to have been personal

gifb, much like the fiins Huizong gave to leading officials on

other occasions." For the temple, Huizong gave an that was

more distinctly religious. Cai Bian"s essay mentions that Hui-

zong sent as gifts for the new temple several chapters of Taoist

scripture that he wrote out himselfas well as a painting of Laozi

that he painted himself The next year, when Huizong was

sending another group of presents, he included two more paint-

ings he had done himself, of two of the most important Taoist

deities, the CelestialWwthy ofPrimordial Beginning (Yuanshi

tianzun) and the Supreme Lord ofthe Way (Taishang daojun).

Huizong wrote that if these were put together with the painting

he had done the year before of Laozi, they would make a com-

plete set of the Three Purities (Sanqing), the highest gods of

Taoism (see cat nos. 6s-€7)." In another letter Huizong men-

tioned the completion ofan image ofthe Third Mao Lord (San

Mao jun), one of the principal deities of the Hehest Pi.nty

movement, which would be given to Liu when he returned to

thecapitel.**

Huizong's calligraphy seems to have been valued even more

than his paintings. At one point Liu asked permission to have

some of the calligraphy Huizong had done for him carved on

stone at the temple. Huizong responded that the commemora-

tive essay he had written for the temple and the seelng-off poem

he had recently sent oould be engraved, but not the letters that

were in his hand." Apparently H'ji.?onj; would not have been so

open in his letters to bu if he had expected them to be carved

on stone for all to read.

From these early years on, Huizong took an interest in

Taoist liturgy. In 1108 he ordered that liturgies for the Rite of

the Golden Register be collected in order to send them to each

county and prefecture with a Taoist temple where the prefect

or magistrate would select a Taoist priest to perform them."

According to Michel Strickmann, "The purpose ofthe Rite of

the Colder Register ever since its inception in the fifth century

had been to guarantee the welfare of the imperial house. Thus

the distribution of a newly codified redaction ofthe Golden Reg-

ister Rites was intended to ensure that a vast chorus of suppli-

cation ofthe interests ofthe Song would rise from every corner

of the empire."" Preparing this compendium took time, and two

years later Huizong handed over to his chief councillor, Zhang

Shangying (1043-1121). what had been assembled. He told
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Fig 1

Emperor Huizong. Fivt-Co\ortd Para-

keet (detail). Northern Song dynasty,

earty tzth century. HandscroJI; ink

and colors on silk; 53 5 x ijj.t cm.

Museum of Fine Arts. Boston.

Zhang that the Taoist masters to whom he had entrusted the job

disagreed on many points and that he wanted Zhang to correct,

complete, and polish what they had submitted."

From about the beginning of the Zhenghe period (iin-iy),

Huizong began taking on more ambitious projects, many with

Taoist connections. By this time he was in his early thirties, full

of confidence and energy. He began building on a large scale,

had paintings of auspicious signs done by the hundreds if not

thousands, and started collecting rare Taoist texts, to mention

only some of the most ambitious projects.

Building projects certainly must have consumed a lot of en-

ergy and resources. In the fourth month of 1113, the building in

which Huizong had been born was converted into a Taoist shrine.

In that same month, a new palace complex was begun, called

Precious Harmony Hall (Baohe Dian). Decorated in an under-

stated style with unpainted wooden beams and rafters, it had

pavilions for the storage of books, antiques, paintings, calligra-

phy, and musical instruments." But the largest palace-related

project was the huge extension of the palace to the north, cre-

ating the parklike Extended Blessings Palace (Yanfu Cong).

Writing half a century later. Hong Mai (1123-1202) described

Extended Blessings as the most extravagant palace project done

in Song times. It had seven halls, thirty pavilions, and a no-foot

artificial mountain with a pavilion on top. A pond measuring 400

by 267 feet was dug, and the cranes, deer, and peacocks kept

there numbered m the thousands.** In 1115 Huizong also re-

started a long-set-aside plan to build a Hall of Enlightenment,

which the architect Li Jie had planned for him in 1104."

Given the scale of these construction projeas, it is perhaps

not surprising that Huizong set court painters on an ambitious

project as well: making visual records of all the auspicious phe-

nomena of his reign. A couple of Huizong's poems refer to sum-

moning painters to make visual records of auspicious objects

and events:

Fine crops are a sign that this is a special time.

There are even numinous mushrooms at the base of the Halcyon

Arch.

Passing through, one sees their brilliance anil knows they are an

exceptional thing.

A painter is summoned to create a new picture."

No day passes without auspicious items brought for submission.

With bows they present grains and grasses, each different in some

way.

Sometimes I call for an expert in red and green pigments.

In each case I give him the plan and have him make the painting.'*

If are to take at face value the accounts of art chroniclers

such as Deng Chun and Tang Hou, Huizong must have called

on painters to record auspicious occurrences rather frequently.
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not to mention taking up the brush himself from time to time.

Deng Chun, in his Painting Continued (Huaji) of 1167, mentioned

that paintings were made of unusual phenomena deemed to be

of good omen, such as a red crow, white magpie, and double-

stemmed bamboo, as well as rare objects sent from distant

lands. These pictures were made up into a series of albums of

fifteen leaves each.*" Tang Hou, writing over a century later,

claimed that hundreds of albums of thirty pictures each were

made in this way and concluded that court painters must have

done much of the work."

Of the dozen or more surviving paintings believed to be by

Huizong's hand, three are thought to have originated in this

project: Five-Colored Parakeet {fig. 3), Cranen ofGood Omen

(fig. 4), and Auipicious Dragon Rock (fig. 5). The size of these

short handscrolls (perhaps originally large album leaves) varies

from 51 to 54 centimeters in height and 125 to 138 centimeters

in width. The coupling of lengthy inscriptions and exacting

painting means the auspicious phenomenon is documented

in both word and image. On the two that have fully legible in-

scriptions, Hulzong claimed not merely to have "designed" the

painting but also to have painted it and done the calligraphy

("Imperially designed, imperially painted, and inscribed" [yu

zhi yu hua bing ihu)).

Taoist associations are strongest in Cranes ofGood Omen.

The painting depicts eighteen cranes flying above the southern

front gate to the palace, with two more cranes perched on the

roof ornaments. Clouds surround the gate. Above the clouds

the sky is painted an azure blue, something quite unusual in a

Chinese painting. The roof is drawn in the standard style for

rendering architectural subjects, with the lines of the tiles and

the brackets of the eaves all drawn with a ruler. The cranes, al-

though small, are carefully depicted, the black and red feathers

of their heads, necks, and tails scrupulously indicated. Their

heads are all seen in profile, but the wings of those in flight are

seen from above. They are flying in several directions, suggest-

ing that they were circling around above the roof This impres-

sion of action is countered by an equally strong impression of

elegant patterning. The cranes are distributed fairly evenly over

the sky in a two-dimensional pattern, with none blocking the

view of another, creating the sort of pattern one might find on

a textile or lacquer box.

The inscription on Cranes ofGood Omen instructs us to view

it as a visual record of an extraordinary event witnessed by thou-

sands of residents of the capital:

Fig-

4

Emperor Hulzong. Cronti ofCood Omen, Northern Song dynasty, earty lath

century Harvdsiroll; ink ar»d colors on silk; y x ijB.z cm Liaoning Provincial

Museum, Shenyang.

Emperor Huizong. Auipicioui Dmgfm Hock (detail). Northern Song

dynasty. HandscroU; ink and light colors on silk; $3-8 x 127.5 ^rn.

Palace Musevm. Beijing.
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On the mning oTthe day after the shaHgfuan festival In ma,

auspicious clouds suddenly formed in ntasses and descandad

about the rnain gate of the palace, illuminating it, Everyone

raised their heads to gaze at them. Suddenly a group of cranes

appeared flying and calling in the slqf. Two came to perdi atop

the 'owl-tair ridge^rnaments ofthe gate, complelelx at ease

and self-composed. The others all wheeled about in the sky, as if

responding to some rhythrn. Residents of the capital walking about

all bowed in reverence, gazing from thr. Jhty sighed at length

over the unusual sight For some time the cranes did not disperse.

Then thqr circled aboot and flew off, aapeiating at the nofthvMst

quarter of the city Moved by ttiis auspicious event, I wrote the

following poem to record the facts:

Brilliant multi-hued rainbows caress the roof s ridge.

The immortal birds, proclaiming good auspices, suddenly arrive

in lavorafale response.

NMfiing about; originally denizens oftheThree Immortal isles.

Pair after pair, ther go on presentii^ their thotisand^fear-old

forms.

They seem to be imitating the blue fwffit phoenix that roosted atop

the jeweled hailc.

CouU they possibly be the same as the red geese that congregated

at Heaven's Pond?

Lingering they call and cry at the Cinnabar Tower,

Thus causing the ever^sy common folic to know oftheir

presence.^

The vocibulaiy employed in this poem is similar to that in the

large body ofpoetry by Hulzong, which has many references to

auspic'ou?; or rrrjlticoiored clouds, rainbows, phoenixes, cranes,

flying, the auspicious, the numinous, and places such as Cinna'

barTower and the Three Immortal Islands.

It is the painting, however, that makes Cranes 0/GoodOmen

so powerful. Peter Sturman, in his study ofthis painting, draws

attention to how the meticulous fashion in which the cranes and

building are painted makes the auspicious event somehow more

teal.* There seems a ritual dimension here: not only does repre-

sentation call powers into being, but getting every detail right is

essential to success.

Oanes appear in other paintings and poems by Huizong, An

album of six depictions of cranes in various poses signed by

Huizong was published in the 1930s, though its current where-

abouts is unknown (fig. 6). Years ago Benjamin Rowland pro-

posed that this album vns a copy ofa weiMoiown but no tonger

extant wall painting by Huang Quan, a painter Huizong ad-

mired.** Huizong also wrote a set often poems on cranes. The

following two show something ofthe range ofthemes:

The hails ofthe Five Clauds Palace allow one to pace the void at

length.

The Dipper revolves and turns the empyrean Defore the night is

done

Hm white crane flies hare carrying an auspicious missive.

The pure sounds one after the other^-the iragrance ofreturning

spirits.**

They assemble at Penglai, then scattef—the immortals returning.

Feathered riders breeze by—the white cranes flying.

In brilliant ages people are used to seeing such auspidous sights.

Why mustwe wait ibr Iblk ballads to sing ofthe golden<lothed?*

Huizong's interest in the visual depiction ofauspicious signs

was also ntanHested in other ways. Several times between 1114

and 1117 he had special flaj^s commissioned so that representa-

tions of these phenomena could be carried in the grand proces-

sions that accompanied the imperial carriage when the emperor

left the palace to perform rituals.**

The early and middle Zhenghe period also marked an inten-

sified interest in Taoism on Huizong's part Cai Tao. who. as

the son of Cai jing, had as good an opportunity to know what

went on at court as anyone, thought a dream marked the turn-

ing point

Eariy in the Zhenghe period the emperorwas iN. Aiker a hundred

days he vns on the mend, then one night he lud a dream that

someone iumn^oned hirr In the drear-'i it wH'; like the timewAen

he lived m his prirtcely mansion and attended Zhezong's court

In response to the summons he entered a IMst temple where two

Taoist masters acted as ushers. They ankied at an altar where the

exalted one told Huizong: "It is your destiny to promote my reli-

gion." Huizong bowed twice and accepted the command As he

left, the two ushers led him away. When he woke up he made a

record ofthe dream and sent it to Cai
J
ing, who at the time was

living in Hangzhou.**

It was alter this dream, Cai Tao claimed, that Huizong stepped

up the construction of Taoist temples in the palace and brought

in more Taoists to perform ceremonies. It was then, too, that he

personally composed the "Pacing the Void" hymns still extant.

The two Taoist masters who attracted the most notice at

court in this period were both sumamed MMmg. Vtang LaozhI was

an ascetic who ate only one meal a day and wore only a single
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Fig. 6

Emperor Hulzong. Crane. I«af 6 from an album

of 6 leaves eniitled Si> Oon«. Northern Song

dynasty. Ink and colors on silk Location

unlirtown.

Til

garment winter or summer. In the ninth month of 1113, he was

summoned to the palace and given the title Master of the Cav-

ern Tenuity (Dongwei xiansheng). Huizong had Cai Jing house

him in the southern garden of the house he had given Cai jing.

Once, according to Cai Tao. Huizong asked Wang about his

consort Liu, who had recently died." Wang told him she was the

Sovereign of Exalted True Purple Emptiness (Shangzhen zixu

yuanjun). For some time Wang served as a medium and carried

messages between Huizong and Consort Liu. One of the other

consorts, who also missed Consort Liu, asked Wang Laozhi

whether Liu still remembered her, and the next day Wang brought

a letter from Liu discussing things the two consorts had talked

about the previous autumn. Many literati treated Wang Laozhi

as a seer and visited him to have him write characters for them,

which were interpreted as cryptic prognostications. Huizong did

a piece of his calligraphy for him, which read "Illuminated Per-

fected who Observes the Marvelous" (Cuanmiao mingzhen).^'

After Wang Laozhi died, in 1114, another clairvoyant, Wang

Zixi, took his place, both at Cai Jing's house and at court. At the

time there was a drought. When the emperor prayed for rain, he

would send a messenger to Wang to get him to write a prayer

for rain on a plain piece of paper, Once when this occurred,

Wang Zixi suddenly wrote a small talisman with a note to the

left: "Burn this talisman, put the ashes in hot water, and wash

with it." The palace messenger was afraid to take it, but Wang

insisted. This talisman water turned out to be an effective cure

for the pink-eye then afflicting a favored consort." Through his

uncanny prescience of this sort, Wang developed a reputation

for being able to foresee events. Cai )ing, however, grew tired of

him and complained to Huizong about being asked to support

fangshi, whereupon Huizong had Wang sent instead to a Taoist

temple he had just built."

Huizong's fascination with these extraordinary individuals did

not lead him to neglect the more text-oriented side ofTaoism.

Late in 1113 Huizong issued a general call for the collection of

Taoist texts, ordering prefects and circuit intendants to conduct

wide searches and priests, laymen, gentlemen, and commoners

all to submit their Taoist books promptly." Moreover, in the

third month of 1114 he ordered every circuit to send ten Taoists

to the capital for advanced training."

Some of the learned Taoists who arrived in the capital were

brought into the project of editing a new Taoist canon. This

editorial project did not just look for the best editions of old

classics, but incorporated the key texts of relatively recent teach-

ings, such as the Celestial Heart, Thunder Rites, and Divine

Empyrean schools," As the work on the canon was completed,

other editorial jobs were found for the assembled Taoists, in-

cluding a Hiitory ofthe Tao (Daoshi) and an fnstitutes ofthe Tao

(Doodian). The Hiitoty was to cover the period through the Five

Dynasties, with chronicles of the rulers who had attained tran-

scendence, twelve monographs on Taoist subjects, and biogra-

phies of male and female immortals. The Institutes would cover

the Song period.**

Although these text-oriented projects were taking Huizong's
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interest in Taoism away from dreams, auspicious signs, and

communications with the dead, they also led to his meeting Lin

Lingsu, the Taoist master who Huizoig cane to ^eel had powers

greater than any of the others he had met over tlie years." Lin

came to the capital in 1113 or 1114, probabiy in response to Hui-

zong's call for unusual texts and adepts. Originally from Wen-

zhou (Zhejiang), Lin was a master of Thunder Rites and an

exponent of a new sect of Taoism, Divine Empyrean (Slienxiao)

Taoism, which he had learned from a Taoist master In Sichuan.^

The Divine Empyrean, they proclaimed, was a celestial region

far superior to those that governed the other Taoist orders, in

Isabelle Robinet's words, 'The style of this movement was es-

Sfntially li'.urgicai. A comple!f> cycle of recitations ensures the

salvation of humankind, equivalent to a Return to the Origin.

It breaks the circle of life and death and permits rebirth in the

Taiping heaven. An important place is reserved for the cosmic

and aootropaic power of thunder and lightning which the mas-

ter must intenorize in order to make use of its power"**

One ofthe earliest and fullest accounts of Lin Ungsu again

draws attention to Hulzong's beliefthat dreams reveal truths.

One night Huizong dreamt that in response to a summons from

the Eastern Flov^fery Sovereign he traveled to a Divine Empyrean

Palace. When he awolce, he asked the Taoist official Xu Zhichang

to find out what the tenms referred to. After asking around, Xu

learned ofa Taoist from Wenzhou named Un who talked ofthe

Divine Empyrean and had v.Tittcn poems about it Xu reported

this to Huizong, who summoned Lin. At his audience, Huizong

asked Lin what techniques he possessed, and Lin rather im-

modestly claimed to comprehend the Heavens, the world of

men, and the subterranean regions. Huizong granted Lin titles

and built the Penetrating Truth Tenple for him to live in.*" Lin's

first ;ob was to work on the Hutoiy of the Too, but soon he was

giving monthly lectures in the palace for court officials and im-

perial relatives.

What makes Lin Lingsu notorious in Chinese historiography

is his revelation in 1116 or 1117 that Huizong was an incarnation

ofthe elder son ofthe Jade Emperor, named the Great Lord of

Long Life (Changsheng dadi)." Huizong was so pleased with

learning this from Lin that he had the palatial Supreme Purity

Precious Treasure Temple built for him. He also ordered Divine

Empyrean tempies established in every prefecture to house im-

ages ofthe Great Lord ofLong Life and his brother, the Sover-

eign ofQinghua. Existing Taoist temples could be used for this

purpose. In places without any Taoist temples, Buddhist ones

couM be converted, and there is evidence that Buddhist temples

were in feet taken over by Taoists in this period." The construc-

tion or conversion ofthese temples must have created a lot of

work for painters and sculptors, since they ^icaliy had twenty-

t^^'0 immortals depicted on their eastern and western walls, in

addition to images of the main deities at their altars."

Twice in 1117 Lin Lingsu was involved in the descent of heav-

enly spirits. The first occurred in the second month when Un

Lingsu announced that the Sovereign ofQ nghua had descended

to earth. Huizong assembled huge numbers of Taoist priests at

Precious Treasure Temple to hear Lm tell of this great event.**

This is the Assembly ofthe Thousand Taoists commemorated

on the wall ofthe Eternal Joy Temple.** From then on Huizong

made frequent trips to this temple and would always distribute

largo ouantlties of cash. Wanting his subjects to know of the

strength of his commitment to Taoism, in the fourth month of

1117 Huizong issued an edict stating that he believed he had

been given the mission of saving China from the foreign religion

(i.e., Buddhism) and returning it to the correct way **

The second visitation of heavenly spirits occurred in the

twelfth month. The Dfnastk Hittoty o/tto Song (Song shi) merely

records that heavenly spirits came down to Earthly Tranquility

Hall (Kunning Dian) and that a stone was carved to record the

event." One stele in Huizong's calligraphy with the full account

of the event survived in a temple in Shaanxi, showing that rut>-

bings ofthe stete in the capital must have been distributed for

copying around the country (fig. 7). This fbur-foot-tall stele is

perhaps the most unambiguously Taoist v.'ork among the sur-

viving examples of Huizong's art. It Is visually striking because

ofthe "dragon-emblem cloud-seal" script used for the poem

by Lin Lingsu at the top.**The lower part, in Huizong's slender

gold calligraphy, records that on the evening ofthe full moon in

the twelfth month of 1117, heavenly spirits again descended to

Earthly Tranquility Hall, creating a scene even more numinous

and extraordinary than the time before. Amidst thunder, light-

ning, and colored clouds, a procession appeared, and marvel-

ous music and unusual fragrances were perceptible.

Sudden^ among the tables there was a twenty-eight character

poem In dragon-emWem, cloud-seal script. The vocabulary was

as marvelous as spirits and immortals, unlike that of the human

world. Before the ink was drjn i kwhed at it doseljn Cliu Hui. the

Senior Oflker ofthe Vtlestem Tenace, had signed the end of it.

Chu Hui is none other than the Feathefed Guest, Lin Lingsu, who

is the Senior Officer of the Western Terrace of the Royal Headquar-

ters oFthe BaUed Supreme Divine Empyrean Jade Purity Right

Extramt, the first among the ragions ofHeaven's administnlians

ofthe Immortals. At this time he was fer away )n Penetrating
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Truth Temple sleeping soundly, yet he was able in the night to

communicate with the spirits like this. The next day when ques-

tioned about this incident, he smiled but did not answer, so I knew

one cannot communicate in words how the great Way shows its

vast powers, which is to be found specifically in the conjunction

of ideas. Accordingly I have engraved this on stone to record the

facts. Written in Proclaiming Harmony Hall (Xuanhe Dian) on a

day in the middle of the month.*'

Huizong's confidence in the potency of his own calligraphy

—

both its inherent power when judged by the aesthetic standards

of the time and its added power as a manifestation of the Son

of Heaven—undoubtedly encouraged him to agree to let his

calligraphy be widely displayed. As seen above, he had earlier

allowed Liu Hunkang to erect stelae with his compositions in

his handwriting. Later, in the eighth month of 1119. Huizong

composed and wrote in his own hand a record of the Shenxiao

Jade Purity Longevity temples that was carved on a stele, and

copies were distributed throughout the realm so that stones

could be erected at Shenxiao temples everywhere."'

Hulzong did not confine his compositions to commemora-

tive pieces. Like Xuanzong in the Tang, he wrote a commentary

on the Laozi, This text, which has been preserved in the Taoist

canon, cites a range of authorities, including Confucius and

Mencius, but draws most heavily on the philosopher Zhuangzi

and the Book of Changes (Yijing)." Liu Ts'un-yan, who studied

the commentary in depth, finds in it evidence that Huizong

looked on the Laozi as a guidebook for rulers on how to gov-

ern." Huizong's commentary was engraved in stone at the

Shenxiao temple in the ninth month of ni8 and printed in 1123."

Scholars were encouraged to read and comment on it. The Tao-

ist Canon contains commentaries on Huizong's commentary

written by two contemporaries, one a low-ranking official, the

other a student at the imperial academy"

Huizong's enthusiasm for Lin Lingsu's teachings occasionally

intersected with his interest in painting. The late Song hagiogra-

phy of Lin Lingsu records that after Lin had redecorated a hall at

a temple, Huizong asked to see Zhenwu, the martial god of the

north. Lin Lingsu spent the night at the temple fasting. At noon

the next day dark clouds obscured the sun and there was thun-

der and lightning. Huizong burned incense, bowed, and prayed

to see Zhenwu. who eventually appeared to him wearing a long

black robe, gold shield, and )ade belt. Huizong sketched his

likeness, then summoned a court painter to finish the painting

for him. Almost immediately Zhenwu disappeared. The next day

Cai Jing suggested comparing the painting just made ofZhenwu

Fig- 7

Emperor Huizong. Ink rubbing of a Taoist stele from Yao county, Shaanii

pfovince. Northern Song dynasty. Ink on paper.

to the one that had been made under similar circumstances dur-

ing Taizong s reign (r. 976-97) and kept sealed up ever since.

The two, we are told, turned out to be identical."

Huizong's interests in the visual found an outlet also in the

Taoist Canon project. He wrote a preface to a set of illustrations

in the Lingbao wuliang durenjingfutu (Talismans and diagrams

of the wondrous scripture of supreme rank on the infinite salva-

tion of numinous treasure). In Judith Boltz's words. "Designed

to introduce the rudiments of the Shenxiao reenactment of the

Lingbao revelation, the treatise supplies the essential diagrams,

talismanic inscriptions, sacred recitations, and lengthy registers

of the celestial bureaucracy."" The talismans have obvious visual

interest, especially to someone so devoted to calligraphy as
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Fig. 8

Zhao ikimingjiuhua zhi fu (The talisman of summoning the nine

transformations of great obscurity). From Ungboo wulmng dunn

[ihangpm miaojingjfutu (Tahsmans and diagrams of th« wondrous

tchpture of supreme ranli on the infinite salvation of numinous

treasure; woodbloclc prinled, accordion mounted book; Ming dynasty.

1444-45; reprint of i lost Northern Song dynasty book, early 12th

century). From ZTDZ. vol. 4:

1I&

O /in^V

yijont/ong yu/i Zhang (Stanza of the jade eon of the primordial cavern;

detail). From Ungbtn ivulmng duren Ishangpin miooimg] jittu (Talismans

and diagrams of the wondrous scripture of supreme rank on the ii>-

finite salvation of numinous treasure; woodbteck pnnted. accordion-

mounted book; Mmg dynasty, 1444-4$; reprint of a lost Northef n Song

dynasty tx>ok, early ulh century). From ZTDZ, vol. 4: 581.

Fig. 10

Seal inscribed "The mandate was received from Heaven; long life and everlast-

ing glory." Believed to have been Huizong's From Ecke 1972: 246. pi. 18.

Hulzong (see figs. 8 and 9). One of the seals used by Huizong

(fig. 10) seems to draw inspiration from these sorts of talismans.

After promoting the Shenxiao teachings for a couple of years,

Huizong began placing curbs on Buddhist establishments. In

11 18 the Taolst Bureau reviewed over six thousand volumes of

Buddhist texts to discover ones that slandered Taoists or Confu>

clans. Nine volumes were singled out to be destroyed, though a

copy of each was to be preserved as evidence. Lin Lingsu wrote

a treatise detailing the slanders in these texts, which was printed

and circulated." Anti-Buddhist measures went a step further in

the first month of 1119 when Buddhist temples and monasteries

were forbidden to increase their land or buildings. Then the

foreignness of Buddhism was to be erased through a process

of renaming. Buddhist monks were renamed "scholars of virtue"

{deshi, to correspond to daoshi, Taoist priests). They were to

wear Taoist-style robes, use their original surnames, and salute

with raised fists, not joined palms—in other words, they were to

make themselves visually indistinguishable from Taoist clergy.

Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and arhats were all given new names

—

Shakyamuni, the historical Buddha, was to be called the Golden

Immortal of Great Enlightenment. Temples could retain the old
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statuts ofthtM n«wly renamed deities, but had to dothe them

in the robes and caps ofTaoist divinities.'*

Not surprisingly, Huizong's Support of Lin L'-gsu aid Divine

Empyrean Taoism provoked resistance and protest. Huizong s

eldest son, the heir apparent, a young man in his mid teens,

was the most direct, calling Lin a fraud who used tricks such as

paper cranes to create the illusions with which he dazzled Hui*

zong " Cai )ing went along with most of Huizong's projects,

dutifully offering praise whenever called for, but he too began

complaining. Supporters of Buddhism circulated texts ridiculing

the Divine Empyrean, and even Huizong's former chiefcouncil-

lor, Zhang ShangY'^g, wrote a text defending Buddhism.**

Lin Lingsu had become a political liability, and IHuizong may

have lost ftith In his powers as well. In the eleventh month of

1119 Lin Ungsu was sent back to Wsnzhou and the following

year most ofthe restrictions on Buddhism were removed.

Even at the height of his enthusiasm for the Divine Empy-

rean, Huizong's interest in Taoism was never exclusive, and he

continued to find pleasure in many other sorts ofwonderful

things, from rare books to fine calligraphy and ancient bronzes.

This can be seer from the entertainment Huizong offered his

guests at a banquet held in the ninth month of 1119. a couple

ofmonths before Lin was sent away. His guests, including a son

and two brothers as well as eminent officials such as Gii Jing

and Wang Fu, were brought to Preserving IHarmony Palace, the

compound built in 1113. The treasures Huizong had laid out

to show them included not only "Taoist books of the golden

casket and jade book box, afong with the various secret Heav*

enly texts ofthe Divine Empyrean sect" but also Confocian

works, thr stoip druTis of '.hp 7hou, .nricnt b'Oi^rs, and many

scrolls of painting and calligraphy from the Tang and earlier."

Not only did Huizong show off his collections, but in this

period he put many scholars to work on the catalogues ofthem.

The Xuanhe Painting Catalogue (Xuanhe huapu) has a preface

dated 1120, and the Xuanhe Calligraphy Catalogue (Xuanhe shupu)

must date to a couple of years later, probably 1123." Huizong's

commitments to Taoism are reflected throughout the Xudftiie

Rainting Catalogs As Xiao Baiftng has shown in a detailed

study, this catalogue of the imperial paintirg collection was

compiled and edited m a way that gave Taoism a more elevated

position than it occupied in any earlier woifc on painters or

painting.** nrst, and perhaps most important, it listed over 350

paintings on Taoist subjects, the majority in the Taoist-Buddhist

section, but a large number also were listed under artists classi-

fied as figure, landscape, or architecture specialists. Typical of

the Taoist paintings listed in the Mntbig CabA^ut are paintings

ofthe star and constellation gods, paintings of major deities

such as the Three Purities, the Celestial Worthy ofPrimordial

Beginning (Yuanshi tianzun; see cat. nos. 6":, 68), Laozi, astral

deities, immortals (xian), and realized bemgs (zinenren). Most

ofthese were undoubtedly originally made to be hung at altars

in temples, so it is ofnote that they had been removed from

their religious settings and turned into art objects to be kept

in the palace, where they were probably kept rolled up most of

the time.**

Another way the catalogue elevates Taoism is by giving it

priority. Taoist and Buddhist paintings were made the first cat-

egory in the catalogue, something no earlier worl< had done."

Then, in the lists of paintings by individual artists, Taoist paint-

ings are generally listed first.** Taoist language and Taoist ideas

are found throughout the work. The death ofthe painter Guo

Zhongshu, for instance, is referred to as his "becoming an im-

mortal"" Moreover, the Painting Catalogue gives more attention

to paintings by Taoist masters and more attention to their status

as Taoist masters than any earlier works on painters did. The

Tang master Zhang Suqing, for instance, had been described by

Cuo Ruoxu, author of Experiences in Pairting {Tuhuajianwen 7hi),

as a Taoist adept attached to a temple, but nothing more is said

ofhis Taoist status. In the Painting Catalogfje, however, his sta-

tus as a priest is highlighted by a recounting ofthe imperial

honors he received."

Two Taoist or ests still active when the catalogue was com-

piled were given listings in the Painting Catalogue. Xu Zhichang,

the Taoist priestwho introduced Lin Ungsu to court, was said to

have the "style ofa literati gentleman." He was described as a

skilled musician who h?.d ?. reputation for techniques of curing

illnesses without the use of drugs. Knowledgeable in both the

Taoist and Confiidan texts, hewas employed on the canon edit-

ing project. His paintings ofgods and Immortals were said to

be right in every detail, but the imperial collection had only

one of them." Xu's contemporary Li Derou was also employed

on the canon project. He was said to have had a natural talent

for paintir^ and to have been especially good at capturing like-

nesses. The twenty-six paintings by him in the palace collec-

tion included one of each of the Mao Lords, Zhuangzi, LO

Dongbin, Tao Hongfing, Sun Simo, Wang Ziqiao, Liezi, and

many other key figures in Taoist traditions.** Cai Tao, in his

account of Li Derou, adds something not in the catalogue:

U was sent away from the capital for having made fon ofthe

Divine Empyrean affair."

In the last five years of Huizong's reign (11 20-25),

not initiate any new pro-Taoist projects, but he does not seem
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to have lost faith in Taoism or even in the revelation that he

was an incarnation c.f\hp Great Lord of Long Life. He found

new Taoist adepts to talk to, such as Wang MIfenqing, another

follower of Divine Empyrean Taoism."

Another interest that IHuizong continued to pursue after the

departure of Lin Ungsu was the magnificent garden Cenyue

(Northeast Peak). Genyue has generally been -nterpreted as the

supreme example of Huizong s megalomania. Begun m late 1117

or early 1118, this garden surpassed even friended Blessings

Caiden." Cenyue was built away firom the palace, in the north-

east quarter of the Old City, and had a circumference of "more

than ten //" (i.e., it was over three miles around, which if square

would mean it was less than a mile on each side, malcing it con-

siderably snuiiier than the Summer Palace In Beijing, the last of

the imperial pleasure parks)
. A forty-six-foot'taN stone, named

Divine Conveyance Rock, v;as just one of many named rocks in

the park, all admired for their unusual shape and the way they

represented the forces of nature. Behind this rock %was an arti>

fidal mountain about one hundred feet tali. There were also

streams, pools, waterfalls, and grottos, all given names r^any

ofwhich carried Taoist overtones, such as "Propitiating the Per-

fected Ones L«dge" or "Eight immortals Lodgr." The park was

stocked with rare plants and a great variety ofbirds and animals,

including grbbons from Sichuan and hundreds of deer

The artificial mountain and streams, the collection of speci-

mens from across the country, and the labeling of sites to corre-

spond to fiimous places in distant regions rrake Cenyue rather

like a small version of the huge cosmic park (400 // in circum-

ference) created by Emperor MWj ofthe Han and celebrated in

many Han literary pieces. EmperorWs Shanglin Park was

said to have three thousand spedes ofplants and valuable ex-

otic stones, including a coral tree with 462 branches. As Lothar

l.edderose has written, gardens like this drew on "the magical

beliefthat by artificially making a replica of something one

wields power ovar the real ob|ect."**

Hulzong wrote an account ofCenyue that was Inscribed on

a stele placed near the entrance of the park, much as he wrote

accounts to be inscribed on stone at Taoist temples (and on

paintings of auspicious signs). Huizong began on a very general

level with a discussion ofthe geographical locations oftite capi*

tals since the Zhou, and the connections between the security

of dynasties, the military vulnerability of their capitals, and their

virtue. He then discussed earlier royal parks, including the 70-//-

square one of King W»n (oelebraited in Confucian texts because

die people shared its joys). Huizong added that "in the sea there

are the three islands of Penglai, which the sovereigns make their

capital and where the immortals and sages dwell. They do not

slay there unless the configuration is right "" His own park, he

seemed to innoly. would be a similar paradise that would attract

immortals and sages. Huizong next discussed how the garden

re-created the great sights ofthe realm—specific liodies ofwater

and mountains are named, as well as the plants firom all over,

such as loquat, o'ange. tangerine, lichee, magnolia, and jas-

mine. But much more space is devoted to the naming and de-

scription ofthe maiHinade structures, such as the Documents

lodge, shaped like a halfmoon, the round Eight Immortals

Lodge, and the masshe Longevity Mountain,

In creating Cenyue, Huizong strove to 'nak h the extent of

the realm and the diversity of phenomena found in it, and to

gain mastery over them through naming them. I suspect that

Huizong spent enormous resources on this project because he

saw it as efficacious, not just sensually satisf)'ing.

What was the impact of Huizong s active patronage of both

artists and Taoists? Court patronage is never a simple phenom-

enon and certainly was not simple hfi twelfth<entuiy China.

Huizong had vast resources at his disoosal to g've mater's' and

institutional support to doctrines, styles, and trends he favored.

For instance, he changed the curricula used to train ooint artists

and introduced government schools for Taoists. He subsidized

temples that honored particular deities. He organized huge text-

editing and publishing programs, which enabled him to see to

it that his views received wide circulation. But resources are not

everything. Huizong, like other emperors, could not ensure that

everyone approved of his choices. Sometimes influential circles

turn against what the court favors, orecisely because they dis-

trust court patronage. The long-term impact of Huizong's sup-

port for Taoism, the arts, and Taoist art is not all that he would

have desired.

Huizong's initiatives in the trammg of court artists are usu-

ally viewed positively. He insisted that court artists learn to join

poetry and painting and to observe nature ckjsely. Through the

Southern Song, the court maintained a successful painting acad-

emy that built on traditions Huizong had intrndured Major

artists such as IMa YLuin, XIa Cui, Li Song, and Li Oi thrived in

this environment** One could also argue that Huizong's col-

lecting had positive, if unintended, consequences. The huge

collection of art and antiques Huizong amassed made possible

the preparation of catalogues that helped advance knowledge

for centuries to come. The art and antique market was already

well developed when Huizong took the throne, but the hug!e

purchases made by the court could only have stimulated this

market further." One might have feared that by taking so many
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paintings and calllgrapiiies out ofcirculation, imperial collect-

ingwould hurt aft, but. as happened in Europe, not everything

that entered a palace collection stayed there forever '" Even

though the Jurchen seized the collections, pieces gradually

reentered drculition.

We ofkni ciiutot know Ibr sure what Huizong expected to

accomplish from his larger projects. He commissioned Tao-

istart for all the temples he had built and promoted recog-

nition of Taoist paintings in his Painting Catalogue. Probably

it is fillr to assume that he wanted to see Taoist art gain stature.

Ifso, he seems to have been unsuccessful. None ofthe Taoist

paintings m the Xuanhe Painting Catalogue are extant today,

and the Southern Song impenal collections were not strong in

this field.

Historians ofTaoism are divided on the long-term impact

of Huizong's massive support. Twenty years ago Michel Strick-

mann called the early twelfth century a period of renaissance for

Taoism. He sav^ Huizong s reign as the "beginning of another

great wave ofTaoist levelation, comparable in sonte sense to the

fourth-century movements," and argued that "in the same way

that fourth-century scriptures provided the substance of Taoist

practice throughout China's Middle Ages, the 'e estaDlishment

and revivHkatton ofthe religion during Huizong' ^ reign is re-

sponsible for much in the shape and complexion ofTaoism in

modern times."**One reason Strickmann placed so much im-

portance on Huizong's patronage is the weight he gave to the

textual traditions of Taoism. Huizong's collection of Taoist texts

and expansion ofthe Taoist Canon, and. above all, his printing

of it, had an undeniable impact on the survival ofTaoist texts.

On the nthc hand. Shenxiao Taoism by no means became a

dominant strand of Taoist teachings. To the contrary, it probably

WIS tainted bjr its faihiie to save Huizong and his empire from

the Jurchen. The contemporary historian ofTaoism Ren Jiyu sees

a reaction against Huizong's emphasis on ritual-oriented Tao-

ism in the decades after his reign. This allowed more ethically

oriented strands ofTaoism, such as Quanzhen (Complete Reali-

zation) Taoism, to gain strength in the mld-twelfUi century.^

Huizong himselfseems to have been aware ofthe danger that

imperial support for one among many competing styles, doc-

trines, or traditions could do more harm than good. For a year

and a halfhe experimented with subordinating Buddhism to

Taoism. But through nnost of his reign he sought less confronta-

tional forms of merging or fusing traditions. Several times he

tried to diminish or mitigate rivalry between Taoism and Confu-

cianism. There were many arenas in which there was at oest a

blurry line between Confucian and Taoist ideas and rituals, rang-

ing from the state cults to heaven and other deities, to studies

ofthe Yijing, prognostications, and numerology, to shrines to

local heroes. Huizong seems to have wanted to m;ii<r this line

even blurrier. In the fourth month of ing he issued a memorial

on the reform ofthe school system that began by asserting the

common origins ofConfucianism and Taoism. The Tao, he as-

serted, is everywhere, in the way Confucians (ru) rule the state

artd the way scholars (shi) cultivate ther-nselves T'le separation

ofthe way of Laozi and the mythical Yellow Lmperor from that

ofConfucius and the ideal rulers Yiao. Shun, and Zhou Cong did

not occur until the Han dynas^ His personal mission, Huizong

asserted, was to bring the two traditions mto harmony. Toward

this end, those pursuing the traditional curriculum should also

Study two Taoist texts and those In the Taoist curriculum shouki

study two Confucian texts.*"

Huizong's patronage ofcourt painting and calligraphy in-

volved much less in the way of resources than did the construc-

tion of temples, palaces, and parks, and therefore evoked less

protest Nevertheless, I interpret many ofthe editorial choices

that %vent into the Xuanhe Painting CaiallDgM as attempts to

create a "bip tent" for art lovers, a tent large enough to accom-

modate those who loved the bird-and-flower paintings of Huang

Quan and Cui Bo as well as those who considered them vulgar

and preferred sketchy monochrome paintings ofsymbolically

rich materials such as bamboo or plum. It gave Taoist subjects

a place of honor, but in a universe that contained much that was

far from the centers of Taoist interest. Huizong never subordi-

nated art to Taoism. He did not convert the painting academy to

a Taoist art academy, or make painters study Taoist scriptures.

In fart, much of Huizong's own art wortf fits the literati model of

work made for one's own enjoyment. Of the surviving calligraphy

by him, besides a couple of government docurtwnts, most ofthe

rest consists in poems or exercise texts ofthe sort Northern Song

literati commonly did. He painted in a range of styles, including

ones categorized as literati There is no sign that at any time

he switched entirely to Taoist subjects or approaches. His aim

always seems to have been a synthesis in which the aits ofthe

literati, the arts and techniques of the Taoist masters, and the

arts and techniques of those with all sorts of other skills, from

court painters to clock makers, could be pursued side by side.
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1.1 Laozi AND THE Origins OF Taoism

In Chinese, Tao (pronounced "dao") means « road, and

is often translated into English as 'the Wiy." The Way of all

things, the Tao is described as an empty void that spontaneously

generates the cosmos. Beyond time and space, beyond the

ability of words to describe, the Tao is the source of reality. In

the Tao, all opposites are unified. Tadsm teaches that in the

pure emptiness ofthe Tao there is an infinitely powerful force

that those with sufficient moral virtue can use to transform

the world.

Taoism traces its origins to the sage Laozi (Lao-tzu), a royal

archivist believed to have lived in the sixth century B.C The book

attributed to Laozi. the Classic ofthe Way (Tm^and fts Power

(Daode ;!r\g. w Tots-tf-ching), introduces the concept of the Tao

and serves as a guide for human behavior and experience. The

Daodejing teaches the importance ofcultivating simplicity; de-

tachment, and virtue, and ofliving in harmony with the natural

world. TTie Daodejing achieved the form in which it is known

today in the third century b.c.

Significantly, Taoism teaches that there is no supreme being,

but instead the Tao that underlies and permeates reality. Despite

its later transformation into a religion with a vast pantheon of

gods, conceived as divine emanations ofthe Tao. Taoism would

always hold true to this belief.

Detail, cat no. 7 115
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116 The formation of the Taoist Tradition

1

Fachanc Muqi (active 13TH century)

Portrait of Laozi

Southern Song dynasty, early 13th century

Hanging scroll: ink on paper

88.9 X 33.5 cm

Okayama Prefectural Museum of Ait

2

Zhanc Lu (c. 1490-c. 1563)

Laozi on on Ox

Ming dynasty. earty/mid-i6th century

Hanging scroll; Ink on paper

101.5 X 55.3 cm
National Palace Museum. Taipei

Taoists trace the origins of their philosophy and religion

to Laozi. the ancient sage traditionally believed to have transmit-

ted the Claisic ofthe Way fTaoJ ar\d Iti Power (Doode ;7ng) to the

frontier official Yin Xi in the sixth century B.C.. during the Eastern

Zhou dynasty. Laozi was seen as perfectly embodying the Tao,

and was deified in the late Han dynasty (second century; see

cat. no. 29). While it cannot be proven that Laozi ever existed as

a historical figure, he has been credited with being the first per-

son to articulate the concept of the Tao. Since his deification,

he has been seen as both a sage and a god. By the Tang dynasty

(618-906), he had become one of the Three Purities (Sanqing),

the highest gods of religious Taoism and pure emanations of

the Tao. These images of the sage, by the Southern Song dynasty

(1127-1279) Buddhist monk-painter Fachang Muqi and the

Ming dynasty (1368-1644) Zhe School painter Zhang Lu. depict

Laozi as a human being, in contrast with other images of Laozi

enthroned as a god. Both paintings reflect the image of Laozi

recorded in Sima Qian's Records of the Historian {Shiji; 104 B.C.):

Laozi was a native of the hamlet of Quren in the village of Li in

Hu County of [the state of) Chu Laozi cultivated the Way [Tao|

and Its virtue. His teachings emphasized hiding oneself and avoid-

ing fame. After living in Zhou for a long time, he saw Zhou's de-

cline, and left. When he reached the pass [at the western border

of China], the Prefect of the Pass Yin Xi said, "Since you are going

to retire from the world, I beg you to endeavor to write a book for

us." Laozi thus wrote a book in two sections which spoke of the

meaning of the Way [Tao] and its virtue (de] in fWe thousand and

some characters and then departed. No one knows where he

finally ended. . . .
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Supposedly, Laozi lived to be 160 years old, some say over zoo;

his great longevity came through cultivating the Way (TaojJ

In Muql's painting, a haggard Laozi clutches his hands and

robe in front of him, and Stares into space with a world-v^eary

expression. Here Laozi the philosopher Is depicted as an un-

kempt, wise old man, his mouth hanging open, hairs sprouting

from his nose, and a long, curved fingernail extending from his

thumb. While his robes are painted with dragged lines of dark

ink, the head is outlined with finer translucent lines. This is one of

the earliest and most powerful painted portraits of Laozi known.

Zhang Lu's painting in the National Palace Museum is also

in ink on paper, and depicts Laozi as he is more often shown,

riding an ox as he departs China for the Western Regions. A bat,

a symbol of good fortune, flies overhead.'

Fachang Muqi was one of the outstanding Buddhist monk-

painters of the Southern Song dynasty.' He was born in Sichuan,

but moved to the capital of Lin'an (Hangzhou), where he worked

at the Liutong Temple. According to the fourteenth-century writer

Wu Taisu, Muqi died in the early Yuan dynasty, during the reign

of Khubilai Khan (r. 1260-94).* '^'s works enjoyed much greater

renown in japan than in China, and most of his surviving works

are found in Japanese collections. The famous triptych by Muqi

depicting the bodhisattva Guanyin (Kannon), monkeys, and a

crane in the Daitoku-jl, Kyoto, for example, entered the collec-

tion of the Muromachi period (1392-1568) Shdgun Ashlkaga

Yoshimltsu (r. 1368-94) about one hundred years after the

artist's death.' In the upper left corner of the painting is a seal

ofthe artist, reading Muqi. In the lower left corner of this scroll

is a seal of Ashlkaga Yoshlmitsu, reading Doyu. Indicating that

the painting has been in Japan since at least the late fourteenth

century.* During the Edo period (1615-1868), the painting was

owned by a branch of the Tokugawa family.'

Zhang Lu, the artist of the National Palace Museum scroll,

was a professional painter of the middle Ming dynasty.' Active

in Kaifcng, Henan province, he married Into the imperial family,

and was the leading Zhe School master of the sixteenth century.

Many of his surviving works depict Taoist themes.*

—S. L.

i.
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(detail)

Laozi's Scripture ofthe Way, Upper Roll

From Ounhuang, Canju province

Tang dynasty. 8th century

Handscfoll; ink on paper

26 X 380 cm
Biblioth^ue Nationale de France, Paris (Pelliot Chinois 2584)
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The Oaoos jinc, also known as the txmi, is the oldest and

most revered text ofthe Taoist tradition. It is tradWonalty attrib-

uted to the <;agp Lao.'i (sixth cpntury b.c). The earliest known

manuscript of the text, dating to the late fourth century b.c,

was discovered in 1993 in a tomb at Cuodian, Hubei province.'

Despite its great agei the Deodtjjing has remained the funda-

mental text ofTaoism. One has to appreciate the irony of its

opening pasuge:

The Way (Tao) that can be spoken of is rtot the constant Vtay (Tao);

The name that can be named is not the eonstant name

Despite this warning, a substantial commentarial tradition

developed arouid Laozi and the Daodejing in later times.

By the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220), the Daode jing and

Laozi (see cat no. 1) were already revered at the imperial court

During the Six Dynasties period (420-^89), the ritual recitation

of the Daode jlngv/a^ standardized several commentaries based

on Taoist doctrines were written (see cat. no. 34), and a preface

was added to the beginning of the scripture.* The present manu-

script (Lam Dao shang^ reflects many ofthese develop-

ments, and is representative of the way in w^ich the Daodejing

would have been transmitted to new disciples in the late Six

Dynasties and Tang periods. In its present state, it is incom-

plelB, since it consists only ofthe first halfofthe Daodkjing,

together «vith the preface mentioned above; the second half

of the Daodejing Is represented elsewhere in this catalogue

(cat no. 4),

The Pelliot CoUection taut is written on nine joined pieces of

yellow paper. The characters ofthe text are Inscribed in a pale

grid of ruled columns. At the end is written "A Daoist seeking

the Cavern Mystery scriptures": similar inscriptions are found

on other Tang dynasty Taoist manuscripts from Dunhuang.*

The prefiMe to this manuscript Is a valuable resource for

understanding the medieval context ofthe Daodejing. It singles

out two events in the history of this scripi'jre to "ustratethe

Significanoeof Liiozi and his writings. The first is the initial rev-

elation ofthe scripture to the Guardian ofthe Pass, Yin Xi, in the

sixth century a.c. The second comes in the time ofthe Han dy^

nasty emperor Wen (Wendi; 179-157 B.C.). Emperor Wen was

fond of the Daodejing. but neither he nor his ministers could

fully understand its meaning. Consequently, the Way (Tao) sent a

realiaed being (ahenmi) known as the Lord on the Rivef to de-

scend to the Yellow River, where he met with the emperor and

transmitted a commentary on the Daode jing to him. This com-

mentary was the Stanzas ofthe Lard on the River (l-ieshang gong

zhongjlHl, one ofthe standard commentaries on the DaodeJing

and the first to divide it into sections; these sections are

still used today

The preface emphasizes two aspects of the Daodejing. The

first is its political significance. Laozi left China because of the

Zhou dynasty's failure to support the ytfuf, as a consequence,

this dynas^ Altered. On the other hand, when EmperorWen

venerated the Daodejing, then the Way enabled h'm to secure

the rule of his family. This aspect of the preface resulted from

the time when it was written, as the fortunes ofTaoism became

increasingly dependent on the patronage ofthe ailing house.

The second aspect is the use of th s scripture as a tool for

personal cultivation. The preface ends with a standardized ritual

for the recitation of the Daodejing, which shows the way this

scripture was actually practiced during the Six Dynasties and

Tang periods. Before initiates began to recite the scripture, they

would 'irst visualize Laozi, Yin Xi, and the Lord on the River. Yin

Xi was often depicted as a companion to Laozi in sculptures

horn the Sk Dynasties period, as in a stele in the Field Museum

(see the essay by Stephen Little in this volume, fig. 4); together

with the Lord on the River, these three figures were the highest

deities of the Daode jing in medieval Taoism. Then the meditator

would visualize the animals that correlate to the Five Elements

or Phases (see cat no. 17) surrounding him, a tortoise with the

E^ht IVigrams (symbols ofyin and yttng from the Boole of

Changes [Yijingj: see cat. no, 14) on its back beneath bis feet,

and thirty-six lions kneeling before him. The seven stars of the

Northern Dipper (Ursa Major; see cat. nos. 18 and 78) vtere

wrapped around his head, and his five vital or^ns emitted

ethers that represented the energies ofthe Five Phases. This

meditation, which represents a culmination of centuries of

visualization techniques, would have been one ofthe ve^ first

taught to new initiates, aitd as such it is one ofthe most impor-

tant practices to come out ofthe Six Dynasties period.

—S. E.
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(detail)

Laozi's Scripture ofPower, Lower Roll

From Dunhuang, Cansu province

Tang dynasty, jinglong reign, dated 709

Handscroll; ink on paper

28 X 323.5 cm
Bibliothique Nationale dc France, Paris (Pelliot Chinois 2347)

This handscroll (Laozi de jinc, xia) consists of the

second part of the Daodej'mg. the "Scripture of Power" (Dejing},

and a short scripture known as the "Scripture of Ten Precepts"

(Shijiejing), as well as "oath texts" (mengwen) accompanying

each of these scriptures.' In its present form, it is incomplete;

however, taken together with the manuscript described in the

previous catalogue entry, it gives a fairly complete picture of the

Daodejing as it would have been transmitted to Taoist disciples

in the Tang dynasty (618-906).

As the number of Taoist scriptures increased during the

medieval period, protocols were established for their transmis*

sion. Eventually, the transmission of scriptures became one of

the primary means for distinguishing different ranks in the

church hierarchy. Despite the large number of scriptures written

in this period, the Daode jing remained the most fundamental

scripture of Taoism, and the ordination rite surrounding its

transmission was of particular importance to both the disciple

and the church. For the former, it represented formal recognition

as a full lay member of the Taoist community. For the latter it

represented an affirmation of the supremacy of the church hier-

archy, since disciples were required to accept the authority of

the church and its teachings as part of their ordination.

The oath texts found after both scriptures are remnants of

the ritual in which they were transmitted to a new initiate into

the Taoist community, a ritual that was codified over a century

before this particular manuscript was written.' Most remarkably,

these oath texts contain biographical information about the re*

cipient of the scriptures, a seventeen-year-old girl from the town

of Changsha in Dunhuang county (modern Cansu province).

The oath text shown here summarizes the first transmission of

the Daodejing by Laozi to the Guardian of the Pass, Yin Xi, of

which this young woman's ordination would have been a sym-

bolic reenactment; indicates the lineage into which she is being

initiated; and ends with her recognition of the Taoist church as

the sole authority to transmit scriptures. The signature ofthe

priest who supervised the ordination is visible towards the end

of the text. Finally, there is a single stroke resembling the charac-

ter for "one" in red ink over the entire oath text. This stroke is

not described in ordination rites for the Daodejing in the Taoist

Canon, but is described in ordination rites for other scriptures

from the medieval period.' It would have been drawn together

by disciple and master, each ofwhom would have held the

brush, and would have served as an additional oath with the

same significance as the oath text. The choice of the color red

for the stroke may have derived from the early use of blood

smeared over the mouth when an oath was taken.

—S. E.
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Confucius Visiting Laozi

Ink rubbing of a stone panel from the Wu Liang Shrine, jiaxiang

county. Shandong province

Eastern Han dynasty, 2nd century

Ink on paper

42 X 212 crn

The Field Museum, Chicago (244697)

This ink rubbing is taken from a stone discovered at the

Eastern Han funerary shrine ofWu Liang (78-151) in 1786.' The

two central figures are labeled on the stone as Laozi (to the right)

and Confucius (to the left). To either side of these figures are

their chariots and attendants. This is one of the earliest known

depictions of Confucius visiting Laozi, a famous event.' Early

texts of the Taoist tradition such as the Zhuangzi made a point

of belittling Confucius, who, like Laozi, lived in the sixth century

B.C. Confucius taught a philosophy that provided a basis for

achieving a harmonious society.' In his teachings, he focused

on proper human behavior and rituals that reinforced social

hierarchies. According to the Confucian Analects, "The Master

[Confucius) took four subjects for his teaching: culture, conduct

of affairs, loyalty to superiors and the keeping of promises."*

Confucianism was elevated to a state philosophy in the early

Han dynasty (second century B.C.), and maintained this position

until very recently.' From the Taoist point of view, Confucius's

preoccupation with the human realm neglected larger, more

fundamental issues, such as the place of man in the universe.

The story of Confucius's visit to Laozi is recorded in the

Zfiuongzi and in Sima Qian's Records ofthe Historian (Shiji;

104 B.C.). In each case, Confucius goes to Laozi to seek advice

on ritual, and each time Laozi mocks Confucius's preoccupation

with social order. Laozi's answers to Confucius's questions mys-

tify the latter, who later compares Laozi to a dragon (a symbol

of the Tao).' In the description of the two sages' meeting in the

Records of the Historian, Laozi says to Confijcius,

Cast off your arrogant airs and many desires, sir, your contrived

posturing and your overweening ambition. All of these are of

no benefit to your person. What I have to tell you is this, and noth-

ing more.

Later, Confucius tells his disciples, "Today I have seen Laozi;

is he perhaps like the dragon?"'

—s. L
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Lu Zhi (1496-1576)

Zhuangzi Dreaming ofa Butterfly

Ming dynasty. rnid-i6lh century

Leaf 1 from an album of 10 leaves; ink on silk

29.4 X 51.4 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing
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Zhuanczi is considered the most important Taoist phi-

losopher after Laozi, and the Zhuangzi is one ofthe great clas-

sics of world literature, Sardonic in tone Zhuangzi is perhaps

best known for his insistence on the relativity of all things. He

openly mocked Cbnfudus and his ibllowers Ibr being preoccu-

pied with achieving social harmony at the expense of a greater

ontologiral equilibrium While Zhuangzi i^; believed to have lived

in the fourth century b.c. (Warring States period), the book at-

tributed to him was probably compiled in the second centuiy

B.C during the Western Han dynasty^* In the text that has come

down to us today, only the first seven chapters (the "Inner Chap-

ters," or neipian) arc traditionally believed to he by Zhuangzi

himself. In the year 742, during the reign or Tang Xuanzong

(Minghuan^. an imperial edict was issued to honor 2Uiuangzi,

and from that time onward the Thuangd was also known as

the Nanhua ihenjing, after one of Zhuangzi's alternate names

In traditional Chinese painting, Zhuangzi is often depicted

asleep. Such images illustrate the story ofthe philosopher's

dream ofthe butterflyi fisund in the second ofthe "Inner Chap-

ters." This tale illustrates Zhuangzi's beliefthat all things are

rdathw:

Once Zhuang Zhou (Zhuangzi) dreamt he was a butterfly, a

butterfly flitting and fluttenng around, happy with himselfand

doing as he pleased. He didn't know he was Zhuang Zhou. Sud-

denly he woke up and there hewas, solid and unmistakable Zhuang

Zhou. But he didn't Icnow if he was Zhuang Zhou who had dreamt

he was a butterfly, or a butterfly dreaming he was Zhjang Zhou.

Betvyreen Zhuang Zhou and a butterfly there must be some distinc-

tion! This Is called the Transformation ofThings.'

Lu Zhi, the painter of this album leaf, was one of the finest

VWj School artists ofthe sixteenth centu^.*A student ofWen

Zhengming (1470-1559; see cat. no. 147), Lu Ihwd on Mount

Zhixing near Suzhou, in Jiangsu province Lu Zhi's pa'ntiig

of Zhuangzi is one often leaves in an album on miscellaneous

themes.

—s. L.
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Zhou Doncqinc (active late 13TH century)

The Pleasures of Fishes

Yuan dynast/. Zhi/uan reign, dated 1291

Handscroll; Ink and light colors on paper

30.8 X $9J.7 cm
The Metropolitan Museum of Art. New York, Purchase. Fletcher Fund

(47-'8->o)

(deuil)

One of the best-known stories in the Zhuangzi is a tale

of two men walking by a river. Seeing fish swimming in the water,

Zhuangzi remarks on their freedom and happiness. The Confu-

cian Huizi challenges Zhuangzi: "How do you know what fish

enjoy?'" After a moment of verbal sparring. Zhuangzi slates that

the answer is obvious to anyone standing by the river and seeing

the fish. This story, contained in the chapter entitled "Autumn

Floods," has been long perceived as one of the clearest articula-

tions of a Taoist worldview. According to Zhuangzi, true under-

standing should be acquired intuitively, without the need for

explication. Huizi, a man obsessed with logical explanations, is

unable to grasp this point.

Zhou Dongqing, the artist who painted this scroll, was a na-

tive of Linjiang, Jiangxi province. Very little is known about his

life. Nonetheless, he was recognized by the last Southern Song

dynasty prime minister. Wen Tianxiang, who wrote poems on

his paintings.' Described by Wen Pong as a Song loyalist, he is

best remembered for his paintings of fish.' This handscroll is

his only known surviving work. The aquatic creatures and water

plants are painted in carefully controlled washes of pale ink.

with occasional touches of blue and red color in the fish. The

subtle gradations of ink and color successfully convey the illu-

sion of an underwater realm in which the fish move freely and

happily about.

That Zhou Dongqing's scroll alludes to Zhuangzi's tale of

fish is clear from the artist's inscription at the end of the scroll:

Not being fish, how do we know their happiness?

We can only take an idea and make it Into a painting.

To probe the subtleties of the ordinary.

We must describe the indescnbable.'

The scroll bears three seals of the Qianlong emperor

(r. 1736-95), and two seals of the nineteenth-century collector

Wu Yuanhui.' Mounted after the painting is a colophon by Wu
Rongguang (1773-1843), dated 1836.

—^S. L.
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In ancient China, the term "Heaven and Earth" meant "the

universe." Arcordiij^ to Tao'St cosmology f'.hc study of the origin

and structure of the universe), in the beginning was the Tao

(pronounced "dao"), conceived ofas an empty void of infinite

potential. Then, over a period ofmany eons, out ofthe Tao

emerged qi (vital energy or breath; pronounced "chee"). Taoists

believe that all things are made ofqi, which is in a constant state

ofmovement and flux. Originally the universe was in a state of

chaoi. but eventually the light qi rose and formed the heavens,

while the heavy sank and formed the earth. Taoists believe

that physical matter rannot be distinguished ''rorr its basic sub-

stance, qi, and that thus matter and energy are interchangeable.

Taoism also teaches that, in order to be content, human beings

must accept the reality that the only constant in the universe is

change. The shifting patterns of qi are governed by the shifting

balance of yi" and yang, two complementary forces that emerged

from the prtmordiai Tao, and whose interaction defines and

regulates the mechanisms ofthe universe. The concept aftp lies

at the heart oftraditional Chinese medidne, for example, which

views illness as caused by imbalances of yiV ard yoif] -esulting

in blockages ofthe fitee movement of qi through the human

body. Acupuncture and other remedies are designed to restore

the proper movement of qi through the body; thus restoring

health. In ancient China, yrn and yoflf were respectively sym-

bolized by the tiger and the dragon, and in later times by the

toU'i diagram (commonly known as the y/n-yiofig diagram],

which repiesents yfti and yw^ unified by the Tao from which

they emerge.

Detail, eat. no. 19
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Clothing Chat with Celestial Diagram ofa Tiger and Dragon,

the Northern Dipper, and the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions

Excavated in 1978 from the tomb of Marquif Yi of the state of Zeng,

Hubel province

Eastern Zhou dynasty, Warring States period, c. 433 B.C.

Painted lacquer

40.J X S2.8 X 47 cm
Hubei Provincial Museum, Wuhan

Among the many lacquer objects discovered in 1978 in

the Warring States period (475-221 B.C.) tomb of Marquis Yi

of Zeng (buried c. 433 e.c.) near Suizhou, Hubei province, was

this extraordinary chest.' The designs painted in red on black

lacquer on the top include the earliest known arrangement of

the characters representing the constellations known as the

Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions (Ershiba xiu}} The Lunar Man-

sions are situated along the moon's path of rotation around

the earth and are significant as divisions of the heavens and

of time. This archaeological evidence proves that the concept

of the lunar lodges known today was fully evolved by the fifth

century b.c. By the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220), the Lunar

Mansions were used to mark the movement of the planets. The

earliest known complete depiction of the Twenty-eight Lunar

Mansions, in which the asterisms are shown as dots connected

with lines, was found in 1987 in a late Western Han tomb (first

century b.c) near Xi'an.' By the Six Dynasties period (420-589),

these asterisms had been deified and absorbed into the Taoist

pantheon.*

The central design on the top of the chest is an archaic form

of the character dou (dipper), representing the Northern Dip-

per. This is surrounded by the names of the Twenty-eight Lunar

Mansions in a ring, flanked on either side by a tiger and a

dragon, symbols of y/n and ytsng, respectively. A cyclical date,

"third day of [the month]j/oy/n," appears under one of the

constellation's names. The designs on either end of the box

depict a mushroom-shaped cloud, stars, circles, and a toad,

while one of the long sides depicts two confronting animals.'

The Northern Dipper was venerated as a deity as early as the

late Shang dynasty (thirteenth/eleventh century b.c).* According

to Han dynasty beliefs, the Northern Dipper was the conduit for

the primal energy (qi) dispensed by the god Taiyi (Supreme

Unity: see cat. no. 75), who lived in the circumpolar region. The

Dipper's significance can be explained in part by its proximity to

the Pole Star, and by the fact that the annual sweep of its handle

around the sky acts as a celestial clock.'

—S. L.
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Roof Tiles with Symbols ofthe Four Cardinal Directions

Han dynasty (206 e.c.-A.o. 220)

Molded earthenware

Dragon: 18.7 x 2.2 cm; bird: 15.5 x 1.65 cm; tiger 19 x 2.75 cm;

Dark Warrior. 19.} x 2 cm

Shaanxi History Museum. Xi'an

Br THE Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.o. 220), if not earlier, the

animal symbolism of the four cardinal directions had been

codified. The ancient Chinese in fact conceived of five directions:

east, south, west, north, and center; these were directly corre-

lated to the Five Phases or Elements and to their animal sym-

bols as follows:

East Wood Dragon yang

South Fire Bird Vt
West Metal Tiger yirt

North Water Dark Warrior yin

Center Earth (no symbol) neutral

The east was represented by the Azure Dragon (Qinglong or

Canglong), the south by the Vermilion Bird (Zhuquej, the west

by the White Tiger (Baihu), and the north by the Dark Warrior

(Xuanwu). comprising an entwined turtle and snake.' These four

animals were known as the Four Divinities (Sishen or Siling),

and were often depicted as a directionally oriented group on the

backs of Han dynasty bronze mirrors. The 1978 discovery in the

tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng (c. 433 B.C.) of a lacquer chest deco-

rated with the dragon and tiger on either side of the Northern

Dipper and the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions (cat. no. 8) indi-

cates that the symbolism of the tiger and dragon, corresponding

respectively to yin (west) and yang (east), was well established

by the Warring States period (475-221 b.c).

As John Major has shown, however, the Four Divinities, repre-

senting all (bur cardinal directions, became widespread only in

the Han dynasty.' Nonetheless, rituals to the gods of the four

directions are known from as early as the Qin dynasty (221-207

B.C.).' During the Han dynasty, the roofs of many official build-

ings were decorated with stamped tiles adorned with the animal

symbols of the four directions.
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Two Panelsfrom a Sarcophagus: Tiger and Dragon

Northern Wei dynasty, c. SOO/S}4

Limestone with traces of pigment and gilding

Tiger panel: 71.2 x 228.6 cm; dragon panel: 68.6 x 228.6 cm
Private collection

Since at least the Zhou dynasty (c. 1050-256 b.c), the

tiger and dragon have been the primary symbols of yin and yong,

respectively, in China. These two cosmic forces direct the move-

ment and transformations of qi, the vital energy that makes up

all things. Evidence that the paired tiger-dragon symbolism

extends back to the Neolithic period (c. 3000 b.c.) was found in

the 198S excavation of a funerary shell sculpture depicting these

animals, flanking a corpse in the Neolithic burial at Puyang,

Henan province.'

In the context of religious Taoism from the Six Dynasties

period (420—589) onward, paired tigers and dragons symbolized

yin and yang. It was not until the Song dynasty that the now-

ubiquitous taiji diagram (the so-called y'm-yang symbol) came

into being (see cat. no. 11). In addition to symbolizing yin and

yang, the tiger and dragon also symbolize west and east, and the

elements (or phases) fire and metal. In Taoist chemical alchemy

{waidan, or "outer" alchemy), the tiger and dragon also repre-

sent two of the most powerful elixir ingredients known, lead and

mercury, while in the Inner Alchemy (neidan) tradition, the two

animals symbolize yin and yang as they are brought together in

the inner (human) body through visualization and transformed

to create a divine embryonic form of the practitioner.

These two sarcophagus panels are carved in relief and inta-

glio with designs of the tiger and dragon flying among scudding

clouds. Appropriately, the tiger is ridden by a female (yin) figure,

and the dragon by a male (yang) figure. Other celestial figures

holding lotus flowers and fans fly among bear-headed monsters

in front of and behind the tiger and dragon. While it may be

impossible to know whether the person for whom the sarcopha-

gus was made was a Taoist believer, in a funerary context it is

almost certain that the paired image of the tiger and dragon

symbolized yin and yang, and that these animals may have been

intended to protect the deceased.'

—s. u
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Zhanc Huanc (1527-1608)

Diagram of the Supreme Ultimaie, from the Compendium

of Diagrams

Ming dynasty, Tianqi reign, dated 1623

Woodblock-printed book: ink on pap>cr

26.3 X 15.S cm (each page)

The University of Chicago Library, East Asian Collection

The TAijt DIAGRAM (toiji tu) first appeared in a Taoist con-

text at the beginning of the Song dynasty (960-1279). Several

Song sources state that it originated with the Taoist Chen Tuan

(c. 906-989), although Isabelle Robinet has shown that an

antecedent for the diagram appeared in the work of the Tang

dynasty Buddhist monk Zongmi (780-841).' Prior to this, yin

and yong were symbolized by the tiger and dragon, and this

symbolism has continued through the history of later Taoism.

The diagram symbolizes the unity of the forces of yin and

yong within the Tao. Taiji means "'supreme ultimate," and as

such the diagram symbolizes the fundamental Taoist view of the

structure of reality, namely that beyond the duality of phenom-

enal existence, created through the interaction of ym and yang,

is the unity of the Tao. which exists beyond time and space.'

The term taiji also appeared in the apocrypha (weishu)—
cosmological and philosophical texts that flourished in the Han

dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220)—where it was associated with the

concept of "primal chaos": in other texts of the late Han and

Six Dynasties (420-389) periods, taiji was also associated with

the "primordial breath" (yuanqi), and ultimate truth as embod-

ied in the Tao.' In Taoist texts of the later Six Dynasties and Tang

periods, taiji refers as well to a heaven and one of the stars of

the Northern Dipper (Beidou).' In a further elaboration, in the

Six Dynasties Taoist text known as Scripture of the Cavern of Mys-

tery Numinous Treasure Essence of the Tao (Don^uan lingbao

daoyao jing). a series of steps in the creation of the world are

envisaged, starting with the Tao and leading sequentially to the

primordial breath (yuanqi), then to a state called taiji, then to

Heaven and Earth.'

The Compendium of Diagrams (Tushubian) is a i27-chapter

encyclopedia on cosmology, geography, and human life com-

piled In the early Wanii reign (1573-1620) by the scholar Zhang

Huang.' Because of its length, it was not published until 1613,

when the printing blocks were carved under the supervision of

Zhang's pupil Wan Shanglie. Significantly, the Diagram of the

Supreme Ultimate is the first image that appears in the book.

•4 ^
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TRADITIONALLY ATTRIBUTfD TO ZHANC SENCYOU
(active early 6th century)

The Five Planets and the Twei\ty-e\ght Lunar Mamiom

Northern Song dynasty (960-1126) or earlier

HindscroN: ink and cobra on silk

27.5x489.7 an
Osaka Munlc^al Museum ofArt, Abe Collection

Shawn In Oticago only

13

Qiu YiNC (c. 1493-1551/2)

The Dunne fiirms oftfw Five Planets, Twenty-eight Lunar

Mansions, and Five Sacred Peaks

M!ng dynasty, c i520i''30

Handsaoll; ink and coiors on |>aper

19 X 396.2 cm
rhr Metropolitan MuscumofArt, Ncw Ybrk, Ctft of Douglas DMIon

(19^9.235.4)

Catalocue no. 12 is attributed to Zhang Sengyou, a painter

of Buddhist images during the Liang dynasty (502-^57). There

are reasons for doubting this attribution (see below), but there

are two seals of Emperor Huizong (r. 1100-25) °f Song dy-

nasty (9€o-i279)at the end oFthe scroll, and the scroll was re-

corded in the catalogue of Huizong's collection, the Xuonte

Pointing Catalogue (Xuanhe huapu),^ so It dates to no later than

the Northern Song (96o-n?6). Catalogue no. 13 is an early-

sixteenth century copy of the first scroll by Qiu Ying (c. 1495-

1551 12). Catalogue no. 12 Is Incomplete, with images ofthe Five

Planets and only twelve ofthe Twen^>eight Lunar Mansions,

but the painting by Qiu Ying depicts the Five Planets, all twenty-

eight of these constellations, and the T;ioist talismans (the True

Fomns, or zhenxing) of the Five Sacred Peaks. The Osaka scroll

has colophons by Dong Qlchang (1555-1636) and Chen |lru

(1558-1639). respectively attributing tfie scroll to Wii Daoo (ac-

tive c 710-c. 760) and Yan Liben (d. 673), while the Qiu Ying

scroll has inscriptions written by Wen Boren (1502-1575), and a

frontispiece by Zhao Fu dated 1837.^

The stellar deities depicted in these two scrolls were absorbed

Into the later Taoist pantheon. They appear, for example, in the

entourage of the Fn-ipcror of Purple Tenuity 'Z'wci} m the early-

fourteenth-century murals of the Hall of the Three Purities (San-

qing Dian) of the %mal Joy Temple (Yongle Cong) in southern

Shanxi province, a Taoist temple ofthe Cbmplete Realization

(Quanzhen) sect.' Dong Qichang's colophon at the end of the

Osaka handscrol! gives the painting the Taoist-sounding title of

lliustrations of the True Forms ofthe Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions,*

and identifies its author as Wu Daoshi. a reference to the great

Tang painterWu Daozi. a painter ofTaoist themes active at the

court of Fmpcror Xuanzong (r 712-S5), Doiy. further states that

this painting was owned by Emperor Huizong due to his interest

in religious Taoism (Daojiao) as much as his interest in paint-

ing. In addition, the copy ofthis painting by Qiu Ying incorpo-

rates Taoist talismans, all of which indicate that later viewers

understood the subject of the Osaka handscroll to be Taoist.

However, the images depicted in this handscroll are neither

Taoist, nor, strictly speaking, Buddhist in origin. They represent

a combination ofChinese cosmobgical beliefs and western

astrology that was brought to China together with Buddhism.

The Osaka handscroll begins with depictions of the Five Planets,

together with a description of the attributes of each planet writ-

ten In elegant seal script. These attributes seem to suggest the

influence ofwestern astrology. For example, Jupiter, ruler of

the gods in ancient Rome, is described as "righteous with great

authority," a "lordly prince " whose shrine was placed at the
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"Lord's Gate." Mars, th« most martial of Roman gods, is a "will-

ful and violent noble" whose shrine was placed at the "Soldier's

Gate." Saturn, who had strong agrarian connotations in ancient

Rome, is described as "appropriate for matters concerning wa-

ter and earth," and his shrine was placed "next to a field or a

small river islet" Venus, the most feminine of Roman deities, is

an "Imperial consort" whose worship required female musicians

and whose sh'ine was placed in the "Wonen's Palace." Finally.

Mercury, messenger and scribe for the gods of ancient Rome,

is an "official" whose shrine was placed in the "Minister's

Residence."

White these attributions closely follow western traditions,

they have little precedence in traditional Chinese astrology; in

addition, the color attributions of each planet do not follow

the Chinese Five Phase system (see cat no. 17). The similarities

between the Osaka handscroll and Sogdian-inspired Buddhist

sources suggest that the images ofthe five planets in this scroll

were inspired by a Central Asian source, perhaps from Sogdiana '

This Central Asian iconography of the Five Planets was probably

first introduced Into China during tite Tang dynasty (618-906).

The second part ofthe scroll contains images ofthe Twenty-

eight Lunar Mansions, the constellations through which the

moon passes on its circuit through the sky. These images also

show the influence of western astrology, linking the twelve west-

ern zodiac figures with the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions. The

first im«^ ofthe mansion Horn ^iiiioj. wMch corresponds to

Virgo, is depicted as a v.'oman, while the second. Neck (Kong),

which corresponds to Libra, holds the scales of Libra in his hand.

The mansions Chamber (Fang) and Heart (Xin), the fourth and

fifih images, which both correspond to Scorpio, bear scorpions

on their heads. Tail (Wti} and Winnower (Ji), the sixth and sev-

enth itTi.ages. both correspond to Sagittai-ius. and they each carry

a bow, the device of this Graeco-Roman figure. Ox (Niu) and

Woman (Nii), the ninth and tenth images, correspond to Capri-

corn, and they are each depicted with goats' heads. Finally, the

eteventh image, of the Emptiness (Xu) mansion, which corre-

sponds to Acuarius, is shown inside of a water jar. an attribu-

tion of this zodiac figure. The interpretations of the twelve solar

houses seen here are sometimes rather clumsily incorporated,

particularly in the figure ofthe Emptiness mansion; however,

the task of incorporating such alien images into the C^rnese

astrological system must have been very difficult indeed.

The western zodiac seems to have been introduced into China

around the end ofthe sixth century, and can be found in the

Scripture ofthe Creat Assembly of Great Doctrinal UniversoUty (Da

fangfieng tk^fin^.* It became well Icnovm in the Tang dynasty, an

age when the Chinese were noted for their interest in exoticism

and foreign ideas. Consequently, when taken tc^ether, the ico-

nography of the Five Planets and the Twenty-eight Lunar Man-

sions shown here suggests that this handscroll was inspired by

ideas introduced in the Sui-Tang period (331-906}, implying a

later date for the scroll than would be possible if it had been

painted by Zhang Sengyou.

Central Asian inspired sources r the Buddhist Canon simi-

lar to this handscroll' tell us that when the Five Planets entered

into the lunar mansion under which a person was born, known

as the "destiny mansion," then that person was to recite certain

scriptures and mantm (sacred syllables that embody the divine

energy of a god), wear colors appropriate to the planet, and

make offerings to its deity. In addition, one method instructs

the practitioner to paint an image of the planet, which was hung

arourKJ the neck until the planet had left the lunar mansion and

then burned;' the images shown in these handscrolls may origi-

nally have served as models for paintings used in similar prac-

tices. The information provided for worshipping the Five Planets

in the Osaka painting does not correspond exactly to these as-

trological treatises: instead, it goes into details concerning the

vessels and types of food used for sacrifices to each planet. How-

ever iho intentions of these works arc essentially the same. Like

Tang dynasty Buadhist astrological works, the text inscribed on

the Osaka scroll instructs the practitioner on the proper method

for making sacrifices to the deities ofthe Five Planets, which

help counteract the negative infuences of these planets v;hen

they travel through a person's "destiny mansion." In the same

manner, the written descriptions that accompany each of the

lunar mansions describe the personalities ofpeople bom under

their influences, tc^ether with the names ofthe deities who

govern these mansions.

—s. E.ys. L.
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Zhang Huang (1527-1608)

The Eight Trigrams: The Prior Heaven ar\d Later Heaven

Arrangements, from the Compendium of Diagrams

Ming dynasty. Tianqi reign, dated 1623

Woodblock-printed book; Ink on paper

26 X 1 7.3 cm (each page)

C. V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University, New York
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The Eicht Tricrams fSagwa) are among the best-known

images associated with Taoism, and yet their ongm >s altogether

independent of Taoism. These visual symbols are the basis for

the sixty-four hexagrams of the Changes ofthe Zhou (Zhou yi),

the earliest form ofthe text now known as the Book ofGbongK

QTifinfj^} The Oiu^efthe Zfioii is an ancient divination text

whose origins can be traced to the Western Zhou dynasty (c.

1050-771 B.C.), even though it probably did not assume its final

form until the end of this period.-' The Eight Ttigrams are made

up ofcombinations of brolcen and unbroken lines, taken to synv

bolizt yrn, yang. and the intermediary stages in the cycle from

yin to yoMg and back. The Changes of the Zhou and the Book of

Changes are texts that provide a means of assessing the present

stale ofthe workJ and a basis for decisionmaking. The most

important ofthe Eight Trigrams are 4/aii and kutt, representing

yang and yin, with three unbroken and three broken lines,

respectively.

The earliest surviving visual evidence for the Eight Trigrams

dates to the Vfestern Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d, S^. One ofthe

most Important archaeok^cal discoveries of recent years In

China was the discovery in 1973 of the earliest knov/n text of

the Chongei of the Zhou found in Han tomb no. 3 at Mawangdui,

Changsha, IHunan province, a burial dated to 168 B.c.'Thls

complete text Includes the sixty>four hexagrams and text with

the Xici commentary, described by Edward L Shaughnessy as

"a synthetic explanation of the text, its composition, function

and meaning."*

The Anterior or Prior Heaven pGon^} arrangement ofthe

Eight Trigrams is traditionally derhwd from the sage fu Xi (third

millenium b.c). one of the Five Emperors of high antiquity, and

represents the relationship of the trigrams m the state of pri-

mordial chaos (hundun), before the emergence ofym and yang

as active agents in the worid.' The Later Heaven (Houtkm) ar-

rangement of the Eight Trigrams is traditionally derived from the

early Western Zhou dynasty king Wen (Wcnwang), and repre-

sents the relationship of the trigrams in phenomenal reality,

after the emergence ofyin and yang. The Fu Xi arrangement of

the trigrams is further associated with the numerological and

tallsmanic diagram known as the River Diagrarr (Hetu); the

Wenwang arrangement is similarly associated with the Luo Writ-

ing (Luothu). The HMu and the Luoshu are two cosmic diagrams

that emerged out ofthe Yellow and Ijjo Rivers on the backs ofa

dragon-horse and tortoise, and were revealed to Fu Xi and Ertv

peror Yu. respectively.* Such spontaneous revelations of cosmic

Structures through sacred texts and diagrams is characteristic of

the Taoist tradition.

Evidence for the early use ofthe Eight Trigrams in a religious

Taoist context can be found in several Six Dynasties period

(420-589) literary sources One of these is the preface to the

Daodejing attributed to Ce Xuan, probably written during the Liu-

Song dynasty (420-479), in which the initiate towhom the scrip*

ture was being transmitted visualized a turtle with the Eight

Trigrams on its back beneath his or her fieet (for a discussion of

this preface, see cat. no. 3). The imagery of the sixty-four hexa-

grams, which are made up of the Eight Trigrams from the SooJc

ofOumgts. also plays a role in the Dedamtiom 0/the Pufieted

(Zhen'gpo), a visionary tiKt of Highest Purity (Shangqing) Tao-

ism compiled by Tao Hongjing (456-536) during the Liang dy-

nasty (502-557).'

The Eight Trigrams played a vital role in the Taoist alchemical

tradition. This was because chemical alchemy entailed manipu-

lating the forces of yin and yang toward understanding artd inv

mortality. The trigrams and their associated hexagrams were

subtle visual symbols of cosmic flux, and were easily adopted by

Taoists to help explain cosmological principles oftransforma-

tion.' As Isabeile Robinet has written,

Qjan and kun are, in cosmological terms. Heaven and Earth,

south and north; In alchemical terms, liie Furnace and the Caul-

dron; .-Jid in human term^ the Spirit and the Body / .md kar

are, in cosmological terms, the Sun and the Moon, east and west;

in alchemical terirn, the "ingredients" Mercury and Lead, Dragon

and Tiger. Qian and kun are the constants in the system (the "com-

pleted procedures," chenffvu), and Li and kan are the principles

ofresonance (ganyu^ and growth and exchanges (jiatsi).*

The Eight Trigrams and their symbolism are one of several

Bronze Age traditions that flowed together in the Han dynasty

(206 B.C.-A.0. 220) to form the basis of religious Taoism.

—S. L.
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Mirror with Animals ofthe Four Dlrectior}s and the Zodiac

Sui dynasty, c. 600

Bronze

Diam. 24.8 cm
Museum Rietberg, Zurich

1C

Mirror with Cosmological Designs

Tang dynasty (618-906)

Bronze

Diam. 26.4 cm; h. 1.3 cm
American Museum of Natural History. New York. Berthold Laufer

Collection (70/11671)

17

Mirror with the Five Phases (Elements),

Eight Trigroms, and Twelve Branches

Tang dynasty (618-906)

Bronze

Diam. 14.5 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing

The earliest Chinese bronze mi rrors date to the late

Shang dynasty (thirteenth-eleventh century B.C.).' As early as

the Warring States period (475-221 B.C.). cosmoiogical designs

were cast into the backs of mirrors. This was m part linked to

the symbolism of mirrors, which were objects used by the living

to reflect the real world and by the dead as symbolic sources

of light and as maps of the underworld and the cosmos.' The

most complex of these designs date to the Sui (581-618) and

Tang (618-906) dynasties; three examples are included here. A

key aspect of these designs is that they illustrate the correlations

between yw and yong and various directional, seasonal, and

chronological systems of ordering natural phenomena. While

the mirrors are not Taoist per se, they are significant in a Taoist

context because they give visual form to the basic principles

underlying the structure of the cosmos in ancient China. These

principles of cosmic order and systems of correspondence were

codified in the Warring States and Han (206 b.c.~a.d. 220) peri-

ods, and were among the intellectual underpinnings of the Tao-

ist religion.

The Sui dynasty mirror from the Museum Rietberg, Zurich

(cat. no. 15), depicts the animal symbols of the Four Directions

around the central knob.' These animals, known collectively as

the Four Divinities (Siling or Sishen); are the Azure Dragon

(Qinglong or Canglong) of the east; the Vermilion Bird (Zhuque)

of the south; the White Tiger (Baihu) of the west; and the Dark

Warrior (Xuanwu) of the north, consisting of an entwined turtle

and snake. In a wide band around the mirror's perimeter are

the twelve animals of the Chinese zodiac, arranged in a clockwise

sequence: rat, ox, tiger, hare, dragon, snake, horse, ram, monkey,

cock, dog, and boar. In Chinese cosmology, these symbols

correspond to the twelve divisions of the celestial equator known

as the earthly branches (dizhi), each of which also corresponds

to a direction (rat = north, ox » north-northeast, and so on). An

inscription in standard script is cast into a narrow band between

the inner and outer zones. As Helmut Brinker has pointed out, its

content is related only loosely to the symbolic designs on the

mirror' The generic name for this type of mirror (renshou)

comes from a phrase in this inscription meaning "benevolence

and longevity."' The renshou mirror type appears to have been

made in southern China, although similar examples have been

excavated from sites as disparate as Xi'an in Shaanxi and Xing'an

in Cuangxi.*

The Tang dynasty (618-906) mirror in the collection of the

American Museum of Natural History (cat. no. 16) is one of

the largest and finest surviving examples of its type.' The mirror

has a dark green surface. Like the IWuseum Rietberg mirror, the
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designs cast into the back represent several corresponding levels

of order in the structure of the universe. The entire system illus-

trated here vi/as absorbed into religious Taoism by the end of

the Six Dynasties period. The designs are arranged in five con-

centric bands. Around a central frog-shaped knob are the animal

symbols of the four directions, separated by floral designs. In

the next band are the twelve animals of the Chinese zodiac, also

arranged in a clockwise sequence. The next band depicts the

Eight Trigrams, representing the cosmic flux of yin and yong.

These appear in the Later Heaven (Houtian) arrangement (see

cat. no. 14)- The trigrams are interspersed with floral bosses and

leaves; among these is a cast design of a boy holding two car-

touches with the characters coo and pu, the latter of which may

be a name. The next band ofdecoration depicts the stylized forms

of the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions in a manner that existed as

early as the Han dynasty.' This is one of the earliest surviving

examples showing the Lunar Mansions as a coherent group. The

next band, just inside the outer band of ruyi mushroom-shaped

clouds, contains a poetic inscription in standard script, which

mentions the correlations of yin and yong, the Eight Trigrams,

and the Five Phases or Elements.'

The Tang cosmological mirror in the collection of the Palace

Museum, Beijing (cat. no. 17), is unusual in its inclusion of the

Five Elements in the decorative scheme. At the center of the

mirror, around the raised boss, are the Eight Trigrams, in the

Later Heaven arrangement. Then, in a square arranged around

the center, are the Chinese characters for the twelve earthly

branches that correspond to the twelve celestial stations of

Jupiter and to the Chinese zodiac. Finally, around the perimeter,

are symbols representing four of the Five Elements: an incense

burner (metal), flames (fire), a tree (wood), and a lotus leaf

(water). The element earth, which is not represented, is symboli-

cally present at the center. The mirror thus symbolizes the co-

herent relationship between the Five Elements, the twelve phases

of the zodiac, and the Eight Trigrams.

—s. L
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Star Maps

From Ounhuang. Gansu province

Tang dynasty (6>&-906)

Handscroll; ink and colors on paper

24.S X 340 cm

The British Library, London, Oriental and India Office Collections

(Siein 3326)

The British Library scroll ofstar maps is one of two

surviving astronomical diagrams from Dunhuang and was one

ofthe many manuscripts acquired by Sir Auid Stein at the great

Buddhist cave-temple S'te <r. Central Asia 'n 1907.' The hand-

scroll, painted and inscribed in ink and color on pale beige

paper, is truncated at both ends. It begins with a divination chart

depicting forms ofqi (vaporous ene^, with notes indicating

the significance ofthe different cloudlilce shapes. This is fol-

lowed by depictions of twelve sections of the siry, corresponding

to the twelve stations (ci) of the planet Jupiter, m addition to a

depiction ofthe drcumpolar area Icrwwn as the Court of Purple

lenulty (Ziufei yuanj. The Jupiter stations are twelve equal drvi«

sions of the sty, based on the full circi.it of the heavens made by

Jupiter in its twelve-year rotation around the sun. Because the

twelve Jupiter stations are positioned along the celestial equator,

they are unrelated to the twelve stations ofthe Western zodiac,

which are situated along the ecliptic (tfie annual path ofthe sun

through the sky).' The Jupiter stations do, however, correspond

to the twelve "earthly branches" (dizhi) and the corresponding

animal symbols ofthe Chinese zodiac* In addition, the Jupiter

stations correspond to the Twen^-eight Ijunar Mansions (see

cat no. 12), with two or three n^.3rsions occupying each station,

depending on the angular extension of the mansions along the

cele^ial equator/ WitMn each Jupiter station, the key constella-

tions (including the lajnar Mansions) that fill the conresponding

section ofthe sky are depicted.

The star maps begin with the Jupiter station Murky Hollow

(Xuanxiao), which contains three Lunar Mansions: Woman (Nii),

Emptirtess (Xu), and Roof (UW). The fourth map. the juplter

station Great Plank-Bridge (Daliang), includes as one of its as-

terisms the star cluster known in the West as the Pleiades and

known to ancient Chinese astronomers as the Lunar Mansion

Mane (Mao). The fifth map illustrates the Jupiter station Shieficn

(the name ofa deity), containing the Lunar Mansions Beak (Zi/d)

andTriaster (ShiftTj, corresponding to the Western constef'-iT on

Orion. The scroll ends with an anthropomorphic figure holding a

bowl labeled "Cod of Lightning" (Leishen). In its inclusion of

enpianations of diffieretrt forms ofqi, this scroll resembles the

Other Tang dynasty star map that survives from Dunhuang, en-

titled Sooic on the PmgnosUeation 0/Chud$ and Vapors (Zhan

yunqi shu).

The significance ofthe Stein scroll lies primarily in its me-

thodical arrangement ofstar maps that together comprise the

earliest known depiction from any ancient civilization of the

entire night sky as seen from the northern hemisphere.' Its im-

portance in a Taoist context lies in its emphasis on the circum>

polar region as the most important part ofthe heavens, with

the concentration in this lone ofsuch pivotal asterisms as the

Celestial Pole (Beiji). the Northern Dipper (Beidou), Purple

Tenuity (Ziwei), and Wenchang (also the name of the later Cod

of Literature), each ofwhich plays a key role in religious Taoism

(see. for example, cat nos. 76, 78, and 89), and in the fact that,

frot'i ea'ly times, all stars were believed to have an impact on

human fate.' In addition, as shown elsewhere (see r.it no 17),

by the Tang dynasty, if not earlier, almost all of the constellations

shown here represented gods in the pantheon ofreligious Tao-

ism (the Lunar Mansions, for example, appear as anthropomor-

phic gods in the Yuan dynasty [mid-fourteenth century] murals

at the Eternal Joy Temple in Shanxi province). Of the circumpolar

asterisms, the most important by far was the Northern Dipper,

perceived from at least the late Shang dynasty (thirteenth/elev-

enth century B.C.) as an enormous celestial chronogram. In the

Records of the Historian (Shiji) by Sima Qian (145-87 B.c), the

Dipper is described as follows:

Beidou serves as the chariot of the emperor and effectuates its

control over the four cardinal points by revolving around the cert-

ter; it separates the yin and the yong and regulates the four sea-

sons; it maintains balance between the Rve Elements (Wuxiitg}:

it regulates the moving ofihe celestial objects; it determines the

epoch of the calendar'

The cu5tot7i of depicting constellations as scncs of dots joined

by straight lines appears to have begun m the second century

a.c.* In the Stein scroll, constellations are not only shown in this

manner, but are also distinguished by their different colors (red,

black and white), corresponding to star groups catalogued by

the Warring States period astronomers Shi Shen, Can De, and

Wu Man.*The original star catalogues by these scholars were

bst afker the Liang dynasty isosr-^j), but their systems ofcat-

egorization were passed down by others, having been codified

into a single unified system by Qian Lezhi during the liu-Song

dynasty (420-479).''
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Star Chart

Ink rubbing of a stele at the Confucian Temple, Suzhou,

liangsu province

Southern Song dynasty, Chunyou reign, dated 1247

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

183 X 100 cm

Stone Carving Museum, Suzhou

At THE TIME THE STONE from which this Southern Song ink

rubbing showing a star chart was engraved, in 1247, it was the

most advanced celestial map anywhere in the world. It is labeled

at the top "Chart of the Celestial Patterns" (Tianwen tu).^ The

chart is significant in a Taoist context because it depicts the

home of a vast number of gods in the Taoist pantheon, center-

ing on the circumpolar region with the Northern Dipper and the

Pole Star, the most important stars in the Taoist heavens. In

addition to a targe number of constellations, the celestial equa-

tor and the ecliptic (the apparent path of the sun in the sky dur-

ing the course of the earth's annual rotation) are shown. The

chart includes a total of 1,436 stars. The entire northern celestial

hemisphere is shown, in addition to part of the southern sky, up

to fifty degrees south of the celestial equator The lines radiating

from the northern celestial pole to the celestial equator mark

the location in the heavens of the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions

(Enhiba xiu).

The star chart was completed in 1193 by Huang Shang

(1147-1195). a tutor to Prince Jia, the future Southern Song em-

peror Ningzong (r. 1195-1224). In 1247, over twenty years after

Ningzong's death, it was carved onto a stone stele by Wang

Zhiyuan.' The accompanying text has been described by Joseph

Needham as "one of the shortest (and most authentic) exposi-

tions of the Chinese astronomical system."' The text states that

there are 1,565 named stars (roughly ninety percent of these are

shown on the chart), and mentions the ancient theory correlat-

ing cities and provinces to specific heavenly bodies. The ancient

state of Zhou, for example, was tied to the Jupiter station Quail

Fire, comprising the Lunar Mansions Willow (Liu). Star (Xing),

and Spread or Extended Net (Zhang).* The Northern Dipper is

presented as a celestial clock and seasonal indicator as it rotates

through the Lunar Mansions (as it had been perceived since at

least the Han dynasty [206 b.c.-a.d. 220)).

The circumpolar region appears at the center of the chart.

Here the Northern Dipper (Ursa Major) is clearly visible. It is

one of the few constellations in which each component star

is named on the chart (see cat. no. 78 for an anthropomorphic

depiction of these stars). The ring around the perimeter is

marked with the names of the Jupiter stations, the Lunar Man-

sions, the terrestrial branches (dizhi) corresponding to the Chi-

nese zodiac, the names of the ancient states to which the

asterisms corresponded, and the widths of the Lunar Mansions

along the celestial equator that are accurate up to half a degree.*

The boundaries of the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions are indi-

cated by the lines radiating out from the center to the perimeter.

The large circle concentric with the inner boundary of the Cen-

tral Palace (the circumpolar area) is the Celestial Equator; this

runs through the Lunar Mansions (for example, the constella-

tion Orion, the belt of which was the mansion known as Triaster

[Shen], is clearly visible along the Celestial Equator). The offset

circle is the ecliptic, mistakenly shown here as a circle instead

of an ellipse. The Milky Way is also clearly shown, meandering

from one side of the chart to the other.

—s. L.
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1. Th« Miiiplele«ieMMlen fc^itm the Mauris afZeng tomb can be ftiund

in Hubti Previncial Mmtum 19(9. For a britf English (ummaiyeflhetomb

and Ms signiieance, see MadCenzle 1999: cat nos. 91-109.
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1994: S>9- to Ihit. tfw aarliast known nfimnon to Lumr Maniioni

nMKlbund in the Book q^Sot^t (Shijii^ and in iheinscriptierH ofeirtain

ritual brome ««*aeb oTthe Western ZhoM dynasty; see Stephenson 1994;

516-17.

3. Stephanton 1994: $2}. For the original fiport, sat Shaaniii Ardtioelegical

InstKule and Jiaotong UnlMfslt|r199a The picdse angular (equatorial)

ertantiont ofthe lunar mantiant are givon in the Maitsr NMiMn
(Huamanzr: 139 s c.); see Major 1993: 127-aB.

4. See the anihropomorphic deptctiem ofthe Umaf Mansions In the

fourteenth-century murals at the Etamal Jcy Temple in Shami, ilkistmlsd

in Jin 1997: pis. 50-52. 59-61.

5. See Looiuerwon from thi Waning SMtss to tfit Han Puhdi 1994: noi. 15.

6. Slcphmson 1094 SM
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ibid; gi.

Cat. no. 9
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Cot. no 10

1. See 5.,n and Kistcmaker 1997: it, i j.
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tie Temple of Cuandi near Luoysng, Hcnan province.
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FuNOAMCNTALTO RELIGIOUS TAOISM is the concept ofthe

sacred peak as a numinous pivot connecting heaven and earth.

Central to the cosmoiogical beliefs ofthe Han dynasty (206 b.c-

A.o. 220) was the worship of the Five Sacred Peaks (symbolizing

and defining the four cardinal directions and the center) and

other hofy mountains. The earliest and most visually compelling

images of such peaks are the mountain-shaped bronze nccnse

burners (hoihar^iu) of the Han dynasty, the most spectacular of

which was excavated in 196S from the tomb of the Han prince

Liu Sheng (second centu^ lc; <$t. no, 20). The image ofa

Taoist mountain paradise, populated by transcendent beings, is

illustrated in the "Sacred Landscape" section (iil.6) ofthis exhi-

bition and catalogue by Chen Ruyan's fourteenth-century

handscroll Mountaim of the Immortals (cat. no. 144). which ties

together the concepts ofmountains as sites where the cosmic

vital energy (qi) is most refined, where the natural ingredients

(herbs and minerals) for Taoist elixirs of longevity and immortal-

ity are found, and where one can encounter immortal adepts.

The man (adepts or immortals) were conceived ofas perfected

beings who had transwnded jnn and yeng and achieved union

with the Tao through self-cultivation. Han dynasty images of

Such figures were known as yuren, literally, "winged beings." Tht

bronze example excavated from a Han tomb in Luoyang in 1987

(cat no. 21) reflects the way in which such figures were con-

ceived. later images of immortals, including '.ho thirteenth-

century painting by Ma Yuan Immortal Ravnt^ a Dragon (cat.

no. 28), are ultimately based on Bronze Age traditions, such as

the descriptions ofthe "divine beings" (shemui) found in the

Zhuangfi (c. }oo b.c).

The most famous ofthe ancient immortals, the Queen

IMother ofthe West (Xiwangmu), was one ofthe most powerful

goddesses of early Taoism (see cat. nos. 24-27). Even before the

emergence of re igious Taoism, she was a're.^ov worshipped s\

the imperial Han court. The most illustrious human encounter

with the Queen Mother ofthe West was that ofthe Zhou dynasty

king Mu, a meeting that, according to Chinese mythology, took

place in the eighth century b.c Other immortals whose cults

continue to the present day in China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong

are IVIaster Red Pine (Chisongzi) and Wang Ziqiao.

Detail, eat, no. 22 147
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Mountain-shaped Censer

From ihe tomb of Liu Sheng at Lingshan, Mancheng, Hebei province

Western Han dynasty, second half 2nd centu^ b.c.

Brorizc with gold inlay

H. 26 cm; diam. 15.5 cm
Hebei Provincial Museum, Shijiazhuang

Mountains have played a key role in the history of Chinese

religions. The image of the sacred peak as an axis joining heaven

and earth has been prevalent for centuries in Chinese philo-

sophical and religious thought. Mountains were sites where an

adept could encounter perfected beings and gods, or the miner-

als and herbs that were the ingredients for elixirs of long life.

One meditated and purified oneself on mountains and found

caverns that were gates to paradise. Mountains were where the

(j)-energy that formed the world was particularly refined. In Tao-

ist ritual the altar is visualized as a mountain that is symbolically

(and sometimes actually) climbed by the officiating priest: in

Taoist meditation the inner human body is visualized as a

mountainous landscape, its forms simultaneously reflecting

the structure of the natural landscape and the cosmos.^

Over time a cult of the Five Sacred Peaks developed, compris-

ing mountains that defined the cardinal directions and the cen-

ter: Mount Tai (Tai Shan) in the east. Mount Heng (Heng Shan)

in the south, Mount Hua (Hua Shan) in the west. Mount Heng

(Heng Shan) in the north, and Mount Song (Song Shan) in the

middle. This group was codified by the Warring States period

(475-22) B.C.), and worship of the Five Peaks was widespread

from the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) onward.'

The perception of mountains as numinous pivots joining

heaven and earth was given visual form during the Han dynasty

in the remarkable bronze and ceramic incense burners known

as boshanlu ("universal mountain censer").' This example was

excavated in 1968 from the tomb of the early Han dynasty prince

Liu Sheng, at Mancheng, Hebei province, it depicts a sacred

peak inhabited by animals and transcendent beings. The flowing

lines of gold inlay around the base suggest the clouds that were

seen as the mountain's "breath," and the movement of qi that

pulsates through the earth.

A huge variety of mountain-shaped incense burners have

been excavated from Han dynasty tombs in China, reflecting the

widespread popularity of this type, which appeared in its mature

form during the reign of Han Wudi (r. 140-87 B.C.).' This ex-

ample was cast in three parts: the conical top, the bowl, and the

stemmed, openwork foot. Inlaid with gold wires, the censer

depicts a fantastic mountain covered with figures and animals.

The flamelike peaks that jut up around the mountain's surface

are perforated to allow the release of incense smoke.*

—$. L.
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Winged Figure

Eastern Han dynasty. 2nd century

Bronze with gold inlay

15.5 X g.s cm

Luoyang Museum, Henan

Excavated from an Eastern Han dynasty (25-220) tomb

on the eastern outskirts of Luoyang, Henan province, in 1987,

this winged figure (yuren) is one of the earliest three-dimensional

sculptures to depict a realized being. Similar figures are often

found as part of the decoration on Han dynasty bronze mirrors

cast with cosmologtcal diagrams, and on ceramic tomb sculp-

tures. These figures, usually depicted with winglike appendages,

were perceived as having transcended the bonds of ym and yong

and as existing beyond time and space. They lived among sacred

mountains, in a numinous realm removed from the world of

humankind. Such figures are described in early texts of the Tao-

ist tradition, such as the Zhuangzi and the Liezi. The former

book, for example, includes the following passage:

)ian Wu said to Lian Shu, "I was listening to )ie Yu's talk—big

and nothing to back it up, going on and on without turning around.

I was completely dumbfounded at his words—no more end than

the Milky Way, wild and wide of the mark, never coming near hu-

man affairs!"

"What were his words like?" asked Lian Shu.

"He said that there is a Holy Man (shenren) living on faraway

Cushe Mountain, with skin like ice or snow, and gentle and shy

like a young girl. He doesn't eat the five grains, but sucks the wind,

drinks the dew, climbs up on the clouds and mist, rides a flying

dragon, and wanders beyond the four seas. By concentrating his

spirit, he can protect creatures from sickness and plague and

make the harvest plentiful. I thought this was all insane and re-

fused to believe it."

"You would!" said Lian Shu. "We can't expect a blind man to

appreciate beautiful patterns or a deaf man to listen to bells and

drums. And blindness and deafness are not confined to the body

alone—the understanding has them too, as your words just now

have shown, This man. with this virtue of his, is about to embrace

the ten thousand things and roll them into one. Though the age

calls for reform, why should he wear himself out over the affairs

of the world? There is nothing that can harm this man. Though

flood waters pile up to the sky. he will not drown. Though a great

drought melts metal and stone and scorches the earth and hills,

he will not be burned.'

The Liezi includes a similar description, expanding on these

miraculous beings:

The Cuyc mountains stand on a chain of islands where the Yel-

low River enters the sea. Upon the mountains there lives a Divine

Man (shenren), who inhales the wind and drinks the dew, and does

not eat the five grains. His mind is like a bottomless spring, his

body IS like a virgin's. He knows neither intimacy nor love, yet

immortals (xion) and sages serve him as ministers. He Inspires

no awe. he is never angry, yet the eager and diligent act as his

messengers. He Is without kindness and bounty, but others have

enough by themselves; he does not store and save, but he himself

never lacks.'

Both the Zhuangzi and the Liezi describe such beings as

shenren, literally, "divine men," using the character shen that

usually denotes a spirit or god. Their characteristics are similar

to early descriptions of xian—adepts or immortals—beings

that have broken the quotidian bonds of phenomenal reality

through their transcendence ofym and yang and their union with

the Tao.

Several similar bronze figures are known; among them are

examples In the Osaka Municipal Museum of Arts and a private

collection m Paris.'

—S. L.
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Suk in Memory ofFti 23n

liih:-'r 'lin (iynattii2iidc*ntuiy

Limestone

98x48x9.5 em

AdminlstrMive Commltlee ofCultural Relics, Viinthi. Heiuii

This sreis is the only remnant ofa Han dynasty cult

devoted to the reali/rd being (dwinn) Fei ZhiJ It was found

during the excavation of an Eastern Han dynasty (25-220) tomb

to the east of Luoyang, Henan province, a few i<ilometers away

from the boundaries ofthis city when It was the capital ofthe

Eastern Han. The tomb in which this stele was found is unusual

in that several bodies were found buried in it. The stele v.as

placed on a pedestal with three cavities, which nay have been

used to hold offerings. Kristofer Schippcr has described the stele

as "not Just a monument dedicated to the memoiy ofthe Taoist

saint Fei Zhi, but also his altar and the seat of his spirit."'

The stele is as enigmatic as the tomb in which >i was found,

since neither Fei Zhi nor his disciples named in the steie are

recorded in historical sources. According to the inscription, Fei

Zhi first became famous for climbing up Into a jujube tree and

perching there for three years without coming down. Fei's eccen-

tricities eventually brought him to the attention of the imperial

court, and the stele indicates that he was summoned to the

court twice, in 76 and 89, at the beginnings ofthe reigns ofem-

perors Zhang (r. 75-88) and He (r. 88-105). Thanks to his aid

in making "calculations" that helped the court to avoid inauspi*

cious omens, he was awarded an official title. Fei is further

Identified with prominent figures from ancient Cliina, including

the "Confucian" (m) scholar Yanzi, a contemporary ofConfucius,

and the magician Master Red Pine (Chisongzi).

Eventually, Fei acquired disciples, ofwhom the official Xu

You (also unlsnown from historical records) is most prominently

mentioned. Fers cult seenns to have been established by Xu

You's son Xu |ian, who began making oflf^erings to Fei in 169.

The stele also attributes divine status to Xu You who is claimed

to have met with the Queen Mother of the West (Xiwangmu; see

cat no. 24) on Mount Kunlua Rnallyi the stele indicates that

five disciples ofXu You, including a certain Master Xu (which

may refer to Xu Jian), consumed an alchemical drug known

as "stone mamwit" which allowed them to leave the world

as adepts

Since the date of 169 mentioned on the stele precludes the

possibility that it was made as a fijneraiy memorial for Fei Zhi,

who lived over halfa century earlier, or that the grave mound

was his, Schipper has suggested that the remains in the tomb

may belong to the five discioles mert'oned at the end of the

inscription, to Xu jian and his family, or to other members of

the cult dedicated to Fei Zhi.

The inscription on this stele is not the only one of its kind to

be ofcscrvcd There are similar stele inscriptions f'om the same

period recorded in historical documents, including one devoted

to the cult ofWang Ziqiao around Mount Song (also In Henan)

dated to 165, and another to the cult ofTang Gongfang In the

Hanzhong region, Shaanxi province, the same region where the

Celestial Master movement first came to prominence under

Zhang Lu at the end of the Han dynasty.' Unlike Fei Zhi, both of

these figures have a k>ng, wdlnlocumented history, and have

played an important role in Chinese religion right up to tfie mod-

ern era.

This newly discovered stele increases our understanding of

the late Han dynasty and serves as an important link between

late Warring States pditico-philosophical writings such as the

Zhw0ngz/and the Daodejing and later religious Taoism. It bridges

the historical gap between ear'y myths and terms sue*! as "real-

ized being" in Warring States texts and their prominent use in

later writings ofthe Tioitt religion. As archaeolegleal research

in mainland China advances, new insights continue to be gaiited

into the precedents that formed the foundations of religious

Taoism and into the transition from the "classical" age of the

Wbrring Stales to the flourishing ofreligion in nvedleval China.

—5. E.
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Ma Yuan (active c. 1190-c. 1225)

The Four Sages of Mount Shang

Southern Song dynasty, c. 1225

Handscroll, ink and light colors on paper

33.6 X 307.3 cm
Cincinnati Art Museum, Anonymous gift {1950.77)

Ma Yuan's hanoscroll depicts the Four Sages of Mount

Sharig, who fled into the mountains during the reign of the early

Han dynasty emperor Gaozu (r. 206-195 B.C.).' These worthies'

retreat into Mount Shang was motivated by their disagreements

with the actions of the emperor and their desire to maintain their

moral integrity.* The Four Sages' names were Dongyuan, Luli, Qi

Liji, and Xiahuang. While often held up as paragons of Confucian

virtue, by the fourth century, the Four Sages were also viewed as

adepts (xian) renowned for their techniques of self-cultivation

and alchemy. The Baopuzi (The Maiter Who Embracei Simplicity)

by Cc Hong (283-343), for example, refers to all four figures as

xian (adepts or immortals) and mentions that they taught al-

chemy to the famous strategist Zhang Liang.' In later tradition,

the Four Sages continued to be seen as paragons by both Confu-

cians and Taoists. They appear, for example, in the Song dynasty

handscroll in the Freer Gallery of Art entitled An Assembly of Im-

mortali (Qunxian gaohui tu), traditionally attributed to Li Conglin

(c. 1049-1106), which depicts a Taoist paradise populated with

such diverse figures as the Yellow Emperor and Guangchengzi,

the Queen Mother of the West, and the female immortal Magu.*

The Four Sages of Mount Shang lived solely on mushrooms,

and one of the four, Luli, composed the "Song of the Purple

Mushroom";
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Silent is the loft/ mountain;

Long is the deep valley.

Bright are [the] purple mushrooms;

They can still my hunger.

The ages of (the emperors] Yao and Shun are gone forever;

Whither shall I go?

A carriage and four, and lofty roofs,

All bring great worries (to the inmates).

If riches and honors entail submission to others,

I would rather be poor and lowly in order to live happily.'

Ma Yuan was a painter active at the imperial Southern Song

court in Lin'an. Hangzhou province, durmg the reigns of Emper-

ors Cuangzong (r. 1189-94) Ningzong (r. 1195-1224). and

into the early part of Lizong's reign (r. 1225-64). The Cincinnati

four Sages ofMount Shang is one of his surviving works on pa>

per, and has been dated to c. 1225. It is painted primarily in ink

with occasional touches of light color, and depicts the Four

Sages in a mountainous landscape. A stream flows from left to

right through the background of the composition, emptying into

a river or lake with crashing waves near the beginning of the

scroll. The remote setting is accentuated by the quickly flowing

water, the cliffs and grotto-like formations among the rocks, the

gnarled pme trees, spiky plum trees, and lush bamboo. Two of

the sages are seated on rocks and playing the board game

known as weiqi, while a third leans on the trunk of a pine tree

and watches. The fourth sage walks with an attendant along a

mountam path and searches for mushrooms. The scroti is

signed at the end, Chen Ma Yuan ("Your servant. Ma Yuan"),

indicating that it was painted at the imperial court. The scroll

has thirty-seven colophons by scholars of the Yuan and Ming

dynasties, including inscriptions by Yang Weizhen (1296-1307)

and Ni Zan (1301-1374).' The painting was owned by the great

Ming dynasty collector Xiang Yuanbian (1525-1590), and in the

Qing dynasty entered the collection of the Qianlong emperor

(r. 1736-95), remaining in the Forbidden City until the early

twentieth century.' The scroll bears two inscriptions by the

Qianlong emperor, and still has its imperial Qing silk wrapper

and inscribed jade pin.

Ma Yuan's handscroll emphasizes the close connection be-

tween hermits, immortals, and mountains m traditional China.

Even before the emergence of religious Taoism in the late Han

dynasty (second century), mountains were considered pure and

remote places where one could encounter immortals. The rocks,

water, pines, and plum trees of Mount Shang are symbols of the

values the Four Sages stood for. including strength and moral

integrity.

—s. L.
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Tomb Tile with the Queen Mother ofthe West

From Sichuan province

Eastern Han dynasty. 2nd century

Stamped earthenware tile

41 X 47 cm
Sichuan Provincial Museum, Chengdu

2S

Money Tree with the Queen Mother ofthe West and

a Seated Buddha

From Sichuan province

Eastern Han dynasty. 2nd century

Lead-glazed earthenware and bronze

H. 177 cm

Asian Art Museum of San Francisco. Gift of the Connoisseurs'

Council (199379)

One of the most popular deities of the Han dynasty

(206 B.c.-A.D. 220) was the Queen Mother of the West

(Xiwangmu), depicted in these two archaeological objects from

Sichuan province. While the origins of this goddess in the early

Bronze Age are murky. Xiwangmu emerged by the third century

B.C. as a formidable deity in the Chinese pantheon. The "Inner

Chapters" of the Zhuangzi list the Queen Mother of the West as

a deity who "obtained the Tao."' According to the Scripture of

Great Peace (Taipingjing), a text that first appeared in the late

Han dynasty, Xiwangmu was an immortal (xian). During the

Han, the Queen Mother of the West was worshipped by the

imperial family, the aristocracy, and the literati, as well as by

the common people.'

In legend, ancient kings and emperors sought out the Queen

Mother of the West, and asked for her advice on the arts of

rulership and self-cultivation (see cat. no. 26). Although origi-

nally not a Taoist deity, she was adopted into the pantheon of

religious Highest Purity (Shangqing) Taoism in the Six Dynasties

period (420-589) and is the principle female deity in the Su-

preme Secret Essentials (Wushang biyao), a Taoist encyclopedia

completed in 577, during the Northern Zhou dynasty.'

Above all, Xiwangmu was associated with the yin force of

the yin-yang polarity, and with the phase (or element) metal in

the Five Phase (Wuxing) system. Yin correlated with the west, the

direction most strongly associated with death and rebirth. None-

theless, in the funerary tile from Sichuan (cat. no. 24), in which

the Queen Mother sits on a mat at a feast, she is flanked by a

tiger and a dragon (see cat. no. 10), symbolizing her ultimate

transcendence of yin and yang.

By the early Eastern Han dynasty (first century), the Queen

Mother was associated with Mount Kunlun, a mythical paradise

1 54 The Formation of the Taoist Tradition
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IcMiated to the far west of China.* Kunlun was perceived as an

enormous mountain, or mountain range, that functioned as a

cosmic pivot connecting Heaven and Earth.

In the earthenware tomb tile, excavated in 1963 from a tomb

at Qingbaixiang in Xinfan near Chengdu, Sichuan province,

Xiwangmu is entertained at a feast. Regally posed under a

canopy, she faces the viewer while a group of figures and ani-

mals occupy the foreground. To the left, a hare holds a candela-

bra; behind the hare is a fox. In front of the hare two figures,

either human or celestial courtiers, sit next to a low table. Di-

rectly in front of the Queen Mother a frog dances, while a bird

and two other human or immortal figures look on at the left.'

A much stranger object is the so-called money tree (qian

shu) from the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco (cat. no. 25).

This is one of many examples that have been found in Eastern

Han (second century) tombs in Sichuan, one of the areas in

which Xiwangmu had the greatest following in this period.*

These objects are typically made of a bronze trunk and branches

set into a ceramic or stone base. The term "money tree" derives

from the fact that the bronze branches are decorated with coin-

shaped designs that imitate coins of the Han period.' The func-

tion of such money trees in late Han dynasty Sichuan was to

provide a symbol of rebirth and eternal life for the occupant of

the tomb.

In this example, the base is made of earthenware covered

with an amber-colored lead glaze. The surface of the base is

covered with molded designs depicting animals, culminating

at the top with a figure riding on the back of a deer. From here

the bronze tree ascends, with six levels of branches growing off

the trunk; these are attached with tenons. Each branch consists

of a horizontal stem, with images of coins growing above and

below. Near the top is an image of the Queen Mother of the

West, seated between two dragons under a canopy: above her,

an immortal rides on the back of a dragon. A noteworthy feature

of the decoration is the small figure of a meditating Buddha,

situated below the figure of Xiwangmu. Buddhism entered

China during the late first century, and as Wu Hung has shown,

by the second century the Buddha was often seen as an immor-

tal.* Similar images are found in other materials in the Eastern

Han period, including stone carvings, ceramics, and bronze

mirrors.' Such images would proliferate during the Three King-

doms period (220-280) and after. The presence of the Buddha

under Xiwangmu's image on the San Francisco money tree

clearly conveys the superiority of the latter, and yet signals the

openness among the Queen Mother's followers toward other

systems of belief

—s. L.
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TRADITIONALLY ATTRIBUTED TO LiU SONCNIAN
(active lATI 12TH-EARLY 13TH CENTURY)

Offeringsfor Long IJfe at the Turquoise Pond

Ming dynasty, early 16th century

Hanging scroll: nk and colors on slRc

198.7 X 109,1 cm
National Palace Mutevm, Tiipol

This painting depicts the Zhou dynasty king Mu's visit

to the Queen Mother ofthe West (Xlwangmu) , a story that is

ultimately about self-understanding and transcendence. Andent

texts describe King Mu (Muwarg; r. 1001-946 b.c.) as the only

human ruler to have arrived at the Queen Mother of the West's

paradise on Mount Kunlun, located far to the west of China.

Their meeting was briefand tinged with melancholy. The Idng,

perhaps aware that he could never rise to the level of the god-

dess, bemoaned his unworthiness. and then returned home. The

Story is first found in the Bamboo Annali, said to have been exca-

vated from a third-oentuiy^BX. tomb in the third centu^ A.O..

and appears as well in the early Taoist text Its most elabo-

rate version, however, is in the Tang dynasty text Primordial

Ruler, Metal Mother (Jinmu yuonjun). by the Taoist Du Cuangting

(850-933):

King Mu gave the command to harness his eight fine steeds in

two teams offiwr. . . . Riding full speed ahead for a thousand

U. they reached the nation ofthe Great Sou Cbn. The Great Sou

Qan head then offered as tribute the blood of white swans for

the king to drink; he set out ox and horse milk to be used for wash-

ing the king's feet. After the men . . . drank, they proceeded along

the road.

Thef spent the night In a fold ofKunlun on the sunny side

of the Rfd W.itfr R'vp' Or' H.iy they .isre-nlrr^ Viinliir

Hill, in order to inspect the palace of the Yellow Thearch [Yellow

Emperor)

Subsequently he was a guest ofthe Queen Mother ofthe Wtest.

As they toasted each other with drinks at the side ofthe Turquoise

Pond pt'ao Chi!, the Queen Mother of the West composed poems

for the king. The king matched them. Their lyrics were sad. Then he

obsenwd wlwn the sun set In a sli^ dagu it had gone ten thou-

sand a. The Icing sighed and said, "I, the Unique Pmon (as Son of

Heaven), am not overabounding with virtue. Later generations will

certainly trace back and count up my excesses!" It is also said that

the king grasped a white jade tablet and heavy multi-coiored dam-

ask, offifiringthem in order to acquire the secrets ofthe Queen

Mother's longevity. She sang the "Poem of the White Clouds."

OntopofCDww Mountain, hecwved a stone to record his traces,

then lelumod home.'

In the painting, Kmg Mu and the Queen Mother ofthe XUesX

sit lacing each other on a terrace, surrounded by )ade maidens

fyiA'iiv) The setting is a mountainous landscape, representing

the paradise on Mount Kunlun. In the foreground, just outside a

roofed enclosure, the king's chariots and attendants await him

among boulders and trees. Despite the scroll's traditional attri*

bution to the Southern Song dynasty court painter Liu Songnian,

the style is closer to that of the Ming dynasty Wu School master

Qiu Ying (c. 149^-1551/2).' A similar painting in the Walters Art

Gallery, Bahimore, bears a spurious Qiu Ying signature, and

may be by a dose Ibllower.*

—s. L.
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(detail)

Feitlval ofthe Peaches of Longevity

Ming djrnasty. 15th century

HandscroH; ink, colors, arid gold on silk

52 X 476 cm
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Gift of the Herman R.

and Helen Sutherland Foundation Fund {f72-^9)
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Among the outstanding features ofthe Queen Mother

of the West's paradise on Mount Kunlun were the peach trees

that blossomed every three thousand years.' The earliest asso-

detion ofthese tttnsoendefit peaches writh the Queen Mother is

found in the MofMgrapfi on Brood Phenomtna (Bmm zhi) fay

Zhang Hua {232-300).* The peaches were believed to confer

immortality on those who ate them. Zhang Hua's text describes

the Queen Mother's visit to Emperor Wu of the Han dynasty

(r. 140-87 B.C.) in 110 B.C. as fellows:

The Queen IMothcr asiwd her vttendirrts for seven peaches. They

were as big as crossbow pdlela. Giving five to the Ihearch (Emperor

Wu], the Mother ate two. The thearch ate the peaches, then im-

mediately took their pits and put them in front of his Icnees. The

Mother said, "Why are you taking these pits?" The thearch replied,

"These peaches are so sweet and lovely. I want to plant them." The

Mother laughed ar d said, "These peaches bear fruit once in three

thousand years "
. - . Then Dongfarg Shuo stealthily sp»cd on

the Mother from the southern side room of the basilica [the Nine

Floriate BasiRca], through the Vermillion Bird window lattice. The

Mother saw him. She said to the thearch. This small boy is spying

th'ough the window latt'ce- Formerly he came three t'mes to Steal

my peaches." The thearch then greatly marveled al him. On ac-

count ofthis, people ofthe world say that Dongfeng Shuo is a

divine transcendent'

The periodic blossoming ofthe peaches of longevity In the

Kunlun paradise became a lixed part of the Queen Mother's

mythology. This long handscroll in the Nelson-Atkins Museum

depicts the festival of these peaches (Pantao hui). The fantastic

landscape is painled in an archalstic blue^nd-green style, with

gold accents on the rocks. The clouds are painted in white and

pinit pigments. The first part of the scroll depicts guests who

approach an ornate marble gate (pailou). Some of these figures

walk, while others ride on rams, an elephant, a deer, a horse,

and mydiicai beasts. One figure rides a blue ox and has a red

pora^ol held ov^r h f. he.iH hy -ii .ittendant; this may represent

the sage Laozi (see cat. no,
)

) . Toward the center of the scroll,

several elaborate palace buildings appear; these represent the

palace ofthe Queen Mother ofthe Vlfest, and are painted with

green, blue, and purple pigments and gold. The focus of atten-

tion is a grove ofenormous peach trees, the ripe fruit of which is

being picked by children and adolescents, as immortals and

)ade maidens look on from a nearby terrace, In one pavilion, a

female orchestra plays on the pipa (lute), sherig (mouth-organ),

4A> (zither), drum, cymbals, flutes, and cMnoes. Further on,

two cranes dance on a ^rden terrace, observed by a group

oftranscendents. At the end of the scroll, male and female fig-

ures gather on a high, open<air marble terrace and gaze at a

pink cloud.

A lon^r version ofthis composition in the Freer Gallery of

Art, Washington, D.C., is traditionally attributed to the Southern

Song dynasty {thirteenth century) painter Fang Chunnian, but is

later in date (seventeenth or eighteenth century) than the Kan-

sas Off scroll.* It preserves, however, the entire orlglnri oompo-

sitlon, which is truncated In the Kansas City version. From the

Freer version, it is clear that the Nelson-Atkins Museum scroll

originally included a scene at the beginning, depicting guests

crossing an ocean on chariots and mythical beasts as they ap-

proach the Kunlun paradise. In addition, the end ofthe scroll

would have included a scene of cranes and phoenixes flying in

elaborate patterns through the air.

Sacked Mountains and Cults of the Immortals is9
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Ma Yuan (active c. 1190-c. 1230)

Immortal Riding 0 Dragon

Southern Song dynasty, early 13th century

Hanging scroll; ink and light colors on silk

loS.i X 52.6 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

In this painti nc an adept (xian) files through the air on the

back of a dragon.' At the lower right, a demon thrall holds his

master's dragon-headed staff. The scene takes place against a

background of clouds, from which the dragon has just emerged.

The transcendent gazes out into space with an intense, knowing

expression.

Descriptions of such figures can be traced to the Inner Chap-

ters of the Zhuangzi (c. 330 B.C.). According to Zhuangzi. this

type of being, a "divine person" (shenren), "sucks the wind,

drinks the dew, climbs up on the clouds and mist, rides a flying

dragon, and wanders beyond the four seas."' Dragons were

potent symbols of the yong force and of the Tao, and from the

Warring States period onward (475-221 B.C.) were depicted as

the vehicles of gods and transcendents. Images of winged be-

ings (yurer^) who have transcended the bounds of yin and yong

are often depicted mounted on the backs of dragons

in funerary art of the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) and on

bronze mirrors of the third and fourth centuries.' By the Song

dynasty (960-1279), if not earlier, Taolst gods were often shown

riding on dragons: an example in this exhibition is the image of

the Taolst Official of Water (Shui guan) from the Museum of

Fine Arts. Boston (cat. no. 71). When human beings attained

realization or perfection (zhen). they were often described as

ascending to heaven in broad daylight on the back of a dragon.

The ascension of the Yellow Emperor, for example, is described

in this way in Sima Qian's Records of the Historian (Shiji), com-

piled in 104 B.C.:

... a dragon with whiskers hanging from its chin came down

from the sky to fetch him. The Yellow Emperor mounted on the

dragon's back, followed by his ministers and palace ladies, making

a company of over seventy persons. When they had all mounted,

the dragon rose from the ground and departed,*

A similar painting of an adept riding on the back of a dragon

is also in the National Palace Museum, Taipei; it is attributed to

the Song painter Zhao Boju (d. c. 1)62).*
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This section or the catalocue Intiocluces religious Tao-

ism and focuses on two key moments in its early development:

the deification of the sage Laozi and the emergence of the fi-st

Taoist church. One of the most complicated aspects of Taoism

is its transformation from a philosophy to a religion. One cata*

lyst for this transformation was the politkal disintegration of

the Han dynasty in the second century a d,; another was the

impact on Taoism of Buddhism, a foreign religion that arrived

in ChiiH from India over the Silk Road in the late Han dynasty.

At about the same time, in the second century a,o., the sage

Laozi was deified by imperial decree.

The origins of religious Taoism can be traced to Sichuan

province in the second century, when the spiritual leader Zhang

Daoling had a vision ofthe deified Laozi. In this vision l^ozi

commanded Zhang to organize his followers into a movement,

which came to be Icnown as the Way of the Celestial Masters

(Tianshi Dao). Zhang Daoling became the patriarch of the Ce-

lestial Master lineage. Central to this movement was the culthra-

tlon of a strict moral code and the belief in gods who, through

rituals, could be invoked to aid humanity to achieve both its

spiritual and material needs. These gods were perceived as

beings composed ofthe most refined spirit, pcrsonMylng and

giving a recognizable face to the Tao.

The deification of Laozi was given early visual expression in

atone sculptures that depict the ancient sage as a god. These

works, dating to the Northern and Southern Dynasties period

^86-589), Illustrate the tremendous impact of Buddhism on

Taoism. The tv.'o aspects of this influence e>:plorcd here are

the borrowings from Buddhist conventions in the early Taoist

depictions ofthe deified Laozi, and the adaptation from Bud-

dhism ofthe idea of reincarnation (originally a Hindu concept),

reflected in images ofthe earlier manHestations of Laozi, for

example, his Incarnation as Cuai^chengzi during the reign of

the Yellow Emperor (third millennium B.C.).

The remarkable stone sculptures shown here range in date

from the Northern Wei to Tang dynasties (sixth to eighth centu-

ries). Among these is a stele dating to $17, from the Forest of

Stelae in Xi'an, China, which on one side depicts the deified

LjozI (holding his usual attribute, a fan), and on the other the

historical Buddha Shalcyamuni. Syncretic wortts such as this,

which make room for both relipons, demonstrate the pragmatic

approach to religion characteristic oftraditional Chinese culture.

(This pheiomenon 's explored father in section III.i, "Taoism

and Popular Rci gion. ') The sculptures of the deified Laozi from

the Tang dynasty (6 1 8- 906) illustrate the sage as the divine an-

cestor ofthe Tang emperors, and are early illustrations ofthe

usefulness ofTaoism in establishing political legitimacy^
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Steh wMi the Mfied Laoa and Two Attendants

Northern Wei dynuty, Iknehuig raign, daled 515

Sandstone

Osaka Municipal Museum ofArt, Yrniaguchi Colleetlon

30

Stek wMi the D^kd Laoa and Shekfemum Buddha

Northern Wei dynailji Mping re^, daled $17

Umestone

203 X S7 cm

Forest ofStelae (Beilln) Museiun,XI'an

i1

Four-std^ liMfst Stete

Nofthem Qi dynasty, dated $$4

Umeslone

H. 70<6 cm
Osaka Munici|»l Museum ofArt, Vinngudii Collection

92

VbliVr Stek unth tfis D^ed Lnozi

Sul dynasty KaHiuang reign dated 587

Limestone

24 X 15 cm
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Special Oiinese and Japanese Fiind

(07.732)

Th e sac e Laozi Is known to have been worshipped as a god

bythe second ceitury a d,, in the 'ate Han dynasty. Two re-

corded Stele inscriptions of the Eastern Han—the Stele ofthe

Sage Motfier (Shen^u bei). dated 153, and the InscriptionJbr

Laaa (laaa nun^, dated 165^-iioth iweel a naw view of Laozi

as a god. The former text was the first to describe Laozi as

equivalent to the Tao; the second records an imperial sacrifice

to the deified sage enacted by tmperor Huan (r. 147-67) at

Laozi's birthplace.* The Sells ofite Sage Mother inscription

Includes the following lines:

Laozi, the Tao:

Bom prior to the Shapeless.

Crown before the Great Beginning,

IHe lives in the prime of the Great Immaculate,

And floats Ireeiy through the Six Vsids.*

The Inseriptkmfor Loozr proves that by the nniddle ofthe sec-

ond century Laozi was worshipped as a god by the Han elMe. As

Uvla Kohn has shown, the si^ was now seen as "the central

dei^ofthe cosmos, who was bom from primordial energy, came

down to earth, and eventualiy ascended bacl< to the heavenly

realm as an immortal."' This stele inscription reads In part:

Laozi was created from primotdial chaos and Itvcd as long as

the three luminants (sun, moon, and stars]. He observed the

skies and made prophesies, Ireeiy came and Mient lo the stars.

Following the course ofthe sun, he tnnsibrmed nine times;

he waxed and waned with the seasons. He regulated the three

luminants and had the four numinous animals by his side.' He

concentrated his thinking on the cinnabar field [dantmn]* saw

Great Unity [btyQ* in his purple chamlier. became one with die

Tio, and trantlbrmed into an Immortal.'

In the late Han and Six Dynasties periods, the deified Laozi

became the central god in the pantheon of religious Taoism. The

earliest images of the deified Laozi date to the fifth century, and

are only known in significant numbers from the early sixth cen-

tury onward (late Northern Wei dynasty). Several references to

Taoist image-making survive in fifth-century texts.* As Stephen

Bokenkamp has pointed out, Lu Xiujing (406-477), the compiler

of the Taoist Lirgbao scriptures, spoke out against the creation

ofornate images for Taoist worship, indicating that suchwoHa

were being made in southern China in the mid-lifkh century.* The

Northern Wei Celestial Maste' Kou 0 :
,
^^8) is also

recorded m the History ofthe Sui Dynasty [Sui shuj as having

commissioned Taoist images of Celestial Worthies (tiamun)

for a temple near the imperial capital.* The minority ofTaoist

sculptures that survive from the Six Dynasties period come

from the area around Xt'an in Shaar-xi provnce The four sixth-

century examples included here range in date from 515 to 587

(late Northern Wei to Sui dynasties).

Images ofthe deified Laozi (now known as Taishang Laojun,

or Supreme Lord Lao) are most ofken found on stone stelae,

usually carved from sandstone or limestone." The first stele,

from the Osaka Municipal Museum of Art, bears an inscription

dated to $15, corresponding to the fourth year ofthe Yinchang

reign ofthe Northern Wei dynasty (cat. no. 29). At this time

China was d vided between north and south, wifh \hc Turkic Toba

ruling the Northern Wei (386-534), and Chinese emperors ruling

the Liang dynasty (502-557). The Osaka stele Is stylistically char-

acteristic ofmany Taoist and Buddhist sculptures that have been

found in the vicinity of Xi'an, an area that was part ofthe

Northern Wei state in the early sixth century. This area played an

important role in religious Taoism from the fifth century onward.

One ofthe most sacred Taoist sHes is the Observation Platform
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(Louguan Tai). located at the base of the Zhongnan Mountains,

about sixty kilometers southwest of Xi'an. This is where Yin Xi

watched for the purple aura that filled the sky as Laozi ap-

proached on his ox as he left for the Western Regions, and

where Laozi transmitted the Daode jing to Yin Xi."

In its focus on a large central image of the deified sage, the

Osaka stele is typical of a format commonly encountered among

many Taoist sculptures from the Six Dynasties period. This

figure sits in meditation and holds a fan in his right hand; this

would become a standard attribute of the deiRed Laozi in Chi-

nese art. He has a mustache, and on his head is a Taoist priest's

cap. Carved in low relief behind Laozi are two intertwined drag-

ons and circular images of the sun and moon. A border of coiled

motifs, perhaps clouds, appears at the very top of the stele. The

deified Laozi is flanked by smaller standing attendants, one of

whom clasps his hands together, while the other holds a vase

and a cup. Below the figure of Laozi is a scene depicting two

standing worshippers making obeisance before an incense

burner; as Kristofer Schipper has pointed out, in Taoism, "the

offering of incense in the burner is the essential element of wor-

ship."" The stele's inscription is short, beginning on the right

side with the date {"On the fifth day of the fourth month of

the fourth year of the Yanping reign" [i.e., 515]), and concluding

on the lower front with a list of donors: the latter section has

suffered from damage." The back and left sides are unadorned.

Scholars have long assumed that the basic format seen here

—

the large figure of the deified Laozi flanked by two attendants

—

was borrowed from the prevailing style of Buddhist sculpture,

in which a central Buddha was flanked by smaller figures of

bodhisattvas; this observation appears entirely correct. In addi-

tion, as Jean James has shown, the formula for many of the

dedicatory inscriptions on early Taoist stelae were also borrowed

from contemporary Buddhist practice." While we know nothing

of the precise mechanics of such borrowing, it appears to have

been analogous to the well-documented borrowing of textual

and ritual elements from Buddhism by early Taoists in the fourth

and fifth centuries.'*

Until recently the identity of the figures flanking the deified

Laozi on such stelae has been a mystery. An inscription on the

back of a Northern Wei stele in the Field Museum, undated

but close in style and date to the Osaka stele, identifies the

two flanking figures as Yin Xi (Yin xiansheng) and Zhang Ling

(Zhang Ling xiansheng)." The figures are significant because

these were the first human beings to receive revelations from

Laozi. It was to Yin Xi that Laozi first transmitted the Daodejing

(see cat. no. 1), while Zhang Ling (Zhang Daoling) was the first

31
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human being to experience a vision of the deified Laozi (later

known as the Supreme Lord Lao [Taishang Laojun], or Celestial

Worthy of the Tao and its Power [Daode tianzun], or merely Ce-

lestial Worthy [tianzun]). One result of Zhang Daolmg's vision

was his reception of the title "Celestial Master" (tiamhi) from

Laozi." It is possible that the figures flanking the deified Laozi

on many Six Dynasties and Tang (618-906) period Taoist sculp-

tures also depict Yin Xi and Zhang Daoling. In later Taoist tradi-

tion, both Yin and Zhang became immortals."

The large Northern Wei stele in the Forest of Stelae (Beilin)

Museum. Xi'an, bears an inscription dated 517 (cat. no. 30).*

Carved two years after the Osaka stele, it is over six feet tall and

is four-sided, with niches carved into each side. The stele is

extraordinary in that the primary image on the front is the deified

Laozi, while the primary image on the back is the Buddha Shakya-

muni." Laozi is identified by his Taoist cap, the fan he holds in

his right hand, and his mustache: the Buddha Is identified by his

uma (the raised bump at the top of his cranium), his usnisa (the

tuft of hair at the center of his forehead), and the sacred gesture

of his right hand, which is raised in abhayo mudra, signifying the

absence of fear. The two figures are flanked by attending immor-

tals and bodhisattvas, respectively Laozi sits under a pavilion

with weichi (owl's tall) finials at the ends of the ridge beam.

The ecumenical nature of this work is emphasized by the

careful attention to detail in the depiction of the Buddha and

bodhisattvas and by the presence among the donors of two

Buddhist monks (bhikihu) with shaved heads, their monastic

names inscribed, flanking the bodhisattvas. This part of the stele

could easily be mistaken for a Buddhist sculpture. The syncretic

appearance, however, may be illusory. The stele lists over sixty

donors, more than half ofwhom are members of the Lii family,

and two of these are listed as Taoist priests (daoshi). The over-

whelmingly Taoist spirit of the stele is suggested by the many

Taoist given names among the lay donors: Daoguang (Radiance

of the Tao). Daonu (Servant of the Tao), Daoqi (Ascendance

of the Tao), and Daozhen (Prize the Tao). There are different

interpretations of the mixed Taoist and Buddhist Images on

such works."

To either side of Laozi's throne are immortals riding on myth-

ical beasts; both the figures and their mounts turn to look at

each other. Immediately below the figure of Laozi is a large In-

cense burner entwined by two dragons, with three donors facing

the censer on each side. In all there are five registers of donors

below the niche containing the deified Laozi. On the back, a

canopy with stylized flames appears above the Buddha's niche,

above which are many heads of celestial beings. A celestial angel
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appnis at the left, and what may be a reborn soul emerging

from a lotus flower appears at the right. Mythical beasts crouch

to eit'^er side of the Buddha's throne, one of which has an elfin

rider. Below is an Incense burner entwined by dragons, just as

on the front ofthe stele. The fact that several ofthe donors on

this side ofthe stone are unnamed and the existence ofblanic

spaces among the donors suggest that the front side was (illed

up with names first, Wfth others ther added on the back.

The stele's left side has a niche showing a priest or immortal

seated with his hands folded In his lap. This figure wears the

same cap as Laozi and his attendants, and is dearly Taolst.

The three donors named .ss Taoist priests appear directly below

this figure. While this figure is unidentified, he, like l.aozl, sits

under a pavilion with owl's tail rooffinials. Four celestial angels

resembling Buddhist apsaras soar through the air above. The

stele's right side has a niche that appears to have contained a

single figure of the bodhisattv.! Msitreya; the figure's head is

missing, however, so its identity is not clear. The stele's dedi-

cation appears below this niche and comprises nine vertical

columns ofstandard script, ending with the date, The second

year of the Xiping reig" the cyclical year ding^u" (i.e., 517).

The significance of the Beilin stele lies in the way in which it

demonstrates the fluid boundary between early Taoism and Bud-

dhism, giving equal place to the deified Laozi and the Buddha.

While the precise mechanisms that determined the iconographic

structure of such stelae remain unclear, works of this type clearly

reflect the openness of the Chinese people to other religions and

other gods. This fluid boundary allowed Taoism to accommodate

other traditions and beliefs, among which were cults to local

gods and immortals (see section lll.i, "Taoisnn and Popular

Religion"). In other inscribed examples from the sixth and early

seventh centuries, Buddhist and Taoist tides of both deities and

donors are often seemingly mixed up, as in the case when the

central deity is Taoist, but the donors list themselves as Bud-

dhist disciples, and vice versa." The large numbers o'' Huddhist

sculptures from the same area ofShaanxi province suggest that

Taoism and Buddhism flourished slde-by^side In this area during

the late Northern Wei dynasty and swere not necessarily seen as

mutually exclusive systems of belief Stephen Bokenkamp has

suggested that by this time Taoists in Shaanxi had absorbed

certain doctrines fiwn the new LIngoao scriptures from south*

em China (see cat nos. $3,

By the mid^ixth century, the arranger>ient of figures seen on

the Northern Wei sculptures had become even more formalized.

The Northern Qi dynasty (3SO-S77) Taoist stele in the Osaka

Munidpal Museum ofArts (cat. no. 31), dated 554, is a good

example. This stele is carved from limestone and has niches with

the deified Laozi on all four sides. The front and back present

the seated Laoz' with two standing attendants. On the front,

the figure of Laozi holds his usual attribute, a fan. These niches

appear against a background of low4<elief carvings, executed

with great vitality; these indude flying celestial figures among

scudding clouds, an ornate arch above the niche, standing at-

tendants to either side, and a censer, kneeling attendants, and

lions below. Following the dedication and the cyclical datejiaxu

(554) is a long UtH ofdonors.^ A similar though undated Taoist

stale is in the Arthur M. Sudder Gallery, Whrfiin^on, D.C

IWany Taoist images survive frorr' the Sui djfWStf ^1-6t8)t

during which China was reunited after over three centuries

ofdisunion. The small stele in the Museum of Fine Arts, Bos-

ton, presents a niche with the triad ofthe deified Laozi with

two standing attendants who hold tablets (cat. no. 32). Behind

Laozi's head is a lotus-shaped halo. On either side of this

central group are two seated lions. The inscription, carved

below; reads:

On the twen^-ninth day, [the cydical day] nmhm ofthe sixth

month ffaekm) ofthe sevendi year ofthe Kalhuang reign ofthe

Great Sul ^nasty), the Taoist fdbomAi/ Su Zun respectfully had

commissioned a sculpture of Lord Lao [Laojun], above for seven

gerterations of fathers and mothers, for the father and mother

who gave him birth, and all his dependents and relatives. May

they all achieve theTao fcHtng DaeJ at one time.

This group ofsixth-century Taoist stdae reflect the develop-

ment and prolifieration of images of Laozi during the Six {dy-

nasties 3rd Sui periods. These sculptures set the stage for

images of the succeeding Tang dynasty, when the deified sage

was appropriated as the divine ancestor ofthe imperial house.

—s. L
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Stele with the Deified Laozi and theJade Emperor

Northern Wei dynasty. LongxLi reign, dated $27

Sandstone

27.8 X 27.S cm

National Museum of Chinese History, Beijing

This finely carved stele appears to depict the deified Laozi

with the Jade Emperor or JadeThcarch (Yuhuang).' The two

primary figures are seated side-by-side in identical postures.

'

Both figures are bearded and wear the caps of Taoist priests.

Their beards extend down over their hands, which are turned

outward; their faces radiate expressions of calm detachment,

with meditative, half-closed eyes. Behind them stand three

smaller figures. Seated lions are carved in low relief on either

side of the two primary figures. An inscription at the upper left

identifies the larger figure on the left as Yuhuang shi (Master

jade Emperor).' This may be the earliest surviving depiction of

the Jade Emperor in Chinese art.

The back of the stele is divided into two horizontal registers,

carved with scenes depicting the stele s donors in low relief

At the top is an ox cart, with a female attendant next to the ox,

and a female figure walking behind. Judging from the inscrip-

tion to the immediate left of this scene, the standing female

figure is probably Wang Ashan, the primarly donor of the stele.

The lower register is divided into two scenes, both of which de-

pict riders on horseback, attended by servants holding parasols.

The left side of the stele is inscribed, "On the twenty-fifth day

of the eleventh month of the first year of the Longxu reign [527],

the female officer [nuguanj Wang Ashan commissioned two

sculptures. May my mother and son long have virtuous house-

holds." The inscription continues on the back, in three sections:

1) "The Taoist female oflicer Wang Ashan [who] rides in a cart";

2) "The niece Feng Wufang (who] rides on a horse"; 3) "The son

Feng Faxing (whoj rides on a horse." A similar sculpture in the

collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, bears an inscrip-

tion dated to 515, and may have come from the same workshop.*

One of the earliest scriptural sources for the Jade Emperor is

the Supreme Secret Essentials (Wushang biyao). a Taoist compen-

dium dating to the Northern Zhou dynasty (557-581).' By the

Tang dynasty (618-906), awareness of the Jade Emperor was

widespread among literati.' During the reign of the Northern

Song dynasty emperor Zhenzong (r. 997-1022), worship of the

Jade Emperor was made part of the imperial cult.

The earliest recorded painting of the jade Emperor was cre-

ated in the tenth century by Shike in Shu (modern Sichuan).

The painting was significant for its depiction of the jade Em-

peror holding court, as the head of a vast pantheon:

Assembled in the sovereign's presence are the celestial immor-

tals (tianxianj and numinous officials [Irngguanj. the golden boys

(jinton^ and jade maidens [yunuj. the Three Officials [Sanguan.

the gods of Heaven, Earth, and Water; see cat. nos. 69-71). the

Supreme Unity (Taiyij, the Seven Primes [Qiyuan, the gods of the

seven stars of the Northern Dipper], the Four Saints [Sisheng;

see cat. no. 107). the constellations everywhere, the deities of

wind, rain, thunder, and lightning, the lords of hills and streams,

all rulers of the regions above or below the Earth.'

The jade Emperor, perceived as the head of the popular

pantheon, played an increasingly vital role in Chinese religion

from the Song dynasty (960-1279) onward. The jade Emperor

occupies a key position that bridges the Taoist and popular

pantheons. Several Taoist gods, such as Zhenwu and Yisheng

(see cat. no. 107), were called to serve as gods by the Jade Em-

peror,' and images of the Jade Emperor are often seen in Taoist

temples today.

—s. L.
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The Xiang'er Commentary to Laozi's Scripture ofthe Way,

Upper Roll

From Ounhuang, Cansu province

Northern Wei dynasty, early 6th centu^

Handscroll; ink on paper

26.7 X 900 cm
The British Library, London. Oriental and India Office Collections

(Slein 68a})
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Thi XMNC'Eff CouMSNTAnY is M highly polemic Taolstwoik

that is universally critical of other traditions, including the Five

Classics of Confucianism. The commentary is truncated at the

beginning, starting with chapter 3 of the modern edition of the

Dood*fng and continuing only to chapter 37. As in contempo-

raneous Buddhist texts, there are seventeen characters per

column of tent. The calligraphy has a balanced, architectonic

appearance. Based on similarities with dated Buddhist scrolls

from DunlHiani, this woricmoit likely dates to the early sixth

oenturyi* An unrelated text appears on the back ofthe scroll,

written in a much more informal script.

For a nu'>iber of reasons, the Xiang'er Commentary to the

Daodejing is one of the most important, most fascinating, and

most perplexing ofaN early Tao4st writings. First, its calligraphic

style suggests that it was written two centuries before most of

the other Taoist manuscripts found at Dunhuang, making it one

of the earliest original sources on the Taoist religion.' Second,

rt is one ofthe earliest commentaries on the Daadepng to be

influenced by religious Taoism. Together with the Stanzas efHht

Lord on the River (Heshang gong zhangju) commentary,* it is our

earliest source for understanding how the Daodejing was seen

within the religion that revered it above all other scriptures.

Moreover, the Xiaiig'cr and Heshang gong commentaries often

Stand in direct opposition to each other. When placed together,

these two commentaries seem to suggest the earliest contro-

versy on how to Interpret the Daodcjing within religious Taoism.

Finally; the Xtang'w is important for the role it has played In

modem scholarship. Because ofthe difliculties irwolved in dat-

ing the composition of the scripture, and the significance that

this dating holds for our understanding of the early development

of Taoism, this brief, incomplete commentary is one of the most

controversial of all early Taoist texts. Some Six Dynasties (420-

J89) sources attribute this commentary to Zhang Lu. the third

patriarch of the Celestial Master tradition, the earliest and most

fundamental of all the traditions that formed Taoism. Lu suc-

cessfully established an independent tlieocraqf when the Han

dynasty collapsed, ruling for decades befisre he finely submitted

to the kingdom of Wei in 21 he was enfeoffed by the Wei court,

and his teachings gradually spread throughout China. He is

believed to have been responsible for much ofthe early codifi-

cation ofthe Celestial Master church. There are, however, virtu-

ally no writings diat can be confidently attributed to Lu. Thus, if

he did produce the Xiang'er, this commentary would be an ex-

tremely significant primary source for understanding early Celes-

tial Master doctrines.*

At the same tim«, tlwugh, it was common in tlie Six Dynas-

ties period to attribute writings to Lu or his grandfather Zhang

Ling (Zhang Daoling), the first patriarch of the movement, since

these two men were the most highly respected figures in the

Msloiy ofthe church. The very attribution ofa toKt to one of

them makes it immediately suspea. Gtnsequentl)^ some schol-

ars have suggested that the Xiang'er was not written until the Six

Dynasties period, probably during the Liu Song dynasty (420-

479).' There is substantial evidence on both sides of this contro-

versy, but the argument for a later date finds support in the fact

that many ofthe terms and ideas appearing in this text have no

outside precedents until the Six Dynasties period, ''or example,

the Xiang'er uses the term "Taoism" (daojiao) as a reference to

its rdigious competitors; the first texts other than the Xiang'er to

use this term as a reference to the religion ofTaoism date to the

fifth centur)i two centuries after the supposed creation of the

XJfliig'er.* Consequently if the Xi'ong'er was written by Zhang Lu,

it would substantially change our understanding of many of the

key doctrines and terms ofTaoism, including even the name of

the religion. On the other hand, if this text was written in the Six

Dynasties and only attributed to Lu, which would seem to be

more in accordance with the ideas it expresses, then the Xiar\g'er

could be understood as a reactionary movement against the

innovations ofthe fifUi cerrtury; when Taoism as we know it to-

day was first codified. This ghres the Xiang'ar a very diflfafent

context, but does not diminish its importance, since according

to this interpretation it would represent one of the earliest, if not

the first, internal challer^ to the newly formed religion ofTao-

ism in the eariy Six Dynasties period.

—s. e.
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Wanc Liyonc (active nZO-AFTER 1145)

The Transformations of Lord Lao

Southern Song dynasty, earfy I2th centU7

Handscroll; ink and colors on silk

44.7 X 188.4 cm
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art. Kansas City, Purchase, Nelson

Trust (48-17)

Shown in Chicago only
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As THE LEGENDS around Laozi developed, he gradually

changed from a figure limited by time and space to a deity with

the power to appear in different places at different times, repeat-

edly taking human form as an imperial instructor to guide the

development of Chinese civilization. The deification of Laozi

was already under way in the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220).^

During the medieval period, the names taken by Laozi during

these early manifestations were standardized.' and a list of

scriptures revealed to each ancient ruler was developed.' In

addition, by this time Laozi was given credit for transmitting

to each of these emperors the fundamental developments of

Chinese civilization, from fire and farming to the Eight Trigrams

(see cat. no. 14).

In this handscroll Wang Liyong depicts ten manifestations

of Laozi, and he indicates the names the deified sage took dur-

ing each appearance, the cultural advances he taught to each

ruler, and the scriptures he revealed to them. These can be sum-

marized as follows:

1. In the beginning of the Chiming world age (jie or kolpa). he

transmitted the "Numinous Treasure" (Lingbao) scriptures;' in

the beginning of the following Koihuong world age, he transmitted

the "Cavern of Divinity" (Dongshen) scriptures.' These revelations

were accompanied by his manifestation to the most ancient

Chinese rulers, the "Three Emperors" (Sanhuang), under the

name of Master Cu.

2. In the time of Suiren. the legendary ruler credited with the

discovery of fire,* Laozi appeared as the Imperial Lord of the

Golden Tower (jinque dijun).
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3. In th« time ofFud, the IrnvMitor ofAc Eight Trigfams, LaezI

appeared as YuhuazI and Irammltled the ScnlptHrfcfPnmuM
Yang (Yuanyangjing).

4. In the time of Shennong, the inventor of crop cultivation,

Larai apptarad as Oachangzi and iwaaMthe Scniptiin^

fMrnomdW Esstnct fAtar^ngjittg).

J. In the time of jurong, the inventor of metal castirp, Laozi

appeared as Cuangshouzi and revealed the Scripiure ofMassage

Which Gfwlbtci Enwiee (Anmo tonffingjing}.

6. In the time ofthe >Ulow Emperor (Huangdi; see cat. no. 36),

China's first great martial ruler and caster of nine magical tripods,

Laozi appeared as Cuangchengzi ard revealed the Saipliat eftht

Utmost VAif and Great Life (Zhidao taishengjing).

7. In thetime of Emperor Yeo, Laon appeeiod at Zhtindngzi

and revaalod the Sa^^um ofthe MumiriOHf Itaasure (lAt/ftoofin^.

g. In the time of Emperor Shun, Laozi appeared as Xueyizi and

revealed the Scriplun ofGreat Oaritf (Taiqingjingf.

9. In the time ofYki, who undeftoolc massive land reclamation

prefects throughout China, laozi appeared as Wkichengzi and

revealed the Scripture ofOf/miiiglht Heavens (Kaitian^ng).'

10. In the time of Tar^g of the Yin (Shang) dynasty, Laozi

appeared as Chuanyuzi and (again) revealed the Saiplurt 0/°

the Nifmrrrai«s Tnaam.

For the most part, the first six of these manifestations agree

with the Northern Song biography of Laosi entitled Siogmphy

efihg One Who Seems like a Drogpn {Youlongzhuan; HY 773),

compiled by Jia Shariviring durng the reign of Emperor Zhezong

(r. 1085-1100), a few oecades before this painting was made.

Manifeatations 7 through 10, however, do notcormpond to the

standard biographies ofLaozi in the Taoist Canon. VMing may

have been %M>rjdng with a source corrupted by scribal errors,

since the names for manifestations 7 and 9 have been reversed;

but other details of these manifestations do not agree with the

standard sources.

The idea of Laozi's transformations had a significant impact

on the development ofthe Taoist religion. Laozi came to be

understood as instructor and special patron ofthe imperial

femilyi an idea that gained strength as Ikoism began to vie with

Buddhism for imperial support This doctrine culminated in

the identification of the members ofthe Tang ruling house asthe

descendants of the Elder Lord himself, although it defined the

relationship between the Taoist church and imperial court and

served as a tool for political legitimation both before and afler

theTang dynastyi

The signature byWang Liyong at the end ofthis handscroll

is preceded by the character chen ("servant" or "official"),

indicating that this was an imperially commissioned painting,

In addition, seals of Emperor Caozong of the Song dynasty

(r. 1127-62) suggest that the painting was commissioned by him

and painted between 1134 and 1162.* Wang Uyong was a native

ofTongzhoL;, S'rhuan, .ind obt.a ied thejinshi degree in 1120,

during the reign of Emperor l-iuizong. After the Song capital

was moved to Lin'an (Hangzhou), he served under Emperor

Caocong as a secretary in the Imperial library. He was known

for his talent as a calligrapher and figure painter, as svell as for

his knowledge ofthe Book of Changes (Yijing). The scroll also

bears two colophons by the great Ming dynasty collector Xiang

Yitanbian (iS2S-iS90).

—5. E.
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Wu Wei (1459-1508)

Discussing the Tao (Guangchengzi and the Yellow Emperor)

Ming dynasty, c. 1500

H^ndscroll; Ink on paper

30 X 97.5 cm
Tianjin Municipal Art Museunn

Of THE EARLY MANIFESTATIONS of the deified Laozi, none

was as frequently depicted In art as Master of Vast Attainment

(Guangchengzi), the spiritual advisor of the Yellow Emperor

(Huangdi), traditionally believed to have lived in the third mil-

lennium B.C. The Yellow Emperor was seen as an ancestor of the

Chinese people and a master of esoteric wisdom.' During the

Warring States period (475-221 B.C.), a blending of ideas attrib-

uted to two different schools of thought, traced to Laozi and the

Yellow Emperor, gave rise to the so-called Huang-Lao school.'

The earliest text to describe the meeting between Huangdi

and Guangchengzi, said to have occurred on Emptiness and

Identity Mountain (Kongtong Shan—traditionally believed to

be in Gansu province). Is the eleventh chapter of the Zhuangzi.

thought to have been compiled by the early second century b.c'

According to this narrative, the Yellow Emperor visited Guang-

chengzi and asked him about the Tao. saying that he would like

to use this knowledge to nourish the people, and to "control

yr'n and yang In order to insure the growth of all living things."*

Guangchengzi responded by pointing out that instead of con-

cerning himsicif with the world, the Yellow tmperor should focus

on perfecting himself The Yellow Emperor then gave up his

throne and retired to a simple hut, where he lived alone for three

months. He later asked Guangchengzi what he should do to

master his own being and live a long life. Master Guangcheng

then revealed that in order to pursue the Perfect Way, the Yellow

Emperor had to cultivate emptiness and tranquility and distance

himself from what was outside of himself

Wu Wei (1459-1508) was one of the great court painters of

the Ming dynasty.' In this handscroll, Guangchengzi appears on

the right, under a pine tree, while the Yellow Emperor sits facing

him, sitting slightly lower than his teacher on a gently sloping

hill. This theme is often encountered in Ming (1368-1644) and

Qing (1644-1911) dynasty painting, and owed its popularity m

part to the perceived need for any ruler to be in harmony with

the Tao in order to lead the people.' The Tianjin Museum scroll

has a colophon by the Manchu calllgrapher Tiebao (1752-1824),

consisting of a transcription In standard script of the Scripture

of the Yellow Court (Huanglingjing; see cat. no. 128), dated 1817.

—s. L.
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LiANC Kai (active early 13TH century)

Liberating the Soulfrom the Netherworld

Southern Song dynasty, early ijth century

Haridscroll; ink on paper

26 X 73.9 cm
Mr. and Mrs, Wan-go H. C. Weng Collection

One of the finest surviving examples of Taoist painting

from the Southern Song dynasty {1127-1279), this handscroll is

also a rare early work by the painter Liang Kai. Painted in the

refined baimiao (uncolorcd line drawing) technique, the scroll

presents a visionary scene in which a Taoist god and his celestial

entourage appear to a Taoist priest. On either side are smaller

scenes relating to the primary theme of the scroll: liberation of

the soul from the underworld.

Taken as a whole, this painting describes the magical opera-

tion whereby the souls of the Taoist faithful were liberated from

the netherworld through a combination of religious and secular

actions that assured the practitioner a place in the ranks of the

celestial offices. The balanced composition of the painting high-

lights this combination. Each scene within a Taoist temple on

the right corresponds to a scene in the secular world on the left:

the ritual for the liberation of the patron's ancestors in the lower

right, for example, is paired with the liberation of the patron's

own soul in the lower left; the vegetarian feast in the middle right

is paired with the freeing of captive animals in the middle left;

and the commissioning of religious images in the upper right

is paired with the giving of alms in the upper left. The central

image of the Taoist priest in audience with a celestial deity joins

the sacred and secular worlds, and shows the power of the Tao-

ist priest to transform the secular into the sacred through the
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medium ofTwist ritual, which Infuses the secular world with the

sacred energy (qi) of the divine.

One particularly effective compositional element of the paint-

ing Is the hex that the netherworid in the lower left lies Just on

the borders ofthe secular world. There is actually a gateway

between the two, and the walls of the netherworld extend beyond

the borders of the lower left-hand scene into the secular scene

in the middle left. This conjunction gives the netherworld a pres-

ence not seen In many other paintings with similar themes and

demonstrates Liang Kal's mastery ofcomposition.

The theme of this painting received its principal exposition

in the Numinous Treasure scriptures, especially the Scripture of

Coimyonee (Duren jing), which by Liang Kai's time was becom-

ing the nnost important of all Taoist scriptures; this scripture is

still put in the most honored place in the present Taoist Canon

from the Ming dynasty.' In particular, the "refinement and con-

veyance" (liondu) funerary rituals that developed around this

scripture were especially popular during Liang's lifirtime, and

may have been a direct influence on the painting.'

The artist's signature, reading "[Your] servant [chen], Liang

Kai," can be found in the bottom left-hand corner of the paint-

ing. The presence ofthe character dwn indicates that the

painting was imperially commissioned at the Southem Song

court in Lin'an (Hangzhou). During the )iatai -^eign (1201-04)

of Emperor NIngzong, Liang served as a painter-in-attendance

(doithoo) at the imperial court. He is best known for his mono-

chrome ink paintings ofChan (Zen) themes, many ofwhich are

preserved In Japan. This handscroll serves as important evi-

dence that this great Buddhist artist painted Taoist themes as

well, and titles of several other paintings by Liang with Taoist

themes are also recorded, though none have been preserved.*

Another survhing work that Liang painted for the imperial court

is Tfre Buddha Shakyamur)! Descendingfrom the Mouatobl, now

owned by the Agency for Cultural Affairs. Tokyo.*

The painting is followed by a copy ofWang Xizhi's Scriptum

€fthe HtUew Court (cat. no. 128) attributed to the great YUan

dynasty calligrapher Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322); Zhao's signa-

ture, however, is a forgery, and the writing was actually done by

a later calligrapher in his style. The contents of the Scripture of

the Yellow Court are unrelated to the theme of Liang's painting,

and this text was probably added solely because the Scripture of

the Yellow Court was a popular calligraphic text and contained

Taoist themes. Following the transcription are cobphons fay the

scholars Mhng Zhideng (1535-1612) and Da Zhongguang (1623-

1692). Liang Kai's handscroll is erroneously recorded in Wu

Qizhen's Record of Calligraphy and Painting [Shuhuaji; c. 1677)

as Deities of the Scripture of the Yellow Court,*

—S. E./S. L.
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Portrait of Too Hongjing

Yuan dynasty, 14th centu^

Nbim InC ink and light color on paper

36.7 X 3a4 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

This album leaf depicts the Six Dynasties period Taoist mas-

ter Tao Hongjing (456-536). It is accompanied by a colophon,

dated 1344, comprising a short biography ofTao, writlen by the

Yuan dynasty Taoist Zhang Tianyu (128^1330). Originally from

Qiantang (modern Zhejiang), 7hang Tiaryu lived on Mount

Mao, the site of Tao Hongjing's residence during his retirement,

and he was, therefore, an especially appropriate person to com-

ment on this portrait.

Tao Hongjing was one of the most prominent political figures

ofthe Southern Qi (479-502) and Liang (502-557) dynasties.'

He served as a high-ranking minister during the Southern Qi,

and instnicted the impenaI princes in the Confucian classics.

Although he retired fiom office in 492, he remained influential

wdl into the next dynasty, and was known as the "hermit Grand

Giuncillor" during the reign of Liang Wudi (r. 502-49). Tao had

many other accomplishments as well: he was one of the most

distinguished literati ofthe Southern Qi-Llang period, associ-

ated with figures such as the great poet Shen Yue (441-513], and

he was a gifted painter and calligrapher. His correspondence

with Emperor bang Wudi is preserved in the first major compila-

tion oftreatises on calligraphy, the Gnmtfa/ Kteord ofCe^gMphf

(Fashu yaolu), compiled in theTang dynasty. As LotharLeddcfose

has shown, it is m Tao Hongjing's writings that the first mention

of tracing copies of calligraphy appears.' A stone Inscription

attributed by many scholars to Tao, the "Inscription on the Burial

ofa Dane" fVihc mA^, influenced the calligraphic styles of

OuyangXiu (1007-1072) and Huang Tingjian (1045-1105), two

of the greatest calligraphers of the Northern Song dynasty (960-

1126). Ironically, Huang Tingjian claimed that the inscription

was byWang Xizhi (see cat no. 128); it was Huang Bosi (1079-

111^ who first identified it as the woric of Tao Hongjing.' Tao was

also prominent for his scientific endeavors: in addition to al-

chemical experiments, he was famous for his astronomical

charts (see cat. no. 18) and his design ofa waier<dock.^ He ex*

perlmented with techniques for forging swords and Is said to

have presented to Liang Wudi swords ofexceptional quall^

intended for the practice of"corpse liberation" (see cat. nos.

58-59).'

For later generations, however, Tao's greatest achievement

was probably the worii he did collecting, editing, and annotat-

ing the fragmentary manuscripts of the original Highest Purity

revelations (cat. no. 55). This work resulted in two major compi-

lations. Hidden ExplanaUomfar Ascertding to the Ptifected [Deng-

then yiffijiiff; HY 421) and Dedeiatkmefthe Peifteted (Zhen'gm;

HY 1010). The Highest Purity revelations formed the basis for

the first of thr Tf rce Caverns, the "Cavern of Pcr^'ection" section,

and yet virtuany everything we know about the earliest formula-

tion ofthis scriptural tradition comes from Tao's writings. In

addition, Tao described in some detail the later development of

th's tradition during the Six Dynasties period, so that his work

is the foremost source for understanding the entire first century

ofdevelopment for the Cavern of Perfection scriptures.

Tao's studies ofthe Highest Purity manuscripts led him to

become critical of the mainstream tradition ofTaoism. He

claimed, for example, that the Numinous Treasure (Lingbao)

scriptures—which formed the second of the Three Caverns, the

"&vem of Mystery" section—were nothing more than "ftbrica-

tions" in imitation ofeariier Highest Purity writings. In addition,

he criticized many of his predecessors, including Lu Xiujing

(406-477), who he claimed had intentionally suppressed genu-

ine manuscripts in favorofliter corrupted editions. As a result,

Tao did not support many ofthe Taoist doctrines that were

already becoming standard by the middle ofthe Six Dynasties

period. Before the end of the Six Dynasties period, however,

Tao's own work was reincorporated into Taoist orthodoxy and

became a part ofthe mainstream tradition.
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Tang dynastjf, bte jttftaAfMl emtury

Limestone

H.56cm

Museum f&r Ostasiatische Kunst, Cdogne; acquisition made pos^

iible bf the Ministry ofCultural Aflairs ofthe Land of Northrh lne-

Westphalia, the Association of the Friends of the Museum of East

Asian Art, Cologne, and an anonymous private donor (BC92.2)

40

Tang dynasty (61S-906)

Limestorte

145 X 64 cm

Shanghai Museum

41

Tang dynasfy, Bth Century

Marble

H. 43.2 cm

The Field Museum, Chicago. Mrs. T. B. Blackstone Expcditioii,

BerthoM Uufcr Colleaiofl (121481)

42

Stele with the Deified Laozi and Donors

Tang dynasty, Kai/uan reign, dated 726

Sandstone

H.4j.7cm

The Fldd Museum, Oilcago. Gift of Duan Fang (32362)

The worship of the deified Laozi in religious Taoism reached

a new level of significance during tfie Tang dynHsty (618-906).

In this period, Laozi was appropriated as the divine ancestor

ofthe Tang imperial fiimily, for both politkri and spiritual l^ti-

macy. The fact that the ancient sage (now a god) and the Tang

emperors shared the samesumamc (Li) helped make this pos-

sible. In 625 Emperor Caozu announced that Taoism should be

ranked ahead of Confucianism and Buddhism (in that order),

and in 626 the direct connection between Taoism and theTang

ruling house was deariy articulated.* The increasingly important

role of Laozi came about in part through the activities at the

court of a Taoist priest of the Lxtuguan (Observation Platform)

Temple near Xi'an, Yin Vfencao (622-68^, whodaimed to be

a descendant ofYin Xi (to whom Laoad had first transmitted the

Daodejin^} In 666. during the reign of Emperor Caozong, the

deified Laozi v/as given a new title, Supreme Emperor of Mystery

Prime (Talshang xuanyuan huangdi).' In 675 a new edition of the

Taoist Canon was compiled, and in 678 the OoodejVng became

a required text in the chrii service examination system.* In 730^

during the reign of Empe'O' Xuanzoig (Minghuang), imperially

sponsored lectures on the Daodejing were held at the court in

Chang'an (Xi'an), and two years later copies ofthe text were

inscribed onto stone tablets, along with a commentary by the

emperor.' An imperial order was promulgated in 733 to the effect

that every household In China should own a copy of the Daode

jing. Subsequently, in 743, during the TIanbao reign, Laozi began

to be worshipped in the imperial ancestral temple. As Lhria Kohn

has written.

Tliete numerous manlfastalions and visions ofthe deity (Laozi]

reooided in official inscriptions under the Tang were not only

placed in various, often newly emerging, places of sacred rmpact

but also show a completely different Lord Lao. No longer the far-

distant cosmic cmlor and abstract symbol ofcosmic harmony

and stale peHecHon. he has become the cor»oemed ancestor ofthe

ruler of the new dynasty^ a deity who is close to humanity both as

the third god of the trinity |the Sanqing; see cat. nos. 65-67) (and

thus the leaching aspect of the Tao) and because he has active

lamlly ties on earth and is a responsible and caring ancestor to his

descendants.*

Under Emperor Xuanzong (r. 7i2-s)i who was ordained as

a Taoist priest, Taoism increasingly became a vehicle for con-

18a JHt Taoist Church
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solidating political legitimacy.' in 741 Xuanzong decreed that

Taoist temples should be established throughout China, In the

two imperial capitals (Chang'an and Luoyang) and in every pre-

fectural capital; these were to be called Temples for the Sover-

eign Emperor of Mystery Prime (Xuanyuan Huangdi Miao).*

Four Tang sculptures of the deified Laozi are included in this

exhibition. While only one is dated by inscription, all four can

be stylistically dated to the seventh or early eighth century. The

limestone images from the Museum fur Ostasiatische Kunst,

Cologne, and the Shanghai Museum are typical of the new.

Tang period image of Laozi, who is often presented as a single

seated figure without the standing attending figures seen in

sixth-century images. Furthermore, both textual and artistic

evidence indicates that in the early Tang a new grouping

emerged, namely the Three Purities, of which the deified Laozi

was one, the Celestial Worthy of the Way and Its Power (Daode

tianzun). The others in this new triad of the highest gods of

religious Taoism were the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Begin-

ning (Yuanshi tianzun) and the Celestial Worthy of Numinous

Treasure (Lingbao tianzun). It is conceivable that the sculptures

from Cologne and Shanghai were originally parts of such triads.

In addition, while identified as the deified Laozi (Laojun. or

Lord Lao), neither image holds a fan, the attribute by which

Laozi is usually Identified from the Northern Wei dynasty (386-

534) onward. Because of damage, the Shanghai image holds

no attribute, while the Cologne image holds a ruyi scepter, an

emblem of good fortune that was originally a symbol of debate.'

Both figures were originally shown resting their arms on a

curved support called a ji, only traces of which remain. In addi-

tion, both figures sit on thrones whose form is derived from

the "Sumeru throne," so-called because in a Buddhist context it

represented the Indian axii mundi, Mount Sumeru. The stylized
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lotus petals (images of purity) at the base of the throne in

the Cologne sculpture are another element borrowed from

Buddhist usage.

While broken and fragmentary, the large head of the deified

Laozi in the Field Museum, Chicago (cat. no. 41), like the Shang-

hai image, conveys a brooding, mysterious presence seen in

many Tang dynasty images of the god. Carved in marble, this

image once belonged to a larger-than-life-size sculpture. The

remains of a tripartite beard and the Taoist cap identify the fig-

ure as the deified Laozi, now a Celestial Worthy (tianzun). Very

few large-scale sculptural images of Lord Lao survive from the

Tang dynasty; one of the largest known is now in the Forest of

Stelae (Beilin) Museum, Xi'an (unpublished).

Another image in the Field Museum is a small sandstone

stele dated 726. A 1907 gift to the museum from the Manchu

viceroy Duan Fang (1861-1911), who visited Chicago in 1906,

this stele is unusual in depicting the deified sage with the

donor and his family. The god is seated on a throne at the upper

center, against a mandoria of flames. The donor and his wife

kneel to either side, their hands joined in veneration. Below,

the donor's four daughters also kneel on either side of a flat,

inscribed surface that reveals the date of this stele ("Fourteenth

year of the Kaiyuan era" [726)). While rare, similar images are

known: a small limestone stele in the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, depicts Laozi, two attendants, and the kneeling donor

with his wife; this sculpture is dated 754, at the end of the

Tianbao reign.

The dedication on the Field Museum stele reads:

The son Yang Zhen respectfully made this image of the Celestial

Worthy (tianzun) for his deceased daughter Ling Kong, seven

generations of his fathers and mothers, his living family, and all

the beings of the world. Completed on the twenty-first day of the

third month of the fourteenth year of the Kaiyuan reign [726].

On the back of the stele are inscriptions in Chinese (inscribed

into the stone) and English (written in ink) documenting the gift

of the stele to the Field Museum.

—S. L.
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Qiu YiNC (c. 1495-1551/52)

The Seven Sages ofthe Bamboo Crove

Ming dynasty, c. 1540-50

Fan painting; ink and colors on gold-flecked paper

18.1 X 54.6 cm
Asian Art Museunri of San Francisco, The Asian Art Museum
Foundation (B79 D51)

The Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove (Zhulin qixian) were

a group of poets, musicians, and scholar-officials active in the

third century, in the vicinity of Jiankang (Nanjing), in south-

central China.' The group included the musicians Xi Kang (223-

262) and Ruan )i (210-263), famous for their mastery of the qin

zither and the mar) (a banjo-like instrument), respectively.' The

other members of the group were Shan Tao (205-283), Wang

Rong (234-305), Ruan Xian (234-305), Xiang Xiu, and Liu Ling.

The theme of the Seven Sages is often cited as a Taoist or

"Neo-Taoist" subject.* The group's connection to the early reli-

gious Taoism of the Three Kingdoms period (220-280) was,

however, tenuous. Instead, the Seven Sages were exemplars of

Mystery Learning or Dark Learning (Xuanxue), a philosophical

movement that sought understanding of the supreme reality

(Tao) and questioned social conventions. The Xuanxue move-

ment was ultimately derived from such texts as the Daodejing

and the Zhuongii. As Erik ZUrcher has shown, "it is useful to

remember that Dark Learning was both created by and intended

for liUrati, i.e., politicians and state officials, and definitely not

by Taoist masters, hermits, or cave-dwelling mystics."* The

Seven Sages lived at precisely the same moment that religious

Taoism was beginning to spread beyond Sichuan province, the

area of its first emergence. They sought the spiritual freedom

taught in the Daodejing and the Zhuangzi. Many anecdotes

about the Seven Sages are recorded in A New Account of Tales of

the World (Shishuo xinyu), compiled by Liu Yiqing (403-444).'

In Qiu Ying's fan painting, six of the sages are shown seated

in a dense bamboo grove, situated next to a rushing stream. A

seventh figure, accompanied by a servant, approaches the grove

across a bridge at the lower right. Within the grove the zither

player Xi Kang is clearly identifiable. He faces Ruan ji. who plays

the ruan.

This fan painting is a late work by Qiu Ying and is one of

his finest surviving paintings. It is one of an album of ten Qiu

Ying fans put together by the late Qing collector Pan Zhengwei

(1791-1850).'

—S. L.
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8. Sec i ig' i r;-, r,iuir . or CfiiJi'-sf Painting igSo: no. 18, for a discussion the

vu.KJiv-. •..-..i-, painting Tti*inb ofEmpMr Hui»n| ofths Neith-

er p Song dynasty are spurious.

Grt. no. 36
1. The Yellew Emperor is associated with the dev«loprrent of wnting, sericul-

ture, the calendar, music, mathematics the arts of healing, and sexual

lediniques. See Yates 1997: 17. and Le Blanc 1985-86.

2. Among the texts attributed lo this school are a sehes of Western Han dy-

nasty (second century b.c.) manuscripts eccavated in 1973 from tomb no. 3

at Mawangdui, Changsha, Hunan province: these are translated in Vatet

1997= 1<9~S3- There is some evidence that the Huang-Lao school origimMd

in tin tUleofQl durfaig the mid-Wlsrring States period; s«o Yrits 1997:

i7-»9.

3. Aversion ofthis story also appears In the MaiNrqffMHOM fHuailMniil),

daUng to the second cantuiy a^.: soe Roth 1997: SM^- RMh's anide pes-

senis an eslansive analysis ofthe storyofthe YMow Emperor's meeting

wMhCuangdiangiiasNcefdsdnilhaZhHervzi, For yet anothervarsien of

ihe Mm% found In ihe Ding dynas^p IbolstMXHY 141$, see Kohn 19^: 41.

On Emptiness and Identity Mountain, mo Mind al. 1994; 871.

4. WUson 1968: 119: for die Chinese lest; see XVZDB: 144-4$.

S- Whison 1968: 120.

6> Bamhartl993: 223-41: see also little 1991-92 202-03 The Tianjin Munici-

pal Art Museum scroll was previously published in Zhongguo g^nkti shufiua

twiM 1986-98, vol, 9: no. 7-0078.
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7. For another Mint eample. Me Chriilie'i 199s: lot s; (now in Hie Vile Unl-

vetslty Art Callety): for t Qin|«mil|lle, Ste Zhongguo gudoi shuhuo tumu

1986-98, vol. i: 113, no. 7-l»s. end Niw iMtqifeteuons of Mktg and Qiqg

rMitb«i)994:M.)$.

Cot no.jj

1. HYi,

3. Srr F!nl:r vK, --ind R0I17 i9S7aibra4Kus$ion«riheli«mlbiritMl bithc

So"pd.ius!y 1560-1279).

i 5rc Fc-guvon 19X3 and NSYHtVOl.):!?!).

4. Publ shed If Lc«h< 1980,

; s-t|. vc:l K lhl^ --curd IS copied in NSVH, vol. iMTis-Seelhediteulo

s on of this painting in Lin 2000.

Coi. no. }&
1. See Stridcmmn 1979a far a detaM account ofTao Honiiln^s life.

1. Le4dero«ei979:)S'

}. See SfcecO jfroiw 1990-73, vol. S, far a more detailed dixuHion of the Khe

mUfKi Slridkmann i979r 15s pffovides further evidence ftom Tao'a biography

to support the Mributfon ofthe Vihe mrfrtf to him,

4- HY)oa
5- Tao'i iweid^naliing it ditcuiMd in Stricfcmann 1979a.

Can. not. 39-4i
1. Barrett 199&: 27.

a. Kehn 1998a: aa-13,

3. Ibid.: ly. see also Barrett 1996: 31.

4. Barrett 1996: 57-38

J. Ibid.4 $6. See also Xiong 1996, which presents an eacelhnt ovarriewof

Taoism dunng the reign of Emperor Xuanzong,

6. Kohn 1998a: Jl.

7. Ibid : J9.

8. SeeXlOng l^gt: -fij On pvrr citlirr (.cv-nlh .:i-ilur>| ;i1tempt* tOOItaUiSh

Taoist temples thrcughcut the reilm, see Ba'retl 1996 31. 35.

9. See Djvidiun ly'ju: li^i. ai he bhows. the ornj;irial name ofthe ruyi Ajh

tonbirg. 0- discissioi stick.' The Cologne sculp:jrc has been in Germany

in : c iqic; jiid IVJ4 preuioujly pu&liihed in SlI Icrr bs 1995. The presence of

the rw)>i scepter instead of a Can suggests that the Cologne image may actu-

ally represent the Celestial Worthy of Numinous Traasare (Ungbao liancun),

who It oAen identified by a aiyf leepter (tee cat ito. 66).

Git no. 45
1. UMaarkest known depiction ofthis theme dates to the fourth century, and

oomprisai a graiip cfimptaaiad tllac aacavated in 1960 from a tomb near

Nanjing Itangsu prarince: taa Sopar 1980: lig. 1.

2. On Xi Kanfr ttt Cvlik I94ta.

3. Sec, fereumplt, Laing 1974.

4. Zii rcher 1 972; 87. It it notaworthgr that Ce Hong {a^)4A> audioroTdia

Boopuzi (MasttrWho Emkiwas SUmfSOifi, criticized fbllaimrs ofthe Xuan-

awe nweement a* ^Iglxlatt idlert who disregard the ruirs of decorum and

moral behavior and wlw waste their time in noi sy gatherings 'falsely quoting

Lao7i and Zhuangti"; tw ZOrchar 1971: J48 A. n.

5 Mather 197G; 371 f
6. The album is recorded inTFLSH|,juan 3:23s. Hie album beartaeolophon

by Wu Rongguang (i77}-)843), dated 1841.





Ritual is the fRiMARv way in which human beings commu-

nicate with the^s who personify the Tao. Taoist ritual is a

public event, designed to serve the needs of a community. The

central figure in any Taoist ritual is the priest (daoM), who peti-

tions tlie gods on behalf of the community he serves. Incorpo-

rating words, music, and dance, Taoist ritual is a performance

closely linked to theater and may last from several hours to sev-

eral days. In the course of a ritual, the priest v sualizes his own

return to the Tao, the source of all things. Among the sacred

dance forms in Taoist ritual is the symbolic pacing of the stars

ofthe Northern Dipper (the Big Dipper), the seat ofthe celestial

bureaucracy ofthe gods.

The Taoist ritual space, or altar (daochang or daotan), reflects

the structure of the cosmos, and is visualized as a sacred moun-

tain connecting the human and divine realms. The altar may be

installed anywhere, and is taken apart when the ritual is com-

plete. At the center of this sacred space is an incense burner, the

most important of all ritual implements.

Taoist ritual can be broadly divided into two types: rituals for

the living and the dead, in modern Taoism, theji'ao is a rite of

offering designed for the living, while the zhoi is a rite of fasting

for the spiritual well-being of the dead. The ultimate goal of both

rituals is to reaflirm humanity's origins in the Tao and to cele-

brate the human covenant with the divine powers ofthe world.

[Miil,at no. 49 189
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JlAOBlNC7HrN (AC- C 1689-I726)

Taoist Ritual at the Imperial Court

Qing dynasty, c. 1723-1726

Hanging scroN; ink and colors on silk

J5«X157 cm

Arthur M. Sacklcr Gallery, Smithsonian Institution. Wasnington, D.C;

Purchase—Smithsoni«n Collections Acquisitions Prognm, and

Partial Gift of Rkhard G. PriizlafF (S1991.99)

This hanging scroll shows Twist ritual being perfermed

in a courtyard, on a threp-':ipred altar made of staclced tables. On

top ofthe altar a young man, the patron of the ceremony, kneels

in front of a table, while the Taoist priest officiating stands to

his right under a parasol. An uninscribed plaque, perhaps a sym-

bol of the principal deity to whom the ritual is directed, stands

on the table, and the table is covered by a canopy a traditional

symbol of the heavens. On the ground to either side of the altar,

musicians play %irind and percussion instruments to acoompany

the ceremony.

When acquired by the Arthur M. SacMer Gallery, this painting

was listed as representing "the Yongzheng emperor's nephew at

a Taoist ceremony for the recovery of his father."' If this title is

correct, then the painting would have been done sometime early

in the Yongzheng reign (1723-35). The setting ofthe painting

indicates that the ritual may have takeri place in a private Impe-

rial residence rather than a Taoist temple, as is suggested by

such details as the tiled cour^rd and the potted plants and

trees in the background. The theme suggests that this ceremony

was a "fast" (zhai) ritual, one of the most important kinds of

Taoist ceremonies. The fast ritual has an ancient history, first

identified with the eariiest Celestial Master movement at the end

ofthe Han dynasty (second century); many descriptions offast

rituals, including personal accounts of participation in these

rituals, survive from the medieval period.^ Fas! tltua's were used

for a wide variety of purposes, and well before the Qing dynasty

(1644-1911) several types of fi»t rituab had developed, from

ones intended for an individual to ethers celebrated for the en-

tlrp courfy. with certain types of fast only being performed for

the benefit of the imperial family or the emperor himself.

While there were many different kinds of fist rituals, they

vKie most commonly commissioned for the benefit ofa family

member who was either ill, in which case the participants would

pray for his or her quick recovery, or deceased, in which case

the ritual would t>e performed to liberate the individual from the

netherworld and enable him or her to ascend to the celestial

paradises. The participants would subject themselves to ritual-

ized penitence and self-denial as they confessed their and their

families' wrongdoings, hoping thereby to gain merit and have

their petitions heard by representatives of the celestial hierarchy.

The merit they gained would then be transferred to the person

forwhom the ritual was being performed, in order to compen-

sate for the acTun-MjIation of negative korrra thM H,id rjjused the

illness or death. In this case, the emperor's nephew (if the sub-

ject has been correctly identified) would have performed ritual

penitence in the hope tfiat the merit he gained could be used to

cure his father's illness, through the intercession ofthe Taoist

priest who stands next to the uppermost altar table

The most striking feature of this painting is the altar made

from stacked tables. Three-tiered altars were already the most

common type ofTaoist altar by the Tang dynasty;' but early

sources Indicate that they were usually made from tamped earth.

The use of tables in this ritual was probably a simplification

necessitated by the setting, since a tamped-earth altar would

have been difficult to build in the middle ofa tiled courtyard in a

private imperial residence. Although such simplifications are

rarely mentioned in standard sources from the Taoist Canon,

they are likely to have t>ecn common, given the circumstances of

a particular ritual. They may often have been dictated by eco-

nomic or practical concerns not taken into account by the theo-

retical wo'ks included in the Taolsl C.i'inn, P.-ii'ttings such as

this one therefore provide an important counterbalance to the

image of Taoism gleaned solely from literary sources.

This painting is also of interest because It depicts a ritual

commissioned by the Qing imperial family The Qing dynasty

rulers were active supporters of Esoteric Buddhism, but this

painting serves as evidence that they patronized Taoism as well,

and commissioned Taoist rttuals for the benefit ofmembers of

the ruling house*

—S. E.
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Taoia Rhudfiom The Ph/m m thg CoUm Vase

Qing dynasty, Kangxl reign, c. 1700

Album leaf; ink and colors on silk

39 x31.2 cm
The Nclion Atitin^ Museum ofArt, Kansas Uhlnunn Iwnily

Fund, 1983 (F83-4/1)

This album leaf illustrates chapter 66 of the sixteenth-century

novel The Ptum in the Colden Vase (Jinping a Ming dynas^

work that has been called by one translator "a hndmvk In the

development ofnarrative art," compared to which Ihere is

no earlier work ofprose fiction ofequal sophistication in world

literature The oainting dcoicts a Taoist funerary ritual com-

missioned by the principal character of the novel, Ximen Qing,

for Li Ping'er, with whom he had had an lllldt af&lr, and for

whose death he was partly responsible by having forced her to

take a dangerous aphrodisiac during her menstrua! period.' The

ritual was supervised by IHuang Yuanbai, a high-ranking Taoist

priest from the Imperial court, and the caption next to the palm-

ing gives the tide Petfoeted Man Huang Sendt forthm Offititri

Document Recommending the Oeceoscd. This painting is part

of an album of over tv.'o hundred leaves, created at the Kangxi

court and now dispersed, depicting the different chapters of

The Phm m the Cotdfn Vbsa.

The scene shown here was part ofa complicated "fast" ritual

{zhai; cat, no 44) that went on for many days, a"d was designed

to "refine and convey" (liandu) the soul of the deceased,* that is,

to purify it ofthe negative karma that had aocnied through one's

bad actions while alive, and thereby convey (or "liberate") the

soul from the tortures of the hells to the celestial paradises of

Taoist adepts. The liturgical text ofthe ritual includes the follow-

ing lines;

His Benevolent Reverence Taiyi [cat. no. 75] descends on

his mount,

The dark passes ofthe ravliws ofendless night open one after

another;

Pairs of youths lead the way,

As the soul of the deac is refined and climbs the cioudy steps.

The series of rites described in the novel include, among

Other things, making food offerings, burning incense and sym-

bolic goods (or the use ofthe dead in the alterlile fituaeai}, recit-

ing scriptures,' and dancing the "Pace of Yu" (cat. no. 52) over

a diagram of the stars of the Norihcrr Dipper (cat. no. 18). Fol-

lowing the caption, the present scene shows Huang Yuanbai

presenting official memorials to the Three Offidais (cat. nos.

69-71) and the celestial bureaucracy requesting that the soul of

the deceased be liberated from the underworld and given oas-

sage to the celestial realms. Huang st«inds before the altar, hold-

ing a 'dharma cup ofcleansing water" in his left hand and

making a benedictional mudra gesture with his right hand. Al-

though it is not depicted in the painting, the text indicates that

the rite also called for a "seven star precious sword," a sword en-

graved with the stars of the Northern Dipper. Huang is dressed

In a robe decorated with cranes, as described in the novel:

Jade leaves are gathered in his star cap,

Golden clouds are embroidefed in his crane n>bes.

According to the novel, Huang's performance of the rite was so

magnificent that he appeared to be "a Ihring god" whose "spiri-

tual puri^ was like the bright moon over the Long River."

The altar before which Huang stands basically accords with

details in the novel, although the literary text describes an even

more sumptuous setting for the ritual than is shown here. An

Incense burner and various ritual implements, some showing

Buddhist influence, rest on the altar, together with candles, sym-

bolic of illuminating the darkness of the netherworld, and food

offerings, for the "hung^ ghosts" who were its captives. On the

highest level ofthe altar stand plaques inscribed with the names

of the Three Purities {cat. nos. 65-67). Behind the altar hartg

paintings that appear to depict the Eight Immortals (cat. nos.

117-18); this detail is missing from the novel. To either side of

Huang stand musicians who accompany him during the rite,

playing various wind, string, and percussion Instruments, in-

cluding a sheng mouth-organ, vertical xiao and horizontal dlzi

flutes, lutes, drums, bells, cymbals, and gongs; a similar orches-

tra can be seen in the needy contemporary painting by Jiao

Bingzhen (cat no. 44).

The Plum in the Colden Vase has been understood as a criti-

cism of perceived corruptions and excesses of the late Ming

dynasty, and the ritual shown here is a prime example of this

social critique. The lavish offerings, rich clothes, rugs, and deco-

rations in both the novel and this painting create an Image of

excess that turns the ritual into "overly elaborate funeral obser-

vances that are prime examples of conspicuous consumption."*

In addition, the performance ofa funerary ritual for the morally

questionable U Ping'er by an Imperial representative such as

Huang Yuanbai has been interpreted by some scholars as a

violation of social mores, and it has been suggested that the use

ofcertain specific Taoist scriptures in the ritual was a usurpation

by Ximen Qing of imperial prerogatives.'

—S. E.
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Portnatofa Taoht Priest

Qing Cynasty, i8th ccnTury

Hanging scroll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

ij6x87.7em

Royal Ontario Musciirr. Toronto, The Ceor]p Crofts Collection,

Gift of Mrs. H. D Warren (921.32.85)

SKown in Chicago only
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Taoist Priest's Robe

Qing dynasty, 1650/1700

Embioidered satin

127 X 20S 7 rii

Victona and Atbcrt Museum, London, Chester Beatty Gift

Taeist Priest's Robe

Qing dynasty, micl-i9th century

Embroidered satin

1J9.6 X 156.2 cm
Tlw Aft Institute ofChicago, Samud M. Nleheraen Fund,

'947.514

Taoht Priest's Hob$

0 dvnaity. mid-igth fiCntUfy

Embroidered satin

129.S X 176 an
The Minneapolis Institute ofArts, Ifie )ohn R. Vhn Oerlip Fund

SO

Taoist Priest's Robe

Qing dynasty, early 19th century

Painted silk gauze

147 y )7cj cm

The Minneapolis Institute of Arts, The John R. Van Oerlip Fund

(42.8.293)

SI

Taoist Pmst's Robe

Qing dynasty, mid*i9th eenlufy

Embroidered silk tapaatry

126 x186.3 cm
Tha Minneapolis institute ofArts. The John R. Vin Dedip Fund

(42JL118)

Amon c th a MOST viaually spectacular works ofTaoist ritual

art arc the robcs worn by officiating priests. The decoration of

thp'^p rcbps prpspnts images of the structures of the cosmos,

which are unified in the Tao and in the person of the priest him-

self.A Taoist text from as early as the Six Dynasties period (420-

589) describes regulations concerning Taoist priests' robes.'

Actual Taoist robes survive frorn early hs the Jin dynasty

{1115-1234),' excavated ''rorn the Idle tv.e tth-century tomb of a

Taoist named Yan Deyuan, near Datong, Shanxl province. This

tomb contained two types of priests' robes: the more commonly

encounteredjiangfi, or Robe of Descent, and the less common

daopoo (Taoist robe).' The primary image In these robes is the

crane, a bird associated with transcendence since at least the

Han dynasty (206 b.c-a.o. 220). and probably much earlier.

The Taoist adeptWang Ziqiao, said to have lived during the Zhou

dynasty (c. 1050-256 b.c ), ascended to heaven on a crane.* The

principal priest depicted in the Taoist ritual from the P\um in the

Golden Vase (Jinping mei) has a robe decorated with flying

cranes (cat. no. 45). References to the dose connection between

cranes and Taoist priests and their vestments are common in

early literature. In the "Second Prose-poem on the Red Cliff by

Su Oongpo (1037-1101), for example, the poet encounters a

Taoist priest in a dream, dressed in a feathered robe; it is dear

from the context that these are crane feathers.'

The majority of surviving Taoist priests' robes date to the

Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1911) dynasties and the

modern era, and are typically decorated with designs reflecting

traditional Taoist cosmobgy. Characteristic designs on IMing

and Qing examples include depictions of the Taoist pantheon,

the Eight Immortals, the Eight Tngrams, the Twerity-eight Lunar

Mansions, and the twelve animal symbols of the Chinese zodiac.

The primary Taoist priesfs robe is the Robe ofDescent; three of

the robes included in this exhibition are ofthis type, square in

shape, with a round hole for the neck.' Such robes are normally

yellow or rad in color, although green, black, and other colors

are known as well.

The portrait in the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, is one

ofthe few such images of a Taoist priest known (cat. no. 46).

He wears a Robe of Descent decorated with dragons and the

Eight Irigrams, and holds a ruyi scepter in his hands. The elabo-

rate throne on which he sits is inlaid with "dream-stone" panels.

He wears a blue cloth on his head, over which is a Taoist cap in

gold, v.'ith the Eight Irigrams displayed on its leaves, judging

from the style of painting and the furniture, it appears likely that

this work dates to the e^hteenth oenturyi possibly to the reign

ofQianlong (1736-1795)-
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The earliest robe in this group is in the Victoria and Albert

Museum, London, and dates to 1650/1700 (cat. no. 47).' It de-

picts gods of the pantheon, beginning at the lop with the Three

Purities (Sanqing): the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning

(Yuanshi tianzun), the Celestial Worthy of Numinous Treasure

(Lingbao tianzun), and the Celestial Worthy of the Way and Its

Power (Daode tianzun. the deified Laozi). Below these figures

the Jade Emp>eror appears in a circle, with an entourage. Many

of the gods have their names embroidered next to their images.

A similar robe, lacking its original border, is in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art. New York."

The back of the Robe of Descent in the collection of The Art

Institute of Chicago (cat. no. 48) is embroidered on a turquoise-

green silk ground with roundels containing auspicious symbols

including dragons, butterflies, and bats, surrounding a central

roundel with a tower. Above this central roundel are three pal-

aces representing the Taoist heavens of Jade Purity, Highest

Purity, and Supreme Purity, with symbols of the sun and moon

to either side and large multicolored dots representing constel-

lations below. Other designs on the back include lingzhi mush-

rooms, phoenixes, and stylized forms of the character show

(longevity). The front of the robe is decorated with two towers.

The hem is decorated with auspicious emblems, dragons, and

Other mythical beasts among waves.

The spectacular black-ground Robe of Descent in the Minne-

apolis Institute of Arts also dates to the nineteenth century (cat.

no. 49). It is heavily embroidered with decorative panels con-

taining immortals, auspicious and mythical animals (including
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the qilin and bear), birds, and flowers. The designs center on a

large roundel depicting a tower, surrounded by discs represent-

ing constellations, and the talismanic "True Forms" (zhenxing)

of the Five Sacred Peaks (see cat. no. 137).

The next example, also from the Minneapolis Institute of

Arts, is unusual in being made of gray silk gauze, with painted

decoration (cat. no. 50). This early-nineteenth-century daopao is

enlivened with dragons among clouds, talismans, and roundels

containing the animals of the Chinese zodiac, in pale green, red,

lavender, and gold.

The other daopao in the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, dating

to the mid-nineteenth century, is embroidered on a red ground

(cat. no. 51). Its decoration includes the tiger and dragon (sym-

bolizing yin and yang), the Eight Trigrams, the Twenty-eight Lu-

nar Mansions, the True Forms of the Five Sacred Peaks, discs

symbolizing the sun and moon, a tower surrounded by dragons,

the taiji (yin-yang) symbol, and large roundels containing cranes

with mushrooms and sprigs of bamboo in their beaks.

—s. L.
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Yuan Miaozonc (active early twelfth century)

The Pace of Yufrom Secret Essentials on Assembling the

Perfected of the Most Highfor the Reliefofthe State and

Deliverance ofthe People, from the Taoist Canon of the

Zhengtong Reign

Ming dynasty, Zhengtong reign, 1444

Woodblock-pnnted book; ink on paper

35.4 X 12.7 cm (each page)

Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris, Chinois 9^46 (1210/8}

The Pace ofYu is a Taoist ritual dance, named for the mythic

Emperor Yu, founder of the Xia dynasty (traditionally late third-

early second millennium b.c). In this dance, the priest imper-

sonates both Yu, who paced the boundaries of the terrestrial

world, and the celestial god Taiyi (Supreme Unity), who paced

the heavens.^ The priest visualizes walking through the Dipper

stars, dragging one foot behind him in imitation of the limp of

Emperor Yu. The dance serves many functions, including exor-

cism and purification.

The Pace of Yu is a form of the ancient ritual dance known

as "pacing the guideline" (bugang), the origins of which can be

traced to pre-Taoist rituals of the Warring States period (475-

221 B.C.) and the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.o. 220).' As Poul

Andersen has written, "It was from the Han dynasty milieu of

(detail)

ritual and divinatory speculation, commonly associated with the

fangshi (magicians), that the Taoist practice of bugang (Pacing

the (Celestial] Guideline) derived its theories."'

The earliest mention of pacing the Dipper in a Taoist context

occurs in the Highest Purity (Shangqing) teachings, revealed

to the fourth-century visionary Yang Xi.' Again, Andersen has

explained the sacred dance:

Each step is accompanied by an incantation which is pronounced

by the adept standing In the star and which evokes the Image of

the deity of the star in question. References to the effects of the

practice are scattered throughout the Incantations, and they center

on the notions of entrance into nothingness, obtainment of invis-

ibility, and ascent to the Purple Court, ZItIng (i.e., the palace of

Taiyi, surrounding the celestial north pole), by way of the Barrier

of Heaven, TIanguan. the seventh star of the Dipper.'

Yuan Miaozong's Secret Essentials on Assembling the Perfected

ofthe Most High for the Reliefof the State and Deliverance ofthe

People (Taishang zhuguojiumin zongzhen biyao) of 1116, shown

here in a Ming edition, contains several diagrams illustrating

the Pace of Yu.' The author was active during the Zhenghe reign

of Song Huizong (r. 1100-25), ^f^d was a Taoist priest of the

Great Law of Heaven's Heart (Tianxin dafa) sect.'

—s. L.
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Scripture ofthe Numinous Treasure Realized One Five

Corresponder)ces

From Dunhuang. Cansu province

Tang dynasty, 7th/8th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

26.2 X i,i7}.6 cm
Biblioth^que Nationale de France. Paris (Pelliot Chinois 2440)

S4

Supreme Higheit Scripture of the So of Themselves Realized

One Taliimans of the Five Correspondences ofthe Limitless

Creat Way, from the Taoist Canon ofthe Zhengtong Reign

Ming dynasty. Zhengtong reign, dated 1445

Woodblock-pnnted book; mk on paper

35 X 11.3 cm (each page)

Bibliotb^que Nationale de France, Paris (Chinois 9546 |666/i]]

S3 (detail)

The Tanc dynasty manuscript from Dunhuang (Lingbao

zhenyi wucher^gfmg) is truncated at the beginning, but its end-

ing identifies it with HY 671 from the present Taoist Canon. The

fragment consists of nineteen pieces of joined yellowish brown

paper. The text is inscribed within a hned grid, with seventeen

characters per line. This scripture belongs to the Numinous

Treasure (Lmgbao) category of scriptures, which form the "Cav-

ern of Mystery," the second of the "Three Caverns" into which

all Taoist scriptures are classified. It contains five talismans (fu),

magical diagrams that correspond to the Five Phase system;

these talismans extend well beyond the predrawn borders. Talis-

mans were believed to be sacred images that mirrored the forms

of the primordial energies at the inception of the world. Conse-

quently, the scripture describes these talismans as follows:

The "Numinous Treasure So ofThemselves Talismans of the Five

Correspondences of the Great Highest" came into being in the

prior heaven, transforming together with the energy of the Way;

ihey arc the realization of the Way. From them came forth heaven

and earth; the ten thousand spirits of heaven and earth all find
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their source in the Numinous Treasure. ... Ifyou wish to serve

the gate of profundity to the Grand Way of the Numinous Treasure,

|then) wear these five talismans and the ten thousand spirits will

all find their source in you.

Each talisman corresponds to one ofthe Five Phases, and the

scripture associates them vrith the various elements that accord

with this tyttem: the stars, deities, mountains, parts ofthe body,

seasons, sounds, colors, nurribers, animals, days, and so on.'

Since these talismans were believed to contain the fundamental

energies ofthe FWe Phases, they were Ingested on special days

throughout the year, when the practitioner would pei fotm a

meditation to absorb their essencos

In addition, these talismans were written in colored ink on

silk and worn on the person ofthe meditator, or engraved on

stones placed around the house in order to subdue the negative

forces of the Fve directions They were believed to have a num

ber of magical powers, which ranged from curing illnesses and

gaining popularity to reversing curses directed toward their

wearer

Because ofthe magical power believed to be inherent in each

of these talismans, they were copied very carefully, so that the

same talismans from the Ming dynasty edition of the Taoist

Canon (cat no. 54) are stiN very close to their Tang dynasty pre-

decessors (cat no. S3)* On the other hand, the Tang manuscript

contains a nurrbr-r of irsterpsting textual variants, the most no-

ticeable of which IS the use of the term "Buddha" where the

Ming edition ofthe canon uses "teaching" (jiao), and the term

"bodhisattva" where the Ming uses "realized being" (d»m*n).

These d-ffe'e-^ces show the coiside'able influence of Buddhism

on the early development of the LIngbao scriptures, while sup-

plying evidence of later attempts to hide such infhience.

Parts ofthis scripture have a distinctly popular character, and

many of its practices differ from later orthodox Taoist rituals.

These practices probably developed out of local traditions that

were in vogue in the jiangsu region when the scripture was writ-

ten. For example, while the theoretical basis ofthe talismans

described in the first section of the mar jscipt accords very

well with orthodox Taoist doctrines ''rDri '.he late S'x Dynasties

period, the second section contains a number of unusual prac-

tices that seem to have little place in the orthodox traditioa

These practices are primarily coftcemed with the use of figurines

carved from poke root (phytolacca acinoio) which were placed

around the household as guardian spirits. These figurines were

used in conjtinetion with im^es ofthe Eight Trigrams and the

Talisnam ofthe Five Cirresponderwes. Thus, this scripture is

a ve7 important document for our understanding ofthe popular

religious practices of southern China during the early fifth cen-

tury, and ofthe interaction between locally prominent &mily

traditions and Taoism during Its early development.

—9. 1.
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U
Highest PurityJade Girdle and Golden Crown, Golden Script

Book ofthe Great Ultimate

From Dunhuang. Cansu province

Tang d/nasty, 7th/8th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

25.4 X 277.8 cm

Bibliothdque Nationaie de France, Paris (Pelliot Chinois 2409)
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The becinninc and ENDofthis manuscript are truncated,

but it corresponds to the work identified as HY 56 in the present

Taoist Canon. Only about one-third of the complete text is pre-

served in this fragment. It is written on six joined pieces of yel-

lowish brawn paper, in relatively informal calligraphy. As in the

other texts of this type discovered in Dunhuing, this manuscript

is written within a lined grid, seventeen characters per line. It

consists primarily of nine talismans (fu), magical diagrams that

derive from the most fiindamcntai energies forming all extstcnoe.

These talismans are associated with the "Jade Girdle" (fupei}

from the title of the scripture (Shangqing fuptijin^lmg le^jk/t-

ihu), which is defined as the hi/n-soul or yang-essence ofthe

Nine Heavens. Since this scripture is primarily concerned with

meditation and visualization techniques, it uses a highly sym-

bolic language with many diflierent layers of meaning. Conse-

quently, this essence manifests itself in several different ways,

as the recitation that forms the scripture proper, as the deity

that protects the scripture, as the nine deities that embody the

Nine Heavens, and as the nine talismans possessed by these

deities—the nine talismans illustrated in this manuscript.

At midnight on particular days throughout the year, the prac-

titioner would enter into his or her "quiet room," a room re-

served for worship and meditation, and recite the scripture. Then

he or she would visualize the energy ofthe Jade Girdle descend

from the Nine Heavens and encircle his or her body. After this,

the practitioner visualized the nine deities representing the Nine

i-leavens, wrote the talismans associated with each ofthese

deities, and ingested them, thereby absorbing the energies of

these deities and the heavens they embodied. In order to facili-

tate the visualization of the diPTerent deities a det.i led descrip-

tion of eacfi deity is provided, incluomg alternate forms that the

deity may take when it manifests in the worid. Some ofthese

deities could talce rather unusual fbrms, appearing, for example,

with multiple heads, or as animals, or as a human body w th a

bird's head, or as a bird with a human head. These images are

very evocative, suggesting, on the one hand, ancient depictions

such as those ofnature spirits from the southern kingdom of

Chu during the Warring States period, and, on the other, similar

images that entered China with Tantric Buddhism; the images

here, however, may have developed independently of either of

these traditions.

Each ofthe concepts in this scripture has both a micrecesmic

and a macrocosmic significance, symbolizing celestial regions

and energies as well as the corresponding regions and energies

m the human body. For example, the meditations described are

based on one ofthe most fundamental of all Taoist meditations,

the "Three Ones." According to this meditation, there were three

"palaces" Cgong) or "cinnabar fields" (ciantian) located inside

the body: in the head, the heart, and the abdomen. Each of these

palaces, known here as the Three Primes," was occupied by a

deity, and these diree deities were manifestations ofa more pri-

mordial "one" based on ideas implicit in the Daodejing. Accord-

ing to this scripture, after the "one" manifested into the "Three

Primes," each of these in turn manifested itself threefold, result-

ing In the Nine Heavens, the nine deities, and the nine talis-

mans of the Jade Girdle.

The )ade Girdle is paired v/th the "Co'den C-own." which

represents the po-soul or yin-essence ot the Nine Heavens. Only

the beginning oftiie section describing the Golden Crown is pre-

served in this manuscript. The symbolism ofthe Golden Crown

is very similar to that ofthe Jade Girdle, and there is a single

talisman for the Golden Crown in HY 56 that corresponds to the

nine talismans for the Jade Girdle. In addition, there are two final

sections preserved only in HY 56 that associate the Jade Girdle

and the Golden Crown with the sun and moon, respectively.

This scripture belorf|s to the "Cavern of Perfection" category,

the first of the "Three Caverns" into which all Taoist scriptures

are arranged. This group of scriptures is commonly known as

the Highest Purity (Shangqin^ scriptures, since they were be-

lieved to provide one with access to the heaven ofthe same

name. They grew out of the religious tradition of the Xu family

from the Jurong area (modern Jiangsu) in the fourth century.

Many ofthe first sacred writings ofthis tradition were revealed

to Yang Xi (330-386), a medium employed by the Xus, who

received his *irst revelations in 364. The writings of Yang, his pa-

tron Xu ivli {305-373/6) and Xu s son Hui (341-370), were col-

lected, edited, and annotated by Tao Hongjmg (436-536; cat no.

38), one ofthe greatest Taoist scholars ofthe Sis Dynasties pe-

riod (420 and a close confidant to the imper-al house dur-

ing the Southern Qi (479-502) and Liang (502-557) dynasties.

—s. i.
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Great Highest Cavern Mystery Numinous Treasure Subtle

Scripture on Extinguishing and Conveying the Five Refnentents

and Reviving the Corpse

From Dunhuang, Cansu province

Tang dynasty. 7th/8th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

26 X 560 cm
Biblioth^que Nationale de France, Paris (Pelliot Chinois 286$)
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This scripture flaahojiig //tiglNio ehuifpiuan nuedu wulion

shengshi miaojing) Is truncated at the beginning and end, but

its contents correspond to HY ^69 f-^om the Taoist Canon, and

also to another manuscript discovered in Dunnuang, known as

Stein 298. The text, written on ydiow paper, contains five styl-

ized inscriptions written within a ruled gridJ These inscriptions

are derived from the most famous of all Taoist scriptures, the

Scripture of Conveyance (HY )),' and they are based on a magical

invocation contained at the end ofthe Scripture, which in turn

is an imitation ofsimilar incantations at the ends of Buddhist

scriptures, called dhamni.

This scripture contains one of the earliest descriptions of a

Taoist funerary ritual. The celestial script version of the incanta-

tion was meant to be recited during this ritual and bucribed on

five stones placed in the grave. Each part ofthe invocation was

accompanied by ai order directed toward the nethenworld bu-

reaucracy to aid the soul of the deceased. The Taoist priest con-

ducting this ceremony would perform the Pace of Yu (see cat.

no. 52) a number oftimes appropriate to each direction, read

each part of the invocation and Its accompanying order, and

then bijr%' the 5tope w th the saTie inscription in the appropriate

part of the grave. 1 his ritual allowed the soul of the deceased to

forego the tortures ofthe hells and ascend to the Southern Pal-

ace where new adepts were processed, or else to reenter the

wheel of reincarnation.

The invocation upon which the inscriptions in this manu-

scnpt are based first appeared spontaneously in the sky during

one ofthe sermons ofthe Celestial Worthy of Primordial Begin-

ning (see cat. no. 6;). The characters that made up the invoca-

tion were formed of nrimordiaf energy, and consequently the

written forms of these characters in the present manuscript

are stylized to reflect this first manifestation. In this sense, the

magical writing seen in this manuscript is different from the

talismans (ju) seen elsewhere in this catalogue, since it reflects

actual words, rather than an "abstrac!" diagram. In f.itt, Chinese

characters were believed to derive from celestial equivalents that

were harnessed by the Celestial Worthy and other deities from

self-ibrmed characters of pure energy, so that the magical writ-

ing seen here was actually thought to be a purer form ofwriting

than common script.

Both the present manuscript and Stein 298 contain an addi-

tional section that is not preserved In HY 369, but that forms an

Integral part of the funerary ritual described therein. This section

consists of a long memorial summoning the spirits of the five

directions to order the netherworid bureaucracy to release the

soul of^ deceased and guide it back to life. At midnight on

the n'eht before the burial, the priest burned incense in the five

directions, and then left this memorial exposed overnight beside

the corpse.

This additional section, which comes at the end ofthe manu-

script, also contains a number of stories about practitioners

who benefited frorTi th *. scripture. Some of tHesr sto'ips particu-

larly those about souls that return to re-anlmate their deceased

corpses, are quite colorful. For example, a certain Zheng Renan

reanimated his corpse, only to be set on fire by a terrified on-

looker unperturbed, his skeletal form continued to rise quietly,

ascending to a post in the celestial bureaucracy. Other stories

tell of reanimated corpses bursting out of coHins unearthed

during public worte projects. The Initiates who figure in these

stories were guaranteed positions in the celestial bureaucracy,

but died before \^ey vjcc able to accumulate the '^\eri neces-

sary to ascend directly to the celestial realms "in broad daylight";

consequently, they had to undergo a period of further refinement

in the netherworld before their souls could rejoin with their bod-

ies and rise to the heavens. This idea was probably based on the

doctrine of "corpse liberation" (shijie). which was veiy popular

at the time this scripture was first composed.

Like cat. no. 53. this scripture belongs to the Lingbao scrip-

tures ofthe "Cavern of Mystery" category ofTaoist scriptures,

and r^rohsbly dates to the early Liu-Song dynasty (42'C>-479),

during ti".e for-native phase of the Taoist religion. The funerary

ritual described in this scripture dates to a period before the full

Standardization ofTaoism, and is a very rare example ofthe

early funerary practices that formed one of the foundations of

later Taoist rituals At the same time, since the present manu-

script provides a more complete account of this ritual than Is

given in iHY 369, this important document provides an Invalu-

able resource for understanding the way in which early Taoism

helped the living (and the deceased) pass through one of life's

principal transitions.

—S. E.
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57

OdtnotNNi Sdol/ 0/EmpfBSS Zhang

Mliif dymstyi HongzM reign, dated 1493

Handscroll; ink, colon, and gold on papor

S4.6 X 2,743.2 cm
San Diego Museum ofArt, Gift oTMr. and Mrs. John Jdicfs

(1961.094)

Empress Zhang (1470-1541} was the sole consort of the

Hongzhi emperor. Zhu Youtang [r i/)SR-i505), who was widely

admired as a model Confucian ruler, yet was also known for his

belief in religious Taoism.' Between the first and seventh lunar

months of 1493, the empress was ordained as a Taoist priestess.

This handscroll is her ordination certificate. Both painting and

document, it depicts fifty two gods and immortals, and bears

a long inscription by Zhang Xuanqing {d. 1309), the Celestial

Master ofthe Zhengyi (Orthodox sect ofTaoism. The

Inscription outlines a ritual or series of rituals in which an im-

portant group of scriptures, talismans, and r<^isters (lists of

gods' names) were transmitted to the empress. The acquisition

of the registers indicated she was a nnember of the same spiri-

tual hierarchy as the gods.^ In spiritual terms, Empress Zhang

was elevated to the status ofa realized being pAtemm). For the

empress, Taoism repref;ented the highest degree o*" orthodoxy,

ideally suited to aiding her husband in ruling the nation.' The

pattern of imperial ordination seen here was established as early

as the Northern Vlfei dynasty, when Emperor Tai Wudi (r. 424-51)

was ordained in 442 as a Taoist priest by the northern Celestial

Master Kou Qianzhi (d. 448)
'

In the painting, the empress is depicted floating on a cloud in

the heavens, accompanied by an entourage and a large group of

deities and adepts. The empress's portrait is painted on a sepa-

rate piece of paper which has been pasted over a section of the

scroll that was intentionally left blank to receive it. It seems clear

that the same painter who executed the remainder of the scroll

painted this portrait To the right ofthe empress is a portrait of

Zhang Xuanqing. Among the other figures are the first Cdestial

Master, Zhang Daoling; the Si.p'or^o I nrd of Fate; Wenchang,

the Cod of Literature; guardians of the four cardinal directions;

celestial generals; the gods of the zodiac; jade maidens (yunu);

and the immortals Ce Xuan, Xu Xun (see cat. no. 115), and

Fuqiu.' These figures are identified by small standard script

labels inscribed in gold. At the beginning of the scroll is the title,

inscribed in large "cloud-seal" (yurahuan) characters: "Tablet

ofthe Transcendent Who Superintends Reality, Red Writ ofthe

Three Caverns" (Sondbngdumn mtng ihtn nanjkm^. A repaired

tear in the scroll that follows indicates that the first section of

painted gods has been truncated. This missing section may

have illustrated the highest Taoist gods, the Three Purities (see

cat. no5. 65-67). which often appear at the beginning of scrip-

tures in the Taoist Canon. The scroll terminates with its original

Ming dynasty Itesf silk wrapper, woven with dragons in blue,

green, red, and gold threads.* The painting's upper, lower, and

side borders are decorated with ahemating black, white, green,

red, and blue dragons.

The main inscription, at the middle of the scroll, is by Zhang

Xuanqing, who became the forty-seventh Celestial Master of

the Orthodox Unity sect in 1477.' It begins with four large char-

acters, reading "Executive Bureau of Supreme Mystery" (Tairuan

dusheng). The text that follows is divided into seven sections:

1. The Celestial Master Zhang Xiiaoqini; recounts the line^eof

his scriptural tradition, going bacl( to the Taoist god Celestial

Wforthy of Primordial Beginning (YuansM tiantun}.*

2, On the fifth day ofthe first lunar month ofthe sixth year of

IHongzhi {1493) the Celestial Master requests permission from the

celestial hierarchy to transmit certain scriptures to the Ming em-

press of the Central Palace (Da Ming zhonggong huanghou). The

lime ofday (thedicn houi; eonesponding to the period fiwn 7xx>

to 9:00 a.m.), the place (the Blessed Plot ffiidH ofDragon and

Tiger Mountain [Longhu Shan| in jiar-fxi), and the name of the

altar (the Ancestral Altar of Ten Thousand Methods (Wanfa

zongtan} are listed.* Then permission is asked to transmit ten

sacred scriptures that are descended from the first Celestial Mas-

ter, Zhang Daoling. These are listed as iblkiws:

1. Rl^sttrcf^ Seniiptiim eftht Great Cwwn gfSupnmt Mtf
(Shmgi^ng dadcng jinglu)

2. ReffsUr ofthe Five Thunder Scripture of the ThntQmnudf

Supnme Puritf (Shangqing iandong wuleijinglu)

3. R§gftUrifth$Sa^rtum4^CulUMmgP»f/ieli(m<f^ Mafettic

OMfi ofOMiiodaar Unity (Zfiaqgyi mmpmmahenjin^)

4. Register ofthe Great Yellow Striptun ofthe Ten Mocu efthe

Most High (Taishorfg shigong dahuong jinglu)

J. Register ofthe Scripture on the Highea Accumulated Merit of

the Three Ferns (Jakhatig taimm dugongfit^

6. Seeiet Reg^efthe Scmm Mimef (Staa^ tfihe l-«^test North-

Cf»i Dipc" (To^'-horg ficiVfcii q•y\)pt^ b;t:')

7. Secret Regfsier of the Highest Three Offiaats Who Assist m
liwis^wnMlibfi (Tai^ang Sangnanfuhua bilu)

8. Stoet A^ittcr«/lfi« SuMe AMcapfs ofthe Higftea Nine Per-

Jeetkm {Ti>ishattgjkahen miacfie Mu)
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Pmttaion ofUfi (Taishong shtngaMm xuthu baadmg Mu)

yo Tobkl oflhe Tromcendenl who Suprnnterrdi Reality ofthi

Highest Thru Heavemjade Taintnon and Contractual Writ tf

the Uiijfymg Cidet {Taiiharig satnian yufu zongzh«n x'umjian h$

ton^mm qumi/tn} (referring lo this handscroll).

ITils is fellcwed by a raqucst (or tMe ind rank in the celestial

bureaucracy to b* amfttred on the empress, and a prayer that the

empress will enjoy long life and good fortune.

3. A list of accompanying documents, objects, and talismans

that will enable the empress to use the scriptures and registers

that have been conferred on her.

4. Licenses to perform the rituals and practices ofeach of die

conferred scriptures.

5. The register (list of the deities) under the control ofthe

ordained empress. This includes celestial IMystery Maidens

(oMinnttj; Celestial Generals ^m^nm) Tang. Gc, and Zhou; Mar*

shal fyoons^7U£i/) Zhao: Celestial Guards (tiandlng); six ding Spirit

Maidens (I'u dmg ihennuj, and six jio Generals (liujiajiangjun),

the last two groups corresponding to gods ofthe zodiac Most

ofthese gods are depicted in the painting.

6. Hiree large talismans ("Jade Talismans of the Three Heav-

ens" [Sontian yu/u]), written in red ink, to be used by the empress

for summoning the gods of her register. The three heavens refer

to the Three Purities, and the names ofthese heavens (^tr^guw'

fee Jade Purity, yayun for Highest Putitf, and dbdif for Great Purity)

are included in a stylired foiri n ttipir respective talismans

7. A final proclamation, beginning with a venfication of the

empress's oath. foNowed by the empress's new Taoist name:

Empress of the Gre«t Ming, Sovereign ofthe Three Heavens

GoMen-Cate Jade-Assistance High-Immortal Vast-Compassion

Universal-Kindness Embodying the Tao (O0 Ming huonghou sontian

jiltque yi^ shangm'on horigci puhui Udao xuatgun). Mention is then

made ofthe "Seven^reesures" box and "IMn-phoenixes Brilliant

Five-flowers" embroidered cloth m which the handscroll will be

stored, along with a statement tluit the emtiress will serve the

emperor ("the lord of the sagely Ming"). At the end is the final

date (the seventh lunar month ofthe sixth year of Hongzhi, the

qiclial year gukhou (1493]). with the d^ itself left blank."

Following this are eight enormous characters, reading

"Increasing Prosperity and Ten Thousand Longevities, to Exist

as Long as the Heavens" (Yi long wan shou yn tian changcun).

Finally, after a length of blank paper, are depictions of nineteen

more gods, including the Celestial Generals Tang, Ge, Zhou,

and Zhao; twelve gods ofthe zodiac comprising sbc female drng

and sw malefia gods; and three Celestial Guards ftiandliflg).^*

Empress 7harg was a nat' ve of Xingji. located on the Grand

Canal, about one hundred miles south of Beijing." Her father

attended the Imperial University. The Ming dynastic history

(Ming sfir) states that the future empress was conceived after her

mother dreamt that light from the moon (a symbol of yrn) en-

tered her womb. She married 7hu Youtang in 1487, at the age of

seventeen, one year before his accession to the throne. In 1491

she gave birth to Zhu Houzhao, the future Zhengde emperor. In

149s the empress gave birth to a second son, who dtad a year

later At the beginning; of the Zhengde reion (1506), Fmpress

Zhang became Empress Dowager. She outlived her son and died

in 1541. during the Jiajing reign ()522-66). No mention is made

in the empress's official biography ofher ordinathin as a Taoist

priestess. Nor is any mention made of this ever* in the Veritable

Records of the Mir\g Court (Ming shilu) or In the biography of the

officiating Celestial Master, Zhang Xuanqing.'^

Zhang Xuanqing was highly educated and recognized for his

talents in poetry and painting. He was first ordained during the

Chenghua reign, in the 14705, and rose to the rank of Celestial

Master in 1477. In that year he marned a daughter of Zhu Yi

(1427-1496), Dukie ofChengguo, a member ofthe imperial 6m-

ily.** Zhang's acthrities at the court in Beijing also began before

the Hongzh' reign. In 1486, at the end of the Cherghua reign,

he was called to the palace in Beijing, where he performed a

jioo offering ritual in the Hall of Imperial Peace (Qin'an Oian),

the most Important Taoist temple in the Forbidden City. In 1488

Zhang Xuanqing had an audience with the Hongzhi emperor,

and subsequently became one of the latter's favorites Zhang

performed ajiao in 1490, on the occasion of the conception of

the emperor's first child. When a son was bom, the emperor

bestowed on Zhar^ a jade belt, a gold cap, a silk robe, and sil-

ver. In 1498 Zhang was asked to pray for snow n the Temple of

Wbrshipping Heaven (Chaotian Cong), with the result that a

heavy snow fiell the next day.

In 1J01 Zhang Xuanqing introduced his successor to the

emperor and requested permission to retire, which he did the

following year. In 1504 Zhang presented the emperor with a self-

portrait and an ancient sword that the emperor had requested.

In return, Zhang wttt ghren goW coins and a portrait ofZhang

Daoling, the first ofthe Celestial Masters. Zhang Xuanqing died

in 1509.

—S. L.
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Highest Purity Illustration of the Sword and Mirrors That Hold

Images, from the Taoist Canon of the Zhengtong reign

Ming dynast/, Zhengtong reign, dated 1444

Original text by Sima CKeng2hen, Tang dynasty, 8th century

Woodblock-printed book: ink on paper

35 X 11.3 cm (each page)

Bibliothdque National« de France, Paris (Chinois 9546 [428])

59

Taoist Ritual Sword

Qing dynasty. 18th century

Ste«l. brass, ray skin

U 77 cm
The Art Institute of Chicago, lent by Mrs. E. F. )effery {846.30}

The inscription on cat. no. 59 copies part of the inscription

from a sword possessed by Emperor Xuanzong (r. 712-56) of

the Tang dynasty (618-906; cat. no. 58). whose reign marked the

"golden age" of imperial China.' This sword was presented to

the emperor by Sima Chengzhen (647-735), an eminent Taoist

priest active at his court. The original sword is lost, but an illus-

tration of it is preserved in the Ming dynasty Taoist Canon (HY

431; Shangqing hanxiangjianjian tu), shown here as cat. no. 58.

The original sword was known as the Sword of Phosphores-

cence and Thunder (Jingzhen jian). It bore a number of symbols

that developed upon the ideas of y/n and yong, including the

phosphorescence and thunder of its name, which are described

as concrete manifestations of the primordial energies of yin and

yang. The respective characters for these two concepts (jing and

zhen) were inscribed on opposite sides of the sword's pommel.

Under the character for "phosphorescence" was the following

inscription:

Qian descends essence,

Kun responds to the numinous:

The sun and moon are imaged.

The sacred peaks and rivers are formed.

This forms the first part of the inscription on the Art Institute's

sword. Qian and kun refer to the first two trigrams and hexa-

grams of the Book of Changes (Yijing), which represent yang

and yin energy, respectively. These two trigrams were shown in

two talismans etched on opposite sides of Xuanzong's sword.

Stylized representations of the sun, moon. Northern Dipper

(Ursa Major), and the Five Planets of traditional Chinese as-

tronomy were also etched on the "phosphorescence" side of the

sword, while the names of the Five Sacred Peaks and Four Rivers

of China were etched on the "thunder" side of the sword, fol-

lowed by the words "wind and clouds, thunder and lightning"

(fengyun leidian). The second half of the inscription on the Art

Institute sword copies that found under the character "thunder"

on Xuanzong's sword:

Spreading thunder and lightning.

Moving the mysterious stars:

Harmful wickedness is destroyed,

Beneficial purity is received.

The "mysterious stars" refers to the stars on the "phosphores-

cence" side of the sword, just as the previous passage described

the peaks and rivers depicted on the "thunder" side; this implies

the idea of yin within yang and yang within yin.

Taken as a whole, these images delineate the various combi-

nations of yin and yong that form the world. Beginning with the

unbroken lines of qian and the broken lines of kun, the most

primordial representations of yrn and yang, these two principles
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are combined to form the elemental manifestations of phospho-

rescence and thunder, which favor one idea but imply its oppo-

site as well. These combinations continue to form the stellar

bodies on the "phosphorescence" side, which represent the

heavens, and the sacred peaks and rivers on the "thunder" side,

which represent the earth. The sword is therefore seen as a mi-

crocosm of the entire cosmos.

Unlike the original sword, there Is no inscription on either the

pommel or grip of the sword in the Art Institute: the two separate

inscriptions from the grip of Xuanzong's sword are combined

into a single inscription on the blade of this later sword. In place

of the stellar and earthly bodies on Xuanzong's sword, depic-

tions of the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions are inscribed on the

opposite side of the blade, accompanied by the Northern Dip-

per. As a result, the balance between the heavens and the earth

created by the placement of the sun, moon, stars, and geo-

graphical features on Xuanzong's sword is not preserved in this

example.

The ancient Chinese considered swords to be powerful magi-

cal implements with many different uses. Xuanzong's sword

supposedly had exorcistic powers, "gathering up ghosts and

destroying wickedness." These powers came from the fact that

swords were understood as a sacred microcosm that embodied

primordial energy. In this sense, swords were closely connected

with another sacred microcosm, the human body. This associa-

tion of the human form with a sword is reflected in the idea of

"corpse liberation" (shijie), the belief that the body could be

refined in the same way that a cicada or snake sheds its old skin

as it develops a new one. Following this practice, some adepts

(xian) would undergo a process similar to physical death in order

to refine their bodies. When they "died," they would sometimes

use a sword to take the place of their corpse in the coffin; this

sword was like the skin left behind by a snake, taking the shape

of the deceased but reverting to its original form after burial. In

this way, the adept could hide the real significance of his death

from the eyes of the profane. Among the prominent Taoist fig-

ures who used corpse liberation was Tao Hongjing (456-536;

cat. no. 38), who supposedly left behind only a sword and his

"empty clothing."'

—s. E.
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Taoist Ritual Sword

SiMOid: Ming dynasty, Yongle reign, dated 1403

Scabbard: poiiMy Qing d/nast/, Qianlong reign (173&-9S)

Steel, gold, and jade

L 7J.5 cm
Staatliehea Muieum fbrVMberfcimde. Munich (1954)

61

Taoist Ritual Sword

Sword: Ming dynasty, Hongzhi reign, 1500

Sciibbdrd; Qing dynasty, 19th csntury

Steei and brass

L6i4cm
Staatttehas Museum ibr VSltieffcumfe, Munich (195^

The first Taoist ritual sword shown here (cal no. 60)

is noteworthy fo' having been given to a leading Taoist master

of the Ming dynasty by the Yongle emperor (r. 1403-24). Both

sides ofthe steel blade are inlaid with gold designs depicting

stylized constellttions, one ofwhich is the Northern Dipper

(Beidou). the most powerful asterism in the Taoist heavens. A

short gold-inlaid inscription on one side of the blade, just below

the hilt, reads: "On the first month of the first year of the Yongle

reign h403). Imperially bestowed on Caodao Liu Vbanran." The

sword's grip is made of jade; it bears a short inscription in seal

script that reproduces part of the inscriotion on the grip of the

sword given to the Tang emperor Xuanzong by the Taoist master

Sima Chengzhen in the eighth century (cat. no. 58).

Liu Yknnnui (1351-1432). a famous Taoist priest of the early

Ming dynasty, v^a<i a native of Congxian in Jiangxi province, and

the son ofa Yuan dynasty official. His official biography states

that in 1393 he attracted the attention ofthe Hongwu emperor

(r. 1368-98) with his abilities at rainmalcingJ The emperor

granted him the title Caodao (Noble Tao). aid Liu subsequently

officiated in the Paying Homage to Heaven Palace (Chaotian

Cong]. In 1421 the Yongle emperor moved the capital from

Nanjing to Beijing, and Liu aaompanied him to the north. Dur-

ing the reign of Xuarde (r 1426-35). Liu advanced to the rank of

Great Realized Being (da zhenren). When he retired in 1433, the

Xuandc emperor painted a landscape painting with a poem, and

presented it to him.* The Ming history states that as a Taoist

n^aster. Liu Yuar^ai contributed to the ritual correctness of the

imperial court through his "pure, calm, and self-controlled"

personality.

As one ofthe leading Taoist priests in the Imperial service,

Uu Yuanran was a well-established and highly respected figure

by the beginning of the Yongle reign in 1403, when this ritual

sword was imperially bestowed on him. Liu was a priest of the

Pure Illumination Oinfpning) MCt ofTaoism, a school that grew

to prominence in the Song and Yuan dynasties and stressed

the fusion of Taoist and Confucian ideas (see cat. no. 115).'

The blade of the second sword (cat. no. 61) is inlaid with

talismans in fine lines ofgold. The handle has fittings of gilded

brass, with a wheel fc/iaJtraJ-shaped pommel. According to an

inscrjptior of 1849, written in gold on the leather scabbard,

the sword was made in 1500, during the reign of Hongzhi

(r. 1488-1505). In 1849 the sword was presented to a temple

known as the Shrine of Numinous Response (Linggan Ci).

—5.L
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Incense Burner with Li Tieguai

Ming dynasty, I5th/l6th century

Bronze

31 X 23 cm
Sichuan Provincial Museum, Chengdu

In any Taoist ritual, the incense burner is the single most

important implement. As the Southern Song dynasty Taoist

adept Bai Yuchan said, "You have only to set up the incense

burner for the divine empyrean to be present.'" The censer

symbolizes the gate between the human world and the realm

of the gods (and, by extension, the Tao). The presence of the

incense burner sanctifies the space in which any ritual is en-

acted. The importance of incense in religious Taoism cannot

be overstated. As John Lagerwey has shown,

Incense ... is not just a fragrant offering to the gods, making the

altar a pleasant place for them to spend some time. It is what

literally draws them to the altar, as to a magnet, and especially to

the altar-body of the high priest, for the incense is in the first place

a symbol of the Three Energies of his body, billowing up into the

bizarre configurations of all primordial energy
—

"celestial seals"

—

and thus attracting its divine counterpart, its "other half into the

cave (of the altar].'

The incense burner sits on the altar table, known as the

dong'an {"cave table"), symbolizing the numinous grotto in

the mountain through which the priest communicates with

the heavens.'

Very few incense burners that can specifically be said to be

Taoist survive from earlier than the Ming dynasty (1368-1644).

This bronze example was excavated in Qingsu village near

Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan province. The four legs descend

from lion masks at the corners of the rectangular bowl. The lid

is pierced with holes in the shapes of four of the Eight Tngrams.

At the top of the lid is a handle in the shape of the Taoist adept

Li Tieguai {"Iron-crutch Li"; see cat. no. 125), suggesting that this

incense burner was designed for use in a temple of the Quan-

zhen (Complete Realization) sect.



(a

Taoist Ritual Tablet

Ming dynasty, I5th/i6th century

Ivory

49 X 8.5 cm
Staatllches Museum fur V6lkerkunde, Munich (11.12$)

Tablets (hu) like this one, used during ritual audiences with

deities from the Taoist pantheon, were modeled after the tablets

carried by officials during imperial audiences. Depictions of the

actual use of similar tablets during a Taoist ritual can be seen

elsewhere in this catalogue (for example, see cat. no. 44).

The tablet is carved with four figures hovering in clouds

above sacred mountains, on which grow magical fungi (lingzhi;

see cat. no. 129). Above the figures is another mountain par-

tially veiled by a coiling cloud, and above this celestial palaces

supported by more clouds. Between the figures are four cranes,

traditional symbols of longevity. The significance of the figures

is not entirely clear, but they may have been inspired by Inner

Alchemy (neidan). The lowest figure probably represents the

meditator, surrounded by a ring of energy (qi) directed upward.'

The upper three figures suggest the microcosmic three cinnabar

fields (dantian), centers of energy in the head and upper and

lower torso of the body, and the macrocosmic Three Purities

(see cat. nos. 65-67). The attributes of the figures suggest an

inner alchemical numerical progression that reduces the phe-

nomenal world to its primordial energies. The lowest of these

three figures is surrounded by the Eight Trigrams in the Later

Heaven (Houtian; see cat. no. 14) arrangement, symbolizing ym

and yong energy manifested in the world.' The next figure is sur-

rounded by four circles, which may represent the inner alchemi-

cal refinement of the Eight Trigrams into the more fundamental

trigrams of qian and kun, pure yang and yin energy, and /( and

kan, the first intermingling of these energies.' The final figure is

surrounded by constellations, in particular the Southern Dipper

(a group of stars m Sagittarius) and Northern Dipper (Ursa

Major) to the left and right.* The Southern and Northern Dippers

were traditionally believed to control (respectively) the records

of life and death, and in this context they probably represent the

further purification of energy into its most basic manifestation

as yang and ym. As a result, the images on the tablet represent

the refinement of energy from its limitless manifestations in the

world to its eightfold manifestation in the trigrams, the further

refinement of the trigrams into their constituent energies, and

the eventual purification of these energies into pure ym and

yong. The final stage of primordial oneness is represented by the

heaven that resides even above the Three Purities, the ultimate

goal of the inner alchemical process.'

—S. E.
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64

TRADITIONALLY ATTRIBUTED TO ChEN ZhITIAN

Fourteen Portraits ofWu Quaryie

Yuan/Ming dynasty, second half 14th century

Handscroll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

$1.8 X 8J4.8 cm
Museum of Fine Arts. Boston, Gift of Mrs. Richard E. Danielson

(46.252)

This series Of portraits depicts Wu Quanjie (1269-1346),

one of the most famous Taoist priests of the Yuan dynasty

(1260-1368).' Wu was a pupil of Zhang Liusun (1248-1322).

himself a pupil of the thirty-sixth Celestial Master, Zhang Zong-

yan (1244-1292). During his lifetime. Wu Quanjie gained fame

as a widely respected priest who was as comfortable in the Mon-

gol court as he was among the literati of south<entral China. He

became a patriarch of the Mysterious Teaching (Xuanjiao) school

of Taoism. The first patriarch of this school was Zhang Liusun,

who had been summoned to Beijing in 1276 by the first Mongol

emperor, Khubilai Khan (r. 1260-94).' The Xuanjiao school ex-

isted only during the Yuan, having been founded in 1287.'

Wu Quanjie began studying Taoism when he was twelve, and

became a Taoist priest (daoshi) at the age of sixteen.* His teacher

summoned him to the capital of Dadu (Beijing) in 1287, and

subsequently Wu spent most of his time in the north. When the

Yuan emperor Chengzong (r 1295-1307) came to the throne,

Wu Quanjie officiated at thejioo ritual of thanksgiving to cel-

ebrate the accession. In 1307 Wu was given the title "Heir to

the Xuanjiao Patriarchy."' After his teacher's death in 1322, Wu

Quanjie became head of this sect. He was put in charge of all

Taoist affairs m the country, under the aegis of the Academy of

Taoist Ritual 221
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Worthies Qixian /uan), which also oversaw all Confucian activ'h

ties, such as the Imperial UniversI^.* VAi wis respected for his

Confucian learning, and often recommended literati to pos:t ons

at court. As Sun K o k'uan has shown, it was through such indi-

viduals as Wu Quanjie that the literati elite ofthe lower Yangzi

valley obtained a voice, and thus a measure ofinfluence, at the

Mongol court

}(uanjiao, "the sublime teaching;" was in effect • bnmch ofthe

southern Tianshi Tao4sm that had been created b/ the edict ofthe

Mongo' rulers Xuaniiao was purely a Yuan religious phenomenon,

for the Xuanjiao patriarchy was obliterated by the founder ofthe

Mini dymstK MIngTaizu. What is more important, from the

tandpotnt ofthe hiilory ofYuan literati, is that Xuanjiao, a Taoist

religious movement replete witti beliefs in magic, divination, and

immortality, was the product, not of Taoists acting on their own,

but ofTaoiiti working with the active Gooptration of prominent

Confucian literati and under the endorsement and sponsorship

of the ruling Mongols. Xuanjiao was a distinctive form of Daojiao

[religious Taoism], and fVom the standpoint of traditional elite Han

Chinese culture it was highly refined and literary. It was also highly

political. In efleol, Xuanjiao Taoist culture and the cuhuie ofthe

Han Chinese litenU worn owariapping phanomena, and in some

cases they were one.'

Among his many accomplishments, Wu Quanjie is credited

with the building of the Temple of the Eastern Peak {Dongyue

Miao) In Beijing. While the idea to build the temple was Zhang

Liusun's, Zhang died before construction could actually begin.

In 1322, under the direction cf\f/a Quanjie, the main hall was

completed,* Aside from his skilKul rraraging o^Taoist afairs,

Wb Quanjie was widely respected by contemporary Chinese

literati for his upright character. He is described as follows in

the YUan dynastic history:

[Wu] Quanjie elegantly favored making friends with literati (rfif-

dqfii), and there were no fiwois he would not perform (for them].

In his relations with his elders, he was especially considerate and

respectful, ar»d in promoting [the careers of] talented persons, i»e

feared only that he did not exert all his strength. As for helping

those in pover^ or in dire straits, he never let his mind be ahered

by personal debts or grudges. In his day he was highly regarded for

his andowmant of ehiwalric spirit f/do tfH?

The handscroll in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, is a rare

document ofWu Quanjie's life. It includes fourteen portraits,

depicting Wu between the ages of forty-three and sixty-three.

According to a record ofthis composition in the eariy Ming

catalogue Qmri and Munan Cems (Shenhu muntut) by Zhu Cunll

tl^e scroll originally included seventeen portraits.'*

The Boston scroll has traditionally been attributed to Chen

Zhitian, but Its indhddual portraits were based on paintings by

several artists, including Zhao Mengfo (1254-1322). While the

sequence of portraits generally follows a chronological progres-

sion, several are out of sequence." Each portrait has a note

indicating the date and circumstances surrounding the image,

and an accompanying poem:

1. The first portrait depicts Wu in 1311. The note reads: "In the

fburrii year ofthe Zhida reign (1311), pMi] returned to court. In

Vbn [Beijing he irwed in the Hall of Encircling the Pivot [Huan-

shu "^angl " [TVius was] made [this] Portroi't of Inner ObiervatktH

[Nciguan xiangj. Eulogized by Yuan Mingshan of Qinghe." The

image is a bust portrait, depictingWb within a drde.Wu waars

a while robe with a blue lapel: a Ikoist priesfs jade cap is visible

under his translucent horse-hair hat. The term neiguan (inner

observation) refers to .1 Taoist practice of meditation, "a con-

scious introspection of one's own body and mind.""

2. The second portrait depicts VMj In formal ritual attire, hold*

ing an hrary tablet and seated on an elaborale wooden throne.

Tile note reads: "In the second year of the Huangqing reign, the

qrdical year guiyou I131}], (Wu] celebrated a greatJioo ritual in

the Palaoe ofEternal Spring (Changchun Cong, a Taoist templ^^

He was honored and directed to take Jade tablels to Mount Song

(Henan] and the Ji River [Shandong]." fThus was] made (this) Por^

traft ofCalming the Mind jCunsi xion^. Eulogized by Zhao Mengfii

ofWuxing." The presence here of Zhao Mengfu's inscription and

poem Is signilieant because it confirms tlw close reiattonshipe

WU Quanjie maintained with leading literati during his Uletimo.

Zhao Mengfu wrote many formal inscriptions for Taoist temples

in Beifing and elsewrhere."

3. The third portrait depicts in 1314. performing a Taoist

ritual dance {ftlhu, or flying pace"), most likaly the "Pace ofYki'

(see cat no. $2). The accompanying note, by Yu Ji, states that in

that year Wu's mother and father were granted official titles, and

that the emperor gave Wu gifts of a zun beaker and clothing.

4. The fourdi portrait depicts in an Informal while robe.

Despite the informal pose, his status isindicalad bythejadet)

disc tied to h i 5 belt The note describes Wu's retiim to Beijirtg

after a trip to Jiangxi in 131

The fifth portrait dapiets Wii Quanjie holding a ruyi

(mushroom-shaped) seeptar and saated under a pine tree
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among reeb and bamboo. A erant dancas in tht bragreund.

YU Ji's nola stales that Wki was greatly honorad by tha Yiian

emperor Renzong (' ni;-2ol. and that the original depict or

of this scene was painted by Zhao Mengivi during this emperor's

Yuanyou period (1312-20).

6. Ttie sixth image depicts \Mi in 1316, standing on a mountain-

ous bluff and watching clouds. Hie note is by Vkian Jue ofSiming

(Ningbo, Zhejiang province).

7. The aeverith image is a bust portrait from 1317. The note

reads: 'In the fourth year ofVOanyov, the cyclical year dfngn' (1317],

the Master co'iciuded ihe uM vation of the Method of the Great

Cavern [Dodor^^fa]. [Thus was) made |this| 'Nwon Portrait' (Niwon

xiang). Eulogized by Zhao Mengfu of Wuxing." Nimin refers to the

upper ofthe three Cnrnbar Fields of Inner Akhemy (nMm).

One ofthe hey energy centers ofthe human body, it is visualized

at the center of the head- Niwar can rc'c to 3 space, a palace,

and a god." The term first appears in the inner Scripture ojihe

iMm QNirt {Huanping neijingjing), a text dating to die fourth

or fifth centuryi

8. The eighth portrait depicts Wu Quanjie during the Dade

reign (1297-1307). He is shown near a waterfall on Mount Lu in

jiangxl, playing a 4m zither under a pine tree while two cranes

dance.

9. In the ninth portrait, Wu Is shown in 1318. carrying out ajtoo

oflering ritual at the court.

10. In the tenth portrait. V/u is shown in 1397, visiting the sa-

cred Taoist mountain ofQingdieng Shan near Chengdu in Sidiuan.

On this trip from Beijing to Sichuafi, Wu was ashed to substitute

for the emperor in worshipping the god of the Yangzi River

n. The eleventh portrait shows Wu in 1318, in the Western Hills

outside Beijing, Hslenirig to thewind in the pines.

12. The twelfth portrait depicts Wu during the Zhiyuan reign

{^?€.•,~<)A), 5tanding at the summit of Mount Heng, the great

sacred peak in Hunan. The note states that Wu was instructed

fay VUan Shizti (lOiubiiBi Khan) to oflw McrKice to Hiiaynt Herig.

13. The thirteenth portrait depictsWu in 1327. as a high-ranbng

Taoist priest at the Y^an court He wears a blue robe and holds a

tablet, and Is shown conducting a jiao ritual in the Venerating

Perfection Palace (Chongzhen Cong).

14. The final portrait depicts Wki in 1331. at age sixty-three, on

the occasion of ajho ritual he eenducted at court. Here he leans

on a threo'footed arm-rest (ji) and discusses ritual techniques (fit).

This haidscroll is one of the few sur\'iving portraits ofa

Taoist priest fronn the Yuan dynasty. A memorial portrait sculp-

turn ofWu Quanjie was once installed tn its own hall at th*

Dongytie Miao in Beijing, where it v.as v;orshipped as an icon

to the temple's builder," An original example ofWu Quanjie's

calligraphy can be seen in his colophon to Chen Rong's famous

Nm DmgMtt handscroll of1244, in the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston."

—s. L
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A :>
c ^^fClicn 1988:1; sec «ii»lt(qr 1981: JS-JS^ I Ml itMeM

to |u^c!pri SteutoofilicNcliaiMUfclnfMiMauin,lbniisai|iwh9bMll)r

sent me a co^ of his mastcr't MmsiS: *(C Steuber 1996.

J. VMtson 1965: 91-93.

6. lagenwey i^7b: 291.

7. Prewiowsly ptibltshcd in Kerr 1991: pi.A and Wilson 1995: 44. fig. }.

5. Ace. no. 46.(88; published in litaley 1978: na icx

Cot no. 52

1, The division of Ch na inlo r.jne sncirnt prf>vl":;rs v.'M.^ji vv^^ one of the

miOY ach e-.e.T7ents cred tec to Em:>e'Cir Vu; 3ncire' was the quelling of

annij^il ^ood^ ana tnr ha-nrs% ng o* grra" r.vcr', Yu*'. rarth^vorifS and feats

of hydrju ic eng nee'ing symbolizec the snnging of orde' 10 chaos.

2. Andersen 1955-50: 15-16. As Anoe'sen shows, the Pace of Vu is mentioned

in both the i?, 51: v (Day took), a bamboo-slip manuscript excavated in 1975

from a tomb dated 217 a.C. (Qin dynasty) at Shuihudi, hiubei province, and

the VMtshi'ar bin^ng (fl/tf-Wfo Healinf Methodt). a medical treatise wiMen
en silii discovered in 1974 in an early Han tomb at Mawangdui, Changsha,

Hunan province.

}. Ibid : 21
.
On eariy conceptions of the Northern Dipper, sec alto Harper

1978-79

4. Andersen 18, $7.

J. Mild.: 38.. Proper enaclment ofllie Pace ofttj could result in Hansfermalion

inie • tenestrlal immenel," acquisition ofthe nHMhraom ofimmortaliiK

and loaliaalian as a peiliKled being (dunmj. Ac AndwMn has ikam, in

the oti^t Shangi|in| leachin|s oflhc Six Ojinaslies period, the Pace «r

appccn to ha«c bem an indMyal pndiGe; unlike lis later maidfeclalion at

the eenler ofeommunal ritual. This chanfc eppeirs to have cceurred duriitg

the Tang dynasty (618-906).

6. Boltz 1987a: 34.

7. Ibid.: 33. Bollz notes that 'Fnini the Vlftaarti stories {compiled by Hof>g

Mai. mjr-iaoal. It appters that the Tlamdn pneUtloner s we-e recognized

above e8 else fcrlhjr eapettlae in the eaeieton of possessing spmts that

were tiwught to have caused vaiteus forms ofmental disiurbanets* (Wd.:

37-38).

Out nos. ja-54
I. See liie diait in Bohenlfmp 198J: 4$!.

a. The Mbtg weedblocltprinMd version ofthis tact has a superb ilustralad

iionllspiece depietbig theHum Purities ^anqlng). the highest gods of

IhelbeittpaiMiNon.

Git no. 56
1. The accompanying commentary is not written in a gnd

2. The complete ride is langbao avuliang duntn shangpin mioyim.

Cat. no. 57

I. See the biogrjph , cf /hu Y3u:.ing i- Goodrich and King I976. VOi. 1: )7S-80i

see also Twtchett a-d Farbank iqSS: jsj.

a. See Seidel 1983: pi sndri h,,-. vhnwn that the imperial bwestitaraecr-

emony was based on in anc.«nt Taoist ntual.

3. Beriing 1998: 956. 966. The impenal patronage of religious Taoism reached

an apogee during the Jiajing reign (1522-66). Beriing has showi that "the

pattern of Ming Imperial patronage of Taoist temples and rituals was re-

peated In virtually every reign.' This provides a counterpoint to the batter-

Imown Ming impciiil patrencge «fTibetan luddhlMi; sec Bcivir 1994:

107-10.

4. Mather 1979: 118.

J. Fuqiu WIS the teacher of die Zhou dynasty immortal Wang Ziqiao.

6. Despite the fact that die iidf wrapper appears at die end of the paindn^

it is dior that the scroll was meant to be leed fram right to left (see Sung

19995 'J6).

7. Zhufs biography is recorded in Han TSamM ihjia (1607), a taA in the

Vhnli period (tS7J-i620) supplement to the Taoist Canon; sec HY 14S1.

end ZTOZ, woL jl: 443-43 ijuen 4: 8-10) . The Han TtowMifijlto documents
the Ives oTthc Ming Celestial Masters up 10 156$-

8. Zhang Xuanqing here pre&oed his signature with the dharactir thm
("servitor"), denoting that he is a servant ofthe court

9. Dragon and Tigir Mountain was Zhang Xuanqing's home

lOi This Is the case in many imperial inscriptions, such as tomb epitaphs or

contractual agreements with the spirit world.

II. The zodiac gods have the heads of the<r corresponding anintai symbols on
the r nejddreises.

la. Fc^r Ernprcss Zhsng'^ biography, see MS, vol. 13: 3528.

13. Fo* information on events m :he life of the Ming Celestial Master iee Seidel

1985 and rluong '.fing r/rmmg ^A/iu, a ten* i*" the Tao'st Carvon |HV 1450)

docunnentirsg evenis m the livei of ;he Celestul Mj%ler.. from 1 jiho tn 1605,

14. On Zhu Yi, see CCXZL, luc ',13-553 Bruyn zooo points out that during

theMirtg. many of the Ct-lrttiil M,i;te-s from Longhu S*>an married into

die imperial ^mily Through this marnage the Celestial Master obtained a

Imther-iivlaw in u Dongyang (i447-is)6). a highly influential Grand Secre-

tary in tlie reigns of Hongihi and Ziwrigde, and en« of die finest poets of

the Ming dynastgn

Git noi. 55-59

(. On Sima Chengihen and Emperor XuMseng, see SchaAr 1978-79: $8.

Thelbi^ d)liiasly sword is alse Mlustrated In Sdiafcr i97fc: fig, 4. See also

Kralli978.

a. On Tao Hongpn^ see Slridimann lyTga.

CMlhol 60-C1

I. MS,>i«ta99:76s'-

a. Hie Xuandc empcrarww wed hnewn as a pilnlcr; in Bimhart 1993: 53-57.

3. Beriing 1998: 957-58.

Cm. no. 62

I. Schipper 1993: 85.

a. Lagcfwey 1987b: 80. For eaamphs of"WesiiilMir or ^cloud^eil" script,

see cat no. 57.

). Ibid.: 39.
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Cat. no. 6j
1. The nng of rnrrgy around this figure it limilar to inner alchemical depic-

tions of the (J 1 ion of Are {yang energy) and water f/in en&igA In the cneigjr

Oenlert of the bad)-, for rxampir, sef cat. nO. 13J.

2. Ttwfc is app^rrntlf 3 mistake in this ar'ingtrrwnt, since the trigram kuH

it shown in the place of Ji as well as in its own position, while li is missing

altogether.

3. See the introduclion to sealoa 111.$ and the entries in that section for more

detail Oil the aignlfieanee ofthese trlgnnn In Inner Atehemy.

4. Both dipper> are shown with seven stars, altiioi^ih In CKt the SoMhcm
Dipper hut onljr six stars. The number of stars in the diiipais wen some-

times aheiad for aesthetic balance; see cat no. 78.

i. It taas sometimes beBeved that tliefe was a final highest heaven abewa the

Tlwee Kwilit* called the CMae hemen; the tingle peA and the palaces

atthotapofthistablitmBrralartethitukimatBGehstialierim (see also

cat. nes. 6s-C7)-

I. Wi QuanJIe's blagraphy is found in VS: 1160-61. Valuable Infermatlan on

Wu Quaiijie can also be ieund in Vb ll't long inscription on the l&mrOmt
>wwwrlaHi>Mlar(H«lM «>»Htan tag in PYXCI„jtign a}: ;b<f. (see Sun

23ft-39).

a. Zliang Lhnun was the most powerful Ikoist at the Yban court In tiie late

thirteenth century a sign of his influence was his success in ntingthitthe

ban on Tao<st scriptures that had been promulgated by Khubllai Khan in 1271

was no longer enforced.

3. As Sun K'O'le'uan has shown, thr Xuanjiao school was formed b>' the Mon.

gol empc'or; 35 3 mca-5 Dt cocptin;; the aiithc'ity ot '.he Celestial Maslor:-

oFthr Or:hc.dnic Unty '.r-rt []»ri4gon anc Iigr' K'nij'-tai'' I'l nngh'i SWan) in

jiangii prr.vinrr A-; p^ir: n- tHis program, i-- M04 IT Cr <";: si >.*astcr Zhang

Zon^ryj'^ wd: summoned to court from Ijonghu Shan and given the titte

"Hcac: : r thir zheng)ii ScheoT (Zhengyi jaiediu); see Sun igSt: m, and

Swann IqO.l 1/

4. VS: 1160.

$. Sun 1981, 224

6 Ibid ;
BtoKili and lUng 1931: tot.

7 Sun iqSi; jij 13

8 Quanpc also olaytd a role m t*ie choice of the fortfthird Colestisl Wil-

ier, Zharg Yuchu (i359-'4io). i pivotal Taoist of the early Ming Aho began

a new compi latum of the Taoist Canon (eventual^' published in 1444-4^);

see Brocck and Tung 1951: 77 For a painting by Wu Bol nscnbcd by Zhang

Yuchu. see cat. no 141

9, Translated in Sun ii>Ri Of all thr Yuan literati, Wu Quanjie was probably

dosest to Wu Cheng, the greatest Nco-Confucan scholar of his day and a

court official under the Mongols. Wu Quanjie and Wu Cheng came from the

same home towm. See Cediheii igti: iW-aii.

la 5HMN: jtz-tv
II. The aama Is Irae ofdie sequence of portraits recorded In the ShavWw munon.

13. The 'plMt'' (!Ai4 leCirt to the ads determined bjr the niatiw pgcitlen ofthe

Pisie Star and the aardk The Me Starwas eeMad Sal) (Nemmn buemlty)

or Tian iha (Phot ofleaven). Beth the tanestrial and eelesiial lealms

dKumscribad iMs aids,

1). Kehn 1489a: 196.

14. The piasent While Cloud Menesleiy (Bavun Cuan) in Belpng is located just

west of Ms predecessor, the Changchun Cuan.

1$. Vnt Jade tablets were olbrtngs directed to the gods ofMount Seng and the

JiRhrtr.

16. See, lor exanifile, Zhao's stele Inscr^itlan at the Oongyue NHao, Belfln^

entitled Oaq/toeM (SWIa on tha Hhactf RadjiiM). and the handseraH in the

Tbiqie Nalienal triinaum entitled Rkmd e/iha Aas(aia<ion tf<h* Thm CMai

tfthe Xwanmaae Caaiv set Bioedi and Tung 19$!, and ShadlB icnsM 1970-7J«
tral. 17: pit. 1-).

17. In the body, the god Taiyi (Supreme Unity; see cat no. 73) danlls above die

nilHan; see Robinet 1993: 10a The nkatM haelf consists of nine cavities tiiat

carwapond to nbic ctltalial palaeet: see Oeapew 1994: 67.

iS. Brae(fctndlljn^pl.2.Acopymadeini999 stands m the same hall today.

19, Wli 1997: pi. 93. The Nine OwgWM •croM also bears colopiwns by Ouyang

Xuan and the thirty-nmth Ceieslial Master. Zhang Sicheng (dated 1331; see

cat. no. 73), among others.
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The Taoist pantheon developed with the growth ofthe

Taoist religion in the late Han and Six Dynasties periods

(second-sixth centuries). By the Tang dynasty (618-906), the

Three Purities (Sanqing). one of whom was the deified Laozi,

were established as the highest gods of the Taoist pantheon.

In religious Taoism, the gods are conceived ofas pure emana*

tions of the Tao. An important corollary is that the gods are

ultimately less important than the Tao itself. Taoism has no

supreme being, but teaches that there is only the Tao that spon-

taneously generates the cosmos.

Taoist gods can further be defined as those deities who are

represented by revealed scriptures in the '''aoi^t Canon (Dao-

lang). This characterizes the majority of Taoist gods, as opposed

to the gods of popular religion, who more often begin their exist-

ence as human heroes or even animal or terrestrial spirits and

who are eventually transformed into gods of the popular pan-

theon. Of the Three Purities, only thr deified L.30zi has his own

mythology. Among the high gods of Taoism are the Three

Officials (Sanguan): the gods of Heaven, Earth, and Witer, who

function as judges of human fate.

This section of the exhibition includes an eleventh-century

handscroll by Wu Zongyuan in Ink on silk, depicting deities of

the Taoist pantheon, entided Procession tfUumortak Paying

Homogt to lA« Mmonfof (cat no. 74i- Paintings such as dils

may have served as models for murals in Taoist tomplos, and

are iconographically significant because they allow us to recon-

struct the Taoist pantheon at different moments In its histori-

cal development The most spectacular surviving depictions of

the Taoist pantheon arc the fourteenth-century murals pa'nted

on the walls ofthe Hall of the Three Purities at the Eternal joy

Temple (Yongle Cong), a Yuan dynasty Taoist temple in south-

em Shanxi province. These murals fixus on eight major gods,

painted on an enormous scale, each accompanied by a large

entourage ofdeities. The eight principal gods are the Great Em-

peror ofthe South Pole Star, the Earth Goddess (Houtu). the

Jade Emperor (Yuhuang), the Purple Tenuity Emperor (Ziwei

dadi), Supreme Unity (Taiyi), Metal Mother (|inmu, the Queen

Mother of the West), Wood Sire (Mugong, the ancient Dong-

wanggong, Lord King ofthe East), and Gouchen (a celestial

emperor representing the constellation surrounding the Pole

Star). Among the lesser gods included are the deities of the Sun,

Moon, and Five Planets, the gods of the Eight Trigrams, and the

gods ofthe Chinese zodiac.

The Images in this and other sections ofthe exhibition include

paintings from several important sets of hanging scrolls made

for use in the Water and Land Ritual (Shuilu zhai), a Buddhist

rite developed in China for the universal salvation of all sentient

beinp from hell. Like other last" rituals common to both Bud-

dhism and Taoism, the ritual was intended to establish merit

(gnrgi for both the living and the souls of the dead in the nether-

world, so that they might be released from the tortures of these

hells and reenter the wheel ofreincarnation, or, better yet, as-

cend to the celestial realms. Until the Northern Song dynasty

(960-1126), sets of Water ;^^d Land Ritual paintings included

depictions of the highest gods of religious Taoism, the Three

Purities (Sartqing), but from the time ofEmperor Huizong

(k itoo-2^ onward, the Inclusion ofthese images was for-

bidden in such sols. In many cases the images ofTaoi<>t gods

that appear in surviving Ming dynas^ sets of Water and Land

Ritual paintings provide the earliest Or finest known images

of particular Itolst gods, and it is fiw this reason that they are

included in the exhibition.

Detail, cat nok 77 227
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Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning

Ming dynasty, )6th century

Hanging scroll: ink and colors on silk

140 X 80 cm

White Cloud Monastery (Baiyvin Cuan), Beijing

66

Celestial Worthy of Numinous Treasure

Early Qing dynasty. I7th/i8th century

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

160 X 80 cm

White Cloud Monastery (Baiyun Cuan), Beijing

67

Celestial Worthy ofthe Way and Its Power

Early Qing dynasty. I7th/i8th century

Hanging scroll: ink and colors on silk

160 X 80 cm

White Cloud Monastery (Baiyun Cuan), Beijing

These THREE hanging scrolls, from two different trip-

tychs, depict the three highest deities of the later Taoist pan-

theon, the Three Purities (Sanqing). The Three Purities rule

over the highest three celestial realms of Jade Purity (Yuqing),

Highest Purity (Shangqing), and Great Purity (Taiqing), also

called the Three Purities; these realms arc often identified with

the Three Heavens (Santian).'' Each of these three fundamental

embodiments of the Way in turn transforms itself threefold,

resulting in nine heavens, which then manifest in the four direc-

tions, for a total of thirty-six heavens. According to the Northern

Song dynasty Taoist master Zhang Junfang (active early eleventh

century).

Originally, Taoism (daojia) arose from what has no beginning;

it left traces and responded to impulses, giving birth to the Wort-

drous One (Miaoyi). The Wondrous One divided into the Three

Primes (Sanyuan), the Three Primes transformed into the Three

Energies (Sanql) and the Three Energies transformed into the

Three Materials (Sancai).' When the Three Materials grew, then

all the ten thousand things were prepared for.'

This vision of the inception of world is derived from chapter 42

of the Doode jing:

The Way gave rise to the one,

The one gave rise to the two.

The two gave nse to the three.

The three gave nse to all the ten thousand things.

material



Although the deities of the Three Purities seen in these hang-

ing scrolls were a fairly late development, the ideas that formed

their basis began to appear as early as the fourth or fifth century.

The threefold division of the world reflected in the "Three Ener-

gies" and the '"Three Materials" described by Zhang Junfang was

a fundamental part of the first attempts of the Celestial Master

movement to organize the Taoist religion on a large scale in the

fifth century. For example, an early Liu-Song dynasty (420-479)

scripture* from this movement claims that Laozi (see cat. no. 1)

first took shape from the Mysterious, Primordial, and Beginning

energies (the Three Energies) that manifested from Great Noth-

ingness (Taiwu), and that he further spread these energies to

form the heavens, the earth, and all things in between (in other

words, the Three Materials), tn addition, this scripture states

that the teachings that Laozi transmitted to Zhang Ling, the

founder of the Celestial Master movement in the Eastern Han

dynasty (25-220),' were manifestations of the energies of the

Three Heavens, and that part of Zhang's title was "Master of the

Three Heavens" (Santian zhi shi).

This threefold division of the celestial realms and the ener-

gies that formed the world would eventually be associated with

another three-part system, the Three Caverns (Sandong). This

system, first codified by the Liu-Song dynasty Taoist scholar Lu

Xiujing (406-477), was a means for the Celestial Master tradi-

tion to incorporate scriptural writings from outside the move-

ment, in particular those that included new teachings that had

developed out of prominent family traditions in the area near

the southern capital.' The Highest Purity scriptures, which cen-

tered around the Xu family from the Jurong area (southeast of

modern Nanjing), were organized into the Cavern of Perfection

(Dongzhen) category; the Numinous Treasure (Lingbao) scrip-

tures (see cat. no. 53), which centered around the Ce family

from the same area, were arranged into the Cavern of Mystery

(Dongxuan) category; and a group of writings centered around

the Scripture of the Three Emperon (Sanhuangjing), which was

connected with both the Xu and Ce family traditions through its

supposed author, Bao Jing, were arranged into the Cavern of

Divinity (Dongihen) category. While Taoist scriptures quickly ex-

panded beyond the limits of these three scriptural traditions, the

Three Caverns were maintained as the basis for organizing Tao-

ist scriptures, and the Ming dynasty (1368-1644) Taoist Canon

is still nominally arranged according to the Three Caverns.

Gradually, attempts were made to incorporate these different

three-part doctrines into a single, coherent system, which was

then applied to the Taoist pantheon; the eventual result of these

attempts was the Three Purities. Early versions of the Three

66
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Purities appeared in the Tang dynasty (61S-906). For example,

Wang Xuanh«, a Taoist encyclopedist active during the reigns

of Emperor Caozong of the Tang (r. 649-83) and China's only

empress, Wu Zetian (r. 684-70^), identified Jade Purity as the

realm of the Cel«stial Worthy of Primofdial Beginning (Yuanshi

tianzun), Highest Purity as the realm ofthe Great Highest Ijord

of the Grand Way (Taishang dadao ;un), and Great Purity as

the realm of the Great Highest Eider Lord {Taishang laojun, or

Laozi).' The Three Purities theory continued to mature through

the Tang and Song (960-1279) dynasties, and variants were

developed on the basic threefold division of the highest heavens

and the deities associated v.' th them. Zhang Junfang. '.vho was

the most prommeni Taoisi figure of his time, stated that Jade

Purity is ruled by the Celestial Treasure Lord (Tianbao jun). High-

est Purity is ruled by the Numinous Treasure Lord (Lingbao jun),

and Great Punty is ru'ed by the Soir t '^rens jre Lord (Shenbao

Jun).*Above these three realms is one more heaven, the highest

of the highest, which Is the residence ofthe Celestial Worthy of

Primofdial Beginning. Zhang's theory is fully matured, and asso-

ciates these three deities with the Three Heavens the Three

Energies, and the Three Caverns.' At the same time, though, this

theory diflfiers from both the Tang dynasty system set forth by

Wang Xuanhe and the later system evident in these three paint-

ings. Consequently, it seems that the idea ofthe Three Purities,

while wcl developed and widely supported, was Still not entirely

standardized by the Northern Song period.

In addition, there is evidence that the Three Purities were

incorporated into Buddhist ritual during the Northern Song,

which indicates that the doctnne had already expanded beyond

the boundaries of Taoism by this time.*

These three paintings represent the Three Purities as under-

stood by the Complete Realization (Quanzhen) sect ofTaoism

(see below). The first deity, who rules over the realm of jade

Purity and is the patriarch of the Cavern of Perfection scriptures,

is the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning. The second

deity, who rules over the realm of Highest Purity and Is the patri-

arch of the Cavern of Mystery scriptures, is the Celestial Worthy

of Numinous Treasure (Lmgbao tianzun). The third deity, who

rules over the realm of Great Punly and is the patriarch of the

Cavern of Divinity scriptures, is the Celestial Worthy ofthe W^y

and Its Power (Daode tianzun): the iconography of this last deity

indicates to us that he >% none othe- thnn 1 Aori (see c.it no. l).

These names and attributes are the end result of the various

accretions that developed around the threefold division ofboth

the oeiestial realms and the Taoist scriptures, beginning in the

medieval period. They are at once the highest of all Taoist deities,

the rulers of the most refined celestial realms, and the patrons

of the three major sections of the Taoist Canon as it still exists

today. As manifestations of the Three Energies, they are the

source of all life, and as the patriarchs of the Three Caverns,

they are the source of all knowledge.

These paintings differ from many ofthe other works in this

catalogue ir that they corr'e from ar- activo Taoist terriple, the

White Cloud Monastery (Baiyun Guan) in Beijing, rather than

firom a museum. Thus, they not only are relics of past beliels,

but represent a tradition that is still alive, despite the hostile

political climate of the recent past The Three Purities a-c still

revered in this temple, and their images hold a place of special

honoi in ihcir own pavilion along the central axis of the temple

grounds."The White Cloud Monastery is the principal seat of

the Complete Realization sect, one ofthe two major movements

of Taoism in modern China." This movement, which is best

known for its doctrine of the "unity of the Three Teachings"

(Sanjiao yizhi), joining together the ideals ofTaoism, Buddhism,

and Qwifucianism, grew out ofthe chaos ofthe twelfth century

after the fall nf the Northern Song. It gained considerable politi-

cal influence through the figure of Qiu Chuji (1148-1227), also

known as Qiu Changchun ("Endless Spring"), a disciple ofthe

founder ofthe movement, Wang Chongyang (1112-1170)." Qiu

was first patronized by the Jin dynasty (1 ns-> 234) ruling house,

but his support was also sought by the Southern Song (1127-

1279} imperial nouse and the Mongols under Chmggis (Ghengis)

Khan (r. 1206-27). Q<u began to court the Mongol rulers, and. In

1222, at over seventy years of age, he traveled into Central Asia

to meet with Chmggis Khan, thereby linking his movement with

the rising Yuan dynasty (i26o-)36S), which would later gain

control over all ofChina. The White Cloud Monaste7 was origi-

nally named after Qiu,'*whese remakis are said to be burled

under the hall devoted to him, which is in front of the Pavilion

of the Three Purities. The White Cloud Monastery also originally

housed the Ming dynasty woodblock edition of the Taoist Canon,

which formed the basis for all modem reprints of this compila-

tron; this Ming edition of the Taoist Canon was kept in the sec-

ond foor of "he Pavilion of the Three Purities." In this sense, the

Pavilion of the Three Purities in the White Cloud Monastery can

rightly be said to be the source for all contemporary research on

the religion ofTaoism, and the deities worshipped there remain

the patriarchs of the modern scholariy tradition,

—s. c.
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Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginrting

Ming dynasty, late isth/early i6th century

Glazed stoneware

H. 20} cm

Tsui Art Foundation. Hong Kong

The introduction of Mahayana ("Greater Vehicle")

Buddhism into China through trade routes in Central Asia had

a tremendous impact on Chinese religion, including Taoism.

Taoist writers began to reproduce the narrative style of Bud-

dhist writings, and to develop deities in imitation of the many

Buddhas and bodhisattvas of the Mahayana pantheon. This

trend is clearest in the figure of the Celestial Worthy of Primor-

dial Beginning, an imitation of the supreme Buddhas of the

Mahayana tradition.

After his initial appearance in the early fifth century, this deity

quickly became the most important of all Taoist gods. By the

Tang dynasty, the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning was

seen as the source of ail Taoist teachings. Supposedly. Taoist

scriptures first existed only as patterns that appeared in the pure

energies of the unformed world, potent but unintelligible. The

Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning took these patterns

and refined them, casting them into gold and jade tablets with

readable characters similar to talismanic script {see cat. no. 36).

When the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning first revealed

his teachings, the blind regained their sight, the deaf were able

to hear, and withered bones even sprang from their graves, filled

with new life.' Each time a Taoist priest recited the scriptures

revealed by the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning, he

re-enacted these miracles, freeing the souls of all living things

from suffering and transforming his own body through the sa-

cred energies contained in the scripture.

The Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning was eventually

incorporated into the Three Purities (see cat. no. 65) as the

highest of these three deities, and this assured him an unsur-

passed position in the later Taoist pantheon. This large sculp-

ture was most likely made as one of a set of three images

depicting these Three Purities. The sculpture is made of sepa-

rately fired and glazed parts that have been put together; this

example is unusual In being largely Intact.' The green, yellow,

aubergine, blue, and transparent enamel glazes found here were

widely used during the Ming dynasty for both Buddhist and

Taoist ceramic sculpture, and are closely related to the glazes

used in Fahua ware.

—S. E.
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TRADITIONALLY ATTRIBUTED TO Wu DaOZI

Taoist Official ofHeaven

Southern Song dynasty, first half I2th century

Hanging scroll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

125.5x55.9 cm
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Chinese and Japanese Special Fund

(12.S81)
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TRADITIONALLY ATTRIBUTED TO Wu DaOZI

Taoist Official of Earth

Southern Song dynasty, first half '2th century

Hanging scroll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

125-5 X 55 9

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Chinese and Japanese Special Fund

(12.880)
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TRADITIONALLY ATTRIBUTED TO Wu DaOZI

Taoist official of Water

Southern Song dynasty, first half uth century

Hanging scroll; ink. colore, and gold on silk

125.5 X 55.9 cm

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Chinese and Japanese Special Fund

(12.882)
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Illuminated Manuscript ofthe Marvelous Scripture ofthe Most

High Three Principles Who Protect and Prolong Life. Eliminate

Disaster, Abolish Danger, Forgive Sins, and Confer Blessings

Ming dynasty, Chenghua reign, dated 1470

Accordion-mounted album; gold on indigo paper

30.5 X 21.3 cm (each page)

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Asiatic Curator's Fund and

Frederick L. Jack Fund (1996.58)

The triad of coos known as the Three Officials (Sanguan)

emerged in the religious Taoist pantheon as early as the late

Han dynasty (second century). These gods function as judges of

human fate. According to a Taoist scripture of the fifth century

(the Taishang santian neijie jing, or Supreme Scripture on the Inner

Elucidation of the Three Heavens), the Three Officials played a

role in the deified Laozi's initial revelation in a.o. 142 to the fir^t

Celestial Master of religious Taoism, Zhang Daoling. As a conse-

quence of this revelation, Zhang Daoling "made a contract with

the Three Officials of Heaven, Earth, and Water respectively, as

well as with the generals of the star of the Great Year [Taisui, or
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Jupiter], so thai they then entered the orthodox system of the

Three Heavens and no longer opposed the faithful."' It Is note-

worthy that the origin of the Three Officials is older than that of

the Three Purities (Sanqing), the highest gods of the religious

Taoist pantheon (see cat. nos. 65-67).

The Three Officials also appear in such fifth-century Lingbao

scriptures as the Precepts ofthe Three Primes (Sanyuan pin), and

the Supreme Secret Essentials (Wushang biyao), a Taoist encyclo-

pedia compiled during the Northern Zhou dynasty in the late

sixth century.' Thereafter the Three Officials played a key role as

intermediaries between human beings and the bureaucracy of

the netherworld of the dead. Certain days of the ritual calendar

were reserved for the offering of petitions to the Three Officials,

when these gods would review an individual's merits and de-

merits: the seventh days of the first and seventh months, and

the fifth day of the tenth month.' On these occasions, petitions

to the Official of Heaven (Tian guan) were burned (and thus

carried via smoke to the heavens), petitions to the Official of

Earth (Di guan) were buried, and those to the Official of Water

(Shui guan) were submerged/

The theme of the Three Officials is recorded as having been

painted as early as the Tang dynasty (618-906).' The earliest

surviving depiction of these gods, however, may be that m the

well-known Junkunc album, datable to the early Southern Song

dynasty (twelfth century).* There the gods are shown with the

official titles they were granted in the Northern Song dynasty

(960-1126), and are accompanied by Emissaries of the Five Di-

rections. The most elaborate depiction of the Three Officials

from the Song dynasty (960-1279), however, is found in the trip-

tych of twelfth-century hanging scrolls in the Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston (cat. nos. 69-71).' Painted m ink. colors, and gold

on finely woven silk, with great visual coherence and meticulous

attention to detail, these are among the finest surviving Taoist

paintings of the Song dynasty." Each painting depicts one of the

Three Officials in his realm, surrounded by an entourage of

lesser gods and attendants.

The Official of Heaven (cat. no. 69) is shown seated on a

platform, surrounded by a large entourage of male and female

attendants: the entire group floats on a pale reddish cloud

against a void painted in green wash. The Official leans on a

low table. Facing him is a kneeling acolyte holding a tablet. An

elaborate mandoHa appears behind the god. and a canopy is

held over his head. This mandoria is decorated in ink and gold

with twin dragons against a dense ground of floral scrolls. Four-

teen attendants hold a variety of banners, standards, fans, and

offerings. In the lower right corner, a single figure holding an axe

ascends on a cloud.
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In the central painting of the Boston triptych (cat. no. 70), the

Official of Earth is shown traveling on horseback through a land-

scape, accompanied by an entourage of attending gods, immor-

tals, and demons. A parasol surmounted by a phoenix is held

over the official's head. The god is dressed in the guise of an

emperor of high antiquity (shanggu), and holds a switch in his

right hand. The figures accompanying the Official of Earth are

both male and female. A demonic attendant walking behind the

horse holds a falcon in his hand. At the bottom of the painting is

Zhong Kui, the Demon Queller, accompanied by three demons

and a monkey. The rocks and trees of the landscape are painted

in a style derived from that of the Northern Song (eleventh cen-

tury) master Cuo Xi.' Like the earthforms, the foliage is painted

primarily in ink, with occasional additions of pale green pig-

ment; here the "crab-claw" brushwork in tree branches is also

derived from Cuo Xi. The painting of the figures is exceedingly

fine, with sensitively rendered facial expressions.

The third painting depicts the Official of Water crossing the

roiling waves of an ocean on the back of a dragon (cat. no. 71).

The character wang (king) appears on the front of his crown. An

ornate canopy Is held over the official's head. He is accompa-

nied by a host of attendants, including five demons at the bot-

tom of the scroll: two of the attendants ride on the backs of sea

turtles. The painting is executed primarily in monochrome ink,

with occasional additions of orange-red pigment in the figures'

robes. Cold highlights appear throughout the scroll, for example

in the attendants' armor, staffs, and hats. The eyes of the dragon

are painted red, with gold pupils. The roofs of an underwater

palace emerge from the waves at the lower right corner. Above,

in the clouds, the god of thunder (Leigong) pounds on a set of

drums, while a red-robed scholar and a female figure appear in

the upper right corner. The painting of the background waves,

rendered in monochrome ink, stands among the finest depic-

tions of water in Chinese painting, despite the fact that the lower

edge of the painting is completely repaired.

As Wu Tung has shown, in Chinese paintings of the Ming

(1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1911) dynasties, the Three Offi-

cials are more often depicted in one scroll." The grouping of all

three gods together does occur at least as early as the Song

dynasty, however, as can be seen in a leaf in the Junkunc album.

The Three Officials are also shown as a group in the fourteenth-

century Taoist murals at the Eternal Joy Temple (Yongle Cong)

in southern Shanxi province, where they form part of the entou-

rage of the star-god Couchen." A Ming painting in the National

Palace Museum, Taipei, entitled The Three Officials Conducting

an Inspection Tour, has traditionally been attributed to the South-

ern Song court painter Ma Lin (active early to mid-thirteenth
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century).'* Painted in ink and colors on silk, this work depicts all

three officials and their respective entourages in one composi-

tion. At the bottom, riding a dragon through waves, is the Offi-

cial of Water; in the middle ground, riding on a white mythical

beast, is the Official of Earth; and at the top, riding in a cart

pulled by another mythical beast, is the Official of Heaven. De-

spite the attribution to Ma Lin, it appears that this work should

be attributed to an artist of the Ming dynasty, most likely work-

ing in the sixteenth century." A slightly earlier image of all three

gods together is found among the fifteenth-century Water and

Land Ritual (Shullu zhai) paintings from the Treasured Tranquil-

ity Temple (Baoning Si), now in the Shanxi Provincial Museum,

Taiyuan."

The early Ming illuminated Taoist scripture in the Museum of

Fine Arts. Boston (cat. no. 72), is a transcription of a text in the

Taoist Ginon that describes the efficacy of the Three Officials.

Composed in the Southern Song (1127-1279) or Yuan (1260-

1368) dynasties, the full title of the text is Marvelous Scripture of

the Moit High Three Prmciples Who Protect and Prolong Life, Elim-

inate Disaster, Abolish Danger, Forgive Sins, and Confer Blessings

(Toishang sanyuan cifu shezuijie'e xiaozai yansheng booming miao

jing), also known as the Scripture ofthe Three Officials (Sanguan

ji'rtg)." The Boston manuscript is a handwritten, accordion-

mounted album. The frontispiece, painted in gold and pale blue

pigment on indigo paper, depicts the Three Officials seated in a

landscape. Each official is attended by a civil official or atten-

dant. To the left a worshipper holding a tablet kneels on a rock

slab, while a guardian and scholar stand in attendance at the

right. In the left background are three carriages prepared for an

inspection tour by the Three Officials of their respective realms.

On the ground at the center, in front of the three gods, is a tor-

toise. The landscape includes rocks and pines with scrolling

clouds above, all painted in gold. The text is written with seven-

teen characters per vertical column, a format imitating Buddhist

sutros. The full title of the scripture appears following a short

preface. A dedication at the end is dated to the second lunar

month of the sixth year of Chenghua (1470). but states that the

scroll was actually finished in the first lunar month of the pre-

ceding year:

Made in the first month of the fifth year of Chenghua (1469).

Within I devote my heart and grant funds (to make this) gold book,

the Monfcloui Scripture ofthe Most High Three Principles Who Pro-

tect and Prolong Life, Elirttinote Disaster, Abolish Danger, Forgive Sins,

and Cottfer Blessings, in order, through this action, to (accumulate)

merit and (cultivate) virtue. I pray (or my household, that it enjoy

what is pure and auspicious, and that (the Three Officials) protect

my family. This preface (is written) in order to unite and pacify fires

and robbers, and to remove all karma; consequently I think of this.

Inscribed on an auspicious day of the twelfth month, in the sixth

year of Chenghua (1470).

While the majority of surviving images of the Three Officials

from traditional China are paintings, sculptural images of these

gods were also made. Among the finest of these are the set of

enormous Ming dynasty wood sculptures now located in the

main hall of the recently renovated Temple of the Eastern Peak

(Dongyue Miao) in Beijing; these colossal figures also date to

the Chenghua reign (1465-87).'*

—s. L.
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Uppermost Highest Spirit ThunderJade Pivot Thunderous Peal

Precious Scripture with Talismarric Seals

Yuan dynasty. Zhishun leign. colophon da»ed 1333

Woodblock-printed book, Ink on paper

33.2 X 12.J cm (each page)

The British Libra^, London (isioj.aa.s)

This richly illustrated woodblock-printed book is an an-

notated edition of the Southern Song dynasty Precious Scripture

ofthe Jade Pivot (Yushu baojing).^ This scripture developed from

the Divine Empyrean (Shenxiao) movement, which began as

an imperial cult sponsored by the late Northern Song emperor

Huizong (r. noo-25); Huizong believed himself to be an Incar-

nation of the supreme deity of this movement.' There are three

commentaries included In this version, attributed to the Taoist

master Bai Yuchan (1194-1228); the first patriarch of the Celes-

tial Master movement, Zhang DaolIng (second century): and a

certain "Celestial Lord Zhang, Emissary of the Five Thunders."

These commentaries are accompanied by a set of eulogistic

poems attributed to Lu Dongbin (see cat. no. 120). The name

of the scripture is explained by one of these commentaries as

follows:

(deuil)

Jade is the essence of the heavens and the earth, the sun and

moon; it is the congealed flower of yi" and yong. water and fire.

... It does not decay, even after ten thousand years. Pivot means

trigger, axis. It is the origin of life and death.

This scripture is said to have been revealed to the Thunder

Master Luminous Elder (Haoweng) by a deity called the Celestial

Worthy of the Nine Heavens Who Responds to the Primordial,

with a Voice of Thunder, Transforming All. According to the com-

mentary, "Thunder is the command of the heavens. . . . The

heavens do not speak—thunder speaks for them." It was be-

lieved that this deity supervised a group of officers who con-

trolled life and death, prosperity and failure, and that he was

surrounded by an orchestra of thirty-six spirits (for the manifes-

tations of the highest nine heavens in the four directions) who

beat the drums that made the thirty-six different kinds of thun-

der. In this scripture, he is said to have taken a vow to save all

beings who recite his name, probably in imitation of Buddhist

deities such as Amitabha or Avalokiteshvara (Cuanyin). More-

over, the scripture claims to aid all those who recite it during

times of illness or difficulty and who employ the protective talis-

mans included at the end of the scripture.
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This edition contains over two dozen illustrations corre-

sponding to the narrative of the scripture, in addition to a

magnificent frontispiece, a depiction of a procession of deities,

and other supplementary illustrations; these arc not preserved

in the corresponding text in the Taoist Canon. In addition, this

edition is one of the few (if not the only) printed versions of any

Taoist scripture that predate the present, Ming dynasty Taoist

Canon. As such, it is of unparalleled importance for our under-

standing of printed Taoist scriptures before the Ming, at the

same time that it preserves a more complete edition of the

Precious Scripture of theJade Pivot than those found in the Ming

Taoist Canon.

The first illustration shown here, which comes toward the end

of the scripture, accompanies a gatha metrical hymn, a feature

adopted from Buddhist scriptures:

The Highest Prince of jade Purity

Unites the thirty-six heavens;

The Lord of the Nine Heavens Who Transforms All

Changes his form for the worldi of all ten directions.

With loose hair, he rides a rnagical beast (qilin),

With bare feet, he treads over layered ice.

The commentaries read the titles in the first and third lines as

both referring to the Celestial Worthy who transmitted the scrip-

ture, although the illustration shows the Lord of the Nine Heav-

ens (the central figure) in line three as a manifestation of the

Highest Prince of Jade Purity (shown in the upper right, with a

beam of energy directed from his upraised hand to the central

figure), whose relationship with the Celestial Worthy is unclear

owing to a lack of defining attributes. The Lord of the Nine Heav-

ens IS accompanied by a fierce figure who carries the records of

good and bad actions, and four figures in charge of punishing

wrongdoers are shown in the lower left corner. The other figures

arc all officials under the control of the Lord of the Nine Heav-

ens, including many thunder gods. Of particular interest are the

popular gods in the upper left corner: the Earl of Wind (Fengbo),

shown with an animal skin that holds the winds; the Duke of
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Thunder with his circle of flaming drums; the Mother of Light-

ning, holding mirrors that emit lightning bolts; and the Rain

Master, holding a cup full of ram and a branch with which to

scatter it over the earth.

The second illustration shown here is the frontispiece. This

frontispiece shows the initial revelation of the scripture in Jade

Purity, the highest of the Three Purities (see cat. no. 65). The

Celestial Worthy sits in a throne aflame with magical energy,

Hanked by two celestial guardians and a host of other civil and

martial officials. In his hands he holds his principal attribute,

J mushroom-shaped scepter (ruyi) of golden light. Phoenixes

hover above him, while other magical animals sport before his

throne. The Luminous Elder kneels before an altar in front of the

Celestial Worthy as he receives teachings, followed by a host of

other deities In the lower register of the Image. Hovering above

these deities in the upper register is a second line of deities, at

least some ofwhom appear to be star gods.' The frontispiece

is followed by an illustration of a procession (not shown here)

of Taoist patriarchs (jioozhu), realized beings (zhemen), celestial

lords (tianjun). and marshals (yuanshuai), led by the Perfected

Warrior (Zhenwu: see cat. no. 103). The procession includes

many figures who are illustrated elsewhere in this catalogue,

such as Lii Dongbin (see cat. no. 120), Emperor Cuan (see cat.

no. 83). and Marshal Wen (see cat. no. 87).

After the scripture come a commentary and two colophons.

One of the colophons, written by the thirty-ninth Celestial Mas-

ter, Zhang Sicheng, and dated to 1333, is printed In imitation of

the Celestial Master's own script, which suggests that it was

originally written to commemorate this edition. These three

additions all identify this annotated version of the scripture with

the Yuan dynasty figure Xu Daoling.* Little is known of Xu, but

another scripture annotated by him in the Taoist Canon Includes

a commentary dated to 1334, indicating that he was still alive

when this edition was published,'

—S. E,
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WuZONCYUAN (active EARLY IITH CENTURY)

Procession ofImmortali Paying Homage to the PrimonUaf

Northefn Soi^ dynasty, eariy iilh CMitu7

HarKtscroll; ink on silk

58 X 777,1 cm

Private collectkm

Wu ZoNGYUAN was One of the greatest painters ofTaoist in™-

ages of the early Northern Song dynasty (960-1126). Worl<ing in

the style of the Tang dynasty muralist Wu Daozi (active c. 710-

c 760),Wu received many commissions to decorate the walk of

Taoist temples in KaHeng, the Northern Song c^iitriJ An official

as well, he attaiied the '3rk of Vice Presidoit of \hc Bureau of

Parks, Lakes, and Mountains.' It is significant that the first half of

his career, during which he wis most prwhidlwe, corresponded

to the leign of Emperor Zhenzor^ (r. 998-1002), one ofthe

most devoted of all Northern Song rulers to religious Taoism.'

Wu Zongyuan was recorded as having made handscroll copies of

two Wu Daozi murals in Kaifeng.

Painted in ink on two pieces ofpate brown silk, this long scroll

(over seven meters) depicts a magnificent procession ofTaoiSt

gods, moving from right to left over a sr-ifs nfhndgps that span

a lotus pond. The composition resembles surviving murals de-

picting gods ofthe Taoist pantheon from temples ofthe VUan

dynasty (1260-1368), and Xu Bangda and others have suggested

that it is a sketch for such a mural painting.* It is possible that

it transmits the composition of either such a Tang mural by

\Mi Daoad, or one ofWu Zongyuan's own murals in a Nordiem

Song Taoist temple. The scroll is truncated at the beginning. It

presen!'; an extrao'dinary visioi cf-j celestial realm of the type

described in the early visions of the Highest Purity (Shangqing)

movement—• heaven populated by elegant gods and god-

desses. Each ofthe deities is labeled, with names written in

standard-script characters in cartouches adjacent to each figure.

The painting is remarkable for the strength and fluidity of its

brushwork, and is the earliest surviving Taoist woric of its type.

Despite Its astonishing <|uaiity, the painting is clearly an unfin-

ished sketch; this is evident from such details as the partially

finished frees and lotus plants and the informal rendering of

many of the figures' hair, painted in pale wash only with no fur-

ther detail.

The Taoist deities in this handscroll are painted in different

sizes, a reflection oftheir respective rank in the celestial bureau-

cracy. The primary deities, shown larger than their attendants,

are the Great Emperor of Fusang (Fusang dadi). the Celestial

Emperor of the Southern Pole [Star] (Nanji tian dijun), and the

Eastern Floriate Celestial Emperor (Donghua tian dadi). The first

represents the mythical realm from which the sun rises, the

spcord thp god who determines the length of human life, and the

third Oongwanggong (Lord King of the East), the ancient con-

sort ofthe Queen Mother ofthe West (Xlwangmu), in his later

manifestation as Mugong (Wood Sire), in the fbuiteentlKentu^

murals in the Hall of the Three Purities (Sanqing Dian) at the

Taoist Eternal )oy Temple (Yongle Cong) in Shanxi, both the

Emperor of the Southern Pole Star and the Eastern Floriate Ce-

lestial Emperor are depicted in much the same guise, although

seated.* In the Yongle Cong murals, which are nearly three

hundred years later ii datp than the Wu /ongyuan handscroll,

the gods are also surrounded by many other Taoist gods and

realized beings.

Among the many attending gods in this handscroll are nnale

and female figures with such names as Supreme Ultimate Im-

mortal Marquis (Taiji xianhou), Nine Doubts Immortal Marquis

(jiuyi xianhou),* Primordial Vang Youth (Yuanyang tongzi). Su-

preme Clarity immortal Earl (Taiqingxianbo), Supreme Gnnabar

jade Maiden (Taidan yunu). Opening Brightness Youth (Kalming

tongzi), Oper^ing Radiance Youth fKaiguang tongzi), Brahma

Ether Maitreya Jade Maiden (Fanqi Mile yunii), and Brahma

livasure Cinnabar Clory )ade Maiden (Rmbao danchang yunQ).

Aside firom the presence ofnames borrowed from the Buddhist

world, it is noteworthy that in this painting, the attendant deit'es

called "youths" {tongzi; literally, "lads ") are all female. The pre-

cise scriptural source (ifone exists) ofthis pantheon has yet

to be identified.

The earliest reliable colophon on the scroll is by the Yuan

scholar-artist Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322).' It is dated to 1304,

and in it Zhao attributes the scroll toWu Zongyuan. The scrdl's

current title was written by the epigrapher Luo Zhenyu (1866-

1940), and has been translated as Procession ofImmortals Pay-

ing Homage to the Primordial (Chaofuan xiomhangtu). In this

context, the word yuan (prime or primordial) refiers to the Tao.

There is a reduced-scale copy ofthis scroll in the Xu Beihong

Memorial Museum, Beijing.* it is slightly later in date, painted

on paper, and lacks the identHylng inscriptions ofthe Wu Zong-

yuan scroll.

—S. L
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Thf Cod Taiyi andAttemSng Deities

From the Treasured TranquilityTempk (Baoning Si), Ybuyu county,

Shanxi province

Miltg dynasty,

Hanging scroll; ink and colon on silic

116 X 61 cm
Siianxi Provincial MuMum, Taiyuan

Taiyi (Supreme Unity) is one ofthe oldest gods ofthe Taoist

pantheon. His worship can be traced to the Warring States pe-

riod (475-221 B.c), well before the emergence ofTaoism as an

organized religion, and continues to the present day.* The early

importance ofthis god (ms been confirmed bf the recent diicov-

ery ofa text known as 7«/|w Ctnerates Water (Hh^ sheng sAui)

from a fourth-century-B.c. tomb at Cuodian, Hubel province.

Based on liis research on this text, Donald Harper has shown

that Taiyi was a cosmogonic god, a creator of the universe whose

actions mirrorthoseoftheTao, who was already worshipped by

the social elite in the Warring States period. Taiyi (or Donghuang

Taiyi. the Eastern August Supreme Unity) is also the first god

described in the "Nine Songs," a series of shamanistic hymns

fMind in the andent anthology the Songs ofChw (Ouid}.*

The early Han text The MasUr ofHuainan (Huammn) states

that Taiyi resides n the celestial palace known as Tsivvei (Su-

preme Tenuity), later known as Ziwei Gong (Purple Tenuity Pal-

ace).' During the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220), sacrifices

to the astral god Taiyi were part ofthe imperial cult^ The Inserip-

tionfor Laoli (Loozi rn.vigj, the late Han stele documenting

Laozi's divination, states that Laozi "concentrated his thinking

on the cinnabar field, saw Great Unity (Taiyi) in his purple cham-

ber, became one with the Tao, and transformed into an im-

mortal."' In the Han dynasty apocvphrjl tcxt\ kmwn weishu.

the Northern Dipper was perceived as the instrument of Taiyi;

"It is described variously as the ladle by means ofwhidi he pours

out the primordial breath (fumqi) and as the chariot in which

he moves through the heavens."*A celestial god, Taiyi was

sornetimes known as the "supreme emperor of heaven."' He

was associated with the star Kochab, known in Chinese as

Thearch (tX), part ofthe Little Dipper (Ursa Minor). A passage

from the Records oftheHistorkm (Shgii) ofSima Qian (second

century B.c) reads:

The Dipper is the Thearch's carriage. It revolves around the

central point and majesiically regulates the four realms. The

distribution ofVm and Yang, the fixing of the Four Seasons, the

coordination ofthe Five Phases, the progression ofrotationai

measurements, and the determining of ali Ctlettlal mariccrt—

all ofthese are linked to die Dipper.*

Schuyler Cammann citing the Records ofthe H/ston'off andthe

History ofthe Former Han Dynasty (Qiart Harahu), writes.

The Han records state that after Wudi \r 140-87 ex ] came to the

throne in 140 b.c, he regularly conducted the usual sacrifices to

iHeaven and to Earth, to the Fivt Emperors (legendary rulers repre-

tenting tiie Fhw Elements), and to the Sun and the Irfoon (for Yang

and Yin), in order to insure the orderly regularity of the univers.il

process; but in 124 B.c. he was persuaded to adopt, in addition, the

cult ofTaiyi. At first this was merely an additionai form ofworship,

using a separate shrine, but in 113 b.c., having been told that the

Five Emperors were only this god's aides. Emperor Wu displaced

from the central location in the imf>erial rites the Yellow Emperor

(Huangdi), who represented the Center among the Five Directions,

in order to give Taiyi the iocai position in the state worship.*

According to recent research by Li Ling, images ofTaiyi can

be traced back to as eariy as the Wanring States period.* During

the Tang dynasty reign ofXuanzong (712-56). sacrifices to Taiyi

were fully incorporated into imperial Taoist rituals." By the time

of the fourteenth-century Taoist murals of the Eternal Joy Temple

(Yongle Con^, a Gimplete Realization (Quanzhen) sect temple

in southern Shanxi province, Taiyi is shown in the giriseofan

emperor, with a mortarboard-^pe hat with tassels, and holding

a tablet.'*

In the Water and Land Ritual fShtuVu duo} painting from

the Treasured Tranquility Temple (Baoning Si), Taiyi is shown at

the center, surrounded by five attending gods " Mc clenches his

hands together in front of his chest, as do the two attending

gods in front Ofthe remaining attendants, two hold lances, and

one holds a pole with a white banner. Here Taiyi takes on the

appearancp of Zhenwu (Pcrfrcted Warrior), Supreme Emperor

of the Dark Heaven, reflecting the enormous popularity and

influence ofZhenwu during the Ming dynasty (see section III.3,

"Zhenwu, the Perfected Wanior"). At the time the Dreasured

T^-anquility Temple Water and Land Ritual paintings were cre-

ated, Zhenwu was the most important Taoist god in China. The

resemblance ofTaiyi to Zhenvni is unmistalcable: both figures

wear robes covering armor, and have long hair combed straight

bacic from their foreheads (see cat no. 103). Unlike Zhenwu,

however, Taiyi wears boots (Zhenwu is usually shown barefoot).

—s. L.
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The Purple Tenuity Emptfor^tht North Poh (SttuJ

and Attendants

From the Treasured Tranquility Temple (Baoning Si), Youyu counfy,

Shanxl province

Ming dynasty, c. 146c

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

117x60.5011

Shami Provineial Museum, Tatyinn

This scroll is from a setofWMerand Land Ritual (ShuUu

ihaf) paintings; the surviving set comprises one hundred and

thirty-nine hanging scrolls depicting a variety of Buddhist and

Taoist gods and other beings.' These paintings svere designed

for use in a Buddhist ritual, but include some ofthe finest known

depictions ofTaoist gods. The goal of the Water and Land Ritual

was the universal salvation of all beings, generic depictions of

which are shown in the scrolls of this and other, similar sets that

survive from the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1911) dynas-

ties. TTie paintings include depictions ofgods ofthe animal and

plant worlds, human beings, and gods ofthe Buddhist, Taoist,

and popular pantheons.

In the Treasured Tranquility Temple (Baoning Si) painting, the

Purple Tenuity Emperor (Ziwei dadi) appears in the central fere-

ground, accompanied by six attendant deities. The background

is taken up by swirling clouds. The Ziv/ei eTiperor is shown in

the guise of a ruler of high antiquity (ihanggu), holding a tablet

in his hands, and wearing a crown in the shape of a long hori-

zontal board with tassles hanging from either end. He wears a

blue outer robe decorated with dragons: his inner robet are red

and green, with white hem and collar. The gods to either side

also carry tablets of rank in their hands, while the other four

attending gods respectively hold a canopf, banners, and a bas*

ket of flowers.

Like many Taoist pods, the Purple Te"'j'ty E"iperor and his

attending deities were conceived of as celestial counterparts to

the emperor and his court on earth.' One ofthe most powerful

gods in the Taoist pantheon, the Zhvei emperor was viewed

since at least the Han dynasty as a god controlling one ofthe

most influential constellations in the northern sky. The emperor

of the Ziwrei court is still widely worshipped in Taoist temples

today, and often depicted in painting and sculpture.

The first known mention ofthe Ziwei Palace is found in the

History ofthe Han Dynasty (Han shu), in a descricjtion of a comet

that appeared in 138 b.c' The early Han dynasty Taoist classic

The MasterefHuainan (Huainaiai). presented to Emperor Wudi

by Liu An (d. 122 B.C.). prince of Huainan. mentions the Purple

Palace (Zi Cong), the asterism ruled by the emperor depicted in

the Baoning Si painting: "The Purple Palace is the dwelling place

ofthe Grand Monad (Taiyi)."* The multiplicity ofcelestial gods

that occupy the Purple Palace asterism is attributable to the

simultaneous conceptualization of constellations as gods and

as homes of gods. This correlative thinking is articulated in Han

dynasty (206 b.c.-a.o. 220) texts, but appears to have origi-

nated earlier. It is significant that as the dwelling place ofthe

older god Taiyi (conceptualized since the Warring States period

as equivalent to the Tao). the Purple Tenurty (Ziwei) Court occu-

pies a position in the heavens in immediate conjunction to the

Northern Dipper and the Pole Star (Be^.* The Purple Tenuity

court was one ofthree celestial courts (fuaii) that enclosed large

grojos of constellations: the others were known as Suprerye

Tenuity (Taiwei) and Heavenly City (Tianshi).* The individual star

groups that comprised the Purple Tenuity court were first listed

in the second century a.c., in the Treatise on Cdestial Officials

[Constellations]" (TiangMnthu) chapter ofSima Qian's Records

ofthe Historian (Shiji).''

in the fourteenth century, the Ziwei emperor was still counted

as one ofthe most important Taoist gods ofthe Complete

Realization (Quanzhen) pantheon, as depicted in the Ytian dy-

nasty murals at the Eternal Joy Temple (Yongle Con^ in Shanxl

province.'

—s. L.
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Marvelous Scripture ofSalvation that Prolorjgs Life

Mmg dynasty, Longqing reign, dated 1568

Accordion-mounted album; gold on indigo paper

25.9 X 11.9 cm (each page)

Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Harvard University,

Philip Hofer Bequest (85.1971.518)

Although the outer cover of this Ming dynasty Taoist

manuscript in the Sackler Museum bears the title Matveious

Scripture ofthe Mysterious Numinous Northern Dipper That Pro-

longs Life, Revealed by the Most High (Laozi] (Toishong xuanling

beidou yansheng miaojing), the text actually consists of several

related scriptures. These were traditionally said to have been

revealed in a.d. 155 by the deified Laozi to Zhang Daoling, the

first Celestial Master, in Sichuan.' The texts wrere most likely

composed, however, during the Five Dynasties (907-960) or

early Northern Song (late tenth century) periods.^ The complete

group of texts to which these scriptures belong contains peti-

tions for summoning key stellar gods, including the deities of

the Seven Stars of the Northern Dipper and the gods of the

Southern, Eastern, Western, and Central Dippers.

The texts included in this manuscript are inscribed in gold

ink on indigo paper, in the manner of Buddhist scriptures. Ac-

cording to a note in a cartouche at the end, the scriptures were

transcribed with the well-being of the emperor and the nation in

mind. The text is bound as an accordion-mounted album. The

first text is entitled Marvelous Scripture of Salvation of the South-

em Dipper That Prolongs Life in the Six Bureaus. Spoken by the

Most High ILaozij (Taishang shuo nandou liusi yanshou duren miao

jing). Following this are scriptures entitled Marvelous Scripture

of the Eastern Dipper That Rules over Destiny and Protects Life,

Spoken by the Most High [Laozi] (Taishang shuo dongdou zhusuan

burning miao jing), Man^lous Scripture ofthe Western Dipper That

Records Names and Protects the Body, Spoken by the Most High

[Laozi] (Taishang shuo xidoujiming hushen miao jing), and Cold

Mysterious Feathered [Immortal] Petitions ofthe Seven Primes

[Stars] of the Northern Dipper (Beidou qiyuan jinxuan yuzhang).

These texts are also found in the Taoist Canon (Daozang),

printed in 1444-45.' ^ ^"31 text, entitled Mysterious Petitions

(detail)

on the Star Lords ofthe Sun, Moon, Five Phases [Five Planets],

and Four Luminants, [Spoken by the] Most High [Laozi] (Shong-

qing riyue wuxing siyao xingjun xuanzhang) includes petitions to

the gods of the sun (Taiyang), moon (Taiyin), the Five Planets

(in the following sequence: Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury, and

Saturn), and the invisible (and imaginary) planets Luohou (Rahu)

and )idu (Ketu). This text is not included in the fifteenth-century

edition of the Taoist Canon.

A cartouche at the end of the manuscript depicts a celestial

guardian holding a sword and a tiger on a chain. An inscription

within the cartouche, unsigned, reads:

Respectfully manifesting a sincere heart, [I] have inscribed in gold

characters [these] various categories of Dipper Scriptures [I) look

up and pray that the great perfected on high bless [this] august

nation, and guard the path of the emperor so that it is enduring
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and prosperous, so that [all] households and the nation enjo/

prosperity, that the people be at peace, that all things be abundant,

and that all dwellings be in order, forever abiding in good fortune

and extended years. In the second year of the Longqing reign,

the cyclical year wuchen |is&8|. on the first day of the first month

of spring.

The scriptures are preceded by a superb illuminated frontis-

piece, also in gold on indigo paper, depicting the deified Laozi

on an enormous throne, holding a fan. Over Laozi's head is a

canopy, with beams of light emerging from clouds. He is flanked

by celestial guardians, one ofwhom holds onto a dragon, while

the others are armed with swords. ATaoist priest, perhaps rep-

resenting the first Celestial Master, Zhang Daoling, holds a

tablet and kneels on a carpet in front of the deified Laozi. Auspi-

cious emblems are scattered on the ground around this scene of

revelation. To the left are eight gods, and in the upper right cor-

ner are six more gods, and four celestial figures with Taoist

priests' caps; all of these figures hold tablets. In the upper left

corner is a depiction of the goddess N/larichi, a Buddhist deity,

or possibly the Taoist goddess Doumu, the Dipper Mother, who

some scholars believe was derived from Marichi (see cat. no.

98). The goddess has three heads (one a boar's head) and eight

arms. She is seated on a throne-chariot pulled by seven pigs, (n

addition, the scene includes two Taoist marshals (yuanshuai).

—S. L.
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Lords of the Root Destiny Stan ofthe Northern and

Central Dippers

Ming dynast/, jingtai reign, dated 1454

Hanging scroll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

141 X 79 cm

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, lent by Oscar L. Tang

This hanging scroll belongs to a set of paintings imperially

commissioned for the Buddhist Water and Land Ritual (Shuilu

zhai). It depicts the deities of the Northern and Central Dippers,

with one additional deity in the upper right corner.

Although the Northern Dipper (Ursa Major), and. to a lesser

extent, the Southern Dipper,' appear most frequently in Taoist

scriptures, there are actually five dipper constellations in Taoist

astronomy, in accordance with the Five Phase system (see cat.

no. 17):

The Eastern Dipper governs the count of years, the Western Dipper

records the names [of those who will ascend to the heavens), the

Northern Dipper removes names from the records of death, the

Southern Dipper enters them Into the records of life, and the Cen-

tral Dipper, the Great Leader, is the loftiest and most eminent.'

The lower register of the painting depicts the seven star-gods

of the Central Dipper.' These gods are dressed in elaborately

embroidered and decorated robes, with outer garments of yellow

to indicate their centrality (yellow is the color of the center

in the Five Phase system). They wear hats that distinguish their

place in the celestial hierarchy, and bear the ivory tablets (see

cat. no. 63) of high-ranking officials.

The gods of the Northern Dipper stand in the middle register

of the painting, distinguished from the gods of the Central Dip-

per and partially obscured by the clouds upon which these latter

deities float. The primary group of gods of the Northern Dipper

consists of seven deities dressed in simple robes with lotus-

shaped caps; unlike the gods of the Central Dipper, these figures

do not have beards, and almost seem to be androgynous.*Thc

iconography of these figures corresponds to other depictions

in the Ming dynasty Water and Land Ritual paintings from Trea-

sured Tranquility Temple (Baoning Si) and from the Yuan dynasty

Taoist murals in the Eternal )oy Temple (Yongle Cong) in Shanxi

province.' This primary group of seven stars is accompanied by

the gods of the two hidden stars of the Northern Dipper.' whose

dress and appearance arc distinct from the rest of the group. The

gods of the Northern Dipper are also followed

by an attendant who raises a parasol above them.

The term "root destiny" (benming) in the title of the painting

alludes to the belief that the life of each person was governed

by one of the stars of the Northern Dipper, depending on when

they were born according to the traditional cyclical calendar. Six

times each year,' on the cyclical day of one's "root destiny," the

"Root Destiny Realized Officer" of that cyclical day would de-

scend to the human world, at which time people born under the

influence of that officer were to fast and make offerings.' While

the identity of the deity In the upper right corner is not indicated

In the title of the painting, he may be a variant of these Root

Destiny Realized Officers, since his attendants bear offerings

of peaches (symbolic of long life) and a sheep's head.

—S. E.
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Cods ofthe Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions

Ming dynasty, |ingtai reign, dated 1454

Hanging scroll: ink, colors, and gold on silk

141 X 79.5 cm
Mus^e National des Arts Asiatiques Cuimet, Paris (EO 668)

Shown in Chicago onl/

This hanging scroll from the Mus6c Cuimet depicts seven

of the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions (Ershiba xiu). The history of

these gods extends to the Warring States period (475-221 b.c),

and they have been depicted in Chinese art since that time (see

cat. no. 8). The Cuimet scroll is one of two scrolls from an early

Ming imperial Water and Land Ritual (Shuilu zhai) set that de-

pict the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions.' The figures include a

woman in a small boat, a bearded man in a jar, a ram-headed

god, and a tiger-headed god holding a banner. These correspond

to the Lunar Mansions Shi (House), Xu (Emptiness), possibly

Nii (Woman), and Zhang (Spread). The gods emerge from a

murky background of clouds and water. An imperial cinnabar

seal at the top reads "Treasure of the Cuangyun [Palace]." This

palace was built in the Forbidden City in the fifteenth century,

when the capital was moved from Nanjing to Beijing. An inscrip-

tion in gold in the top right corner reads "On the third day of the

eighth month, in the fifth year of the Jingtai reign of the Great

Ming." The painting's title is inscribed along the right border in

gold, and reads "Cods of the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions"

(Ershiba xiu xingjun). An ink inscription in the lower left comer

reads "By imperial order, directed and supervised by the Senior

Eunuchs of the Directorate of the Imperial Household Service,

Shang Yi and Wang Qin."'

The gods depicted here are significant because they are a vital

part of the Taoist pantheon (see cat. no. )2). Appropriated into

religious Taoism in the Six Dynasties period (420-589), they arc

frequently found in the entourage of higher circumpolar gods.

In the Yuan dynasty (fourteenth century) murals at the Eterrtal

joy Temple (Yongle Cong) in Shanxi province, for example, the

Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions form part of the entourage of the

Purple Tenuity Emperor (Ziwei dadi; see cat. no. 76).' Several

of these figures appear in the Osaka Museum ofAn handscroll

entitled The Five Planetf and the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions,

attributed to Zhang Sengyou of the Liang dynasty, including

Emptiness (Xu), the man emerging from a jar. who corresponds

to the Western zodiac figure Aquarius.

—s. L.
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Emperors ofthe Fii^e Directions and the Opening Heaven

Great Sage Emperor ofMount Changbo

Ming dynasty, jlngtai period, dated 14S4

Hanging scroll: ink. colors, and gold on silk

140.5 X 79 cm

Mus^e National des Arts Asiatiques Cuimet, Paris (EO 686)

Shown in San Francisco only

This painting is one of the mid-fifteenth-century Water

and Land Ritual (Shuilu zhai) set brought to France from China

by the great Sinologist Paul Pelliot. Acquired in Beijing, these

scrolls were originally created for use by the imperial court in the

Forbidden City. Several other examples from this set are included

in this exhibition (for example, cat. nos. 78, 79, and 81). In the

foreground are the gods of the Five Directions, dressed as em-

perors of high antiquity, holding tablets of rank in front of them.

They wear mortarboard-style crowns with hanging tassels. They

are accompanied by three attendants, two ofwhom are martial

guardians (one holds a banner), the other an old scholar holding

a scroll. In the upper half of the painting is the Opening Heaven

Great Sage Emperor of Mount Changbo, with attendants.

As early as the apocryphal texts (weishu) of the Han dynasty

(206 B.c.-A.D. 220), the Cods of the Five Directions were be-

lieved to inhabit the circumpolar constellation Supreme Tenuity

(Taiwei), located next to the Northern Dipper (Beidou). These

gods are also known in Taoist literature from the Six Dynasties

period (420-589) onward. That they formed part of the pan-

theon of later religious Taoism is corroborated by their appear-

ance among the gods in the Eternal Joy Temple (Yongle Cong)

murals of the mid-fourteenth century. These gods are significant

because they reflect the cosmic structure of the world, in which

ym, yang, and the Five Phases (Elements) are in balance. They

predate religious Taoism, and may have originated as chthonic

gods of the Neolithic period. Governing ail directions (east,

south, west, north, and center), they correspond not only to the

Five Elements, but to the seasons, the Five Sacred Peaks, the

Five Planets, and the zodiac symbols as well.

The Emperors of the Five Directions can be identified by the

colors of their robes. Center wears yellow, East wears green,

South wears red. West wears blue,' and North wears purple

(normally black). The Changbo Mountain Emperor at the top of

the scroll wears the same regalia as the Emperors of the Five

Directions. The identity of this god is still unclear. He has three

attendants, two ofthem ancient scholar-officials holding tablets,

the other a guard holding an axe.

An inscription in gold along the right border bears the title,

"Emperors of the Five Directions and the Opening Heaven

Great Sage Emperor of Mount Changbo" (Wufang wudi Changbo

Shan kaitiar\ hongsheng di). The same dated inscription and

imperial seal found on the other 1454 Water and Land Ritual

paintings in the exhibition are seen here.

—S. L.
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«1

Divine Immortals ofthe Five Paths and Transcendents Who
Have Obtained the Too

Ming dynasty, dated )4S4

Hanging scroll; ink. colors, and gold on silk

140. S X 79 cm

Mus<« National dcs Arts Asiatiqucs Cuimct, Paris (EO 69})

Shown in San Francisco only

Part of an early Ming imperial set of Water and Land Ritual

paintings, this hanging scroll depicts a group of Taoist adepts,

realized beings, and immortals. The Five Paths represent five

realms of existence, comparable to the Six Paths (originally

Five Paths) of Mahayana Buddhism. One of the figures is shown

as hermit, dressed in a robe made of leaves; others are shown

as Taoist priests, wearing the cap that distinguishes members

of the clergy; and still others are shown as scholars and adepts.

The one recognizable figure is the immortal Liu Haichan. shown

at the left with his three-legged toad (see cat. no. 124). One fig-

ure holds a basket ofirngzhi mushrooms, one holds a flowering

branch of a plum tree, one holds a book, one holds a scroll, and

one holds a staff and a double gourd.

This scroll presents a generic depiction ofTaoist worthies,

visualized as part of the Taoist pantheon. Unlike the higher gods,

these figures are distinguished by having started out as ordinary

human beings. After cultivating the Tao and undergoing a spiri-

tual and physical transformation, they achieved realization

(zhen) and a state of being beyond yin and yang, and yet exist in

the phenomenal world.' As models of virtuous human behavior,

they also exist outside the normal confines of quotidian society.

Such beings play a unique role in Chinese culture, having re-

jected conformity to Confucian norms, and yet functioning as

saints who are capable of healing illness, of transforming them-

selves into myriad shapes and states of being, and of helping

others attain the Tao.

One of the earliest texts to describe such beings is the Biog-

raphies ofthe Assorted Immortals (Liexian zhuan), attributed to

Liu Xiang {77-6 B.C.) of the Han dynasty.' This work includes

biographies of such figures as the Yellow Emperor, Wang Ziqiao,

Chlsongzi (Master Red Pine), and the female adept Magu. Dur-

ing the Six Dynasties {420-589) and Tang (618-906) periods,

such biographical accounts proliferated, and today the literature

on Taoist adepts and immortals is voluminous.'

—s. L
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NOTES

Cat. ms. es-dj
I. Thecmiciptirfdie'nirBg H€«v«ig ictuiKy pc«dittslh»"rtwi« PUfiliWi ind

tht aMocMon «fihi two If a laiardtwkipmaM (set balow).

8. The** are ttie he«««n>, ihe earth, and hununltyL

). Unqitqiitton (HYMMQijuawj.

J. Zhang Ung, elhaiwlaa hnawn at Zhang Dioltng, is often recogniiad as iht

first patriarch ofthe Ihoistictg^ For maieon this Uptn, see Ofiichi 1991:

S. Th is theory on tHe devdopmcnt ofthe Three Caverns is set forth in

Kobayashi 1990: 222-29. For an aftemale theory, see Ofuchi 1997. ch. 1.

7. Saiulor^zhunang, HY 1131.y«on 7.

8. Zhang adapted these names from the 'ifth-centur/ Numinous Treasure

scriptu reJi'ut/on ihenphen zhorgj:rg [full title Oorgtuan lingbao ziran jiutian

ihengihtn yuthangjing HY }i8) where they ire also associated with the

terms Jade Purit>, H gi cs: P^-nty. and Great Punty. This scnpturc in torn

developed f-om the S: 'ip:u/t uf the Three Augus!, as can be seen from a

quoij'.iy L-r ihe ic.'ipiurt v( it^t ,'n,-tf Auguil tontained InjkMMtofthe

WuiJrarj; k'fa^ |HY iMo) lir- Kobayaihi 1990:317-40.

9. YunjI Ifiqtar {('•' v.:?{:] |.,.-jr
J

to. /tozu (ong^i (T 20J5).^uon 46.

II. See the map ofthe White Ooud Temple in Yoshioka 1979: 2SO-52.

12. The other movement is Ihe CtiesUal Master, 91 Orthodw Unity (Zhengyi)

sect

I}. On Qlu Chuji, see Wiley 1991.

14. PKviously, there was a temple fiist established in the 'bng dynasty on iMs

tHtii whichVMS gfven to Qlu and ranamad "Mace ofEndlcit Spring" In

his lionor

tj. This is probaMir bacausa the Ihrae Paifties «ien comidand the palrfafcht

ofal IMst scripures, as neMd above.

1. HY itjiMR 1. Simlarmiiaclescan be found In oidier Numinous lieasiiie

icriptufK Iram the sun* time One mlglit asithewHmm eouid Inwe

been any corpses to be revived at the liegjnning oftime, but such incon-

sisleneies were clearly Irreievant 10 Ihe authors ofIhe early Numinous

TrtxiNe scriptures.

a. Previously published in Mingze 1930: sss< pL <• *nd Christie's 1998: lot 10B.

Cat. noi. 69-72

1. ScHipper 1993: 61. On the role ofjupilefas a gpd in coHyTaoism, see

Hou 19/9: I'M 20Q,

J. kohn \ij3J Kji LjgFrv.T> I'i'i'. 4»-4i.

y Maspcro iqSi: 34 82. 158-59.

4. Robinet 1997 i9-60.

5. Wu 1997 150

6. Manin 1913 pi 20.

7. Previcusty publ i%hed in 'A'u 19'57 pi* 2t-3J.

B. Ibid.: 149.

9. See. for example, Cuo Xi's masterpiece, far^ Spiing, in Fong el at. 1996:

pL6a
^o. Wij 1997: 150.

n. Jin 1997: pis. 20, 7^'

12. Choephd^disAjii* 1996: pL i.

i).lbld.:67.

14. PidilishadlnfleoniqiafMli^rtiiiikiJiuaignEpLTj.

ij. Sihlpperi9n:as.Fortheeri|ginalleKl,saeZTCS.weLsit:a74-79

(HYi4ao).

16. See flij|hifOaiqpfiw1fcai|pb 1999; ig-aa

Cat no. 73
I. The owcr ofthe present book beats the title CaaAmtg yushu JMinig haijkig

fiahuan; the title atthe head ofthe text isJiMm yMgynan fnsficngpidim

tlonniM thuo yuahti ioa/trn which corresponds to HY 99.

a. See Uie essay by Palrlda Ebrey In this volume and Sola 1987^ 26-30^

3. ForaeampklhagioiiporaaiMndaitiasindiefmitofthellnapmbably

eomprisas ihe gods afthe Nofthem Dipper, while the nast group ofski

pfoiioMy lepeasania the Seudiam Dipper; see eat no. fee a eompaielhie

imigfc

4. The aHaiwoid says that the scripturewas unannotaled befeie Xu. suggest-

ingthatliiecommenlaiias may in fadham baanwrinan by him. On (he

Other hand, this Statementmay icferonly to a graup ofnolcsfiwnd afterthe

eelephens. In any case, this prinled edlUon seemsMf l» have been based

on an editian ofthe scriptun possessed bjn and to an unknown ailant

annotated b)i this Yban writet

5. SeeHTTsoi

Cot. no. 74

1. Wu^u-gyujn ^j'. k' uwn during hit lifetime as a reincarnation ofWu Oaoxi;

sec Yu 1980 >J7

2. Bush a"d Shih 1355: J46.

3. Sec S. Cihill 1980; 2}-44.

4- Xu U)S<a. vcl 1: 95.

5, Jen '99;: pk, ij, ut.

6. jiuyi iNireDoubts) is a sacred mountain in Hunan provirKe.

7 Sec Bsrnhsrt 1585: sa.^J,|te.

8. Xu 1984a: pi.)).

Grt. no. 75
I. On the idBlionAlp between Taiyi (Suptcme Uni^ and IWji (Supreme

UMmala). aaa Rabbiat 1990: fftt-Sz.

a. The "Nine Songs"^ tndHlonaBy beleved to have been compfcd by the

lltaWbtihig States period poet Qu Titian (fcutth century auc.); see Hawkes

'999:3*-S7-

). Major 1999: 80; ferthe Chinese text, see HNZ: 70.

4. Kehn t998a: 134. See also Li 199S-96: i-y.

5. U 1999-96: 40; for an aitemaie translation (in Rmch), ice SekMi969K
yaj. Not* lliat the original t«rt has undemwant a b«d% Wanaformation'

phtn hua) (or "transformed into an immortal" (Men hm), the readingofa

later commentary: see Seidel 1969a; 13} n. 9, 129.

6. Andanon l9S9-9a 24-25' Based on such textual sources ofthe early Han,

it is conceivable that the figure ndmg the Northern Dipper tike a chariot at

Ihe Wuttang Shrine in Shandong province (second century) represents laiyi;

see Chavannes 1909/191}. vol. a: pi. ijj; and Harper 1978-79: 2.

7. Anderson i5S9-9o:a9L

8. Harper 1978-79: 2.

9. Cammann 1961: 60 6t.

10. L1 1995-96: 12-13. 1-' also discusses several images of Taiyi that survive from

the Han dynasty.

II. Xiong 1996 295, 314.

12. )in 1597. pi '3

13 Wu 1988; 217.

Cat. no. 76
I. Based en a coiophon of 1705 liiat records a remouniing of the scrolls. >t has

been surmised that the set was an imperial gift to ihe temple at the time of

its construction in 1460, during the Tianshun reign; see Wu 1988: 217. The

scroll depicting die Pwple Tenuity Empcrar is labeled as "number 21, left" in

the set

3, Sun and KlsiemBkcri997: 133^$.

3. Slephensen 1994: 527.

4. Maien99i3:tob

3. SeeeatnaiSilhelbngdynaslystif dtagramlromDunhuangthatindudas

adepidienertheZiwei Endloeuie.

6. Sun and Kistemakari997:27^
7. Ibid.: 23.

1. See|ini997:pL4C.
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Cat. no. n
I . Kohn 1 99«j; tfi~*/i, and 91.bUt $.

} Ibid 99.

3 HY 6:4 (Southern D pp^r), HV 62;, (Eastcn Dipper). HY 626 (Western

Dipper). HY 973 (Northern Dipper); see also ZTDZ. vol. 19: 12-16, i7-)8,

ami 19-10.

OA. no. 78
1 This constellation ii formed of sii stars in Sagittarius resembling Ursa

Major.

z. HY 627. This scripture probably dates to the tenth century (see also cat.

no. 77)

}. Sources lirom the Taoist Canon such as HY 627 indicate that th«r« tmra anly

Ihnwitan In Ihe Ccmral Dipper; the reason for this discnpanqr l> undMi;

but it it pMtiUi that th« Ctnlial Oippw ishm dipictad as savm gods in

eider to eerMlalt «ailh the seven |eds «fIhe Northern Dipfer shewn In the

irmiaia raiviUL

4. 1MBnia)ri«sakADnithe1kolstbellaralriad|rpKmlenllnlhemedleMl

period ifnt 4ie Northtm Dipper aelMllr eMtisled eftiwo sets ofstars, one

visible ffttup diat ims maniiitsled by male deities, and anodiei; Invisible

fmip irawiMed by Amale deities who were the "souls"Md the source of

niuminatlon for the visible group: for example, see HY 428.

5. See Booning %j mingdai ihuHu hua 1988 and ]in 1997. On the otHcr hand,

these gods are depicted with beards in the Ming dynasty Water and land

Rr...3l "'.Ufa i of the Pilu Temple, see Kanp iq.}S.

6, It v.as traditionally belcved ti"at the Ncrthcr" Dipprr ccr.S'Sted of^inc

stii'S, two of wlimh rtere htcdet) Uom tH.2 ii^*"! of ncfmal poop e

7, The traditional Chinese calendar is divided into a cycle of sixty days, so that

each cyclical day ocxursapptaxinialalir six times (6K€oa36e) aschysaK

8. HY 62J.

Cot. no. 79
1. Hie pendant, EO 692. is published in Wcid-c- 1994 cat no, 29, color pi. 15.

a. TraniUted by Wai-kam Ho in ligftt DfnMki ofChmtt Pmntint 198a no,

).|ini997:pLi9.

Cat. no. 80
1. The enelenl symbolic color ofwest is while, wMdi is alsft MSMisied iivlih

dsalK end in paiiitbii is usuallychosen to depict ^Msla. K is perhaps

bcetuse ofthis that die Emperor ofihe Mlesiweers • Uue lebe.

CM. no. 81

1. For inHoductMy studies ofTaoisl adepts and Immoitab. see KaUnet 1985-

14Mm i99oe i-aa. and Penny (Ibtlhcoming).

2. IVansialed in Kahenmark 19S7.

], One or the most extensive such works is HY 296, tit>:' ihrmon lUae iMg-

fan. compiled by Zhao Oaoyi (fl. 1294-1307) during the Yuan dynasty: see

Bolls i9t7a:$6-5l.
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ili.i Taoism and Popular Religion

Taoism is a rLtKiftLi system oFthought, and it allows the

worship ofmany gods who ar« not, strictly speaking, Taoist. This

section ofthe catalogue explores the fluid boundary between or-

thodox Taoism and Chinese popular religion, and between Tao-

ist gods and popular gods. Local and popular deities oegan to

be brought Into the Taoist pantheon with increasing regularity

fronn the Song dynasty (960-1279) onward. The majority ofpop-

ulargods can be defined as deities who are associated with spe-

cific locales in China (e.g., mountains and cities), nature spirits

(e.g., gods ofsacred springs and trees), human heroes who

through their virtuous deeds have been transformed into gods,

or animal spirits who have undergone a similar apotheosis.

The boundary between Taoism and other religious beliefs in

China is so fluid that even images of the Buddhist deity Cuan-

yin, the Bodhisattva ofCompassion, are often found in Taoist

temples. In the Song dynasty this syncretic approach led to

the popular belief that the Three Teachings (Taoism, Confucian-

ism, and Buddhism) were merely different paths to the same

spiritual goal.

Among the popular gods examined here are Cty Cods

(Chenghuang), gods of sacred mountains, nature deities, Weti-

chang (the national god of learning and scholarship who began

his existence as a local snake god in Sichuan province), Guandl

(the Cod ofWar, hero ofthe Romance cfthe Three Kingdoms).

and Zhong Kul (the Demon Queller).
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Investiture efa Local Cod

Ming dynasty, Chongzhcn reign, colophon dued 1641

HandscToll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

48.2 X 908 cm
The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New Vbrk, Pwchata, Fictehar Rind

(1938.31.1)

Painted on yellowish brown silk in the final years of the Ming

dynasty, this extraordinary painting depicts the investiture of a

lo<:al god into the Taoist pantheon.' The scroll consists of a long

painted section depictir^ gods, (bllowed by seveni attached

pieces of silk with various eolophofis. The entire scroll is bor-

dered by painted dragons, whose bodies alternate in different

colors, interspersed with flaming pearls. The handscroll is sig-

nificant because it docunnents a process that was increasingly

widespread in China from the Song dynasty (960-1279) onward,

namely the petitioning of the throne or (from the Ming dynasty

onward) the Taoist establishment of the Orthodox Unity sect for

recognition of the spiritual legitimacy of local gods. The result

ofsuch imperially sanctioned raoognitran was that local gods

and their human supporters enjoyed increasing prestige In both

the spiritual and material worids.' The entire process was often

driven by economic concerns, for the conferring of legitimacy

frequently led to increased opportunities for trade.

The painted section ofthe scroll, consisting ofsix pieces

ofjoined silk, opens with a depiction of the court ofthe jade

Emoeror, head of the popular pantheon Amone multicolored

clouds, painted in red, blue, white, and pale yellow pigments,

this god sits on a high throne under a parasoL He is dressed as

an ancient emperor and wears a crown in the shape ofa mortar-

board with hanging tassels; he holds an official tablet in his

hands The god is surrounded on either side by attending gods

and celestial guardians. These attending gods are both male

and lienoale. One holds a dragon while another holds a tiger

—

symbols of yin and yang. The female attendants ho d banners

with images of the sun and moon, also symbols of yw and yang.

One of the male attendants is clearly recognizable as Zhenwu

(the Perfected MIAirrior). Barefoot, he wears a black robe deco-

rated with gold douds and holds a tablet in his hands. Behind

his head is a red halo. His identity is confirmed by the presence

of the tortoise and snake, the ancient symbol of Xuanwu, the

Dark Warrior. Significantly, Zhenwu stands in a subservient posi-

tion to the jade Emperor, who enfeoffed him at Mount Wbdang

(Wkidang Shan) in l^ubei province.

Beyond the court scene stands a red lacquer taUe, covered

%vith oflerings, including two blue vases holding lotus flowers

and a tripod incense burne' A long line of seventeen officials

follows, emerging from a red gate in the sky. Two guardians, one

with a brown lace and one with blue, attend this gate. On the

other side the procession continues, with an envoy in a green

robe and black hat, eight guardians holding halberds, standards,

and parasols, a white horse with a groom, and eight bearers

carrying a palanquin, with a tiger skin hanging out the door. This

entourage Is fbllowed by a group ofibur tall guardians holding

swords, with flames above their heads. Beyond this group are

two youthful attendants holding lamps, other attendants holding

a sword and a wrapped box, officials with green robes and red

halos, and another youthful attendant holding another box.

Above the head ofthis last figure, a flying messeni^r canries the

mandate from the jade Emperor to the local god, officially recog-

nizing the latter as a legitimate deity.' Finally, the local god him-

self appears, standing large in a red robe, wearing a high black

and gold crown, and holding an official tablet The god looks

straight out at the viewer, and is accompanied by two young

attendants holding bones.

Following the painting are several inscriptions The first, writ-

ten by a Taoist priest named Li Daoqing, consists of a record of

the petition to the Celestial MisterZhang at Dragon and

Tiger iriountain (Longhu Shan), ^angKl, asking that the local

deity, named 1 Zhong, be recognized as a legitimate god. This

text mentions the worthiness of the god and cites a ritual first

used In the Southern Song dynasty in 1157 (during the Shaoxing

reign). The inscription states that three Taoist registers were

confisrred on the god, namely registers corresponding to the

three heavens of Jade Purity, Highest Purity, and Supreme Purity

(these correspond to the realms of the Celestial Worthies of

Primordial Beginning, Numinous Treasure, and the Way and Its

Power [Laozi]). That the inscription was written by a Taoist priest

is clear from the presence ofan elaborate talisman, written In

red ink over the Shaoxing reign date. The second inscription is

signed byom Zhu Zhongsu, and is dated 1641. in the Chong-

zhen reign. It dtes the virtue ofthe local god, and documents

the protection he renders his followers Zhu also specifically

mentions the attached painting, describing it as a work that

gives visual form to the transmission of Taoist registers to the

dei^. The final inscription comprises a list ofnames ofpatrons

ofthe local god; this too is dated to 1641.

—s, L
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Emperor Cuan

Qing dynasty, Kangxi reign (1662-1722)

Ink. colors, and gold on silk

173 X 120 cm.

Plum Blossoms (International) Ltd., Hong Kong

GuANOi (Emperor Guan) or Cuan Gong (Duke Guan) is a

god of the Chinese popular pantheon, a human hero who was

absorbed into the Taoist pantheon in the Song dynasty (960-

1279). is the deified form of Cuan Yu, a hero of the early

third century. He was famous as a warrior and for his alliance

with Liu Bei, founder of the Shu kingdom (221-263) in Sichuan,

and Zhang Fei. Cuan Yu is also one of the heroes of the Ming

dynasty novel Romance of the Three Kingdoms (Sanguo zhi yanyi),

a fictionalized account of events of the Three Kingdoms period

(220-280).' After he was killed, Guan Yu began to be worshipped

as a god. Often called the God of War, Guan Yu became a deity

of popular religion by the early Tang dynasty (618-906). Being a

martial figure, he was worshipped as a celestial protector against

all threats to the individual and the state. A special patron of the

military, he was associated with loyalty and bravery, and he was

also a killer of demons and queller of ghosts. He is still one of

the most widely worshipped gods in China today.

By the twelfth century, if not earlier, Guan Yu was absorbed

into the Taoist pantheon with the title Marshal (yuanshuai).^ In

1615, during the Wanli (1573-1620) reign of the Ming dynasty,

Marshal Guan was imperially granted the title Emperor (t//).' As

Henri Maspero has shown. Cuandi was also a god summoned

by spirit-mediums in planchette-writing seances.*

The menacing figure of Cuandi dominates this scroll. Dressed

in armor, boots, and swirling robe, he is accompanied by his

two assistants, Zhou Gang (holding a banner) and Guan Ping

(clasping his hands together).' The figures stand on a green

ground, surrounded by swirling green, pink, and gold clouds

against a brilliant blue sky A gold cartouche at the upper right

contains the god's name and title: "The Overseer of the Gate,

Sage-Emperor Lord Cuan." An inscription in ink along the

bottom right border reads, "Sincerely Commissioned by the

Imperial Prince of Qin, Zhuang" (Heshi Zhuang Qinu/arygfaxin

cheng zao).'

—s. L.
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Great Generals ofthe Deserts and the Spirits ofGrasses and

Trees Who Dwell in the Void of Water and Land

Ming dynasty. |ing1ai reign, dated 1454

Hanging scroll; ink. colors, and gold on silk

140.5 X 78.5 cm
Mus^ National dcs Arts Aslatiques Cuimet, Paris (EO 684)

Shown in Chicago only

Among the cods of Chinese popular religion are thousands

of deities of the natural world—gods of stones, trees, springs,

hills, rivers, and lakes. This hanging scroll, part of the early Ming

imperial set of 1454 depicting the Water and Land Ritual in the

Mus^e Cuimet, Paris, is devoted to the generic category of these

spirits of nature.' Their presence in the w/orld of Chinese religion

is significant, for they are part of the divine matrix in which hu-

manity is situated.

In the lower right corner of the scroll are a group of mili-

tary generals; these depict the Great Generals of the Deserts

(Kuangye dajiang) mentioned in the painting's title. At the lower

left a robed tortoise rides on the back of a dragon; these repre-

sent the realm of animals, both real and mythical. Near the left

border of the scroll is a young woman wearing a peony blossom

in her hair; she is accompanied by a hairy gnome and a toddler

with leaves sprouting from his head. The significance of this

group is not clear. As Caroline Cyss-Vermande has shown, how-

ever, a similarly dressed female figure appears in the fifteenth-

century Treasured Tranquility Temple (Baoning Si) set of Water

and Land Ritual paintings in the Shanxi Provincial Museum, in

the painting depicting the realm of animals and tree-spirits.'

Finally, the most fascinating and bizarre deities are those shown

at the upper left. These comprise spirits of the vegetable and

mineral realms, and include beings in the shapes of trees, rocks,

and air (a figure barely visible among the background clouds).

This personification of living beings of the natural world clearly

reflects the traditional Chinese belief that not only plants, but

also rocks and minerals, are animated by the vital force (qi)

created by the Tao, and, like gods and people, they have their

own cycles of life and death.*
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Gtf Cods tfM MumdpaKUgs and Earth Cods ifAB Districts

Ming dyn.T;ty, c i5oo

Hanging scroll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

214 X 103 cm
Music National des Arts Asiatiques Cuimet, Puis (EO 734)

Shown in Chicago only

Part of a late Ming dynasty set depicting the Water and Land

Ritual acquired in China by Paul Pelliot, this painting depicts

City Cods (Chenghuang) and Earth Cods (TudI). The title of the

scroll is inscribed In a cartouche in the upper left corner. Both

Gty Cods and Earth Cods are deities ofChinese popular religion,

and they arc not, strictly sppak'ig, considered Taoist gods. Of

the two types, the oldest are the Earth Gods, shown at the top of

this scroll. Their origins can be traced to early gods ofthe soil

fshf). worshipped in the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220) and

eariier. As David Johnson has written,

When the Zhou feudal orderwas replaced by the Qin-i4an bu-

rMUeratiC system, cities, town-;, ,inH vi'l.igp'; rortinjcd to have ihe

These sacrifices were mandated by statute as part of the official

religion. In county and prefiectural capitals, the expenses ofthe cult

were evidently Iwrne by the giowemment; In vWages and hamlets,

the inhabitants had to meet the costs themselves. In Han times

formal worship of the god of the soil in the county artd prefectural

cities thus was in the hands of the officials. The cult was thoroughly

retionaKied: the earth-god had long since boen dapersonalixad

and universalized, and was as ftatureless and abstract as the

deities of the hifls. rtvc^s. thunder, rain, and other features of the

natural world that received official sacrifice. The open altar was

made ofearth and was ettemdy plain, with only a none pUhr,

representing the god, and a tree to marit it Sacrifices there were

offered only twice a year, on days in the second and eighth months

fixed by statute.^

The emergence ofthe cults of both City Cods and Earth Cods

out of the traditional worship of the ancient god of the soil ap-

pears to have begun during the Sbi Dynasties period (420-5S9)

and to have accelerated during the Tang dynasty (618-906).

The gods in the foreground of the Cuimet painting are City

Cods; the existence of this category, literally known as "Wall and

Moat Gods" (ehtnfihuang shen), can be traced to the eariy sbtth

century, in the Six Dynasties period* The increasing worship of

City Cods from the eighth century onward reflects the proliferat-

ing urbanization that characterized south and south<entral

China during the mid-Tang period.' Lilee many gods of the pop-

ular pantheon. City Cods often began as hunaan heroes (fre-

quently military generals) who were later deified on the local

level. Bjf the end ofthe Song dynasty, the cult ofCity Cods was

supported by the state at the level ofthe municipality. When

a newly appointed magistrate arrived at his post, he first paid

his respects to the City God in the latter's shrine, and main-

tained a fined schedule ofsacrifice theieafter." As Paul Katz hn
pointed out

The cult ofthe City Cod gained increasing popularly during late

imperial times beeauia he was seen as die arbiter ofa regien's

fate, the spiritual equivalent of the district magistrate. As the mag-

istrate could purish evil-doers or intercede with the emperor on

behalfofthe people, so could the City God inflict calamities or act

as a go-between between the people and the Jade Emperor during

times ofcrisis.*

These observations have been echoed by Angelo Zito: "Every

major locality had a City Cod temple inhabited by a god who

held a heavenly bureaucratic ranic equivalent to his earthly coun-

terpart"* WhUe Johnson has suggested that the rise ofthe Gty

God cults was linked to the rise ofthe mercantile dass from the

Tang dynasty onv.a'd other scholars, in particular Valerie Han-

sen and Barend ter Haar, have suggested that itinerant figures

such as priests, doctors, and migrant workers could also have

been responsible fix the spread ofthese cults.'

There is evidence from as early as the tenth century that City

Cod temples contained images (either sculptures or paintings)

of their gods and attendants, and during the Song dynasty there

is clear evidence of imperial recognition ofthe City Cod cult*

Occasionally a City God temple would be built in proximity to a

Taoist temple. There was, for example, originally a sub ter^ple to

the City God at the Yongle Gong (Eternal Joy Temple), the great

Yuan dynasty (1260-1368) Taoist temple ofthe Complete Real-

ization (Quanzhen) sect at Rtdcheng, Shanxi province.* Worship

of City Cods continued through the Ming (1368-164/1) and Qing

(1644-1911} dynasties, and is still found today in Taiwan, Hong

Kor^ at»d many overseas Chinese communities."The impor-

tance ofthe Qty God cults is reflected in stele Inscriptions com-

posed by the Qing dynasty Yorgzheng (r 1723-35) and Qianlong

(r, 1736-95) emperors, in which these Manchu rulers made pub-

lic declarations of their respect for the City Cod of Beijing."

—s. u
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The Realm ofAM MotmUm Kmp and llic Snr ^^hitsf^tht

Household

Ming dynasty, c 1600

Hanging scroll; ink, colors, and gold on silk

214 X 103 cm
Mus<^c National dcs Arts Aslatiques Cuimet, Pans (EO 742)

Shown in San t-rancisco only

This late Minc oynastv hanging scroll belongs to the same

set as cat. no. 85, depicting the Water and Land Ritual. It depicts

the generic categories of mountain gods and spirits of house-

holds. While the Household Spirits have remained gods ofChi-

nese popular religion, some mountain deities (the gods ofthe

Five Sacred Peaks, for example) were absorbed into the pan-

theon of Taoism by the late Six Dynasties period (sixth century).

The mountain gods shown here represent lesser peaks, and

their depictions are generalized. Five ofthe six IHousehold Spir-

its (Jiazhai liushen) are shown at the top of the see": they are

the Stove Cod (Zao wang), the Door Cod (Menshen), the Cod

ofthe Kitchen Door (Hushen), the God of the Well (Jingquan

tongzi}, and the Earth Cod (Tudi).* The sixth, the Goddess ofthe

Latrine (Sangu furen), is missing. One of the earliest known

references to the Stove God is m the third<entury text In Search

of the Supernatural (Somhen ji):

During the times of Emperor Xuan of the Han (dynasty), Yin

Zi^ng of Nanyang, who was by nature a filial man, had accumu-

lated many blessings by alms and good acts. Heloolc most

pleacura in sacrlfioet to the Stove Cod, and one winter solstice

morning during the ceremonial 'ighting o*" the stove, the god him-

self appeared. Zifang thanked it for his numerous blessings, and

since there was a lighMan ram In the house, he sacrificed it to

the Slow God.*

There is a great deal of InfMmation regarding the cults of

mountains in the l-lan dynasty (206 b.c.-a.o. 220). Since this

period, a standard group of Five Sacred Peaks ha^ been wor-

shipped as gods in China. The origins of the veneration of indi-

vidual sacred mountains (yue) can be traced back to the late

Shang dynasty (thirteenth-eleventh century b,c.); such peaks are

mentioned in the oracle bone inscriptions excavated at the last

Shang capital, Anyang.* Mountains were seen as powerful forces

in the Han and Six Dynasties periods. In Ce Hong's The Master

Who Embroees Stmp^ehy fBoopuzQ ofthe fiauith century, there

are ftmous passages that discuss ways ofmoving through

mountains, and the herbs and minerals (bund on saoed peaks

that aid self-cultivation and alchemy:

AM mountains, whether large or small, have gods and spirits

(shenling}. If the mountain is large, the god is great; if the moun-

tain is small, the god is minor. Ifsomeone enters the mountain

possessed ofno magicai arts, he will certainly suffer harm. Some

will fall victim to acute diseases or be wounded by weapons.

When frightened and uneasy, some will see lights and shadows,

others will hear strange sounds. Sometimes a huge tree will

topple, thot# there is no wind, or a cliffwill coHapse (or no rea-

son, striking and killing people. Sometimes the man wIN flee in

confusion, turrblinp down a cavern or -nto a ?'orfc: ether times

he will encounter tigers, wolves and poisonous insects that attack

men. One cannot enter a mountain lightly**

Ge Hong's Boopuzi is also the fust text to mention the sacred

talismans or "true forms" (zhemdn^ ofthe Five Sacred Peaks

(see cat. rto. 137). With the greater institutionalization ofTaoism

in the Tang dynasty, the gods of the Five Sacred Peaks came in-

creasingly under the control of higher Taoist gods. In the early

eighth century, the guidelines for imperial worship ofthese

mountains were determined by the Taoist chutdi.* Mount Tal

(Tai Shan), in the east, has been perceived as the most impor-

tant of the Five Sacred Pe.ii^s since the third century B.C.. and by

the end of the Song dynasty (960-1279) there was a temple to

the god ofTai Shan in almost every major city In China.'The

dose connections between Taoism and mountains cults are

illustrated by the fact that in 1349 a temple to the Emperor of the

Eastern Peak (Oongyue dadi) was built at the Yongle Cong in

Ruicheng, Shanxi province, the birthplace oFthe immortal Lfl

Dongbin (see cat nos. 120-22).'

—S.L.
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TRADITIONALLY ATTRIIUTED TO JiANC ZlCHENG
Marshal Wen

Ming Dynasty, late i^th/early ijth century

Hangii^ scroll; ink and colors on silk

124 X 66.1 cm

Museum of Fine Arts. Boston. Fenollosa-Wcid Collection (114008)

This painting depicts Marshal Wen, an exorcistic god of the

popular pantheon who rose to prominence during the Southern

Song (1126-1279) ^nd Yuan (1260-1368) dynistles.* Marshal

Wen, orWen Yiianshual, was best known as a deitywtw eradi-

cated plague demons. It is significant tHat his cult arose along

the coast of Zhejiang province, where plagues and epidemics

were common events.' At the same time, Marshal Wen was also

seen as a protector ofthe Tao who eradicated heterodox pdt)

and licentious (yin) local deities, and a god that worked in the

service ofthe god of the Eastern Peak (Tal Shan) to uphold tradi-

tional Confuciatt values such as filial piety.' Wen's biography in

the tkmang makes dear that he served not only the god ofTai

Shan, but also the Taoist god Zhenwu, Supreme Emperor ofthe

Dark Heaven *

Like many gods whose worship spans the fluid boundary

between Taoism and popular religion, Marshal Mliten b^n as a

local god who was absorbed into the Taoist pantheon (another

example is the Cod of 1 itP'.Tturp, Wpichang: see cat no 89)

Unlike Wenchang. however, the cult of Marshal Wen did not

spread throughout China, but was limited to the south-central

coastal provinces ofZhejiang and Jiangsu, and Sichuan in the

southwest. He is still worshipped today In Taiwan

Marshal Wen's cult originated in Pingyang, Wcnzhou prefec-

ture, located along the southern coast ofZhejiang province. By

the mid-thirteenth century (1264), a temple honoring Marshal

Wen had been built in Hangzhou, the Southern Song capital; this

was known as the Temple of Boundless Numinosity.' Paul Katz

has demonstrated that local merchants played a prominent role

in spreading Marshal Wen's cult throughout Zhejiar^, and that

Taoist priests and scholar-officials also played key roles in sup-

porting worship of this popular god. One of the primary literary

sources on Marshal Wen, for example, is the Yuan dynasty stele

inscription composed by the scholar-offkial Song Uan (1310-

i)8i) In 13$; for a temple In Wenzhou prefecture.*

The earliest hagiographic source on Marshal Wen is a text

in the Taoist Canon (Daozang) composed in 1247 by Huang

Congjin, a priest ofthe tMvine Empyrean (Shenxiao) sect.'

According to this text, Biography ofGrand Guardian Wen, Su-

preme Commander of Earth Spirits (Diqi shart^iang Wen taibao

ihium), the deity originated as a man named Wen Qiong who

was born in Fingfutg hi the Tang dynasty (618-906).* Known

for his n^artial orcv;ess he was ultimately traosformed irtn a

plague-fighting god who worlced in the court of the Emperor of

the Eastern Peak (Oongyue dadi). Among his responsibilities

was the administration ofthe registers of life and death. Song

Lian's stele inscription of 1355, in contrast, depicts Marshal Wen

as a traditional scholar of the Tang dynasty wrho could perform

the Pace of Yu (Yubu) by the age of seven (see cat. no. 52), and

had memorized the Confucian Classics by the age offourteen.*

In the Museum of Fine Arts painting. Marshal Wen is shown

as a warrior dressed in red and gold armor and holding a sword

with a gray-green blade. He stands against a pale green void,

witfi swirling douds filling the background: these are outHned In

black and orange, with white highlights. The god's face is blue,

and his lips and the tip of his nose are red. Marshal Wen's skin

is also painted blue, while his hair is red with gold highlights^

this is lust as he is described in the Com/Jttt CompaiiBum eftiie

Dritks Thm Rffijgtom and their Orfgrns (Sm^ao yuemKu

soushertfaquan), a text that probably dates to the Yuan dynasty."

On his head is a black cap, with a flower decorating the front.

This flower is most likely the jade flower (qionghua) presented

by the Jade Emperor to confer immortality. Epaulets with lion

masks rest on his shoulders, and a broad sash around his waist

is painted with winged mythical beasts in ink and pale blue and

red pigments. A long purple ribbon holds this sash in place.

Hanging around the god's neck is a red placard inscribed in ink

and gold with the characters Wuju xiaohan (The Carefree Man

of the Empyrean"), a name also given to Marshal Wen by the

Jade Emperor." It is on the basis of this inscrit>ed placard that

the Boston painting can be predsely identified as a depiction of

Marshal Wen.

—5, u
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Marshal Wang

Ming dynasty, Jiajing reign, dated 1542

Hanging scroll: ink and colors on silk

97 X 62 cm

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Purchase, Bequest

of Dorothy Graham Bennett (>989.i5j)

Depicting a deified hero of the early Tang dynasty

(seventh century), this hanging scroll is a rare product of an

imperial painting atelier in the Forbidden City during the jiajing

reign (1522-66). The Jiajing emperor was devoted to Taoism,

and he had all the Buddhist temples in the palace shut down

shortly after he took the throne.' This painting depicts the god

Marshal Wang (Wang yuanshuai), a god of the popular pan-

theon known for his ability to crush human villains and malevo-

lent river spirits.^

Among billowing clouds, the wrathful god is shown hovering

over roiling, white-topped, dark green waves. Among the waves

are many writhing snakes. Patches of blue sky, streaked with

gold, appear at the top of the scroll. The god is depicted with

reddish orange skin. He has wild red hair and fangs, and glow-

ers down at the snakes below. He wears an orange placard over

his shoulder, held in place by a rope and inscribed in gold ink:

"Red heart, loyalty, and virtue" (Chixin zhongliang); this placard

was given to him by the jade Emperor. He stands on a flaming

wheel. In one hand he holds a ball on a chain, and in the other

a bucket.

At the top of the scroll, a Taoist adept holding a fan stands

on a pink cloud. To the right are three gods, two with bird-beaks;

these hold a trident, a ball on a chain, and a hammer and spike.

To the left are three more gods; these hold swords, and one is

shown with a bird's beak and a mustache. Below, near the left

margin, a birdlike demon with lavender wings flies behind the

central god.

The painting is inscribed at the upper right, "Painted by order

of the Imperial concubine (huang guifeij Shen, in the beginning

of summer of the renyin year of jiajing [1542]." Over this is im-

pressed a large red seal, now illegible and partially trimmed.

—S. L.
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DiNC YUNPENC (active C. 1584-1638)

Wenchang, the Cod of Literature

Ming dynasty. Wanii reign, dated 1596

Hanging scroll; Ink on paper

1)7.5 X 46 4 cm
The British Museum. London (1936.10-9.0129 Add. 170)

One of the most popular gods in late imperial China was

Wenchang, the Cod of Literature. First worshipped as a snake

god known as "the Viper" in Sichuan during the Six Dynasties

period {420-589). he rose in prominence until by the Tang dy-

nasty (618-906) he was worshipped as part of the imperial cult.'

In the Song dynasty (twelfth century) the god revealed himself

in anthropomorphic form as a Taoist god, the Divine Lord of Zi-

tong.' From the Song onward, Wenchang was widely worshipped

by the literati, particularly by candidates in the civil service ex-

aminations; he was also venerated for his powers of healing and

exorcism.' His cult ultimately achieved a national following.

In the Book of Transformations, a text revealed to a twelfth-

century medium named Liu Ansheng in Chengdu. Sichuan, the

god Zitong demonstrates his cosmological origins:

When Hundun [Primordial Chaos) first divided into opaque

and clear.

In the astral quarter of the Southeast the phosphors shone sharp

and bright.

In its midst was contained the billowing energies of the Great

Monad [Taiy\, Supreme Unity].

I was already in secret correspondence with the quintessence

of Creation.

Alone I occupied the stellar palace above the Twin Maidens

[a constellation).

Governing the Five Virtues, the quintessence of the Five activities.

Abruptly tired of dwelling in this desolate region,

I shed my slough and end my term, the fruit of the Tao achieved.*

The British Museum scroll by the late Ming painter Ding

Yunpeng depicts Wenchang descending on clouds above an

ocean. The god rides on a mule. He is dressed as a scholar-

official, wears a peony in his hat, and holds a scroll in his left

hand. He has an entourage, consisting of an old man with a

book (his attendant Zhuyi, or "Red Robe") and two boys.' Below,

in the foreground, Wenchang's acolyte Kuixing, a demonic figure

holding a writing brush in his right hand and a weight (for mea-

suring the worth of scholars) in his left, rides across the waves

on the head of a dragon.*

The painting is finely executed in the baimiao, or uncolored

line drawing technique. It is inscribed. "At the beginning of the

middle ten-day [cycle) of the first month of summer in the cycli-

cal year bingshen [1596], on the Day that Demons are Born, re-

spectfully copied by Nanyu Ding Yunpeng."

—S. L.
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LO J I (c. 1440-C. 1505)

The Old Man ofthe Southern [Celestial} Pole

Ming dynasty, late 15th century

Hanging screlh ink and colon on silk

217 X 114.2 cm

Palace Museum, Beijing

LO Jl'S LARCC HANGING SCROLL dcpicts Shoulao (or Shouxing),

theCodof lon^;'. V '.y (also known as the Old Man of the South-

em (CelestidlJ Pole), acconnpanied by a white deer. The god ap-

pears to be bowing to the red sun that hangs in the slcjf above.

On either side are blossoming trees and bamboo. The god is

shown with a tall, domed cranium and white whiske's

According to Sima Qian's Recordi of the Hutonan (Shiji), a

temple Ibr the worship ofthe Longevi^ Star (Showing was first

erected by Emperor Qin ShihuangdiJ In antiquity, Shouxing

corresponded to both an area of the sky bounded by the Lunar

Mansions IHom (Jiao) and Neck (Kang), and a star correspond-

ing to Canopus, found in a constellation known as Hu:

The Old Man Sur (Lamiuin^ located south of the Hu constel-

lation (in the soutlwaslem horizon), also known as NanJi (South-

em Pole), appears regularly in late autumn and disappears in early

spring. When it is seen, peace prevails (in the nation) and the

sovereign is blessed with a long life.*

in 736, during the Tang dynasty (618-906). Emperor Xuan-

zong (r. 712-56) revived imperial worship of Shouxing, and an

altar devoted to this god was established in Chang'an (Xi'an).'

The imperial decree read as follows:

No virtue is greattr than creation, and no happiness is greater

than longevity^ Ifthere is an object (oflongevity worship], why

should it not receive ritual sacrifices? Now a memorialist says that

in mid-autumn, the sun and moon meet in the Shouxing (Longev-

ity Star) Mansion, which happens to fall within tlie month ofmy

pCuamong's] birth. (He) wouhl like to have It serve as an anctilaiy

god in the sacrifices to She (tfw God ofthe Soil]. However, it is

inappropriate rltu.il cLissifiration. The Shouxing Mansion governs

tlie lodges ofJiao and Kang, which are the elders of the 28 xiu

(lodges). In addition it (Shouxing) is known for |bringing| happl-

nass and longavi^ Will this emperor be the only one to enjoy its

beiefit";' Are not the people under heaven desirous of the same? \'.

seems Shounng worship dates back to the Qin dynasty, whkh can

be said to be old. Henceforth, It is decreed that the governrrtent

agency in charge should set up a special altar of the Shouxing

Mansion to conduct ritual ceremonies on the day ot' One Thou-

sand Autumns (qiarufiujic). It is also decreed that sacrifices should

be made lo the Old Man Star (Laerm miig or Qmopus) and the

seven lodges {ofthe east], indudingjiao and Klmg. This should

be recorded as the standard pracdee.*

One ofthe earliest knovkm depictions of Shouxing is in a paint-

ing in the Musfe Cuimct Paris, entitled The Star-lords ofGood

Fortune, Emolument, and Longevit<^, dated 1454, and a product of

the imperial Ming court (cat. no. 91).* From the Ming dynasty

onward, Showdng or Shoulao (Old Longevi^ Is olten seen in

the company ofthe Eight Immortals (Baxian; see cat. no. ii8).

This painting is signed in the lower left corner, "The respect-

ful hand of Lu Ji" ^LirJi baishou), followed by a seal reading

"Seal of IjO Thigzhen ofSiming" (Shnhtg IM Twigzhen zM yin}.

A single collector's seal appears in the lower right corner Lii |i

was one of the leading court painters of the late fifteenth and

eariy sixteenth centuries. A native of Ningbo in Zhejiang prov-

ince, lie was one ofthe leading masters ofbird-and-flower paint'

ing at the court ofthe IHongzhi emperor (r. 1488-1505).* Figure

paintings by LCi ji are extremely rare, and this is one ofthe few

known examples.'

—S. L.
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The Star^onk qfGood Fortune, Emolument, and Umgaritf

r/i'ii' dynasty, |ingtai reign, dated 141,4

Hanging scrolli ink, colors, and gold on silk

140x780(1

Mus4e National des Arts Aslatiques Cuimet Paris (EO 689)

Shmm in San firandsco only

With the exception ofa painting in the Nezu Museunn, Tokyo,

entitled The Three Stan Ploymg Weiq! and attributed to the Yuan

dynasty, the painting of the Three Stars in the Mus6e Cuimet is

the earliest known image of this group ofgods in Chinese art.'

Dated to 1454 and created for use in a Mlbter and Land Ritual at

the imperial Ming court in the Forbidden City (see cat. nos. 78-

81), the scroll depicts a triad that has enjoyed great popularity

from the fifteenth century onward: the gods known as Fuxing

(Good Fortune Star), Luxing (Emolument Stai), and Shouxing

(Longevity Star). Ofthe three gods, the most ancient Is (appro-

priately) Shouxing (or Cod of Longevity), shown at the upper lefl

as an old man with white hair (see cat. no. 90). In the Mus^e

Cuimet scroll, all three gods wear the official caps and hold the

tablets ofTaoist priests. Accompanying them is a smaller atten-

flant, who holds a small parasol with banners alof^. This group

is shown against a background of clouds A similar depiction of

these gods appears in the painting entitled The Three Stan, Nine

Somes tfBii^ttntst, TWentyeiglht Lunar Monsmns, and Twelve

Palaces ^ihe Zo^Ba^ in the Nelson-Atkins Museum, Kansas

City, which may come from the same imperial Ming workshop

(see the essay by Stephen Little in this volume, fig. 11). The title

ofthe Mus^e Cuimet painting is inscribed In gold In standard

script characters along the right border. At the top right also in

gold, is the date, and an ink inscription at the lower left records

the names of the officials who commissioned the painting.

As Mary Fong has shown, the earliest literary evidence for

the Three Stars comes from a play entitled The FesMI o/«fi« fm-

mortflf Ogtaak Fu, Lu. and Show (Fu Lu Shou xian'guan qin^nu),

writtei by Zhu Youdun f^;79-U3g), a grandson of the first

Ming emperor, Zhu Yuanzhang (r. )368-98).' In this drama,

published in 1443, the Three Stars descend to the mortal world

for the lunar New Ybar's festival. In another play by the same

author, The Eight Immortals Cortvey Wishesfor Longevity at the

Timfuoise Pond, the duties of the Three Stars are enumerated as

multiplying happiness (Fuxing), conferring emolument 01 high

salary (Luxing), and increasing bngevity (Shouxing). Based on

the Ktenry and visual evidence, therefore, it would appear that

this group first appeared in the early fifteenth century. As Fong

has shown, the gods Fuxing and Luxing have no mythology of

their own and no prior history before the early Ming dynasty.'

Although these gods are shown in the Muste Cuimet paint-

ing as Taoist priests, Fong is also correct in pointing out that

the Three Stars are not Taoist gods per se.* There are, for ex

ample, no texts in the Ming Taoist Canon (Daozarg) devoted

to this triad. This is significant because the Taoist Canon was

compiled only a decade before the painting ofthis hanging

scroll. The Three Stars appear instead to be gods ofpopular

religion, quite possibly Instituted at the imperial leve! in the

earfy Ming. They do not appear, for example, among the more

than three hundred Taoist gods depicted in the early-fourteenth-

(xntury murals at the Yongle Cong in southern Shamd province.

The Three Stars have remained gods ofpopular religion, and

their images are among the most commonly encountered today

ofany Chinese gods.

—s. L.
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Dai Jin (1388-1462)

Zhong Kui Traveling at Night

Ming dynasty, isth century

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

189.7 X 120.2 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing

Zhonc Kui Is one of the most popular gods in traditional

China.^ Although he emerged in the Tang dynasty as a god of

popular religion at the highest level of scKiety. by the Song dy-

nasty he had been adopted into the religious Taoist pantheon.

The story of Zhong Kui is about a scholar who becomes a

demon-killing ghost, ridding the world of pestilence and evil:

One afternoon in the Kaiyuan era (713-742), Minghuang (Em-

peror Xuanzong), feeling ill after he had returned from a round of

bow-and-arrow practice on Li Shan, fell asleep. He soon saw in a

dream a small-size demon, wearing only knee-length trousers and

one shoe—the other being tied at his waist—and holding a bam-

boo fan. in the act of stealing the favorite consort's embroidered

perfume-bag and his own jade flute. Then, instead of escaping,

the strange being began frolicking around the palace grounds with

the loot. Minghuang therefore approached him and demanded

an explanation. The demon respectfully replied that his name was

Xu Hao and explained that "Xu" stood for "stealing indiscrimi-

nately for the sake of fun" and "Hao" for "replacing man's joys

with sorrows."

Hearing this, the emperor became angry and wanted to call

for his bodyguards. But at that very moment, a large-size demon,

wearing a tattered hat, blue robe, horn waist-belt, and black boots

appeared and nabbed the thief Immediately afterwards, he pro-

ceeded first to gouge out the victim's eyes, then tore him to pieces

and finally ate him.

When the emperor asked him who he was, the Demon Queller

introduced himself as Zhong Kui, ajinsh? from Zhongnan, who

ashamed at having failed the next higher degree of examinations

during the Wude era (618-627), had committed suicide by dashing

his head against the palace steps. He further mentioned that be-

cause the emperor Caozu awarded him an honorable burial of a

court official of the green-robe rank, he had vowed to rid the world

of mischievous demons like Xu Hao. At these words, Minghuang

awoke and found himself fully recovered. Without delay he sum-

moned [the court painter) Wu Daozi and requested him to paint

a portrait of the Demon Queller as he had seen him in his dream.

When it was finished, the emperor examined it carefully and said,

"You and I must have had a similar vision!" And he awarded Wu

one hundred taels of gold.'

The long tradition of Zhong Kui paintings is traditionally said

to have begun with this depiction by Wu Daozi in the early eighth

century. By the mid-tenth century, we read that in Sichuan, "Each

year, at winter's end, those in the Hanlin Academy who were

skilled in painting ghosts and spirits customarily presented

paintings of Zhong Kui to the court."'

Dai Jin (1388-1462), a professional painter from Hangzhou.

Zhejiang province, was one of the earliest masters of the Zhe

School of Ming painting. The painting is signed along the left

border, "Painted by Dai Jin of West Lake" (Xihu Daijinxie);

this is followed by a single seal, Jing'on (the artist s hao, or

nickname).

—s. L.
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Ml. 2 1
- :v I ;m r iv'l AN I < b b 1 AUOrv s (:•'- ''"V

GODDcSS^S AND Ft\^^! T S'N ^

Among the religions of China, Taoism is distinguished

by its emphasis on the vital role ofthe yin feree' the fieminine

aspec- ur-'iL ^vorld. In the Daoikp^ attributed to Laozi, the Tao

itself IS described in this light:

The Valley Spirit (i.e., the Tao| never dies.

It is named the Mysterious Female.

And the Doorway of the Mysterious Female

is the base from which Heaven and Earth sprang.

It is there within us all the while;

Draw upon it as you will, H never runs dry.*

From a cosmoiogical viewpoint, the yin force, which as a

complement to the vong (male) force symbolizes the feminine

aspect of reality, has always been a fundamental element in

Taolst belief. Tm and yang are seen as mutually complentenlary

opposltes whose interaction creates aH the nwdhanisms ofthe

universe; o"e cannot exist without the other

This section of the exhibition introduces several of the most

important goddesses ofthe Taoist pantheon. These deities per-

sonify the essence ofthe yin force, and have a bng history in

China as protectors of life and dispensers of longevity. As pa-

tron deities ofwomen, goddesses such as the Queen Mother of

the West (Xiwangmu) or Metal Mother (jinmu), the Sovereign

ofthe Oouds of Dawn (Biida yuanjun. the Goddess of Mount

Tai. the Sacred Peak oftfie East), Ooumu (the Dipper Mother),

Houtu (the Earth Goddess), aid Tianhou (the Erroress of

l-ieaven, or Mazu) continue to be worshipped in China today.

During the course ofChinese history, many ofthe Taoist deities

who transmitted secret teachings to human visionaries have

been female. The fourth-century Shangqing (Highest Purity)

adept Yang Xi, for example, frequently obtained sacred texts from

the divine realm through the intercession ofthe female realized

being (zhamn) Wei Huacun.

Throughout the history of religious Taoism, female saints have

also played a vital role in both popular and elite worship. Such

influential figures as Master Ceng, active as an alchemist at the

Tang court in the ninth century, and Tanyangzi, a late-sixteenth-

century teacher who had a wide following among many of the

leading male literati scholar-offidais ofthe late Ming dynasty in

south'Oentral China, are exemplary models ofthe powerful role

of the V'" aspect of being in daily life and briirf Fmm the lime

of the first Celestial Master sect (second century) onward, both

men and women could be ordained into the Taoist dergyi The

longevity ofthis tradition Is reflected at the Imperial level, where

empresses and princesses were regularly ordained as Taoist

priestesses from the Tang dynas^ (618-906) onward.

Detail, cat. no. 101 275
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Blessingsfor Long Life

Yuan dynasty (1260-1368)

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

91 X 45,3 em

National Palace Museum, Taipei

94

Wu Wei (1459-1508)

Female Goddess or Immortal

Ming dynasty, )5th century

Hanging saoll; ink on paper

162.7 X 63-8 cm
Shanghai Museum

While untitled, theTaoist goddesses depicted in these two

paintings almost certainly are Xiwangmu, the Queen Mother of

the West, also known as jinmu, or Metal Mother.' This is sug-

gested by the presence of single phoenixes In the headdresses

of both figures; the phoenix has been a key iconographic feature

of Xiwangmu since at least the Yuan dynasty (1260-1368), as

seen m the murals of the Hall of the Three Purities (Sanqing

Dian) at the Eternal Joy Temple (Yongle Cong) in Shanxi.' In the

National Palace Museum scroll (cat. no. 93), the identification

is corroborated by the presence of the peaches held by the jade

maiden (yunO) at the left; these are the peaches that grow every

three thousand years in the Queen Mother's paradise on Mount

Kunlun (sec cat. no. 27).

One of the oldest female deities of China, Xiwangmu is men-

tioned in the "Inner Chapters" of the Zhuartgzi (c. 300 B.C.) a$

a goddess who "obtained the Tao." She was associated with

metal (one of the Five Phases or Elements), autumn, and the

west, all aspects of the yi" force. As a divine personification of

y/n, Xiwangmu was widely worshipped from the Han dynasty

(206 B.c.-A.D. 220) onward. She emerged as a full-fledged Tao-

ist goddess in the scriptures of the Shangqing (Highest Purity)

school of religious Taoism in the Eastern Jin dynasty (fourth

century). In addition to being a patron deity ofwomen, she was

a divine teacher who could control the length of people's lives,

and was closely associated with the cultivation of virtue and

immortality.' Significantly, she is still worshipped today in China,

Taiwan, and Hong Kong, and among many overseas Chinese

communities.*

In the National Palace Museum scroll, the goddess is shown

standing in a dignified posture, her hands clasped together in a

376 The Taoist renaissance



gesture ofworship. This, and the fact that she and her attendant

face to the right, suggest that the painting originally belonged to

a larger set, with the figures facing images of higher Taoist gods

such as the Three Purities (Sanqing; see cat. no. 65-67). The

goddess is dressed in elaborate robes, painted with superbly

harmonized blue, green, red, pink, and lavender pigments. Her

ornate metal crown has a single phoenix at the center. Her atten-

dant holds a tray heavily laden with ripe peaches, ancient sym-

bols of longevity and good fortune. The scroll bears seals of the

Qing dynasty Qianlong (r. 1756-95), jiaqing (r. 1796-1820), and

Xuantong (r. 1909-11) emperors.

The painting by the scholar and professional painter Wu Wei

(1459-1508) in the Shanghai Museum (see cat. no. 94) presents

the goddess as a young woman of extraordinarily refined appear-

ance.' This striking characterization of the goddess recalls the

exalted description of the Queen Mother in the Six Dynasties

period (420-589) text Esoteric Transmissions Concerning the Mar-

tial Thearch ofHan (Han Wudi neizhuan), quoted in the Tang

Taoist Du Guangting's The Primordial Ruler, Metal Mother

(Jinmu yuonjun):

The Queen Mo(her rides an imperial carriage of purple clouds,

harnessing nine-colored dappled qilin [mythical beasts). Tied

around her waist, she wears the whip of the Celestial Realized

Ones; as a belt pendant, she has a diamond numinous seal. In

her clothing of multi-colored damask with a yellow background,

the patterns and variegated colors are bright and fresh. The

radiance of metal makes a shimmering gleam. At her waist is a

double-bladed sword for dividing phosphors. Knotted flying clouds

make a great cord. On top of her head is a great floriate topknot.

She wears the crown of the Grand Realized Ones with hanging

beaded strings of daybreak. She steps forth on shoes with squared,

phoenix-patterned soles of rose-gem. Her age might be about

twenty. Her celestial appearance eclipses and puts in the shade all

others. She is a realized numinous being.*

Wu Wei's scroll is painted in ink alone with sharp tonal con-

trasts, and wet washes over energetic dry ink outlines. The paint-

ing depicts the goddess as detached and mysterious. Wearing

voluminous robes, she wears a headdress with a single stylized

phoenix in front, and holds a tablet of rank in her hands. Her

face is summarily painted with sharp lines of very dry ink. The

painting is signed "Xiaoxian" ("Little Immortal"), and bears two

of the artist's seals: "Seal ofWu Wei" and "Battalion Commander

of the Embroidered Uniform Guard" (a title in the imperial Ming

painting academy).

—S. L.
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Sovereign ofthe Clouds ofDawn

Ming dynasty, 15th century

Bronze with traces of pigment

H. 96,5 cm
The Art Institute of Chicago, Gift of Mrs. Samuel C. Rairtbord

('967-33})

96

Saintly Mother Heavenly Immortal ofthe Eastern Peak

Ming dynasty, c. i5oo

Hanging scroll: ink, colors, and gold on silk

216 X 100 cm

Mus^e National des Arts Asiatiques Cuimet, Paris (EO 760)

Shown in Chicago only

One of the most popular Taoist deities from the Ming

dynasty onward was Blxia yuanjun, the Sovereign of the Clouds

of Dawn.' This goddess was the daughter of the male god of

Mount Tai (Tai Shan), the easternmost of the Five Sacred Peaks,

located in Shandong province. Mount Tai had been a focal point

of imperial and popular worship since at least the Qin (221-207

e,c.) and Han (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) dynasties.^ Not only was the

peak closely tied to rites related to the political legitimacy of the

emperor, but it was also seen in the medieval period as the gate-

way to the realm of the dead.'

The Palace of the Clouds of Dawn (Bixia Cong), a shrine to

the goddess, was built at the top of Mount Tai during the Ming

dynasty, and is still a focus of pilgrimage worship.^ Bixia yuanjun

became the most popular female Taoist Hpity in China during

the Ming and Qing dynasties, and unlike her father, was seen

as a compassionate deity' Her popularity is widespread today.

Many cities in China have temples dedicated to Bixia yuanjun. In

Beijing, the Temple of the Eastern Peak (Dongyue Miao) contains

a hall dedicted to the goddess, as does the White Cloud Monas-

tery (Baiyun Guan). In Taoist painting and sculpture, she is

often accompanied by nine other attendant goddesses, including

the Goddess of Children (Zisun niangniang) and the Goddess of

Eyesight (Yanguang niangniang).'

The official Taoist hagiography of Bixia yuanjun is contained

in a text entitled History ofMount Tai (Tai shi), compiled by Zha

Zhilong (fl. 1554-86) and included in the Wanii reign (1573-

1620) supplement to the Taoist Canon, printed in 1607.'

The Art Institute's bronze sculpture of the Sovereign of the

Clouds of Dawn (cat. no. 95) can be dated to the early Ming



dynasty (fifteenth century), and was undoubtedly made for use

on a Taoist altar. Dignified and ImpHDslng. the goddess can be

identified by the three phoenixes in her headdress (her standard

iconography). With her hands, the goddess forms a sacred ges-

ture, not unlike the Buddhist mudra of "turning the Wheel of

the Law" (although the position of the hands is reversed). Two

small boys stand on her lap.

The brilliant hanging scroll in the f^us^e Cuimet, Paris (cat.

no. 96), depicts the Sovereign of the Clouds of Dawn regally

seated in her celestial court, accompanied by six female atten-

dants. Bixia yuanjun wears a robe edged with feathers and holds

a tablet in both hands. Her headdress contains seven phoenixes.

An inscription on the outer mounting records the title; Saintly

Mother Heavenly Immortal ofthe Eastern Peak (Dongyue tianxian

ihengmu). As Susan Naquin has shown, by 1600 the goddess

was widely known by this title.

Many images of Bixia yuanjun survive from the Ming and

Qing dynasties. They can almost all be identified by the presence

of three, or sometimes more, phoenixes in the deity's headdress

(as opposed to images of the Queen Mother of the West, in

which the headdress usually has a single phoenix).

—s. u
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The Uufy oftht Highest Primordial and tfce Empress of£arth

Ming dynasty, c. 1600

Hanging scroll; ink, colors, and geld on silk

216.5 X 103 cm

Musee N3tion,il des Arts Asiatiques Culmet, Paris (EO 717)

Shown in San Francisco only

This painti nc was originally made for the Buddhist Water

and Land Ritual (see section II.3, "TheTaoist Pantheon"). It

depicts two female deities, the Lady of the Highest Primordial

(Shangyuan fur«n; above) and the Empress ofEarth (Houtu;

below), each accompanied by female attendants^ holding auspi-

cious items such as coral, a mushroom-shaped ruy/ scepter,

and a parasol. They float on multi-colored clouds that descend

firom above the top bonier ofthe painting.

The Lady ofthe Highest Primordial first came to prominence

in the medieval period, and holds a special place in the legends

surrounding the Highest Purity scriptures (see cat. no. 55). She

is most famous for a medieval taie in which she appears to the

Han dynasty emperor Wbdi (r. 140-87 e.c.), together with the

Queen Mother ofthe West (Xiwangmu; see cat. no. 26).' In

addition, she was a teacher ofthe three Mao brothers, fabled

Han dynasty figures who gave their names to Mount Mao, an

important Taoist site, and who were seen as patriarchs ofthe

Highest Purity scrlpturas. Later hagiographies ofthis goddess*

still emph.5si/p these medieval legends, but it is clear that she

continued to play an active role in the Taoist pantheon in late

imperial times.*

The Empress ofEarth seems to have been worshipped as an

earth spirit as early as the sixth century b.c, and is connected by

such early texts as the Zuozhuan with ancient community altars

to the soil (ihe). Imperial rites to this deity were formalized by

EmperorWu ofthe Han djynasty in 113 b.c.* Although the lileral

translation ofthis deit/s name suggests that the deity is fiemale,

early sources indicate that the i,ime was initi,5"y understood as

the proper name or title of a male deity who eventually came to

be seen as female by the medieval period. This probably resulted

from the use ofthe character for "empress" 0nu) in the deity's

name, and from the popular associations between the earth and

female or yfn energy (as opposed to the male or yong energy

associated vrith the heavens). In addition to her primary role as

3 diviie manifestation of the earth, the Empress of Earth has

secondary connotations as a protector spirit of graves and the

deceased.AMioi^ the Empress of Earth appears here in the

context ofa Buddhist ritual, she figures prominently in the Taoist

pantheon, and is one of the primary deities in the Yuan dynasty

murals of the Hall of Three Purities in the Eternal |oy Temple

(Yongie Gong) in Shanxi province.* It is intriguing to note that

in the murals ofthe Hall ofThree Purities, the Empress of Earth

is deleted opposite the Metal Mother (a title for the Queen

Mother of the West), ancient companion to the L ady of the

Highest Primordial, with whom shc is shown m the present

painting.

The depiction ofthe Lady ofthe Highest Primordial with the

Empress of Earth in this painting suggests that the former god-

dess is used to represent the heavens, while the latter represents

the earth. Moreover, the l^dy of the Highest Primordial serves

as a divine matriarchal figure, being called in later times Realized

Mother ofthe Three Heavens,' while the Empress of Earth serves

as oa?ron protectress of the dead; so. taken together, these two

goddesses seem to personify the entirety of humar (and cosmic)

existence firom birth to death. As such, this painting is a partic-

ularly evocative expression ofthe goal ofthe Water and Land

Ritual to address all the spirits of the natural and supernatoral

worlds—literally, all the spirits of the "water and land."

—s. E.
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The Dipper Mother

Qing dynasty. i8th ccntuiy

Dthui porcelain

H. 24^cin

Asian Art Museum ofSan firandsco, The AiMiy Bnindage Colhctlon

(B6o Pi362)

It is unclear when worshic c^&e Dipoer Mother (Doumu)

began, but she did not come to prominence until the late impe-

rial period (beginning in the fifteenth century). There are several

short texts concerning this deity in the Taoist Canon, including

at least two biographies' and a ritual devoted to her* from the

Ming dynasty (1368-1644). As her name implies, she is the

mother of the seven stars of the Northern Dipper (Ursa Major).

One ofher biographies tells us that in countless ages past, she

made a vow to "give birth to sacred children who would assist

qian and kur' aid a d Great Transformation (zaohua)." Later,

when she was incarnated as a woman named Lady of Violet

Ught, consort to a certain King Zhou Yu, she was able to fijifill

this vow. On a fine sprbig day, when aN the flowers were in

bloom, she was amusing herself in the royal gardens, and de-

cided to bathe in the Pool of Warm )ade and Golden Lotuses.

After she disrobed and entered the pool, she suddenly felt

"moved," and nine lotus buds in the pool blossomed to reveal

nine children.* A more elaborate account tells us that when she

entered the pool, a "white jade tortoise platform w'th a precious

throne shaped like a sacred xie beast"^ rose out of the waters

ofthe pool. The lady mounted the throne and began to medi-

tate, and the Way (Tao) responded by casting a light that pen-

etrated into the pool, transforming into nine golden lotus buds.

After seven days, these lotuses suddenly rose to the heavens,

transforming into nine precious towers with nine magical syl-

lables formed from the energies that created them. These nine

syllables in turn gave rise to nine stars. The elder ofthese stars

were Violet Tenuity and Celestial August, two important stars

In the central northern sicy; their younger siblings were the seven

stars ofUrsa Major.*

The Dipper Mother is also identified with the moon, and in

particular with the magical elixir concoctcd by the hare in the

moon, associating her with an ancient Chinese myth and an>

Other female deity, Chang E (see cat. no. 101). The Dipper Mother

dispensed this medicine to the world, curing illnesses and en*

suring safe births.'

In order to commemorate the birth of the seven stars of the

Northern Dipper and their elder siblings, worshippers held a

festival called the "Offenng of the Nine Luminescences" (Jiu-

glMngjiao) annually on their birthday. The power of this festival

to undo the effccts ofnegative famna has been likened to "nine

suns shining on a mountain ofice."*The festival was apparently

based on the Realized Scripture of the Nine Luminescences (Jiu-

guangzhenjing), a scripture that still exists in the Taoist Canon.'

This scripture reflects the idea of the "unity of the Three Teach-

ings" ofConfucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism that was popular

in late imperial China, being devoted to both the supreme Taoist

deity, the Celestial Wbrthy of Primordial Beginning (Yuanshi fian-

zun), and to the highest deity of Esoteric Buddhism, the Buddha

Viirochana. Similarly, the ritual devoted to the Dipper Mother

found In the Taoist Canon also invokes both Taoist and Buddhist

deities, including Vairochana, who is once again paired wHh the

the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning."

This blending of Buddhist and Taoist elements can also be

seen in the figure ofthe Dipper Mother herself. It is thought that

the Dipper Mother was derived from one ofthe twenty devas of

Buddhism, Marichi, whose name means literally, "ray of light
"

As her name implies, this goddess is intimately connected with

Stellar phenomena, and she is somaMnm depicted holding

the sun and moon abfk in two ofher hands; the Dipper Mother

seen here is also holding tlie sun and the moon. The vehicle of

Marichi is drawn by seven pigs, which suggests the seven stars

of Ursa Major, and the Dipper Motiier is often similarly depicted

with pigs for mounts. In addition, the Chinese transliteration for

Marichi, "Molizhi tian," is given as one of tlie titles for the Dif^

per Mother in the ritual devoted to her.

This porcelain sculpture of Doumu from the Asian Art Mu-

seum ofSan Francisco sits on a lotus throne. On her head Is a

crown: she has eighteen arms and a third eye in her forehead.

Her hands hold numerous attributes, iiKluding sacred weapons

and vessels."

The Dipper Mother Is still actively worshipped in China today;

most notably at the While Cloud Monaster (Baiyun Guan) in

Beijing, where there is a chamber dedicated to her.

—s. e.
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The Akhemy ofMasterCmg

Ming dynasty. i6th century (InditWfWlly Cttribllltd tO thi Song

dynasty, 960-1279)

Hanging scroll; infc on silk

'05-3>«S7.7Cfn

National Palace Museum. Taipei

Thi<; painting ofa Taoist female alchemist depicts a scene

at the Tang dynasty court in the mid-ninth century. The female

adept bwwn as Master Ceng was one<^a long tradition offang-

sM ("magidans," or "iKhnidans'—4lterally "method-ntasters'^

stretching back into the Bronze Age. Although records offemale

fartgshi are rare, several antecedents are known from the Six

Dynasties period (420-589) and earlier. The presence of such

adepts, male or female, at the Imperial courts ofChina was sig-

nificant because they reflected the virtue ofthe rulers they served.

Thus, beyond their abilities to create elixirs that would extend the

lives oftheir patrons, their very presence added to the prestige

ofthe ruler. Throughout Chinese history emperors and impeilal

ftmilies have been major sources ofpatronage for Taoist adepts.

This tradition can be traced to as early as the emperor Qin

Shihuangdi in the third century B.C., long before the advent of

religious Taoism. During the Liang dynasty (502-557), Emperor

Wudi was a great patron ofthe Taoist alchemist Tao I4angjlhg

(456-S36)» despite the fact that Wbdi was a devout Buddhist.

The emperor funded a Taoist monastery on Mount Mao (Mao

Shan) forTao and supported his alchemical experiments.^

Tfte story of Master Ceng is related in Wu Shu's Recoak of

Strang* Ma^dan-Tkchtielam fldWMn tht Vfmgzr and Hua/ JViws

Ukmg Huaf yiirm hi), dated to c. 975:

ToKher Cengwu the daughter ofCeng Qian. When she was

young she was intelligent and beautiful 3rd liked reading books.

Fond of writing, she sometimes composed praiseworthy poetry,

but she was also acquainted with Taoist techniques, and could

conbol the spirits. She mastered the *«rt oftheyellow and the

while" (alchemy), with many other strange transformations, mys-

terious and incomprehensible. No one knew how she acquired all

this knowiedge.

In the Dazhong reign-period (847-859) the emperor, being fond

ofthe eiegint and findnated by the strange, summoned her to the

palace to observe her techniques She was rot added to the pool

of palace ladies but was given special lodgings and called "Teacher"

/xionshangl. When iiaving an audience she always wore green robes

and lield a tablet and wlien she spoke It was with brilliam alo>

quenee and nnfident bearing. . . . The Teadier did not oAen dem-

onstrate her (divination) techniques, but when she did so the

results always came out as she predicted. For dils the emperor

valued her all the more.'

After once turning mercury into silver for the emperor, Master

Ceng was asked to turn snow into silver (this is the scene de-

picted In the National Palace Museum painting:

On anollier oeeaslen during heavy snow the emperor asked her

ifsite could tum that into siivar aha Saying that she could, she

cut up some hard snow in the form ofin ingotand threw it into a

blazing charcoal fire The ashes rose up and all was covered over

with charcoal; then after about the time required to take a meal

she said it was done, and taldi^ out the red-hot substance, put It

on the ground to cool, whereupon it brightened and took the form

of a silver ingot, with the sarne knife-marks sti!l cn it The under-

surface, which the fire had reached first, looked like stalactites.

Later the Teacher made a lot of"snow-silver," so much that she

presented wssstis made ofit tothe amperw on his birthday. ..

.

Later on the Teacher appeared to be pregnant, and told the

emperor that she would give birth that night to a baby who would

Im a great sage. The emperor caused everything to be prepared,

buttowards midnight there came a violeftt thunderstorm, and the

next morning she had regained her nomtil size^ but no baby was

to be seen. She said that the gods had taken it away and that It

could not be got back.

The Teacher was ibnd ofwine, and just like other people In love

allairs and sexual ralatkins. ktoieover In the course oftime she fiiH

IN and died. Formerly tha holy immoruls often mixed with human

beings—perhaps she was one ofihem.*

It is worth noting that Master Ceng's patron, Emperor

Xuanzong, died from an overdose of cinnabar.* The National

Palace Museum scroll depicts Master Ceng seated before a

charcoal brazier with the emperor fedng her. Several vessels rest

in the chanxMl; these appear to be the silver vessels she made

from snow. The painting is executed in ink on silk, and closely

resembles in style the work of the Wu School painter Tang Yin

(1470-1523)-'

—S. L.
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You Qiu (active i6th century)

The Smmortai Master Tanyangzi

Ming dynasty, Wanll reign, dated i^o
Hanging icrell; Ink and colors on stik

118 5 X 57.3 cm
Shanghai Museum

You Qiu's MEMORIAL PORTRAIT ofTanyangzi {1557- is8o)

presents an image of one of the most famous female Taoist

adepts ofthe sfacteefMli century. The scroll was painted only three

months after Tanyangzi's asoant to immortality, at the age of

twenty-three in the ninth lunar month of 1580. This event was

recorded by the scholar Wang Shizhen (1526-1590). As told by

Ann MV^Itner,

On the ninth day of the ninth lunar month in ijSo a large crowd

fothtred in Zhitang, small town in the hinterland ofths splendid

city ofSuzhou, to witness an event they had brig andcfpaiad.A

young woman, at tv,Tn^\-!hrcc barely more than a girl, the daugh-

ter of one of the most prominent families ot the region, was deep

in a shrine at the g^ve ofher dead fianot. For years, people had

been hearing stories about tliis young woman, about how she had

not eaten grain for five years, about how she had visions ofthe

Buddhist bodhisjittva Cuanyin and how she had visited the court

ofthe Taoist deity the Queen Mother ofthe West, Even more sur-

prising were the stories that her fether and a drde ofhis distin-

guished colleagues had declared themselves to be her disciples.

The crowd gathered and she d d what she had oromised them she

would do. According to numerous contemporary accounts, she

ascended heavenward in broad daylight and attained immortalilji^

By the time she attained immortality the young woman had

already had an enlightenment experterKe, after mastering the

techniques of InnerAlchemy and creating an internal elixir.'

Among the sacred texts revered by Tanyangzi were the Buddhist

scriptures the Heart Sutra, the Diamond Sutra, the Surangama

Sutm, and the WmMditi Sutm. TheIMst texts she studied in-

duded the Ooodcjiiiig the Scripture ofthe Yellow Court {Huongting

jing; see cat. no, i?8), the Scripture of the Hidden Contract (Yinfu

Jing; also linown as the Huangdi ymfujing, early seventh century),

and the nmfczed Scrfpturv efthe Numinous limsura (Un^bae

zhen jing).^ In the sixth lunar month of 1580, shortly before her

death Tanyangri experienced a vision in which she visited the

Queen Mother of the West.* This experience, during which eso-

teric teachings were transmitted to her. lasted several days.

One of the extraordinary aspects of Tanyangzi's brief earthly

career is that her followers included numerous elite scholar-

offidals, beginning with her father, Wang Xijue (1534-161 1), who

after her death became Grand Secretary at the court ofthe Wanii

emperor fr i^S^-iTijo) TanYane7i's biography was written by

Wang Shizhen, one of the most cultivated figures in the literary

and artistic worid oflate sixteenth century. What is known about

Tanyangzi derives largely firom Wang Shizhen's text, which,

alonp with a woodblock illustration of the moment immediately

prior to Tanyangzi's ascent to immortality, is found in the Stories

of Exquisite Immortak, New Edition (Xinjiar} xianyuonjishi) of

i6o2, a collection of illustrated biographies ofholy women.*

Tanyangzi's story is also characteristic of later Chinese religion,

revealing the syncretic mixing ofTaoist, Buddhist, and Confucian

teachings.*

In the paintir^ Tanyangzi appears as she must have appeared

in 1580. She is shown wearing an ochre robe with a pale blue

hem. and with a black hat on her head. She holds a ritual sword

in her left hand. Her skin is painted with pale white pigment, and

her lips are red. The portrait is signed, "Painted by You Qiu of

Changzhou, on an auspicious day ofthe twdfkh lunar month

ofthe year gengcher} [1580] of the Wanii rfign." You Qiu was a

son-in-law of the Wu School painter Qiu Ymg (c. '49S-'SS2).

According to a poem by Wang Chang (1725-1807), a mural

depicting Tanyangzi was also painted by You Qiu on the wall of

the saint's shrine at Taicang, near Suzhou.' It is likely that the

hanging scroll in the Shanghai Museum depicts a similar scene,

since the presence of a sword coincides with descriptions of

Tanyangzi's linai moments.

The inscription by Zhang Tao at the top of the scroll consists

of a transcription of Tanyangzi's final Eight Admonitions, and

Other texts that were said to be by Tanyangzi herself.* Among

these admonitions was "Do not believe that your teacher [Tan-

yangzi] was a sorceress outside the Tao who was a specialist in

alchemy or sexual techniques"' Zh.jng's inscrrotion is signed,

"Respectfully recorded by the disciple Zhang Tao, in the twelfth

month ofthe year gengchen (1580]."

—S. L.
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Chang E, the Moon Goddess

Late Yuan or early Ming dynasty, 1350/1400

Fan painting: ink and colors on silk

25 X 25 cm
The Art Institute of Chicago, Samuel M. Nickerson Endowment Fund

('947-534)

This painting depicts Chang E, the Moon Goddess, also

known as Taiyin xingjun (Star-lord of Supreme Yin). Chang E

was believed to live in the Cuanghan Cong (Broad Cold Palace)

in the moon. The moon itself was an ancient symbol of the y/rt

force, and it is appropriate that its deity was a woman, also a

pure manifestation of y/n. Chang E was said to have stolen the

elixir of immortality from her husband, the mythical archer Yi,

and taken it to the moon; as a result, she was closely associated

with longevity and immortality.' She was well established as a

popular deity by the Tang dynasty (618-906).'

At the time of the Autumn Moon festival, on the night of the

full moon in the eighth lunar month, an altar would be set up for

worship ofthe moon and ofChang E. This festival was closely

associated with women, since the advent of the full moon in the

eighth month signalled the rising yi'n element in the annual cos-

mological cycle.' The following is a description of a sacrifice to

the moon as practiced in the early twentieth century:

Just at the hour when the moon is clear of the treetops and sails

like a full-rigged ship into the high heavens, the service begins

One after another the women [of the household] go forward and

make their bows. Two candles are lighted. . . . Bundles of incense-

sticks are stuck flaming Into the family urn, but their light glim-

mers faintly in the floods of moonshine. The whole service lasts

but a few moments. . .

.'

The Art Institute fan depicts Chang E standing on a rocky

plateau.' The goddess rests her left hand on the trunk of a pine

tree (a symbol of longevity) that grows at the edge of a chasm.

Behind the figure, a full moon rises among white clouds in a

deep blue sky.

—s. u
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111.3 Zhenwu, THE Perfected Warrior

The omciHS of the Taoist god Zhenwu (Perfected Warrior)

can be traced to the late Warring States period (third century

B.C.) and Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220). In that time, the god

was known simply as Xuanwu. or Dark Warrior. Represented by

a tortoise entwined by a snake, Xuanwu was tiie ancient symbol

ofthe north, and as such was visualized as the deity ofone of

the cardinal directions, in Han dynasty ceramic rooftiles, for

example, Xuanwu appoa'S ?.\ong with the other anirra' symbols

of the directions; the dragon of '.he east, the tiger of the west,

and the bird of the south. In stone sarcophagi of the Northern

Wei dynasty (386-534). Xuanwu again appears, often carved

onto the foot slab (see cat. no. 102), accompanying the dragon

and tiger that appear on the two long sides of the sarcophagus.

Textual evidence suggests that a cult devoted solely to Xuanwu

developed only in the seventh centuryi during the early Tang

dynasty (618-906).^

The transformatiop of the Dark Warrior (Xuanwu) into the

anthropomorphic god known as the Perfected Warrior (Zhenwu)

occurred in the early Northern Song dynasty (960-1126).' Impe-

rial recognition ofthis transformation happened during the reign

ofSong Zhenzong (r. 99&-1022), who was deeply devoted to

religious Taoism,' Zhenzong was the first to build a temple to

Zhenwu in the capital of Bianiiang (Kaifieng, l-lenan province),

after the miraculous appearance ofa tortoise and snake in 1017.*

Xuanwu's name was changed to Zhenwu at this time, to avoid a

taboo on the name of the Song imperial ancestor Zhao Xuan-

lang. Zhenwu was particularly associated with healing, and is

said to have cured Emperor Renzong (r. 1023-64) from Illness in

1056. Zhenwu's efRcadous power even led the Tangut rulers of

the Xixia dynasty (982-1227) to begin worshipping him in the

early eleventh century. Two of the earliest surviving images of

Zhenwu as an anthropomorphic warrior come from Xixia ar-

chaeological contexts. One, in the collection ofthe State Hermit-

age IVIuseum, Saint Petersburg, Russia, is a twelfih-century ban-

ner depicting Zhenwu with a tortoise and snalce, recovered from

the ancient site of Kharakhoto by P. K. Kozlov (1363-1935) in

1909; the other i^ a twelfth-century >;ilk banner, excavated in

1990 from a ruined Buddhist pagoda in l-1elan county, Ningxia

Autonomous Region.*

In 1018, under the Song emperor Zhenzong. Zhenwu obtained

the title Perfected Warrior Numinous Response Perfected Lord

(Zhenwu lingying zhenjun).' Under Song Huizong (r. 1 100-25),

in 1108, Zhenwu was given the title Marshal Yousheng (You-

sheng yuanshuai).' The god's title was changed to Emperor (tS)

during the Yuan dynasty (1260-1368): after 1304 he was known

as Supreme Emperor of the Dark Heaven, Primal Sage, and

Benevolent Majesty (Xuantian yuansheng renwei shangdi).*

It was during the Northern Song dynasty that Zhenwu began

to be associated with a powerfiji group ofTaoist celestial mar-

shals known as the Four Saints (Sisheng). Paintings of Zhenwu

as Marshal Yousheng are known from the early twelfth century,

and a fifteenth-century Ming painting in this exhibition also

depicts him as one ofthe Four Saints (cat no. 107).* These gods

were perceived as spirit-guardians of the Taoist faith and ofthe

nation. In contemporary Taoist rituals in southern Taiwan, a

separate altar is still often constructed for the Four Saints, and

the altar table is called "Widang Mountain" after Zhenwu's

sacred peak Wudang Shan (Mount Wkidang) in northwestern

Hubei p'ovinre. an association that began in the Yuan dynasty

(ueo-iies).'"

The period ofZlienwu's greatest influence and popularity,

however, was the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). The first Ming

emperor, Zhu Yuanzhang (Taizu, r, 1368-98). ordered sacrifices

to Zhenwu on the god's birthday (the third day of the third lunar

month) and the day of his ascension to heaven (the ninth day of

the ninth hinar month). It was the third Mii^ empemr, Zhu Oi
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(Yongle, r. 1403-24), however, whose personal devotion to

Zhenwu led to the greatest rise in the god's national prestige. By

this time, the god was seen as the eighty-second transformation

(bianhua) of Laozi, and he was enfeoffed at Wudang Shan by the

Jade Emperor (Yuhuang).^^ Thecelestid referents to the god

included one ofZhenwu's weapons, the Seven Star Sword ofthe

Three Terraces (Santai qixingjian), which refers to the seven stars

of the Northern Dipper and to the powerful constellation called

the Three Terraces (Santai), located in immediate proximity to

the Dipper." The Yongle emperor wis himselfftmous as a war-

rior, and in 1403 he usurped the throne from his nephewn the

jianwen emperor. The emperor credited Zhenwu with aiding him

in this successful campaign." In 1412 the emperor ordered a

massive building campaign on Wudang Shan, Zhenwu's saaed

peak, culminating in the oonstniction ofthe Zixiao Cong (Purple

Empyrean Palace; see cat. no. 109). At the top ofWudang Shan

a cluster of sacred buildings was built, known as the Purple For-

bidden City (Zijincheng)—the same name as the Forbidden City

in Beijing. During the Yongle reign, Wudang Shan was renamed

Taihe Shan (Mountain ofSupreme Harmony), and took prece-

dence over the Five Sacred Peaks, formerly the most important

sacred Taoist mountains in China. At several times during the

Yongle reign, miraculous manifestations ofZhenwu were seen at

the mountatoi; these are recorded in both die Taoist Canon (see

cat no. 110) and in a large handscroll now ovmed by the Baiyun

Cuan (White Cloud Monastery) in Beijing (cat no in).

When Zhu Oi moved the imperial capital from Nanjing to

Beijing in 1421 and rebuilt the Forbidden Otf, he constructed a

temple to Zhenwu, prominently positioned along the north-

south axis of the palace. This temple, the Qin'an Dian (Hall of

Imperial Peace), is significantly the northernmost building in the

Forbidden City, appropriate given the fact that Zhenwu is god

ofthe northern celestial quadrant The original temple burned

down in the late fifteenth century, and it was subsequently rt-

built during the jiajing reign (1522-66), a time of devoted pa-

tronage of religious Taoism. This temple still stands, situated

on its own marble terrace and enclosed by its own wall, at the

center ofthe imperial Flower Garden (YUhua Yiian) just inside

the Martial Gate (Wu Men) of the Forbidden Cfty. Despite Qing

dynasty renovations carried out by the Yongzheng emperor

(r 1723-33), the temple is still dedicated to Zhenwu, and con-

tains three large statues ofthe god as its primary icons.

It is clear that by the mid-fifteenth century, Zhenwu had be-

come the most important god in the Taoist pantheon, to some

extent even supplanting the deified Laozi.^ No longer just a

powerful god ofhealing and exorcism, Zhenwu was also a celes-

tial protector ofthe emperor and the state, in the Ming, a popu-

lar novel entitledJounisy to the North (B^uji) appeared, re-

counting the story ofZhenwu's apotheosis Gary Seaman has

shown that this novel was possibly created in the context of

spiritwritii^ cults ofthe period." Imperial patronage ofthe

Zhenwu cult continued through the remainder ofthe Ming dy^

nasty. As )ohn Lagenvcy has Written, "All Ming emperors after

Chengzu [Yongle] announced their accession to the thronc by

sending a sacrifice to Zhenwu.'"*

Both painted and sculpted images ofZhenwu proliferated

during the Ming dynasty. It is clear from those that survive that

the god was worshipped by all levels of society. The dedicatory

inscriptions on two fifteenth-century bronze sculptures of

Zhenwu (one ofwhich is included in the exhibition; see cat

no. 103) are indicative ofthe widespread devotion to this god.

A small bronze image of Zhenwu in the Museum fiir Kunst

und Cewerbe, Hamburg, bears the following inscription:

Offered by the Taoist believers (dao xinshi) Wu She, his younger

brothers Wu Chan and Wu Si, and their farnilies, who dwell in

Hengshan Village at Clear Lake, in Lanxi County, Jinhua Fu (in

Zhejiang province, one hundred thirty kHomelerB southwiit of

Hangiliou). who maniiitst their hearts, and have had east (ihi^

image o''thp Saint [sheng, i.e., Zhenwu), (for the] Hall ofthe jade

Maiden and Numinous Official [Yunu lingguan tang), in order

to nourish those who pray for auspicious fate and the granting

ofwishes. Made by Shen Zhongyi of Bianiiang pCaifcnd, on an

auspicious day In the iirst month oftheJbehm year (1424 ofthe

Ybngle leign.*'

One of the rarest Ming images related to Zhenwu is an un-

published bronze sculpture depicting Wudang Shan, now in the

British Museum, London.'* This work, over one meter in height,

depicts the sacred mountain, with the image ofZhenwu riding

on the back of an entwined tortoise and snake flying through the

air near the top. Included too are images of shrines and devo-

tees, and the five Dragons Kings, ancient gods associated with

the mountain, standing at the bottom." it is entirely conceivable

that this bronze replica ofWudang Shan functioned as a substi-

tute for the actual mountain in rituals directed toward Zhenwu

far from the mountain itself

Significantly, Zhenwu continued to be worshipped l>y the

Manchu emperors ofthe Qing dynasty (1644-1911), and he is

still worshipped in China today in the Yanqing Cuan, the pri-

mary Taoist temple in Kaifeng, for example, an over-life-sized

bronze sculpture of the god, dated i486, is still the central icon

ofworship.
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Section ofa Sarcophagus with Xuanwu

Northern Wei dynasty, early 6th century

Limestone

5j X 52 cm
Private collection

This elegant sculpture was originally the foot slab of the

sarcophagus of an aristocrat.' On the basis of its style and com-

parison with excavated examples, the carving can be dated to

the late Northern Wei dynasty (386-534), after the capital had

moved to Luoyang in Henan province (c. 500-534). The panel

depicts Xuanwu, the ancient symbol of the north, in its tradi-

tional guise of a tortoise entwined by a snake. In addition, the

paired animal symbol is accompanied by a male figure, dressed

as a scholar or court official. A similar depiction of the tortoise

and snake accompanied by a male figure holding a sword or

club, carved in intaglio, is found on the foot slab of the famous

Northern Wei sarcophagus in the Nelson-Atkins Museum, Kan-

sas City, dated c. ^25.' While the significance of this figure is not

yet clear, it may represent an early personification of this power-

ful deity of the north. The background of the sarcophagus panel

is carved with low-relief designs of swirling clouds. There are

slight traces of red pigment in the eye of the snake. At the

top of the slab is a low tang, for insertion into the top of the

sarcophagus.

The symbolism of Xuanwu as the intertwined tortoise and

snake emerged by at least the third century b.c. Xuanwu was

already worshipped as a deity in the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d.

220), as one of the four gods of the cardinal directions (the

others are the dragon of the east, the tiger of the west, and the

bird of the south). In early Taoist rituals, these gods were in-

voked by the priest to protect the sacred space of the altar.' Even

after the emergence of Zhenwu (Xuanwu) as an anthropomor-

phic deity in the Northern Song dynasty (960-1126), the tortoise

and snake continued to symbolize the god.

—s. L.
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Chen Yanqinc (active early 15th century)

Zhenwu, Supreme Emperor ofthe Dark Heaven

Ming dynasty. Zhen^ong reign, dated 1439

Gilt bronze

H. 36.4 cm
The Art Institute of Chicago. Gift of Robert Sonnenscheln II

(1950.1054)

This sculpture of Zhenwu is an excellent example of a

small-scale image made for personal devotion. The figure con-

forms to the god's classic iconography, with bare feet and long

hair. Zhenwu rests his hands in his lap; the left hand forms a

sacred gesture. A dedicatory inscription incised onto the interior

surface reads;

The Great Ming dynasty. The devout Buddhist believer. Meng

Zhen of the Shaanxi Regional Military Commission, of the Central

Guard of Ganzhou [in modern Gansu], who resides in the city,

[with his] family and others, now at Nanjing, vows to cast one

statue of the Lofty Zhen|wu|, so that above [we may attain] the

reward of the Four Kindnesses, and below the aid of the Three

Forgivenesses, [also] good fortune and all that we wish for. In

the yeirjiwei of the Zhengtong reign [1439], cast by Master Chen

Yanqing of Qiantang [Hangzhou], and gilded by Han Ye.

The fact that the donor of this work describes himself as a de-

vout Buddhist, and yet commissions a work depicting a Taoist

god, is fully characteristic of Chinese religious belief in which

devotion to different religions presents no apparent conflict.

Two other fifteenth-century gilt-bronze sculptures in North

American collections were also made by Chen Yanqing in Hang-

zhou, Zhejiang province. Both works depict the Celestial Worthy

of Primordial Beginning (Yuanshi tianzun), the central of the

Three Purities (Sanqing, the highest gods of religious Taoism;

see cat. no. 65). The first, bearing an inscription dated 1438, was

recently acquired by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York;

it was made for a temple in Gansu province. The second, in the

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, is inscribed but undated.'

Small-scale devotional sculptures of Zhenwu were wide-

spread during the Ming dynasty, when worship of this god

reached its peak. The promotion of Zhenwu by the Yongle em-

peror (r. 1403-24) led to increasing devotion to the god, both

at the imperial level and throughout Chinese society. Zhenwu's

popularity is indicated by the enormous number of such images,

the majority ofwhich are made of either glazed stoneware or

porcelain.

—S. u
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Zhenwu, Supreme Emperor ofthe

Dark Heaven

Ming dynasty. ijlh/iSth century

Bfonze with traces of pigments

H. 133 cm

The British Museum. London, Given by

Messrs. Yamanaka {1908.7-25.2)

One of the largest known Ming bronze sculptures of Zhenwu

outside of China, this work presents the orthodox image of the

Perfected Warrior. Zhenwu sits in a dignified posture befitting

his status as a celestial emperor, reflecting the title he received

in 1304: Supreme Emperor of the Dark Heaven. Primal Sage,

and Benevolent Majesty (Xuantian yuansheng renwei shangdi).

The god's long hair is combed straight back and falls to his

waist. He wears armor under his robe, with a dragon embla-

zoned on his breastplate. His feet are bare. He forms a sacred

gesture with the two front fingers of his left hand, while his right

hand rests in his lap. His eyes were originally inlaid. The armor

and robe reveal traces of lacquer and gilding; elsewhere there

are traces of pigment on the surface. Zhenwu's robe is deco-

rated in front with a five-clawed dragon; the hem is decorated

with clouds in low relief.

A similar but larger bronze sculpture, dated to the twenty-

second year of the Chenghua reign (i486), is the central icon

of worship in the Yanqing Cuan, the primary Taoist temple in

Kaifeng, Henan province. In its overall appearance, the British

Museum sculpture also resembles smaller-scale images from

the fifteenth century in the Museum fur Kunst und Cewerbe,

Hamburg (dated 1424). and The Art Institute of Chicago (dated

1439; cat. no. 103).
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This shrine, which incorporates images of the Three Purities

(Sanqing: the highest gods of Taoism) with images of Zhenwu,

is like hundreds of other shrines made at the Longquan celadon

kilns in Zhejiang province.' Unlike the majority of such shrines,

however, this example has a dated inscription incised into the

back, under the glaze: "In the fourth year of the Yongle [reign], in

the first month, an auspicious day."

The shrine forms a kind of miniature mountain with three

grottos, and a disk, possibly representing the sun, at the top,

where the god Zhenwu rides on a mythical beast. He can be

identified by his long hair and bare feet. The middle grotto con-

tains the Three Purities (cat. nos. 65-67), comprising the Celes-

tial Worthy of Primordial Beginning (Yuanshi tianzun; center),

the Celestial Worthy of Numinous Treasure (Lingbao tianzun,

holding a ruyi scepter; right), and the Celestial Worthy of the Way

and Its Power (Daode tianzun, the deified Laozi, holding a fan;

left). A jade maiden (yunii) and golden lad (jintong) stand in

attendance on the Three Purities. The lower grotto depicts the

jade Emperor, seated at the center, with Zhenwu seated to the

right, and another female Taoist god seated to the left. Here

Zhenwu's identity is confirmed by the turtle and snake inter-

twined at his feet.

—s. L.
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This blue-and-white porcelain sculpture of the god

Zhenwu, like the gilt-bronze example in the collection ofThe Art

Institute of Chicago (cat. no. 103), was nnade for personal devo-

tion. The identification of the sculpture as Zhenwu is clear from

the presence of an entwined tortoise and snake on the platform

In front of the god. The god's long hair and bare feet also con-

form to his standard iconography. An unusual (but not un-

known) feature of this work is the third eye in the god's

forehead. The figure's robe is painted with leafy branches and a

dragon. A screen behind him is decorated along its border with

bats, traditional symbols of good fortune. A six-character reign

mark is inscribed in underglaze blue on the front of the stepped

base: "Made in the Wanli reign of the Great Ming dynasty ' (Da

Ming Wanli nian zhi).

The production of ceramic images ofZhenwu was very popu-

lar during the Ming dynasty. The majority of surviving examples

are made of the same lead-glazed porcelaneous stoneware used

for imperial and aristocratic roof tiles. Examples in Longquan

celadon ware, white Dehua porcelain (blanc de chine), and

enameled Cizhou stoneware arc also known.'

—S. L.
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Tk* Four Saints: The PafkcUd Lordi Twrnpcn^ Thuv/ou,

Vfshcn^ and Xuanwu

From the Treasured Tranquility Temple (Baoning Si). Youyu county,

Shami province

Ming dynasty; c 1460

Han^ng scroH; ink, colors, and gold on silk

119,2 X 62 cn

Shanxi Provincial Museum, Taiyuan

Since the Northern Sonc pvnasty (960-1126}, Zhenwu

has been ricluded as one of a group of Taoist spirit guardians

known as the Four Saints (Sisheng). This painting, from the

Treuurad IVuuiuiKly%mpb (Baoning Si) Mt ofpaintings en

the Water and Land Ritual (Sfiw'/u 2A01; see cat nos. 78-81),

depicts these exorcistic guardians standing in a group among

loosely defined clouds.^ The two at the top, who resemble the

wrathful Wisdom Kings (mingivang} of Tantric Buddhism, are

Tianpeng and Tianyou. They are divine marshals (yuonsiuiar)

who protect Taoism and '.he state,' Tiaroeng, a! the upper left,

has four arms; the upper two arms hold a sword and an ax, the

loDMrtwD annt tiold a vajm (stylized thunderbolt) and ghanta

(bell). Tianyou, at the upper right, has two arms, and holds a

box in his hands. At the bottom ofthe scroll are Zhenwu (Per-

fected Warrior), on the right, and Yisheng (Respectful Sage), on

the left. A similar grouping of the Four Saints appears in the

twel1th*eentury album ofTaoist gods in the Stephen Junkunc IV

The group known as the Four Saints first appeared in the

Northern Song dynasty {960-1126).* According to John Lager-

wey, the Four Saints f^re in texts ofthe Orthodox Method

Heaven's Heart fnaratin zhengfii] movement, which originated

in the tenth century.' The Four Saints were also worshipped as

demon-suppressing deities in the Great Rites of Youthful Incipi-

ence (Tongchu dafa) movement, founded at the end ofthe

Northern Song dynasty by Ybng Xizhan (r. 1101-24].* This move-

rnent was a revival of the Highest Pur'ty (Shangqing) sect at

Mount Mao (Mao Shan) near Nanjing. The Record ofthe Listener

(Y^M) by Hong Mai (1123-1202) describes late-tweHUi-

oentury (early Southern Song dynasty) shrines to and images

of the Four Saints, but in insufficient detail to determine their

visual aspect.'

Although worship ofthe Four Saints can be traced to the

Northern Song dynasfy, the histoiy ofseveral ofthese gods

extends back to the Six Dynasties period, and. In the case of

Zhenwu (Xuanwu), to at least the Han dynasty. It was only in the

Northern Songdymsty, however, that Xuanwu manifested him>

self as an anthropomorphic god whose name was changed to

Zhenwu (Perfected Warrior).* The exorcistic god Tianpeng was

Invoked with an incantation that is already ibund in the Shang-

qing scriptures ofthe Six Dynasties period.* An example ofsuch

an incantation has been translated by Michel Strickmann." As

Judith Boltz has shown, "the efficacy of reciting the Tianpeng in-

cantation is the subject ofthree accounts in Du Cuanting's Dao-

jjmo UngfttHfi."^ Talismans ofTianpeng are illustrated in YUan

Miaozong's Secret Essentials afthtSl^reme AII-encompassir>g

RealiVii (Taishang zongzhen b/yoo; see cat. no. 52). As Paul Katz

has shown, Taotst texts of the Song dynasty depict Tianpeng as

an assistant to Zhenwu. Supreme Emperor ofthe Dark Heaven."

Yisheng, known after 1014 as Yishttlg baodezhenjun (Per-

fected Lord, Respectful Sage of Precious Virtue), was a powerful

spirit guardian of the Song state.'' Yisheng s apotheosis is de-

scribed In WtogQinruo's Brngraphy of [the Codj Respectful Sage

efPndoia Yatm (Yahang baode zfiuan), a text commissioned by

Emperor Zhenzong during the Dazhong xiangfu reigr. (1008-

16)." As in the case of Zhenwu, Yisheng was commanded by the

Jade Emperor (Yuhuang) to maniftatMrnselfin the phenomenal

worid. According to Boltz, Yisheng was also "perceived as a

cosmic agent who enforced the traditional values of the literati

class, especially those preparing to serve in public office."" In

the painting, the feet of both Yisheng and Zhenwu are bare, and

both hold swords in their right hands; the Image ofYisheng Is

completely derived from that of Zhenwj Comparison with the

depiction of the Four Saints in the album of Taoist gods in the

Junicunc collection further suggests that the figure at the lower

left in the Baoning Si painting is Yisheng, also slwwn with his

left hand resting on his right wrist. That variations existed in the

depiction of these gods is also clear, however, from the Junkunc

album, in which Marshal Tianpeng is shown with three fiioes

and six arms, holding the sun, moon, a bdl (ghanta), disk,

sword, and halberd. Similarly, Marshal Tianyou is shown with

two faces and four arms, holding a SWOrd, a flaming wheel

(chakro), and a bow and arrow.

—s. u
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Zhenwu and His Court

Yuan dynasty (i26o-i}68}

Hanging scroll: ink and colors on silk

122-7 X 63.3 cm

Reiun-ji, Tokyo

® Important Cultural Property

In 1304 THE Yuan dynasty emperor Chengzong (r. 1295-1307)

granted the Taoist god Zhenwu (Perfected Warrior) the title

Supreme Emperor of the Dark Heaven, Primal Sage, and Be-

nevolent Majesty (Xuantian yuansheng renwei shangdi). This

was the first time that Zhenwu obtained the title Supreme Em-

peror (shangdi).^

The Reiun-ji hanging scroll, painted during the late Yuan dy-

nasty (fourteenth century), presents an image of the god with

his celestial court.' That the deity is presented as a crowned and

enthroned emperor suggests that the painting was created after

Chengzong had elevated Zhenwu. The identification of the main

figure as Zhenwu is dear from the presence of the intertwined

tortoise and snake on the ground in front of the throne. The god

and his attendants are shown among swirling reddish clouds,

against a blue sky. A transparent halo appears behind Zhenwu's

head, and he wears a rectangular locket around his neck. Two

martial guardians stand behind the throne. One holds Zhenwu's

sword, and the other a banner decorated In gold with the seven

stars of the Northern Dipper. Standing on either side of the

throne are two female attendants, holding a box and a tablet,

and two civil officials, holding a tablet and a bound book.

In the foreground stand four celestial marshals (Yuomhuai).*

At the lower left is Marshal Cuan (Cuan Yu), the Three King-

doms period (220-280) hero, who was adopted into the Taoist

pantheon during the Northern Song dynasty {960-1126; see

cat. no. 83).* Marshal Cuan appears in this guise as early as the

twelfth century. He holds his customary attribute, a halberd with

a long, curving blade. Next to him stands Marshal Zhao, holding

a sword with multiple rings around the blade and a black-and-

white tiger on a chain.' At the lower right stands Marshal Wen,

the eradicator of plagues whose cult emerged in Zhejiang prov-

ince during the Song dynasty (see cat. no. 87). Behind Marshal

Wen stands Marshal Ma. holding a lance with a snake wrapped

around the shaft.'

The high quality of the Reiun-ji hanging scroll suggests that

it was the product of an imperial atelier. The scroll's astonishing

state of presen/ation may be due to its having been kept for at

least two centuries by a Buddhist temple in japan.' A similar

painting, dating to the fifteenth century (early Ming dynasty),

is owned by the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art, Cornell

University.'

—s. L.
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XiE Shichen (»487-after 1567)

Clearing Sky after Sr\ow on the Purple Empyrean Palace at

Mount Wudang

Ming dynasty, Jiajing reign, dated 1^1

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

198.9 X 98.8 cm
Shanghai Museum

XiE Shichen's painting depicts the Purple Empyrean Palace

(Zixiao Cong) on Mount Wudang (Wudang Shan) in Hubet

province. The temple was built in 1413 on the orders of the

Yongle emperor (r 1403-24).' It is the best- preserved of all the

Yongic period buildings at Wudang Shan. The Purple Empyrean

Palace is located immediately under the Prince's Cliff (Taizi yan),

where Zhenwu gained supremacy over the dark forces of the

north.' Painted from memory, Xie Shichen's scene of the temple

closely resembles the actual site as it appears today. This hall

contains statues of the )ade Emperor (Yuhuang), Zhenwu, and

other gods.'

According to tradition, the immortal Yin Xi, to whom Laozi

transmitted the Daodejing. had lived at Wudang Shan, and Tao-

ist adepts were associated with the mountain since at least the

second century b.c. In the Tang dynasty (618-906). Wudang

Shan was listed as one of "Seventy-two Blessed Plots" (fudi) by

the Taoist Du Cuangting (850-933).*

)ohn Lagerwey has shown that firmly documented Taoist

activity at Wudang Shan can be traced to the twelfth century.'

During the Yuan dynasty, the temples at Wudang Shan were re-

built through the influence of the priest Wu Quanjie (1269-1346)

(see cat. no. 64).* After the construction of the Purple Empyrean

Palace in the Yongle period, all subsequent Ming emperors con-

tinued to venerate the mountain. At the beginning of every reign,

an imperial emissary was sent to Wudang Shan to announce

the new emperor's investiture. Among other imperial gifts, an

important group of bronze sculptures was given to the Purple

Empyrean Palace by the Chenghua emperor in 1479.'

Painted on dark silk. Xie Shichen's depiction presents a rare

topographical view of the temple. The artist's inscription reads:

This is [one of] four fantastic scenes within the Four Seas. When

I was young I passed through this country |of Wudang Shan).

Now I do not have the strength to do it again. On impulse, in-

spired by longing to return to the scene. I gave it form in order not

to forget it. The scene gradually emerged from within my eyes. In

the ninth month of the twentieth year of jiajing [i54<J, recorded by

Xie Shichen.

At the bottom of the scroll, several travelers with their ser-

vants arrive at the cliff below the temple. From a path along a

rushing stream, cliffs rise dramatically to the buildings above,

perched among boulders and trees.

—s. I-
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flhistroted Record ofthe Auspicious Responses ofthe Supreme

Emperor ofthe Dark Heaven to the Great Ming Dynasty

Ming dynasty, Zhengtong reign, 1444-45

Wiodblock-illustFited book; ink on p«per

35x11.3 cm (CMh pi'ilt'}

Bibliotfiique Nationale ae France, Paris (Chinols 9546 [952))

m
Miraculous Manifestations cfZhemm at Wudong SImm

Ming dynasty, isth century

Handscroll; ink and colors on silk

56 X 85 cm (each section}

White Cloud Monastery (Baiyun Cuan), Beijing

Mount Wudang (Wudang Shan) In Hubei province was the

traditional center of worship for Zhenwu the Perfected Warrior,

and legend says that he retired from the world on this mountain

to cultivate the VMiy. During the upheaval in the struggle for

power It the end ofthe Yuan dynasty (1260-1368), several ofthe

Taoist temples (literally, gworf, "observatories." and gor>g. "pal-

aces") dedicated to Zhenwu on Mount Wudang were damaged,

and in 1412 the third emperor ofthe Ming dynasty, Chengzu

(the Yongle emperor, r. 1403-24), sponsored a series of restoia-

tlons and lebuildings.^ Chengzu sent Marquis Zhang Xin and

Commandant-escort Mu Xm to supervise the restorations,

giving them a labor force of over two hundred thousand troops.

When the restorations were completed, the emperor entrusted

the head of the Orthodox Uni^ (Zhengyi) sect, the forty-fourth

Celestial Master 7hang Yuqing, to appoint his crrinrJson Zhang

Biyun and several other prominent Taoist masters to supervise a

conrmiunity of fifty Taoist priests in each offour major temples,

imperial edicts indicate that these restorations were undertaken

as a sign of the emperor's devotion to Taoism, as thanks for

the aid of the Perfected Warrior in securing the rule of his family,

and also m memory of the first Ming emperor, Taizu (r. 1368-98),

and his empress, Xiaod. At the same time, Zhenwu was per-

ceived as a special patron and protector ofthe Ming ruling

house, so these projects carried an additional significance as a

renewal of the relationship betvtreen the Ming dynasty and its

closest ally In the celestial hlerarchjn

This woodblock text (cat no. 110) from the Taoist Canon

(Doozang) contains Illustrations of the miracles that occurred

during the restoration projects.' These miracles were under-

Stood to be portents of the Perfected Warrior's approval for the

projects, but they also functioned as political propaganda for

the Ming ruling house, as can be seen immediately In the first

illustration to the text. This plate shows people gathering in

reverence at the pavilion in which the imperial edict to rebuild

the temples on MountWUdang—inscribed on a "yellow tablet"

(yellow being the color for the center in the Five Phase system)

—was kept during the restorations Accordiig to the text, the

nearby population was so impressed with Emperor Chengzu's

devotion and the magnificence ofhrs edict that they came fioin

all the outlying lands to view his illustrious command, "fillhtg

the streets and blocking the roads." The pavilion itselfwas often

luminous with spiritual light, and cranes and othermagical

animals gathered around it.

The second illustration in tiie scripture shows the appear-

ance ofZhenwu during the reading ofan imperial prodamation

in honor of the god before the restoration projects were under-

taken. On the night this proclamation was read, a black cloud

appeared in the dear sky and approached the main temple from

the northwest, stopping no more than a meter away from the

imperial delegation. Writhing with thunder and lightning, it

remained stationary over the ter"ple for some time, and faint

images of martial flags could oe seen within it. Zhenwu himself

appeared above the doud to accept the emperor's prodama-

tion; then the vision suddenly disappeared, and the sky was

once again clear.

The following two illustrations show the appearance of magi-

cal plants on the mountain in the spring of 1413 alter the resto-

ration projects had begun. The first shows a group ofpeople in

the mountains gathering the leaves of qianlin or "soaring grove"

trees, which are flourishing all over the mountain: these leaves

were believed to cure all manner of illnesses. The following illus-

tration shows a group ofthree people standing outside one of
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the temples, staring up In wonder at the fruits ofa "betet^lum"

tree. According to legend, when the Perfected Warrior was living

on Mount Wudang, he took a branch from a plum tree and

grafted it onto a betel tree, taking an oath that if he accomplished

the Way (Tao) then the branch would flower and produce fruit

The fruit ofthese trees, which was rare and considered to be an

auspicious omen, had already begun to appear in unusual num-

bers early ir: the Yongle era (1403 24), in the years U05 -06. but

In the spring of 1413 the entire mountain was adorned with the

blossoms ofthis tree, and in the fifth month therewas a crop of

fruit such as had not been produced since antiquity.

The following two illustrations (showr here) depict Zhenwu's

miraculous aid in the construction of the temples. The first (1)

shows a giant tree tnmk that was found floating upright in the

river near the Yellow Crane Tower, a site in Wuchang county,

Hubei province, where legend says that a magical being riding

a yellow crane once stopped to rest. This four-meter long trunk,

which rose one meter out ofthe water, was floating suspended in

the river, neither embedded in the bottom ofthe rhrer, which was

over five meters deep, nor moving with the current. The trunk

was found by men in boats hauling timber to Mount Wudang for

the restoration projects, and it was attached to a boat without

difficulty and taken to the mountain, where it was used as the

central beam bi the principal hall ofthe main temple. The fol-

lowing illustration in the scripture (2) shows the discovery ofan

ancient temple bell in the river A group of people traveling

along the river was hindered Dy a violent wind and rainstorm,

when suddenly the wind stopped and a giant bell floated to the

surface. This bell was taken to Mount Wudang, where it was

installed m the main temple

The next eleven illustrations, two of which are reproduced

here (3 and 4), all show appearances ofZhenwu himself in

1413. during the restorations. Rom the fifkh to the eighth lunar

months. Zhenwu appeared several times as the temple recon-

structions proceeded, sometimes alone, sometimes accompa-

nied by celestial civil and martial attendants bearing his banner,

sword, or seal ofoffice. The majori^ ofthese manifiestations

took place over the main temple compound on the highest peak

ofMount Wkidang, which is shown rising above the clouds, with

a kmg stairway descending from the main entrance in the wall

sunrounding the temple. In addition, the fourth ofthese mani-

festations is depicted over one ofthe three subsidiary temples,

shown farther dcv^'f" the Tiountair,

The date and authorship of this text are unknown, but it

includes the text of an imperial stele commemorating the resto-

ration ofthe temples at Mount Wudang dated to 1418, and its

lone and contents, as well as Its inclusion ofseveral Imperial

edicts, suggest that it was written largely as a piece ofpropa-

ganda for the emperor—thus, most likely an imperial commis-

sion. This account ofmiracles is of particular interest since it

was written less than three decades befbra the compilation of

the Taoist Canon: the events it recounts were still within living

memor>' when the edition shown here was made.

The remarkable handscroll painting (cat. no. ni) from the

Baiyun Guan, Beijing, also depicts manifestations ofZhenwu

at Wudang Shan (here caNed Taihe Shan, or Mountain of Su-

preme Harmony).* A title inscribed on the outer mounting

reads, WLiliarigjfi4%hou tu ("Painting of Limitless Good fortune

and Longevity"), The scroll comprises 'itteen scenes, each ac-

companied by an inscription describir.g the nature and location

ofvarious miraculous celestial displays; these inscriptions list

the months (but not the year) in which the displays took place.

The first scene has lost its inscnption, but the second scene,

which depicts concentric rings of multicolored light over

Heaven's Column Peak at Wudar^ Shan, is dated to the first day

ofthe seventh lunar month. The final scene, dated to the thir-

teenth day c" the t.velft'i ' jnar month, depicts a manifestation

of the black image of Zhenwu over the same peak, accompanied

by multicolored clouds and beams of light The only scenes in

the Baiyun Cuan handscroll that may correspond to the Illus-

trated text in the Taoist Canon occur in the eighth month: in the

handscroll's sixth and seventh scenes, displays of five-colored

concentric bands of light appear over Heaven's Column Peak;

this is described as occurring thirty-one times on the seven-

teenth day ofthe eighth month, and fifteen times between the

second day of the eighth month and the twenty-sixth day of the

fifth month. The Illustrated Record in the Taoist Canon describes

actual appearances ofZhenwu at WUdang Shan on the same

days. In addition to depicting the varied topography ofWudang

Shan, the Baiyun Cuan handscroll is extraordinary for its bird's-

eye-view depictions of such temple structures as the Jade Emp-

tiness Palace of the Dark Heaven (scenes 3 and 4), the Flying

Ascem Terrace (scene 5), and the Palace ofthe Five Dragons

(scene 11). According to tradition, the painting was a gift to the

Baiyun Cunn from the Yongle emperor' It is conceivable that

the scroll was originally longer and consisted of even more

scenes than those depicted here.

—S. E./S. L.
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Register ofthe Supreme General, the Great Highest Dark

Heaven Perfected Warrior, from the Taoist Canon of the

Zhengtong Reign

Ming dynasty. Zhengtong reign. 1444-45

Woodblock-illustrated book: ink on paper

3$ X 11.3 cnn (each page)

Bibliothtque Nationale de France, Paris (Chinois 9J46 [1196])

Registers (lu) were among the first documents given to

a new initiate into a Taoist community by the early Way of the

Celestial Masters (Tianshi Dao).' They consisted primarily of

lists of names of celestial generals who could be called upon for

aid, and as a result, early registers were known by such names

as "Register of One General," "Register of Ten Generals," and so

on. The first of these registers were given to children beginning

at the age of seven or eight, and were known as "child" (tongzi)

registers.' Registers were also given to adult initiates, and be-

cause their reception was the initial act that distinguished mem-

bers of the Taoist community from the outside world, the first

title given to a Taoist novice was "register student" (lusheng).*

Registers were intimately connected with talismans (fit), and

served a similarly protective function.

The present text is an early Ming dynasty variation on these

registers. Although the corpus ofTaoist literature had expanded

considerably beyond the scope of the early Celestial Masters

tradition by the Ming dynasty, this text shows that registers con-

tinued to play an important role. This register (cat. no. 112) is

dedicated entirely to the martial god Zhenwu, the Perfected

Warrior, who is here called Supreme General, drawing a parallel

between this deity and the generals of earlier registers. The

register begins with an image of Zhenwu, showing standard
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elements ofhis iconographyi such as loose hair, baie feet, and

the totem animals of the northern region ho rule; ?r entwined

tortoise and snake. This image is followed by three nfiagical

invocations designed to "suppress," "dispel," and "halt" malig-

nant spirits. These spells describe the most terrifying manifesta-

tion ofthe Perfected WirrioR

MynoM It Hit* a mountain,

My forcefu' ryr\, radiate light.

My teeth are like a forest of swords.

In my hands I hold the Seven Stars [ofthe Northern Dipper,

or Ursa iWlajw].

Celestial demoni, and heterodox wagrs.

All manner of malignant spirits,

When they see me they turn to hlood.

Changing Into powdered dust!

After these spells comes the magical talisman of the Perfected

Wirrior. bordered by the Northern Dipper on the top and sur-

rounded by the Twenty-eight Lunar Mansions. The significance

of this talisman is not described in the text, but like the talis-

mans illustrated elsewhere in this catalogue, it would have been

used to protect against ghosts and demons. The talisman is

fblkwed by a list ofspirits under the command ofthe Perfected

Warrior, ranging from generals and warriors to envoys and jade

maidens, and including well-known groups such as the sixjia

and ding spirits (see cat no. 57). These latter spirits, who could

be called upon in times ofneed, are a representative sample of

the Perfected Warrior's full army; which consisted ofsome three

hundred thousand troops

The entire register was to be worn on the person of the recipi-

ent "Serve and honor it, and ten thousand spirits will aid and

protect you, while all malignant spirits wiN be dispersed. It will

lengthen you- yc^rs, and you will receive blessings beyond Plea-

sure!" Taken as a whole, the register was a coordinated program

of defense against both natural and supernatural forces, with

talisman, spells, and celestial protectors who accompanied the

recipient of the register wherever he went and guarded him

against the dangers of an uncertain world.

The register Itself is followed by a sample ritual tor its trans-

mission, which provides considerable information about the

provenance ofthe text. This ritual indicates that the register was

to be received from a representative ofthe hereditaiy Celestiai

Master of Mount l onghu (Longhu Shan, in [iangxi province),

which in the Ming dynasty was the headquarters of the Celestial

Masters sect, by this time often called the Orthodox Unity

(Zhengyi) sect. The ritual further mentions the Ibrtyi-second,

fcrt)^third, and forty-fourth Celestial Masters by name, and con-

sequently in its present state it was probably composed sorne-

time during the period of the forty-fourth Celestial Master, Zhang

Yuqing, who headed the Orthodox Unity sect from 1410 to 1427.*

As such, it is nearly contemporary with the record of miraculous

appearances of the Perfected Warrior on Mount Wudang de-

scribed elsewhere in this catalogue (see cat. nos. iio-ti}, and

was composed only about three decades before the printing of

the edition from the Taoist Canon (Dootanfji shown here.

—s. e.
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ZFwrwu with the E^t Trigrams, the Northern Dipper, and

Talhmam

Qing dynasty, 17th or early 18th century

Hanging scroll; ink, colors and goid on siHc

59.9 X 42.6 err

The Art Institute of Chicago, Kussell lyson Endowment (i999-j6b)

On e or the most important roles ofZhenw-j. the Perfected

Warrior, was to protect against malevolent spirits. When he was

iifst summorMd to triw up a post in the odettiil hierarchy^ the

Highest Imperial (Shangdi) ordered him to "subdue the north

(the direction of the demon capital of Fengdu] . . . and put a stop

to all the wicked demons under the heavens."' His first assign-

ment was to battle the demon kings who had risen up as the

world became corrupt. During a great battle, these demon kings

caused the energies ofthe trigrams han and // {yifMivater and

yani^fire energy as maiifested in the world; see cat. nos. 58-59)

to manifest as a giant tortoise and snake, but the Perfiectad Wir-

rior used his spiritual might to subjugate them under his feet

'

After he had subdued the armies ofthe demon Icings, he went to

the Old Master (Laozl) so that his military feats could be recog*

nized and his accomplishment of the "proper reali7ed Way

[Tao]" tmuld be foretold.^ The Old Master, however, pointed to

the heavens and the earth, saying that there were still many

malevolent spirits in the world, and the Rerfeded WSinrioi's

arcomplishmpnt of the Way rould not bo forp;olc) until the Lord

of the Netherworld himself (Yenluowang or Yama) came with the

Perfected Warrior before the Old Master to report that there

were no longer any souls in the hells. Thereupon, the Perfected

Warrior made a vow to take all the wickedness ofthe world upon

himself until there were no longer any demons or ghosts, or any

souls left suffering.* As a result, he became the special protector

of all those beset by harmful spirits.

The Perfected Warrior is shown here Hi this rde. He is flanked

by martia' officers, one ofwhom holds a war-club, while the

Other bears his standard. Above these officers are the sun and

moon, depicted as red and white disks; the officer under the sun

is shown with a white fece, while the one under the moon is red,

balancing the composition ofthe painting at the same time that

they express the idea of y/>t within yong and yang within yi«. Be-

low the Perfected Warrior are the tortoise and snake, both totem

animals ofthe north in the Five Phase system (see cat. no. 9)

and the manifestations ofyrn and yang from the battle story

recounted above. Above this scene, the EightTrigrams are shown

in their "Later Heaven" (Houtian) arranger>ient (see cat r>o 14),

that is, as manifestations of the energies of y/n and yang in the

phenomenal worM. The Eight Trigrams surround an hnage of

the Northern Dipper (Ursa Major; see cat. no. 18); above the

trigrams is the constellation known as Santai (Three Terraces).

The rest of the painting is made up of seventy-two talismans,

which are arranged around the Perfected Warrior in a manner

reminiscent ofBuddhist mandalas. These talismans are com-

posed ofstylized star-diagrams and talismanic script, and each

talisman is accompanied by an inscription indicating its fuic

tion. The large majority of these talismans protect against de-

mons; the second talisman, for example, protects against

"abnormalities in the shape of pigs, cats, dogs, or all those that

eat their own young." while the forty-fifUt talisman protects

against "old trees that turn into sprites." Other talismans protect

against all manner of social, natural, and supernatural disasters,

from imprisonment and burglary to plagues and bad dreams. A
smaller number oftalismans bring good fortune rather than

protecting against bad; these help oneself and onp's family to

live long, prosperous lives, and aid in such pursuits as attaining

political office. The wide range of the talismans in the painting

reflects the all-enoompassing vow ofthe Perfected Warrior, and

his special powers against all kinds of malevolent spirits.

Stylistic features of this hanging scroll suggest that it may

have t>een done outside China, perhaps in Korea. The present

mounting is Japanese. At the same time, the content and Ico*

nography ofthe painting are consistent with Chinese intages of

the Perfected Wbrrior.

—S. E.
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Zhenwu, Supreme Emperor of the Dark Heaven

Ink rubbing of a stele from the Six Harmonies Pagoda, Hangzhou,

Zhcjiang province

Ming dynasty, Wanii reign, dated 1586

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

148.6 X 67.6 cm
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas Oty, Bequest of

Laurence Sickman (F88-4j/}4S}

This ink rubbing is taken from a late Ming stone stele, itself

based on an earlier stele, now destroyed. The image on the stele

depicts Zhenwu, the Perfected Warrior, descending on a black

cloud over swirling waves. The god stands on the back of an

intertwined tortoise and snake. Zhenwu is shown wearing wind-

blown robes over armor, and he brandishes a sword In his right

hand. His long hair flies out behind his head, as he stares at the

crackling flame that envelops the blade of his sword. Behind him

an attendant stands and holds a fluttering banner on which

appear stars of the Northern Dipper. Below, m the lower right

corner, two martial figures genuflect to the god.

An inscription carved along the right border of the composi-

tion reads:

On the fifteenth day of the first month of spring in the year bing/(u

of the Wanii reign |is86]. Zhong Yin of Qiantang jHangzhou) saw

the image of the Saint [ihengxiang] at the Six Harmonies Pagoda

[Liuhe ta], which people had rubbed to ruin. Manifesting his intent,

he again restored [the stele], and washed . . . and made [this]

offering.

Next to one of the bowing figures below are the characters Yu

Jikon, apparently a personal name. A damaged inscription along

the left border reads in part, "Engraved by Chen Yinglong."

—s. t.
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Inheritinc an ancient tradition ofadcpts who, through

their own self<ultivition, transcended the bounds of the natural

world, r(»ligioiJS Taoism dcvclooed its ov/n tradition nTir^'^ortal

practitioners of the Tao. This section of the exhioition catalogue

explores wsual depictions from the Song (960-1279) through

Qing (1644-1911) dynasties ofthe individual's cultivation of

moral virtue and perfection, which for those with sufficient faith

and discipline led to longevity, immortally, and spiritual union

with the Tao.

Included here are paintings ofa variety offtmous immortal

adepts. Among these are Zhongli Quan, LO Dongbin, Zhang

GuOlaO, and Li Ticj^L'ai, all members of tfie well-known j;roup

known as the Eight immortals, particularly worshipped by the

Quanzhen (Complete Realization) sect from the fourteenth

century onward. These figures, revered for their spiritual powers

and worshipped as dhrtne saints, are among the most popular

figures in Taoism. The images shown in this section explore the

immortals' exotic mythologies and unconventional behavior.

Significantly; the cult ofimmortals and transcendents is regain-

ing strength today among Taoist believers in China, and some

Taoist temples are dedicated to the worship of these figures.'

The Taoist concept of immortality is typically fluid. As

Kristofer Schipper has written.

Who are these Immortals? There is rto precise way to define

liieiii, no method Is arrof^^nM, no ecclaiinticai inslltutlen or ira*

dWon has ewer confimied their quatt^ no ollidal canonization

has ever distinguished the true Immortals from the false ones.

Their stories do not allow a distillation ofan exact doctrine, for

there is no dogma defining how a body can become one with Tao.

Every human being; whether big or small, humble or great, young

wonnan or old man, musician, herbalist, clown, or scholar, may—

on the sole condition of linding his or her own mountain—quit the

treadmill ofprogress towards death and discover the retum to-

mrds life. It Is net even necessary to act intentionally: ludc and a

certain predisposition -nay sometirnes be the only needed condi-

tions, but nothing is guaranteed. It is necessary, however, to at all

times be open and prepared to recognize, at a given moment of

one's lilie, the mountain or the Initiating Immortal, which some

day is to be Ibund on eveiyonc's lifii path.'

Almost all Taoist Immortals began their lives as human be-

ings. Subsequently they underwent a spiritual and physical

transformation, resulting In an existence beyond the bounds of

yin and yang. Such beings are iraditionaiiy Icnown as xian, trans-

lated as adept or immortal.* Cults of specific immortals are

documented from early as the Han dynasty (206 S.C.-A.o. 220).

and include both male and female figures. The immortal Wang

Ziqiao, for example, was said to have lived in the sixth century

a.c. His attainment ofimmortality was commemorated in a late

Han dynasty stele inscription ofA.D. 165, and his biography

appears in the fourth-century compendium entitled Biographies

ofthe Divine Immortals (Shenxian zhuan), traditionally attributed

to the alchemist Ce IHong.* A similar late l-lan stele commemo-

rating the cult ofthe immortal Fei Zhi, excavated in 1991 near

Luoyang, Henan, is included in this exhibition (cat no. 22).

The irprriortals have a remarkab'e function within Taoism.

As free spirits who can move with ease between Heaven and

Earth, they serve as role models for humanly in their cultivation

of nnoral, spiritual, and bodily periection, and can intercede on

behalf of mortals w t'l the gods and the Tac "^heir often uncon-

ventional appearance symbolizes their rejection of quotidian

norms, and belies their transcendent state of being.

Detail, cat no. 1S4 SI 3
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Illustrated Biography ofthe Realized Lord Grand Astrologer Xu,

from the Taoist Canon of the Zhenglong Reign

Ming dynasty, Zhengtong reign, 1444-4}

Woodblock-printed book

35 X 11.3 cm (each page)

Bibiioth^ue Nationale de France, Paris (Chinois 9546, 437/1-2)

Xu XuN (239-336)' is an Important Taoist figure known for

his ability to protect against plagues and "flood dragons" (jiao),

magical creatures believed to cause natural disasters. His legend

brings together three different strands of China's religious and

intellectual culture: popular religion, Taoism, and Confucianism.

The first of these forms the earliest, most fundamental stra-

tum of the movement surrounding Xu Xun, who supposedly

served as an official during the Jin dynasty (265-420), and is

believed to have lived in the area surrounding Western Moun-

tain (Xi Shan, in modern )iangxi). His cult first developed in this

area, and the Jade Prosperity Palace (Yulong Cong) on Western

Mountain remained the focal point for worship ofXu through-

out the imperial period. The biographies of Xu preserved in the

Taoist Canon are primarily made up of local legends from the

area around Western Mountain, and are closely linked to both

the natural and human geography of the region. Popular wor-

ship of Xu continued in this area long after he was incorporated

into the Taoist pantheon, co-existing with and often supporting

the official Taoist rites performed in the jade Prosperity Palace.

In his Collected Writings on theJade Prosperity Palace (Yulongji)*

the eminent Taoist master Bai Yuchan (1194-1228) described

several popular regional traditions around Western Mountain

that were still flourishing in the early thirteenth century. For

example, there were annual processions in which an image of
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Xu would be paraded through the communities in the region;

during these processions, the deity was believed to pay visits to

other deities m the area connected with his legend.' An image

of Xu's son-in-law, Lord Huang, was brought to the Jade Pros-

perity Palace every autumn to pay his respects, and once every

three years an image of Xu was taken to visit his son-in-law and

daughter in their temple. Merchants profited from these events,

and every year they fought with each other to direct the proces-

sion of Lord Huang to their own shops as this deity left the Jade

Prosperity Palace, believing that this would bring them good

fortune over the next year.

When Xu was taken to visit his son-in-law and daughter, all

the villages and towns would prepare offerings of incense to

greet the deity as he passed by. During these processions, people

singing ancient melodies carried the image of the deity in a

palanquin decorated with carvings of a white horse and golden

phoenixes, which were thought to be his mounts. People wear-

ing headdresses constructed from bamboo frames with narrow

bases and wide tops, and decorated with strips of colored cloth

that hung down and covered their foreheads, accompanied the

palanquin. Bai Yuchan described these practices as "ancient and

strange," and suggested that they may have been remnants of

customs dating back to the late fourth or early fifth century.

By the Tang dynasty {6\8-9o6), the cult surrounding Xu Xun

was intimately connected with Taoism. Bai indicated that the

temple devoted to Xu on Western Mountain was restored by the

Taoist master Hu Huichao in the Yongchun reign (682 683). In

addition, a biography ofXu Xun from the Tang dynasty tells us

that the Taoist rite Great Fast of the Yellow Register (Huanglu

dazhai) was practiced at this temple.' Xu Xun was patronized by

both the Tang and Song {960-1279) emperors, and the Song

emperors in particular strengthened the ties between Xu's cult

and Taoism as he became a national deity. The name of the

temple on Western Mountain was changed from Flying Carpet

Observatory (Youwei Cuan)* to )ade Prosperity Observatory

(Yulong Cuan) by Emperor Zhenzong of the Song (r. 997-1022).

Zhenzong based this name on a passage from the Taoist Scrip-

lure ofConveyance (Durenjing). which by the Song dynasty was

already becoming the most important Taoist scripture. This

name was further changed to jade Prosperity Palace of Ten Thou-

sand Longevities (Yulong Wanshou Cong) by Emperor Huizong

(r. 1100-25) i^'^' thereby elevating its status. These examples

indicate both the close relationship between Taoism and the

Imperial family during this dynasty and the ability of the Taoist

church to mediate between local traditions and the imperially

sponsored national religion.

Finally, the cult devoted to Xu Xun also upheld Confucian

ideals, in that many of the figures connected with the legend of
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Xu Xun were famous for their filial piety ^xt'oo). In particular, Xu's

teacher, Wu Meng. is known as one of the twenty-four paragons

of filial piety (er^hisi xiao). In the Tang dynasty, the movement

surrounding Xu was known as the Way of Filial Piety (Xiaodao).

and, in addition toTaoist scriptures, this movement revered the

Chisic of Filial Piety (Xiao jing), a work attributed to Confucius

himself In the chaos of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries that

ensued after jurchen and then Mongol troops captured north

China, the Way of Filial Piety was reborn as the Clear and Bright

Way of Loyalty and Filial Piety (Jingming zhongxiao dao), one of

the most important Taoist movements of its time. Under the

influence of the doctrine of "'unity of the Three Teachings" (San-

jiao yizhi'^ of Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism, the connec-

tions between Taoism and Confucianism were emphasized even

more. Consequently, the example of Xu Xun shows the illusory

nature of the opposition sometimes imposed upon Taoism

and Confucianism, since these two intellectual traditions often

shared the same beliefs.

Narrative illustrations ofXu Xun's life existed as early as the

Northern Song (960-1126). Bai Yuchan tells us that three of

the walls in the front hall of the )ade Prosperity Palace in )iangxi

were painted with scenes from Xu's life, while depictions of the

annual processions described above were also painted elsewhere

in the temple. These scenes may have provided inspiration for

the woodblock illustrations in the present text, which was first

completed sometime after 1295.* The version shown here, en-

titled Illustrated Biography ofthe Realized Lord Grand Astrologer

Xu (Xu taishi zhenjun iuzhuan), is contained in the Taoist Canon

(Daozang) published in 1444-45.

In the first set of illustrations shown here, Xu is preparing an

alchemical elixir. This magical operation is said to have been

disturbed by flood dragons who tried to flood Xu's chamber,

forcing him to incapacitate the flood dragons by nailing them to

the side of a cliff. The first illustration (la) shows Xu standing

outside the chamber with an alchemical crucible while his sol-

diers torture two flood dragons nailed to the cliff. In the second

illustration (ib), Xu first stops to pay his respects at the stone

chamber where the famous patriarch of alchemy, Ce Xuan (164-

244), completed an elixir. He then travels to a stream where he

stops to sharpen his stone on a rock. Finally, he climbs a peak,

and after making oflFerings to the Highest Imperial (Shangdi), he

consumes the elixir.

In the second set of illustrations, Xu is commanding a group

of spirits to prepare an iron pillar that will protect a dragon-

infested area.' The first illustration (2a) shows a spirit climbing

up to the mouth of a giant furnace where the pillar is being

made. In the second illustration (2b), the pillar is placed in a well

that had provided the flood dragons with access to the village.

Xu informs the villagers that as long as the pillar remains up-

right, they will be safe from flood dragons, but if it ever leans he

will return to protect them once again.

In the third set of illustrations, Xu and Wu Meng have em-

ployed two dragons to carry the boat in which they are riding.

Partway through their journey, they decide to travel through a

"cavern-heaven" (dongtian), a paradisiacal dwelling for Taoist

adepts that lay under a mountain. The owner of the boat, a

common man, has been instructed to keep his eyes shut for the

entire journey, but as the boat approaches the cavern-heaven.
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the bottom begins to scrape on the tops of trees, and the owner

of the boat, overcome by concern and curiosity, opens his eyes

to look. The dragons drop the boat and flee from his gaze. The

first illustration (3a) shows the flying boat, and the second illus-

tration (3b) shows the boat stranded on top of the mountain,

while the owner, who has realized Xu and Wu are no ordinary

people, begs these masters to teach him methods for attaining

longevity.

The final set of illustrations shows Xu's ascent to the celestial

realms. In the first illustration (4a), Xu ascends to the celestial

realms in a magical carriage surrounded by clouds, accompa-

nied by forty-two members of his family, including six disciples.

Supposedly, even the dogs and chickens of the household rose

up with him (see cat. no. 116). Two celestial warriors stand to

either side of Xu's entourage, while villagers bid them farewell.

In the second illustration (4b), two servants, a husband and

wife, who were transporting rice and hence not present when Xu

began his ascent, rush to see him one last time. In their hurry,

they have overturned their rice cart, which can be seen in the left

of the illustration.

—S. E.
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CUI ZlZHONC (D. 1644)

chickens and Dogs Amid the Clouds

Ming dynasty, early 17th century

Hanging scroll; Ink and colors on silk

191.4 X 84 cm
National Palace Museum. Taipei

This painting shows the magician-scholar XuXun (239-

336; see cat. no. 115) traveling with his family on a mountain

far from civilization^ Xu wears the square cap of a Taoist priest

and carries a scroll in his hand. The "chickens and dogs" of the

title refer to a dog in front of Xu, humorously imitating the

proud step and satisfied look of the ox as he leads the way. and

a chicken in a cage on the servant's pole. While these images

derive from Xu's biographies, they also allude to chapter 80 of

the Daodejing which says that in a well-governed kingdom,

people might be so close to another town as to hear its dogs

and chickens, but would never venture away from their homes

to see it. This allusion emphasizes the reclusive theme of the

painting.

Legend says that when Xu Xun ascended to the celestial

realms, he was allowed to bring his household—even the chick-

ens and dogs rose to the heavens along with him. The small

group shown here accompanying Xu on his departure from

earthly life stands in stark contrast to the large celestial entou-

rage that greets Xu and takes him to the heavens in the Illustrated

Biography of the Realized Lord Grand Astrologer Xu (cat. no. 115),

from the Taoist Canon. While the illustrations in that book ideal-

ize Xu as a celestial official who triumphantly "rose to the heav-

ens in broad daylight." Cui Zizhong shows him here rather as a

hermit scholar who has turned his back on the corrupt world to

seek a life of quietude in the mountains. This suggests parallels

with famous paragons of virtue such as Bo Yi and Shu Qi, who

protested the usurpation of the Shang dynasty by going into

seclusion in the mountains, eventually starving to death.

Cui lived in Beijing, where he was famous as a figure painter,

using a stylized archaism in his paintings modeled on the works

of great masters of the past such as Cu Kaizhi (c. 344-406) and

Wu Daozi (eighth century), both ofwhom were known for their

connections with Taoism, Cui's life ended in tragedy: he died of

starvation the same year the Manchu rulers of the Qing dynasty

took control of China, in 1644.

—s. E.
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Vase with the Eight Immortals

Yuan dynasty, c. 1350

Longquan celadon ware

H. 25.4 cm

Private collection

lis

The Eight Immortals, the Three Stars, and the Queen Mother

ofthe West at the Turquoise Pond

Qing dynasty, Qianlong reign {1736-95)

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on kesi silk tapestry

182.8 X 104 1 cm

Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, TTie Avery Brundage Collection

(B62 O28)

From the Yuan dynasty onward, the Eight Immortals

(Baxian) have been the most famous group of Taoist adepts in

China.' They appear to have emerged as a discrete group during

the Jin dynasty (1115-1234) in northern China, and are depicted

in the ceramic tomb sculptures decorating the walls of Jin dy-

nasty tombs near Pingyang, Shanxi province, dating to the late

twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.' The emergence of the

Eight Immortals as a group occurred within the context of the

Complete Realization (Quanzhen) sect of Taoism, which spread

rapidly throughout China during the Jin and Yuan {1260-1368)

dynasties. The most famous early depiction of this group is in

a mural at the Hall of Purified Yang (Chunyang Dian) at the

Eternal Joy Temple (Yongle Cong), the great Quanzhen sect

temple at Ruicheng, southern Shanxi province, dating to the
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mid-fourteenth centu^.' By the Ming and Qing dynasties, entire

temples were dedicated to the Eight immortals.

The members ofthe Eight Immortals are Zhongli Quan, Lii

Dongbin, Li Tieguai, Zhang Cuolao, Han Xiangzi, Cao Cuoqiu,

Im Caihe, and He Xian'gu. The majority ofthese figures were

said to have Hved during the Tang dynasty (618-906). While the

hagiographics ofsome of the Eight Immortals are straightfor-

ward, some appear to conflate different individiials. A thoroughly

researched and coherent history of the cult of the Eight Immor-

tals has yet to be written.*

Zhongli Quan, said in some sources to have ilved in the Han

dynasty {206 b.c.-a,d, 220), is considered the leader ofthe

group, and is usually shown as a casually dressed scholar with

a large stomach protruding through his partially open robe (see

cat no. 119). His most famous pupil, lit Dongbin (see cat. nos.

120-22). was a promising scholar who gave up pursuit ofan

official career after experiencing an entire lifetime of success

and failure in a dream induced by meeting Zhongli Quan. Lu

Dongbin may be the most popular ofthe Eight immortals, and

is the subject ofmany Ykian and Ming dynasty dramas. He is

often depiclcrf with a sword, and ?s sor^eti-nes accompanied

by his familiar, the spirit of a willow tree. Both Zhongli Quan

and m Dongbin are among the patron saints ofTaoist Inner

Alchemy (hMm).

Li Tieguai (cat. no. 125), another very popular member ofthis

grouD. was a promising Taoist adept whose body was cremated

by a discipie while U s ethereal self visited the deified l,JOZi.

When Li returned after a week-bng absence to find his body

burned, he appropriated the corpse ofa Mdeous, crippled beg-

gar. Zhang Cuolao (cat. no. 123). usually depicted a<; ai old

man, was a gifted magician, conforming to the ancient image of

the/ortgsii/, or "technique master." He was supposedly already

hundreds ofyears old when summoned to the Imperial court of

Tang Xuanzong in the eariy eighth centu^. In the visual arts,

Zhang is often depicted accompanied by his magic mule, which

could be folded up like a piece a paper and stuffed into a small

bog when not being ridden by his master.

Han Xiangzi was the nephew ofthe Tang poet Han YU, and

is usually shown as a young boy holding a fl jte or a "*ish dr-jm."

Cao Cuoqiu, a tenth-century aristocrat and the patron saint of

actors, is ofken depicted holding a fty-whisk or a pair ofcasta*

nets; sonrtetimes he is shown asleep, or staring at a ta^ dia-

gram. Lan Caihe is depicted as a young man holding the

percussion instrument known asjieban (clappers). He Xian'gu,

the only female member of the group, is often depicted holding

a basJcet ofHitpM magic mushrooms, peaches, or a lotus flower.

The Eight Immortals are frequently depicted on celadon vases;

the Longquan celadon vase shown here (cat. no. 117), dating to

the early fourteenth century, is one of the finest known examples

of its type. Each of the eight figures is molded in relief in its

own panel around the surface ofthe octagonal vase. When the

vase was glazed, the molded panels were covered in a wax re-

sist, resulting in a striking contrast between the reddish-brown

color of the ceramic body and the cool green tonality of the iron-

oxide celadon glaze. Such vases point to the widespread popu-

larity ofthe theme ofthe Eight immortals by the Ykian dynasty

(1260-1368).

•^rom ihe e.'j'ly Ming dynasty (fifteenth century) on, the Eight

Immortals were frequently depicted with Shoulao, the God of

l.ongevtty. One ofthe Three Stars (the gods of longevity, emolu-

ment, and good fortune), Shoulao ("Old longevity"), appears to

have emerged in his manifestation as an old man with a huge,

domed cranium in the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century

(see cat. nos. 90-91). Such scenes are commonly encountered

on Ming ceramics and other decorative arts from the Jiajing

reign (1522-66) onward, and continued to enjoy greet popularity

during the Qing dynasty

The superb eighteenth-century kesi silk tapestry from the

Asian Art Museum ofSan Francisco (cat. no. 118) probably dates

to the Qing dynasty Qianlong reign (1736-9$).* Here the Eight

Immortals are shown in a fantastic landscape, almost certainly

depictTg the Turquoise Pond (Yao chi) in the paradise on

Mount Kunlun. The waves of the pond are shown below a pre-

carious rock bridge that the immortals ascend on theirway to

a terrace above, where the Three Stars are already standing. The

Queen Mother of the West approaches at the usoer left, flying

on a phoenix and accompanied by two jade maidens. Such

refined fce»' weavings may have been made as imperial birthday

gifks during the Qianlong reign.

—s. L
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Attributed to Zhao Qi (active late 15TH CENTURY)

The Immortal Zhongli Quan

Ming <lyna$ty, late ijth century

Hinging scroll: ink and colors on silic

The Cleveland Museum oi Art, Purchase from the j. H. Wade Fund

(7«.'3)

The Taoist immortal Zhongli Quan is generally considered

to be the leader ofthe Eight immortals (Baxian) and the teacher

of LQ Dongbin (see cat nos. 120-22). While some sources state

that he was born during the Han dynasty; others state that "his

dates are unknown.'" His story in the Complete Biographies of

the Assorted Immortals (Liexian quanzhuan) of 1598 reads in part:

He (Zhongli Quan] was very strong. Dunng the Han dynasty he

served as a great general. Once, when attacking Turfan [in Centrml

Asia], hit side lost the advantage. He alone escaped on horse*

back and rode into a mountain valley. He lost the road, and at

night entered a dense forest There he came uoon a ba-banan

monk, with disheveled hair brushing his forehead. On the monk's

body hung a robe ofknotted grass. The monk led him Cm- several

<f* until they saw a viilage, and said, "This is where Master Dong-

hua attained the Tao.* Here you can rest" He then bowed and

disappeared.

Zhongli was not inclined 10 rush into the village. After some

time iie heaid someone sayi "Thit mutt be the one the Mue-eyed

barbarian spoke of" He saw an old man wearing a white deerskin

and holding a green bramble staf* The old man raised his voice

and said, "Is this not the great general Zhongli Quan? Why didn't

you spend the night when the monk lives?" Zhon^ heard him

and was much alarmed Ibr he knew this was no ordinary person.

At that point the place was transformed into a rude lair, and he

foiirtd himself thinking of Luan birds and cranes [the attributes of

immortals]. He then turned his mind to the Tao and begged the

oU man fiar riie method oftranscending thewoHd. Thereupon the

oM man transmitted to him the Secrets of Extended Life (chaag-

sheng), the Fiery Transform.itions of Cold and Cinnabar, and the

Creen Dragon Sword Technique. Zhongli then tooii his leave and

emerged from liis gale. When he turned around and looked back

toward the village therewas nothing to see.

Later or' He enrountered the Perfected Being l^henrer) Hua-

yang who transmitted to him the Interior Elixir of the Spatula

and the FirelblismansefTaiyi (Supreme Unity). He also met the

immortal Vifting Xuaniit, from whom he obtained the secrets of

longevity. Traveling through the clouds he arrived in Lu (in Shan-

dong province] and lived in Zoucheng. Once he entered Emptiness

and Mentity (Kongbong) Mountain, and dwelt at the Peak ofthe

Four Craybeards of Purple-Cinnabar. Afi\n he obtained the Secrets

of the |ade Casket, whereupon he became an immortal and leit

the world.*

This painting may orignaily have been one of a set depicting

the Eight imnrwrlals. Zhongli Quan is shown crossing the ocean

waves and holding a double gourd in his haiKl. He has an in-

tense expression and his stomach is bared. Around his waist is

a belt of leaves The waves over which he walks send forth white

beads of spray as they break.

Although unsigned, the painting can be confidently attributed

to the late-fifteenth-century Zht School painter Zhao QI, %«ho

worlfpd as a court painter in the Forbidden City during the reign

of the Hongzhi emperor (r. i4£S-t50S).'

—S, L.
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The Taoist Immortal Lii Dongbin

Yuan dynasty, late i3th/early 14th century

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

no.s X 44.4 cm
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Purchase: Nelson

Trust (62-25)

121

The Taoist Immortal Lu Dongbin Crossing Lake Dongting

Southern Song dynasty. mid-i3th century

Fan painting; ink and light color on silk

23.1 X 22.6 cm

Museum of Fine Aits, Boston, Chinese and Japanese Special Fund

(17'85)

122

The Immortal Lu Dongbin Appearing at the Yueyang Pavilion

Southern Song dynasty, mid-i3th century

Fan painting; ink and colors on silk

23.8 X 25.1 cm

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund (17.170.2)

The Taoist immortal Li) Dongbin ("Lu the Cavern-guest") is

a patriarch of the Quanzhen (Complete Realization) sect, and is

included as one of the famed Eight Immortals (Baxian; see cat.

nos. 117-18). Lu is believed to have lived in the late Tang dynasty

(618-906), and his following became widespread during the

Song Dynasty (960-1279). He is usually depicted in art as a

handsome scholar, dressed in a white robe and equipped with

a sword. According to mythology, he was widely celebrated as

a swordsman, and for his skills in poetry, calligraphy, and the

connoisseurship of wine.' In addition, he was revered as a spe-

cialist in the meditative techniques of neidan (Inner Alchemy),

and as a healer, exorcist, diviner, and artisan.' A well-known

example of Lu Dongbin's alchemical poetry reads:

The water-drinking sea tortoise passes unnoticed.

The mountain talisman burner is disliked by the demons.

One grain of millet contains the whole world,

In a one-quart alchemical vessel boil rivers and mountains.*

By the end of the Song dynasty, Lii was worshipped as the

patron saint of merchants, pharmacists, ink-makers, and schol-

ars. There are several different accounts of his life, a number of

which stress his meeting with the immortal Zhongli Quan (see

cat. no. 119). One of the best-known of these stories is "The
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Yellow-Millet Dream" (Huangliang rneng), In which Li] falls

asleep at an inn while Zhongli prepares some millet for a meal.

While asleep. Lii has a dream in which he experiences his entire

official career, which ends in failure and disgrace. As Paul Katz

has shown, this story became widely known after the publication

and performance of the The Yellow-Millet Dream, a drama by the

Yuan dynasty playwright Ma Zhiyuan (1260-1325).* As told in the

Yuan compendium the Illustrated Biographies ofthe Immortals

fZengxi'fln liexian zhuar}), the story reads:

Once he (Lii Dongbm] entered into a tavern in Chang'an (Xi'an| to

see a Taoist priest, dressed in a gray cap and white gown, sponta-

neously scribble a pocrn on a wall. It ran,

Sit or lie— I always grasp a pot of wine.

No need to tell my eyes to see the starry zone.

Vast like heaven and like earth. I never have a name,

Among so many mortals. I'm scattered and alone.

Impressed and attracted by the Taolst's strange appearance and

unusual old age. as well as by the grace and naturalness of his

verse. Dongbm bowed to him and inquired his name.

"I am Master Cloudchamber|Zhongli Quan]," he answered.

"My home is the Crane Ridge In the Zhongnan Mountains. Would

you like to join me in my wanderings?"

Dongbin hesitated to agree to this proposal, so Master Cloud-

chamber took him to an inn. While he attended to the preparation

of a simple meal. Dongbin reclined on a pillow. Soon he became

oblivious of his surroundings and fell asleep.

He had a dream. He dreamt that he went up to the capital as

a candidate of the imperial examination and passed It at the top

of the list. Starting his career as a |unior secretary to one of the

Boards, he rapidly rose in rank to positions at the Censorate and

the Hanim Academy Eventually he became a Privy Councillor after

he had occupied, in the course of his unbroken success, all the

most sought-after and important official posts.
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Twice he was married, he further dreamt, and both wives be-

longed to families of wealth and position. Children were born to

him. His sons soon took themselves wives, and his daughters left

the paternal roof for their husbands' homes. Afl these events hap-

pened before he even reached the age of forty.

Next he found himself Prime Minister for a period of ten years,

wielding immense power. This corrupted him. Then suddenly,

without warning, he was accused of a grave crime. His home and

all his possessions were confiscated, his wife and children sepa-

rated. He himself, a solitary outcast, was wandering toward his

place of banishment beyond the mountains. He found his horse

brought to a standstill in a snowstorm and was no longer able to

continue the journey.

At this juncture in his dream Dongbin woke with a heavy sigh.

Lo and beholdl The meal was still being prepared. Laughing at his

surprise. Master Cloudchamber intoned a verse.

The yellow millet simmers yet uncooked.

A single dream and you have reached the world beyond!

Dongbin gaped in astonishment. "Sir." he stammered, "how

is it you know about my dream.'"

"In the dream that just came to you," Master Cloudchamber

replied matter-of-factiy, "you not only scaled the dizziest heights

of splendor but also plumbed the uttermost depths of misery. Fifty

years were past and gone in the twinkling of an eye. What you

gained was not worth rejoicing over, what you lost was not worth

grieving about. Only when people have a great awakening, they

know that the world is but one big dream."

Impressed by this incident, Dongbin received spiritual enlight-

enment. He fed to his knees before the master and entreated him

for instruction in the arts of transcending the limitations of this

earthly sphere.'
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One ofthe earliest known depictions ofLO Dongbin with

Zhongli Quan appears in the Hall of Purified Yang (Chunyatig

Dian) at the Eternal Joy Temple (Yorgle Cong), the great Quan-

zhen sect Taolst temple in southern Shanxi province, built dur-

ing the thirteenth century and painted during the mid*fourteenth

ctHbiKf.* SignificantiK the Eternal Joy Temple was built at LQ

Dongbin's birthplace ' The walk of the Hall of Purified Yang are

devoted to murals depicting iifty-two scenes from Lii's life.' The

majority oftheie scenes ire accompwiied by cartouches with

texts describing the adjacent stories; thirty^seven ofthese are

direct quote; from the Record of Divine Tramformaliom and Mi-

raculous Powen oj the Lord Errperor of Purified Yang (Cliurryang

dijur} ihenhua rniaotongji), by the Quanzhen Taoist master Miao

Shanshi (fl. 1288-1324).' The Ykian dynasty portrait of LQ Dong-

bin from the Nelson-Atlsins Museum (cat. no. 120) is slightly

older than the Yongle Cong murals, and depicts the immortal as

an elegant scholar standing in a pale brown robe tied with a

black belt On his head is a bhie ha^ a double gourd hangs from

his bek.The tip ofhis magic sword emerges from under his robe.

The Southern Song dynasty fan painting from the Museum o*^

Fine Arts. Boston (cat. no. 1 21), depicts Lti Dongbin crossing the

waves of Lake Dongting in southern China. Painted in ink and

light colors on finely woven silk, the brushwork here is fluid and

degant. Placed asymmetrically to one side, the dignified figure

projects an impassive expression as he crosses the gentle waves.

Li) wears a white robe and a pale blue cap; the sash that ties his

robe is also painted pale blue. In their expressive movements

and variations in width, the lines that describe the immortal's

robe convey the fluid movement of the figure as he crosses the

lake. As Wu Tung has suggested, this figure resembles Southern

Song paintings ofBodhidharma crossing the Yangzi Wim on a

reed.** The fan has no inscription, and has no seals that might

help identif)' the artist. A crease dowr- the middle ind cates that

the fan was originally mounted with a central wooden or bam-

boo spine.

While LO Dongbin was associated with many sites in China,

one of the most famous in the popular 'magmntior was the

Yueyang Tower (Yueyang Lou) overlooking Lake Dongting in

Hunan province. This tower, originally built during the Kaiyuan

reign (713-41) ofthe Tang dynasty, became famous throughout

China through the essay written by Fan Zhongyan {989 1052)

entitled "The Pavilion of Yueyang" (1046)." Lu was often said

to have visited the tower to drink wine. An eariy-tv/elfth-century

account states that there was a portrait of LQ Dongbin in the

Yueyang Tower, and according to Hong Mai's Record ofthe

Listener (YHiarahi), another portrait sculpture ofthe immortal

existed in the White Crane Temple in the city ofYueyang l>y 1172.**

It was in Yueyang that LQ Dongbin encountered spirits ofa pine

tree and willow tree; these nature deities are depicted on either

side ofthe north door of the l-iall of Purified Yang at the Eternal

|oy Templ&^* The association ofLO Dongbin with the Yueyang

Towerwu even more widespread firom the Yuan dynasty onward,

with the publication of Ma Zhiyuan's play Lfl OoHgMn Tlirfiec

Intoxicated at the Yueyang Tower.^*

A famous poem attributed to LO spedficaNy meniiofis the dtf

ofYueyang:

In the morning I travel to the North Sea. in the evening to Cengmt,

In my sleeve it a blue-green snake [the name of Ltt's magic tword|,

courageous snd rough ' s ny appe-jrjnce]

Thrice I entered Yueyang. but no-one recognized me.

Singing a song as I flew by Lake Dongting."

The Southern Song fan painting from the Metropolitan Mu-

seum ofArt entitled The Immortal LO Oongbrn Appearing at the

YiMyang Pavilion (cat. no. m) gives visual expression to LO's

association with this s te. The aronyrrous painter has depicted

the tower in great detail. A large banner hangs from the second

story: on it the characters Yiieyang are visible. Guests on the

second floor, interrupted from their banquet, rush to the balcony,

while those on the first floor run outside and point to the upper

right, where the figure of Lu Dongbin appears flying through the

air. A whitewashed wall at the lower right is covered with graffiti,

which includes a depiction ofa man riding a mule; next to this

is written the cyclical date dingsi, which may correspond to 1257.

The many scholar-ofFlcials gazmg up at the flying figure in this

painting reflect the enormous appeal of Lii Dongbin among both

the common people and tlie littrati. This appeal, which cut

across social and economic boundaries, made Lii one of the

most famous and popular of all later Taoist immortals.**

—s. L.
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Ttw Immortal Zhang Cuolao

Ming dynast)', istH century (traditiomll)F BttribuM tQ tlw

Song dynasty, 960-1279)

Hanging scroM; ink and colors on siUc

183.8 X 104.1 cm
National Palace Museum. Taipei

Zhang Cuolao, also known as Zhang Cuo. was a historical

figure active during the reigns of Empress Wu of the Zhou dy-

nasty (r. 684-705) and Emperor Xuanzongofthe Tang (r. 712-36).

According to the official Hhtofyif^ Hmg DyMotnf,'* he was an

old man who frequented the mountains in the area of modern

Hebei and Shanxi, living as a recluse. He was believed to know

secret arts for longevity, and claimed to have lived for several

hundred years. Once he %«as summoned by Empress VMi. but

feigned death In order to avoid meeting with her. Later, he was

once again seen wandering in the mountains in Hebei, and in

733 Emperor Xuanzong sent an emissary to greet him. Zhang

refused this emissary by stopping his breath, appearing dead

Ibr some time before he finally revived. However, Xuanzong

persisted, and eventually persuaded Zhang to come to the capi-

tal, where he was welcomed v^ifh great reverence. A handscroll

by the Yuan dynasty court painter Ren Rcnfa (1255-1328) in the

Palace Museum, Beijing, depicts this meeting.*

While at the capital, Zhang had a number ofencounters with

the emperor, who continually tested his magical abilities. On

two occasions Xuanzong introduced Zhang to men with a spe-

dal expertise in predicting the ages ofothers; the first man be*

came confused when he saw Zhang, and the second felled to

see him at all, even though they were facing each other. Another

time, the emperor had Zhang's rotted teeth knocked out while

he was asleep from too much wine; Zhang applied special medi-

cine from a pouch kept near his breast to his gun>s, and. after

another nap, he woke up with shiny white new teeth.

The emperor was so impressed with these events that he

decided to marry an imperial princess to Zhang, but Zhang

laughed at this proposal, and eventually left the capital for the

northem sacred peak. Mount l^eng. He nevertheless remained

on good terms with the emperor, wtio gave him several depart-

ing gifts and bestowed upon him the honorary title "Master

Who Penetrates iwlystery." Xuanzong also established a Taoist

temple called the Obsenratoiy of Perching on Rose^^oloied

Clouds (Qixia Cuan) in Zhang's honor.

Zhang is depicted here as an old man, which corresponds to

his description in the Old Dynastic Records of the Tang. He is

shown as a hermit in the mountains, attended by two jade maiO-

ens ffunO), common figures in the entourages ofhigli-ranking

realized beings ^h$imn}. One maiden places an offering of

incense into a censer (ding) in front of Zhang, whi'e the other

Stands behind him, holding a mushroom-shaped ruyi scepter.

Zhang and his attendants in the lower right are balanced in the

upper left by a peach tree, a cran^ and other traditional sym-

bols of longevity. The painting bears the seals ofthe Qing dy-

nasty emperors Qianlong, jiaqing, and Xuantong.*

Zhang is best known as one of the Eight Immortals (see cat.

nos. 117-18). This group appears to have first developed out of

the Complete Realization (Quanzhen) movement during the Jin

dynasty (1115-1234), and includes some of that movement's

patriarchs, such as Lu Dongbin, m addition to historical figures

such as Zhang From the Tang and Song dynasties. TTie Eight

immortals were a fevorite subject for dramas, navels, and artis-

tic works in the Yuan and Ming dynasties, and are still popular

as gods of good fortune and long life todays

—S. E.
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Yan Hui (active late 13TH-EARLY 14TH century)

The Immortal Liu Haichan

Yuan dynasty, I3th/i4th century

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

161 X 79.8 cm
Chion-ji, Kyoto

• Itnportant Cultural Property

Yan Hui's painting of Liu Haichan Is one of the earliest

known images of this adept. Liu lived during the turmoil of the

Five Dynasties period.' He served as Grand Councillor for Liu

Shouguang, who established himself as emperor in 911, only to

be captured and executed shortly thereafter. While serving Liu

Shouguang, he was visited by a Taoist using the pseudonym

Zhengyangzl (Master Upright Yang), who initiated him into the

secrets of Inner Alchemy. At the end of their meeting, Zheng-

yangzl requested ten eggs and ten coins from Liu; he placed one

of the coins on a table and stacked the remaining coins and eggs

on top of it, in the shape of a pagoda. Liu marveled at the feat

and said, "This is precarious indeed!" Zhengyangzi responded

that it was not nearly as precarious as Liu's present life, and then

cast aside the coins and departed. Liu realized the danger he was

in, and the next day left behind his riches and his post to become

a hermit. He became known as Haichanzi (Master Sea Toad),

from which the name of Liu Hai or Liu Haichan denves. Legend

has it that he also received teachings on Inner Alchemy from Lii

Dongbin (see cat. nos. 120-22), and consequently he came to

be seen as the fourth patriarch of the Complete Realization

(Quanzhen) sect. He is particularly famous as a master of Inner

Alchemy, and is sometimes included in the Eight Immortals.

In this painting, Liu sits on a rock next to a bamboo grove

and a stream. A three-legged toad, one of Liu's standard icono-

graphical elements, sits on his shoulder. The adept grasps the

toad's leg with his right hand, and holds a flowering and fruiting

sprig from a peach tree in his left hand (the peach is an ancient

symbol of fertility, longevity, and purity).' Liu has a quixotic,

resigned expression on his face.

-S. L./S. t.
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Yan Hui (active late 13TH-EARLY 14TH century)

The Immortal Li Tieguai

Yuan dynasty, late i3th/Mrly 14th century

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

161 X 79.8 cm
Chion-ji, Kyoto

® Important Cultural Property

Perhaps the most famous surviving Image of Li Tieguai

("Iron-crutch Li"), this painting by Yan Hui depicts the Sui dy-

nasty (581-618) Taoist adept in a mountainous landscape.' It is

also one of the earliest known images of Li, predating the mu-

rals of the Eternal Joy Temple (Yongle Gong) in southern Shanxi

province by at least two decades.^ Sitting on a rocky outcropping

by a stream, with a crag and waterfall in the distance, Li glowers

up at a miniature, ethereal form of himself that flics heavenward

on a cloud. Barefoot and disheveled, he wears a double gourd

at his waist—a symbol of the joining of Heaven and Earth in the

adept's own body His crutch leans against the rock on which he

sits. Li's bizarre physiognomy and contorted right hand, which

appears to have just released the flying figure above, convey his

otherworldly persona with arresting clarity.

The Ming dynasty compendium the Complete Biographies of

the Assorted Immortals {Liexiar} quanzhuan; 1598), compiled by

Wang Shizhen, contains the following account of Li Tieguai:

Li Tieguai had an eminent disposition. He attained the Tao at

an early age. While cultivating realization in a mountain cave, Li

Lao|un (the deified Laozi] and Master Wenqiu [an adept of the

Shang dynasty] often descended [from heaven] to his mountain

retreat, where they instructed him in Taoist teachings.

One day he was about to attend a meeting with Laojun on

Mount Hua [the sacred peak in Shaanxi province]. Li said to his

disciple. "My physical body will remain here—if my ethereal soul

(hunj does not return in seven days, you may cremate my body."

On the sixth day the disciple's mother fell ill and he had to rush

home, so he cremated the body. On the seventh day Li's spirit

returned, but his body was gone and he was not pleased. He there-

upon possessed the corpse of a man who had starved to death,

and rose up. Because of this, his form is that of a crippled man

—

but he was not like this originally.'

Li Tieguai became one of the most popular of all Taoist ad-

epts, and was one of the Eight Immortals (see cat. nos. 117-18).

He is still worshipped in China today (his image appears on the

altar of the Eight Immortals Temple in Xi'an).

—s. L.
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HUANC )i (ACTrvE 15TH CENTURV)

Sharpening a Sword

Ming dynasty, i^th century

Hanging mioII: ink, colon, and gold on silk

70 7 "1 cm

Palace Museum, Beijing

This pain'^inc depicts the Taoist immortal Li Tieguai sharp-

ening a sword against a stone.^ Li is identified by his crutch,

which leans against a nearby rode. A stream rushes by in the

background, and brandies ofa pine tree loonn overhead. The

immortal wears a tattered, pale blue-green robr around H's waist;

his skin IS painted with brown pigment. A brigh: 'tc double

gourd hangs from his waist, tied with a blue sash. Around his

head is a white headband; his lips are painted with pale red

pigment The astral emanation rising from his torso suggests

his ability to transport himselfanywhere in time and space (see

cat. no. 125).

The significance ofthis scene is not entirely clear. Howard

Rogers has pointed out that the sword Is usually associated with

LQ Dongbin (see cat. nos. 120, 121) rathe' thai Li Tirguai.' Since

Huang |i created this image of Li Tieguai for the imperial Ming

court, Rogers's theory that the immortal is shown here as a

spl^i^guardia^ ofthe state may be correct. In religious Taoism,

swords were both a standard part of the ritual paraphernalia of

Taoist priests (see cat. nos. s8-6i). who used them for purifica-

tion and exorcism, and the powerful attributes of such martial

gods as Zhenwu (see cat no. 114) and Marshal Wen (see cat.

no. 87).

The painting is signed in the upper left corner; "Painted by

Sanshan Huang Ji, Judge /z/ienhuj in the Embroidered Uniform

Guard, on duty In the Palace ofHumane Knowledge" {Zhi Ren-

ihi [XanJutfiiha^ Sarahan Huangjint). This is Ibllowed by

tv;o seals, reading Kemei (the artist's hao, or nickname) and

"Daily .approaching the pure and radiant" (Rijin qingguong). The

latter seal was used by several court painters In the fifteenth

oefltui)^ and irtdicates that the artist worked in the immediate

presence ofthe emperor. Very little is known about Huang |i,

and this is his only known surviving worV He was a native of

IHouguan (now Fuzhou) in Fujian province, and worlced at the

imperial court in the late fifteenth century.' There is a short coto-

phon on the mounting by the Qing dynasty prince Yongxing

{1752-1823).*

—s. u
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Sun Jue

Female Immortals

Ming d/nasty, dated i4io(^)

Fan painting: ink and colors on silk

25 X J3.3 cm
Philadelphia Museum of Art: Purchased, Museum funds (29-40-48)

This fan painting depicts three female Taoist adepts,

dressed in skirts made of leaves and jackets made of grass.

All three figures are shown as young women, their hair neatly

arranged and held in place with combs; each is also barefoot.

The right figure holds a staff, and has a backpack containing

bananas, twigs, and cloth-wrapped bundles. The middle figure

holds a strange root figurine with sprigs of leaves in its hands.

The left figure has the most elaborate backpack, containing a

bamboo-painted fan. a woven parasol with mushrooms, a skull,

a double gourd, herbs, and tassels. The adepts walk along a

mountain path, next to rocks and a pine tree. These figures re-

semble early depictions of the female Taoist adept Magu (Hemp

Lady). A Yuan dynasty {1260-1368) painting of Magu in the

/

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, depicts this female adept In much

the same guise as the figures in the Philadelphia Museum fan

—

in a mountainous landscape, barefoot, her hair arranged in a

topknot, and dressed In a jacket of leaves.' A similar group of

figures also appears in the Song dynasty handscroll in the Freer

Gallery entitled An Assembly of Immortals, traditionally attributed

to Li Conglin (1049-1106).'

Magu's biography appears in the Jin dynasty text entitled

Biographies ofthe Divir^e Immortals (Sherixian zhuan) by Ce Hong

(283-343)- Believed to have lived during the reign of Emperor

Huan (r. 147-67) of the Han dynasty. Magu was the sister of an

adept named Wang Fangping,' Her appearance was that of a

young woman of eighteen, yet since becoming an adept she was

said to have thrice seen the Eastern Ocean turn to mulberry

fields, an indication of her transcendence of time.

The fan painting bears a short inscription, partially illegible,

along the right border. This includes a cyclical date that may be

gengyin; given the painting's style, this may correspond to

the year 1410. This is followed by an unknown artist's signature,

which appears to read Sun Jue.
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The meditative poAc^irc known a$ Inner Alchemy fneWoo)

was designed as a means to achieve individual spiritual perfec-

tion. Its focus was on visualization and the use ofsymbols

drawn from chemical alchemy (ufiu^) and the Book ofChanga

(Yijat^ to aid the adept in tiie process of purification, spiritual

renewal, and achieving union with the Tao, The techniques of

Inner Alchemy were based on two traditions: ancient disciplines

ofmeditation and self-cultivation, and laboratory experiments in

the preparation of elixirs that could both physically and spiritu-

ally transform ihe adept. These disciplines required the cultiva-

tion of one's moral integrity and spiritual purity, without tiiese.

Other efforts would fiiil.

Although elixirs were believed to confer health, longevit)^ and

even irnmortality, the creation of these elixirs could be expensive

and dangerous. Chemical alchemy involved the collection, refine-

ment, and transformation of ingredients such as cinnabar, lead,

gold, malachite, sulphur, mica, saltpeter, and orpiment, some

ofwhich are extrer^ely toxic. Death o'ten accompanied their in-

gestion, but with faith in one's spiritual worthiness, it was be-

lieved that the adept would immediately rise to heaven. In its

fundamental aspect, chemical alchemy concerned the manipu-

lation of time and space. By refining the rare ingredients for

elixirs, the adept gained control over yin and yang, in the end

achieving a state of transcendence over phenomenal reality. The

astonishing properties ofthe elixirs mentioned by the alchemist

Tao Hongjing (456-536) are suggested by their equally astonish-

ing names: Efflorescence of Langgan. Powder of Liquified Gold,

Dragon Fo«tus, Jade Essence, Cold Elixir, and the Nine-times

Cyded.'

Inner Aldiemy. in contrast, refers to a technique combining

meditation and breath control to visualize the creation of the

elixir in the inner landscape of the adept's own body. In this

mode, the intemal energies (qi) ofthe human body were used

to create the elixir Whci sucfossfully achieved, this visualized

elixir transformed the practitioner. v.'ho was reborn as a divine,

embryonic Immortal. As alchemy t>cgan to be reinterpreted as

an intemal process, theorists found an Important conceptual

model to bridge the outer and inne* alchemical traditions in the

trigram symbolism developed by Wei Boyang (see cat. no. 130),

According to Inner Alchemy, qian (three unbrolcen yong lines)

and kun (three broken yfn lines) represent the first move away

from the undiffierentiated oneness at the beginning of the world.

After qian and kun became distinct, they intermingled to form

the Eight Trigrams and the Sixty-four Hexagrams of the Sooilc of

Chtmgtt (Yifingf. Within the body; the yttng energy of i}/an is

manifested by the trigram B (a yin line endosed by two yang

lines), v/hich is represented by the alchemical elemient mercury

and the dragon, while the yin energy of kun is manifested by the

trigram kan (a single yong line enclosed by two yin lines), repre-

sented by the alchemical eleme«tt lead and the tiger.* Kan and H

are secondary manifestations of ymand yan^ containing both

of these energies within them.

The goal of the inner alchemical process is to join these ener-

gies In a symbolic crucible and purify them in the fires ofa sym-

bolic furnace in the body. As a result, the inner yang lineof ilian

is joined with the outer yong lines of /»' to reconstitute the tri-

gram qian, thereby purifying the energies of the body into a pure

ycmg "elixir."' This theoretical framework underlies the artworks

shown in the following entries, many of which show the specific

phases in wb"ch Ihe yiV; and yong energies of the body are reinte-

grated into an undifferentiated oneness. Central to these works

is the idea that the goal ofa Taoist transcendent %vas not immor>

tali^ per se, but spiritual perfection and union with the Tao.
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Wanc Xizhi (307-365)

Scripture ofthe Yellow Court

Eastern Jin dynasty, dated 356

Ink rubbing of* stone engrwnng ofthe Song dyms^r (960-1279)

Album; ink on paper

25.2 X 11.2 cm (each page)

Palace Muaeuni, Beijing

The Sckiptuke op the Yellow Court (Huangpingjing) is

one ofthe most diflicult of all Taoist scriptures to understand.

It describes the different regions Inside the body, the deities that

inhabit these regions, and the energies (qi) and essences (jirrg)

that vitalize the body as they circulate through it. These compo-

nents are all incorporated into an act oFmeditation, an inner

visualization, the primary goal ofwhich is to nourish an embry-

onic form that enables the meditator to refine the body and gain

endless life.' The language of this scripture, however, is terse

and imagistic, and does not provide keys to understanding the

significance ofmanjr ofthe terms that appear within It This

ambiguity has led many scholars to propose that the text may

have been more of a memo^ aid redted during meditation than

a meditation manual as such.' In addition, there was probably

a commentarlal tradition, either oral or written, that accompa-

nied this scripture when itwas firstwriUen—an early tradition

now lost.'

The version ot the Scnpture oj the Yellow Court attributed to

Wling XizhI differs from other editions ofthe scripture in many

imfiortant ways. For example, all other editions begin with the

statement "Laozi made these heptasyllabic [seven character]

lines while dwelling In reclusion, in order to explain the form of

the body and all its spirits." thereby attributing the scripture to

LAOzi. But this opening Is absent from Wang Xlzhi's text, and Its

absence suggests that the identification of Laozl as the author

of this scripture may not have been standardized until after the

middle ofthe fourth century. Even ifthis were the case, however,

the scripture was still intimately connected with Laozi and the

Doode jing by Wang Xirhi'-: ^irT^e Wang's text also contains stylis-

tic variations not found in other editions, in particular, he opens

the scripture with four \am offeur characters eadi before chang-

ing to heptasyllabic verse, while all other editions are heptasyl>

labic throughout This four-character structure shows similarities

with passages resembling the Scripture ofthe Yellow Court in the

Master Who Embraces SimpHctty (Baopud) written by Ce Hong

(283-343).*

There are In fact two scriptures that bear the name Scripture

of the Yellow Court, an "inner" (nei) scripture' and an "outer"

(wai) one.' Wang Xizhi's text corresponds to the outer scripture.

The provenance ofthe inner scripture is fairly clear, since it con-

tains ideas that developed in the Highest Purity scriptures (see

cat no S5) I was supDosedly revealed to the matriarch ofthe

Highest Purity movement, Wei Huacun, in 288, but it may not

actually have been composed until revelations were given to

Ying Xi (330-386) in 364 by the deified Wei Huacun and a num-

ber ofother realized beings (rhenren).'' The provenance ofthe

outer scripture, on the other hard, 'S a matter of some contro-

versy. It is much shorter than the inner scripture, which includes

most ofthe outer scripture, although In altered form. This re-

dundancy has led some scholars to propose that the Inner scrip-

ture was developed from the earlier outer scripture,' while

Others have suggested that the outer scripture could just as well

be a summarized, "exoteric"* version ofthe older, "esoteric"

inner scripture. In any case, the version attributed to Wang

Xizhi, which Is dated to 156, is the ear'iest extant text of either

version.^* Consequently, this edition is the oldest prima^ source

for the Scripture ofthe Yellow Court,

Like many aristocrats ofthe Eastern |ln dynasty, Wang Xizhi,

who Is commonly regarded as the greatest early Chinese callig-

rapher, belonged to a family that adhered to the Celestial Master

sect of religious Taoism (TianshI dao)," It Is widely recognized,

for example, that the presence ofthe characterzhf in Vifkng

Xlzhi's name was an indication ofhis affiliation with this sect

fthe s3me Is true of the fourth-century painter Cu KaizhI)."

According to theJinshu (Dynastic history oftheJin), Wang Xizhi

followed Taoist self-cultivation practices, such as the gathering

ofherbs and minerals for enhancing health and longevity.'*

These activities were carried out in conjunction with his close

friend, the adept Xu Mai, whose brother Xu Mi was the pnncipal

patron ofthe early Highest Purity revelations from whidi the

inner version of tlie Saiptun efthe Whitf Court developed. As

Lothar I eddp'o«ie ha<i shown, Wang Xizhi was "more than merely

superficially involved in Taoist beliefs."" In the last years of his

life (after 361], Wang is described as "following the arts ofthe

Yellow Emperor (Huangdl) and Laozi.""

—s. E./S. L.
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Classification ofSupreme Numinous Treasure Mushrooms,

from the Taoist Carbon of the Zherigtor^g Reign

Ming dynasty, Zhengtong reign, dated 1445

WBodbledfr^wlnlad book; Ink en paptr

35 X 11.3 cm (each page)

Bibliothique Nationale de France, Paris (Chinois 9S4&/'}S7)

Mushrooms played a vital role in early Taoism. Even before

the emergence of religious Taoism, mushrooms were sought for

their magical powers. Qin Shihuangdl (r. 221-210 b.c.) and Han

Wudi (r. 140-87 B.C.) both lent magicians (fangshi) in search of

such fungi. Many adepts were said to live on mushrooms; for

example, Pengzu, who lived to be over seven hundred years old,

ate only mushrooms. According to the Soushnyi (In Search

Supematw^ ofthe early third oentury;

Pmgzu was a Yin (Shang) dynasty ministerwhose surname was

Qtan and who given name was J
ian. He was the grandson of Em-

pcror Zhuanxu and the middle child of Luzhong [Ends of the Earth]

family. He lived during the Xia and survived until the end of the

Shang dynasty—he is said to have been 700 years oU. IHIs regular

fDod was the cinnamon fungus (the AngzM).'

As Michel Strickmann has shown, the cult of magic mush-

rooms in China is arKient* Sima Qian's RMoflfc ofthe Historian

{Shiji; first century B.C.) Stales that mushrooms were believed to

be among the sacred plants that grew on Penglai, one of the

isles ofthe immortals in the Eastern Ocean.' Since at least the

Han dynastji the appearance ofstrange and auspicious mush-

rooms has portended virtuous emperors:

During the reign ofthe emperor Wu, in rite year 109 b.c., accord-

ingtOthe History of the Former Hon Dynosty, a mushroom with

nine stalks from a single root grew in a room of the summer pal-

ace.A general amnes^ was proclaimed throughout die empire,

and the Seng ofthe IMushroom Oiamber was composed. The tnt

ofthis song has been preserved.'

The use of mushrooms that enable the adept to see the numi-

nous world is common in many cultures.' In the Six Dynasties

period (420-589), as well, mushrooms (specificaiiy "mush-

rooms that nourish the divine" or yor^gshen xht) are mentioned

as among the numinous plants growing on the isles ofthe

immortals

'

One of the earliest discussions ofthe importance of mush-

rooms in a Taoist context is in Ce Hong's Boopuzi (The Mostar

Who Embraces Simplicity). In this text, Ce describes several

types of mushrooms. Including rock, wood, herb, and flesh

mushrooms:

The rock ortes are semblances of mushrooms in stone. They

grow on famous mountains by the sea. Along isJand streams there

are fermaHons ofpiled rocks resembling flesh. Those seeming to

have head, tail, and four feet arc the best. They loolc like something

alive. They are attached to boulders, .nd prefer high, steep spots,

which sometimes render them inaccessible. The red ones resemble

coral; the while ones, a slice ofiate the Wack, wet varnish; the blue,

kingfisher feathers: and the yellow, purplish gold. All ofthem glow

in the darkness like ice. being easily visible at night firom a distance

ofth'ee hundred paces.'

It is noteworthy that many varieties of mushrooms are in fact

luminescent at night, just as described by Ce Hong.

The Qass^icatkm cfSupnmt Numinous Ttwaum Miohnwms is

believed to have been written during the Song dynasty (960-

1279). 3"<J '5 included in the Taoist Canon ormted in the mid

fifteenth century. The edition in the Biblioth^que Nationale has a

printed frontispiece depicting the Three Purities (Sanqing). A

cartouche at the end ofthe text contains the date: "Zhengtong

io;h year [1445I nth month, nth day."Tlietext illustrates 126

varieties of mushrooms, some commonplace and others fantas-

tic in form. All are said to confer longevity, to varying degrees.

For example:

The >ellow jade Mushroom grows on iMount Penglai. Its color Is

yellow, and its taste bHter. Dongwanggong ate it and became Im-

mortal, ard lived foi 90.000 years. The yc'luw tiirc and yellow flsh

guard it. It consists of three levels; the lower level has three

branches.

Many of the mushrooms in this text are described as being

surrounded by multicolored clouth; others have astounding

shapes. The text is part ofa long tradition ofmushroom hand-

boob, ofthe type reliefred to by Ce Hong.*

—s. u
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WancShizhen (1^26-1590)

The Akhemist Wei Boyang,from the Complete Biog/naphits

efthtAssorted Immortals

Ming dynasty, 1600/30

Woodblock i'lusfated book: ink OR paper

20.7 X )2.6 cm (each page)

Hannnl>Vencliing Library, Harvard Uniwersltiii

Camfaridge, Manaehuietts

Wci BOYANC is a semimythical figure from the Kuaiji area of

modem Zhejiang believed to have been active in the middle of

the second century. Tine biog'aphy contained in the Complete

Biographies ofthe Assorted Immortals is based on the Biographies

ofUrn OiVfil* Immortoft (Sfimiriiimzlliian; by the great Jin dynasty

alchemist and scholarCe Hong {283-343).'

According to legend, Wei entered into the mountains with

three of his disciples, where he successftilly concocted an al-

chemical elixir. Already doubting the worthiness of two of his

disciples, however, Wei devised a trial to test their devotion. He

brought along with him a white dog, and when the elixir was

completed, he suggested to his disciples that they first test

it on the dog. Yet, unbelcnownst to his disciples, Wei had set

aside some imlinishcd eliiiir, knowing that this incomplete elixir

was poisonous and would cause whoever consumed it to die.

Wei then fed this unfinished, poisonous dbdr to the dog, who

promptly fell ove' dead. Nonetheless, apparently unaffected by

what had happened, Wei expressed to his disciples his resolve

to consume the ftiled concoction:

I have turned my back on the paths ofthe world, and left behind

my famil}i If I do net become an adept from this (eliidr], I would

atill be ashamed to ratum home, life and death are one; 1 will

omumeit.

Naturally, Wei too died when he took the poisonous elixir. At

this point, one of his disciples stated that his master must have

had his reasons for taking the elixir, and, putting his faith in his

teacher, he also consumed the poisonous elixir and died. The

other two disdples refused, however, thinking that it was better

to live a few more decades than to risk death for a dubious

chance at immortality. After these two faithless students de-

scended from the mountains to make furterary arrangements for

their apparendjr foolhardy companions, Vdfei, who had actually

taken the completed elixir to counteract the effects ofthe poison,

revived, and he proceeded to administer the real elixir to the

faithful disciple and to the dog, who were both restored to life.'

The present woodblock print Illustrates this story, showing

Wei and his faithful disciple together with the dog that accompa-

nied them to the magical realms of adepts and realized beings.

As we can see from the above story, Wei practiced chemical

alchemy (waidon). However, he was best known in the later

imperial period for his influence on the tradition of Inner Al-

chemy (rtmdui), which reinterpreted the alchemical process and

its terminology as representing an internal physiological and

spiritual meditation.' Much of Wei 's later fame derives firom the

alchemical treatise attributed to him. the Contntt efthe fhm
Umtitn^the Zhou Oymisty [Classic pfj Owngfs (Zhou^ cantong

qi), a work that seems to have begun as a treatise on chemical

alchemy in the late Han dynasty.* The principal innovation of

this text is the use oftrigrams fnm the Bboic ofChanges (Zhouyi

or Kpng^ to explain the alchemical process, as seen in the open-

ing passage:

Qan and inin are the gateway to change (fif, the Mierand mother

of the various hexagrams. Km and if are the wialb, the Straight axle

in the moving hub.

The prominence of imagery from the Book of Changes in this

work k d one of its later commentators, the Five Dynasties writer

Peng Xiao, to state: "Master Wei is saying that the culthntlon

ofgolden elixir and reverted cinnabar is analogous to plterally,

"follows the same road"] the building and transformation [of

the world). Consequently, he relies on the symbols of the Boole

ofChanges to discuss it." The syml>olic language of the Zhouyi

eontong eventually became one ofthe primary foundations for

later Inner Alchemy, and consequently it is seen as one ofChina's

great spiritual classics.

—s. E.
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Illustrations oftlw StttM VtrfficoUon rfth» CMen EMrcf
the Reverted Cinnabar

Qing dfMsty, iTth/iftth centuries

HandscroH; ink and colors on silk

20 * ),2O0 cm

White Cloud Monaste7 (Baiyun Guar), Beijing

This HANDSCROLL (Jinye huandar^ ymzfiertg tw) contains twenty

illustrations that depict the "work" of inner Alchemy from begin-

ning to end. The illustrations are acconnpanied by poems that

sometimes help to explain them, but that are often just as sug-

gestive and cryptic as the images themselves.^ The author's

preface tells us that the Images were originally divided into two

main groups, "Images of Outer Methods" (waifa xiang), com-

prising lllustntlons 1 and 3-10, and "Images ofInner Methods"

(M^ Mbng^, sections 11-19. These groups were supplemented

by two separate images (2 and 20), which represent, respec-

tively, the first awareness of difTerentiated existence, and the

final return to undifferentiated oneness. Taken as a whole, the

illustrations show the entire alchemical process from the move-

ment out of undifferentiated oneness into the multiplicity of the

world, and the return from thts multiplicitv to oneness through

the reintegration of complementary opposites. This process is

analogous to the western alchemical principles ofcoagulation

and dissolution.' The illustrations in the text (not all shown) are

as fellows:

1. The Original Root

An errou circle represents the Stat* ofundifferentiated oneness

(equiv.ilent to the Tao).

2. Startled Awakening

The six paths oflelncamatiofl: in the hdls, as a hung^ ghost, as

an animal, as an osura (a kind oflesser spirit), as a human, or as a

dein (deity). This indicates the development ofdlffoentiated

existertce from the "original root"

3. p'he Trigrams] Qian and Kun

Thirty-six palaces flanked by the sun and moon are on a magical

mountain that rises from a square island In the ocean. The square

shape of the island indicates that it represents earth (as opposed

to the heavens), while the paLices prob.ibly represent the thirty six

heavens of Taoist and Buddhist cosmology. This indicates the

arising of die entire cosmos from the Initial diflbrentiation ofyin

(Irigram liim) and yong (Mgram 41m).

4. iMchemical Vessels

A man, who represents the alchemical furnace and the trigram

qion (three unbroken yang lines), and a woman, wlio represents

the tnpod or crucible and the trigram kun (three Uolten yjn lines),

are shown. This indicates the goal ofinner Alchemy to harmonize

yiinandyo^g

J. Lead and irfercury

A male child in a circle, who represents the alchemical element

mercury and the trigram kan (one unbroken line between two

broken lines), and a female child in a circle, who represents the

alchemical element lead and the trignm it (one broken line

between two unbroken lines), are shown.) This suggests the

gradual intermingling of )(ifn and ymg.

6. Hannonization

This is a diagram of the twelve earthly branches (dizhij that repre-

sent the twelve spatial directions and times of day, connected by

lines. This indicates thefM development ofdifliHentiated space

aitd time, but also the Inierconnededness ofthese diflerentiations.

7. Realized Land

A palace is shown r-i^ns^ from a lotus encircled by a wall with a

single gate; the accompanying poem discusses the difference

between "true* or alchemical lead and "ordinary" lead. This and

the fbllowing illustrations show the beginning ofthe process of

reunification.

8.Selectiofl

An alchemical crucible covered by .i swofd on a three tiered altar Is

depicted. In front of the altar is a toad with three legs, with a ray of

light coming ttem its mouth that cnvekipcs a aane; these are

fiirlher symbols ofyAt and foti^* This IHustralian reinlraduoes the

crucible of illustration 4 as die central theme ofthe alchemical

process.

9. Systematization

This illustration depicts a temple compound with stairs leading to

a gateway on the left, a temple buiUing, and a three^ered ahar in

the courtyard. The three tiers of the altar represent the heavens,

earth, and humanity. Exorcistic swords are placed at the four

corners of the altar, and are decorated with hanging mirrors that

also serve an exorcistic lunction. This illustration begins the actual

ritual process ofrefining an alchemical elixir.

10. Support

A central figure that may represent the Northern Dipper (Ursa

Major) sits on a three tiered altar, with a dragon and a tiger

descending on the right and leit sides. The figure is flanked by two
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betng* who the poem tuggesit rapresent civil and military oflidals.

The meditator aisums* the central role ofthe Northern Dipper,

and draws the essences of yini (tiger) and yeiig (dragon) Into

himself.

11. Consuming Cinnaoar

A dragpn and a tiger' sportwith a magical pearl over the ocean.

The images ofreunification are gradually refined.

12. Nine Tripods

Thase are the nine tripods cast by the Yellow Emperor as signs of

his mandate to rule over the nine traditional regions of China,

punctuated by five orbs resting on douds, which may represent

the Five Planets or the Five Phases. Sgpmbelieall)( the meditalor

assumes the role ofthe YIellow Emperor uniting the entire (litte-

rior) world, and his crucible Is transformed Into the nine tripods

ofthis mythical figure.

13. Bringing Forth the Fire

The meditator is shown In two conjoined circles, with his bacic to

the viewer. He is suiiounded by the eight trigrams. Beneath him is

a flaming crucible. The entire image is enclrded by depictions of

different phases of the rnoon and several 'nscrptions. This is the

inner mystery of the alchemical process, where tJie meditator

absorbs the Eight Trigrams and refines them (and Nmself) over

time in his inner cniclMe.

14. Taking Away the Rre

The same two conjoined circles ofsedion 13 are again depicted,

but they are now empty. They are surrounded by the "embodi-

ment" (U) trigrams qion and icun above and below, and the "use"

trigrams Hcorr and ff to the right and left. The entire Image is en-

circled by phases ofthe moon and more inscriptions. The medita-

tor has beer reduced to h s p'ircipal e'errcnts yir and ynrig.

shown as two conjoined circles and as the "embodiments"

(primary manifestations) and "uses" (secondary manifestations)

ofthese two principles In the four most essential trigrams.

15. Adding and Ihlcing Aiway

A ray of light comes forth from a crucible surrounded by a dragon

and tiger and placed on a three-tiered altar. Within the ray of light

the three hun or yong souls of the body rise to the left, while the

seven po or yiiin souls ofthe body rise to the right. The aeoDmpang^

ing poem says:

The ym po^uls harmonize with lead, daily

decreasing.

The yong hun souls combine with mercury,

growing ever-more vigorous . .

.

Adding metcury and takir^ awaiy lead, entirely by

means offire.

The meditator's being Is purified of Its yfn elements and becomes

pureyaiif energjji

16. Bathing or Purification

An infant hovers on clo jds that rise from a crucible on a three-

tiered altar. The meditator, now shown as an infant symbolizing

pure yong energy, undergoes a (inal purification. Intereslir^ this

purification is through water (fbi), in contrast to the previous

purificatiofl by fire (fmgt.

17. Golden Elixir

A dragon hovers In a fiery atmosphere over a peari, beneath which

is a flaming crucible on a three-tiered altar. The meditator's body

has been completely purified Into a magitaal elixir, shown as the

drag^ and pearl, more symbols ofymg energy.

iS. Embracing the Primordial

A man meditates under a pine tree. Now that the body is purified,

conciousness is transformed Into pure light through meditation on

primordial oneness.

19. Audience witli the Primordial

• The man rides on clouds that rise from a fire. With body and

conciousness both pure, the meditator ascends to meet with

primordial oneness.

20. Returning to the Primordial

The empty circle suggests that the meditator has reunited with

undifferentiated oneness, completing the cycle.

The handscroll is a Qing dynasty (seventeenth/eighteenth

century) copy ofa series of illustrations attributed to a Southern

Song dynasty (1127-1279) writer using the pseudonym "Master

Dragon Eyebrows" (Longmeizi); this author's preface is dated

to 1218. The same text can be found in the Ming dynasty Taoist

&non.* Little is known ofthe author, but he claims to have

studied under the disciples ofa certain realized being named

Liu, who in turn appears to have been a student of the famous

Zhang Boduan (984-1082). Zhang's Vt'niting on Awakening to

RealaaUon (VMizfaen pim} is considered to be one ofthe stan-

dard worlts on the prirKiples of Inner AkhemyL' A pre6toiy note

by a later editor named Wang Qidao dated to 1234 further

identifies th<s text with the great Southern Song Taoist scholar

Bai Yuchan (1 194-1229). There is also an epilogue by a certain

Un )ing dated to 1249, which affirms the lineage ofthe text as

belonging to the school ofalchemy known as "Violet Ught"

Czjyang) after Zhang Boduan's pseudonym.
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The history of this handscroll and its contents is inextricably

linked with the Complete Realization (Quanzhen) sect, even

though its alchemical teachings developed independently of this

movement. As the Complete Realization sect rose to power in

the Yuan dynasty (1260-1368), the lineage from Zhang Boduan

to Bai Yuchan was traced back to the Liao dynasty (916-1125)

master Liu Haichan (see cat. no. 124), the fourth patriarch of

the Complete Realization movement. Although the present text

probably predates the formal establishment of this lineage, the

image of a three-legged toad in section 8 may already suggest a

connection with Liu, since such a toad was often depicted as

part of his iconography. The secrets of Inner Alchemy were re-

vealed to Liu by Lii Dongbin (see cat. nos. 120-22), the third

patriarch of the Complete Realization sect. By the middle of the

Yuan dynasty this lineage came to be known as the "southern"

lineage of the Complete Realization sect, in opposition to the

"northern" lineage founded by Wang Chongyang (1112-1170),

historical founder of the Complete Realization movement.*

Since the Yuan dynasty, the headquarters of the northern lineage

has been the White Cloud Monastery, where this handscroll is

now kept.

—S. E.
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132

Directionsfor Er^dowment and Vitality

Ming dynasty, Wanli reign, dated 1615

Woodblock-illustrated book; ink on paper

30.8 X 26.5 cm (each page)

The British Library, London (15113.6.6)

The DittecTioNS for Enoowmint and Vitality (Xing-

ming guizhi) is a Ming dynasty treatise on Inner Alchemy, richly

illustrated with over fifty diagrams and images.' The breadth

of its text and illustrations led joseph Needham to call it "the

Summa of physiological alchemy lneidan\."' As its title suggests,

the work is principally concerned with the "endowment" {xing,

often translated as "nature") and "vitality" {ming, often trans-

lated as "life" or "life-span") of human life. Essentially, xing and

ming together compose the most fundamental energy that ani-

mates the human body, and the purpose of this treatise is to

return the secondary energies of the body to the primordial

purity of this primary energy.

The first and second illustrations shown here (la and ib),

called the Illustration of Broad Illumination and the Illustration of

Uevene Illumination, show the inner landscape of the body from

the front and back. The first depicts a meditator sitting cross-

legged. In his left hand he holds a crow enclosed in a circle, an

ancient symbol of the sun. and m his right hand a hare enclosed

in a circle, the corresponding symbol of the moon. On his fore-

head a composite character formed from the three-character

phrase "to join endowment and vitality" {he xingming) is en-

closed in another circle. These three circles represent the yang

and Yin energies of the body to the left and the right, and their

union in the center. The symbolic crucible of Inner Alchemy is

shown in the meditator's abdomen, the place of the lowest of

the three "cinnabar fields" (dantian). which Needham defined in

this context as centers of "vital internal warmth."' The second

illustration shows the spinal cord, which is flanked by the kid-

neys in the lower body; the kidneys are defined as "dragon fire"

on the right, a symbol of yong energy within the yin side of the

body, and "tiger water" on the left, a symbol of yin energy within
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the yang side of the body. The top circle in the second illustra-

tion, which corresponds to the composite character "to join

endowment and vitality" in the first, encloses the character's

"primordial spirit" (yuamhen).

The third image (2a) is called the Illustration of Bringing

Together the Four Symbols. The animals of the five phases (see

cat. no. 9) are shown: the Dark Warrior (an entwined tortoise

and snake), representing water and the kidneys on the bottom

(north); a red bird, representing fire and the heart on the top

(south); a blue-green dragon, representing wood and liver on

the left, reading the diagram as if facing the viewer [east];* and a

white tiger representing metal and the lungs on the right (west).

These animals are directed towards the alchemical crucible, here

labeled "realized will" (zher^yi). The realized will is explained In

the text as "the prime of the trigram qian [three unbroken yang

lines], the mother of the heavens and the earth, the root of yin

and yang, the source of water and fire, the ancestor of the sun

and moon, the font of the three materials [the heavens, the

earth, and humanity], and the progenitor of the Five Phases."

Finally, the fourth illustration (2b) is called Illustration ofthe

Marriage ofthe Dragon and the Tiger; Needham has already

pointed out the sexual connotations of this title.' A blue-green

dragon, symbol of yang, and a white tiger, symbol of yin, are

shown infusing their energies into the alchemical crucible. A girl

dressed in blue-green robes rides the dragon, symbol of yin

within yang, while a white-faced boy rides the tiger, symbol of

yang within yin. These images suggest the trigrams li (two un-

broken yang lines enclosing a broken yin line) and kan (two bro-

ken yin lines enclosing an unbroken yang line), which represent

mercury and lead, the two fundamental elements transformed

in the inner alchemical operation.

The origins of this book are obscure, but it quotes several

Ming dynasty writers, such as Luo Nian'an (1504-1364), so it

can be dated to the late sixteenth century. The copy shown here

was made during the first printing of the work in 1615. It is attrib-

uted to a disciple of a certain Master Yin, about whom very little

is known.

—s. E.
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Illustration ofInner Circulation

Qing d)^nasty, 19th century

Ink rubbing; ink on paper

'33 X 56 cm
Richard Rosenblum Family Collection.

Newton Center, Massachusetts

This rubbing, entitled Illustration of Inner Circulation (Neifing

tu), shows the circulation of bodily energies that create an inter-

nal physiological elixir that will give long life, culminating in an

ascent to the heavens. It is largely an illustration of two poems,

attributed to Lii Dongbin, that are found in their entirety on the

left side of the rubbing, and in parts with the specific images

they describe.'

The rubbing consists of a diagram ofthe head and torso,

seen from the side. The entire diagram is framed on the right

by the spinal cord, which connects the lower torso with the

cranial cavity. Within the three major sections of the body

—

the head, the upper torso, and the lower torso, the areas of the

three "cinnabar fields" (dantian)—complementary images of

y/'n and yong energy are shown intermingling- Several other

images based on inner alchemical principles and visualization

techniques can also be seen; of these, the "three passes" of

the spinal cord through which energy moves up and down

the body—here shown as three gate-towers—are particularly

notable.

Beginning in the cranial cavity, there are nine peaks that sug-

gest the "nine palaces" (jiugong) of traditional Taoist medita-

tion; these peaks represent the yong energy of the upper body.

Within these peaks lies a "numinous platform" (lingtai) that

Implies the ultimate goal of alchemy, an audience with repre-

sentatives of the celestial hierarchy. A stream of "spirit water"

(shenshui) flows down from these mountains—down the spinal

cord—illustrating the idea that "Water flows down from the

head and is called 'spirit water,' while realized energy rises from

the [lower] cinnabar field and is called 'proper fire.'"'

Below the peaks are two dots representing at once the eyes

and the sun and moon, symbols of yong and yin energy. Above

the eyes there is a "white-haired old man with eyebrows hang-

ing to the ground"; his robe is covered with stylized versions of

the character for long life (shou). This man represents the yin

alchemical element lead, and may have a secondary association

with Laozi.' Below this man is a "blue-eyed foreign monk with

arms raised to the heavens." This monk represents the yang
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alchemical element mercuo^ «nd may have a secondary associa-

tion with either Bodhidharma or MaHreya-^Tlie pboement of

the ym imago o'' the old man over the yong image of the young

monic implies the idea of fin within yang and yang within yin,

and the reversal ofthese energies that is part ofthe inner al-

chemical process.

The cranial cavity is framed on the left by the ren and du en-

ergy conduits (muo). two of the paths in which energy (qi) trav-

els during its circuit through the body. The du conduit is the sole

conduit that traverses the center ofthe body from top to bot-

tom, while the len conduit is associated with the %vomb, ghring

these conduits a special significarce ^or the inner process.'

The middle of the body is dominated by images of the '"Weav-

ing Cirf and "Herd Boy" stars, two stars traditionally seen as

lovers who meet In the sky once a year. The Weaving Girl repre-

sents the kidneys, seat ofthe element water (yin) in the Five

Phase system She sits at a spinning v.heei, and a current of

energy rises from her to the trachea, shown as a twelve-storied

tower that "holds secret explanations." Completing the circuit, a

double-current ofene^ descends from this tower to the Herd

Rov, w^c sifs in the midd'e cinnnb?.r field of the heart seat of

the element fire (yong) in the Five Phase system. As Joscpn

Needham has pointed out, these two images together represent

a lesser circulation intermingling the ytn and yang energies of

the l(idneys and the heart, which corresponds to the greater dr^

culation of the entire body *

The other major internal organs are also indicated in this

section by inscriptions, and there are several more symbolic

images. Of particular Interest is the grove oftrees to the side

ofWeaving Girl. Trees represent the element wood in the F've

Phase system, which is associated with the new growth of spring

and the rise of yang energy from the pinnacle ofyki in the winter

months. Here, however, the proximity ofthe trees to the Weaving

Ctrl suggests a yi'n correspondence v. hich brings to mind pas-

sages such as "The liver is wood, which flourishes in the west;

the lungs are metal, which comes forth from the cast—these are

the patterns 0i} ofthe Five Phases turned upside down.*' The

normal place ofwood in the Five Phase system is in the east,

while metal is placed in the west; in Inner Alchemy, however, the

placement of these elements is reversed in order to refine yin

and yang energies. Moreover, this grove also illustrates a line

from one ofthe poems attributed to LO Oongbin that talks of

"planting golden coins," and in another version of this illustra-

tion, the trees are "money trees" that bear coins for fruit.* The

golden coins of the poem suggest the yin element metal, and

consequently the grove oftrees represents a secondary union of

yang wood and yin metal that conesportds to the primary union

ofwater and fire described above.

Finally, the Herd Boy holds in his hands the Northern Dipper

(Ursa Major), a traditional image ofthe circumpolar zone ofthe

sky; this image strengthens both the connections between the

torso and the stellar regions, already implied by the Weaving Girl

and Herd Bof, and the centralis ofthe middle cinnabar field in

the heart.

In the very bottom ofthe rubbing, we see yrn water represent-

ing the trigram kan. The inscription to the right reads, "The

waters of /ton flow in reverse." This reversal is accomplished by a

boy and girl (yang and yin, or yin lead and yang mercury) operat-

ing treadmills that drive the water upward. This water rises to

become yang fire, which joins with the "spirit water" ofthe cra-

nial cavity, representing the exfac. on of the unbroken line of

the trigram kan to replace the brotcen line of the trigram li. These

two trigrams are theret>y refined into the pure yang energy of the

trigram i|ian fthiee unbroken lines), the elixir of Inner Alchemy:

The alchemical operation itselfculminates in the alchemical

crucib'e of the lower cinnabar field, which ^jiltes wate' and fire.

The elixir is shown as four interlinked taiji symbols, which hover

over the crucible, emitting rays of yong energy.

The "iron ox" (tfcnfw) to the left ofthe alchemical crucible Is

an image drawn ''rarr ihc first line of the poem quoted to the

left: "The iron ox ploughs the field, planting golden coins."

Needham interprets the ox as follows: "The ox [represents] the

beast ofevil desire which has to be ridden and controlled by

Everyman the ox is the motive power for the circulation of

chhl [qf. energy] and /[yt, wilt] in the body."' Accordingly, the ox

represents the body itself, and the physical and mental inertia

ofslothflilness vAiich must be overcome to accomplish the al-

chemical "work."

The rubbing was taken from a carved wooden tablet (now

lost) in the White Cloud Monastcr-y (Baiyun Cuanl that was

commissioned by Liu Chcngyin and completed in 1886. Accord-

ing to the inscription in the lower left comer, the carving was

based on a painting Liu saw in a library on a certain Tall Pine

Mountain (Caosong Shan). Other examples of the same theme

exist, including a Qing dynasty color painting done in the paint-

ing academy ofthe imperial palace.^*

—s. t.
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Wen Boren (1502-1575)

Spring Dawn at the Elixir Terrace

Ming d/nasty, 16th century

Handscroll; ink and light colors on paper

30.1 X 124.8 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Wen Boren was a nephew of the famous Ming dynasty

painter Wen Zhengming (1470-1559), and one of the leading

artists of the Wu School of literati painting.' His short hand-

scroll entitled Spring Dawn at the Elixir Terrace depicts a moun-

tainous landscape, colored m muted ochre and pale blue

pigments.' The landscape of cliffs and rounded boulders opens

at the left with a balustrade-lined path bordering a stream. Be-

yond a footbridge, the path disappears behind a cliff, only to

reappear in the middle of the scroll, where a boy carries a hoe

and a basket of purple mushrooms. Among densely foliated

deciduous trees, the path, again bounded by a balustrade, dis-

appears once more into the entrance of a cavern. Beyond this,

at the top of a narrow ridge, a thatched roof appears. The paint-

ing ends with a depiction of a Taoist adept, standing alone on

a promontory surrounded by an ocean of clouds, with a pale

mountain range visible in the far distance. The object of the

adept's attention is a crucible that stands on a rock; in this re-

action vessel the elixir is being refined. A jet of vapor shoots

upward from the crucible's mouth. The painting is signed,

"Sketched by Wufeng Wen Boren."

Actual experiments in laboratory alchemy were in fact rare

after the Tang dynasty (618-906), owing in part to the great

expense of obtaining and preparing the proper ingredients, and

in part to the proliferation of the practices of Inner Alchemy.'

The greatest phase of true laboratory alchemy appears to have

taken place during the Eastern )in (317-420) and Six Dynasties

(420-589) periods. In one of his visions of the Perfected Being

Lady Wei Huacun, Yang Xi (330-c. 386) was told of the numi-

nous elixirs that dedicated adepts could hope to create:

Some will cyclically transform in their furnaces the darksome

semen (you jing) of cinnabar, or refine by the powder method the

purple ichor of gold and jade. The Langgan elixir will flow and

flower in thick billows; the Eight Gems (bo qiong) will soar in

cloudlike radiance. The Crimson Fluid will eddy and ripple as the

Dragon Foetus (long tai) cries out from its secret place. Tiger-

Spittle and Phoenix-Brain. Cloud Langgan and jade Frost, Lunar

Liquor of the Supreme Pole (Taiji yueli) and Divine Steel of the

Three Rings (sanhuan linggong)—if a spatulaful of (one of these)

Is presented to them, their spintual feathers will spread forth like
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pinions. Then will they (be able to) peruse the pattern figured

on the Vault of Space, and glow forth in the Chamber of Primal

Commencement*

Depictions of the alchemical process in Chinese painting are

surprisingly rare. The earliest known examples date to the Yuan

dynasty (1260-1368). A painting in the British Museum attrib-

uted to Yan Hui (active late thirteenth-early fourteenth century),

for example, depicts three of the Eight Immortals (Zhongli Quan,

Lu Oongbin, and Li Tieguai) seated around a crucible in which

the elixir is being prepared: cast onto the exterior of the reaction

vessel are the Eight Trigrams of the Book ofChanges, symboliz-

ing the cyclical transformations of fin and yang} Such images

are better known from the Ming dynasty, and survive from the

hands of such artists as Qian Cu (1508-1578) and Chen Hong-

shou (1598-1652), in addition to Wen Boren,*

Although it would appear that Wen Boren's painting depicts

the alchemical preparation of an elixir, it is more likely that it is a

visual metaphor for Inner Alchemy (neidan): the creation of the

elixir within the adept's own body through meditation and visu-

alization. The techniques of Inner Alchemy were widely practiced

from the Song dynasty (960-1126) onward, largely supplanting

experiments in laboratory alchemy. Nonetheless, as Nathan

Sivin has pointed out, the language of both Outer (chemical)

and Inner (visualized) Alchemy was often interchangeable, and

it is frequently difficult to tell from Taoist alchemical texts which

technique, or body of techniques, is being referred to.' That Wen

Boren's handscroll is an allegory of Inner Alchemy is corrobo-

rated by the presence of an attached colophon in cursive script,

written by the late Ming artist and dramatist Xu Wei (1521-1593).*

This text is written in the classical language of Inner Alchemy, in

which the component aspects of the vital energies (qi) within

the human body are directed toward the creation of the inner

elixir, following the symbolism of yin and yang, the Five Elements

(Phases), and the Eight Trigrams.'

—s. L.
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Mirror with Taoist Adept under a Pine Tree

Song dynasty {960-1279)

Bronze

D. 14.6 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing

1SS

Mirror with Taoist Adept in Front ofa Cavern-Heaven

Yuan dynasty. Zhishun reign, dated 1331

Bronze

D. 19.9 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing

The backs of these bronze mirrors are cast with designs

depicting Taoist adepts obtaining the alchemical elixir. Similar

mirrors have been excavated from sites in both northern and

southern China, and include examples dating to the Song

(960-1279), Jin (1115-1234), and Yuan (1260-1368) dynasties.

'

The decoration of these mirrors tends to follow a fixed format;

an adept sits m contemplation under a pine tree, while an atten-

dant approaches, carrying either a vessel containing an elixir or

a tray with peaches or other gifts. The adepts are usually accom-

panied by such animals as a crane, turtle, or deer. Sometimes

an attendant or messenger is shown descending from the sky

on a cloud, bearing a vessel or tray; sometimes the attendant

emerges from the door of a cavern-heaven (dongtion; see cat.

no. 148). Like the scene depicted in Wen Boren's Spring Dawn at

the Elixir Terrace (cat. no. 134), these images appear to be allego-

ries of Inner Alchemy.

The Song dynasty mirror (cat. no. 135) depicts a Taoist adept

seated under a pine tree. He wears flowing robes, and has a halo

behind his head.' In the foreground are a tortoise and crane,

both symbols of longevity. On the left side, a figure descends

on a cloud and offers the adept a vial, presumably containing

an elixir.

The second mirror (cat. no. 136) bears a Yuan dynasty date:

"Recorded in the xinwei year of the Zhishun reign" (i.e., 1331).'

A bearded adept is shown at the right, seated on a rock under

a pine tree. He is accompanied by a female attendant holding

a tray; on the tray is what appears to be a tortoise. To the right,

a deer, a male attendant holding a jar emitting beams of light,

and a crane emerge from the open door of a cavern-heaven.

The deer and the figure carrying the vessel cross a short bridge

over a stream and approach the adept. An inscription in a car-

touche next to the deer reads "Made by He Dezheng of Zhang

Commandery in Hongdu [an old name for Nanchang in Jiangxi

province]." A third inscription appears inside the door to the

cavern-heaven, and reads Yujun Changiha, which may be trans-

lated, "Lodging with a lord in Changsha." There are similar

mirrors in the Baoji Museum, Shaanxi province; the Museum

of East Asian Antiquities in Stockholm; and the Museum for

Applied Arts, Frankfurt; these, however, have no inscriptions.

—$. L.
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One of the earliest texts of religious Taoism, the Seriptun

efCnat Ptace (Taifungjing), teaches a profound respect for the

Earth as a living body. This section of the exhibition catalogue

explores the traditional Taoist concept of the natural landscape

as sacred and reflecting the inherently divine structure ofboth

the cosmos and the inner human body (i.e., macrocosm and

microcosm). The divne correspondence betv.'een the outer

terrestrial and inner landscape ofthe human body is a funda-

mental aspect of Taoist techniques of visuaiization and inner

Alchemyi »n6 can be seen in such works as the iBuOration ef

Itmtr Circulation {Neijing tu; cat. no. 133), a diagram that origi-

nated in the Six Dynasties period (4JO-58P)-

This concept of the Earth as a sacred body is often given vi-

sual expression In Chinese paintings. The earliest Chinese texts

that discuss the theory and practice of landscape painting, for

example, emphasize the impctaice of the artist capturing and

conveying the dynamic movement of vital energy (qi} that de-

fines and animates the dynamic forms ofthe earth. The concept

ofthe Earth as sacred is explored here on several levels. First

is the concept of the sacred mountain. Mountains are revered

throughout Taoist history as places where adepts meditate, pur-

sue alchemy, and encounter immortals and gods. In mountains

can be found numinous cavern-heavens (dongtian), mysterious

grottoes that are actually gateways to the spirit werid. A direct

extension of this concept of sacred space is the fre^luent Siting

of Taoist temples on or near mountains.

Examples ofthese concepts of sacred space as illustrated in

Chinese painting include Juran's StMng titeHmintht Autumn

Mounipins (cat. no. 138), Ni Zan's The Crone Crove (depicting an

outdoor Taoibt stone altar: cat. no. 139). Dai Jin's Seeking the Tao

in a Cavern-Heaven (cat. no. 148), Wen Zhengming's The Seven

juripm (a painting ofseven trees that are living symbols ofthe

seven stars ofthe Northern Dipper; cat no. 147), and a large

topographical painting by Guan Huai, a Qing court artist, de-

picting the Zhengyi (Orthodox Unity) sect temple complex at

Dragon and Tiger Mountain (Longhu Shan) in Jiangxi province

(cat. no. 151).

[Mail, cat na 151 357
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Ittustmthn ofiht Thw Farms 0/the Fm Saend Rt(da

Rubbing from a Stone sIclcatthcTaaistliMnplcafthtCcnInI Pwk,

Mount Song

Ming dynMt)^ Winli rdgn. dated 1604

Hanging scroll; ink on piper

270 X 118 cm

Dengfer^ Bureiu ofCultural Relics, Henan

Taoist practitioners, and the religious ascetics in China

before them, have always had a passion for mountains, rivaled

only by that ofgreat nature poets such as Xie Lingyun ^85-433).

The great patriarch of chemical alchemy Ce Hong (283-543)

says the following in his The Matter Who Embraces Stmplicity

(Baopuzi):

Those who mn medicines, who jre avoioing political turmoil or

who seeic quietude in order to pcactiee the Stitf, have aiufaiys gone

into the mountains.*

However, the very remoteness from civilization that gave moun-

tains their value also made them dangerous places, and Ce

Horg continues, "Most of those who do not Itnow the methods

for entering mountains encounter troubles and liarm." In order

to protect themseKes from tigers, wolves, and mountain spirits,

who would cause tree branches and boulders to fM on unwaiy

travelers and misguide them over precipitous cliffs, Taoists

would wear (and sometimes ingest) talismans, believed to imi-

tate the "true forms " (zhenxing) of, and thus embody the energy

of, the mountains they climbed. These talismans would cause

the gods ofthe mountain to protect their wearer, and lesser

spirits to submit to H s (or her) commands.

This rubbing was taken from a stone stele kept at the Zhong-

yue Miao, or Temple ofthe Csntral Pieak, on Mount Song In

Henan province. The temple has a number ofstelae illustrating

this theme, of which this is the oldest. It shows the "true forms"

of the Five Sacred Peaks (wuyue) of China They are as follows:

the Eastern Peak of Mount Tai (Shandong province), shown in

the upper rigiht, the Southern Peak ofMount Heng (Hunan

province), shown in the lower right, the Western Peak ofMount

Hua (Shaanxt province), shown in the lower left, the Northern

Peak of Mount Heng (IHebei province), shown in the upper left,

and the Central Peak ofMount Song (Henan province), shown

in the middle. Each "true form" is accompanied by an inscrip-

tion that tells where the peak is located, which of tHe Five Plan-

ets it corresponds to in the Five Phase system (see cat. no. 17),

and what god rules over it Additional information, such as the

most famous classical reference to the peak, the titles given to

its god in the Kaiyuan era (713-41) of the Tang dynasty, and the

changes made to the titles in the Song dynasty (960-1279), is

also included.

Above the talismans there is an in-^cription dated to 1604,

during the Wanli reign (1573-1620) of the Ming dynasty, by the

government official Fang Damei,' who served as a Regional

Inspector ofHenan for the Gensorate when this was written.

Fang states that the "true forms" of the Five Sacred Peaks were

first given to Emperor \Vhd< of the Han dynasty (r, 140-87 B.C.)

by the Queen Mother of the West (Xiwangmu). This statement

is based on a medieval legend ofEmperor VdUifi, wherein he was

given sacred scriptures by the Queen Mother ofthe West and

the Lady ofthe Highest Primordial (see cat. nos. 26, 97). He

mounted these scriptures or vrolet brocade with a coral roller,

placed them in a gold case and sealed them in a box of white

jade. However, Wudi's nature was too violent and lustilil to be

suited to the >X^. and after becoming disappointed with his

progress, the Queen Mother caused a" the scriptures, and the

building in which they were kept, to be burned. Fortunately,

the emperor transmitted a copy ofthe 'true forms" ofthe Five

Peaks to his minister Dong Zhongshu, and all later copies de-

rived from this one.' While this story resides in the realm of

legend rather than historical fact, the "true forms" existed in

some shape by the Jin dynasty (265-420), and are mentioned

prominently byCe Hong, who says, "I have heard Master Zheng

[Ge's teacher] say that there are no more significant works on

the Way than the Writ of the Three August aitd the UlustlOtion of

the True Forms ofthe Five Peaks.
"*

The "trae forms" ofthe Five Peaks seen here were common

in both China and japan, and can also be ibund en later stelae

such as one dated to 1682 in X "an. of which the Field Mij<;e-,jm

in Chicago has a rubbing.' At the same time, the Ming dynasty

Taoist Canon, which was printed over a century before the

present stele, preserves an alternate version ofthe "true forms"

of the Five Peaks;* the former are more abstract and talismanic,

while the latter resemble maps that highlight areas ofsacred

significance within each peak,

—S. E.
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JURAN (active C. 960-80)

Seeking the Tao in the Autumn Mountains

Northern Song dynasty, 10th century

Hanging scroll; ink on silk

156.2 X 77.2 cm

National Palace Museurn, Taipei

JuRAN WAS A Buddhist monk active in the tenth century. He

worked at the courts of the Southern Tang (923-36) and North-

ern Song (960-1126) dynasties, in Nanjing and Kaifeng. A pupil

of the great landscapist Dong Yuan, Juran became one of the

most famous painters in Chinese history. He and his teacher

were described as follows by the Northern Song critic Shen Gua

(1031-1095) in his Casual Writingsfrom the Stream of Dreams

(Mengqi biters) of c. 1090;

In the jiangnan area (south of the Yangzi] during the time of the

Southern Tang's second ruler [r. 926-34), there was a Director of

the Northern Park. Dong Yuan, who excelled in painting and was

especially skilled in distant views with autumnal mists. He mainly

depicted the real mountains of jiangnan and did not make brush-

drawings of extraordinary heights. After him. the monk Juran of

Jianye [Nanjing] followed Yuan's method and fathomed marvelous

principles. Generally the brushwork of Yuan and Juran should be

viewed at a distance. Their use of the brush is very cursory and if

[their paintings are) seen from nearby, they may not seem to re-

semble the appearance of things: but, if viewed from afar, scenes

and objects are clear, and deep feelings and distant thoughts

(arisej. as ifone were gazing on another world.'

The title of Juran's Seeking the Tao in the Autumn Mountains

fully expresses the meaning of this remote and dynamic land-

scape. Situated in a ravine, sitting under the eave of a thatched

dwelling and entertaining a guest, a recluse contemplates the

vital energy (qi) of the mountains that visibly swirls around his

retreat. The landscape in this painting is a symbol of cosmic

process, and simultaneously a symbol of the inner spirit-

landscape of the human body. "Seeking the Tao" here suggests

that the adept is aware of the numinous life-force that creates

and gives form to the terrestrial landscape, and of the fact that

what seems solid is actually in flux—a flux generated by the

flow of <j( through the earth. These ideas lay at the heart of the

Chinese discipline known asfengshui (geomancy).

360 The Taoist Renaissance
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Ni Zan (1306-1374)

The Crane Crave

Yuan or earl]^ Ming dynasty, c 1360/74

Handscroll: ink on paper

30.5 X 54 cm
China National Museum of Fine Arts (Zhongguo Meishu Cuan),

Beijing

A NATIVE OF Wuxi In Jlangsu province in south-central China,

Ni Zan was one of the most famous painters in Chinese history.'

Ni's family was devoted to the Orthodox Unity (Zhengyi) sect of

religious Taoism. Shortly after his birth, Ni's father died. He was

subsequently brought up by his half-brother, Ni Zhaokui {1279-

1328). who was closely acquainted with the Taoist adept Zhang

Yu (see cat. no. 38) of Mount Mao (Mao Shan) and with the

priest Wu Quanjie (see cat. no. 64).' Ni Zan spent most of his

life during the Mongol-ruled Yuan dynasty (1260-1368). As a

young man he was widely admired for his poetry, calligraphy,

and painting. As the hold of the Mongols weakened in the 1350s,

affluent families like Ni Zan's suffered from exorbitant taxation.

To escape this burden, Ni gave his estates and most of his pos-

sessions to relatives and friends, and lived for nearly twenty

years on a houseboat.

The Crant Qxovt is dedicated to a Taoist priest of the Divine

Empyrean (Shenxiao) sect named Zhou Xuanzhen (b. 1328),

whose sobriquet was Helin (Crane Grove).' This painting is the

only surviving work by NI Zan depicting a Taoist ritual space.* At

the center of the scroll is a grove of trees with a stone altar fsW

Utn) next to a riverbank. The painting is followed by twenty colo-

phons, including inscriptions by several Yuan scholars and the
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Ming artistsWen Zhengming (1470-1559)^ Dong Qichang

(1555-1636).' These colophons are deeply informed by religloui

Taoism. The Yuan scholar Zheng Cai, for example, writes:

Among the sounds ofjade chimes, (you| worship Purple Tenuity,'

Wending through the void, the white cratne has flown {here] with

his flocic

Mite know [from this] that the consortofHeng Shan has irrived,'

is this not the Prince of IMotint Cou who has returned^*

Close to Heaven, the jasper Aitar has beckoned h m to descend.

The moott-born pearl trees are scattered with his coming and

going.

One admires you, sir.who have attained the Tio and penetrated

boundle";? 5p-]re,

As the five-colored spring clouds co/er youf robes.'

Further evidence that Ni Zan was closely acquainted with Zhou

Xuanzhen is provided by a poem in Ni's collected writings, in-

scribed on a now-lost portrait ofthe Taoist priest:*

Settlii^in Perfection in the high halls of Purple Emptiness,"

He rests his phosphor (eharioq in the mysterious palaces ofthe

Utmost Tao."

His swofd rejects the bright moon through ladc and ppa'l trees.

His belt ornaments make tinkling sounds in the numinous wind

ofthe Seven Star Junipers.

Lad by the Purple Luan [bird) and [sounds ofl panpipes.

He is followpd by White Inde Lads

He is a transformed hermit, manifested like Zuo Yuanfang,"

in summoning demons and spirits, he resembles Qi Shaoweng.^*

bihsliiif yang and inhaling ybi, he supports primordial creation.

Enfeoffing mountains and summoning dotids, heempioysthe

Cod of the Soil.

Three plucks ofhis zither and the hundred gods delight,

The womb-immortaJ dances In the vastness ofthe red douds

ofdawn."

S, L./S. E.
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Ni Zan (1306-1374)

The Purple Mushroom Mour)tain Dwelling

Ming dynasty, c. 1370

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

80.5 X J4.8 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

While undated, this landscape by Ni Zan can l>e attributed

to the final decade of his life,' The phrase "purple mushroom" in

the painting's title refers to the Four Sages of Mount Shang (see

cat. no. 23). These four hermits of the early Han dynasty lived on

mushrooms, and one of them, the alchemist Lull, composed a

song known as the "Song of the Purple Mushroom." In the Six

Dynasties period (420-589), the Four Sages were perceived as

Taoist hermits, and are called xian (immortals) in Ce Hong's

The Moiter Who Embrocei SimplicitY (Baopuzi). '

In his inscription on this painting. Ni Zan alludes to the

purple mushrooms of Lull's song:

The mountain dwelling faces the Jade Sea,

. . . the Purple Mushrooms are lustrous.*

Over the clouds, one flies with "duck shoes,"

In the moon, one hears phoenixes and pipes.

Wood smoke rises from the stone stove.

Bamboo and snow are scattered before the columns.

Who sees noble scholar Chen?

Serene, he is skilled at nourishing life (yofig sheng}.'

The image of the purple mushroom was common in Yuan

poetry written by Taoist scholars. A poem by the adept Yu Ji

(1272-1348) that refers to the breathing techniques of Inner

Alchemy alludes to the purple mushroom as a symbol of

self-realization:

A thousand years, embracing the subtle respiration.

Moving together with the sun and the moon;

Looking fonward to the time when I will become a yellow-

haired one.

Daily awaiting the growth of the purple mushroom.'

In their apparent simplicity, Ni Zan's landscapes present a

world detached from the social turmoil that shook China in the

fourteenth century. Ni's cultivation of his moral integrity at a

time when intellectuals were faced with difficult political choices

made him a cultural hero during his lifetime. His Taoist orienta-

tion is apparent from both his collected writings and the friend-

ships he cultivated with Taoist priests and adepts. He was, for

example, a good friend of the great landscape painter Huang

Congwang (1269-1354). a Complete Realization (Quanzhen)

adept who was an expert In divination and fengshui (geomancy).*

—S. L.
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Wu BoLi (active late i4TH-EARuy 15TH century)

Dragon Pine

Ming dynasty, late Mth century

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

120.9 X 33 S crn

The Metropolitan Museum of Art. New York. Edward Elliott Family

Collection. Gift of Douglas Dillon (1984.475.3)

Wu BoLi WAS A Taoist priest who lived in the late Yuan and

early Ming dynasties.' Active at the headquarters of the Ortho-

dox Unity (Zhengyi) sect, Wu was closely associated with an-

other Taoist priest of this sect. Fang Congyi (c. i30»-after 1378),

whose work is also represented in this exhibition (cat. no. 143).

Both Wu and Fang lived in the Highest Purity Palace (Shangqing

Cong); this temple is depicted as it appeared in the eighteenth

century in Cuan Huai's topographical painting of Dragon and

Tiger Mountain (Longhu Shan; cat. no. 151). In 1406 Wu Boli

was ordered by the Yongle emperor (r. 1403-24) to accompany

the Forty-third Celestial Master (tianshi), Zhang Yuchu (1361-

1410), to search for the immortal Zhang Sanfeng at Mount

Wudang (Wudang Shan) in Hubei province.

As a painter Wu Boli specialized in scenes of withered trees,

bamboo, and stones. While unsigned, Wu's Dragon Pine bears

one of the artist's seals. As Chiang l-han has shown in his study

of this scroll, Wu's painting reflects the clear influence of the

tenth-century masters Dong Yuan and Juran (see cat. no. 138).

This scroll bears an inscription at the top by the Celestial

Master Zhang Yuchu. In addition to being the leading Taoist

cleric in China during the early Ming dynasty, Zhang was a

prolific artist, famous for his paintings by the age of fifteen.'

Among the collectors' seals on the scroll is the "halfseal" used

as an inventory mark during the early Ming reign of Hongwu

{1368-98).

The ancient pine tree ofWu Boli's painting is a symbol of

longevity, and of the Tao itself Like the dragon, and similarly

symbolizing the yang element, it exists in proximity to water,

symbolizing yin. As Wen Fong has shown, the powerful anima-

tion of the tree brings to mind the description of a pine tree by

the tenth-century landscapist Jlng Hao:

Among the trees, one had grown to occupy a huge area by itself

Its aged bark was covered with green lichen. It looked as if it were

a flying dragon riding the sky, or as if it were a coiling dragon aim-

ing at reaching the Milky Way.'

—S. L
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Lu CuANC (c. 1300-ArrER 1371)

Spring Dawn at the Cinnabar Terrace

Ming dynasty, c. 1369

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

61.3 X 26 cm

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Edward Elliott Family

Collection. Purchase. The Dillon Fund Gift (1982.2.2)

Lu CuANC's SMALL hanging scroll depicts a Taoist temple in

a mountainous landscape. Recent research suggests that the

painting depicts Mount Mao (Mao Shan), an ancient Taoist

center near Nanjing in Jiangsu province.' Painted in dry mono-

chrome ink, the scroll depicts a towering mountain peak with

lesser peaks to either side, at the base of which is a Taoist

temple. The "cinnabar terrace" of the painting's title probably

refers to the slanted terrace just below the tall central peak. On

this terrace, enclosed by a low fence or balustrade, is an outdoor

Taoist altar. This type of altar appears in several other paintings

of the Yuan and Ming dynasties, including works by Ni Zan and

Shao Mi.' The character dan in the title can mean both cinnabar

and elixir. Furthermore, it is likely that the title refers not to the

chemical refining of the elixir of immortality, but to Inner Al-

chemy (neidan), in which the internal energies of the adept's

own body are channeled through visualization to create the

"inner" elixir.

The artist's inscription, written at the upper right, reads:

Picture of "Spring Dawn at the Cinnabar Terrace." painted by

Tianyu |Lu Cuangj for Boyong.

Ten years I stayed in guest houses, cut off from the dust and dis-

order (of the world].

On the river, returning home, I think of solitude.

jade vapors [yu qij float In the Void, in the Spring there is no rain.

The elixir's glow emerges from the well, becoming clouds at dawn.'

In the wind, from time to time I lean on a dragon staff.

Under the moon, |l hear) the Luan [bird] and sheng (pipes], sounds

I haven't heard for a long time.

Re|oicing, I face the old immortal, far away from family.

Seated in their midst, we examine paintings and discuss literature,

While little is known about Lu Cuang's own beliefs with re-

gard to religious Taoism, he is known to have painted this sub-

ject more than once, suggesting that, like his contemporaries

Huang Congwang (1269-1354) and Ni Zan (1306-1374), he

was aware of and may have practiced the Taoist techniques of

Inner Alchemy.*

—S. L.
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Fang Concyi (c. 1301-AFTER 1378)

Cloudy Mountains

Yuan dynasty, c. 1360

Handscroll; ink and light colors on paper

26.1 X 144.S cm
The Metropolitan Museurn of Art. New York, Purchase, Gift of

|. Pierpont Morgan, by exchange (1973. 121.4)
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Fanc Congyi was a Taoist priest of the Highest Purity Palace

(Shangqing Cong) at Dragon and Tiger Mountain (Longhu

Shan; see cat. no. 151), the headquarters of the Orthodox Unity

(Zhengyi) sect in jiangxi province.' Although he spent most of

his life at Dragon and Tiger Mountain, he worked briefly in Dadu

(Beijing) in the 1330s. His nickname was Fanghu (Square Jar),

the name of one of the isles of the immortals in the eastern sea

(see cat. no. 149). He was known to and admired by many of the

leading literati of the Yuan dynasty (1260-1368), including such

figures as Song Lian (1310-1381), who wrote several colophons

on his paintings.' Fang was one of several Yuan Taoist priests

who were also painters; among these were the Celestial Master

Zhang Yucai (r. 1295-1316) and Deng You (c. 1300-after 1378),

a monk who trained at Dragon and Tiger Mountain and later

served as abbot of a Taoist temple in Wcnzhou, Zhejiang.'

Contemporary accounts of Fang Congyi hint at his deeply

religious and cultivated persona. The scholar Wei Su (1303-1372),

who knew Fang, wrote in a colophon on one of his works:

Fanghu studied the Tao at Dragon and Tiger Mountain. Undeliled

by worldly dust, the workings of his mind are superior Often

he paints landscapes which have an extraordinary flavor. Wuyi,

Kuanglu, Heng. Tai, Huabuzhu, these are all mountains which he

frequently depicted for me. As for the Immortal Cliffs, it is the

place where he habitually sits and passes his leisure time. More-

over, this man voyages beyond the world and is unfathomable.

When inspired, he gives spontaneously without even asking your

name; otherwise, he will not produce one stroke.*

Another Yuan scholar, Li Cun (1281-1354), wrote:

Fanghu's brush pursues the state of immortality. Accordingly, it

gives shape to the shapeless, and returns that which has shape

to shapelessness. That this can be done in painting must indeed

be the ultimate achievement of art. If Fanghu were not himself an

immortal, could he have done this?'

Fang Congyi's Cloudy Mountaim, from the Metropolitan Mu-

seum of Art, New York, has been described as "among the most

spectacular of Fang's extant works."' Beginning with a densely

textured spit of land with lush trees and rounded masses of

earth, with the elegant roofs of a temple visible at the right, the

painting proceeds to depict a long mountain range that turns

and twists like a dragon flying through space, only to dissolve

completely into empty mist at the end of the scroll. As several

scholars have observed, this work strikingly conveys the subtle

transformations of solid matter into vital energy (qi) and vital

energy into solid matter that characterize the workings of the

natural world. As Richard Barnhart has written, speaking of

another work by Fang, "This kind of almost tangible sense of

ongoing process intertwining the natural world, man, and artis-

tic creation might be thought of as the unspoken, underlying

meaning of all Yuan scholar-painting, but few succeeded better

than Fang Congyi in giving it vivid, direct visual expression."'

—s. L.
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Chen Ruyan (c. 1331-1371)

Mountains ofthe Immortals

Yuan d/nasty, late 14th century

Handscroll: ink and colors on silk

33 X 102.9 cm
The Cleveland Museum of Art, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. A. Dean Perry

('997-95)

Chen Ruyan's handscroll presents a classic illustration of an

immortals' paradise, as conceived by Taoists from at least the

Six Dynasties period onward. Comprising a range of mountains

painted in the blue-and-green (qinglii) style, the painting depicts

a realm far from the dusty world. At the upper right a red-walled

Taoist temple nestles in a steeply ascending valley. In a clearing,

a realized being (zhenren) sits on a carpet next to a qin zither

and lingzhi mushrooms, while watching a young attendant who

dances with two cranes. Toward the end of the scroll, two im-

mortal figures walk in another clearing, among auspicious ani-

mals and numinous plants. In the air above, another immortal

flies on the back of a crane. Waterfalls and clouds are evidence

of the mountains' breath, or qi.

The presence of azurite (blue) and malachite (green) pig-

ments in the painting alludes both to antique styles of painting

and to Taoist elixirs, for both minerals were used in elixirs from

at least the Six Dynasties period onward.'
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Chen Ruyan lived for most of his life in Suzhou, jiangsu prov-

ince.' He was a close friend of Ni Zan (1306-1374) and Wang

Meng (1308-1385), both ofwhom were known for their Taoist

images (Ni Zan and his family were also supporters of religious

Taoism).' When the rebel Zhang Shicheng took control of

Suzhou toward the end of the Yuan dynasty (1260-1368), Chen

Ruyan served as a military advisor to Pan Yuanming, Zhang's

brother-in-law. After Zhu Yuanzhang established the Ming dy-

nasty in 1368, Chen traveled to the new capital, Nanjing, and

accepted an official post as registrar (jinglu) of Jinan. Shandong

province. Due to an unknown offense, Chen Ruyan was executed

in the autumn of 1371.

The Cleveland handscroll is unsigned, but bears an inscrip-

tion by Ni Zan at the upper right:

MourrtoiVis ofthe Immortals was painted by Master Chen Weiyun

[Chen Ruyan). In its rich elegance and pure detachment, he has

profoundly captured the brush-spirit of Zhao Ronglu (Zhao

Mengfu, 1254-1322]. Who else could have done thisi" Now one

can no longer obtain |his works). On the second day of the twelfth

month of the year xinhai [1371]. inscribed by Ni Zan.

Ni's allusion to the works of Zhao Mengfu as the model for

Chen Ruyan's painting is born out by such blue-and-green style

landscapes by Zhao as The Mind-Landscape ofXie Youyu in the

Princeton University Art Museum.'

Mountains ofthe Immortoli was Chen Ruyan's best-known

painting from the early Ming dynasty onward.' The scroll bears

seals of Xiang Yuanbian (1525-1590), Zhu Zhichi (late Ming

dynasty), Liang Qingbiao (1620-1691), Cao Shiqi (1645-1704),

and Lu Xinyuan (1834-1894).'

—s. L.
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PUCUANC (active C. 1286-1309)

Isles ofthe Blessed

Yuan dynasty, late i3th/early 14th century

Handscroll: ink and colors on silk

}l .5 X 970 cm

Kaikodo. New York
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PucuANC's ISLCS OF THE BiESSio depicts an ocean, the

mysterious waves of which are alternately tempestuous and

calm. Scattered over the surface of the ocean is a chain of is-

lands. The first seven float like rafts on the water, while three at

the end, with sheer, unapproachable cliffs, are firmly anchored in

the depths. The latter almost certainly represent the immortals'

islands known as Fanghu, Yingzhou, and Penglai.' Temples and

palaces inhabited by Taoist adepts appear on each island. The

first seven islands may represent the human realm, while the

last three comprise the realm of the perfected beings (2hetiren)

who approach the islands flying on cranes and clouds.

The ocean in this painting is a symbol of transformation. In

Taoist thought, change is the fundamental nature of reality This

belief provides the intellectual underpinnings of the ancient

Book of Changes (Yijing), the visual symbolism of which was

adopted by Taoism as a way of illustrating the transformations

of y/rt and yang, symbolized here by the constantly shifting pat-

terns of the waves.'

Puguang was a Buddhist monk from Datong. Shanxi prov-

ince. He was born during the |in dynasty (1115 -1234) and died

m the early Yuan dynasty (1260-1368). He knew both Wanyan

Shou (1172-1232). a )in prince and painter, and the painter and

calligrapher Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322).' Like Zhao, he served as

a scholar-of!icial in the early Yuan government. He was particu-

larly famous as a calligrapher

This handscroll is signed, "Puguang, Chief Academician in

the Zhaowen Academy, made in the Moon Pool Meditation

Hall." The scroll is characteristic of early Yuan paintings in the

lineage of the Southern Song court painter Ma Yuan (active early

thirteenth century). Comparison with Ma's Views o/V/oler album

in the Palace Museum, Beijing, and the SkeUhes 0/ Water attrib-

uted to Ma in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, confirms an

early Yuan date for the scroll, as Howard Rogers has shown.*

— S. L.
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Lenc Qian (active 14TH century)

MourU Boyue

Yuan dynasty. Zhiztwfig raign, dalad 1343

Hanging scralh ink on paper

84.4x41.4 cm

National Palace Museum, Taipei

iFNC QiAN WAS A Taoist master and musician of the Yuan

dynasty (1260-1368}, and was closely acquainted with the Mos-

Ifffn poet Sadula and th« statesman Liu Jl.^ During the reign of

the first Ming emperor, Zliu Yiianzhang (r. 1368-9^, Leng was

appointed to the post ofChiefMusidan in the Cburt ofImperial

Sacrifices.'

Leng Qian's Mount Boyue is one ofthe earliest surviving

travel paintings known in the history ofChinese painting.*

Painted in dry and heavily textured init on paper, the work de-

picts the convoluted landscapp of the Yellow Mountains (Huang

Shan) in Anhui province (aespite its title, which refers to a

neaity mountain, also In Anhui). The paiming records a trip

Leng Qian and Liu Ji toolc to this geologically fantastic region of

Anhui in 1343. Lang's own inscription on the scroll reads in part:

Onward we went in successive stages for several tens of li, and

we b^an to catch sight of Tianmen (the Gate of Heaven, a notch

between two slopes of the peak Imown as Tiandu, the Peak of the

I4emenly Gtadd, in the Yellow Mountain^ Wt paid homage to

the sacred images and gazed with enjoyment at mountains and

rivers Far-off peaks rose, one above the other, piercng the

clouds and joining tlie heavens. Forest groves spread out before

them. I ashed one ofthe locals (what itwas) and he answered,

Huang Shan. R eouM be readied In a day's |ourne)ii so wa set out

upon the trek. Along the way we encountered strange pines and

wondrous rocks; lofty; nia)aatic peaks and diffis; flying waterfalls

and bubUinf streams; . . . emadaled monks and strange beasts;

monleey chattering and bird calls. (All ofthese) lay in my hettt and

took hold of my Imagination. Creeping vines led ut to the summit

of the mountain. (There was) the Yangzi River all In a ribbon with

)inling [Nanjing] clearly evident. There were peat expanses to the

north^ south. In all directions it was remote and untamed,

entirely screened offfrom my vision. Liu said. "Up ahead we would

stray into the mountains ofthe immortals" pdan shm).*

In Leng's painting, the actual voyage through the landscape

is translated into a single fixed view, yet one that is simulta-

neously fiill ofdynamic movement The transition between the

human world and the realm ofthe realized adepts implied in Liu

JI'S remafl; quoted in Ler^g'-; inscription r(>f alls thf similar trans-

formations of the world described in such ancient texts as Sun

Chuo's (320-377) account ofascending the Tianlai Mountahis.

As Richard Mather has written:

The "Poetic Essay on Roamirig in the rianlal Mowilains* is, at

one level, a record ofthe poet's mystical experience ofidentilywith

the non-actual reality embodied in mountains and streams Much

of it is, of course, vivid pliysical description ofdie ascent of one

ofChina's most scenic mountains. ... But the metaphysical level

is unmistakably present After a briefpreboe, the essay proper

begins with a genetal statement of the Great Void (Taixu) and its

manifold activity within the natural world. It proceeds to a specific

location of the Tiantai Range in space—in "magic Yue.' then

dearly implies that its ascent leads beyond space and time.*

At the top ofthe ascent, the poet Is "within the realm ofTaoist

immortab" and "in perfect accord with the Tao."* The signifi-

cance of both Sun Chuo's prose-poem and Leng QIan's painting

rests on the ancient Chinese view of certain mountains as sa-

cred pivots that connect Heaven and Earth. This perception

certainly characterized the Yellow Mountains ofAnhui depicted

in Leng's painting, said to be the site where the Yellow Emperor

ascended to immortally

—S. L.
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Wen Zhencminc (1470-1559)

The Seven Junipers (The Seven Stars)

Ming dynasty, Jiajing reign, dated 1532

Handscfoll: ink on paper

22.8 X 362 cm

The Honolulu Academy of Arts, Gift of Mrs. Carter Gait, 1952 (1666.))

Wen Zhencminc's topographical handscroll depicts seven

juniper trees planted in the year 500 (Liang dynasty) on the

grounds of the Zhidao Guan. a Taoist temple in Changshu (Yu-

shan), Jiangsu province.' It is clear from the poem wrritten at the

end of the scroll that the seven ancient trees were perceived as

Taoist immortals, and as representations of the seven stars of

the Northern Dipper, the most powerful constellation in Taoist

cosmology. Like his teacher Shen Zhou (1427-1509), Wen chose

to depict only the upper portions of the trees.' In the painting,

the junipers writhe across the surface of the paper, the trunks

and branches interlocked. The brushwork is dry and scumbled,

with occasional passages of wet ink wash and dense dotting.

In its contorted, twisting movements, this work is one ofWen

Zhengming's boldest compositions.

The long poem inscribed by Wen Zhengmlng after the paint-

ing does not appear among Wen's collected literary works, but

is recorded in the Cujin tufhujicheng (1725) as being by Huang

Yun, a native of Kunshan and contemporary ofWen Zheng-

ming.' In this poem, the seven junipers are described as being

planted by realized beings (zhenren), taking "the form of the

Dipper." and being "arranged like an immortal's altar." The rela-

tionship between the trees and the Northern Dipper is clearly

Stated; on one level, the trees are representatives on earth of the

stars of the Northern Dipper, also known as the "seven primes"

{qi yuan: see cat. no. 78). With their strange, ancient shapes, the

trees are compared to "leviathans (kun) transformed, soaring

through the sea, or the Peng bird quickly striking" (an allusion to

the Zhuangzi), and to "the jade trees of Penglai (one of the three

Islands of the immortals in the eastern sea)." The scroll has a

colophon by Chen Daofu (1483-1544), also written in 1532.

Wen Zhengming's painting is remarkable for its realistic

depiction of the Seven Junipers of Changshu, which still stand

today in the temple precincts of the Zhidao Guan. In a Taoist

context, the trees are powerful symbols of the divine realm of

the heavens, and of such human virtues as moral integrity.

—s. L.
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Dai Jin (1388-1462)

Seeking the Too in a Cavern-Heaven

Ming dynasty, 15th century

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

210.5 X 83 cm

Palace Museum, Beijing

Dai Jin was one of the great professional Zhe School masters

of early Ming painting. His painting gives visual form to the

ancient Taoist belief in numinous caverns that penetrate within

sacred mountains, and that function as gateways to paradise

and the realm of the Tao.^ In the painting, an adept ascends a

path among tall pines and towering cliffs toward the entrance of

a cavern-heaven (dongtian).' The figure has a Taoist cap on his

head, visible under his translucent cowl. Within the grotto's

opening, a balustrade-lined pathway disappears into the mist.

Such scenes are commonly encountered in traditional Chinese

painting. In addition to representing a real or idealized space,

the cavern-heaven can also represent the sacred interior space

of the adept's own body, as visualized through the techniques

of Inner Alchemy (neidan).'

Although the system of Ten Great Cavern-Heavens and Thirty-

six Lesser Cavern-Heavens was codified by the Taoist master Du

Cuangting (850-933) in the late Tang dynasty, a system of such

numinous caverns already existed in the earliest revelations of

the Highest Purity (Shangqing) school in the fourth century.*

Du wrote in the preface to his Record ofCavern- Heavens. Blessed

Places, Ducts, Peaks, and Great Mountains {Dongtian fudi yuedu

mingihan ji; a.d. 901);

When Heaven and Earth divided and the clear (ethers (qi)] sepa-

rated from the turbid, they fashioned the great rivers by melting

and the lofty mountains by congealing. Above they laid out the

stellar mansions, below they stored the grotto-heavens. The affairs

of each of these being administered by great sages and superior

Perfected, they contain divine palaces and spirit residences, jade

halls and gold terraces: soaring structures of congealed clouds,

formed from solidified ether'

Dai Jin's Seeking the Too in a Cavern-Heaven symbolizes both

the veneration of cavern-heavens in the terrestrial landscape and

the adept's inner spiritual journey toward achieving the Tao

(cheng dao).

—s. L.
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Wanc Yun was a professional painter active In Yangzhou,

jiangsu province, during the Kangxi (1662-1722) and Yongzheng

(1723-35) reigns. His depiction of the island known as Fanghu

(Square )ar) is one of the finest known depictions of this mythi-

cal Taoist paradise.^ Also known as Fangzhang, Fanghu was one

of the sacred islands sought by the first emperor of the Qin

dynasty (r. 247-09 B.C.), who longed to become one of the per-

fected (zhenren). The Records ofthe Historian (Shiji) by Sima

Qian (c. 145-c. 86 B.C.) records that afangshi (magician) named

Xu Fu, from the state of Qi (in modern Shandong province),

convinced the emperor to fund an expedition to find the three

"divine islands" (sher) short) in the eastern sea.' These islands

were called Penglai, Fangzhang (Fanghu), and Yingzhou, and

were inhabited by immortals fjriort).

Fanghu is also mentioned in the Liezi, a text attributed to the

philosopher of the same name (who lived c. 400 b.c.) that was

designated a Taoist classic in the eighth century:'

Within it [the eastern ocean] there are five mountains, called

Dalyu. Yuanjiao, Fanghu, Yingzhou, and Penglai.* These mountains

are thirty thousand miles high, and as many miles round; the

tablelands on their summits extend for nine thousand miles. It is

seventy thousand miles from one mountain to the next, but they

are considered close neighbors. The towers and terraces upon

them are all gold and jade, the beasts and birds are all unsullied

white: trees of pearl and garnet always grow densely, flowering and

bearing fruit which is always luscious, and those who eat of it

never grow old and die. The men who dwell there are all of the race

of immortal sages (xian shengj, who fly. too many to be counted,

to and from one mountain to another In a day and a night.'

Wang Yun's painting depicts Fanghu rising from an ocean

roiling with waves. Surrounded by mysterious vapors, the island

is dotted with numinous trees and vegetation, immortals' pal-

aces, and caverns from which waterfalls descend. The mountain

is painted with pale blue and green pigments, with pale pink

blossoms among the trees. The palace buildings are painted

green and red. with gold roofs.' At the upper left is a short in-

scription by the painter, which includes the title Painting of

Fanghu and the date: "Painted for Helao the Taoist, in a sum-

mer month of the yearjimao I1699), copying a Song (dynasty)

artist's original."

—s. L.

149

Wanc Yun (1652-1735 or later)

The Fanghu Isle ofthe Immortals

Qlng dynasty. Kangxi reign, dated i6gg

Hanging scroll: ink and colors on silk

142 X 60.3 cm

The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art. Kansas City, Fortieth

Anniversary Memorial Acquisition Fund (F7S-43)
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Yuan Yao (active 1739-80)

Autumn Moon over the Dew Terrace

Qing dynasty^ Kangn reigm, dated 1721

Hanging screll; ink and colon on silk

215 X '37 CTi

Museum fur Ostasiatische Kunst, Cologne (A89.1)

Yuan Yao's elegant painting depicts the imperial Jian-

zhang palace of the Han dynasty (206 b.c -a d 220), built in

the year 104 B.C. by Emperor Wu (r. 140-87 b.c.).' Seen bathed

in moonlight, a prominent feature is the tall marble terrace at

the upper right, topped by a bowl designed to catch dew. Known

as the Dew Terrace (Lutai). this structure reflected the belief that

an emperor's virtuous reign would be acknowledged by Heaven,

which ««ould send down "sweet dew" as a sign of its approval.

One ofthe earliest mentions ofthis concept is in chapter thirt)r-

two ofthe Dmtkfing attributed to Ijozi:

Hie Tao Is constant, but has no name (• fame);

Alllwugh the Uncarved Block is subtle (•small, minute),

In Heaven and Earth, all submit to it.

Ifbarans and kings vrauld but possess themselves of It,

The ten thousand creatures would (lock to do them homage;

Heaven and Earth would conspire lo send Sweet Dewi*

Mindful ofsuch models, and as a public nurfc of his virtue,

Emperor Wu of the (Han built the Dew Terrace within his palace

grounds, to demonstrate Heaven's acknowledgment of his right

to rule. Similarly, the appearance of mysterious vapors, sponta-

neously gerterated by the skji was recorded during the reign of

Han Cuangwu, when the emperor carried out the Feng ritual of

legitimation on Mount Tai, in Shandong province, In a d 56 ' In

mirror inscriptions of the Six Dynasties period, Taoist feathered

beings were said to live on dent, and the intage ofauspicious

dew descending from heaven was associated with Taoist sacred

sites as late as the Ming dynasty. In the poem attached to Wen

Zhengming's The Seven Junipers (The Seven Stars) handscroll

(cat no. 147), for example, sweet dew was said to descend to

the temple site because ofdie presence ofthe sacred ^niper

trees, which functioned as a natural altar.

—s. L.
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CuAN HuAi (active late i8th century)

Tbofrt Temples at Dragon and Tiger Mountain

Qing dynasty, late i8th century

Hanging scroll; ink and colors on silk

86.9 X 285.7 cm

Los Angeles County Museurn of Art, Gift of Shane and Marilyn Wells

(M.87.269)

This large hanging scroll depicts the headquarters of

the Orthodox Unity (Zhengyi) sect at Dragon and Tiger Moun-

tain (Longhu Shan), Jiangxi province. Painted in the late eigh-

teenth century by the court painter Cuan Huai, this idealized

view may have been commissioned on the occasion of an impe-

rially funded renovation of the temples. Legend states that in the

late Han dynasty {second century), the first Celestial Master,

Zhang Daoling, refined the elixir of immortality at this site. In

the late Tang dynasty, the mountain was listed as one of the

"Seventy-two Blessed Plots" (fudi) or sacred Taoist sites in China

by Du Cuangting (850-933) .' The association of the mountain

with the Orthodox Unity sect and the hereditary Celestial Mas-

ters can be securely traced to no earlier than the late Southern

Song dynasty (thirteenth century).' The site was continually

occupied as the headquarters of the Zhengyi sect from the Song

dynasty until the mid-nineteenth century, when it was destroyed

during the Taiping Rebellion.' Even after its renovation in the

late nineteenth century, the site was again destroyed after 1949,

with the coming to power of the Communists under Mao

Zedong. It has only recently been renovated again, and today

flourishes as one of the most important Taoist sites in China.

Guan Huai's painting depicts Dragon and Tiger Mountain

from a bird's-eye-view perspective. Its meticulous technique

reveals the influence of both the early Qing dynasty Orthodox

School of painting and Giuseppe Castiglione (Lang Shining;

1688-1766), the Italian Jesuit priest who was one of the most

popular painters at the courts of the Yongzheng (r. 1723-35) and

Qianlong (r. 1736-95) emperors. The temple buildings, with

their red columns and orange walls, provide a vibrant contrast

to the surrounding landscape, which is painted in ink and pale

washes of ochre and green pigment. Blue, green, lavender.

white, and yellow foliage appears throughout the scroll. The

painting is signed at the lower left: "Respectfully painted by

(your) servant (chen), Cuan Huai." Numerous topographical

features and buildings within the painting are labeled in carefully

inscribed standard script characters. The name Longhu Shan

(Dragon and Tiger Mountain), for example, is written on the tall

peak at the upper left.

Two temple complexes appear in a mountainous landscape,

with a river meandering in the foreground. The buildings of each

complex rest on marble platforms or foundations. The first com-

plex, at the right, labeled on the detached gate bordering the

river as the Supreme Highest Purity Palace, comprises three

main halls within a walled enclosure. This temple is said to have

first been built in the late Tang dynasty (ninth century), when

it was called the Perfected Immortal Monastery.* It underwent

renovations in the Northern Song (960-1126). Yuan (1260-

1368), Ming (1368-1644), and Qing (1644-1911) dynasties, and

was given the name Supreme Highest Purity Palace (Tai Shang-

qing Gong) in 1687, during the reign of Kangxi (1662-1722). The

temple's inner gate is labeled "Dragon and Tiger Gate." In se-

quence, the three main buildings are labeled "Treasure Hall

of the Three Purities," "Perfected Wind Hall." and "Pavilion of

Jade Perfection." The second temple complex, at the far left, is
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labeled "Monastery of Orthodox Unity" (Zhengyi Cuan) on the

outer gate. The three main halls of this complex are labeled

"Hall of the Numinous Official." "Column Base of the Immortal

Lineage," and "Pavilion of the Jade Emperor."

As is typical of sacred Taoist sites, many topographical fea-

tures around the two temple complexes are also labeled. Along

the top of the scroll, a slowly rising hill at the upper right is la-

beled "Heavenly Response Mountain." near the top ofwhich

is an enclosure with a gate, two pavilions, and a cave entrance.

The gate is labeled "Hut of Quiet Understanding." the second

pavilion "Crane Returning Pavilion." and the domed cave en-

trance "Cavern Where the Perfected Being Empty Quietude [Xi-

jing zhenren] Refined the Elixir." A peak to the upper right of the

second temple complex is labeled "Cuanyin Summit," a refer-

ence to the Buddhist bodhisattva of compassion, while a nearby

waterfall is labeled "Horse-tail Water[fall|." Other topographical

features in the lower half of the painting include (from right to

left) "Dragon Well Mountain," "Prior Heaven Mountain," "Pond

of the Seven Stars" (a reference to the seven stars of the North-

ern Dipper). "Pond of Heavenly Unity," and "Cloud-embroidered

Stone." Finally, just near the summit of Longhu Shan, is a cav-

ern entrance labeled "Cavern Where the Perfected Being (Zhang]

Daoling Refined the Elixir."

Little is known about Cuan Huai, the painter of this scroll.

He was a native of Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, who in 1780

passed the jirKh't civil service examination.^ Cuan eventually rose

to the rank of Vice-Minister of the Board of Rites {hbu shilang).

He excelled at literary composition and landscape painting, in

which he worked closely with DongCao (1740-1818), another

court painter of the late Qianlong period.

—s. I.
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Notes

Cat. no. tj7

1. HY 1177,juM 17.

a. flMfs dales aie unknown, but he oMained ibcjfmhl degree In ijM. He
««M a iMli«e oTZMM (naedem HeM piowine^.

3. Thie legand Is recgunted in HY 29a, whidh mqrdelete as Mrijr es HieftMi

ecniury; see ato Sehlpper 196$.

4. HVii77,>mii9.

5. PuHihcd In Munakala 1991: ii).

6. For saampla, see HY 441.

On, no. 138

1. «amlalBd by RoderickWMtMd in Bush and ShHi 198;: 119.

1. On Nl Zan. see Wing 1967: iy-46.

2. Yuan ti dojio 197;: 15-26. A* WSi-him Ho has shdwn. Ni Zan's elder brother

"was officially head oTthe pi«liKtural diOCCM (ofdie Zhenijjri vecl] carrying

the impenally consecrated title, Xuanzhongdmnm [PeileUed Being widrin

Mysteryj." See Ho 1968: 111 n. 136.

), Zhou Xuanrhen was * native orjiahe, Zlie{iang province. He studied la be

aTaoist print at the Purple Emptiness Monastery (Zi>u Cuan) in Jiaxing,

Zhejiang province In his later years, he moved to the Utmost Tao Monastety

(Zhidao Cuan) in Changshu. (langsu province. In the early Ming dynasty,

he was summoned bf MinglWiu to Ihe impetlal court In Naii(ln|; see MIn

1994: 672.

4. Previously publlshad in 2kaflgpM |uda« skHhee Hihiu 19I6-9I, waL 1: ]6,

no 3-00}.

5. Ol-r- rolopron^ ire b> 'A'f Pi-hh l'A9>i-^'>7)\. \'» ('SOl-lS^j), MO
Sh lo-p lactive c. 15^2-87!, and Cheng ZhcngVui (act-vc c '6}0-74).

(. P..rpl!- Ti-i u ly Ii llif -ij-i- J buv the circurrisoUi io-ie of the slty

(1-r Piirpir rrnijit) Paiacc, 0' Ziwei Cong) and a Taoist god; see cat no. 76.

7. iHengSh^n
;
Mount Hang), in HunBn|iro«inca,isiliesaiidiemmGstafthe

Five Sacred Peaks.

S. The Prince of Mount Cuo['.h
|
w^r. •Man^ Ziqiao. a famous immortal said to

have lived during the reign of King Ling (r. $7i-S4J •< ) of the Zhou dynasty.

\Uun ascended to imnwnal<ty on the back of a craite from Mount Coushi,

near Klouni Song (Sonp, Shan) in Henan proviiKe. See KaJtenmarIc 19S7:

109-14.

9. Numinous "five-colored clouds* are often signs in Taoist omteiils ofaiispi-

cioui and divine foflents; seecaL nee. ito-11. TMa poem Is mnscribed In

Zhao 199S: 77.

ia QBCQJ: 415.

11. This il a reference to the Purpr« Emptiness Monastery (Zixu Cuan) in

Jiaiing, Zhetiang province

12. This is the Utmost Tao Monastery (Zhidao Cuan) in Chingshu, Jisngsu,

hoRW ofthe (amoHS Seven Junipers (Satm Slars} painted bfWm Zheng'

ming in 1ga (cat no. 147)

.

1J. TMs icfen toZuo CI, ajfangshi (magtclan) at the court ofCao Cao In the

Thice Kingdoms period; see OeWasUn 198): 9i-t6. Zuo CI was ftmous

fcrMs ablBti to inntfcm hbiMcIfinto difieteni creatures and t»vanlth

thraugh walls.

14. A reKmnce to U Shaejun ofthe stale ofQl ^n Shandong), aJhafdW at die

court ofthe Man emperor \Mi (r. 140-B7 *Jii-

ij. The last liw lines are en aluMon to linw ofIhe leasr SsMli^tsie ^tlia

tMoHr Court fHliMmiiiv mijpfv/»iBy, a text cAan redlad by ZKeu XUanzhon

nhtslastyeafs;

Three plucks of the zither heart uuiei the wumt. -mmoftji iJjm,_v

The Nine Eneigies are translucentty ctear, emerging from betvueen tne

miats.

Cot. no. 140

I. Previously published in Yuan si diijia 197J. no. 308.

a. Ware 19(1: 104. 273. The Four Sages of Mount Shang are often presented as

model Ce«<fwcian hermit*, but that they wiese petcelvcd a* models of Taoist

self-culth)atlan is furthersuggested by their presence In a Song d||inas^

(960^379) monochrome ink handscroll in the FreerCailcfy ofArt depicting

a Taoist paredise populated by immortals: see Lawlon 1973: no. 34.

3. Tlwlirstchareeiersindilsllnearedemagedandlle^ble.

4, Hie poem is reeoaded in QBCQJ: ity

J. SHn«9ti:2)9b

6. On HuangGengKiang's Iwwolwmaiit with Taoism, see Hay 1978. hi 1334

Nl Zan and HuangCongwang paaediad togsther hi the Hall ofthe Three

IhacMngs panjlae IkngJ In StohOH; tee K*e i97>: at- hi 13S9 Nl Zan hi>

scribed lew unembigweusly Taoistpooma en Huang Congweng's Mauaaaiwi

eftht Unnmtak (Xiamhan luj ofigl^ now hi Ihe Shanghai Museum; see

ItaM ijiia hw^ 1994: pl. 1.

Cttnai.i4t

1. See ChUr^ 1974: JJ-J$, ji-(t.

a. IbidJ 34.

3. Fbng 199a: 47V quodng thetrenslaHon In Munakala 1974: 11.

Cat. no. 142

I. Munakata 1991: no. 52.

a. See Ni Zan's Th« Ciane Cmit. which depicts an outdoor Taoist aftar, from

the Zhongguo Meishu Cuan, Beijing (cat no. 139), and Shao Mi's 1638

Mbum efLandscapes ilhumting iht RtaiiQ Uq^wt hi Ihe Seeltie Art Mu-
seum, in Munakata 1991: no 71(d),

3. Give- ih^ IjciS! Ijn^udgp af n*.L*ip; un I i'. pDsvib e Ifut *.h^ ii.ir.i: [ef

Jiig iy.c^^l in this in<* refers noT to an 3Ctu.sl acH on cBflh, but to ti'C Lun.^r

Mansion ca led Well -cc Schaler iQj-Sc: 82.

4. See the biography of Lu Cuang by Chu-tsing b in Goodrich and Fang 1976.

wl.aJ994-9S-

Col. no. 14J

1. Thedefiniil .T vtudyofFangCof^iiS Neill 1981. See alto Clhill 1976:

127-28

2. Sun 1981: 231

}. Works t>y both artists ure in the MaUOpOlltan MuMum«fAlt,NcwV»rfc;

lecFong 1992: pis Si 112

4. Neill 19S1: $2.

J. Translated in Batnhart 1983. 166.

6, NelH 1981: tl6 The painting is alto publisiwd in Barnharl 1983: fig 81. and

Fongi992: pi. 113. See the excellent discussion of th s worit m Neill 1981:

ii6-2a

7. Bamhart 19Q3: 170, speaking of Fang Congyi's Iht Kamanik Spirit tfiht

eukmjk (dated 1360).

Cat no. 144

1. Hay 198s: 46-SO.

2. MHL, vol. 2: 19. See also Goodrich and Fang 1976, vol. t: 169-65. Flora

detailed study ofChen Ruyan. see Brown 1985.

y. See, foretample, NI Zan's Tht Crane Cmt, from the Zhongguo Melshu

Cuan, Bering (cat tm. 139), and Wang Meng^s Ckamber Meunteia^ Vby
Onaa and Ct ZMMmoh fS* Ntii^MMagMIM^^
sgpw hiiqf; 1994: pis. Kt9-i<k.

4. Ftong 1984: no. 6.

5. The acrell is first lecosded hi YVB, vol. 1:710 (this edKienmlstahenlyMcofda

tiietMe aaXtonnB hr hwMad ofXianshen In),

6. SoaC«htOynBrtiisqfCIUhssafMMiivi9Bacne.ii4.

Cat no. 14$

1. SeeRotereaooae:q$.Saeelaeeat.n«.i49,

a. On the hMesy ofiht Mt^OmngK, see Shaughneeay 1993.

3. Rogere 2000: 7B"i97>

4. Ibid.: 233.

Cot Mi. 146

1. SeeT W. Weng's biography of ung Qian hi Coedrfch and Fang 1976, wL 1:

802-04. On Sadula. see Sinssberg 1994: 2G2-W. On Uu Ji, see Goodrich

and hng, vol. 1: 932-38.
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Uinad in CCXZL.>wr 11S, and MSZ, vol. 8; 5976-78'

}. See the tUKUsslons ofthis work in Cinza1^ mil Cihlll 1992: 219-61.

4. Cant* 1986: la

), Mather 1961:^1-32.

6. Ibid.: sjc

Cot. no. >47

1. Ecke 1954: 2z: se« also Ecke 1963, vol. ); pi. $$. Fbrs tnofedetaDcd diion-

sion of this saoU, see Little (foithc»ming).

2. Shen Zheu't paMling it puMliM In Cahili 1978: pit. 42-43; uid in Cbet

14911 1991: na )12. Anothir Misiom moal likiljt a copji it publithod in

CkOgpku Ufi 1973: ft, 79.
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liemple In ChangthuT tee QOCJTS)C Ctoimrvjuai as>: iio-b. It b not clear

whedier the poemwas mmposed byWan Zhenfmingor Huang Vtin. Sm
also Ecke 1934.
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Thecavem-heaven came to symbolize the transformation of the human
body into a reaction vessel, "a farm of interioriMd 'couMer'^niverse"; see

Verellcn 199^ 273.

4. lb«J.: 270-76.

5. IbMlj 272.

Cat. no. 149

I. Prrviouti)' publ shed In Ei{ghlOymHlte^CMrt«t«Atliiirrigi98oc2S7,and

Mu^aiiaTa '591: no. 66.
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Cat. no. 750
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2' Translated in Wiley 1938: 1^
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Chinese Names and Terms

bovmtnlu IV Chan pni liWK ^ A JllCiinou Ic"!

uianManian DO ri- ^
Da-.a«m All — u wuCoMMH /*..; T.akAAjB ja ^ ^uii ^iznong ff-^^

Annul vw BoyiicSKan ^'Aib ChanRong Mtt Cuitti aiang #541
Anyang bugang C^en Ruyan (Weiyun) Da Ming huanghou saniian jinque

Buxu y m. .T.JTS I lil t. 1 yufu shangjuan hongo puhui tidao

BafiM A# Cm Win »T ChenTuan tt-n xuaniun x9]XS^%xl92ll
BaiYlichan &IM Oi )ing ft jC ChanWrahw Mtitti

baihu rilMt Cii Tm Chen Vknqing ft.3 ft- Oa Mli^ zhonggong huanghou

Mmtte 64* Chen Yuwi Ft .1 4
bain shangtian 9 SirA Cangjit Xm ChenZhitian nt%.B Oa Shangqing Cong AJ^ifH
BilshiCiMn ASM canglong ]Ffl diengOao riUt dazhenwn ^c-ttA

Ba^un Cudn it'ttH cao Cheng Zhengkiri CAUr Oaeheng Dian 'lA^i

C*oC*« Vfit Chengdu A# Oachcngil xnl-r

CaeCH^Hi wmm Chengguowang AHS. Dade ^tt

bao \r CkoPu fN Chcngh^a K't Oadi Shan -kilt it

B<o ling l&tt Chan # Chenghuang MCt Oadong

Bicv»9 Chang E «tA diaq^iMngshen DMlongft *9t»
Baohe Dian fffvIK Chang'an -Ife =t chcngwu Dadu +v *

ChangboShan R^Uj Chen»ing fti Dai j>n (Wenim) tfLii ( Xii)

BioningSi Changchun Cong Chffcng Oai Miao 941

Baaitn Afl* Changirting Chiming 3^99 Oaiyu

BniwAn A.4li4 Changsha ftfl' diiiengri daiihM

Biidou Jb4 chixin zhong'isng +"'-.'.ft|L Daliang -k^

Btlil AS Changshoig dadi jt^^-i* ChongftiCof^ Darning Cong

Bclfing Jb« dwigihangqlnilu ihl ihu ChoAg^Ing Dantlan #M
Beirin Da-ya-g ^1%

Beiyue Miso JbftJC Changihu liA Chongnuanxue ^ii^ Oao (Tao) if.

ben m»dM zhi 4^;kttA ChaoFu I15C ChengyangDIan <ltJK dMxhang att

Chaolian Cong Mj^lT Chongzhen < Oaodetianzun

KYuM chen (hour) A Chongzhen Cong Ht^t daoguan itK

bianhua chtn (servant) S Chu !^ Daoguang tiit

Chen Ohu Hui (lt% Oeoila Ht.

aianllang 1f» Chen Oaotii (Chen Chun) Kit fit Chuanxi pingyuan DlA^A DnoiiN Mft

BivsCi ^Tft^q 1 1 Chuanyuzi ;'#ff! f daojun ItiS

BiuaCong ttXi Chen Cuan Huaj gOAg hul Chunyang Otan M.Rtlt D*o|un huangdi HX'A^
BMiyuMjun BtiUt EMMA* Chunyow 9# Dagtngihenien Bandan dang MML
BeYI «ll CHen Hongshou H -t^^

Be'ai nt Chenjinggu Cm DMhisi itHii

3S4
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diopM flit

dMthl itd:

daoUn i&4

Owning itil

Dalong I; ^

Da»ng

DinonilMo Dim ^ilVA
Duhong xiangfii M-^lf-fH

de It

daguing tt^

Dthui ttC

Deng Chun 1*41'

DcflgYu ^*
Oengfengxian iMUt
Dtning Dian l^^ft

deshi tl^

di *
Dl gum iff

dian «

ding (cauldfon] A
ding (eydleal mark, god) T
OingVunp«ng T'tWi

DIngjiazha T IRM

dinglj 1)14

dhtgsi re.

dtihi Kit.

dong :n

DongCao

DongQfchmg SAA
Dong Z^ongahu

dong'an

OengfcngShiw It^M
DonghaS liin dadi <. It ^

DonghuangTaiyi

doflfnan J|tdl>

Dengshm M#
doflgtiin

Oongting Hu

Oongwanglu

Oongwanggong ^£-1^

Dongwei xiansheng A iJi A
Oongaiao Cong 'ft llT

Dongman fHK

Dongyuan IS

Oongyue $-iK

Dongjuiadadi HAA^r
Oongyue Uiao |L(K4)

OengjFuc tiamian shcngmu it. 0.^

OongdMM MJ^

dMi(dl|ipai) 4-

Deu (ampKM) V
Ooumu 44
du «
Ou Cuangtlni 41

DuutFang

Duguang

Ounhuang tttt

DudiRi f ft

Enhlba »>u nng )un ^-^'^HS.'S

EndanCuan ^VitL

6 *
Fahua

Fajia

Falin

Fan Zhongyan ffif^ifc

Fanbao danchang yund

Fmg Oiunnian ^1^^
Fang Congy (Fanghu)

Fkng Xuanling Altft

Fmghu :»A

ftngii :9r«t

bngihl ;irj:

ianguang Hit

Fangzhang :itt.

FanqlMileyuAQ ttHMIii.*:

Awang tfcX

Fei Zhi K.H

Feibuxiang

FtiRangui Cuan -AlfcttC

Feng

FengAbiao ^ftH
FmgFaidng 4*11
Feng Wufang

Feng Yixian AM
Fmgdu t«
Frngqiu JLi.

ftngihui

fengyun Icidian M,tt^
Fengrmg

FotI *
fu(bat) ^
111 (good fbrtunc)

fa (laliiman) #
Fu Hao «+f

Fu Jiang

fadi «M
Fufian -Alt

Fulushou -^r^iS

Fuq u . :r-

Fusangdadi <<iA^'t'

Fuai «fk

Fuxing

CanOi -rtt

Cansu itM

gmying 44

Canzhou itM

Cao rij

CaoShiqi Adb^

CaoYiQwe

Caodao i^i

Caodao Liu Yuanran A^HitA
Caeping

Cr if,

Ge Chaufu U i*. ili

Ca Hong n, ;it

GcXuan l«
gen %
CangQian

CangXianshang

gmgdiafi itML

Cangiafifzi Alkf-

gingyin AW
Cenyua

gongfu ^t :^

Conpdan 4IA

Cangzl

CouShan iHiU

Couchen ij I*

CoushiShan IR^ili

CuKahhl mUt*.

CuxlanslMng -titi.

guan t
Cu»n Hudi Utt

Cuan Ping

Cuinlta HA
Cuandl m*
CuancchengSI AA-f-

Cmngidong AA
Ctiangdu A#
Cuanglhan AA
CuMighin Cong AA^
Cungpflg nt^

Cuangtheng Si AA^
Cuangshouzi 4(A'9'

Cuang^ 44
Cuan^ ifcA

Cuang-(..a- 'f.f

Cuanmiao mingzhen K^'i^J^

CMMheng MA
Cuanyin Hit

Cuanyin ding AAA
Cugong It^

CiH A
CuiDao AA
fvldMu AS
Ctikl AA
CuHhM AM
Cue Ruoni AAA

CuoXi AA
CuoXiang ^''^7

CuoZliafigshu V'&ti

Cuedim AA
guqi J;

Cuahe ^diM

gusi *
Cuyr ««
Han ^
Hanftizi tt<M;

HanCaotv Ai<!i%

HanCumgwudl :t^4lC'^

HanHuandi itte'*

Han|li«dl

HanWtndi AtA
HanWudi

HanXiangzi AA-f*

HmXinndi AAA
HanVu tt .t

Han'an A ^
Han'gu AA
Hangzhou

hanthitan IrK

Haiqium Oia« AjtA
HanshcMig A^
HaodM A%
H«Dezheng MltiE.

HeXian-gu

h« lingming ^HiA
Hfboi ':

Hegui ling «ltA<f

Hajia Shan AAdi

Hdao AA
HaOn AA
Halintu AAA
Hanan fttt

Hang Shan (neilheni MCfc<! p«ak;i

Hang Shan (sourtiem saacd peak)

«•!(

Hangshm (vill*!*) Aib

heql AA
Haahl Zlwang Qtownng teln diaiig

zao VAAAiA'tfAA
Hetu i^A

Hong Mai AA
HengXiiiqum AAA
Hengdonplan AAA
Hongdu A#
HongMW AA
Hongai AA
Hongzhi ftilft

ho« Is

Houjin AA
Houguan At
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Hmitiin Jiagmg Jlit Jinnwyuanjun k^AM Laigioag v4^
hn :!. i Jianmu St+ Jinthen Olan AM
Haulu MliO (aJl4l J iang Zicheng )f -T" ail Jinshi stir LingQian 'rw

Hu (birth|ilact of Laozi) ^ jlangjun #9 IMeng 1t± li (nUle) X
Hu (Sogdian) 4| jiangnan icA Jinyiwai tt^tl li (Irigram) W
hu (tabiM) ^ Jangsu XfH Jisi zhi K-ltJiB U *
Hu Chao ti] Jiangui iJ-^ jiu ji« zhang h,SHt Li Bo (Li Bji| f- &
Hu Huichao jlangyi jiugong UCun

Hu* Qiae XI If. — _ ^— mJ
Jiangzheu xtvll Jiuguangjiao U Oaoqing #ftjr

Hua Shan ^ Ji
1
ank.sng s.? if Jiuquan :'9

1.1 Dprou -^Kw
huacai lb lit Jianwcn itx. Jiutian shcndan A.^i+fl' Ll Ol >C

Hiiifat Ming 4^X2 Jlaoyang It ft |iuyae A.IV U Dongyang ^4Ln(
1 . . it- A A
hiHgii ini zuo ^S%X ir-

|ianyp 'i s Jiuyi Shan il: U Congpin 7
huwig 1 Jiao (lunat mansion) A Jiuyi xianhou ^ittf>^ U|ia rm
HmngBosi jiM (ritual) It ikizhou fiM ULMjun

Huang Chuping 1r^^ jIao (teaching) ft liwei c>^ Ll Ling

HwngCongjin #i>3l Jiao Bii^hen Aifc Jt IhrianYuan ftVltt LiPlng'er

Huang Con gwang tcS^H Jiao Hong Ait jue ft UShan SUj

huang guifei i, jlMj) luran & Ml UShaoiun fyM
Huang |i (Kemei) -fral (T*J jlaeaiu kz lufong il%

Huang Quan #S |iii|ing Kailwig IVI :H Li Tiaguai ^Kt

A

HuaiifShan #111 lladng Ka[fuang longzt NJAxT Li Zhi 9A
Huang Shang -ff-X liaaui T)K Kaihuang Ms Li Zheng

H'jjrip "iiigiian K-.'Sfi flayhi Wit Kaiming tongzi WBiT Lian Shu -AH

Huang Xiufu it^f^ft |inhalllu$hen f'H-'lt Kaipingfu M-f-^ Itandu Ht/t

Huang Win |idu 4Hf Kaiyuan MA Liang K
Huancdr >•* lie if: kan Ht Liang Kai iS It

HuangfuMi £i*Itt |ie zhang S> K Kntg A Liang Qingbiao ^.Uti

Hwanglun t.M |l|lu tt-M KangVouw*! A^A Liang Wudi 9t^^
Huanglao -IHt |tn (dynasty, 26s-42o) Kangn JUK Liao i£

Huanglao dao |in (dynasty, 1115-12)4) ^ kesi tfMi Llaening it 4^

Huang.ao zhi dao ft^^A |in Ci * Kongtong Shan 'i'fl il< iibu shilang tt^^Kl

Huanglu #4t IknYbnzho^g KongziMiao |L^4) Uezi |i|-f-

Huangluclazhai KAtt pfnchang Kou Qianzhi ftik Lin Jing

Hujrijq ng ^ "t: |ing (a'ca) ''t Kuaiji fi Lin Lingsu Ht*
HuanihuTang 4lttjlt ling (esMncc) It KuangluShan littilj Lin Mo It-A

kuMhang 4b4 ling (lunar mansion) # Kuangyedajiang Wf-kM Un'an IB^

Husyan 5i 'if jing (oratory) Kuixing ^-f. ling t

HuayangKia Cuan J|^F%TH jing (sacred or classic text) fii kun (leviathan) *R Lingbao 'i W
Hubel 4lJb Jl^gHao fi-;^ Icun (thgram) f Ungbaejtin CV fT

Hui ling Shan MiiU Nunlun ll# Ungb«»«annm tV^f
Hukfnng 't'B jingli ICS Kunlun Shin lt#ili lingganO SSn
KuimlaolMnoMe llngming Kunning f+tf Lingguan Oian

Hutxeaif tkt Jlngming dienfiia» dae KunaKan Aili Hngguang Cit

hun 4t LinCiMe Kllfr Ung{b)g

Hunan Mih Jlnyquin hmgn HHi-H- Lang Shining ^lltf Hngtal tit

Hundun AH. Jhigilw (t'^ Langgan 4.»f llngriii IJE

Nmnwn flbfl lingahi #t LangihoMg Mi' lingm Oian C4itt

Hunyuan Oian lingual L.3n>Ki3n Si fin L n5"iii furen ft4^AA

huoyao X

H

JingtongAn Lao Dao ^ i£ Untong

Jlngzhenilan .fCM Uolwi Liu »
|i (area) t Jinhwafu Lawcnxlng 4tA£ LiuAn r.-i:

|i (riwr) J* Jinfuiha fl!-«t Laozi 4^'f' UuAnshcng

jia T J,nl,nj ir:; Laozi huahu -&-?'flj|fl LiuBei »jf«

jlaShanxlang It^-M Jinnui ic# UShan %<U LiuBlngzhong Mlft^fr
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• a_ « Ail
bu be lucheng Bt. nel n qlnglong itM,

Uu ChcnitPlii ilM'r Lutai A f' nciian '^
i-qing u -.5

UndngsnennU TTTfTx' Luxing Noguan tiing f<^l Kit Qingmao Men iffft

Uu Htidian (Liu Hai. Xuanyinit
AM

Luyi Kb QingyangCoflg

Haichanzi) f)S^V Ifj!* ' » Luznortg rtf* niangniang VliR Qiu Qiuji (Changchun)

Majunxiang i*:j«9f' Niu)iaazriai ^nm-
1 1 . _i Mnf A
Ihi Huflking VHiKiR Ma un Niwin vtfL vni Tifig Ri4e

IS ttl Jfclm ji Da- Ma Yuan igil, NNMN aWg WiAW Qixing tang "t3v^§

d »- rift iVUu |la jnnQuii ATff* Mayuanshuai No qiyun shengdong ILfUA
uu Un| Kw Ma Zhiyuan J^nit nDguan -k'!^ Qu Vuan 'jt

Liu Sneng fv il Magw A-tt Ouyangmu mimir Quanztian ^^Jt

Uu ShougUing H ^it. Mehao pailow itffV que H
Uu Song 9J''R M«nciicn(| Pan D«chorip. :ff it + Qufii

Uu Songnim 9Jw-t mandM ftit Pan Zlwngwei >A jl-tf Qurocun gaonui tu (FtJijqTil

LiuXiing HA Mio # Pantag nui iVWT Quren A'l^

Mao Shan pei zhi IK>'# Qiqnng

uu Yin znuan fimti Mawangoui Jvili. Peng m ran w
Mawellmn Peng Siian ill Ji Ren Iqfu

Uu Vumran HmMI Mazu ''> Peng Xiao ^'-K. MnRenn vP'lr

UuZoniyvan fitwJL MengZhen iiA- Penglai it lenshew

Pengatan !$# ranyin £tlr

Long Meizi Hi. "5 ^ Meniheii nif PenRzu !8 Renzhi Dian t^^H

longtai ILSS Ml ni ^9 Pingcbcng Rijin qinnuang Qimk,
MhLonghin MLM Mian % Pfaigyang +lf MMigCheng Viil

Longh u men Mianyang iWN| pipa ftS

Longhu&han ti^ii' mlao JD po « ruan ^t.

lon||inf Shin m,1rm Miao Snansni 9#ir pu « eft. 11 afe

Ruan Ji BC'lt

1
- jkMM

miaoyi W^" Putian W Ruan man Ri^

Longqang HIV nlfiae Wn Puysng .itfl
B..£_u_«_ lift laRuicheng n^i

Lengquiin Mm Jiang tvii puzuo Ml rf ruyi

longw Ifttt
• f r - a# ^

mlnyixinuMig HAflFA 4 «• Sa Dula tl#4i

Lou ming * Qi # San Mao pun s-WM
louguan Ifnl Ming QiUii Ilfi4 San Qing XiA

LougwM 1W ttllt MingChengM Mncal

lu (censer) m Ming Renioiig IH^iS 4)1 yuan -bit Sandong £M
lu (rfgister) fli

kdt^A 4^a^. Brt^MinglWlH qian c,-. Sandong chiwcn 2ongihenaian|ian

Lu (state) # Mingnuing VI

X

Qian Cu fktl

Lu Ben *n Mmgtang VI

T

QiM Lcdil ttlK^
- J ft- > - • •« ^ jia %ft-

landuantlMmlanJing Altwihft

La Dongbin (Chuiqiing) SMIT mingwang 'll X qIan shu Sangu Turen .tf-HttatA

(rtfil

)

Mingyingwang qianini #if Sanguan .=.T

Lu Cuang fktt mlicl 4>K Qiiniong Its' Sanhuan Mnggang 241CHI

Lull mo IK Qianqiu ic ' 9 Sanhuang 3.t

Lujibaivhou kdoSMIeng X^ili Qlaniang it« Sai^iao 5.Jt

Lu Shan S Ji Moliaiiitlan JfMilj& Qianlian 1f£ Saqjiioheyi S4t'ft'-

LOWmirInc 8A4( Qianyuan Si (fcit^ SanjiaoTMig

LuXInyuan tt><c4 Mu XIn i4^«f qilin tt.tlt SanjtaoyiiM Sft-i.

LuXiuiing ttlMf Qin 4 Sanqi

Luan X Nanchang Aft Qtn SMhwMndt tt*bt^ Sanqing S.St

Lull AX Nanii AM Q^n'an Dian <t4tA Sanqlng IMan .SiflS

LuoNian'an Nanjidadi Qing (area) It Santai

LuoliiSlian Nan|l laoren l4iS4tA Qing (dynasty, pure) it Samaiqlidngjlan s-i-ttti

luehpw A4t Nanii tiand^un Qinglbiixlang Slt^M Santian

Luoshu $'9 Nanfli^ QlnfchcngShan -fl-l^ai Santian yufu K i '1

Luojreng i^fll Nanai Aift Qinghe Stif santian zhi shI ^f^^^^

Lushan Xkb Nanyaiif Qinglhua '4|r« Sinyuan 3.it
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mt AftA ^^flL
snciijrsng puiv Sun SImiBO V Tang Wuzong mm,m
ShCfiyue Gi^an '^4^tt auznou ** "1 T ~ ^ r, V.-.i-itn^i> A

'.^nt; Xttfnzoig Tt ^ ^
Sh^n Tio ^ sill (cosmic t>oard) ^ taddo Xl^ i& Tang Xuanzong $
Srandof^ vuj|l SM (lunar mansion) % ral SRM 4r>V IMg Tin mn
5na"E 'I] *hi (orgins) 4f!

^1 ** * ^.m^m k la
111 SMiifQing %^09lg XXaT • Tangdi

Sh^r\g Shan ^ 4j shi (t6achfrr, master) ^ HIDO j&Lm Tan/angzi 'i^HI'^

shMgXi "KM- SM Jun W3» IbiCMig ici^ no nongpng nifc^

ShangYi i^A Shi Shen 5+ Taidanyunu t^ttasF tl 8
Shjfigdi Ji^ sni tan Taiding tian ^
Shanghai x.9 sNdalu nniGian ^frR

sirerfong T—t lallie SVkan TIan shu ^(K

Shanfmiao JiAb SnijlaznijanK Tai|i 1k9 Tianbao

SMpW " W Xmlil fai^Kist 4- li -iI*
iai|i uong t;K o Tianbao jun ^ W ^

Shanking Dian Ji i^*A SMziwin iv Tiifi xiinnDU Wiflt mncrang wuan ^'Rir
1 ^ L

9nafi0i|iiig wong xsirT -V,., , A
laifi yutii TS^m r%v TMnOI XV

Shanfqing thenveii ^tA/^ sriMiJi itHf Tai|iquan Tiandl hul ^ibt
Shangyuan Snouxing #£ Taiplng tianding

Snangyuan tiiren JlJUcA shu (pivot) A Taiplng Dao Tianoti Xap

ShangzHcn zixu yuaiqim Shu (Sichuan provino^ V ^iqlng TlanhOH ^6
StiuHan 4<| nixing Cong xHrV Tlinhuang ^1

Shanii iIjS ShuQi ilff W^lngxlanbo xiflbM TIanhuangdidI itlit^

Shio Ml Shui gua'' Taishang Ji Tianjin -^.t

Shao Yonf Shuilu znai i<^nk It Taithang dadao jun x.x.X)K« tian|un ^9
snuiincA Miaa ^WJV laitnangeaopin xjiw tianmcn n

She V Shun Taishang laojun iC-h^'S Tta^pcng T

fhahuagaiiniziio n.W'M.i.S- SnuiNng «i-r Taishang wniji dadao haotian yuhuang TtarKjing Cuan x ;fK
thahvi ik^^ Shujw tiA IRMIgdi KJ:iR«AXff.XjlX TlamM (edeatlal mailti) 3itf

shen fbody] ^ Tiansni (heavenly city) Jew

Shen (imperial consort) ik. Sichuan i3 Hi Taishang xuanyuan huangdi ^^i; Tianshidao fitf^

Shan (lunar namion) tihejnian M^lt Tfamhilii Hl^ilt

shrn [^p nt, god) # jiling 'Hl Tijnjhun -^i*!

shen dian i*lft Sima Chengzhen <1 Tiitai t t Tiantai ^ 6
Shen Cua itU SimaCuang "biwan tlf TianiMntu AitV
ahan gui #A Sima Qian «1 .^4 'bitwi tiansdan

than hiM S4ming Lu TingzhCAlhijfin IklwelCong iiWLIt Tianxin dafa 1i<t-k.^

•hen ntt #dr Taiwu M Tiannin zhengfa Tt '^-iLlfc

than lati SitlMA nir Talni iiA TlinyiChi A—Hi

than dun Sithtng «X laiiniafl dusNng Tiiiqring Shan J^Aib
_i _i. 111
shen Shu Taiyang w Tijn.ou lit

Shen Yue -Xt^ Song Cuangzong ^it$ Tai]fi Tianzhcn

Shen Zhongyi A#A SDnfHriwif iKIItflC Taijfin itHt Tlanun Jc9

ShcnZho- ;+ »! Seng Lian O Tai)in ling^iun i^lkdV Tiebao flt^S

Shenbao|un rfWA Seng Uaeng HMH Taiyuan tieniu tk,-'^

•henf (cro«m ofXlwian|mu| Seng Ningaong t-^-lf nizhong TongdiudBlB ClfA*
Song Renzong ^l^ilF Iain v,3n *;-r at Tongming Dian it4Ml

sheng (mouth organ) £. Song 5nan Jb m Tdizu 7;,^ tongzi A T
(hang {taint) S SongZhmong tn V toujian Ita

Shengmu Sh Shi (Oongpo) wm i4t.4KI tanWng 4144 toulong 4tA
Shengmu Dian S^Nl Su Zun IKift tang(hal) ^ Tu Lai^ ftH
then^nan -^ih Sui nt Tang (dynatl)4 It TUdi ±«l

shenfdang Silt SuiWeitdi Nlit^^ 'bngCioiong /lifiijr

shenling #t Sulran liA IkngCongfang wal n-

Shennong ft R. Sulaing AX Tang Hou "i waldan >^

shenshui #4^ SiinChue HiH liing Muzong Jtft'ii waidao t^H.

Shanidio #t SunjM $m IkngWieng Miiit «nA idang ^ilMI
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W*rt 5hari||ic SAil WemMng il. XlShaii AJi XuDaalInc AAA
Wanfa zongtan Klbl^i!! Wenzhou S Xia I XuFii A«
wang £ Wen» st-f Xia Cui f.{i XuHao AA
WhngAnshi WMiflhl Shi (Huang daxlan) xiaqi ttA XuHui

Wang Ashan Xlahuang J(« XuJian Hit

WangBi Xfi wu (non-beingj M xian » Xu Mai tf4
Winc Chang 24l \Mi (district) 41 Xi'an 91i XuMi #tt

Wang Chongyang (\MngZhe) Wu Sol *''] !•£ «ian hua It XuQin Afc:

ii.^ 1 J. t Wu Chan il '
' xian shan 'lU I: XuWii AA

Cheng ^.ri xiansheng ^ilit XuXun AA
wangguui WbOacheng A^tt XiingXiu XuYau

Wang Laozhi X.4t^ OsMi (Wh 0Mnwn,1lte Oaethi) XiaAgVuanbian 4ibif XuZhichang 'tfIcA

WangLiyoig -T.-(']l*l Xiaitgfii Cong #ffY wan

WingMeng ^Ifi VAiMcn An xianrcn ViA. Xuanthu i'ti

WkilMang 4(t xtanilwng Xuanda AA
Wang Qin ift Wu Quaniie '"^ ^ Xiantian Xuanhe f*

Wang Rong 1.A WbRongguang A^it Xiantianshan ^^lU Xuanjiao Aft

VMngShen £11 WkiShe xianlonc ik± XuanjiaoVkian 4:Aft

WangShizhen Wu Shu 4* manyou Xuanmrao Cuan tl^WL

WangWtenqing Wu Si j^fl »ao (filial piety) ^ Xuannii

mim Alt aa« (parvptpes) A Xuantian shangdi -tlk.!.^

WancXijht iftit maim XiaoBaHanf fK» Xuantlan yuanshcnf remiwi

*'jn^: X'jjnh« ^AiV WiZcllan Xiaeda* #4 thangdi «j&jbXf^AJi^

Wang Yangmirg £1(4 WbZfcue Xiaekang «ci-. Xuantong

WjZongyuan i<$>t lanmauo 'J'^ft Xuanwu i:^

WkrifZlii 2A wudien Htk. Xlaotdan Xiiamlao -kn

WingZMyuan Xii-i WUehengzi •K'i- Xun/ang ;husHi 0lij(tt;6

WtengZiqiao ir^ WudangShan Atilt Xichang «»A Xuanyuan huangdi j.K.SL'li'

MfkngZU £fHt- lie (heterodgot) ff Xuanyuan huangdi Miae

wani .y, ?t WuHc jmi ^ XiC (mythical baast) • t. t *

Wanshou Cong )l,4(e Wudoumi Dao iL4^i& Xie He iHtt Xuanzhong zhenren A't'Jt-A

Wei (dynisly} It WblM« wttdiChwigbo Shan bWm XteUngyun (itC Xi^itl ShflMfan Ijandin dong

Wei (lunar mansion) A hongshtnfdi M.'^i.'^it^ii XicShldwn

Wei (nver) HT XieShouhae i|f<m lunlu SA
WtelBoyang ttlefi Wuhan XieMtouyu Wtt* ya mu AA
ttm Hanjin 4tii!t Wuji A« XihuOalJinxia ««Aii;9 Wan ««
WWHuaoM WiiiMin Attn Ximcn Qing 4n4l Vkn Dayuan AAA
iwaip fttt wu|Uuaohan ftji^lTit XI n VhnHui AA
WelSu A* WurenYouQiu Xindu tt# VinUbM AA«.
WUTaiwiMll Kdc.A'^ WitaiiShBii JLirilt Xing (inner nature) VknZiMm|in| AJttt

Wei Wrnlang tt^M wuwn 2hl shi Al^^^ Xing vanctuMif AA
Wei Zheng 4tH wuwu A. f- Xingan m YMAiCong A«*
waichi MM XingqiniCong WAY ]fanc(lbrc4 A
Weinilii|Oaa| ikflai Wining (five phaaas) Jilt xinhal ** Yang (name) A

Wining (lown) AH Xin|iang Iffit yang sheng l^i,

wwiahu f^M WUxing qiyao zhi xlang Xinjin YangWeizhen KAM
XIpini A-f YlM^XI AA
xluthen fl^Jt- YkngXIzttefi A^fr-lt-

Wf lis t & «nqu« M.0: Xiivangmu Ya'-jTpi'-p Snan Ft^-fili

We«i Peng jtJ^ W^uaDlan XAlK Xixia %t YangpingZhi ft'f-ib

myueCuan Xii(aMa) A j^anfiiienthl A#j£
Wen YiJ3n5h„i! Wqrue iVIiao ^ "^l Xu (family) if Yanguang niangniang AibAA
Wen Zhengmmg Kift')? Wiyuezhenxingtu i.^.-A-tiM Xu (lunar mansion) A Yangzhou 4ft^
WMchang 5t8 XI Kane «« XU ^d. ampiinas^ A »MC(i A^

XI mu »* XbBanada AM VMcang AA
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fcj _^ 1 AS
VUanMtaoaeng ibiMr Zhang Huang zhanjue Jl'lk

yanimnsnlsM ti-r-AX Ylian Mingshan Tt.^^ Zhang )rao % ^
a. * >

thanien Jl-A

Tan<|ing Cuan R4tPt Vkjan Renzong fci^^ Zhang Junrang SrITV Zhemnv Jl-X

Yan>ou l^tt Yuan Snizu )C>VV Zhang liang 9-k Zhenwullng|i4ngzhanjun J^ixA
Yao ft Vlian Yho 4til| Zhang Ung (Daoilng) flUK (Itft)

Vuanjiao f<ft Zhang Lng wansheng fluKits. zhenelan Aid

YMChi nib Yuanmiao Cuan jb^MR Zhang LIusun ZhenaianCuan

yio qim ihu itItW yuanqi t>lL Zhang Ui (Cekatial Matter) tt# Zhanaing (Saturn) 412

yuandien %W Zhang lu (Ming palnur) AM rtawltig (Irua farm)

Vaowang Shan i ib Vuaf^shi tianzun Z-j-p, ^' ZhannngB A'lf^

yl (Idea, Intent) Yuanshuai ^(t Zhang Sanfeng ft^-^ zhanyl JI'A

Vi (areher) IP tbanyangtongzi ftftX'T Zhang Sangymi ftWft zM Mt

yi longwan shou yu tian diang can ^Annyou jLH Znanj! Snangyng HCW4( Zhi 9e-.-hi Dta" jinyi rhfnfu Santhan

lubu A7 Zhang Sheng %A ^ t a^ 1^
HuanglKie iL('Vlii«ftttj|i

Tin (dyna$l]r) R 1WCI mm Zhang ShKhang MtsM
yin (force) ft yue (sacred peak) A Zhang Slcheng(Wntan) Zhida S.ii.

yin (licenlious) it VW (staia) A Zhidao Cuan ft3tK
Yin Wencao xlm yiietai /i 4r Zhang Suqing f^f^^ Zhlli jL(t

YInXi >\ieyang #IC Zhang TIanyu ftj^il^ ZhinanCong ttidtf

Yinxiaraliiqg 'P^itik >^eyang Lou ^Utt Zhang Xbi ftit Zhithun JLjM

YmZttiuig m^l9 YUituang X.JC Zhang Xiu fllMF Zhizheng iJi,

VinifHie Ykjnuang da tiandi ajLX.x ZhangXuanqing jfcjc4fc Zhong Kul IM
Yingpng Xff Ykihumgga XAH) Zhang VU (Zhang Tiafiyu) Zheng Vht HH
Yingtian YbhuaiigMlao St4| '7-. if: ( '-i. ,17 ) Zhgngdu

Yingzhen Cuan iS-A-

A

YUhiiangihl S-jL-t Zhang Yucai ZhongfaigMingben f^^^^^

VIngflMU (StHMd) illSI YuhMzi 99T Zhang YlxJiu
«n In fe M * van

Zhengguodaopaoidehul rfljllt

yinyang F# ^ Ykj|MnCliaii|sha Kit1Li!f Zhang YUqh^g ft^ t

Ynheng 0, V YulongCong S.1tt Zhang Zhenren 4-A ZhongliQuan ttX^llt

Vhheng baodc /heijun Vulong wanshou Cong 2KK#T Zhang Zo^gyan ttl|r4t Zhongnan Shan H-Aib

yUn)ln sW ZhaoBoja AttW zhongzhan

VUng — Yunnan I^A Zhao Daoyl Hit-' Zhw M
Yizhov AM yunii X-k Zhao|l 4ft ZhouCang nk
T/ong m VynflUflgyuanTang i*S4^jt: ZhaoUnfrang ilt4-4 ZhouChan J4K

Ybngji 4t.* yunhmn tif. ZhaoUngzhI At'^t ZhouHul W
Yn-glr * Wiqing Jkit Zhao Mengfu Zhou lingvjang '^^iX

Vongle Cong ^ it VsT yuran 9IA ZhaoQi MM ZhouMuwang J4if-£

>bthan Hit ZhaoXuanbng Jl'tf^ Zhou Xuarahm (Xumchu) 114?Jl'

Ybn^ng Vbyao Dttt Zhao yuanshual 4i ^ ^>

Yongzheng Zao twang tt3E. Zhaethci^ kangui cithou ».S ill Zhou Yu ^ <X

you (being) ^ zaohua itf^ ZhuolongCong .{ili';^:

you (dark, otecwre) * aaojing ft# Zhaolang Zhu Cunll i|L#lZ
•la

Tov |ing M4t Zang V Zhe iF Zhu Di AUt

You Qiu (Fcnnai) iCV- {/La.} Zanghou Yi tt

«

Zhejiang JJJt ZhuHaogu +.-»ri-

youzhi iftSk ZatlanShengmuMlao ll'J%S#4ll zhen 4- Zhu l-touzhao j^/V-M

WauilMaigyuanshMai wXtLW ihai V Zhenfcng Oian JUR ZhuYI llltt

Youyu ilan itrXA zhai guan #tj zt^enfu StS> ZtiuYouIsng

Yu (area) HI Zhang (empress) # Zheng Cai *^ Zhu Yuanzhang ^kA
(amperei) A Zhang (lunar mamion) ft Zhangda iJit ZhuZhicM %Jt.i^

Zhang Biyun ikft't Zhengtong JF, »t Zhu Zhonglian J|LTnl

Ytolikan Zhang Boduan i^f^i^ Zhengyangzl iHSr zhuan %
yuqi JLi, Zhang Daol in >; :>:-JH Zhengyi jl— Zhuai^Zhm SJH

yuzMyu huaUng$lMi Zhang Cuolao Zhengyi Dao JE—H. Zhwngtf

Zhang Cuoxlang ]KS# Zhengyi fawen ZhulinqUan ttlt^-lslF

Zhjng He-g :':(*! Zhengyi Cuan il o zhuque % 4

Yuan Chengzong >L«iC$ Zhang Hua Zhengyi iiaozhu jL—|lt± Zhurong iHM;
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2iMi)pi tk.*.

2i Cong 'A'

Zijincheng *

Zflun niangnung fttHlft

Ziting #A
Zitong #it

Zr*pi •^'M

Zmei Bciji ^^tftJbtt

Ziweldadl

ZuiaoCong !if'(r'»'

Znu Cwin AS
zi>anj| (violet light) flfli

Ziyang (county) jfH

zlcM 9fZ

ZoAg BIng ^ t«

Zengmi t'S

zontshi tHlt

ZwiQiMiSCeiic $ltt
zui ir

Zunyi iftA

zuo

/uo Ci t .*

Zuzhou ffliti
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the Twenti-eighi lanar Monsiom (cat no.

81. liiut
cloud-seal script (iumhuon}. 2qB

Oaudf Mountains (cat no. 141). 2^ 166-6 7.

Column Base of the Immortal Lineage, j8i

Compendfum of Oiagrsmi (Tushwbtan^, \V,

Complete Aogrttphit\ of the Aaone4

Immartoh fdruion quan/huon). 323, 331.

Hi
Complete Compendium of the Ooliei o/the

Ihtet Aeligiom and thttr Ongins fSoryiao

yiMxita ioushenfodwi), 264
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Complete Realization (Quanzhcn) sect. 73-

11. 24. 'iO-M. fe2. b6. 'Oq. lA 2V. Z44.

Confucunism jg, ^J. si-^; and th» Three

Teachings. 25^. jife. ani filial (xely, in-i6

Confucius (Kongzi). "gi, ijl, U)
ConfMnu Vivtmg Loaii (caL no.^ 121.m
Contract c/t>i« Three Utfitiei afthe Zhou

Cynoity /Come 0/7 Chonjct iZhouY*

(«n(ong iji;. <7. U2
Cprol and Munon Cams fSten^ munon^,

UI
corpse liberation (ihifie^, 307. ais

cosmogenesis. Taoist. u-i^

Cosmologisti.^
crane, i^J. jaS, jjj
Cww (fronii Su Cnin«). loj, lOJ

Osne Crow. Hm (cat. no. 11^), »?.

Oonrt ofCooi Omen. 21, 22i ISL lQl=fi2

Cu< Bo. sS, 103

Cui Ziihong. jlS

Da Zhong|uanj, ijj

Dacheog Dian, 20

Dai Jin. 2J2. m. irt

Dai Miao. See Dai Temple

Dai Temple (Dai Miao), 60-to. jo

Darning Cong. 61

AintiWi St* cmnalMr 5<lds

Daodejing (Oaaic ofthe Way {Taoi and tti

Power, Uozi). )£. >5.iL2iJiJiiJ3,4i,
in. »tH: manuscripts of. it n-i6.

& 3& Uli un : commentaries

on.^^ iQ^ 1^ 223^ scnpturaJ

practice of. ua. and ordination rites, jia;

imperial a(>opt»on of. ^lt?-Jtt. and otKer

teits. ill
Daoguar (TaD«st abbeys). ^
Dao)tao- Sac Taoist religion

iatun Set Taoist altar

Daoianf Set Taoist Canon

Dark Warrior (Xuanwu), §2, Ug, 14A

"i^i "l'.")V'«iV41
Datong Dian, 62

Daniongbao Hall, 64
Orclamtiom ofthe Perfected {Then'fpo). \23t

Deguang emperw. fa

Drifird laari (c*t no icti. ^t^. iHi »j

Df//i*J tooTi (cat. no. tsL ill itl

Deng Chun iqc^q]

Deng You. ifi2

Dening Dtan. jg, 6?-6g. ]a
Dew Terrace (Uitai). 32S

Ouigmm ofthe Supreme Ultiimate (c^ no

tfiitn (hall), ^
Ding Yunpeng. a67

Dingjiaaha. gfi

d>oc«ses 11
Dipp«r Mother (Doumv), 2^2: >Zi '^iSi
{ypper MolJif r. TIm (cat. no ^ aSa 28;

Direct/ons/x trdowment and Vttatity (cat.

no. ital 41. t«^«o
Oiscutting the 7ao fCjiongchar^* oni^ the

ftlioui Cmptm) (ai no ifil,m in
dnnne bemgs (ihtKrtn). 1^ i££i

dmne correspondence, >i

Divine Elinr of Nine Heavens (Jiutian

shendan), 22

Divine Emp)frean (Sheniiao) t«t, jt^ loj,

Ida, 'Ot- '07. '01?. 2^7. Ifel

Oi'iwie fofini ofihe five Phrtets, TtMntv-eigh*

Lunar Miiniions, and five Sacred Peaks

(cat, no. ijjL ija. in-j6, 137

DiMrM Immcrtad ofthe five Potht and

Jranicerrdanti Who Hovt Obtomt4t tht lao

(cat. no gi).3S', »M
Ditfine Lord of Zitong. See Wcnchang

divine tree (ifxn shu), ijL.tSL.tl

dong (grotto),

Dong Cao. 321

Dong Qichang, ija^ ^6a

Dong Yuan. i6o. \ti

Dong Zhongshg. 153

Oongshen- See Cavern o' Dfvtnitjr

dongtion See cavern.heaven

Dong^hanggong Sac Wood Sire

Dongvudn See Cavern of Mystery

Dongyuan. 1^ Serobo Four Sages of

Mount Shang

DongyueMoo S«* Temple of the Eastern

Peak

Oongzheit See Cavern of Perfiection

Dou. empress. J2
double gourd, significance of. w
Doumu. See Dipper Mother

Doumu 0>an

dragon-and-tiger motif. See tiger and

dragon

Dragon and Tiger Moimtain (Longhu

Shan),^ 6£.22i ZSL a^^. tt7.

Dragon Cate lineage (Longman pai).

Dragon Mountain (Long Shan|. 2£.a2

Dro^n Pine (cat no. t4'l. ^64. 364

dragon, significarve of, \ f>*

Du Cuangting. 152, UL IZfi. 3S2.

Duke of T>iur*der. 2tg-^»

Duke of Zhou,^
Duflhuang, ja, i2. UA. IZ^ UL !2it 1S2L

2<yi. 202

Dfnailiic History oftheJm (Jimhu). jfl. jjj

0>viaitic History 0/1^ Sor^ fSong ihi), iO£

Earl ofWind (Pengbol, 238

Ea'th Coddess (Houtu). 16 ?t7 an, alA

zSt

Earth Cods (Tudi), 49-^0. 260. 2fil

Earthty Tranquility Hall (Kunning Dian). io£

Eastern Dipper. 2^
Eastern Floriate Cdestial Emperor, 24Q

Eight Imnwtals (Saaian), 22^ 1^ afeq.

M0.»H2Vw »i

fig^t immortoh Corwey Uris>ws for Lartgevitv

at the Ti/nfuoite Pond. Tht, J21

Eight immortals Temple,

Eigfil Immortah. the Three Sun and the

Quern Mctherofthe Wra at the Tun^iuoise

Pond (caL r>o- •-i8l, Inifitispicce. 319. jao.

H!
Eight Trigrams ffitgwa). t^2L lA 'M. '4'.

!^v,i2i,ia2.2iiil2i KAiii lil

frgfrt Tngrams: 7>itf ^^r Keovm anif L«ler

Htaven Arrnngjemenis, The (cat no. 14).

nt no
elli-rs. preparation of. JJ2: W. 3SL

15^16^268. vSo

Emperor Cuan. See Cuandi

f/nperar Cuan (cat no. &^ 3s8. 2^8

Emperor of the Eastern Peak (Dongyue

dadi). lia. liA
Emp»ior of the Southern Pole Star. 240

Emprrvn of tht Five D-rertiom tfrrd iJir

Openir^g Heaven Crrat Sage £mptror of

S4ount Owngbo (cat no. So^ 2^ KO
Empress of Earth See Earth Coddess

Empress of Heaven (Tlanhou) . 49, S3, 27^

Emptiness and Identity Mountain

[Kongtong Shan), uj
erdokvment (nngj.

Ertckson, Susan, 84

erot< imageiy. t8-8<i. to jO

EnianCuan [Two Immortals Abbey), 6^. 6^

Ssoterv Trnm/n/sstont CorKemmg (he Mart^

Theoth cfHan {Han Wudt neiihiranl, 277

essence (jing). 42.

Luentfoi Record of Coiligiopfry (Anhu yno^).

til

Eternal )oy Temple (Yongle Cong), 22, ifi.

ti.A 6^. 66-67. i^^. 121. 23<. 240. liL
i</>. t60- 2rt. »7- 3tl

Eaprhences in Painting (Tuhuajiarmren ihtj,

i31

Eitended friesvngs Palace (Yanfu Cong).

100

Fachang Muql, ii6-»7

Falin, 82

Fan Zhongyan, 337

fang Chunntan, is<>

fang Congyl, 2i 164 ili<i-67

fang Damci. jjj
Fanghu (Fangzhang; Square Jar), go, t6T.

IV.m
fanghu hitoflht ImmortoH, Tht (c«t. no.

fangshi. See magician

fast ritual tihai). ija, 1^0, iqs, tja. jjj. 231

fe. Zhi. iji. Jii

F*<liangui Cuan. da

femoie Coddea or frnmortai (cat no. q4),

Fjoiala immwKifs (cat. no. t27l. 3M.tM
Feng ritual of legitimation, 37B

fengfhui (geomancy). jj, \to, 363

Fcstihol (1/the Immortal OJic«li Fw, Lu. and

Shou Ifu Lu Shou non guan ijmgfwi;.m
FestifoJ ofthe Peaches ofLongrvity (cat no.

filial piety (n'aoj, jij

Five Directions, 'JJ^ emperors oF. 250, JJO

Five Elements. See Fr«e Phases

Five Paths. 241

Five Pecks of Rice Taoism. See WudoiMni

Dao

five Phases (Fiv« Elements). 1^ a, ifi, lag.

<4i. m. mi-m ajg. K\. n\. xw.

animals of.

five Planets. 132. t»«-»6 137

PiK Planets orwl the Twenty-r.-^t Luf\ar

Mantiont. The (cat r>o 12 1. '32. m-»6.

five Sacred Peaks Iwuyut), ij, u. 132,

»W-<6. H7. UT. U8. 2£2.2<12 True

Forms (zheneing) of. tj3^ 262 isg.

m
FiM-Colored PiarDkeel, too, mi
Fong Mary, 171

Forbidden City, JJ, IJJ

Former Heaven. See Pnor Meaven

fni Set Buddhist monaslenes

Four Auiiliaries. 46

Four Directions, 140, '4', 293

Four Divinities, 120. tap, iao

Four Sages ofMount Sharrg The (cat no,

23). IS2-^3. 'S3-«
Four Sages of Mount Shang, 1S2-S3, ija-si,

iSa

Four Saints (Sisheng). jaL i3L <99
Four Saints: The Perfected Lords T«np«r^

Trarr/m, Yhheng. and Xuarwu, The (cat

no 107). 2o8. 3^
fouf-vded Taoist Stefe (cat. no ^ 1^. i6o

Fourteen Po/trails ofWu Quoryw (cat no.

64). »'»"-^' '"-I
Fu Xi, 139

fudi See Seventy.two Blessed Plots

funerary an, 31

funerary niual, 20T

Fuqiu, laS

Fining (Cood Fortune Star), nft 271

Can Oe, 141

Cao, empress dovrager, 3S

Cao Shiqi,

Cao WHn, 23
Cao Yi Que tower, S2

Caozong. Song emperor. 126

Caozong, Tar>g emperor, fii,^ lAi, 3^
Caozu. Han emperor. 1^
Caozu. Tang emperor. iSi

Ce Chaofu.^
Ce Hong. 43. 43. Sg. 12. a. 133. 3'V 3V1.

338. UP. 342. 3^q. i63

Ce Hong Moving His Residence, ^
Ce Xuan. i£, 1^ 208. ji6

Cengsangzi. dl

Cenyue. J2i UlS

geomancy Seefengshui

Chengis Khan. See Chinggis Khan

Chost Taoism. Si

Cod of Literature. See VX^nchang

Cod of Lortgevity. See Shoulao

Cod Tai^ and Attending Oertiei The (cat. no.

21 242.3^
Coddess of Children (Z-sun niangnlang).

CoiJdess of Eyesight (Yanguang

niangoiangl. i2£

Cods afthe Tuie/ity^igfil Lunor Monsioru

(cat no. 22I, 242, 2^
Colden Crown, joj

golden lad (jintong). isfi

gorg (palace),

Couchen, 26^ Z22

Creat Emperor of Fusang, 240

Creat Emperor of the South Pole Star

(Nanjidadi). >fe ?27

Creat Fast of the Yellow Register (Huai>glu

dazhai). jij

Creat Cenerats of the Deserts [Kuangyt

dai-ang), 253, ijg

Crrat CenenaJs ofthe Deserts and the Spirits

of Crassec and Treei Who i^il in the Void

ofWattrand Land (cat no 84). 2S1. IW
Creat Heavenly Emperor |Tianhuangdadi),

tz
Credit Hi^wi Covtrn MyiUry NurniiYius

Trtoiurt Stibtit Scrjpture on Eifinguishing

and Conrrying the five Refinements and

ReuiiWig the Corpse (cat no. ^fiX, 206. aOT

Creat Highest Flder Lord, rji

Creat Highest Lord of the Crand Way,m
Creat Law of Heaven's Heart (Tumin dafa)

sect. 2}

Crrat Law ofthe H/ghest Purity Numinous

Treasure (Shongqirig Img^oo 1^0^), 2£

C'eai lord of long life (Changsheng dadi).

104

Creat Nothingness ^ituu), 223

Creat Purity (Tougin^, 231

Creat Rtles of Youthful Incipience (Tongchu

dafa) movement 22S
Cu Kaizhi, 12j.2i li, 3'8 338

guan (abbey). ^^Ste oho Taott temple-

cornplen

Cuan Cong. See Cuandi

Cuan Muai, 22^ 2I1 liL 380-81

Cuan Ping 2s8. 258

Cuan Yu. Set Cuandi

Cuandi. 23-24, 49. JiJ. 2^ joo. lag
Cuangchengzi (Master of V^st Attainment).

163. 177.171
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CuanKs-neng Si. &£

Cujng£(>ng. emperor,

CuAnsheng, ^
Cuanyin,^ a^s. it*

Cugong.

Cu>. Dao Set CHo^t Taoism

Cuo Ruoiu. 122

CiiO Xi, 25, 2^
Cuo Xtj^g.^
Cuo Zhofigshu. 102

Cuodian. 2^ manuscript ofUocv

discovered at. )<-<6

^si {o\ti tefnple). ^
Cy»-Vermandc. Caroline. 2^

Ha^r, Sarefid ter, a£a

Mjichanzi | Master Sea Toad). Ser Liu

Haichan

Hall for M^lcomir\g the Effected (YiAgzhen

Cuanj, ^
Hall 0/ Imperial Peace fQin'an Otan), a?.

Hall of Light iMingtang). 6^
Hall of Purified Yang {Oiunyartg Dian). 22^

26. 67. 6S. ^s. 9^. ^iQ. ^27

Hall of Redoubled Yang (OiDngfang Dian),

Hall of Supreme Harmony, 20

Hall of lie Eight ImmorUli.
22,

Hall of the tive Peaks jWuyue Dian^.fift

Hall of i*ie Jade Cftipero*. Tatft* Cuan,

Shant piovif>ce, 23

Hall a'^ tne Jade Emperc. Yuhuang Miao.

Shan*, province. 6^

Hall o^ tnc Numinojf Official.^
Hall or tnc Three Punnes fSanomg Otan),

Oammg Cor^g. ShMnxi province, ^
Hall of tne Three Pu'ilies (Sanding Dian).

Caoping, ^
Hall of the Three Punties iWui. Dian).

Q'fgjang Cong. S»CTuan province, 23

Hall of the Three Punlies (Sanqing Dian),

Xuanmiao Guar. Fu)ian province.^
Hall of tne Three Pumiet iSanoing Oian),

Xuanmiao Cuan, |iang(u province. y6. 6^ ,

fa
Hall ofm« Thr«« Pu'iiirs (Sanding OI«n).

Vongle Cong. Shin«i province. ;6. »6. 67,

127- HO- ^16. 2£l

Hsn Ffiji. j£

Hjn Wudi (Emperc Wu). 17, iQ. 6a.

log. IW. UP. tW. 17»

Han XIangzi. ^21

Han VU. jji

Hansen. Valerie, J6o

Haotian 22

Hargelt, Jamn,
Harper, Donald, 3^
Hayash' M.nao. §2
He. empero*. 1^
He Xian gu.^
Heaiy of lh« Detfied Loaz> (cat. no. 184,

H«in SuUO fXirtjiflg). 2^

Heavenly City (Tiomhi). jx4

he«»gram4 /guoj sirty-four. u. 47. nQ. il7

HiiMfn [tpianatiunjot Asitnimt U> Iht

Pr/feneii fDer^jrwn y^ryue) ]Si

H'gh«( Imperial |Sharjdi|. 308. J16
Higlieil Prince of |aite Pjnty, 2j8

H(g^( Punty \t\uurvuvn oj tht Swofdond

Mirmz That Moid ImiT^i (cat no.

HiglKst Purilv jadt CinRt tni Cotitri Otmr,

Cctden Srn'pf Book of the Crrar UlMnat*

(cat rxi. iijj aoi^. ICT

Highest Punty Palace {Shangqing Cong),

Highest Purity (Shangqing) Taoism, 19-

tSL 154; Hi. scnpturfi of. 7y ?os.

220. 27^. ilL UL Tao»« heaven of, 44

107. 228. 211. 240: revelations of. iHt

Higuch' Takayasu, |2
Hislory of Mount Tiii f Tgr 27<l

Hrjio7 o/the Former Hart Dyrwsly (Quin

Ho/ishu). 343

Hiitory a/ the Ha^ 0>WHnt^ fHon tfcu), 344

Hina>y 0/tftc Idtur Han fHou Han i>wj,

U
Hiito/v 0/ t^K Su* OfTwily fSuf t>iu;. i6j

Hiitivy aftht Tang DyAa\tf tToAji shu>. ^28

Hiito/y o/lfM Too iOaoih/^, 103, 104

Hong Kuo, $i
Hong Mai 2',. 100. 2118. ^27

Mong Xiuquar 5^
Hongvwj, 3fa4

Hoophi, 216

Koutu Miao fTemple to the Eath Cod). 6^

Hu Chao. ti

Hu HuicKao,

Huan. emperof. 16^^
Huang Bosi. lAi

Huang Cong;^ir. 264

Huang Congxrang. 2^ ji, j6j, J6i
Huang ji. Hi
Huang Lao School. ]21

Huang Quan, 102, lOJ

Huang Shang,

Huang Tiflg,'i»r>. jjl

Huang Yuanbai. \^
Huang Yi#n, J74
Huangdi. See Yellow Emperor

Hiiiin£t,'ngjmg. Su Scfipluv ofl>u IMtour

Court

Huayan Monastery. 6^
Huayangxia Cuan, ^
Hui2i, 12^

Hui2ong, emperof. iL liii 64. fe»-70.

qij-'os 1^2. iii 332i iaii 221 'ccom-

plishmenis of os-06. poemi 6y. gj. 100

1122, calligraphy by. <i>. 104-os; mleresl

in an, >qs; interest in liturgy, 2^
paintings by 100. loi. 101-02: and Taoist

canon. 'O^-oa: support of Divine fmp(-

»*an sect. 104-07

hundiin. S<r chaos

hurt-soul, 201^.

Hunyuan Oian. 21

Huo Wei 86^82

ttktitrattd S^mphici oftht Jmmoftoli

f^an^ian liejiion 7hj.on},^
/Muftrotaiy &^rafiHy ofihi ft*at,zt/S Lord

C/and Astraiogtf Xu jcat. no 11s). ^14-17.

3M-'7. 1I«

Scnpture of the Matt Kfgh Three Pnnc/piet

Who PfOtt4t flrtjJ Prolong Lfft, E/im.rtflt*

DfSOMr, Aboinh Otir?ger, For^vr Srnv orvl

ConJSir Alrt(a>i£i, jjj ^
JUuftMt«(/ (t*cofdofthe Au^iov^ tUipc*\in

oftht SvpftJrv tmperoT oftH*

Heatvn to the Grral Mir^ 0>r^9I^r |cat.

no, not. 103. ioi.

;iUiitrot<o#i oftMet Citute*ofi (cat. r*o »^
ISO, iso-v. )s;

;lluifrot«n q/^t>if True formj cfthe fivr

Sacred PffoAs feat, no 1s8. 3^9

iri'i/stnitioin tiir Seakd Vtr^uitiiin o/tfte

Coiden £i\r*f ofthe Reined Onnobor (cat.

rxi. 1}'). i44-4C- 146-47

immortal lad fno/itongj,

Immonjif 1/ Titguoj. Tht (cat no '2s). 131,

a<
lmni(ytaf Iah H<iic>i<in. The (cat. no. 124),

Xit. no.w
Immo^i hi i>£>ngbirj ^peanng ol the

Yutyang PfiviiVnrv The (cat. IW- i23|.

Immortal MaiUr Tonyongii, Tht (caL no.

iQo), 186. 287

Immoftul Ridmg a 0tag9» (cat. no. 3$^ 2).

160. lia

lmmon«' iT'uirtg Cutiea. The (cat. no. i2i).

vi. UP
IrMrnoru/ 2'hongi\ Quon, The (cat. no. not.

•mmoruls (»iiM). li <&-t7. 40, U7. uq,

11a i6o. 1<Ol 111. x<4

Ir Df^nta ofWhat H S-ght iBiamheAgluti}.

iz
In Stanh ofilt Supenwlurel (SouiAoijl/.

262.

InCMSf Burnur itvl^i ii htgMi (Cit. no. 6a).

218. »l8

incense burners itmhanio). 12, J2. i^i liSi

148, 167. 168. 2>8. llg

Inner Alchetny \ne>dan), 2^^^ Jo.

21<l. 387. 121. «4. ^}Q. )^7. }42. <44-4<.

146-47 US-4S t48-4» «0. J^O-JI.

iS2-<,l VU iS7 I6i. i6s. 176

inner landscape, ICO

inner observation {netguart). 222

liTf£r/pt,^ for Uio/i (Looii ming^, 242

InXitiitn 0/(hu 7(10 fOaoiAon^ loj

investiture, 2S6

tm>rsliti/re 0/a local Cod (cat. no. 822.^
lsl«o/lh( Bitatd (cat no. i^ff. j70-7i.

lTO-71

Jade Emperor (Jade Thearch; Yuhuang),

'04. 170. '71 197. 121. 2S6. 264. 266. 292,

296 aaft 2i»l(, 301

Jade Girdle (vupcij, 20^

lade maidens fyunuj. 4^86. iji 20a

276. a7<. 206. 121. »g
Jade Prosperity Observatory (Yutor>g Cuan),

Jade Prospcril> Palace (Ywlong Cong), ji^

116

Jade Punly 0^>"gj, Taoisi heaven of, i<i7.

Jade Thearch Set Jade Emperor

James. Jean, i6i

Jia Shanxiang. 126

Juin mil, 8Z
Jiang 2icheng 264

;iDo (offering ritual), 62, 9^. i8q, 21 ^. 221.

232. 233

Jiao fiingzhen, 30, iqo. 103

Jiaqii^, emperor, j(2S

Jin Ci Oin SHnnes), ^8. w. 61

Jin Yunrhong, 2£.

;ir^ S«e phosphorescence

)lng Han, j£4
Jingmiflg. Sr< Pure Illumination

(ingshr (chambers of quietude), Sfl

Jinmu (Metal Mother). See Queen Mother

of the West

Johnson. David. 260

jovrnrt to ch# Nort/t (8rtyouy). 29a

Jupder. planet, 1^ stations of. 1^ 144

Juran. »?, 160. ^64

iUlr^ 21Q. 308. X\T. U4. U\. M9. «1
Kang You-A«i, ^
Kangxi emperor, 22
kflrma, ifi. ii>o 193

Katz. Paul. 2iio. 32s

Kharakhoto, 291

Khubilai Khan (Yuan Shtfu). 24, S2, 6q, 71,

221. 22)

King father of the East, £fi, 82

Kochab, See Thearch (Oi)

Kohn, LiYia, 1*5, lil

Kongtong Shan. See Empttness and Identity

Mountain

Kong7i. See Confucius

Kong7imiao (Confucian temples). Si
Koii Qian2hi, li 22. 4S.;6i. 208

K07I0V. P K., TJl

Kuning. 267,

bin 214. 210. 283. 337. XAJ. 34<

Lady oftht Hijhett Primofdiol antf (he

fmpress 0/ forth, Tna (cat no 32^; i8ol

Lady of the Highest Primordial (Shangyuan

furen). ita. 281.

Lady of the Waterfall jLmshui furen). 5^
Lady of Violet Light. See Dipper Mother

Lagrr«<rr john, 218. 292. 208. 301

Lan Cjihe.^
landscape, 3S7

Laoii, U, Ji it iijillfi. 1J2; depic-

tions of 18. ig-ii?, 20. 11. a*,. 77. 8r. 117.

152^164, ie>. 166-68. 167. IM. 170 m.
183-84- '8i-84. 247 247: Confucius

visitinji. jj.^ lii^ and the Buddha.^
31^. 1^ i68 1emp«s (miao) to. 61-62:

manifestations of. ji^ 16^ i74-7i.

i7<-76. as Supreme Emperor of Mystery

Prime. iSj; as Old Master. 308

LooZi. See Doode/ng

LiKUi MntiKg frn Xi ot tfw Han'jpi Posi, i].

Laozi mmg. 1 j
Loofl on on Om |cat. no. 2). ii6-l7. 117

Laozi '% Scripture of Power, Lower Roll (cat.

no ^^120. im
(iM/i'i Scnr»ur< ofthe Way. Uppti SeB (cat,

no ^ 118. 119

Later Heaven ^Hoididn), 3i. ijl ijj. 1^
HUM

lead. Si. 1^ jjo.

Ledderosc, Lochar, to|, lii. jjS

legalists (fOjiB) J2
Leigong. 22i

Leng Qian, 372

li. 219. 308. 337.344. 34<.U<>.W

Li Bai. See Li Bo

U Bo (Li Bail, 25, 46

Li Cun, 362

Li Daoqing. ijfi

Li Derou, 102

Li Di, lot

Li Congl.n. ij. m. 334

Li Jie. gSj I2a
Li Lirg. 2^
Li Pmg'er, v^j

Li Song, ici

LI Tieguai, 2iJLill liiiUilja. uj. jjj

ll 7h. >3

Li Zhonj, 2i£, 256

Liang Kai, 2?. 178-79

Liang Qingbiao, ^63
Liang Wudi, t£i

^^nitiiTg the Soulfrom tht Nethtrwoitd

(cat no 37), 22, 178, l7»-79

Ltemor] ehMn See Siogrnp^as ofthe Asiortad

Immort^iii
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Lin bngsu. 31^ )04-Q?

Un^M tradilton. Sm Numinous TrcMurc

sect

Lngzu Oian, 22

Liu. |aj

Liu An, 2^
bu Anihcng. 262

Liu 8ci. 2^3

Uu Oicng>in. ^
Uu MaicHan, j^ij no. no.

Liu Munltanig,^ 105

bu |i, 222

bu
liu 1*1^ iSs

LfU Sheng, rj, U2
LoJ Shougujn^

bu Songniiin.

bu Ts'un-yan. to^

bu Xiang. ^SJ

bu Yit^ig, 185

bu Yuanran. 2l5

bzorg. errperor. i^J

Logicians. ^
Long Shan. See Dragon Mountain

LongFvrty Slar (SKouiing), afr^

Longhu Shan. S« Dragon and Tiger

M&untam

Lord Huang, ji^

Lord of the Eastern Peak, ^
Lord of l^e NetherMorld (Yrnluowar^^,

lord of ihe Nme Hcavefis. £3*

lord on th« ((tv»r. no

of thi Pool OwtLtfi^ Sun ofthe

Non>icrit an*/ C'KraJ Oyiiwn no 78).

(ou^ii (multiftory obunalory) 6ct

lit Oon^bin, ii-n, ij, 50. 6fe-fe7. 2i, 2^7.

26a Ml ui. <xt-a6. ^u-n uo.

ij< »oo isi

Tbiwr, Ji2

Lu Cuar>g. 2i, ]6]

Lu )(in)iuan.^
Lu Xiujing. 18, 46. 16^ IIJ

Lu Vou, 8^

Lull, \6x. Scr 0^0 Fouf Sagn of Mount

SHsng

Luo E^ii 22
Luo Nxfl'in, 143

Luo Zhmgru.

UiMif (Emslutnfflt Sto)- QBi 2Z!

M» Lin. jji

M< Zhryutn. m. Ji2

mjcrocoim. 2^
mjfiotnt (Ibngilti). Jj^ IB^ ju. ^22

M»gu. >ii ttl iU.
U«li'(]rt. twdliiMtivi, 163^m
M»;(K. lolw. 122

M»r<hi. 111
M«rqu'» Vi. tomb o^.

Utfshal Guar S<t Cutndi

Mjnhal M». too lOO

Uan^jl Wanf (cat no gj}^ jfA -**

Marshal Wang (Wang yuan^huai). iMi. afi6

Uiin>ial «*n |cal no «2L 2^ ZS&

Marshal Wtn (Wen wianthuail. 26/

Marshal Yoinheng (Yousheng yuanahuai)-

S« ZKenwu

Marshal Zhao, iryt 100

MatvrJcKii Scryltwr 0^ SdtVutxvi ffrol Prolungs

Ljfr (cat. no. aj, afi. M6-i>. aj6-*7

Maspero, Henn. 2^
Master Dragofi E}cbro«vs (Long meizi},

Matter Ceng. 32^. jix. ajs

Maitrf oj Hidoimm (Huair)onTf), Tht,^ S<.

Master of Vast Attarnment See

Guangchengzl

Master Red Ptne (Oiisongzi), jO, Kl.

ii!

Mmirr (MIC fmfrrans Simptcityi The.

See Baapuv

Master V»n. 3^
Maih*«. RlcKxd. 322

Mawangdui. >^ difcovtry of t«aii

maiuscripi at. 'S. v}-\t

Ma/u S« Empress of Heaven

McNa". Amy. 32
i^e(5rone. tradrlionat CheneM, 14,^ i*^-

acupuncture, u2
Mcficius. ^ ro^

nrercury. £i. r^p.

Me<al Mother (Jinmuj. See Queen Mather

of the West

M. Tu.

mtflp (temple), ^
Miao Shanshi. 322

mtcrocotm,

Milky Way. 1^
i^tnarel. ^
Mrmculoiii Mani^dliom of Zhtrrwu at

VAMiang Shan (cat no. mV m. |04. ^os

MifTctr bvith fi/wno*i ofthe Foue Oieecuoni

(W tHr /ofAoc (cat no 1^ lao. 140

M.frOr ivilil CMrtloVoglCiW Onignt (Cat no

16). lao-ai UI

fngmttiL and Tu^A-e BwwMi |cat no

12L
Mirre* until Tooiii Mtft m from ofa Cpmn-

Hrewi Icat 00 i\b). ti, ISA.

Mtrror ivitJi Ttimtt Ai^r^l 4jndl«r u Am Tf«#

(cal'hO. 'Ml. IL Ka m
mirron. 2L Si, Sfi. uo-ai UA.

tw: with -mages of iri^nortats on three

registers. 116 HA-iif

MohrStl, ^
Money 7ree with l^ac Quren Mother of the

Wea ond a Seaud Buddha (cat. no. aO.

monay tr»« (^Som «M II iU-<7 jj, 90-

'«
Monastery of Onhodoi Unity (Zhengyi

Cuanl j8i

Mono^ritph on Broad PhtrtoetHita (Bowo

/hi). >ia

Moon Goddess (Chang E). tSL <U
Mother of Lightning,

Mount Boyue (cat. no. \n.m
Mount Dadi. 6£

Mount Heng (Heng Shan. Hebei province).

Mount Heng (Heng Shan. Hunan

province). ii9

Mount Hua (Hua Shan),

Mount Kunlun. j6. fifi. iSl iLa-<c ICT. itj.

no. 276. »21

Mount Luofu, to
Mount Mao (Mao Shan), to- 66. 71. 00.

iSl. 3«4,2S5

Mount Song (Song Shan). 17. g. 66. »«i

Mount Tal (Tai Shan), 4^ feg, 2S11. 1^ 278

US
Mount Wudang (Wudang Shan). 6i 256^m ai}>i >oi Ktl. 103. iOi.. »fl4. i6a

Mount Vangp^g, 2a

Mountain of Supreme Hannony (Taihe

SKan). See Mount Wudang

Moummrr-sliapnf Cansrr (cat. no loj,

Ui
mountainf. importance of. 17. Jfij. ^^7. 122

Mourtrn'm of the Inrmoftait (cat no. laAl.

Mu. king, u;- n6. v^;

Mu X n. tot

nwdiv gesture. ^
Mugong. See Wood Sire

rnuslvooms. significance of. ^40; purple, as

symbol of self-realizatkm, 363

Mytteriout Tnching (Xuanjiao) sKt. Ji.

22LZU
Myttfiy Imninf pluanni*), i2, JA. l£s

Naguin. Susan,m
Needham. joseph. ^ UA. US. Hi
nt^-don. See Inner A^hemy
netherworld- 178-7^

IMw Account 0/^ roles iif !>» VMd fShnhw

•invi*). A 185

Ni Zan. 21 1^ 3U, 161-61. 363, 36^ 363

Ni Zhaokui. 361

Nine £>ragons. aa, 2]

Nine Heavens. 20^

Nine Lumirancs (Nine Sources of

Brigh1r>ess). 2^ a^

Ningzong. emperor. 144. 1M. 170

nonacton (ivuuirr). 33

non-bein^ (mu), l£

Noahern Oipiwf (Beidou), u^ ]^
iSSilIi. 2">. 346 aa8. 2«> 2»^, w8.
'-'4 «' "a

Numinous Treasure (Lnsgbao) sea. !t >9-

20. 4a igy 201. 22a

Numinous Treasure Loed, 233

oath texts fmengiwn). i2n

Observatory of Perching on Rose^Coted

Clouds l,Q\x\i Cuan). y8
ocean, significance of. J21

Offtrmgifor Long Vfi eri i>» Tun)uatw Ainrf

(cat. no. 26i. H6. iS7

Official of tanh (Oi guan). ^^^-^6. TU
Of^cial of Meafcvn (Tian guan). 2n-tG. 233

Of^cial Wate* (Shut guan). 160. z«-l6.

Ofuchi Ninp. ij

Oid OtnotlK Reionli of the Tmg (Jiu

Tongthu). m
Oid Man of the Southern [C«<estial| Pole

Set Shoulao

Oid M<it oftht Seuthtn jCtlra>a^ Pole (cat

no. wl. tSL ib^

Opening Heaven Great Sage Emperor. 2<o.

OrdmiKioff SrroU of Emprrsa Zhonf (cat. no.

^71. 2U. 28. 2U8. 203-iJ m
Orthodox Method Heaven's Heart (Tianxin

zhengfa) movement, 238

Orthodon One Covenant with the Powen.

S*r Onhodo" Lintty sect

Orlhodoi Unity jZhengyi) sect. ii. 24. 48.

5i 22.428.2^6^3111. 107 10 ^Si rt4.

^67 »8o

Oivyang Xiu. 32.^
Ouyang Xuan. 22

Pace of At from Secret fiurttuifi on Auam.

Hng tne Peffecud ofthe Mott H^for the

KtX*foftht Stau and Ofirtronca of the

People. The (cat no.^ tno aoa
Pace of Yu (Yubu), >f>o >r>7 J3> 264

Pacing the Vtaid fkuni) ritual dance, gj, lO]

pagoda. i2

n»ilrr^ ContiniMrf (MMjii, tea

Palace of the Clouds of Daon (Saia Cong).

2^
Pan Dechong.

Pan Yuanming.

Pan Zhcngwei. 18s

Pav'Kin of fade Peffectton, t8o

Par'xin of the lade Emperor, j8i

Paying Homage to Heaven Palace, 2ifi

(Reaches, signihcance of. 13^ 276. 2r6-n.

128, no
Pellwt, Paul.

Peng Xiao, u?
Penglai. 60. 14a, ^7'. 174. 3Z2

Pengjg. J6; 3^2
perfected bemgs See realized beings

Perfected Warrior See Zf^enwu

Perfected Wind Ha'' v5a

phosphorescence (>Vr^, 2^
pine tree, significance ol. 788 ^64

PlriTiuie of fishes. The (cat. no.
jjj 11^ ta^

124

Plum in t>ie Golden V-iTse [/'npirrg mei). The,

poke'root ftgunnes. an?

Pole Star (Se^v). 144, 243

popular gods. Chinese. 2^ 2^6, 2*8. atf.

2<o. 2M. a£si 2fiL lu-is: of households,

1*3 2ta of mountains. 2^ aft* star-

lords. 270, 27^ of soil fs^e;. 28;

Ainrait of a Toaii Priest (cat no. 46^. 194,

^nrdii o/loMi (cat, no jj^jit 116-17

^nraii of lao Honging (cat no ^ ila.

Ill

po-sou<. 22S. iaS

Pvftfti ofthe Ihtt* Pttmn (Sanyuax pM).

UA.
Precious Harmony Hall (Baohe Dian). inn

Pttdoui Sfip<urf ofthtJade Pvot (Mm
fcoo^vtg) 2»-t8

Preserving Harmony Patxe. iflz

pnmal energy See primordial breath

primordial breath (primal energy, ^n^),
111

primordial chaos (handun). 33^ itq

Pnmofdtoi Ruler. Metaf tAother (Jmmu

fuonptrf. The. 1^ £22
Prior Heaven (Xifinrian), l%g, HQ
Piocessior of Immoftoti Poyiing Hoiroge to

the PVinsoni«il (cat no. 2^ 22. 222. 24cv

M!
Puguang, »TO-7'

Pure lllumlr^atlon (jingrtsing) seel,

Purple Empyrean P4l*ce (Zinao Gonyl . 70.

Z)

Purpte Muihroom Mountain DUfAW^ The

(cat. no 1401. <6t. 363

Pu^le Tenuity (Z>*ei). iA^ 2AA
Purpte Tervilv Lmpenr ofthe North Pote

/Star) prvl Aiiemtents. The (cat no, 76I,

IAA.1AS
Pl^le Tenuity Emperor (Ziwei dadi), 16.

LU. 122. 244. Ui. 243

Purple Tenuity Pabce (Ziwci Cong). »a»

UA
fulua (bracket) sett, ^

<fi (rttal energy or breath). 1^ 12^13, 33, 42,

UiUSj 3321.33I4 33!. 333i 332. 160. t67

Qi Li|i. 132, See ot%a four Sages of Mount

Shang

IfilWl. ill, »>Q 2^1 H? ',1.1 ^.f^

Qian Cu. 353

Qian Lezhi.

Qianlong emperor. nt tf^n jjjj

Qianyuan Monaster, ^
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Qin Shihuanjtdi. vj. iS» 6^. UP
Qmgchcng SK»n See Arure MounUm
qtnfriu (t>ue and grpcnj %tfte ^tS

Qingyang Cong, tj-ti

Qiu Chuji. ^ 66. 3\}

Qiu Virg. 1^2^ ii2. Ill 2*2

Qixia Acaderry.

QuanzHcn Srr Compile Realization i«cl

Queen MathcT Itie WmI (Xiwa/igmu), jfi.

ife, ]6*40. ii •Zi' 22: liLL ^S'. 'SJ.

'SA-^s. iii iii iAfi. uu Vf>-

77. 17S-77 ZM^ iZj. KtO, )2y. ))<^

Qurcr? M(Aber of \he We\t {X\war'^^) and

HrfCoan. Jhr. \i> ^

Rain Master. 2^
realization (zhen). 2^
**4ltied b*"ng4 (ihenrrj^f. ilL li IL lA2i

is)-2o& U8.U8. ^68^7l\74-^y7

realized will fzher»fi;i. ]X9

5;»irirt <i/rh« HomrffcoW. Hw (cat. no. 86).

Krcorit cfCufligrcy}^ &ntl Rwnting (SMiuo

Record of Cavern Heavrni. Bi'ened Peaces

IXicfi, Pirdfct orvi CrrdI Mixirtfairtt

Record cf Dw-nr T^Tz/ii/ormoJicri ard

Mtrafulaui Rou-rf^ o/ fhc iivrf fmperor of

PusifKd Yaitjg (Chunyan^ dfjun ihtrthiMi

Rnord ofihe intent' fygpitfirt M), aqt.

m

Kmnk oft>u HisUnan &2. nfe. iti

M).lia. »*». itq. 140. W7
ffr£isl«r of Supfmr Crnrral tiie Crrat

Hignin Dolit Hta>*n Ptrftcud Waiiior

(C*I no. 1131- w6. io«-07

regvilers (tu). purp»e of.^ <o6. <q6-C7

reincarnjtian, i6^. 144

R«n lifu, |oj

Rtnzong, empefoi, 3iV ;qi

Revolt Ihc YHlow Turbans. ^
Rite of the Golden Register. ^
Robr ol Descent 0""EyO. 194. ")\. ta^-m

">7-<l8

Rot>nF(. Iiabelle. tS. iSJA. Ill US
Rogef^. Howjrd. tn. ^71

RooJ 7.'ln i^ifh S^bol'i of ihe four Cordinttl

D»ectioni (cat. no. rj^ 1 jt?. 129

ro<x dettiny fi^nmiiig^, 34^

Roth. Hjfold, ij

Rowlnnd. Beniimin, uiz

Ruan li. 43-41. ife

Ruan Xian. 181

Rudolf II. g«

niv« jcepier. jjj, 122, ija, 125. aft

Sadub,

Sigt Molli»» Hall (SJiengftiu Di»n|. 6^. (a.

Sainl^ Morher Heavrniy immortal^ the

Caztem Peak (cat. no. gfiL 112^ 378- W.

SondDr^ Three Ca^vrn^

Sanhuang tradition S«f Tftree Cmperors

tradilion

Sffriuaa. Sm Three Teachings

varcophagi. st<yir. with piClorial carvings.

ScKjifer. Edward, ia
Schippe^. Kriitofef. 1^1, »62,^

Sctiool of My&t«fiei (Xtanxuej . Sm M>itery

Learning

Scripture ofCanveyanu fDurcinjitig^. 170.

m
Scrxptuft ofCftut Peoee {Taififng}iH0, 4O1

ScrtptHrr p/'^HT/ iDejirg). i

Sinpfuff 0/ Tfr Prrcepti |'S>ii,u*ji(T£|. im
Scripture of the Cavem aj ^yite^y

T/eaiuff f-uenie c-f the Tao (DongMuott

^'n^bao davfiiOjvn^f. 1^
S^r^pture vf ttre Cnr^ir Auenrb^y ofGreat

Oocinnol Univenaitty {Da Jfangi^i^dajt

La* UZ
S(np<irfe 0/«h# Hi(W«fi COfflrflCl fYfii^jw^.

2B2

SrnfMuve ofthe A/um.'/iaut Tmcirr tUoy'nd

Ont fint Co"n)>on)tn(ti (cat no 5^
Ml. ?in-n?

5rnp<vff 0/1^ TTvrr Emperon fSoftfouor^

"2
iCAplu/t ofIrH Vtwt pifviiliS fSar^uiJM

Si/ip!i</c c/ Ihr YrKow Ccul (<4I. no. \2SS.

Srnptu/e o/ t>K Yetiaw Court fHudngtirtg

J'tg;. i« ^J^ia? IT?. 170. iw.

alt"&ut«l to Laoii. lyg

leil. bronze. ^
Searr^ar Gary, aqa

Sf^rrt £f»/tL>dft Supreme Aft-

mionr^siing frcaisttong Tongzhm

biyaoj. J28

5m (ion ofa %anoph&gfji wt\h Xuorwvu (cat.

rw mat, i?). 19}

S»Ai>ig t>ic Too IP d CiiKiyi.HM.vi9 {cat no.

'48I }S7. 176. m6
Sdriirrg l>ir rao ir tV Autumx MotinMins

(cat. no 1)8), ]y. <6o. <6o

Setdel. Arna, r?. m
S<wrijwilc(»rj ("if SfKf/1 StiWj. Wlf (fit

no U?!.;-,?. }7^. m-W.t78
lever pnrriei /qi yuan). 374

Se'«<!n Sagn of Ihr Bamboo Crov# (Zhuli^i

Qiiian) £3_ i»jj lij

Sewn Si>i><4 o^ l*ir Somfcao Crow. Tht (c*t

no 41). 181,. 18}

Sewn S'.^ps o/ffne C.bui^ Sfltc^f {turtji

S«i>*<itj-t»o Blessed PkKs {fui'l. in^iSL
180

Shan Tao. iSj

Shang 1^

Snangdu {Xaniidu), 6^

Shanfilin Park, iflS

Shangqing tradition S« Highest Purity

Tdoisr^i

Sbao Ml,

Sbao Von^. ^
Sll»fiwn>nj II Siwjrd (C«l. nO. H6). HI. m
S'ljughne^ST Edward L.

iliebui {organizatto^i), Jo

Stien Cua. 3^
Shen Vue, jli

Stieti Zhou. 124
iher^ (headdreiil . 22j iL Si. Si

ShriigrriLi bei Set Stele of the Sage Mother

SI'e^H^.Mi, n.jfi, Sr* 5.1(1* Mul»iC' Hjll

Shenmao See Divine ErripjTCjn sect

Sheniong. err^pefor, 38

Shi Shen, 1^
Shile 12!

Shoulao (ShouKing), lit 7*2: 222: 121>

Sh'i'ieof Nuninou) Response, iii

Shnrre wilii Zh<nmf ami Olhe' Tooni C«ti

(cjl no. 100. aq6. 236

Shu Qi, J18
Shu'ihen Miao. See Water Spirit Temple

Shun, emperor. 6^. 109

I* (monastery),

uhfiuon. 22. Zl

Sima Chel^Jzh«n. 7n. 314 aiA

Sima Qian. ufi. iTi^ 1^ ifia. iii tfel. UP.

Si'«in. Nathan,^
Si« C/ii/ifi S<r Oa^c

Song 0«far^g, 63
Song L*n, 26a. l67

Song SHan S<r Mount Song

Southcfp. Dipp^f. 31^. 34 fe

Sovereign of EiiHed Tfu* Purple Cmptin*ss

(SKangzhen ziiiu ^uanjun). 103

Sovereign of Qinghua. 104

Sovf reigrt o/th(! CAxirfs cf Dou'lt (CAl no. Q^l.

278.378-7^

Sovereign of the Couds o^Dawr (Bixia

yujniun). 70 378- Ta. a78-7Q

iir,t. 2l
>p-'.t ^)>if/i^. 42
Spirit Treaiure Lo^d.

Spr-ng Ott^ttYi ax the Ornabar Ttnoct {cat.

no 143). J*. <6t

Sf^rp^ O0ivft«r (>ir fJ^Jttr Tertoit (cat. no

IU). tt6. tU-S\.

Slo/tzat a/ Ihe Lord on the ffvcr fHeiteng

Sli?' Chiirt {cdt f>o iC(J^ ufi. 1^
Sl(7' Mop* (cat no ^ ya.^
Stc' lorcii 0/ CcvTif ^oftune. £mohment. and

Longfrtly. Tihe (cat. no. 2^ 2S4. 270.

221

StotaU/f^f TexUoJtUf O'tf anwJ CMt^xloi

iZrier>gf\fowen}, Al. 46

Ste-n, Aufe^ Si'.

stele. iS, 18, l£i.I2i- 152: liL 16^.

166-68 167-6Q. UU
Sl^fr IP M^mofvciOfi (cat rxi. »3!l. 146.

Sl</« 0/1^ Sag« Mothtf. 13

SuiV (»/ fooKl ffrfi'igion fDaojioo 2j

St/iV i*"I>i rh(! iViJifJ Lou/ anj Ourvn (tat

no.
4£i^ '8.i. lS4

SkiV ti"t>i r(ie Deified Laor.' arrd Shakyamuni

Buddha k at no. ifeB-feq

St<iV »"l>t the Deified Loa^.- ami thrjodr

Empervr |Cdl. no 1^ I20^l2»j 112

SkiV ivtOi the Deifted Laor- «ncl Tiw

Atterrdanii (cat. no J^ii '67

StCi-enson F Richard, 25^

Stores c/ f/aurtiSe fm/f?orti3'.'j, t^ew fdilion

SlrtiimMnn. Michel, qQ. loq. 2Q8. UO
Sturman. Peicf ^ jfli

Su Dongpo Ser Su Shi

Su Shi (Su Oongpo). Ji, aL 135

Sun Choo.

Sun K o k'uan. 22^ 222

Sun Simiao, ^
Sun fut l}£
Sup'e'ne Empefo* of the D3'l< Heaven

{Xiiirtian ^hangdi}. SrrZhe^wu

Supreme Higheit Purity- Palace (Tai

5ti*fig<)lrig Cong).

Supreme H'ghril Sc-nplwf l>ir Sc of

Thernelves (feo^ied One Tainmam of the

F,ve Correipondencti of the Limirlm Creat

SWiy(cat no nal. 301 03.103^

Sup'eme Loro fate. 2flS

Supfeme lord o'thc Wiy (Tdiihang

d«DfUn},^
Supreme Purity PrecHHis Treasure Temple.

101

Supreme Puritjr. Taoiil heaven of, LSI

tr>e Thfr H^ovrni (To.^/iiir^ wntmn y<

jirifil, sjj

Survrtv SecrrI ftientui/i ClMjchonf hyaoj,

f». 19.IU.I7',3U

Supreme Ten jity fTdm^;. 244. IV>

Supreme Unity. SreTarp

Sufvrmr UntSy Generates Water (Taiyi

fhengxhyt) 1^

S*«yd o/Wtc^pliorrsCf/i« arirf ThufUkr

ijingzhenjiitn). ii^

swords, au-iv ai4->V Zl£.2!2

tablet ihul ritu*i. 21^

Tji Shir See Mount Ti<

Tai Wudi, emperor. ?a. 308

Taifu Coin. TO- 71- n
tfliji dijgrjti. HQ, >^ <^ See yin *nd

yang

Tai) Cong, Batyun Cuan. 23
Tail Cong. Chang'an. fii

T.ii{>quitn. 22

Tdipmg Dm. ^8

Tmp'ngjir^ Ser Scryitiirr cjfCrMi Peace

Taiping Rebel! on. yt. i8o

Taiqing Cong, ^
Tdivwei OtKig. fci

Taiyi (Supreme Unity),
I2i. ISi 2fi*21 U&.

377. 344

Taiyin ungiun See Moon Coddets

Taizong. emperor, fel

Tji/j.^
tjltarramc VkTiting, m
talismans (fu). Ji^l. 1CK-Q6. mA 20)-Q2.

TrfAvtJont O'lrf Do^fomt of (rw Wtyndraui

Stfr'pUirf o/SMprfrnf ffunA on ttre Jit^iw

StfimLon c/ Numinous Trrmunr fLmgboo

twifiarig dufenj}r^fuiu). 105

Tatfimarts o* the Five Correspor^dences.

l(7/i£ (hall). J2
Tang Changthou. 2^ &a

Ijng Congfang, 1^
Tang Hou. t<v^-nT

Tang Tjizoog.
2J,

Tang y <n. 284

Tangdi dl

Tanyang2i. ?7S^ a8fL287

Tjo (Dao. the Way). 'S-'6. 11^.

27S. and bcierHe.^ and Co'ifuCiamsni.

47-48. as undifferentiated oneness. 144

Tao Hongiing, £^22^8^ ijj, ifiO. 12l JO^

T»o«sm (Oaoism). i^and cyMivaiiort of

virtue fde). and transfcrr^ation from

pKil«ophy to 'eirgion. 16-17: and impc

nal patronage, 30. 22l 'q8-oQ- 'O Sa

Oyi^stiei period. 2£L Ming dyrvasly,

26-VQ. in Qing dynasty, jo, }HQ.

and Buddhism, i&q; in Tang dynasty. 182-

&4; and Three Texhingt 2t.v See alto

TaoiU religion

Tao-sl altar ^dflaiJtang Of duoion;. i^. ijt

i8<». )QQ. ifti. m. 1^
Taw^l architecture, names of. S7-*i9,

ong'ti) yr. tK>-6i. in lang dynasty, bi-^i.

m Jin (^asty.^ m Liaodyrtasiy. 62. in

Song dynasty. 6<-66. in Mongol reign

e'a, 66 6q in Yuan dynasty. 67 6'>: In

Ming and Qmg dynasties. 60-71

Tao<si art, earV i^, Buddhisi .nfli/enceon.

i8j 22; Tang dynasty. ?o-3v m Song

dynasty. iL 'n Vgan dynasty. 24-26. in

Ming dynasty. 26-^0: in Han dynasty. 77-

92. ir>d imperial patronage. ^-Q?
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Taoi&t AtMKiation of China (Zhongguo

djojiao xiehuif, 24

Taoist asvocialians (hui], 48

Tacist Canon |Daotang|, i£, li< tB. Jl; 'Oj.

10^. 231. 12^. iji. I^g. n6. 264. y)). }07

Taoist gods. ;«o

Toont ImmiyM' Ui OongtiVi. Tlw fcal. no.

Taot^ \mmonai UJ I^^ngb'n Croisivig Lj7jk£

Oofiping T)« icat, no 111), 134^37. JJi
Taoist marshals (yuomihuaO. 247. l<Jt. 100.

]00

Xionl O^ual d/EMfr (cat no. 70^ 21,

»H-». »>4

](io«I O^Mi afHtavtn |ca*. no. 63^ ai.

Ibatsl O^pciol 0/ 1M3t<r (cat. no. ^i]; 33.

2\\-n. ag
Tamil PsrsiAsf. 23, 2£
Taois: priest. i8q. i<m. ios"

Amsr /tMsl'i fTote (cat no. 47^ 1^ 196.

TMa PMoi's ffsA* (CM no. 4(2: 12^ !9ii

laimt Pma'i Robt (ut no.^ jtg. m^.

<q7-i>»

AoiK Prxsl'i Rote (ut. no.^ 198.

Ibortr Wwf'j Roht (<4t. no. 51], 135, y^t,

m
Tacmt rdigion (Diojiao). >fe-*Q- 40. i6<.

12iiiiii ani«edeni> of. '&-'7: ea'ly

developmenl i6-^8. ^3-40. 77-7>:

view of hupnirt body in, 17-' 8. m Tiflg

djmjsty. 20-at: in Song djmastr. 2^-24: in

jin dfnasly. 3^ in Mon^l era. 24- ?s: in

Ming dynasty. 26-30, ln<omM J

chuTch ( *ecclcsia"). 4Q-4I; new revela-

tioTH of. ^j-^^; and Three Teachings. 48-

so: new ordc^ of. SP-S2: rcpretnon of,

TaiMl ritual, *2;2Si 207

Aotsf ffiti«0Jiit xht impfioi Cout (CJt no,

ML ^O. '90.

Tfliiist Aituff//rom 7)ie Pfum »i tht CoSden

Wosc (cat. no Tga. tq^

Tootjl /iKKijJ SivorJ (cat. no. 214-tv 215

ftoiK SrrwffJ Suwi/ (cat no. 60). 217

Taaiit H\tua> Sword (cat no. 6_ijj ji& 2*2.

TflotsI fticua' Tabfrt (cat- rx>. 6£l 219

TiO'Sl robe (doopao). 1^ 138, 19^-99

Tao'st teaching, i£ 17

Taom temple-compJeM (giMf>y ^
Xoflifl Templet at Dragon and T.^r iVfounUin

(cat no, liii. 22i.|S§; l&o-^v i>o->i

Taont wonhtK,

7bo-tC'Chir^ Sec OwJe ;ing

Temple of Boundleis Numinos^. 26^

Temple of Drvine Music (Shen^ue Cuan),

22
Temple of the Central Peak (Ztior>£yue

Miao>, Mount Song, Hcnan province. 6^

m
Temple of the Eastern Peak (Oongyue

k^iao), Beijing, 25. -JJ, 5£. £a,222. Jj6.

a$
Temple of the Eastern Peak (Dongyue

Misol. lincheng. 6^

Temple of the Frve Peaks (VAjyue Cuan), ^8

Temple of the Northern Peak (Beiyue

kituo), 58, 62

Temple of the Sage Mother Empress Wli

(Zetian Shengmu Miao^, 6^

TvmpW of Wofvh.pping Heav«n, z^j

Ten Great Cavern-Heavens. \2k
Ttr\ SJonrfo/rfi/or Tooiltl (Dttorw} ihi^t). 2i

Ttiearth IPil.aai

Th<rd Vtao Lord (San V»o iun) .

Thirty-sin Lesser Caverr-Meavens. ^6
Three Caverns (Sonifcng). 18, 46. JIJ
Three Emperors (Sanhuang) traditwi, ifi

Three Encrg*i, jjj

Three Heavens, ^
Three Materials,

Three Officials (Sanguan), jv.^ 193, a37,

jiiiijigjiafe

three Pr mes, 205

Three Punties (Sar^qing), 22: '(^^

li}t- ao8. 217. 228, 2l8-<0. 22lf. IV.

236,126

Three RcligK)ns. Set Three Teachings

Three Stars, 33, 20, 22L Ul
Thfrt Sun, /Vwr Scurcri of Snfhtneis.

Thirty ejght Lunaf Mflrrsoni. i7n^ TwritV

Polaces (cf Ihi Zodixj. 12,

Three Teachings (Sonjioo), i^, 34, 27, 27. so.

62. 2V. 283, 116

Three Terraces (Santai). 292. 308

thunder (2*im}. 2U-'^
Thunder Master Lgminous Elder

(Haoweng). 3^?, 3^q

Thunder Riles s*ci, i_Oi.

Tianchang Cuan.

Tianhou. Set Empress of Heaven

Tianpeng.228.22S

Tianqing Cuan. See Abtieys to Celebrate the

Heavens

Tianshi D»o See Way of the Celestial

Masters

Tiantai Mounta ns. ]72

Tianyou. 3<|8 jas
Ttebao. 122.

tige* and dragon, Z2, ijOj JJft 'S4. '9t, i49.

U9: motifof 7^ 82. Ij, SLSt
ttynb ocavations, 60, 28

Tomb TiVe ivit>i the Queen Mgt>icr the Wat

(cat no, 241. !Si
tortoise and snake. See Zhenwu

torioive. significance of. J5^
Total Truth (Qsianihen) order. Set Complele

Realization

Tram^n^otiioAs ofLord Loo, The feat. no.

»).22. 174-7S.

Treasure Hall of the Three Purities jSo

Treasured Tranquilrty Temple (Baoning Si),

2j6, 341. 344. 348. IV9, iaS
true persons lihtnrtr\). See reak^ed beings

Turquo<se Pond (yaodhi), 221

twelve branches (diihiy 140. 141. 144

Twcnty-cighi Lunar Mansions fErshibo «iuj,

29. U8, 1]2. im6, l]7. U'. 141. t4i.

144. 'W.' 98. 249.249

Tim Parthfrom a Sorcophagi/s.' Ttftrwid

Dragon (cat. no. lol, ijo, i|o

Thvo Pnemi. 26, 36

Ufpemoa Higheil S^fit ThunderJatte Pivot

Thun^roiii Peof Pfvaotis Scripture wtth

ToliEiturMC Sfoit (cat ro. 73). 2^7-19.

2?7-i9

Wis* w>ih ih» fig^l immwMh (cat. no. 117I.

Venerating Perfection Palace, 22^

Vermilion Bird (Zhuque), 129, tao

Violet Tenuity star, jSj

virtue l^). 13

visualization practices, 20s. iSO. 1S7

vitality (mirrg/,

vtntjvv Su<e wtxh the Deified Lacir (cat no.

121, 169

Waltner. Ann. 282

Wan Shanjile, !i!

Wang Anshi. 98

Wang Ashan. ijy

Wang Bi, 42

Wang Bing,^
Wang Chang, 282

Wang Chongrang. 24- V>. 67, 2ti, u6
Wang Fangping, 114
Warg Fu. lo^

Wang Laozhi, 102-01

Wang Liyong. 32, i74-7<

Wang Mang,^
Wang Meng,

2J,
jSj

Wang Qidao. ]^
Warg Qinruo, 3^
Wang Rong, igj

Wang Shen. 38

Wang Shiznen, 2S2, iil, 342

Wang Wenqing

Wang Xi|ue. 287

Wang Xizhi. A 2^ 2^. 43, 97. 179, 181, 3}8

Wang Xuanhe. 2}i

Wang run J2i
Wang Zhe. See Wang Chongyang

Wang Zhideng, 123

Wang Zhiyuan,

Wang Ziqiao.^ 1^ iji. 13^ 2j«^ jij

Wing Zi»l, lOj

Wangling, 22

Wanyan Shou. 571

Waier and Land Ritual (Shuilu itvi). i£, 227.

242- 244. 248. 249. 2*10. 2S9. 271. 298

water, significance of

Water Spirit Temple (Dragon Xing Temple.

Shuishen Miao) jj. s8,

Wayof Fil-al Piet> rx>ao<jao| movement. J15

Way of the Celestial Masters (Tianshi Dao.

Celestial Master Tao-sm), ifi, «2, 2J.
41-

42. 44. *S. Tl. '6t, 17T. 229. 2TS. 306. Vi;

Kclesia of, 42. 44. 4S.^
Way of the Five Pecks of Rice. See Wudoumi

Dao

Way of the Yellow Empero* and the Old

Master (Huanglao Dao). »T-lS

Way, the- See Tao

Weaving Cirl, jji

Wei Boyang. 3)7, ^2. 141

Wei Hanjin, $8

Wei Muacun,^ jji, jjg,

Wei Su. 162

Hvisfxj. See apocrypha

Wen (Wendi). Han emperor. 39, 119

Wen (W^nwangl, king. 1^
Wen Bo»en, 1^ y,i-sy

Wen Fong, 134, 3&4

Wen Tianxiang. 12^

Wen Zhengming, 123, VA. iS7- 162, >74. 378

Werchang, /a, 1^ 3^ 33^. 36^ 367

W^nchun^ the Cwi ofLiumture (cat. no

89) 367. 267

Wer<Ji. Sui emperor, fij

Wenzi. 62

Western Otpper, 246

Western Mountain (Xi Shan), ji^
J15

White Cloud Monastery (Balyun Cuan),^
62. 69, 73. 73. 2)1. jiS. 283^ 292. >0i

White Tiger (Baihu). isg; UJ. •40

Wirt^d figure (cat. no zi), 149. 149

winged figures (yuren). 1^ 1^ 1^ 160

Wood Sire (Mugong), 26, 222, 240
Wrh 0/the Three Auguil, 3S9

WVit^ng on AM9lr<ning to AcsfiKiiion (Wuihtn

345

ivu. See non-betng

Wu Bolt. 26.364

Wu Cheng,

Wu, emperc See Han Wudi

Wu D»02.. IL ULiai US, i2L 12*

Wu Hung. 1^5

Wu Meng,^
Wu Qizhen, 122

Wu QuanjK, 22, 24-2S. J2, ia]=u, 221-2V

301 .
361

Wu Rongguang. la^

Wu School,

Wu Shu, 2&1

Wu Tung, 3jj, J32
Wu We<. 28, Ul 276, 277

Wu Xian, 1^
Wu Yuanhui, 13^

Wj Zetian, empress, 21. 231. «8
Wu Zongyuan. Z3^ 337. 340

Wudang Shan. See Mount Wudang

Wjdi. Han emperor See Han Wudi

Wudi. Liang emperor. £a

Wudoumi Dao (Five Pecks of Rice Taoism).

42, 60, 77-92; organization of. 78-T<i;

priest (thi) of ii^ti. depicting insages of

deites in. 88-91

Wushong brfoo. See Supreme Secret EssrnKiflfs

wvwtt. St* nonaction

Wuyue Dian. Set Halt of the Five Peaks

Wuyue Miao, fi&

Xi Kang. 4i4J. iJi

Xi Shan. ^
X.a Cui. i££

x.ahuang 1^ See olio Four Sages of

Mount Shang

irifln. See imrriortals

Xian Ming, 84
X.arg Xiu, 42, i8<

Xiang Vuanbian, 1^ 126, JfrJ

Xiiong'er Commerrfory to Loozi 'i Sc/iptun of

the Way, Th« (cat no, 341, 19, 8Llt8. m,
m

Xiao Baifang, lo^

Xi«o<i, empress, joi

xinomumo (lesser carpentry),
2[

Xie He la

Xie Lingyun.^ jjj
Xie Shicfien. 70, 71. tol

Ximen Qtng, iq3

Xjwangmu. See Queen Mother of the W^t
Xu Bangda. 340

Xu Daoling, 2jJ
Xu Fu.

J27
Xu Hui. JOJ
Xu )ian, 1^1

Xu lingyang, 48,4;

Xu Mai.^
Xu Ml. 20J, JjS

XuWet.

Xu Xun, 3oS. 314-17, P4-S7, 318. jH
Xu You. 151

Xu Zhichang. loj, laz

Xuande, zii.

Xuanhe Cofiigraphf Colo-^gue (Xuor\he

thupuj, 102

Xuiirthr AsuiCing C0t«logue fXuiinhr houpv}.

21, 107, Ij2

Xuanjiao. See Mysterious Teaching sect

Xuanjie tu, £7
Xuanmiao Cuan. 6£
Xuant.an shangdi (Supreme Emperor of the

Dark Heaven). Set Zhenwu

Xuamong, emperor. JJS

Xuanwu. S«r Dark Warrior

Xuaniue. See Mystery Learning

Xuanzong (Minghuang), emperor, 20. 21. fiL

69. Zt. 9S. 182-83. 314. 242, 369. 272. 284
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YUn Hui. JJO. HI. )M
y»n Librn. 1 jj

Yan Zhenqing. 97

14. 16

Vang GuifiEi, 46

IbiVWeixheiiwlii)

Vrng ». d. 44. aes. X7S. )]t.

Yang Xizhan, igt

Vingpinj Zhi. 7jw(^ICblT.B
fanqingCuin. 192,29$

Vanzt. \y

Yao, emprrof mrj

Ydlow Emperc" |Hu^n£d<).»,]6,gfl, ija,

'77. 177- n'.JJ*
Vtrllow MiTTO Onuin. 71»;

Vdlow MounUin (Huang Shan), 572

Vi,in

9i4wM),)Si

Vf/»t faoak^OHVOil. 16. 17. 34.47, 69.

»05.«»B7.J<a.J7i

im and |iw» n. ia7, 130* iji. ap. aM. aij.

3^ 337.34*J<«-4M50-SI,3S3.

V>n '^cr,:jo, 18a

Vin Xi. 14. 1 s. 1I, iS-igi, lit, iijt lag, 1(7,

l&J. JOI

YinpfKHi, 60, }7'. J77

Ytfhtnf <Rup«((lul S*f 171, 191, S99

^tai|laanvKW (Out Dl), ailv aj4, 301,

JOJ.364

Yongle Conf . See Eternal Joy Temple

Yongwng. 333

yangzhcrg emperar, 7X, aSot ajo, jto

fCu Sie being

VfMJ (> J jS?

Villi JM

fwuii IcrnifTf j^d. Irfn[>>|. 59

Yujn Miaozong, 298

IMMfi SM|irlrMl«mr|y

VlMmM ttMiun. SwOImW WmHv of

PrHwcidM >n>wnlm
yutui (moon MftiM), 67. <•
Yii«yan| loiMr (nii|«i| lou), yrj

)ade maidcfis

lam Sm wlnfid ifuic

ZliaZliloi«aje

Zhang iyiM.joj

Zhaagaadiaii,34}

Zhaag Diving (Zhang Ung), 16,A i(-i9,

41. 4I. <0. ??A 7» »*3. '«7. >7}. ao«,

M91.n3.aj7.a47.3to

Zhang, ampaior. iji

Zhant;. emprni, lot, 313; oidaiation of,

209-12

Zhang Fet, 358

Zhang Cuolao. y», JIlwJ>9
Zhang Heng. ;S, 79

Zhang Hua
Zhang Huang, 131. 13I

7hang||H,,g

Zhang limling, al, 219
Zhang Uang, ija

Zhang Ung, Sm Zhang Oaeiing

Zhang Ltusun, 24- 2^, 52. 221

Zhar.j Lu (Hin n^iitcr), ;& ;9. 8;, I$I,I7)

Zharg tu \M ng painter) 116-17

Zharg Pu, 8j

Zhang Sanfeng, 2S, 364

Znani: Sen^iyDj, ji, 132, I)), 349
ZhdPj. S'lanfyiiig, q.9. 107

Zhang S*ieng. 79

Zhang Shicheng. 369

Zhang Siciieng,aa.*}9

ZliangSu4ing,i07

ZhangTM^al}

Zhang TiangpuL iti

Zhang Xin, )0j

Zhang Xuanqnig, aol, >l)

Zbang ^u. 561

^lang 'ucii- 1'6, i,£?

Znang '•UC1U. ^64

Zhang uqing, 30; J07

Zhang Zortgyan, 23, aai

ZhaoBofu, ifo

Zhao Fuw 132

Zhao Lingrang. 98

Zhao Mcngfu. 23. 179, 222. 223, 240. 369.

ZhaaQLjai
Zhao J^uanlang, 391

ZhcSchocI 2I, llti 117. XTa, PI, ])<

:ht'^ S^f ihunder

i Yr nf '1.11 lijj

? f-r HjT H.; n jr

2hc If . iMj.lr- Lonfint Yang). JJO

Zheigji S«c Gthoooii Unity ^ect

Zhd^JbiMw. Sw SMuMf)) AHi^tfit Ona
and Onliadae E«Ma

ahnnnw^ SwiMUaad iMliig

Zhamma. 1^ wf, 105, 171. tft, 141. ajt, aC4.

I9i-»a, a94. iM, >9<i.

297, an, 301, 333: aa Manhal Itaaiihn,

191; and tartoise and snake. 291, 29),

ajS, 396, 196, 297, 297. joo. 300. 306.

308, 3^a. 310: a« Xuanwii 293. 293; as

Pcrfecled Warricf 15 j, 295. 29S, 298,

3o6-n7. 309, a". Suprrmr Emp^i-or

of th* Daf« Hpavrn ji-in, joo y'> 310

maniCrsutKxis of, 30a, 303. 304, 30s

ihnwiw andHs Cawt feat' IMk
100

Zhtnww AipwneEi^piiar^lta Ont
HcBwi (cat. na^ 1^, afOh 194, ag*

2hnnM>, Supninc Cnqworofthc Oirt

H—

I

M (cat. no. 104). 29;. 293
7h€nu\i, ^uprtn^t Imvxrc^r cf the Dofic

Mfj.rii |cat r ?. r -iiM ;r, T 297

Mrj,i-'i r-j 141 1 1 310

Zhenwxi with the tigi« 7r,ignir7ii, tht i\cythcm

rSfpK and IMiwni (cat no. 113). 301.

309
Zhemang, enpciw.49, 6C. C9, JJ, 171,

a^o, 291,313

Zhnan^ cnigarea; g(, 17C

aM (admtnMratlw tuHdhigar canMf), 60.

T9.to

Zhidao Cuan, 374

Zhinan Cong, 73, 73

Zhong Kui, 23J. 3J3, 272, 272

Zhwig Kill rwwlingM Mjght (cat. noL fi],

272,17*

Zhengfeng Mingben. 2}

zhM^guaiw JO, jj. p».pM.tn.P4.

m
Zhonpur Miao, Sw ftii oflha CaMral

IVak

Zhou Cang, 258, ajt

Zhou Oongqing, 124

Zhou Cong, 109

Zhou Xuanahen. )£l, 36a

Zhu Cunii, 222

zhu n, 191-92

zhuHoudMaai)

ZhL Yi ! i

ZHu Yrji>-Jufi ;'7"i

Z>1L. Y<iL,Ijrin. iC>5

Zhu Yuanihang, i;. 29.. 2;i, 291. 369. }72

ZhiiZhldii,)S9

ZhuZhang*u,lje

Zhu«g,2]iS

ZhiangaL ff-j/t. 6t. 10), nt, 123, 1*4

2haar«a 17. JJ-jS, 39. 121. 125, ^4f. 134,

1601. >77, 2»6. J74

Ztiuofgit CYri^ir ng oft SuOmfif (caL no.

6). 122 .,

ZHu>i, it; 26;

2 to, AngrlD ; l :.

2od ic, Chi-ieve. 29, 29, 14U, 140. 141. 141,

M3
Zongmi, 131

ZongfoiigCaqg, 6S
itaaahmali
ZOrriian Erik, 183
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